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Amiodarone, dysrhythmias, 25.211
- respiratory toxicity, 15.168
- thyroid disease, 27.192
Amphetamines, 29.3
Amphotericin, liposomal, 17.319
- nephrotoxicity, 13. 231, 14.229, 27.276
Anabolic steroids, abuse in sport, 29.508
Analgesics
- headache, 21.95
- headaches in children, 23.114
- nephropathy, 21.98
Androgens, in women, 24.477
Anesthesia, dental, safety of, 16.122
Anesthetics
- halogenated, renal damage, 20.106
- local, combinations, 20.121
- local, neurotoxicity, 21.129, 25.152
- ocular, 17.542
Anorectic drugs
- cardiac valvulopathy 22.3, 23.2, 24.4, 25.5
- primary pulmonary hypertension, 18.7, 21.2, 23.2, 25.5
Anthracyclines, 25.533
Anticancer antimetabolites, 29.531
Anticholinergic drugs, 22.507
Anticoagulants, oral, skin necrosis, 29.358
Anticonvulsants, see Antiepileptic drugs
Antidepressants, see also individual agents
during and after pregnancy, 21.17
- mania, 29.18
- overdose, 28.14
Antidysrhythmic drugs
- in atrial fibrillation, 24.197
- prodysrhythmic effects, 17.218, 23.196
Antiepileptic drugs
- bone loss, 27.74
- comparison, 25.78
- death, 23.83
- overdosage, 22.84
- psychiatric effects, 22.82, 27.72
Antiestrogens, genotoxicity and tumorigenicity, 27.429
Antifungal drugs
- drug interactions (azoles), 24.318, 28.299, 29.282
- Pneumocystis jiroveci (carinii) pneumonia, 18.289
Antihistamines
- cardiovascular adverse effects, 17.196, 22.176, 25.183, 26.180
drowsiness/sedation, 21.170, 23.171, 26.182
Antihypertensive drugs, 19.209
- in diabetes mellitus, 28.226
- fixed-dose combinations, 22.224
- individualizing therapy, 17.246
Antimalarial drugs, 14.237, 17.325, 20.257
- adjunctive treatments, 24.330
- prophylaxis, 13.239, 23.304
Antimicrobial drugs
- allergic reactions, 23.251
- coagulation disorders, 18.258
- colitis, 17.303
- intestinal motility, 13.220
- male fertility, 16.262
new, 13.210
new, with adjuvants, 17.296
the pill and pregnancy, 24, 274
policies and politics, 16.273
prescribing, 15.254
preterm infants, 21.258
prudent use, 25.279, 27.242, 28.265
side chains, 16.264
Antioxidant vitamins, 20.363
Antiprotozoal drugs
African trypanosomiasis, 18.293
toxoplasmosis, 20.262
Antipsychotic drugs
comparisons of different types, 25.53, 27.50
diabetes mellitus, 28.60
use in conditions other than schizophrenia, 27.49
weight gain, 26.56
Antiretroviral drugs, metabolic complications, 28.329
Antithyroid drugs, pregnancy, 13.377
Antituberculosis drugs, 16.341
Genetic susceptibility, 28.342
liver damage, 25.363, 26.339
Mycobacterium avium–complex infection, 20.278
Appetite suppressants
cardiac valvulopathies, 22.3, 23.2, 24.4, 25.5
primary pulmonary hypertension, 18.7, 21.2, 23.2, 25.5
Aspirin, see Acetylsalicylic acid
Asthma medications, exacerbation of asthma, 20.165
Atovaquone, 19.266
Avoparcin
lessons from, 27.242
resistance, 29.244
Azoles, see Antifungal drugs
Baclofen, withdrawal syndrome, 26.152
Bambuterol, cardiac failure, 23.181
Benzodiazepines
brain damage, 14.36
depression, 17.43
medicolegal aspects, 13.33
Beta-adrenoceptor agonists, 18.159
asthma, 19.178, 21.179
asthma deaths, 17.164
Beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, sexual function, 15.188
Beta-carotene, see also Vitamin A
alcohol, vitamin A, interaction, 24.442
tumorigenicity, 25.454
Beta-lactam antibiotics
effects on eukaryotic cells, 13.212
immediate hypersensitivity reactions, 14.211
pregnancy, 25.280
Botulinum toxin A, use in primary axillary hyperhidrosis, 27.161
Calcium antagonists, long-term safety, 20.185, 21.208, 22.214
Carnitine, 13.269
Carotenoids, tumorigenicity, 25.454
Ceftriaxone, 15.258
nephrolithiasis, 29.246
Cephalosporins, immunological reactions, 28.267
Charcoal, activated, in digitalis overdose, 24.201
Chloramphenicol, children, 15.267
Chloroquine, 15.286
Chondroprotective agents, 14.439
Chymopapain, 14.264
Ciclosporin, urinary system, 19.348
Clozapine, 15.50
agranulocytosis, 22.1359
Cocaine
cardiovascular effects, 18.5
fetotoxicity, 29.41
pre-natal exposure and perinatal effects, 27.1
second-generation effects, 20.24
Cocamidopropylbetaine, allergy, 19.151
Complementary and alternative therapies, indirect risks, 27.521
esophagus, adverse effects on, 14.442
Contrast media
adverse effects, 13.431, 24.525
anaphylactoid and allergic reactions, 20.422
delayed reactions, 26.513
in magnetic resonance imaging, 20.419
nephrotoxicity, 27.500, 28.556, 29.575
Corticosteroids, see Glucocorticoids
Cosmetics
adverse effects, 13/117
contact allergy, 16.150, 19.151
ingredient labeling, 22.159
Co-trimoxazole, hypersensitivity reactions, 20.264
COX2 inhibitors, 24.115, 25.126, 26.116
vascular disease, 29.116
Deferiprone, cardiac siderosis, 29.235
Deferoxamine, 16.247
bone dysplasia, 23.241
cardiac siderosis, 29.235
bone dysplasia, 23.241
cardiac siderosis, 29.235
Diamorphine, progressive spongiform leukoencephalopathy, 24.40
Diclofenac, liver damage, 20.91
Digitalis, in atrial fibrillation, 24.197
Digoxin, compared with other drugs in heart failure in sinus rhythm, 14.141
compared with other drugs in chronic uncomplicated atrial fibrillation, 14.144
in heart failure in sinus rhythm, 18.196
Diuretics
diabetes mellitus, electrolyte abnormalities, and the ALLHAT trial, 27.219
hypernatremia, 29.219
renal cell carcinoma, 23.225
renal insufficiency, 25.250
Dofetilide, 26.208
Dopamine receptor agonists, sleep disorders, 26.160, 27.149
Ecstasy, see MDMA
EDTA, pseudothrombocytopenia, 21.250
Endothelin receptor antagonists, in hypertension, 26.233
Enzyme inhibitors, 15.337
Erythromycin, versus the new macrolides, 21.269
Erythropoietin, pure red cell aplasia, 27.348
status and safety, 16.400
Etoposide, 27.477
Euxyl K 400, contact allergy, 16.150
Felbamate
aplastic anemia, 19.68, 22.86
risk/benefit ratio, 23.86
Fenfluramine
cardiac valvulopathies, 22.3, 23.2, 24.4, 25.5
primary pulmonary hypertension, 18.7, 21.2, 23.2, 25.5
Fenoterol, safety in severe asthma, 23.182
Fentanyl, buccal and transdermal administration, 20.77
Fertility drugs
malignant melanoma, 26.434
ovarian cancer, 24.474
Fish oil, 13.460
Flecainide, in supraventricular dysrhythmias, 21.200
Fluoroquinolones, 18.271
Fluorouracil, adverse effects, 23.476
Folic acid, dietary supplementation, 19.369
safety aspects, 27.407
Formoterol, tolerance, 24.187
Fragrances, contact allergy, 20.149
Gadolinium salts, nephrotoxicity, 28.561
General anesthetics, see Anesthetics
Germanium, 16.545
Glucocorticoids
bone, 16.447, 22.182, 25.195
contact allergy, 15.139, 21.158
effective dose and therapeutic ratio, 23.175
and eyes, 29.481
and growth, 14.335
inhaled, effects on mouth and throat, 29.168
inhaled, effects on skin, 29.169
inhaled, growth inhibition, 26.186
inhaled, risks in children, 27.174
inhaled, systemic availability, 24.185, 26.187
musculoskeletal adverse effects, 21.417
preterm infants, 17.445
Grapefruit juice, drug interactions 23.519
Growth hormone
adults, 16.501
insulin resistance, 24.504
malignancy, 23.468
Hepatitis B vaccine, demyelinating diseases, 21.331, 22.346, 24.374
Heroin, see Diamorphine
Histamine (H2) receptor antagonists, 13.330, 15.393
HIV- protease inhibitors
insulin resistance, 22.317
lipodystrophy, 22.317
HMG CoA reductase inhibitors, interactions, 25.530
Hormones, sex, tumors, 22.465
5-HT, see Serotonin
Hypnotics, 20.30
avoiding adverse effects, 21.37
Hypoglycemic drugs, combinations of, 27.458, 28.521
Immunization
adverse effects, 24.364
and autoimmune disease, 27.336
bioterrorism, 25.378, 26.354
multiple, 27.334
Immunotherapy, in leishmaniasis, 15.299
Incretin mimetics, 29.528
Indometacin, fetal and neonatal complications, 18.102
Influenza vaccine, 29.332
Insulin
human, and hypoglycemia, 15.452
modes of administration, 26.464
resistance, and growth hormone, 24.504
synthetic analogs, 24.489
Interferons, psychological and psychiatric effects, 29.384
Interleukin-2, 14.325
Irinotecan, 27.477
Isoniazid, prophylactic, toxicity, 24.352
Kava kava
liver damage, 27.518
adverse effects, 28.579
Ketorolac, risk of adverse effects, 17.110
Lamotrigine, skin rashes, 20.62, 24.88
Laxatives, abuse, 13.336
Leflunomide, 29.435
Lipid-lowering drugs, 13.402, 15.479
Lithium
adverse effects, prevention and treatment, 13.17, 17.28
beneficial uses other than in bipolar disorder, 27.19
interactions, 16.13, 18.30
intoxication, prevention and treatment, 17.29
monitoring therapy, 18.25
mortality, 19.14
urinary system, 14.18, 19.16
Local anesthetics, see Anesthetics
Loop diuretics, see Diuretics
Lorenzo’s oil, 27.475
Lyme disease vaccine, autoimmune disease, 24.366
Macrolides, drug interactions, 14.220
intestinal motility, 18.269
Malaria vaccines, 22.306
Mannitol, 28.236
MAO inhibitors, see Monoamine oxidase inhibitors
MDMA
cognitive effects, 26.32
deaths, 24.32
Measles immunization
autism, 23.350
Cumulative indexes of special reviews, Annuals 13–29

Crohn's disease, 23.350
neurological adverse effects, 23.348
subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, 29.335
Melatonin, 25.523
Metamfetamine, 29.3
Metformin
contraindications, 28.515
lactic acidosis, 23.459, 29.526
Methylidibromoglutaronitrile, contact allergy, 16.150, 19.151
Mibefradil, drug interactions, 23.210
Midazolam, 15.112
Midodrine, 26.159
Milrinone, intravenous, acute heart failure, 21.196
MMR immunization
autism, 23.350, 25.387, 28.363
Crohn's disease, 23.350, 25.387
Monoamine oxidase inhibitors, 13.6, 17.361
Morphine, managing adverse effects, 26.98
Muscle relaxants
emergency medicine, 20.133
eyes, 21.145
hypersensitivity reactions, 27.138
intensive care, 19.140
Niacin, extended-release, 16.440
Neuromuscular blocking agents, anaphylaxis, 29.145
depolarizing neuromuscular blockers, 15.127
residual paralysis, 27.139
NSAIDs, see also COX2 inhibitors
acute renal insufficiency, 28.122
blood pressure, 19.92, 27.102
children, 19.96
current controversies, 17.102
COX2 inhibitors, 24.115, 25.126, 26.116
dyspepsia, 28.120
gastrointestinal adverse effects, 14.79, 17.95, 18.90, 18.99, 20.86, 21.96, 22.108, 23.114
inhibiting cardioprotective effects of acetylsalicylic acid, 28.118
intracerebral hemorrhage, 28.119
neutrotizing fascitis, 28.121
nephrotoxicity, 18.100, 20.89, 24.120, 26.111
skin reactions, 13.72
topical, 18.163
Ocular drugs
allergic reactions, 21.486
geriatric patients, 16.542
risk factors for adverse effects, 22.507
Omeprazole, tumors, 16.423
Opioids
abuse, 29.44
adverse effects, prevention, 24.100
death, 25.37
obstetric use, 24.102
tolerance in neonates, 23.97
Oral contraceptives
antimicrobial drugs, and pregnancy, 24.274
and breast cancer, 15.426
formulations, 24.472
third-generation, 25.484, 26.442
venous thromboembolism, 23.442
Paclitaxel, adverse effects, 21.463
Pancreatic enzyme supplements, fibrous colonopathy, 20.322
Paracetamol
liver damage, 17.98, 18.94
overdose, 13.68, 23.117
Parenteral nutrition
bone effects, 22.378
cholestasis, 22.376
infections, 22.379
Penicillins
acute desensitization, 23.252
immunological reactions, 28.267
Peritoneal dialysis fluids, effects on peritoneum, 22.381
Phentermine, cardiac valvulopathies, 24.4
Platinum compounds, 26.490
Polio vaccine, AIDS, 23.352
Polyaspartic acid, protective against nephrotoxicity, 17.305
Polyethylene glycol, electrolyte, mineral, metal, and fluid balance, 29.376
Polystyrene sulfonates, 25.271
Polyvinylpyrrolidone, storage disease, 22.522
Propofol, infusion syndrome, 26.135
Propolis, allergy, 17.181
Proton pump inhibitors, tumors, 23.383
PUVA, malignant melanoma, 22.166
Pyrazinamide, in latent pulmonary tuberculosis, 27.323
Quinidine, versus quinine, 15.295
Quinine, versus quinidine, 15.295
Rhesus anti-D, prophylaxis, 13.297
Ribostamycin, and aminoglycosides, 15.270
Rocuronium, allergic reactions, 26.150
Rotashield, intussusception, 23.354
Salbutamol, adrenoceptor genotypes, 29.173
Salmeterol, tolerance, 24.187
Sedatives, 29.128
Sex hormones, tumors, 22.465
Serotonin
receptor antagonists, 15.391
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, drug interactions, 22.13
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, suicidal behavior, 29.19
Smallpox vaccination, 27.339
Somatostatin, 15.468
Spinal manipulation, adverse effects, 29.591
Statins, see HMG Co-A reductase inhibitors
Stereoids, see Glucocorticoids
Sumatriptan, 17.171
Suramin, patients with prostate cancer, 20.283
Suxamethonium, postoperative myalgia, 28.155
Teniposide, 27.477
Tetracyclines
  adverse effects, 26.268
  comparative toxicity, 22.268
  and metalloproteinases, 26.266
  in pregnancy, 25.280
  in rheumatology, 23.255
  therapeutic effects, 24.278
Theophylline, asthma, 17.2, 18.1, 18.2
Thiazides, see Diuretics
Thiazolidinediones, peripheral edema, 29.531
Thiomerosal, in vaccines, 28.357
Thyroid hormones, 29.464
Thyroxine, drug interactions, 24.484
Thiaprofenic acid, cystitis, 18.106
Toiletries, see Cosmetics
Topiramate, cognitive effects, 26.81
Topoisomerase inhibitors, 27.477
Topotecan, 27.477
Tretinoin, topical, teratogenicity, 18.164
L-tryptophan, eosinophilia-myalgia syndrome, 15.514
Tumor necrosis factor antagonists, infection risk, 29.395

Index of adverse effects

Cardiovascular
  atrial fibrillation, antidysrhythmic drugs, 24.197
  atrial fibrillation, digitalis, 24.197
  cardiac failure, aldosterone antagonists, 24.246
  cardiac failure, bambuterol, 23.181
  cardiac siderosis, deferoxamine/deferiprone, 29.235
  cardiotoxicity, antihistamines, 17.196, 25.183, 26.180
  cardiotoxicity, calcium antagonists, 20.185
  cardiotoxicity, cocaine, 18.5
  cardiotoxicity, coxibs, 29.116
  cardiotoxicity, propofol, 26.135
  dysrhythmias, antihistamines, 22.176
  dysrhythmias, amiodarone, 25.211
  heart attacks, acetylsalicylic acid, 27.109
  hypertension, NSAIDs, 19.92, 27.102
  prodysrhythmic effects, antidyshrhythmic drugs, 17.218, 23.196
  QT interval prolongation, 24.54
  valvulopathies, fenfluramine, 22.3, 23.2, 24.4, 25.5
  valvulopathies, phentermine, 24.4, 25.5
  venous thromboembolism, oral contraceptives, 23.442

Respiratory
  amiodarone, 15.168
  asthma, acetylsalicylic acid, 17.94
  asthma, fenoterol, 23.182
  asthma, in pregnancy, 28.186
  asthma deaths, beta2-adrenoceptor agonists, 17.164
  asthma exacerbation, asthma medications, 20.165
  bronchoconstriction, paradoxical, nebulizer solutions, 13.134

Vaccines, see also individual agents
  combinations, 29.327
  poliomyelitis, 22.352
  thiomersal in, 28.357
  Valproate, polycystic ovary syndrome, 26.81
  Vancomycin
    lessons from, 27.242
    resistance, 29.244
  Vigabatrin
    psychosis and abnormal behavior, 18.71
    visual field defects, 21.78, 24.95, 25.98, 26.82
  Vinca alkaloids, 28.538

Churg–Strauss syndrome, leukotriene receptor antagonists, 24.183, 27.177, 29.174
cough, ACE inhibitors, 19.211
primary pulmonary hypertension, appetite suppressants, 18.7, 21.2, 23.2, 25.5
rhinosinusitis, acetylsalicylic acid, 17.94

Eur, nose, throat
  glucocorticoids, inhaled, 29.168

Nervous system
  brain damage, benzodiazepines, 14.36
  demyelinating diseases, hepatitis B vaccine, 21.331, 22.346, 24.374
drowsiness/sedation, antihistamines, 21.170, 23.171, 26.182
  headache, analgesics, 21.95, 23.114
  intracerebral hemorrhage, NSAIDs, 28.119
  neuroleptic malignant syndrome, 20.41
  neurotoxicity, anesthetics, local, 21.129
  neurotoxicity, measles immunization, 23.348
  overdosage, antiepileptic drugs, 22.84
  poliomyelitis, vaccines, 22.352
  progressive spongiform leuкоencephalopathy, di- amorphine, 24.40
  seizures, antimicrobial drugs, 18.261
  sleep disorders, dopamine receptor agonists, 26.160, 27.149
  strokes, acetylsalicylic acid, 27.109
  strokes, risperidone, 28.76
  subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, measles vaccine, 29.335
  tardive dyskinesia, 14.47, 20.38
  tardive syndromes, 17.54
  transient symptoms, intrathecal anesthetics, 25.152
Cumulative indexes of special reviews, Annuals 13–29

Neuromuscular
residual paralysis, neuromuscular blocking drugs, 27.139

Sensory systems
eye effects, glucocorticoids, 29.481
eye effects, muscle relaxants, 21.145
otoxicity, aminoglycosides, 14.222, 18.268
visual field defects, vigabatrin, 21.78, 24.95, 25.98, 26.82

Psychological
cognitive effects, MDMA, 26.32
cognitive effects, metamfetamine, 29.3
cognitive effects, topiramate, 26.78
interferons, 29.384

Psychiatric
antiepileptic drugs, 22.82, 27.72
autism, MMR/measles immunization, 23.350, 25.387, 28.363
depression, benzodiazepines, 17.43
mania, antidepressants, 13.8, 29.18
interferons, 29.384
psychosis and abnormal behavior, vigabatrin, 18.71
suicidal behavior, SSRI s, 29.19

Endocrine
diabetes mellitus, antihypertensive drugs, 28.226
diabetes mellitus, antipsychotic drugs, 28.60
diabetes mellitus, diuretics, 27.219
insulin resistance, growth hormone, 24.504
insulin resistance, HIV-protease inhibitors, 22.317
ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome, valproate, 26.477
polycystic ovary syndrome, valproate, 26.81
thyroid disease, amiodarone, 27.192

Metabolism
antiretroviral drugs, 28.329
hyperlactatemia, 29.302
hypoglycemia, insulin, 15.452
lactic acidosis, metformin, 23.459, 25.526
lipatrophy, 29.302
lipodystrophy, HIV-protease inhibitors, 22.317
metabolic acidosis, propofol, 26.135
mitochondrial toxicity, 29.302
polyvinylpyrrolidone storage disease, 22.45
weight gain, antipsychotic drugs, 26.56

Electrolyte balance
electrolyte abnormalities, diuretics, 27.219, 29.219
polyethylene glycol, 29.376

Mineral balance
polyethylene glycol, 29.376

Metal balance
polyethylene glycol, 29.376

Fluid balance
peripheral edema, thiazolidinediones, 29.531
polyethylene glycol, 29.376

Hematologic
agranulocytosis, clozapine, 22.59
aplastic anemia, felbamate, 19.68, 22.86
coaulation disorders, beta-lactam antibiotics, 18.258
cosinophilia-myalgia syndrome, tryptophan, 15.514
pseudothrombocytopenia, EDTA, 21.250
pure red cell aplasia, erythropoietin, 27.348

Mouth
Glucocorticoids, inhaled, 29.168

Gastrointestinal
bleeding, acetylsalicylic acid, 17.95, 18.90
cholestasis, total parenteral nutrition, 22.376
colitis, antimicrobial drugs, 17.303
Crohn’s disease, MMR/measles immunization, 23.350, 25.387
dysepsia, NSAIDs, 28.120
fibrosis colonopathy, pancreatic enzyme supplements, 20.322
inflammatory bowel disease, NSAIDs, 25.131
intestinal motility, antimicrobial drugs, 13.220
intestinal motility, macrolides, 18.269
intussusception, Rotashield, 23.354
ulceration, bleeding and perforation, NSAIDs, 14.79, 16.103, 17.95, 18.90, 18.99, 19.93, 20.86, 21.96, 22.108, 23.114, 27.105

Liver
hepatotoxicity, alcohol/vitamin A/beta-carotene, 24.442
hepatotoxicity, antituberculosis drugs, 25.363, 26.339
hepatotoxicity, diclofenac, 20.91
hepatotoxicity, kava kava, 27.518
hepatotoxicity, paracetamol, 17.98, 18.94
Reye’s syndrome, acetylsalicylic acid, 15.85

Urinary tract
acute renal insufficiency, NSAIDs, 28.122
cystitis, tiaprofenic acid, 18.106
nephrolithiasis, ceftriaxone, 29.246
nephrotoxicity, aminoglycosides, 15.268, 17.305
nephrotoxicity, paracetamol, 13.231, 14.229, 27.276
nephrotoxicity, analgesics, 21.98
nephrotoxicity, anesthetics, halogenated, 20.106
nephrotoxicity, ciclosporin, 19.348
nephrotoxicity, contrast media, 27.500, 28.556, 29.575
nephrotoxicity, gadolinium salts, 28.561
nephrotoxicity, lithium, 14.18, 19.16
nephrotoxicity, NSAIDs, 18.100, 20.89, 24.120, 26.111
renal cell carcinoma, diuretics, 23.225
renai insufficiency, diuretics, 25.250

Skin
contact allergy, 23.160
contact allergy, glucocorticoids, 15.139
contact dermatitis, aminoglycosides, 13.225
cutaneous reactions, NSAIDs, 13.72
glucocorticoids, inhaled, 29.169
necrosis, oral anticoagulation, 29.358
rashes, lamotrigine, 20.62, 24.88
vitamin K₁, 25.461

Serosae
peritoneum, peritoneal dialysis, 22.381
pleurodesis, 25.189

Musculoskeletal
bone, total parenteral nutrition, 22.378
bone dysplasia, deferoxamine, 23.241
bone loss, antiepileptic drugs, 27.74
bone mineral density, glucocorticoids, 25.195
cosinophilia-myalgia syndrome, tryptophan, 15.514
growth in children, inhaled glucocorticoids, 26.186
growth in children, oral glucocorticoids, 14.335
rhabdomyolysis, propofol, 26.135
postoperative myalgia, suxamethonium, 28.155
Sexual function
and beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 15.188
Immunologic
allergic reactions, antimicrobial drugs, 23.251
allergic reactions, rocuronium, 26.150
anaphylaxis, human albumin, 14.296
anaphylaxis, neuromuscular blocking agents, 29.145
angioedema, ACE inhibitors, 22.225, 29.207
autoimmune disease, immunizations, 27.336
autoimmune disease, Lyme disease vaccine, 24.366
cocamidopropylbetaine, 19.151
contrast agents, 20.422
cosmetics, 16.150, 19.151
cotrimoxazole, 20.264
desensitization, penicillin, 23.252
Euxyl K 400, 16.150
fragrances, 20.149
glucocorticoids, 21.158
hypersensitivity reactions, beta-lactam antibiotics, 14.211
hypersensitivity reactions, muscle relaxants, 27.138
immune reconstitution disease, 29.315
methyldibromoglutaronitrile, 16.150, 19.151
ocular drugs, 21.486
propolis, 17.181
red man syndrome, 17.312
Infection risk
AIDS, polio vaccine, 23.352
necrotizing fasciitis, NSAIDs, 28.121
total parenteral nutrition, 22.379
tumor necrosis factor antagonists, 29.395
Body temperature
malignant hyperthermia, 18.112
Trauma
acupuncture, 29.590
Death
antiepileptic drugs, 23.83
calcium antagonists, 22.214
ecastasy, 24.32
lithium, 19.14
opiates, 25.37, 29.44
Drug abuse
anabolic steroids in sport, 29.508
Drug tolerance
opioids in neonates, 23.97
Drug withdrawal
baclofen, 26.152
Genotoxicity
antiestrogens, 27.429
Tumorigenicity
alcohol/vitamin A/beta-carotene, 24.442
antiestrogens, 27.429
beta-carotene, 25.454
carotenoids, 25.454
fertility drugs, 24.474, 26.434
growth hormone, 23.468
omeprazole, 16.423
oral contraceptives, 15.426
prostate pump inhibitors, 23.383
PUVA, malignant melanoma, 22.166
sex hormones, 22.465
vitamin K, 23.424
Fertility
fertility, male, antimicrobial drugs, 16.262
Pregnancy
affective disorders in, 21.17
antimicrobial drugs and the pill, 24.274
antithyroid drugs, 13.377
asthma, 28.186
beta-lactams, 25.280
cocaine, 27.1
opioids, 24.102
tetracyclines, 25.280
vitamin A, 21.405
Teratogenicity
tretinoin, topical, 18.164
Fetotoxicity
cocaine, 20.24, 27.1, 29.41
indomethacin, 18.102
Susceptibility factors
children, inhaled glucocorticoids 27.174
children, NSAIDs, 19.96
genetic susceptibility, antituberculosis drugs, 28.342
genetic susceptibility, beta-adrenoceptor agonists, 29.173
intensive care, muscle relaxants, 19.140
neonatal complications, indomethacin, 18.102
ocular drugs, 22.507
old age, vitamins, 22.431
preterm infants, beta-lactam antibiotics, 21.258
Drug administration
delivery of aerosols, 27.172
dosage regimens, aminoglycosides, 23.264
errors, 28.587, 29.596
formulations, oral contraceptives, 24.472
inhaled glucocorticoids, systemic availability, 24.185
intravitreal and parabulbar injection, 29.581
labeling problems, cosmetics, 22.159
Drug overdose
antidepressants, 28.14
digitalis, charcoal, 24.201
paracetamol, 23.117
Drug formulations
enantiomers and racemates, 13.442
Drug-drug interactions
acetylsalicylic acid ACE inhibitor, 28.124
acetylsalicylic acid/NSAIDs, 28.118
alcohol/vitamin A/beta-carotene, 24.442
antimicrobial drugs/the pill, 24.274
antifungal azoles, 24.318, 28.299, 29.282
grapefruit juice, 23.519
HMG Co-A reductase inhibitors, 25.530
lithium, 16.13
lithium/specific serotonin reuptake inhibitors, 18.30
macrolides, 14.220
mibefradil, 23.210
monoamine oxidase inhibitors/foods, 13.6
NSAIDs/ACE inhibitors, 28.122
paracetamol, 13.68
specific serotonin reuptake inhibitors, 22.13
thyroxine, 24.484

Methods
ethnopharmacology, 14.429
eukaryotic cells, effects of beta-lactams, 13.212
hemolytic disease of the newborn, prophylaxis, 13.297
onchocerciasis, treatment, 14.261
post-marketing surveillance, 14.210, 15.266, 24.274
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<td>3</td>
<td>L. Lasagna</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Wanted and unwanted drug effects: the need for perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M.N.G. Dukes</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>The van der Kroef syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>J.P. Griffin,</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Adverse reactions to drugs—the information lag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P.F. D’Arcy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I. Bayer</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Science vs practice and/or practice vs science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>E. Napke</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Adverse reactions: some pitfalls and postulates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M.N.G. Dukes</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>The seven pillars of foolishness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>W.H.W. Inman</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Let’s get our act together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>S. Van Hauen</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Integrated medicine, safer medicine and “AIDS”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M.N.G. Dukes</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Hark, hark, the fictitious dogs do bark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>M.C. Cone</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Both sides of the fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C. Medawar</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>On our side of the fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>M.N.G. Dukes,</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>The great cholesterol carousel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Helsing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>P. Tyrer</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>The nocebo effect—poorly known but getting stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>M.N.G. Dukes</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Good enough for Iganga?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>M.N.G. Dukes</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>The mists of tomorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>R.D. Mann</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Databases, privacy, and confidentiality the effect of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>proposed legislation on pharmacoepidemiology and drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>safety monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>A. Herxheimer</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Side effects: freedom of information and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>communication of doubt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>E. Ernst</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Complementary/alternative medicine: what should we do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>about it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>H. Jick</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Thirty years of the Boston Collaborative Drug Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Program in relation to principles and methods of drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>safety research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>J.K. Aronson,</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Errors in prescribing, preparing, and giving medicines:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R.E. Ferner</td>
<td></td>
<td>definition, classification, and prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>K.Y. Hartigan-Go,</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Inclusion of therapeutic failures as adverse drug reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J.Q. Wong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>I. Palmlund</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Secrecy hiding harm: case histories from the past that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inform the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>L. Marks</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>The pill: untangling the adverse effects of a drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>D.J. Finney</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>From thalidomide to pharmacovigilance: a personal account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>L.L. Iversen</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>How safe is cannabis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>J.K. Aronson</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Louis Lewin—Meyler’s predecessor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>J.K. Aronson</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>The General Practice Research Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classifying adverse drug reactions in the 21st century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>M. Hauben,</td>
<td>USA/Sweden</td>
<td>Data mining in drug safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Bate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DoTS classification of adverse drug reactions

Adverse drug reactions have been classified in these volumes since SEDA-28 according to the DoTS system (SEDA-28, xxvii–xxviii; Br Med J 2003;327:1222–5). In this system adverse reactions are classified according to the **Dose** at which they usually occur, the **Time-course** over which they occur, and the **Susceptibility factors** that make them more likely, as follows:

- **Relation to dose**
  - Toxic reactions (reactions that occur at supratherapeutic doses)
  - Collateral reactions (reactions that occur at standard therapeutic doses)
  - Hypersusceptibility reactions (reactions that occur at subtherapeutic doses in susceptible individuals)

- **Time course**
  - Time-independent reactions (reactions that occur at any time during a course of therapy)
  - Time-dependent reactions
    - Immediate or rapid reactions (reactions that occur only when a drug is administered too rapidly)
    - First-dose reactions (reactions that occur after the first dose of a course of treatment and not necessarily thereafter)
    - Early reactions (reactions that occur early in treatment then either abate with continuing treatment, owing to tolerance, or persist)
    - Intermediate reactions (reactions that occur after some delay but with less risk during longer term therapy, owing to the “healthy survivor” effect)
    - Late reactions (reactions the risk of which increases with continued or repeated exposure)
    - Withdrawal reactions (reactions that occur when, after prolonged treatment, a drug is withdrawn or its effective dose is reduced)
    - Delayed reactions (reactions that occur some time after exposure, even if the drug is withdrawn before the reaction appears)

- **Susceptibility factors**
  - Genetic
  - Age
  - Sex
  - Physiological variation
  - Exogenous factors (for example drug–drug or drug–food interactions, smoking)
  - Diseases

The following reactions have been classified in SEDA using this system:

- ACE inhibitors: angioedema 29.207
- Adrenaline: hypertension 30.170
- Angiotensin II receptor antagonists: angioedema 30.238
- Anticoagulants, oral: skin necrosis 29.358
- Antipsychotic drugs: diabetes mellitus 28.60
- Bisphosphonates: osteonecrosis of the jaw 30.562

xxvii
| Drug/Drug Class | Adverse Reaction                                    | Page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>29.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast media</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity</td>
<td>29.575, 30.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diuretics, loop and thiazide</td>
<td>Hyponatremia</td>
<td>29.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine receptor agonists</td>
<td>Pathological gambling</td>
<td>30.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine receptor agonists</td>
<td>Sleep attacks</td>
<td>28.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephedrine</td>
<td>Vasospasm</td>
<td>30.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergot-derived dopamine receptor agonists</td>
<td>Fibrotic reactions</td>
<td>30.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethambutol</td>
<td>Optic neuropathy</td>
<td>30.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exenatide</td>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>30.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadolinium salts</td>
<td>Nephrotoxicity</td>
<td>28.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucocorticoids</td>
<td>Osteoporosis</td>
<td>28.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparin</td>
<td>Type II thrombocytopenia</td>
<td>30.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrofurantoin</td>
<td>Lung disease</td>
<td>30.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudoephedrine</td>
<td>Toxic epidermal necrolysis</td>
<td>30.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSRIs</td>
<td>Suicidal behavior</td>
<td>29.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statins</td>
<td>Myopathy and rhabdomyolysis</td>
<td>30.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thionamides</td>
<td>Agranulocytosis</td>
<td>29.520, 30.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ximelagatran</td>
<td>Liver damage</td>
<td>30.411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How to use this book

THE SCOPE OF THE ANNUAL

The Side Effects of Drugs Annual has been published every year since 1977. It is designed to provide a critical and up-to-date account of new information relating to adverse drug reactions and interactions from the clinician’s point of view. It complements the standard encyclopedic work in this field, Meyler’s Side Effects of Drugs: The International Encyclopedia of Adverse Drug Reactions and Interactions, the 15th edition of which was published in 2006.

PERIOD COVERED

The present Annual reviews all reports that presented significant new information on adverse reactions to drugs during 2005. During the production of this Annual, some more recent papers have also been included; older literature has also been cited when it is relevant. Special reviews (see below) often cover a much wider range of literature.

SELECTION OF MATERIAL

In compiling the Side Effects of Drugs Annual particular attention is devoted to publications that provide essentially new information or throw a new light on problems already recognized. Some confirmatory reports are also described. In addition, some authoritative new reviews are listed. Publications that do not meet these criteria are omitted. Readers anxious to trace all references on a particular topic, including those that duplicate earlier work, or to cross-check an electronic search, are advised to consult Adverse Reactions Titles, a monthly bibliography of titles from about 3400 biomedical journals published throughout the world, compiled by the Excerpta Medica International Abstracting Service.

SPECIAL REVIEWS

The special reviews deal in more detail with selected topics, often interpreting conflicting evidence, providing the reader with clear guidance. They are identified by the traditional prescription symbol and are printed in italics. This volume includes a Cumulative Index of the Special Reviews that were published in SEDA-13 to SEDA-29 (page xvii) and a list of the Special Reviews that appear in the current Annual (page xv).

CLASSIFICATION OF DRUGS

Drugs are classified according to their main field of use or the properties for which they are most generally recognized. In some cases a drug is included in more than one chapter (for example, lidocaine is mentioned in Chapter 11 as a local anesthetic and in Chapter 17 as an antidysrhythmic drug). Fixed combinations of drugs are dealt with according to their most characteristic component or as a combination product.

DRUG NAMES

Drugs are usually called by their recommended or proposed International Non-proprietary Names (rINN or pINN); when these are not available, chemical names have been used. If a fixed combi-
nation has a generic combination name (e.g. co-trimoxazole for trimethoprim + sulfamethoxazole) that has been used; in some cases brand names have been used instead.

SYSTEM OF REFERENCES

References in the text are tagged using the following system, which was introduced in SEDA-24:

M  A meta-analysis or other form of systematic review;
A  An anecdote or set of anecdotes (i.e. case histories);
R  A major review, including non-systematic statistical analyses of published studies;
r  A brief commentary (e.g. an editorial or a letter);
C  A major randomized controlled trial or observational study;
c  A minor randomized controlled trial or observational study or a non-randomized study;
H  A hypothesis article;
E  An experimental study (animal or in vitro);
S  Official (e.g. Governmental, WHO) statements.

The various editions of Meyler’s Side Effects of Drugs are cited in the text as SED-14, SED-15, etc; the Side Effects of Drugs Annuals 1–29 are cited as SEDA-1, SEDA-2, etc.

INDEXES

Index of drugs: this index provides a complete listing of all references to a drug for which adverse effects and/or drug interactions are described.

Index of adverse effects: this index is necessarily selective, since a particular adverse effect may be caused by very large numbers of compounds; the index is therefore mainly directed to adverse effects that are particularly serious or frequent, or are discussed in special detail; before assuming that a given drug does not have a particular adverse effect, consult the relevant chapters.

American spelling has been used, e.g. anemia, estrogen rather than anaemia, oestrogen.
The life cycle of a therapeutic agent is a long and convoluted one. It usually starts with an anecdotal report of some sort (for example, the results of a screening test or a single clinical observation), which leads to a hypothesis. That hypothesis is then tested in what is nowadays called “proof of concept”. If such proof is obtained, further evidence of efficacy is sought, in the form of observational studies (Phase I studies) and then small and large randomized trials (Phase II and III studies). If these are successful, the drug will receive a marketing authorization, but its life cycle is by no means over. More evidence of benefit in different circumstances will be obtained and postmarketing surveillance and informal observations will start to yield reports of suspected adverse reactions that were not recorded during the premarketing phases. Systematic reviews of beneficial and harmful effects will increase knowledge about the favourability or otherwise of the balance between those effects. Then, if the balance between benefit and harm becomes unfavourable, because of the emergence of a serious adverse effect, the drug will be reviewed by the Marketing Authorisation Holder and regulatory authorities, and in the worst case its authorization may be revoked, although before that happens other courses of action are possible.

Adverse effects are much more difficult to assess than beneficial ones for many well-known reasons. A major method for garnering information about them is voluntary organized reporting, in systems such as the Yellow Card scheme in the UK and the Adverse Event Reporting System in the USA, the primary surveillance database used by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for identifying postmarketing drug safety problems. Recently all reports of suspected adverse drug reactions submitted to the FDA from the inception of the Adverse Event Reporting System database in 1969 to December 2002 have been analysed, and drug withdrawals and restricted distribution programs based on concerns about safety have been documented (1).

During the 33-year period from 1969, when the reporting of so-called “adverse drug events” (a meaningless term—it should be “suspected adverse drug reactions” (2)) was initiated, to 2002, about 2.3 million case reports for a cumulative number of about 6000 marketed drugs were entered into the database. Most reports were for female patients. During this period, many suspected or proven adverse reactions were identified (Table 1), some of which led to important changes to the product labelling, in the forms of boxed warnings, other warnings, precautions, contraindications, and statements about adverse reactions. More than 75 drugs/drug products were removed from the market because of safety problems. In addition, 11 drugs had special requirements for prescriptions added or had restricted distribution programs. Drugs withdrawn or restricted represented a small proportion (about 1%) of all marketed drugs.

The cumulative numbers of reports in this database are shown in Figure 1. Although the numbers of reports had been on the increase, since 1999 the numbers of reports have been falling, from a maximum of 225 247 in 1999 to 178 542 in 2002. Of course, this may be because of worsening reporting rather than safer drugs.

However, the database of drugs that have been withdrawn from the market world wide, or whose labelling has been changed, is much larger. Drugs may be withdrawn, never to return. Others are withdrawn but then reappear,
Table 1. The top 20 adverse events overall and the top 20 adverse events with a serious outcome reported to the FDA from 1969 to 2002 (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse event (all reports)</th>
<th>Number of reports</th>
<th>Adverse event with a serious outcome</th>
<th>Number of reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drug ineffective</td>
<td>151,431</td>
<td>Pyrexia</td>
<td>41,529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>122,171</td>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>35,717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>80,308</td>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>28,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>76,900</td>
<td>Hypotension</td>
<td>24,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruritus</td>
<td>74,869</td>
<td>Condition worsened</td>
<td>23,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrexia</td>
<td>74,817</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>20,991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>74,205</td>
<td>Weakness</td>
<td>20,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dizziness (excluding vertigo)</td>
<td>72,995</td>
<td>Pyrexia</td>
<td>19,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>69,818</td>
<td>Convulsions</td>
<td>19,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>61,965</td>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>18,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness</td>
<td>59,607</td>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>17,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>57,635</td>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>17,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain</td>
<td>56,400</td>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>17,841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition worsened</td>
<td>55,659</td>
<td>Thrombocytopenia</td>
<td>17,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>53,959</td>
<td>Abdominal pain</td>
<td>16,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>44,077</td>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>16,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypotension</td>
<td>41,931</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>15,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alopecia</td>
<td>39,062</td>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>15,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedation</td>
<td>36,830</td>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>15,133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convulsions</td>
<td>35,813</td>
<td>Confusion</td>
<td>14,764</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Cumulative numbers of reports of suspected adverse drug reactions in the FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting System database, 1990–2002.

with a risk management plan (for example clozapine (3), alosetron (4)) or for a new indication (for example bupropion (5), thalidomide (6)). Yet others have their label changed (for example aspirin (7)). In some cases a new formulation is withdrawn but the drug itself continues to be made available (for example indometacin as Osmosin® (8)); in some cases it is the route of administration that is abandoned (for example topical penicillins (9)). I have analysed 284 drugs that have been affected in one of these ways. Most of these examples have been summarized in Stephens’s textbook (10), which I have supplemented from the list of cases that I have been collecting for many years. The earliest drug on the list is chloroform (introduced in 1847 and banned by the FDA in 1976); the earliest in modern times is chloramphenicol, which dates from 1950 and whose use was restricted in the UK in 1967 to the treatment of typhoid and Haemophilus influenzae meningitis (11); the latest is rosiglitazone, whose label has recently been changed (12). The results of this analysis are shown in Tables 2–5.

Table 2 shows the numbers of drugs affected by changes in the last five decades and the current one. The numbers have increased with time and although the number seems to have fallen during the current decade, this may simply reflect the fact that many fewer drugs are now being marketed than before. Alternatively, better premarketing risk management, such as screening compounds for inhibitory effects on hERG channels as a way of avoiding the adverse effect of QT interval prolongation (13) or for inhibition of cytochrome P450 isozymes in order to avoid drug interactions (14), may have produced a real reduction. These data are similar to those of a previous analysis of 121 drugs from 1960 to 1999 (15), also shown in Table 2.
Drug withdrawals because of adverse effects

Table 2. The numbers of drugs affected by changes in licensing or labelling by decade since the 1950s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>Number of drugs affected (%)</th>
<th>Data of Fung et al. (15) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950s</td>
<td>5 (0.02)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960s</td>
<td>29 (10)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>53 (19)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980s</td>
<td>84 (30)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>87 (31)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000s</td>
<td>26 (9)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the top 14 systems involved by the adverse effects reported, using the systems headings customary in the Side Effects of Drugs Annuals. Since some drugs affected more than one system, the number of cases adds up to considerably more than 284. The liver was most commonly affected, by a long way, followed by the cardiovascular, haematological, and nervous systems and the skin. These results are comparable to those of a previous analysis of 121 drugs from 1960 to 1999 (15), also shown in Table 3. There were no consistent patterns of changes in the systems affected with time. However, there may have been an increase in the number of drugs that caused serious adverse effects on the liver, from 13% of all reports in the 1960s and 1970s to 15% in the 1980s and 20% in the 1990s. Conversely, the risk of serious haematological damage may have decreased with time, from 11% in the 1970s and 13% in the 1980s to 7.8% in the 1990s. Despite screening for effects on hERG channels, there was no obvious fall in the risk of serious cardiovascular adverse effects, the incidence of which may even have increased with time. The numbers of reports for other systems were too small and variable to make any conclusions.

Table 3. The top 14 systems affected by adverse reactions to the 284 drugs in the database; other systems were affected by fewer than eight drugs each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System affected by adverse drug reaction</th>
<th>Number of drugs affected (%)</th>
<th>Data of Fung et al. (15) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>74 (16)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>40 (8.7)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematologic</td>
<td>39 (8.5)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>36 (7.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>34 (7.4)</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumorigenicity*</td>
<td>28 (6.1)</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary tract</td>
<td>28 (6.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunologic</td>
<td>27 (5.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug abuse</td>
<td>23 (5.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric</td>
<td>17 (3.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory systems†</td>
<td>15 (3.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>12 (2.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug–drug interactions</td>
<td>11 (2.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>11 (2.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mostly in animals.
†Eyes and ears in about equal proportions.

Table 4. The top 20 classes of drug that contributed to the adverse effects of the 284 drugs in the database; other classes contributed under four drugs each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of drug affected</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
<th>Data of Fung et al. (15) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-infective drugs</td>
<td>32 (11)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
<td>26 (9.2)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypnoedasatives</td>
<td>18 (6.3)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td>16 (5.6)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appetite suppressants</td>
<td>13 (4.6)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormones</td>
<td>10 (3.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analgesics</td>
<td>9 (3.2)</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-blockers</td>
<td>7 (2.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbal drugs</td>
<td>6 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoglycemic drugs</td>
<td>6 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laxatives</td>
<td>6 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid modulators</td>
<td>6 (2.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthetics</td>
<td>5 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiarrhythmic drugs</td>
<td>5 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotic drugs</td>
<td>5 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diuretics</td>
<td>5 (1.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasodilators</td>
<td>5 (1.8)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antianginal drugs</td>
<td>4 (1.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitussive drugs</td>
<td>4 (1.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast media</td>
<td>4 (1.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the types of drugs affected. Anti-infective agents (a class that includes antibacterial, antiviral, antiprotozoal, antifungal drugs, vaccines, and disinfectants) topped the list, followed closely by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, as might be expected. These results do not bear a close resemblance to those previously obtained by Fung et al. (15), also shown in Table 4, but there may have been differences in the methods of classification.

Table 5 shows the time between the year in which the drug was marketed and the time at which its licensing or labelling status was changed, arranged by decade. With successive decades the time from marketing to the change in status has become progressively shorter. This must be because during this time pharmacovigilance methods have improved and regulatory requirements have become progressively
Drug withdrawals because of adverse effects

Table 5. The time between marketing of the drug and the time at which its licensing or labelling status was changed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade during which change occurred (n = 190)</th>
<th>Number within 1 year (%)</th>
<th>Number at 1–2 years (%)</th>
<th>Number at 3–5 years (%)</th>
<th>Number within 5 years (%)</th>
<th>Number later than 5 years (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-1950s (25)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950s (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
<td>16 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960s (36)</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>11 (31)</td>
<td>25 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970s (43)</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>6 (14)</td>
<td>10 (23)</td>
<td>33 (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980s (37)</td>
<td>10 (27)</td>
<td>3 (8)</td>
<td>12 (32)</td>
<td>25 (64)</td>
<td>12 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990s (29)</td>
<td>12 (41)</td>
<td>8 (28)</td>
<td>3 (10)</td>
<td>23 (79)</td>
<td>6 (21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

more stringent, although it is possible that companies are taking greater risks and being caught out sooner than they have been in the past.

There are lessons to be learned from this analysis. Firstly, although the liver is the most common organ to be affected by drugs whose licensing or labelling status is subsequently changed, effects on the liver do not have strong predictive value of the risk of such changes, since other systems are also often affected. Similarly, there is no one group of drugs that emerges as being particularly likely to suffer, although one should perhaps be more cautious with new NSAIDs and psychotropic drugs, which feature commonly. The attrition rate for anti-infective drugs is disappointing, given the increasing emergence of resistant microbial strains and the relative lack of new effective drugs.

Next, the delay in discovering serious adverse effects of new drugs is becoming encouragingly shorter, which suggests that pharmacovigilance techniques are paying off, at least where serious adverse effects are concerned. However, other adverse effects are still not being followed up as assiduously as might be, judging from a recent study of 63 case reports of suspected adverse reactions that were newly described in 1997, 83% of which were not subjected to further detailed evaluation (16).

Finally, the importance of encouraging physicians, pharmacists, other health-care professionals, and patients to continue to report serious suspected adverse drug reactions, whether unknown or known, to manufacturers and their local regulatory agencies cannot be overemphasized.

Drug development is becoming increasingly difficult. Continued attrition of potentially useful drugs because of serious unwanted effects will not help. Careful premarketing screening should reduce the problem but may also reduce the number of potentially useful drugs available for full development and subsequent licensing. Better risk management strategies are needed to handle problems when they arise, by means other than revocation of licences (17, 18).
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Central nervous system stimulants and drugs that suppress appetite

AMPHETAMINES (SEDA-15, 180; SEDA-27, 29; SEDA-28, 4, 28; SEDA-29, 1)

Note on spelling: In International Non-proprietary Names (INNs) the digraph -ph- is usually replaced by -f-, although usage is not consistent, and -ph- is used at the beginnings of some drug names (for example, compare fenfluramine and phentermine) or when a name that begins with a ph- is modified by a prefix (for example, chlorphentermine). For the amphetamines the spellings that are used in SEDA are as follows: amphetamine, benzphetamine, dextroamphetamine, metamphetamine (methylamphetamine), and methylenedioxymetamphetamine (ecstasy); however, for the general term for the group of drugs the more common spelling "amphetamine" is used.

Amphetamine (SEDA-29, 2)

Cardiovascular During short-term treatment with a modified-release formulation of mixed amphetamine salts in children with ADHD, changes in blood pressure, pulse, and QT_e interval were not statistically significantly different from the changes that were seen in children with ADHD taking placebo (1C). Short-term cardiovascular effects were assessed during a 4-week, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, forced-dose-titration study with once-daily mixed amphetamine salts 10, 20, and 30 mg (n = 580). Long-term cardiovascular effects were assessed in 568 subjects during a 2-year, open extension study of mixed amphetamine salts 10–30 mg/day. The mean increases in blood pressure after 2 years of treatment (systolic 3.5 mmHg, diastolic 2.6 mmHg) and pulse (3.4/minute) were clinically insignificant. These findings differ from previously reported linear dose–response relations with blood pressure and pulse with immediate-release methylphenidate during short-term treatment (2C). These differences may be attributable to differences in timing between dosing and cardiovascular measurements or to differences in formulations. Both amphetamine and methylphenidate have sympathomimetic effects that can lead to increases in systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure at therapeutic doses, although the effect size on blood pressure may differ (3C).

Nervous system Working memory performance may be improved or impaired by amphetamine, depending on dosage and baseline working memory capacity. There was an inverted U-shaped relation between the dose of D-amphetamine and working memory efficiency in 18 healthy people (mean age 24 years, 6 women) who were randomized single-blind to either amphetamine (n = 12) or placebo (n = 6) (4C). The primary outcome measures were self-administered questionnaires and blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging. Given the overlap between neurochemical systems affected by amphetamine and those disordered in schizophrenia, the effect of amphetamine on working memory in healthy individuals may provide insight into the memory deficits that occur in schizophrenia.
**Drug–drug interactions** Amphetamine reduces regional brain activation during the performance of several cognitive tasks (5c). The results of a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in healthy volunteers suggested that both lithium and valproate can significantly attenuate dexamfetamine-induced changes in brain activity in a task-dependent and region-specific manner (6c). There is also good evidence that dexamfetamine stimulates the phosphatidylinositol (PI) cycle in vivo (7c) and in vitro (8E), and this may be the mechanism responsible for its effect on brain activation; both lithium and valproate can attenuate the PI-cycle, probably through different mechanisms (9E).

**Ecstasy (3,4-methylenedioxymetamphetamine, MDMA)**

See Chapter 4.

**Metamfetamine** *(SEDA-29, 3)*

**Nervous system**  *Chronic cerebral vasculitis* and *delayed ischemic stroke* due to metamfetamine has been reported (10A).

- A 19-year-old woman used metamfetamine intravenously four times over 2 months and had a headache on each occasion, except the second. She stopped using it, but the headache continued, and about 3 months later she developed severe right-sided headache. She also noticed blurred vision on the left side and numbness of the left arm and leg. She denied any other drug use, including oral contraceptives. Her blood pressure was 110/70 mmHg. Magnetic resonance angiography showed bleeding of the right posterior cerebral artery and characteristic features of vasculitis. Her symptoms gradually improved.

Delayed-onset stroke due to metamfetamine is rare, but is associated with the use of other sympathomimetics, such as ephedrine and cocaine.

**Drug abuse**  Concerns have been raised in an editorial about the effects on children, through abuse and neglect, of metamfetamine abuse in parents (11f). The author provocatively suggested that the drug users are not victims but rather violators of the law and thus criminals who needed to be confined when necessary and rehabilitated to protect society and families. Indeed, in some regions in the USA more than 50% of the inmates are being held on metamfetamine-related crimes. One rural county of 11,000 people in Colorado had more than 4 dozen children placed in foster care in just 1 year because of metamfetamine-related abuse and neglect. The health-care costs for dentistry, psychiatry, and social services are substantial and increasing in this group, and violence is also on the increase. This epidemic has led the US Congress to form a Meth Caucus to consider legislation to chart an effective course of action.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Genetic** Metamphetamine is reported to be the most popular drug among young abusers in Japan (10A, 12c), where genetic factors have been studied and may contribute to vulnerability to the effects of metamfetamine. Methamphetamine-associated psychosis resembles paranoid schizophrenia. Oxidative stress in dopaminergic pathways is postulated to underlie this neurotoxicity, and polymorphisms in the quinone oxidoreductase (NQO2) gene may contribute (12c). In 191 Japanese subjects polymorphisms in the NQO1 and NQO2 genes were determined. The genotype and allele frequencies for the polymorphism (Pro 187 Ser) of the NQO1 gene did not differ across the subgroups of patients and controls. In contrast, the genotype frequency for the insertion/deletion polymorphism was significantly different in patients with prolonged-type metamfetamine psychosis. If this is confirmed, the insertion/deletion polymorphism in the promoter region of the NQO2 gene would be a specific mechanism by which genetic variation leads to a risk of metamfetamine-induced psychosis. There is evidence for dopamine–quinone mediated metamfetamine psychosis (13E), and detoxification of dopamine–quinones is catalysed by the quinoreductases, NQO1 and NQO2 (14E, 15E).

Glutathione S-transferases also play an important role in the defense against oxidative stress due to metamfetamine. The genes encoding glutathione S-transferases, and specifically the GSTP1 gene, may have a role in induc-
ing genetic vulnerability (16C). Genotyping in 189 metamfetamine abusers and 199 controls showed that a functional polymorphism on exon 5 of the GSTP1 gene, especially the G allele of the GSTP1 polymorphism, may contribute to a vulnerability to psychosis associated with metamfetamine abuse in the Japanese population. Specifically, variant GSTP1 genes may lead to an excess of metabolic products of the oxidative process induced by metamfetamine and may lead to metamfetamine-induced neurotoxicity, including damage to dopamine neurons.

Six single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the GABA_a receptor γ2 subunit gene (GABRG2), three of which are new, have been identified (17C). Two of these SNPs, 315C>T and 1128+99C>A, were used as representatives of the linkage disequilibrium blocks for further case-control association analysis. No associations were found in either allelic or genotype frequencies. There was a haplotypic association in GABRG2 with metamfetamine use disorder. These findings suggest that GABRG2 may be one of the susceptibility genes for metamfetamine use disorder.

Drug–drug interactions When bupropion and metamfetamine were co-administered to 26 subjects, 20 of whom completed the protocol, there was no evidence of additive cardiovascular effects (18C). The subjects received metamfetamine 0, 15, and 30 mg intravenously before and after randomization to bupropion 150 mg bd in a modified-release formulation or matched placebo. There was a non-significant trend for bupropion to reduce metamfetamine-associated increases in blood pressure and a significant reduction in the metamfetamine-associated increase in heart rate. Bupropion reduced the plasma clearance of metamfetamine and the appearance of amfetamine in the plasma. Metamfetamine did not alter the peak and trough concentrations of bupropion or its metabolites. These findings are relevant to the potential use of bupropion in ameliorating acute abstinence in metamfetamine users. However, the risk of seizures during bupropion treatment for metamfetamine abuse has not been estimated.

Management of adverse reactions Many have raised concerns about the public health problem created by the use of metamfetamine, especially in urban gay and bisexual men. Some communities have prevalences of metamfetamine use 20 times that in the general population. High-risk sexual behaviors facilitated by metamfetamine has been consistently associated with a high rate of HIV infection. Cognitive behavioral therapy and contingency management techniques have been used in the treatment of cocaine dependence and are now being tried for metamfetamine dependence. In a randomized controlled trial of four behavioral treatments (cognitive behavioral therapy, contingency management, cognitive behavioral therapy + contingency management, and gay-specific cognitive behavioral therapy) for 16 weeks with follow-up for 1 year in 162 treatment-seeking, metamfetamine-dependent gay and bisexual men, 61% of whom were HIV-positive, treatments that included contingency management produced maximum suppression of metamfetamine use (19C). The contingency management therapy included an operant reinforcement schedule that provided increasingly valuable incentives delivered in the form of vouchers for consecutive urine samples that documented abstinence; these vouchers could be exchanged for goods or services promoting an addiction-free lifestyle. Heavy users were excluded. Maximum reductions in unprotected receptive anal intercourse resulted from the gay-specific cognitive behavioral therapy, which also produced the fastest rate of reduction in reported unprotected receptive anal intercourse. Cognitive behavioral therapy + contingency management significantly reduced metamfetamine use (measured using urine drug screens) and increased attendance at therapy sessions over standard cognitive behavioral therapy. Extent of drug use and psychiatric problems reduced during the treatment period across conditions, with maintenance of improvements up to 1 year after randomization, suggesting that the specific treatments delivered to gay and bisexual men seeking treatment for metamfetamine dependence are less important than that they receive significant exposure to some treatment. The structural effects of regular clinic visits, urine screens, etc., may contribute towards maintenance. Thus, drug abuse treatments merit consideration as a primary strategy for preventing HIV infection in this population.
Lobeline  *(SED-15, 2116)*

Respiratory Lobeline-induced *cough* is evoked reflexively and its magnitude in the conscious state may be subject to subjective variation. It is likely that it originates from juxtacapillary receptors, based on a study of the cough response to lobeline in either comatose patients (*n* = 4) or anesthetized subjects (*n* = 5) *(20)*.

Methylphenidate  *(SED-15, 2307; SEDA-29, 10)*

Considering the widespread usage of methylphenidate in children, the availability of studies on developmental effects in children, and public concern about the effects of methylphenidate and other stimulants on child development, the National Toxicology Program and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences Expert Panel commissioned a comprehensive review, and their report has been published *(21)*. The neurobiology and advances in the pharmacology of psychostimulants, including their long-term effects, have been reviewed *(22)*. A review of the published literature has shown no reliable evidence of harms from long-term treatment with methylphenidate, for at least 1 year, in children and adolescents with ADHD *(23)*.

Comparative studies Risperidone produces greater reductions in ADHD total score than methylphenidate in children with moderate mental retardation. Co-morbidity and adverse effects, especially on body weight, are important in choosing between these medications and it is prudent to use atypical antipsychotic drugs. However, children with moderate mental retardation and solely symptoms of inattention may be appropriate candidates for a therapeutic trial with methylphenidate *(24)*.

Placebo-controlled studies Large doses of methylphenidate are effective in the treatment of adult ADHD *(25)*. Methylphenidate 1.1 mg/kg/day has been evaluated in a randomized, 6-week, placebo-controlled, parallel study in 146 adults with DSM-IV ADHD, using standardized instruments for diagnosis and separate assessment of ADHD and symptoms of depression and anxiety. Methylphenidate produced marked improvement in the symptoms of ADHD compared with placebo (76 versus 19%), with an effect size of 1.41. There were significant random effects of drug-by-time interactions for inattentive symptoms and hyperactive/impulsive symptoms. Of individual adverse effects reported, only methylphenidate-associated *appetite suppression, dry mouth*, and *mild moodiness* reached the threshold for statistical significance. There were no serious cardiovascular adverse effects, but there was a small but statistically significant *increase in pulse rate* associated with methylphenidate. Serum concentrations of methylphenidate 1 hour after dosing averaged 10 (range 1.0–26) ng/ml at an average daily dose of 1.1 mg/kg. Concentrations of methylphenidate did not correlate with dose, adverse effects, changes in depression and anxiety scores, or ADHD-CGI scores at week 6, but they did correlate with a 30% reduction in ADHD symptoms. The investigators emphasized that a comparison of the effect size of a single-site study with those of multi-site studies should be made with caution owing to lack of rating uniformity. The results of this study suggest that the response to methylphenidate is independent of psychiatric co-morbidity. The relatively short exposure to treatment also needs to be considered, because in clinical practice more gradual dose escalation is the rule. It is possible that continued exposure would lead to altered effectiveness of long-term methylphenidate treatment. Open-ended questioning of adverse events limits precision.

Methylphenidate significantly improved motor planning and response inhibition in both subtypes of ADHD—combined and inattentive *(26)*. There is a debate about two questions: (a) whether combined ADHD and inattentive ADHH are subtypes of the same disorder or two different disorders; (b) whether there are cognitive differences between children with combined ADHD and inattentive ADHD. In boys aged 11.5–14 years with combined ADHD (*n* = 10) or inattentive ADHD (*n* = 12) or controls (*n* = 10) the oculomotor test was used to investigate executive functions (which involve frontal–striatal functioning) and the response to methylphenidate *(27)*. Methylphenidate produced significant cognitive benefit in both forms of ADHD, suggesting that the two are possibly aspects of the same condition.
Susceptibility factors

Genetic Homozygosity in the 10-repeat allele of the dopamine transporter gene (DAT1) seems to be associated with a poor response to methylphenidate in children with ADHD. There was an association between DAT density, measured using single-photon emission-computed tomography, and homozygosity in the 10-repeat allele at DAT1 and the response to methylphenidate in 11 Korean children with ADHD (28c). The authors suggested that a larger dose of methylphenidate is needed in children with this genotype compared with those without, and that the 10-repeat allele at DAT1 gene could be used as a predictor of the response to methylphenidate. However, the number of subjects in this study was small, and it would be wrong to generalize the results to a hypothesis about predicting the response to methylphenidate in ADHD. Also, the ADHD rating scale (ARS) score of the severity of ADHD symptoms before methylphenidate treatment was significantly greater in the children without the 10-repeat allele homozygosity than in those with, which could also have accounted for the better treatment response. Moreover, no data were provided from age-matched healthy controls. Despite these limitations, this study is the first to have examined the relation between the variable-number tandem repeats (VNTR) genotype at DAT1 and DAT density using neuroimaging in children with ADHD, and the relation to the response to methylphenidate. It would be interesting to examine the relation between DAT density and the VNTR polymorphism of various dopamine-related genes, in particular the dopamine receptor gene (DRD4).

Drug overdose Exposure to methylphenidate rarely produces major outcomes (29b, 30b, 31b). Preschool children who take less than 1 mg/kg of methylphenidate regularly can be safely managed at home, despite the fact that about one-third will develop minor symptoms (32b). Over the 3 years between April 2000 and March 2003, unintentional overdoses of methylphenidate in 49 children aged under 6 years were evaluated (33b). The children (28 boys and 21 girls, aged 11–60 months) took a total median dose of 0.9 (range 0.3–12) mg/kg. In all cases the medication had been prescribed for an older sibling. Symptoms occurred in 24 (49%): agitation/irritability (35%), somnolence (20%), abdominal pain (4%), vomiting (4%), tachycardia (4%). It is unclear if referral to a health-care facility is required after ingestion of more than 1 mg/kg, because most have minor neurological symptoms with very few life-threatening cardiovascular events. Also, symptoms are three times more likely to develop after intentional exposure to methylphenidate than after unintentional exposure.

METHYLXANTHINES (SEDA-27, 1; SEDA-28, 1; SEDA-29, 1)

Caffeine (SED-15, 588; SEDA-29, 1)

Drug overdose In 14 deaths, the mean caffeine concentration in blood was 183 (range 79–344) mg/l (34a). Death due to intoxication with caffeine has also been reported in two adults (35a). Caffeine was found in their femoral blood in concentrations of 192 and 567 mg/l, and the authors suggested that since caffeine is often used as a cutting agent or diluent for illicit drugs, overdosage may have been unintentional in these cases.

Theophylline (SED-15, 3361; SEDA-29, 1)

Nervous system Stuttering is a rare adverse effect of theophylline (36a, 37a) and provides interesting clues to the pharmacological mechanisms involved (38h). Theophylline-induced stuttering may involve disruption of the optimal balance between excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission in the brain by inhibiting GABA receptors. This disruption might also cause dysfunction in white matter fiber tracts, such as those that connect Broca’s area to the motor cortex. This leads to hyperexcitation of the motor cortex, which may mimic the motor cortex hyperexcitability that occurs in developmental stuttering. Theophylline also enhances dopaminergic neurotransmission by antagonism at adenosine receptors, and this
may mimic the hyperdopaminergic state that occurs in the brain of developmental stutterers. Pharmacological enhancement of dopaminergic neurotransmission by other drugs has been reported to cause stuttering in fluent individuals and to aggravate dysfluency in stutterers (39c).

Modafinil 200 mg/day reduced extreme sleepiness in patients with shift-work sleep disorder (SWSD) and resulted in a small but significant improvement in performance compared with placebo (40c). However, several considerations limit the interpretation and applicability of these findings. Validated criteria and instruments are needed for assessing excessive sleepiness in SWSD. Although the Multiple Sleep Latency Test used in this study is sensitive to changes in sleepiness during the night, it has not been specifically validated as a clinical instrument for measuring night-time sleepiness, particularly in the absence of objectively monitored sleep in the laboratory on the day before testing. Instead, the researchers used psychomotor vigilance tests to assess alertness at night. Actual work performance was not evaluated.

While studies to date have shown that modafinil improves wakefulness in patients with excessive sleepiness associated with obstructive apnea/hypopnea syndrome, narcolepsy, and shift-work sleep disorder (41c), it would be of interest to establish if it also reduces the adverse outcomes that are associated with these disorders, for example motor vehicle accidents in patients with obstructive sleep apnea/hypopnea, and job errors and/or accidents in patients with shift-work sleep disorder. There is some evidence that suggests that modafinil improves quality of life (42c, 43c).

Modafinil 400 mg/day for 8 weeks, along with psychosocial treatment, significantly improved cocaine abstinence in 62 consecutive predominantly Afro-American cocaine-dependent patients (aged 25–63 years) in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial at a university out-patients center (44c). The primary measure was cocaine abstinence based on urinary benzylecgonine concentrations. Secondary measures were craving, cocaine withdrawal, retention, and adverse events. Those who took modafinil provided significantly more benzylecgonine-negative urine samples and were more likely to achieve a protracted period (≥3 weeks) of cocaine abstinence. There were no serious medication-related adverse events, and none of the patients discontinued modafinil because of adverse events. Adverse events that occurred in at least 5% of those who took modafinil and with at least twice the incidence in those who took placebo were: nausea (23%), upper respiratory symptoms (17%), anxiety (13%), tachycardia (13%), urinary tract infection (10%), dizziness (7%), dry mouth (7%), reduced appetite (7%), and racing thoughts (7%). None of the patients ascribed euphoria or cocaine-like effects to the study medications. In six of 30 patients who took modafinil, dosage reductions were required because of adverse events, from the initial dose of 400 mg/day to either 300 mg/day (n = 2) or 200 mg/day (n = 4); the adverse events resolved in each case. The results of this study were limited by the small sample size, the subjective nature of the questionnaires used to assess craving and withdrawal, and the fact that a substantial proportion of patients had a cocaine-negative sample at baseline. It is possible that the steady improvement seen in those who took modafinil reflected the effect of diminished reward from the use of cocaine.

Drug–drug interactions

Clozapine  Weight loss associated with modafinil has been reported in a man with a schizoaffective disorder who took clozapine (45c).

- A 33-year-old African-American man with a 10-year history of bipolar schizotype disorder was treated with clozapine. He experienced severe sedation, fatigue, and weight gain. After 6 months he was given modafinil 200 mg/day and had no adverse effects for 3 years. During the first year his weight fell and his BMI was reduced by 5.1 kg/m² (from 35.5 to 30.4 kg/m²); he had not altered his diet or increased his physical activity. After 3 years his BMI had stabilized at 29.6 kg/m². Modafinil was withdrawn because of Medicaid Formulary restrictions, and his weight rose by 27 kg over 6 months. Modafinil was restarted and he lost 9 kg over 6 weeks. The authors of this paper suggested that modafinil may help in reducing or reversing weight gain and associated morbidity in patients taking antipsychotic drugs.
Cocaine There is no evidence of a harmful pharmacokinetic interaction of modafinil with cocaine. In 12 subjects who were given intravenous cocaine 20 or 40 mg on consecutive days before and after modafinil 400 and 800 mg/day for 7 days, there were no significant changes in the total AUC, clearance, or half-life of cocaine (46c). The most common adverse events were headache and insomnia and other adverse events included dyspepsia, nasal congestion, constipation, urinary urgency, and dysphoria after cocaine administration; there were no serious or unexpected adverse events. One subject had a brief period of hypotension and nausea after cocaine 40 mg on two occasions.

DRUGS THAT SUPPRESS APPETITE (SEDA-27, 4; SEDA-28, 6; SEDA-29, 11)

An international group of experts from nine countries from four continents have developed a consensus statement addressing the prevalence, causes, risks, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and psychology of childhood obesity (47S). According to these guidelines, the decision to intervene with pharmacotherapy or bariatric surgery must be made on a case-by-case basis. The authors emphasized that although somewhat encouraging, there is only limited and short-term evidence to support the use of selected drugs or surgical procedures to alleviate morbid obesity in this population.

Fenfluramines (SED-15, 1333; SEDA-29, 11)

Drug contamination Poisoning from the ingestion of a herbal weight loss product adulterated with fenfluramine has been reported (48a).

• A previously healthy 31-year-old woman was found comatose beside an empty bottle of a herbal weight loss product (name not specified), with 120 tablets missing. She was febrile, with a heart rate of 120/minute, a blood pressure of 80/60 mmHg, and in need of airway protection. There was bilateral pupillary dilatation and horizontal nystagmus. Her limbs were hypertonic and rigid. Serum concentrations of fenfluramine and norfenfluramine were 2480 and 330 ng/ml respectively. She had an uncomplicated course and recovered.

Legislation supporting the screening of herbal supplement for synthetic drugs may avert potentially serious harm to consumers.

Sibutramine (SED-15, 3131; SEDA-28, 8; SEDA-29, 11)

Sibutramine 10 mg/day for 6 months plus diet and exercise produced significant weight loss (10.3 versus 2.4 kg) in 60 obese Brazilian adolescents aged 14–17 years in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial (49c). The reduction in mean body mass index (BMI) was greater with sibutramine than placebo (3.6 versus 0.9 kg/m²). No participant withdrew because of adverse events. There were no differences in blood pressure or heart rate between the groups and no echocardiographic changes. Constipation was more common with sibutramine (40 versus 13%). Obese patients lost more weight in this study than in a previous study (50c), even without behavioral intervention. Differences in ethnicity, cultural influences, and the small sample size may have contributed to the observed differences. Although short-term treatment with sibutramine does not seem to be associated with morphological valvular abnormalities, its long-term safety has yet to be established.

Cardiovascular Reversible cardiomyopathy has been reported in a patient taking sibutramine (51a).

• A month after starting to take sibutramine 15 mg/day, a 36-year-old obese man (BMI 38 kg/m²) developed an upper respiratory tract infection. He developed progressively increasing fatigue and weight gain, and congestive heart failure was diagnosed. He had normal coronary arteries, a dilated left ventricle, and a low ejection fraction. Echocardiography showed some hypokinetic segments. Sibutramine was withdrawn and he was given diuretics, metoprolol, digoxin, ramipril, and low-dose aspirin. His clinical status improved but he continued to have NYHA class I symptoms.

A cause-and-effect relation could not be substantiated in this case, because there were other confounders, such as the upper airway infection 3 weeks before the onset of heart failure.
Nervous system In men with obstructive sleep apnea/hypopnea, treatment with sibutramine 15 mg \( (n = 11) \) or placebo \( (n = 9) \) at bedtime for 1 month did not worsen sleep or breathing during sleep \( (52^c) \). At baseline, the patients had an apnea–hypopnea index greater than 10 AH/hour. Each underwent overnight polysomnography both before entering the study and at the end of 1 month. During the study two patients withdrew prematurely, one because of headache. There were no significant differences between the groups in measures of sleep efficiency, respiratory disturbance, body weight, blood pressure, or cardiac or respiratory frequency. There was a significant reduction in the amount of rapid eye movement sleep with sibutramine, from 19 to 13%, and in Epworth sleepiness score with placebo and sibutramine. The size of the sample in this study was too small and the results did not provide enough evidence to support the conclusions.

Pregnancy and teratogenicity Pregnancy and fetal outcomes have been reported in two patients who used sibutramine during early pregnancy \( (53^A) \).

- A healthy 22-year-old G1P1A0, who had had a spontaneous vaginal delivery of a healthy boy 14 months before, took sibutramine 10 mg/day for 30 days for the purpose of weight reduction, not knowing that she was pregnant again. Sibutramine was withdrawn. She had an uneventful pregnancy and at 39 weeks of gestation delivered an infant weighing 3450 g with an Apgar score of 10. There were no gross malformations. Follow up for 2.5 years showed adequate growth and development.

- A 30-year-old G2P1A0 took sibutramine throughout the first 5 weeks of pregnancy and developed vaginal bleeding at 13 weeks gestation. Ultrasonography showed a singleton intrauterine pregnancy consistent with dates. The fetal nuchal translucency was within the reference range. The bleeding resolved spontaneously and 10 days later she had a spontaneous abortion. Although the fetus was grossly normal, the placenta showed signs of chromosomal anomalies. Autopsy of the fetus was not performed.

These data are insufficient to demonstrate the effects of sibutramine on the unborn child.

In 10 parturients who took sibutramine during the first trimester of pregnancy, two suffered a spontaneous abortion, while seven delivered healthy neonates \( (54^A) \). There were favorable outcomes in two pregnant women who took sibutramine during the first trimester \( (55^A) \).

Pending more information, women should be advised to notify their physician if they intend to become pregnant or if they become pregnant during therapy with sibutramine, and to use appropriate contraception while taking sibutramine.

DRUGS USED IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE \( (SEDA-27, 7; SEDA-28, 9; SEDA-29, 12) \)

Donepezil \( (SED-15, 1179; SEDA-28, 9; SEDA-29, 12) \)

Observational studies There was partial improvement in cognitive measurements with donepezil after 6–8 months in three patients with Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome \( (56^c) \). Previous reports have suggested promising results \( (57^c, 58^c, 59^c) \). However, the extent of benefit in each case is hard to interpret, because of a variety of confounding factors, including short treatment periods, lack of reporting of sequential cognitive testing, and variables such as the spontaneous partial recovery that occurs in the first few months after diagnosis of Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome and treatment with thiamine. No clear conclusions can therefore be drawn from these case reports.

Comparative studies In a double-blind study 769 subjects with an amnestic subtype of mild cognitive impairment, a transitional state between the cognitive changes of normal aging and early Alzheimer’s disease, were randomly assigned to receive vitamin E 2000 IU/day, donepezil 10 mg/day, or placebo for 3 years \( (60^c) \). Possible or probable Alzheimer’s disease developed in 211 subjects. Compared with placebo, there were no significant differences in the probability of progression to Alzheimer’s disease in the vitamin E group (hazard ratio = 1.02; 95% CI = 0.74, 1.41) or in the donepezil group (hazard ratio = 0.80; 95% CI = 0.57, 1.13) during the 3 years of treatment. However, during the first 12 months donepezil reduced the likelihood of progression to Alzheimer’s
disease, a finding that was supported by secondary outcome measures. Among carriers of one or more Apo-E ε4 alleles, the benefit of donepezil was evident throughout the 3-year follow up. There were no significant differences in the rates of progression to Alzheimer’s disease between the vitamin E and placebo groups at any time, either among all patients or among Apo-E ε4 carriers. Vitamin E produced no benefit in patients with mild cognitive impairment. Although donepezil was associated with a lower rate of progression to Alzheimer’s disease during the first 12 months of treatment, the rate of progression to Alzheimer’s disease after 3 years was not lower among patients who took donepezil than among those who took placebo.

**Placebo-controlled studies**  A meta-analysis of randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter, multinational trials of donepezil (5 and 10 mg/day) in patients with probable Alzheimer’s disease (n = 2376) or probable/possible vascular dementia (n = 1219) according to NINCDS–ADRDA criteria and NINDS–AIREN criteria respectively (10 studies lasting 12–24 weeks) has been published (61M). In both conditions the percentage of withdrawals from the donepezil 10 mg/day group was higher than from the donepezil 5 mg/day and placebo groups. Withdrawals because of adverse events were higher in all those with vascular dementia than in those with Alzheimer’s disease, perhaps because of inappropriate polypharmacy (patients with vascular dementia took on average eight other medications). Cardiovascular events were more common in those with vascular dementia but were not increased by donepezil. In both Alzheimer’s disease and vascular dementia, donepezil produced significant benefits compared with placebo on measures of cognition and global function. Placebo-treated patients with Alzheimer’s disease had reduced cognition and global function, whereas placebo-treated patients with vascular dementia remained stable, suggesting that the effects of donepezil in vascular dementia were driven by improvement rather than stabilization or reduced decline.

In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial, 69 patients with multiple sclerosis and cognitive impairment were treated with donepezil (10 mg/day) or placebo for 24 weeks (62C). Of those treated with donepezil, 65% had significant improvement on a test of verbal learning and memory, compared with 50% of those given placebo. The patients and clinicians judged that there was significantly greater memory improvement in those who took donepezil. Unusual dreams occurred more frequently with donepezil (34%) than placebo (8.8%). Although these results are encouraging, the therapeutic efficacy of donepezil was not particularly impressive. The study did not include assessment by care givers, who would have provided more reliable information on patients’ cognitive status. Moreover, since the evaluating physician was the treating physician, bias may have been introduced. The sample size was small and randomization resulted in unequal representation of patients for disease course and disability. The reported adverse effects, such as abnormal dreams (34%), diarrhea (26%), nausea (26%), spasticity (17%), and numbness (17%), were more common than in trials in Alzheimer’s disease. In patients with multiple sclerosis and cognitive impairment there is little justification for off-label use of donepezil since the benefit to harm balance is unfavorable (63C).

**Cardiovascular**  The causes of syncope in patients with Alzheimer’s disease treated with donepezil have been reported in 16 consecutive patients (12 women, 4 men) with Alzheimer’s disease, mean age 80 years, who underwent staged evaluation, ranging from physical examination to electrophysiological testing (64C). The mean dose of donepezil was 7.8 mg/day and the mean duration of donepezil treatment at the time of syncope was 12 months. Among the causes of syncope, carotid sinus syndrome (n = 3), complete atrioventricular block (n = 2), sinus node dysfunction (n = 2), and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (n = 1) were diagnosed. No cause of syncope was found in six patients. Non-invasive evaluation is recommended before withdrawing cholinesterase inhibitors in patients with Alzheimer’s disease and unexplained syncope.

**Endocrine**  In healthy men aged 61–70 years, donepezil 5 mg/day (n = 12) or placebo (n = 12) for 4 weeks, followed by donepezil 10 mg/day for another 4 weeks reversed age-related *down-regulation of the growth hormone/insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) axis* (65C).
In view of this, it would be important to investigate whether donepezil or other cholinesterase inhibitors, such as rivastigmine or galantamine, can restore the senile decline of growth hormone secretion in the long term, and to evaluate the benefit to harm balance as an intervention for the somatopause.

Susceptibility factors  
*Down’s syndrome* was associated with higher plasma donepezil concentrations than in healthy volunteers, and patients with higher concentrations developed adverse reactions more often (66c). In 14 patients (9 men) aged 15–37 years and six healthy controls aged 21–27 years, the mean plasma donepezil concentrations were 18 and 28 ng/ml at doses of 3 and 5 mg/day respectively in those with Down’s syndrome and 7.8 and 18 ng/ml respectively in healthy volunteers taking 2 and 5 mg/day. Although slightly different dosages were used in the two groups, making a comparison of low dosages inappropriate, nevertheless at a dose of 5 mg/day there was a clear difference in plasma concentrations. Considering the potential use of donepezil in peoples with Down’s syndrome (67c, 68c) and the serious adverse effects of donepezil in these patients (69c), this difference in pharmacokinetics of donepezil is important. The authors proposed that the usual maintenance dose of 10 mg/day in the USA and EU is probably too much for patients with Down’s syndrome; they recommended 3–5 mg/day instead.

**Memantine**  
*(SED-15, 2250)*

Memantine, a non-competitive antagonist at the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptor, significantly attenuates the progression of Alzheimer’s disease from moderate to severe (70c) and has an additive effect when co-administered with donepezil (71c). Considering that memantine can provide protection against the neurotoxic effect of the HIV gp120 protein, it is being evaluated for the treatment of HIV-associated dementia (72c).

**Rivastigmine**  
*(SED-15, 3072)*

**Comparative studies**  
Dual cholinesterase inhibitors, such as rivastigmine, may be neuroprotective in Alzheimer’s disease (73c). Brain grey matter density changes were measured using voxel-based morphometry in 26 patients with minimal to mild Alzheimer’s disease treated with donepezil, rivastigmine, or galantamine for 20 weeks. Patients whose drug treatment inhibited both acetylcholinesterase and butyrylcholinesterase, i.e. rivastigmine, did not have the widespread cortical atrophic changes in parietotemporal regions that are invariably reported in untreated patients, and that were detectable in those who took selective cholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil and galantamine. A strength of this study was its combined clinical, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging characterization of small groups of carefully screened patients, a powerful means of assessing specific drug effects in neuropsychiatric disorders. However, residual neurobiological and genetic heterogeneity in small groups of patients, despite careful selection, might have influenced the findings. None of the patients had the wild type butyrylcholinesterase variant, Apo-E status was not a significant co-variate in any analysis, and there were no interactions between Apo-E status and drug groups.

**Placebo-controlled studies**  
Using the data from two pooled open extensions of four 6-month, randomized, placebo-controlled trials, projections of decline, had the patients not been treated, were made using a baseline-dependent mathematical model (74c). MMSE data were available for 1998 rivastigmine-treated patients with Alzheimer’s disease and 657, 298, and 83 were still taking it at 3, 4, and 5 years respectively. According to the global deterioration scale (GDS), the severity of dementia was as follows: very mild 2%, mild 27%, moderate 38%, moderately severe 30%, severe 4%. Projected mean scores in untreated patients with Alzheimer’s disease fell below 10 points in the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) at about 3 years, while the mean MMSE score of patients who continued to take rivastigmine stayed above 10 points for 5 years. The most common adverse event was *nausea*, at least once during the open extensions in 865 patients (40%), followed by *vomiting* (n = 560; 28%), *agitation* (n = 504; 25%), *accidental trauma* (n = 422; 21%), *dizziness* (n = 421; 21%), and *diarrhea* (n = 379; 19%). In most cases, these events were mild or moderate, although in 451
patients (22%) withdrawal was required. These adverse events during long-term exposure to rivastigmine are similar in type and severity to those observed with rivastigmine and other cholinesterase inhibitors during short-term use. The incidence of new adverse events and the rate of withdrawal due to adverse events fell with treatment duration.

The neural correlates of the effects of rivastigmine given as add-on therapy to patients with schizophrenia taking antipsychotic drugs who displayed moderate cognitive impairment on visual sustained attention have been studied in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, longitudinal design using BOLD functional magnetic resonance imaging (75c). Rivastigmine improved attention and was associated with increased activity in the neural regions that are involved in visual processing and attention systems, namely the occipital/fusiform gyrus and the frontal regions. The 12-week study initially involved 36 patients, but only 20 completed it. Unwillingness to continue with the study was not because of adverse effects of rivastigmine. The dosage of rivastigmine was 1.5 mg bd orally for 2 weeks, 3 mg bd for 2 weeks, 4.5 mg bd for 2 weeks, and 6 mg bd thereafter. In line with previous data (76c, 77c), the results of this study suggested that rivastigmine increases cerebellar activity and influences, albeit non-significantly, attentional processes in schizophrenia. There were no differences between the groups in tardive dyskinesia, other adverse effects, or symptoms.

Evaluation of short-latency afferent inhibition (SAI) may be useful in identifying patients with Alzheimer’s disease who are likely to respond to cholinesterase inhibitors (78c). In 14 patients with Alzheimer’s disease, pathologically reduced short-latency afferent inhibition was increased by a single oral dose of rivastigmine, and the baseline value and the change were associated with a response to long-term treatment. About two-thirds of the patients had an abnormal baseline value. In contrast, normal baseline short-latency afferent inhibition, or an abnormal value that was not greatly increased by a single dose of rivastigmine, was invariably associated with a poor response to long-term treatment.
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GENERAL

Psychiatric Antidepressant drug treatment is sometimes associated with mania, particularly in patients with bipolar disorder (SEDA-29, 18). However, patients with bipolar disorder often suffer from depression, which makes balancing benefits and harms of antidepressant medication difficult. It is particularly relevant to know whether any specific class of antidepressants is more likely than another to trigger mania.

Evidence from 12 trials has been assessed in a systematic review, in which 1088 patients with bipolar depression were randomized to different kinds of antidepressant medication or placebo (1M). A high proportion of patients (75%) were taking concomitant therapy with a mood stabilizer or an atypical antipsychotic drug. Overall, antidepressant treatment did not increase the risk of switching to mania relative to placebo (3.8 versus 4.7%, difference = 0.9%, CI = −2.0, 3.8%). However, patients who were taking tricyclic antidepressants had a higher rate of manic switching compared with other antidepressants (mainly SSRIs and MAOIs). The rate of manic switch on tricyclics was 10% and for other antidepressants 3.2% (absolute risk difference of 6.8%, CI = 1.7, 12%).

These findings suggest that tricyclic antidepressants should not be used in depressed patients with bipolar disorder unless it is essential and that SSRIs should probably be first-line treatment. However, the data are derived from short-term studies (up to 10 weeks) and the course of the bipolar disorder during longer-term treatment with antidepressants is unclear. Also most of the patients in the systematic review were taking other drugs (mood stabilizers and antipsychotic drugs), which would be expected to lessen the risk of mania. Hence, the rate of manic switching in patients taking antidepressants as sole therapy could be higher.

TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS (SED-15, 3489; SEDA-27, 11; SEDA-28, 15; SEDA-29, 19)

Drug overdose Accidental or intentional overdose with tricyclic antidepressants continues to claim lives. Death after tricyclic overdose is associated with seizures, coma, and ventricular dysrhythmias. Even in an intensive care unit, treatment can be very challenging (2A).

- A 17-month-old girl took about 750 mg of amitriptyline (usual adult daily dose 150 mg). Two hours later she was comatose with minimal response to painful stimuli. She also had multifocal clonic seizures. Her blood pressure was 70/40 mmHg and heart rate 140/minute. Arterial pH was 7.24. Electrocardiography showed a ventricular tachycardia and wide QRS complexes. She was treated with intravenous fluids for circulatory support, diazepam (0.3 mg/kg/hour) for seizures, intravenous lidocaine (20 µg/kg/minute), and sodium bicarbonate (2 mmol/kg). There was no response to this therapy; and she remained in a deep coma with persistent cardiac dysrhythmias and seizures. Ten hours after admission, hemoperfusion was started and continued for 2 hours. Just before and during hemoperfusion, she had several episodes of ventricular fibrillation, which were treated successfully with cardioversion. After hemoperfusion her cardiac rhythm returned to normal and the seizures stopped. Her serum amitriptyline concentration fell from 1299 to 849 µg/l. Her cardiovascular and neurological status returned to normal the next day.

This case vividly illustrates the life-threatening consequences of tricyclic antidepressant overdose, in which serum concentrations of more than 1000 µg/l carry a high risk of mortality. Because of the high toxicity of tricyclic anti-
depressants, children are particularly at risk from accidental ingestion of tablets from inadequately secured containers, a point worth making when prescribing tricyclic antidepressant for patients who have young children. The value of hemoperfusion in tricyclic antidepressant overdose has been debated. General opinion is that it is unlikely to be helpful, because the large volume of distribution of tricyclic antidepressants means that relatively little drug will be removed.

SELECTIVE SEROTONIN RE-UPTAKE INHIBITORS (SSRIs) (SED-15, 3109; SEDA-27, 12; SEDA-28, 15; SEDA-29, 19)

Liver There are rare reports of hepatotoxicity in association with SSRIs (SEDA-28, 17; SEDA-29, 21), but establishing causality is often difficult.

- A 39-year-old woman with a severe depressive illness took fluvoxamine in increasing doses, but after 9 days reported upper quadrant pain and vomiting (3A). Her liver enzymes were raised (aspartate transaminase 609 \(\mu\)mol/l, previously 11 \(\mu\)mol/l). Tests for hepatitis and HIV were negative, but hepatic biopsy showed cholestasis and hepatic cytosis with possible duct damage. The liver enzymes fell when fluvoxamine was withdrawn but increased again 4 days after fluvoxamine re-challenge. They continued to rise when citalopram was substituted for fluvoxamine but fell when citalopram was withdrawn. She eventually responded to ECT and was discharged with normal liver function tests. However, 10 months later she was again admitted with a depressive psychosis. Olanzapine was started and 7 days later citalopram added; 4 days later this she again developed upper quadrant pain and raised aspartate transaminase activity (251 \(\mu\)mol/l). Citalopram was withdrawn and the liver enzymes gradually returned to normal over the next 3 weeks. She eventually responded well to olanzapine alone.

In this case the hepatotoxicity with citalopram and fluvoxamine appears to have been confirmed by re-challenge. Sometimes patients who have experienced hepatotoxicity with one SSRI can apparently be treated with a different SSRI without recurrence. However, this did not seem to be the case here because the patient had the same adverse hepatic reaction to two structurally unrelated SSRIs.

Teratogenicity The safety of SSRIs in pregnancy continues to be debated. In a summary of systematic reviews of the safety of SSRIs in pregnancy and lactation the authors concluded that thus far there is little evidence that SSRIs cause birth defects (4M) (but see Paroxetine below).

Fetotoxicity There are concerns that the use of SSRIs in later pregnancy may be associated with persistent pulmonary hypertension in the newborn (5S). When mothers take SSRIs during the later stages of pregnancy, their newborn infants are at risk of serotonin-related symptoms, including jitteriness, hypoglycemia, hypothermia, and convulsions (SEDA-28, 17). Of 93 cases of neonatal symptoms associated with the use of SSRIs in mothers around the time of delivery 64 were associated with paroxetine but reactions were also reported in infants whose mothers had taken citalopram, fluoxetine, and sertraline (6c). It is unclear from these data whether paroxetine is actually most likely to provoke the neonatal syndrome, but in adults its use is associated with more severe withdrawal reactions than other SSRIs. It should also be noted that it is not clear whether the syndrome described in neonates is due to SSRI withdrawal or a form of serotonin toxicity.

Lactation All SSRIs are excreted in breast milk to some extent, there is little evidence that infants who are breast-fed by mothers who are taking SSRIs suffer acute adverse effects (4f), although there have been case reports of possible transient reactions, such as crying, poor food intake, and sleep disturbance (SEDA-28, 17). Whether the small amounts of SSRI ingested by infants in breast milk can cause longer-term developmental problems is uncertain.

Drug–drug interactions SSRIs increase the risk of bleeding, probably through an effect on platelet function, and the risk of gastrointestinal bleeding is increased three-fold in people taking SSRIs (SEDA-28, 16). Concomitant treatment with aspirin or NSAIDs increased the risk five and twelve times respectively. An interaction might also be expected with warfarin, not only because SSRIs and warfarin can cause bleeding, but also because SSRIs that
Inhibit CYP2C9 (fluoxetine and fluvoxamine) might inhibit the metabolism of warfarin and prolong its activity. The risk of gastrointestinal bleeding during combined treatment of SSRIs with warfarin has been studied in 98,784 patients aged 65 years or older who had used warfarin for at least a year (7C). Of these patients 1538 were admitted to hospital with gastrointestinal bleeding. The risk of exposure to fluoxetine or fluvoxamine did not differ from that of a nested case–control group (1.2, CI = 0.8, 1.7) and the risk with other SSRIs was similar (1.1, CI = 0.9, 1.4). These data are reassuring, but people who take combined treatment with SSRIs and anticoagulants need careful monitoring (SEDA-27, 14).

Citalopram and escitalopram

Escitalopram is the active S-enantiomer of citalopram (8R). One would therefore expect escitalopram to be twice as potent as citalopram but otherwise not to differ significantly from the racemic mixture. However, escitalopram is marketed as being more efficacious than citalopram because, it is argued, the inactive R-isomer present in the racemate actually inhibits binding of the S-enantiomer to its site of action, the serotonin transporter. In some, but not all, clinical trials escitalopram has been statistically superior to citalopram in terms of speed of onset of therapeutic action and improvement on depression rating scales. The clinical significance of these differences is debatable (9M).

In terms of adverse effects escitalopram appears to be equivalent to citalopram. For example, in placebo-controlled trials, escitalopram produced unwanted effects typical of the SSRI class, including nausea (15%), ejaculation disorders (9%), insomnia (9%), diarrhea (8%), somnolence (7%), dry mouth (6%), and dizziness (6%).

Escitalopram is extensively metabolized in the liver by CYP2C19, CYP3A4, and CYP2D6, and its blood concentrations are increased by drugs that inhibit one or more of these enzymes. In vitro, escitalopram is a weak inhibitor of CYP2D6. Drugs that are substrates for CYP2D6 and that have a narrow therapeutic index (for example, flecainide and metoprolol) should be prescribed with caution in conjunction with escitalopram. As with other SSRIs, escitalopram should not be co-administered with monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

Nervous system

Sudden-onset diplopia can be an alarming symptom and can be associated with serious underlying disorders, such as cranial nerve lesions, orbital disease, intranuclear ophthalmoplegia, and vertebrobasilar insufficiency.

- A 28-year-old medical student developed major depression and was given citalopram (20 mg/day) (10A). After 12 days he described incapacitating diplopia which resolved when he closed one eye. Neurological and ophthalmic examination was normal and no structural lesion was detected with brain magnetic resonance imaging. The citalopram was withdrawn and the diplopia resolved within 3 days.

The fact that withdrawal of citalopram led to rapid resolution of the diplopia suggests that it was due to the citalopram, but the mechanism of this rare adverse effect is unclear.

The rabbit syndrome is a movement disorder characterized by involuntary perioral movements that mimic the chewing movements of a rabbit. The condition is distinguished from tardive dyskinesia by the lack of tongue involvement. Rabbit syndrome is usually associated with antipsychotic drug treatment, but two cases have been associated with escitalopram and citalopram; both resolved when the antidepressant was withdrawn (11A). SSRIs can rarely cause extrapyramidal movement disorders (SEDA-22, 23), probably through indirect interaction with dopaminergic pathways, and this is presumably the mechanism here. Venlafaxine did not produce the rabbit syndrome in either patient, even though venlafaxine is a potent serotonin re-uptake inhibitor. This suggests that rabbit syndrome may be more specifically associated with citalopram and escitalopram than with SSRIs in general. Alternatively, the concomitant noradrenergic potentiation produced by venlafaxine may have prevented expression of the movement disorder.

Psychological

SSRIs are generally thought to have relatively little effect on tasks of psychological performance in comparison to tricyclic antidepressants and agents such as mirtazapine (SEDA-28, 19). In 24 healthy men and
women aged 30–50 years who were randomized to receive citalopram (40 mg/day), sertraline (100 mg/day), and placebo for 14 days in a crossover, within-subject design, citalopram but not sertraline caused impaired vigilance on the Mackworth clock task (12). The same authors have previously reported similar deficits after fluoxetine, paroxetine, and venlafaxine, suggesting that impairment of vigilance might be a general consequence of drugs that potently block serotonin re-uptake. In contrast to other SSRIs, sertraline did not apparently impair vigilance in the Mackworth clock task. The authors speculated that this might be due to its concomitant dopamine re-uptake blocking properties.

This study has a certain ecological validity because it investigated the effects of subchronic treatment with SSRIs rather than the more common approach of using single doses. However, it is not clear how far the reduction in vigilance that the authors detected would lead to deficits in performance of real-world tasks such as driving (see below). Also we do not know how SSRI treatment might alter psychological performance in depressed patients, many of whom have pre-existing cognitive deficits due to the depressive disorder.

The effects of both acute and subchronic mirtazapine and escitalopram on driving performance in a specially adapted vehicle have been studied in 18 healthy participants (9 men and 9 women, mean age 31.4 years) (13). They were randomly assigned to escitalopram (increasing to 20 mg/day over 15 days), mirtazapine (increasing to 45 mg/day over 15 days), and placebo in a double-blind crossover design. Escitalopram did not alter driving performance at any time, whereas mirtazapine impaired driving after 2 days but not after 9 and 16 days. These data suggest that escitalopram in standard clinical doses does not alter driving performance in healthy volunteers. The effects of mirtazapine, even at the highest dose, were fairly transient; however, it seems sensible to warn patients starting mirtazapine treatment to be cautious about driving until they have adapted to the sedative effects of the drug.

**Fluvoxamine**  
**(SED-15, 1430)**

**Drug–drug interactions** Sexual dysfunction is a common adverse effect of SSRIs and various treatments have been proposed, of which sildenafil is the only strategy with consistent support from controlled trials. Sildenafil is metabolized by CYP3A4, which is inhibited by fluvoxamine. The effects of fluvoxamine (100 mg/day for 10 days) on the pharmacokinetics of sildenafil (50 mg orally) has been evaluated in 12 healthy men (mean age 25 years) using a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover design (14). Fluvoxamine increased the AUC of sildenafil by about 40% and prolonged its half-life by about 20%. This suggests that patients taking fluvoxamine should use lower doses of sildenafil for the treatment of SSRI-induced sexual dysfunction. A similar but smaller effect might occur with co-prescription of sildenafil and fluoxetine, which is a weaker inhibitor of CYP3A4 than fluvoxamine.

**Paroxetine**  
**(SED-15, 2722)**

**Metabolism** Increases in cholesterol are most commonly reported in association with atypical antipsychotic drugs, such as olanzapine; however, similar reactions have been reported with some antidepressants, including mirtazapine and doxepin (SED-A-29, 19), which cause significant weight gain, probably through histamine H₁ receptor blockade. Serum cholesterol concentrations have been measured in 38 patients (23 men and 15 women) suffering from panic disorder before and after 3 months of treatment with paroxetine (20–40 mg/day) (15). At baseline the mean total cholesterol concentrations of the patients did not differ from those of controls (4.06 versus 4.29 mmol/l; 156 versus 165 mg/dl). However, after paroxetine the cholesterol concentrations rose significantly to 4.55 mmol/l (175 mg/dl). Of the SSRIs, paroxetine is the agent most likely to cause weight gain; however, in this study the authors reported no change in body mass index during the 3 months of treatment, suggesting a more direct effect of paroxetine on metabolism. Further work will be needed to see if similar metabolic effects are associated with other SSRIs and in patients with other treatment indications.
Teratogenicity  In a recent guideline the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence has suggested that the use of paroxetine in the first trimester of pregnancy could be associated with an increased risk of fetal heart defects (5S).

SEROTONIN AND NORADRENALINE RE-UPTAKE INHIBITORS (SNRIs)

Duloxetine  (SEDA-29, 23)

Cardiovascular  Early descriptions of duloxetine suggested that it might be less likely than venlafaxine to cause increased blood pressure. The cardiovascular profile of duloxetine has been reviewed from a database of eight double-blind randomized trials in depression, in which 1139 patients took duloxetine (40–120 mg/day) and 777 took placebo (16M). Relative to placebo, duloxetine produced a small but significant increase in heart rate (about 2/minute). Duloxetine produced a greater rate of sustained increase in systolic blood pressure than placebo (1 versus 0.4%, relative risk 2.1) but no difference in diastolic blood pressure. There were also significantly more instances of significantly increased systolic blood pressure in patients taking duloxetine than placebo at any clinic visit (19 versus 13%). These findings suggest that duloxetine can produce increases in blood pressure in some people, presumably through its potentiation of noradrenaline function. How the effect of duloxetine compares with that of venlafaxine remains to be established.

Venlafaxine  (SED-15, 3614; SEDA-27, 16; SEDA-28, 19; SEDA-29, 24)

Nervous system  Venlafaxine as monotherapy has been associated with both the serotonin syndrome (SEDA-28, 20) and the neuroleptic malignant syndrome (SEDA-25, 18), which can be difficult to distinguish.

Sexual function  Drugs that potentiate serotonin function can cause ejaculatory delay in men, and this has led to the use of SSRIs to treat premature ejaculation (SEDA-26, 13). Venlafaxine is also reported to cause problems with ejaculation during routine use and its efficacy has been studied in a placebo-controlled, crossover study in 31 men with ejaculation latencies of less than 2 minutes (18c). Both placebo and venlafaxine (75 mg/day of the XL formulation) significantly increased latency to ejaculation over baseline, placebo by 2 minutes and venlafaxine by 3 minutes; there was no difference between the two treatments. The authors concluded that venlafaxine is not effective for the management of premature ejaculation. However, the small number of subjects studied and the large placebo effect makes this conclusion tentative. It does appear, however, that the effect of venlafaxine on ejaculation delay is probably less striking than, for example, that of paroxetine.

- A 40-year-old woman took venlafaxine 150 mg bd for a severe depressive disorder and after 12 days developed a tremor, posturing, confusion, muscular rigidity, a mask-like facies, dysphagia, hypertension, and tachycardia (17A). The venlafaxine was withdrawn and she improved. The next day the venlafaxine was re-started and the symptoms returned more severely, this time accompanied by a pyrexia of 38°C and a dramatically raised creatine kinase activity (2097 U/l, reference range 0–190 U/l). A brain scan and cerebrospinal fluid were normal. There were no myoclonic movements and no sweating. Venlafaxine was again withdrawn and she recovered over the following week. She was then given mirtazapine without recurrence of the abnormal neurological state and her depression remitted within the next month.
Drug–drug interactions  Some SSRIs can increase blood concentrations of co-administered clozapine, presumably by inhibition of CYP1A2 (SEDA-25, 16). The effect of venlafaxine on clozapine concentrations has been studied in 11 in-patients with chronic schizophrenia (19c). Clozapine concentrations were not altered by venlafaxine. This is consistent with relative lack of inhibition of CYP enzymes by venlafaxine; however the doses of venlafaxine were modest (maximum 150 mg/day) and it is possible that higher doses might alter clozapine concentrations.

OTHER ANTIDEPRESSANTS

Bupropion (amfebutamone)  
(SED-15, 108; SEDA-27, 14; SEDA-28, 18; SEDA-29, 24)

Psychiatric  Bupropion can cause delirium and seizures in susceptible individuals, usually those with a history of major psychiatric disorder (SEDA-24, 16).

- A 35-year-old woman with no history of a psychiatric disorder was given bupropion 300 mg/day for smoking cessation (20A). After 5 days she developed an acute paranoid state with ideas of reference and fixed convictions concerning her partner’s fidelity. She was also irritable and slightly grandiose. Bupropion was withdrawn and she was given benzodiazepines. She recovered over the next 2 days.

This case suggests that bupropion can rarely cause psychotic symptoms even in people without susceptibility factors, although it is conceivable that this patient might, for example, have had a family history of psychiatric disorder. Amfebutamone is believed to enhance dopaminergic function, and the psychiatric phenomena experienced by the patient, principally paranoid delusions and elevated mood, are consistent with a hyperdopaminergic state.

Electrolyte balance  Hyponatremia with SSRIs is well described (SEDA-27, 12) but has also been reported with other antidepressants, including the selective noradrenaline re-uptake inhibitor reboxetine.

- A 49-year-old woman, who was taking oxcarbazepine for bipolar disorder, developed hyponatremia after also taking bupropion (21A).

Oxcarbazepine can also cause hyponatremia, but in this case the hyponatremia appeared to correlate with the prescription of bupropion rather than oxcarbazepine and was also reproduced by amfebutamone re-challenge. This case suggests that amfebutamone can also cause hyponatremia, although it is possible that the presence of oxcarbazepine was necessary for the adverse effect to occur.

Drug–drug interactions  While in vitro studies have suggested that amfebutamone (bupropion) is a weak inhibitor of CYP2D6, case reports suggest that it may in fact have cause significant drug interactions though inhibition of CYP2D6 (SEDA-29, 25). In 21 subjects, mean age 40 years, 48% female, who were randomly assigned to receive either amfebutamone 300 mg/day for 17 days or placebo in a parallel group design, amfebutamone, but not placebo, produced a substantial increase in the dextromethorphan/dextrorphan ratio, showing that it is an effective inhibitor of CYP2D6 in vivo (22c).

Mirtazapine  (SED-15, 2356; SEDA-27, 16; SEDA-28, 19)

Hematologic  Mianserin, an analogue of mirtazapine, has been associated with an increased risk of agranulocytosis, but the risk with mirtazapine is not well-established.

- A 44-year-old woman with major depression was given mirtazapine 30 mg/day. She had a normal white blood cell count (6.8 × 10⁹/l) (23A). After 3 weeks she complained of a sore throat, difficulty in swallowing, and an aphthous ulcer in the mouth. Her temperature was slightly raised (37.7°C) and her white cell count was 2.2 × 10⁹/l, with a granulocyte count of 1.1 × 10⁹/l. Mirtazapine was withdrawn and she was given sulbactam 375 mg bd. Within 2 weeks her white cell count had risen to 3.8 × 10⁹/l, with a granulocyte count of 3.2 × 10⁹/l. Four weeks later she was treated successfully with sertraline while her white count continued to rise.

The neutropenia in this case was consistent with an effect of mirtazapine. This is presumably an
uncommon adverse effect, but this case reinforces advice given in the British National Formulary that patients taking mirtazapine should be advised to report any sore throat, fever, or stomatitis.

**Reboxetine** (SED-15, 3028; SEDA-27, 16)

**Metabolism** The noradrenaline re-uptake inhibitor, reboxetine, does not cause weight gain during routine clinical use and indeed has been advocated as an adjunctive treatment in the management of olanzapine-induced weight gain.

- A 44-year-old woman with bipolar disorder took lamotrigine 100 mg/day and reboxetine 12 mg/day (24^1). She noted a loss of appetite but continued to eat three meals a day. However, over the next year her weight fell from 55 to 43 kg. There seemed to be no psychiatric explanation for the weight loss and no medical cause could be discovered. The reboxetine and lamotrigine were withdrawn and her weight returned to baseline over the next 3 months. Around that time she again took reboxetine, this time as a sole agent, and once again her weight started to fall.

The loss of weight in this patient did not seem to be due her to psychiatric condition. The authors speculated that reboxetine might have some serotonergic activity, which could have accounted for a reduction in appetite and concomitant weight loss. However, drugs that potentiate noradrenaline activity can also reduce hunger, so this adverse effect could be due to the well characterized noradrenergic effects of reboxetine.

**Gastrointestinal** In six children aged 6–15 years with co-morbid enuresis and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which had failed to respond to methylphenidate, reboxetine 4–8 mg/day for 6 weeks reduced the frequency of bedwetting from an average of five times a week to once a week (25^5). Reboxetine was generally well-tolerated, although three of the children reported anorexia. It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from this small open study. However, the effect of reboxetine on enuresis would be consistent with its inhibitory effect on micturition, which has been noted before (SED-27, 16). If reboxetine does prove effective for this indication it would probably be safer than the standard drug management, which is imipramine. However, psychological approaches, such as behavior therapy, are first-line treatments.

**References**

The efficacy of lithium and comparisons with alternative agents

Bipolar illness appears to be a changing illness. A comparison of psychiatric services in North-West Wales in the 1890s and the 1990s has shown that the rate of admissions increased from 4.0 every 10 years to 6.3 every 10 years (1R). Similarly, the daily hospital occupancy rate for patients with bipolar affective disorder rose from 16 per million to 24 per million. While acknowledging that there have been many social changes that may have contributed to these differences, the authors suggested that current treatments leave much to be desired. Reviews of lithium treatment have reached similar conclusions, particularly regarding the effect of lithium in acute episodes (2R).

A review of treatment guidelines has shown that there is great variability in the various recommendations, despite the claim that they are all evidence-based (3R). Nevertheless, there are foundational recommendations that seem to be consistent, which include the use of lithium and valproate for most patients with bipolar affective disorder.

There are several reasons for the perception that lithium may not be as effective as initially believed. Among these are questions about study design and diagnostic drift (i.e. changes in how bipolar illness is diagnosed over time) (4R). Many maintenance studies involve enrichment of the sample for alternative agents, which reduces the apparent effect of lithium. In addition, many factors are associated with a good response to lithium. These include a family history of a response to lithium (5R), higher social status, social support, and compliance with medication (6R). Predictors of a poor response to lithium include stress, high expressed emotion, neurotic personality traits, unemployment, and a high number of previous episodes (5R). It is likely that most of these factors are simply predictors of a good prognosis rather than lithium-specific factors.

Pharmacogenetics Individuals with the short form of the serotonin transporter have a poorer response to lithium (7E). The short form of the serotonin transporter is a genetic polymorphism that increases the risk of depression in the setting of adversity (8E, 9E, 10E) and reduces the likelihood of a response to antidepressant treatment, and is therefore associated with a poorer outcome (11E, 12E, 13E, 14E). Similarly, a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the gene that encodes brain-derived neurotrophic factor (the val66met SNP of BDNF) has been associated with a poor response to lithium (15E). This SNP is over-represented among patients with rapid cycling (16E), who are less likely to respond well to lithium.

Clinicians have some control of a few factors that are associated with a poor response to lithium. For example, a psychoeducational program can have a dramatic effect on compliance with lithium, reflected in more stable lithium concentrations (17C).

Placebo-controlled studies A systematic review of controlled trials has shown that lithium + haloperidol is superior to placebo in the control of manic symptoms (18M).

Lithium is also effective in individuals with co-morbid pathological gambling and a mood disturbance. In a randomized, 10-week, placebo-controlled study in 40 subjects randomly assigned to modified-release lithium or placebo, 83% of those who took lithium responded compared with only 29% of those who took placebo (19C).

Comparative studies While the efficacy of lithium alone or in combination continues to be
reconfirmed, drawbacks related to adherence to therapy or genetic links to poorer outcomes have also been highlighted. For those reasons, alternatives to lithium, such as anticonvulsants and antipsychotic drugs, have often been discussed (20R). However, several studies have reconfirmed the efficacy of lithium in acute mania and its equivalence to some of the newer options.

**Lamotrigine** In a subanalysis of two 18-month maintenance studies of the use of lithium, lamotrigine, or placebo in delaying relapse in subjects with type I bipolar illness, 98 subjects 55 years of age or older were identified (21C). Lithium delayed the time to mania compared with placebo, but lamotrigine also delayed the time to either mania or depression compared with placebo.

**Olanzapine** In a 12-month relapse prevention comparison of olanzapine and lithium in subjects initially stabilized on the combination, each was efficacious in preventing relapse into either mania or depression (22C). Olanzapine was significantly better than lithium in preventing relapse into mania or mixed mania, but lithium was better than olanzapine in preventing relapse into depression.

**Quetiapine** In acute non-mixed mania, lithium was significantly more effective than placebo and equivalent to quetiapine in reducing manic symptoms, as measured by the Young Mania Rating Scale (23C). In addition, a larger fraction of subjects taking lithium or quetiapine remained in the study compared with those taking placebo. The effect was evident in the first week of treatment and was maintained throughout the 3 months of the study.

**Valproate and divalproex** In relapse prevention studies, valproate was superior to lithium in the prevention of recurrences over 1 year in subjects who initially presented with a dysthmic manic episode (24C). However, lithium was equivalent to divalproex in the prevention of relapse in rapid cycling subjects over 20 months (25C). It was also equivalent to divalproex in youths aged 5–17 years with type I or II bipolar illness, randomly assigned to either agent and followed for 76 weeks (26C).

**Cardiovascular** In two studies lithium treatment was associated with prolongation of the corrected QT interval (QTc). A retrospective analysis of the records of 76 patients taking lithium showed that intervals of over 440 msec were significantly more common in subjects with lithium concentrations over 1.2 mmol/l than in those with concentrations in the usual target range (55 versus 8%); T wave inversion was also more common in subjects with high lithium concentrations (73 versus 17%) (27C).

Similar results have been reported in 39 in-patients with either bipolar illness or schizophrenia; the duration of the QTc interval correlated significantly with lithium concentrations and those with the longest QTc intervals had the highest lithium concentrations (28C).

**Nervous system** In a review of published cases of the syndrome of irreversible lithium-induced neurotoxicity (SILENT), cerebellar dysfunction was the most commonly reported long-lived outcome (29R).

**Psychiatric**

**Delirium and dementia** The incidence of delirium in elderly subjects (over 65 years old) taking lithium does not appear to be higher than in those who are taking valproate (30C). Among 5360 subjects with a mood disorder who had taken lithium or valproate in the previous year, the incidence of delirium with valproate was very similar to that of lithium (4.1 versus 2.8 cases/100 person-years; HR = 1.36; 95% CI = 0.94, 1.97). Both of these rates were significantly lower than the rates observed with the anticholinergic drug benzatropine.

Actually, lithium has been associated with many effects that are believed to be neuroprotective (31R). Most importantly, it reduces the activity of glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3), which leads to reduced production of the tau protein (32E, 33E). This effect suggests that lithium may reduce degenerative processes in a wide variety of illnesses (31R, 33E). However, lithium may actually increase the production of amyloid beta (34E), although previous reports have suggested that lithium reduces amyloid beta and its consequent toxicity (35E, 36E).

Clinically, lithium may protect patients against dementia, although it has been reported that patients who take lithium are actually at
a higher risk of developing dementia (37E). However, in truth, patients with bipolar affective disorder are at a higher risk of dementia, and lithium treatment reduces the relative risk nearly to that of the general population (38E).

Suicide In a systematic review of 32 randomized trials in which 1389 patients took lithium and 2069 took another agent (carbamazepine, divalproex, lamotrigine, or the antidepressants amitriptyline, fluvoxamine, mianserin, and maprotiline), among the seven studies that reported suicides, lithium-treated patients had significantly fewer completed events (39M). These included two suicides on lithium (out of 503, 0.4%) and 11 suicides on other agents (two placebo, two amitriptyline, six carbamazepine, and one lamotrigine, out of a total of 601, 1.8%) (OR = 0.26; 95% CI = 0.09, 0.77).

The lower rate of completed suicides in those taking lithium is of particular note, since suicidal ideation may actually be more common in lithium-treated patients. In 128 patients followed prospectively for an average of 13 years suicidal ideation was non-significantly higher in lithium-treated patients than in those taking valproate or carbamazepine (40C). This may be related to clinician preference, since among patients with bipolar affective disorder and suicidal ideation in the Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD) clinicians were more likely to prescribe antidepressants and second-generation antipsychotic drugs, while they reserved lithium for more severely ill individuals (41C).

There was a similar pattern in an observational study of all lithium prescriptions and recorded suicides in Denmark from 1995 to 1999 inclusive (42C). Purchasing lithium was associated with a higher rate of suicide, but purchasing lithium at least twice was associated with a significantly lower risk (0.44; 95% CI = 0.28, 0.70). In other words, lithium is prescribed for patients who are at high risk of suicide, but continuing to take lithium appears to be protective. These studies have laid the foundations for a current adequately powered, prospective study of the purported anti-suicide effect of lithium (43C).

Endocrine

Thyroid In a controlled, cross-sectional comparison of 100 patients with mood disturbance who had taken lithium for at least 6 months and 100 psychiatrically normal controls, lithium did not increase the prevalence of thyroid autoimmunity; a minimally larger number of control subjects had antithyroid peroxidase antibodies (11 controls versus 7 patients with mood disorders) and anti-thyroglobulin antibodies (15 versus 8) (44C).

However, lithium is associated with hypothyroidism. In 1705 patients, aged 65 years or over, who had recently started to take lithium, identified from the 1.3 million adults in Ontario receiving universal health care coverage, the rate of treatment with thyroxine was 5.65 per 100 person-years, significantly higher that the rate of 2.70/100 person-years found in 2406 new users of valproate (45C). Of 46 adults taking lithium in a psychiatric clinic, 17% developed overt hypothyroidism while 35% had subclinical hypothyroidism (raised concentrations of thyroid stimulating hormone, TSH) (46C).

The antithyroid effect of lithium has occasionally been used to benefit patients. In a case of amiodarone-induced thyrotoxicosis that did not respond to antithyroid drugs and glucocorticoids, low-dose lithium normalized thyroid function (47A).

Parathyroid Of 12 patients who underwent parathyroid gland resection while maintaining their intake of lithium, only eight remained normocalcemic (48C). Nevertheless, the authors recommended that surgery should be considered if there is hyperparathyroidism.

Urinary tract Cases of lithium-induced nephrogenic diabetes insipidus continue to appear (49A, 50A). This effect is clearly distinct from bipolar illness, as non-psychiatric subjects taking lithium develop a reduced response to desmopressin and a reduced ability to concentrate their urine during water deprivation (51C). Diabetes insipidus in lithium-treated subjects appears to be mediated by second messengers (51C) with consequent effects on cytoplasmic aquaporin 2 (51C, 52E), or cyclo-oxygenase 1 and 2 (COX-1, COX-2) (53E, 54E).
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**Musculoskeletal** Lithium may increase the production of parathyroid hormone, subclinical increases in which may underlie the observation that lithium is associated with a reduced risk of bone fractures. In a case-control study of 124,655 individuals who suffered a bone fracture matched with 373,962 subjects who had not had any bone injury, the relative risk of a bone fracture was significantly lower in those who took lithium, both before and after correction for psychotropic drug use (OR = 0.67; 95% CI = 0.55, 0.81) (55C).

However, the more problematic cases of lithium poisoning are those in which the lithium concentration increases slowly.

- A 42-year-old woman who presented with a change in mental status and rapidly decompensated into respiratory failure and required ventilatory assistance for 2 months had not taken an overdose—her lithium concentration had increased slowly (61A).

**Drug–drug interactions**

**ACE inhibitors** There have been scattered reports of lithium toxicity associated with the use of ACE inhibitors and attributed to reduced lithium excretion; however, this is not a predictable interaction (SED-15, 2096).

- Lithium toxicity occurred in a 46-year-old man when his antihypertensive agent was changed from fosinopril to lisinopril (62A).

**Antiepileptic drugs** Priapism was associated with co-administration of lithium, oxcarbazepine, and aripiprazole in a 16-year-old boy (63A). It started soon after oxcarbazepine 300 mg bd had been added to lithium 1200 mg/day and resolved without recurrence after oxcarbazepine was withdrawn.

**Antimicrobial drugs** In a case-control study in subjects whose lithium concentration exceeded 1.3 mmol/l, initiation of a concomitant medication (OR = 2.70, 95% CI = 0.78, 9.31) and particularly antibiotics (OR = 3.14, 95% CI = 1.15, 8.61) were associated with potential toxicity (64C). Parenthetically, high temperature can precipitate lithium toxicity (65A).

**Minocycline** The co-administration of lithium and minocycline in an adolescent was associated with pseudotumor cerebri (66A), although minocycline can do this on its own (SED-15, 2349).

**Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs** Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs can increase lithium concentrations (67C). Nimesulide increased lithium concentrations in a crossover study (68C).

**Death** There were significantly fewer deaths from all causes in lithium-treated patients (9 out of 696, 1.3%) compared with those who took other agents (22 out of 788, 2.8%; OR = 0.42; 95% CI = 0.21, 0.87) (39M). Individuals with bipolar illness have a doubled standardized mortality ratio compared with the general population (56M). This difference appears to be due to factors such as frequent depressive episodes, co-morbidity with substance abuse, and lifestyle problems, such as reduced exercise, poor diet, and a lower quality of medical care (56M). The use of lithium may reduce overall mortality (39M, 56M).

**Teratogenicity** Anencephaly in the child of a woman taking lithium appears to have been coincidental (57A).

**Fetotoxicity** In a prospective study of 10 pregnant women who were taking lithium before delivery lithium equilibrated completely across the placenta (ratio of umbilical cord lithium concentration to maternal blood = 1.05) across a wide range of maternal lithium serum concentrations (0.2–2.6 mmol/l); infant serum concentrations exceeding 0.64 mmol/l were associated with lower Apgar scores, longer hospital stays, and higher rates of neuromuscular complications (58C).

**Drug overdose** A brief review of cases of lithium toxicity has suggested that there is no clinical evidence that gastric lavage is useful in lithium overdose (59H). However, an anecdote is of interest, since it suggests that gastric lavage soon after ingestion may be beneficial (60H).

- A 32-year-old man took 50 modified-release tablets of lithium carbonate and arrived at the emergency services soon after ingestion. Gastric lavage yielded several tablet fragments. Associated with other supportive measures, his serum lithium concentration never exceeded 0.75 mmol/l.

- A 42-year-old woman who presented with a change in mental status and rapidly decompensated into respiratory failure and required ventilatory assistance for 2 months had not taken an overdose—her lithium concentration had increased slowly (61A).
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**Olanzapine** Lithium toxicity in a 62-year-old woman, in whom lithium concentrations peaked at 3.0 mmol/l and who presented with delirium and extrapyramidal symptoms, was attributed to the combination of lithium with olanzapine, but the course was what one would expect with lithium toxicity alone (69A).

**Risperidone** Co-administration of lithium and risperidone has been associated with the rabbit syndrome (70A). This reaction was probably caused by the risperidone, and the role of lithium was not clear.

**Ziprasidone** Two patients with schizoaffective illness developed new signs of mild lithium toxicity after intramuscular injections of ziprasidone (71A).

**Drug–procedure interactions** A seizure induced by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in a patient with bipolar affective disorder taking maintenance lithium (72A), may not have been related to lithium, since therapeutic concentrations of lithium can actually increase the seizure threshold (73B). A case series of patients who underwent electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) while taking lithium, suggested that concern about the concomitant use of lithium and ECT may be exaggerated (74A).

**Monitoring therapy** Lithium concentrations are important predictors of outcome, but can also be associated with the type of outcome. Low lithium concentrations (<0.6 mmol/l) are associated with a low likelihood of depressive relapse (12%), while higher concentrations (>0.8 mmol/l) are associated with a higher likelihood of depressive relapse (64%) (75C). This has been interpreted as showing that low concentrations, rather than higher concentrations, of lithium are more effective in preventing depressive relapse; however, the difference in concentrations may be reflections of more problematic illness in which the clinician has maximized lithium treatment.
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Cardiovascular complications can be caused by smoking cannabis, which has been identified as a susceptibility factor in some young cardiac patients.

- Two young men, aged 18 and 30 years, developed retrosternal pain with shortness of breath, attributed to acute coronary syndrome (1\textsuperscript{A}). Each had smoked marijuana and tobacco and admitted to intravenous drug use. Urine toxicology was positive for tetrahydrocannabinol. Aspartate transaminase and creatine kinase activities and troponin-I and C-reactive protein concentrations were raised. Echocardiography in the first patient showed hypokinesia of the posterior and inferior walls and in the second hypokinesia of the basal segment of the anterolateral wall. Coronary angiography showed normal coronary anatomy with coronary artery spasm. Genetic testing for three common genetic polymorphisms predisposing to acute coronary syndrome was negative.

The authors suggested that marijuana had increased the blood carboxyhemoglobin concentration, leading to reduced oxygen transport capacity, increased oxygen demand, and reduced oxygen supply.

Two other cases have been reported (2\textsuperscript{A}).

- A 48-year-old man, a chronic user of cannabis who had had coronary artery bypass grafting 10 years before and recurrent angina over the past 18 months, developed chest pain. An electrocardiogram showed intermittent resting ST segment changes and coronary angiography showed that of the three previous grafts, only one was still patent. There was also sub-total occlusion of a stent in the left main stem. After 24 hours he had a cardiac arrest while smoking cannabis and had multiple episodes of ventricular fibrillation, requiring both electrical and pharmacological cardioversion. He then underwent urgent percutaneous coronary intervention which involved stenting of his left main stem. He eventually stabilized and recovered for discharge 11 weeks later.

The authors suggested that in the first case ventricular fibrillation had been caused by increased myocardial oxygen demand in the presence of long-standing coronary artery disease. In the second case, they speculated that chronic cannabis use may have contributed to the unexpectedly severe coronary artery disease in a young patient with few risk factors.

In terms of its potential for inducing cardiac dysrhythmias, cannabis is most likely to cause palpitation due to a dose-related sinus tachycardia. Other reported dysrhythmias include sinus bradycardia, second-degree atrioventricular block, and atrial fibrillation. Also reported are ventricular extra beats and other reversible electrocardiographic changes. Supraventricular tachycardia after the use of cannabis has been reported (3\textsuperscript{A}).

- A 35-year-old woman with a 1-month history of headaches was found to be hypertensive, with a blood pressure of 179/119 mmHg. She smoked 20 cigarettes a day and used cannabis infrequently. Her family history included hypertension. Electrocardiography suggested left ventricular hypertrophy but echocardiography was unremarkable. She was given amlodipine 10 mg/day and the blood pressure improved. While in the hospital, she smoked marijuana and about 30 minutes later developed palpitation, chest pain, and shortness of
breath. The blood pressure was 233/120 mmHg and the pulse rate 150/minute. Electrocardiography showed atrial flutter with 2:1 atrioventricular block. Cardiac troponin was normal at 12 hours. Urine toxicology was positive for cannabis only. Two weeks later, while she was taking amlodipine 10 mg/day and atenolol 25 mg/day, her blood pressure was 117/85 mmHg.

The authors reviewed the biphasic effect of marijuana on the autonomic nervous system. At low to moderate doses it causes increased sympathetic activity, producing a tachycardia and increase in cardiac output; blood pressure therefore increases. At high doses it causes increased parasympathetic activity, leading to bradycardia and hypotension. They thought that this patient most probably had adrenergic atrial flutter.

Nervous system Extrapyramidal effects have been reported for the first time in a patient taking neuroleptic drugs who smoked cannabis (4A).

- A 20-year-old man with no previous movement disorders, who had smoked marijuana for 4 years was given risperidone 9 mg/day and clorazepate 10–20 mg/day for paranoid schizophrenia. After 4 weeks he started using marijuana again and had at least two episodes of cervical and jaw dystonia with oculogyric crises, for which intramuscular biperiden was effective. He acknowledged heavy marijuana use before each episode. He was then given oral biperiden 2–4 mg/day and risperidone was replaced by olanzapine 30 mg/day. He again started smoking marijuana and had similar episodes of dystonia and oculogyric crises. No other causes of secondary extrapyramidal disorders were found.

The authors suggested a causal association between use of marijuana and extrapyramidal disorders. The research literature contains evidence that the endogenous cannabinoid system plays a role in basal ganglia transmission circuitry, possibly by interfering with dopamine reuptake. Furthermore, central cannabinoid receptors are located in two areas that regulate motor activity, the lateral globus pallidus and substantia nigra (5AR).

Cerebrovascular disease due to marijuana is infrequent but has again been reported.

- A 36-year-old man developed acute aphasia followed by a convulsive seizure a few hours later after heavy consumption of hashish and 3–4 alcoholic beverages at a party (6A). He had no previous vascular risk factors. His blood pressure was 120/80 mmHg. An MRI scan showed two ischemic infarcts, one in the left temporal lobe and one in the right parietal lobe. Magnetic resonance angiography of the head and neck showed narrowing of the distal temporal branches of the left middle cerebral artery without involvement of its proximal segment. There was no evidence of diffuse atherosclerotic disease. There was tetrahydrocannabinol in the urine. Electroencephalography and transesophageal echocardiography were normal. He was given ticlopidine. A year later, he had a second episode of aphasia and right hemiparesis immediately after smoking marijuana. His blood pressure was 140/80 mmHg. An MRI scan showed acute left and right frontal cortical infarctions. He had a third stroke 18 months later, when he developed auditory agnosia after heavy use of hashish and 3–4 drinks of alcohol. On this occasion he was normotensive. An MRI scan showed acute infarcts in the right posterior temporal lobe and lower parietal lobe.

The authors discussed the importance of the close temporal relation between the use of cannabis and alcohol and the episodes of stroke. The mechanism was unclear. However, they speculated that a vasculopathy, either toxic or immune inflammatory, was the most likely mechanism.

In another case a cannabis smoker had recurrent transient ischemic attacks.

- A 50-year-old male cigarette smoker with hypertension had episodes of transient right-sided hemisensory loss lasting only a few minutes (7A). Coughing while smoking marijuana was the apparent trigger. Electroencephalography was negative. An MRI scan of the brain showed chain-like low-flow infarctions in the white matter of the left parietal subcortex. Duplex sonography and digital subtraction angiography showed a subocclusive stenosis of the left internal carotid artery. Blood flow to the left middle cerebral artery was reduced and delayed and there was steal by the right middle cerebral artery. Endarterectomy of the left internal carotid resolved the symptoms.

The authors suggested that marijuana may increase the risk of reduced cerebral perfusion. Coughing may have contributed by reduced flow velocity within arteries supplying the brain and by a sudden increase in intracranial pressure.

Psychological Marijuana impairs memory, although it is not clear which components of memory are affected. Memory involves two components: an initial delay-independent discrimination or “encoding” and a second delay-dependent discrimination or “recall” of information. In five subjects tetrahydrocannabinol
acutely impaired delay-dependent discrimination but not delay-independent discrimination (8c). In other words, smoking marijuana increased the rates of forgetting but did not alter initial discriminability.

The use of marijuana is related to risky behaviors that may result in other drug use, high-risk sexual activity, risky car driving, traffic accidents, and crime. The acute effects of marijuana on human risk taking has been investigated in a laboratory setting in 10 adults who were given three doses of active marijuana cigarettes (half placebo and half 1.77, 1.77, and 3.58% tetrahydrocannabinol) and placebo cigarettes (9c). There were measurable changes in risky decisions after marijuana. Tetrahydrocannabinol 3.58% increased selection of the risky response option and also caused shifts in trial-by-trial response probabilities, suggesting altered sensitivity to both reinforced and losing risky outcomes. The authors suggested that the effect on risk taking was possibly seen only at the 3.58% dose because it created a requisite level of impairment to disrupt inhibitory processes in the mesolimbic-prefrontal cortical network.

The neurocognitive effects of marijuana have been studied in 113 young adults (10c). Marijuana users, identified by self-reporting and urinalysis, were categorized as light users (<5 joints per week) or heavy users (5 or more joints per week) and current users or former users, the latter having used the drug regularly in the past (1 or more joint per week) but not for at least 3 months. IQ, memory, processing speed, vocabulary, attention, and abstract reasoning were assessed. Current regular heavy users performed significantly worse than non-users beyond the acute intoxication period. Memory, both immediate and delayed, was most strongly affected. However, after 3 months abstinence, there were no residual effects of marijuana, even among those who had formerly had heavy use.

**Psychiatric** Cannabis is commonly used by people with schizophrenia, and there is a possible association between the drug and the presentation, symptoms, and course of the illness. The effects of marijuana on psychotic symptoms and cognitive deficits in schizophrenia have been studied in 13 medicated stable patients and 13 healthy subjects in a double-blind, placebo-controlled randomized study using 2.5 and 5 mg of intravenous delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) (11c). Tetrahydrocannabinol transiently worsened cognitive deficits, perceptual alterations, and a range of positive and negative symptoms in those with schizophrenia. There were no positive effects. These results suggest a role for cannabinoid receptors in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.

**Respiratory** A recent reviewer has commented that the most serious adverse effects of smoked cannabis are on the respiratory system (12R), and, as noted in SEDA-29 (p. 35), cannabis smoking can cause pneumothorax. The term “Bong lung” is used to refer to a histological change that occurs in the lungs of chronic cannabis smokers (13c). Patients with cannabis-induced recurrent pneumothorax often undergo resection of bullae. In Australia, the histopathology of resected lung was examined in 10 cannabis smokers, 5 heavy tobacco smokers, and 5 non-smokers. All marijuana smokers had irregular emphysema with cystic blebs and bullae in the lung apices. There was also massive accumulation of intra-alveolar pigmented histiocytes or “smoker’s macrophages” throughout the pulmonary parenchyma, but sparing of the peribronchioles, similar to desquamative interstitial pneumonia.

**Ear, nose, throat** Bilateral angle-closure glaucoma has been reported after combined consumption of ecstasy and cannabis (14c).

- A 29-year-old woman developed severe headaches, blurred vision, and malaise. Her visual acuity was <20/400 in the right eye and 20/40 in the left eye. Intraocular pressures were raised at 38 and 40 mmHg. Slit lamp examination showed bilateral conjunctival hyperemia, corneal edema, and shallow anterior chambers. Gonioscopy showed bilateral circular closed angles. The pupils were mid-dilated and non-reactive to light. The optic nerve heads in both eyes had slightly enlarged cups. She admitted to recreational use of ecstasy and marijuana before this ophthalmic crisis and also 2 years earlier, when she had had an episode of ophthalmic migraine with headache and transient blurred vision. Ophthalmic examination showed a narrow anterior chamber angle in both eyes.

The authors suggested that the bilateral angle-closure glaucoma had been precipitated by a combined mydriatic effect of ecstasy and cannabis.
Tumorigenicity Three different associations of cannabinoids with cancer have been discussed (15R). Firstly, there is a possible direct carcinogenic effect. In in vitro studies and in mice tetrahydrocannabinol alone does not seem to be carcinogenic or mutagenic. However, cannabis smoke is both carcinogenic and mutagenic and contains similar carcinogens to those in tobacco smoke. Cannabis is possibly linked to digestive and respiratory system cancers. Case reports support this association but epidemiological cohort studies and case-control studies have provided conflicting evidence. Secondly, there is conflicting evidence on the beneficial effects of tetrahydrocannabinol and other cannabinoids in patients with cancer. In some in vitro and in vivo studies, tetrahydrocannabinol and synthetic cannabinoids had antineoplastic effects, but in others tetrahydrocannabinol had a negative effect on the immune system. No anticancer effects of tetrahydrocannabinol in humans have so far been reported. Thirdly, cannabis may palliate some of the symptoms and adverse effects of cancer. Cannabis may improve appetite, reduce nausea and vomiting, and alleviate moderate neuropathic pain in patients with cancer. The authors defined the challenge for the medical use of cannabinoids as the development of safe, effective, and therapeutic methods of using it that are devoid of the adverse psychoactive effects. Lastly, they discussed the possible associations between cannabis smoking and tumors of the prostate and brain, noting the need for larger, controlled studies.

Fetotoxicity Cannabis is the illicit drug that is most commonly used by young women and they are not likely to withdraw until the early stages of pregnancy. The effects of early maternal marijuana use on fetal growth have been reported in pregnant women who elected voluntary saline-induced abortion at mid-gestation (weeks 17–22) (16S). Marijuana (n = 44) and non-marijuana exposed fetuses (n = 95) were compared and adjusted for maternal alcohol and cigarette use. Both fetal foot length and body weight were significantly reduced by marijuana. Fetal growth impairment was greatest in the group with moderate, regular exposure to about 3–6 joints/week and not in those with heavy maternal marijuana use. There was no significant effect on fetal body length and head circumference due to prenatal marijuana exposure.

COCAINE (SED-15, 848; SEDA-27, 33; SEDA-28, 38; see also Chapter 11)

Ear, nose, throat Cochleovestibular deficit has been attributed to intralabyrinthine hemorrhage after cocaine consumption (17A).

- A 43-year-old man taking maintenance methadone used intranasal cocaine and drank alcohol and suddenly developed tinnitus in the left ear and progressive giddiness. He had left deafness, right spontaneous horizontal nystagmus, and left areflexia on caloric stimulation. A diagnosis of cochleovestibular deficit was made. A week later the right spontaneous horizontal nystagmus had resolved but was elicitable by a head-shaking maneuver. An MRI scan showed blood in the left labyrinth. Neurological and ophthalmological examinations were normal. The giddiness resolved after several weeks but his hearing did not recover.

The authors presumed that this disorder was due to cocaine-induced vascular effects. As cocaine prevents reuptake of amines by presynaptic receptors, increased concentrations of amines may lead to abruptly altered circulation.

Nervous system The adverse effect of cocaine on the clinical course in subarachnoid hemorrhage has been studied in a retrospective review of the medical records of 151 patients with intracranial aneurysms treated at a Taiwanese hospital between January 1996 and December 2001 (18A). Of 108 patients who had subarachnoid hemorrhage, 36 had used cocaine within the previous 24 hours and 20 of them had subarachnoid hemorrhages of greater severity (Hunt and Hess grade of IV or V) compared with eight of 72 non-cocaine users. There was significant angiographically confirmed vasoospasm in 28 of the cocaine users and 20 of the non-users. There was a 2.8-fold greater risk of vasoospasm associated with cocaine use. Cocaine has vasoactive properties that both influence and increase the occurrence of cerebral vasoospasm, the main cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage who survive the initial event.
Liver  Cocaine has been separately associated with acute hepatitis and thrombotic microangiopathy. In one case both conditions occurred simultaneously (19A).

- A 22-year-old woman, with a 3-year history of alcohol and intravenous cocaine abuse and chronic hepatitis C virus infection, developed fever, jaundice, vomiting, and weakness. She was jaundiced, with markedly raised transaminases (aspartate transaminase 1264 U/l, alanine transaminase 1305 U/l) increased alkaline phosphatase, and normal gamma-glutamyltransferase and serum total bilirubin. Partial thromboplastin time was 33 seconds. A complete blood count and renal function were normal. Urine screen was positive for cocaine. Over the next 48 hours she developed acute respiratory and renal failure, hypotension, and tonic-clonic seizures. She also developed severe thrombocytopenia (platelet cell count 21 × 10^9/L), impaired coagulation, and a hemolytic anemia with 6–7 schistocytes per microscopic field. A chest X-ray showed bilateral alveolar infiltrates compatible with acute respiratory distress syndrome. An electrocardiogram showed an acute inferior myocardial infarction. Liver biopsy showed multifocal hepatic necrosis and microvesicular steatosis, consistent with toxic hepatitis. She recovered after plasma exchange, blood transfusions, and hemodialysis.

The authors noted that thrombotic microangiopathy due to cocaine is fairly rare. Its pathogenesis is unclear, possible mechanisms being an immune reaction or direct damage to the vascular endothelium. Cocaine-induced acute hepatitis has been linked to several toxic metabolites, including norcocaine and N-hydroxynorcocaine, which are produced by cytochrome P450 enzymes.

Fetotoxicity of cocaine

The current view is that in utero exposure to cocaine has a subtle impact on offspring development and functioning (SEDA-28, 43; SEDA-29, 41). The Maternal Lifestyle Study, a prospective randomized study, has followed 717 infants exposed only to cocaine and 7442 non-exposed infants from birth to hospital discharge at 12 network sites (20C, 21C). Cocaine-exposed infants were younger (1.2 weeks), weighed less (536 g), and were smaller (2.6 cm shorter and head circumference 1.5 cm smaller). Congenital anomalies were not increased. Acute subtle changes in central and autonomic nervous system function, such as irritability, jitteriness, tremors, high pitched crying, and excessive suck, were more common in the cocaine-exposed group. There was a significantly increased prevalence of infection in the infants of cocaine-using mothers. Hepatitis was 42 times more common, syphilis was 15 times as common, and human immunodeficiency virus positivity was 16 times more common (although the overall prevalence was only 0.1%). Exposure to cocaine increased the likelihood of involvement with social services such as child protection agencies.

The preliminary results of the Meconium Project, a study done in Barcelona between October 2002 and February 2004, have been reported (22C). The findings were based on the first 830 meconium samples and 549 mother-infant pairs. Overall drug use was 7.9%, and drug screens detected 6-monoacetymorphine and cocaine. There was under-reporting of drug abuse. The self-reporting rates in interviews were opiates 1.3%, cocaine 1.8%, and both drugs 1.3%; meconium analysis showed higher rates (8.7, 4.4, and 2.2% respectively). One declared case of ecstasy consumption was confirmed. Arecoline, the main alkaloid in areca nuts, was found in meconium samples from four Asian neonates whose mothers had consumed betel nuts. The use of opiates and cocaine during pregnancy was associated with active use of cannabis, tobacco smoking, and a higher number of cigarettes smoked. Lower birth weight in newborns was associated with mothers who used cocaine only and both cocaine and opiates. One of the four infants exposed to arecoline had a low birth weight, hypotonia, and hyporeflexia.

Motor development  A second report from the Maternal Lifestyle Study focused on motor development in 392 children prenatally exposed to cocaine and 776 non-exposed control infants who were identified by meconium assay and mothers’ self-reporting (23C). Motor skills were assessed at 1 month with the NICU Network Neurobehavioral Scale (NNNS), at 4 months with the posture and fine motor assessment of infants (PFMAI), at 12 months with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development-2nd edition (BSID-II), and at 18 months with the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales (PDMS). The infants with prenatal cocaine exposure had motor
skill deficits at 1 month, but normal function at 18 months. Heavy cocaine use was associated with poorer motor performance. Both lower and higher nicotine exposures related to poorer motor performance.

**Behavior** Prenatal exposure to cocaine is associated with behavioral problems in children of school age. The degree to which sex-specific effects can be identified in relation to prenatal cocaine exposure was the focus of two studies by the same group of researchers. In the first study 499 subjects, who had been prospectively followed since pregnancy, were evaluated in a laboratory at 7 years (24C). The findings support sex- and alcohol-modulated effects on prenatal cocaine exposure. Among boys with prenatal alcohol exposure, those with significant cocaine exposure had significantly higher levels of Delinquent Behavior than the boys with no cocaine exposure. Prenatal cocaine exposure in the alcohol-exposed boys doubled the likelihood of clinically significant Externalizing Behavior scores compared with controls. In the absence of prenatal alcohol exposure, prenatal cocaine exposure alone in boys had no significant effect. In contrast, among girls with no prenatal alcohol exposure, the presence of prenatal cocaine exposure correlated with significant Externalizing Behaviors and Aggressive Behaviors compared with controls. Clinically significant Externalizing Behavior scores were almost five times as likely in this group. In contrast, among girls with prenatal alcohol exposure, no association was found. Prenatal cocaine exposure in the alcohol-exposed group of boys doubled the likelihood of clinically significant Externalizing Behavior scores compared with controls. In contrast, among girls with prenatal alcohol exposure, there was no association between prenatal cocaine exposure and behavior.

In the second study the same group evaluated the effects of prenatal cocaine exposure on child behavior in 506 African–American mother–child pairs (25C). The mothers were identified as cocaine users and non-users during the initial prenatal visits with urine screen confirmation. Offspring behavior was assessed 6–7 years later using caregiver reports with the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL). Analyses stratified by sex and prenatal alcohol exposure showed that behaviors in girls without prenatal alcohol exposure but with prenatal cocaine exposure were adverse: 6.5% of the unique variance in behavior was related to prenatal cocaine exposure. Among these girls, the likelihood of scoring in the abnormal range for Aggression was 17 times control.

**Neurodevelopment** Neurodevelopmental and cognitive outcomes among prenatally cocaine exposed children have been documented by measuring school performance in 62 cocaine-exposed and 73 control children who were students at an American inner-city school (26C). The children were followed prospectively from birth to the end of the 4th grade. Their report cards, standardized test results, teacher and parent reports, and birth and early childhood data were studied. Both groups had poor grade progression from grades 1 to 4 (71 versus 84%), low Grade Point averages, reading skills below grade level (30 versus 28%), and below-average standardized test scores. The children with higher Full Scale Intelligence Quotients and better home environments, regardless of drug status, had successful progression.

**Drug overdose** Body packing is an important differential diagnosis in patients who present with symptoms of acute drug toxicity (SEDA-18, 38; SEDA-21, 32; SEDA-27, 36; SEDA-29, 43). Successful management of a cocaine body packer after endoscopic removal has been reported (27A).

- A 55-year-old man was found unconscious at Al Doha airport in Qatar later had a generalized seizure. He was unconscious, afebrile, and tachypneic. His blood pressure was 150/90 mmHg and his pulse rate 105/minute. His pupils were fixed and dilated. A brain CT scan was unremarkable. A plain X-ray of the abdomen showed two packets in the stomach and one in the rectum. The packets, each of which weighed about 80 g, were removed by endoscopy, and he recovered consciousness after five days of conservative treatment.

In this case cocaine was found in the urine and the packets contents were also identified as cocaine.
Ecstasy (3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine, MDMA) (SED-15, 180; SEDA-27, 29; SEDA-28, 4, 28; SEDA-29, 1; for other amphetamines see Chapter 1)

Epidemiology of the use of ecstasy

“Club drugs”, which are used primarily by young adults at all night “raves”, dance parties, including ecstasy, have been frequently reviewed (28R, 29R, 30R). Ecstasy is classified as an empathogen or enactogen, as the subjective experience has been described by users as intensely emotional and as creating a perception that one can experience the emotions of others.

Recent US data suggest a decline in the use of ecstasy. Programs sponsored by the US Drug Enforcement Administration have systematically collected results from toxicological analyses conducted by state and local forensic laboratories on substances seized by law enforcement operations. The numbers of seizures of ecstasy in 2003 were down from a peak in 2001. These data are concordant with other surveys done in the USA, including a decline in the prevalence of use by students in secondary schools, which appears to be related to reduced availability and perceptions of the risks associated with its use. The percentage of 12th graders who said that there was a great risk of harm associated with using ecstasy increased from 38% in 2000 to 58% in 2004. The perceived availability of ecstasy by students fell from 62% in 2001 to 48% on 2004. Moreover, the disapproval of people who tried ecstasy once or twice increased from 81% in 2001 to 88% in 2004.

Surveys conducted by the Office of Applied Studies of the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) on the prevalence, patterns, and consequences of the use and abuse of alcohol, tobacco, and illegal drugs in the general US civilian non-institutionalized population in 2003 showed that 4.6% of the US population aged 12 and above had ever used ecstasy, 0.9% had used it in the past year, and 0.2% had used it in the past month. About 2.4% of those aged 12–17 years had ever used ecstasy compared with 15% of those aged 18–25 years and 3.1% of those aged 26 and over. However, the trend was different in Australia, where a national survey showed an increase in lifetime use of ecstasy from 2.4% in 1998 to 6.1% in 2001, with past year use rising from 0.9 to 2.4%. Furthermore, 10% of teenage ecstasy users and 6.9% of users in their twenties used ecstasy daily or weekly. Lifetime use of ecstasy among 10th grade students in Turkey rose from 2.7% in 1998 to 3.3% in 2001.

New data suggest that use of ecstasy occurs in a variety of settings and is not any more restricted to raves. Amongst US university undergraduate students, the number of sexual partners increased the likelihood of ecstasy use, as did self-reported sexual identity. Gay, lesbian, and bisexual students were more than two times as likely to have used ecstasy in the past year. Polysubstance use amongst ecstasy users was the norm (29R).

In an epidemiological study of 2000 randomly selected individuals in West Germany and 1000 in East Germany in 2001, the lifetime prevalences of ecstasy and amphetamine use were about 4 and 3% respectively. The percentage of people who reported that “one should never try (ecstasy) at all” increased from 72% in 1993 to 87% in 2001. In another epidemiological study in Germany involving 8139 randomly selected adults aged 18–59, 46% responded. In West Germany, 1.5% reported having tried ecstasy at least once. The younger subjects were more experienced—5.2 and 5.7% of the 18–20 and 21–24 year-olds respectively reported using it; 1.8 and 3.7% of the 18–20 year-olds and 3.7% of the 21–24 year-olds had used ecstasy within the last 12 months. During the 30 days before the interview, 0.3% of the interviewees reported having used ecstasy. However, in East Germany, ecstasy was the only substance with a higher prevalence, which, when extrapolated, suggested that 1.2 million of the 18–59 year-olds reported having taken ecstasy within the 12-months before the interview.

The Early Developmental Stages of Psychopathology Study recruited a representative sample of 14–24 year olds from metropolitan Munich and its surrounds; the longitudinal analyses involved 2446 of the 3021 interviews done at baseline. The findings suggested that men use ecstasy more often than women. While the onset of use was unlikely before the age of 14, it was followed by a sudden surge in use, which appeared to stagnate at age 24 for women and 26 for men. The increase in use was
in the younger cohort. Ecstasy users, compared with non-users, had a higher probability of using other illicit drugs. Use of ecstasy appeared to be a transient phenomenon—88% of the occasional users were non-users at follow-up and only 0.8% of the sample fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for a lifetime ecstasy-related substance use disorder. Moreover, increased proportions of the subjects in the group of lifetime ecstasy users had at least one mental disorder besides abuse or dependency. In most of the cases (88%), the onset of mental disorders occurred before the first use of ecstasy or a related substance. There were no significant differences in the incidence of mental disorders prospectively between the baseline ecstasy abstainers and ecstasy users in the follow-up period.

In the 1990s, a new dance and music culture called “techno” emerged in many European countries. Techno music was often associated with raves, which were also known as Techno raves. Around the same time, in Berlin, the Love Parade movement, ardent techno fans, started and attracted 1.5 million people in 1999. This caught the attention of the leisure industry, and magazines, music, and other paraphernalia were aimed at the adolescents and young adults involved in the techno scene. The use of club drugs is closely associated with this culture. In a study of 1664 adolescents and young adults designed to investigate the phenomenon of ecstasy use in the “techno party scene” in 1996, cannabis was the most commonly used drug in this group. About 50% of the group had used ecstasy once in their life and 44% had used speed; the 12-month and last-month usage rates were 40 and 28% respectively for ecstasy and 46 and 35% for speed. Ecstasy users were likely to have used combination drugs, the most prevalent sequences being “cannabis-ecstasy-speed” (10%) followed by “cannabis-ecstasy-speed-hallucinogens” (8%). The authors reported that the exclusive use of ecstasy in the techno party scene was almost non-existent. In the “Techno Study”, in which 1412 persons were interviewed, the variability and stability of ecstasy use behavior in the techno party scene were explored. This study found even more drug use in 1998–9. Again cannabis was the more commonly used drug. The lifetime, 12-month, and last-month prevalences were respectively 40, 30, and 20% for ecstasy and 41, 31, and 21% for speed.

During 19 in-depth interviews, with a response rate of 46%, exploring the reasons for ecstasy use, the three main explanations identified were (a) affiliation, (b) stimulation, and (c) relaxation (30%). Ecstasy was perceived as being extremely helpful in stimulating interactions with people and stimulating effects were mentioned, especially in combination with music. “Feeling good” or “a desire to feel good” were the most commonly cited reasons for using ecstasy. Fear of reduced efficiency (75%) and fear of damage to health (62%) and developing addiction (36%) were common reasons for quitting. However, 44% stated that “ecstasy did nothing to me”. The author concluded that ecstasy is second only to cannabis in illegal drug preferences among adolescents and young adults in Germany. Increased rates of ecstasy use in East Germany paralleled increases in ecstasy-related crimes by 60% in that area. Moreover, ecstasy users were more often polydrug users with increase degrees of psychopathology; the existence of mental illness increased the likelihood of future use of ecstasy. According to the author, ecstasy does not seem to determine substance-specific drug-use-related behavior. It rather seems to be yet another substance in the youth-related illicit substance carousel. Most people who begin to use a variety of illicit substances for whatever reasons, stop on their own without treatment of any sort.

Many large metropolitan areas saw a surge in the use of ecstasy among its young adults during the late 1990s. In the USA, Seattle reported high levels of club drug use compared with the national average and increases in problematic behavior and morbidity/mortality associated with the use of these drugs. Seattle also had a history of providing permits for large rave dance parties. Those who had ever used ecstasy were much more likely to use almost all other drugs; 26% of ecstasy users at rave parties mentioned ever using “research chemicals” (a broad array of poorly studied psychoactive chemicals used to explore new psychedelic experiences) compared with 1% of non-ecstasy users. At raves, behaviors associated with the use of ecstasy in the prior 6 months included unprotected sex by nearly one-third and driving under the influence of ecstasy by 38%. The proportion who reported having “overdosed, passed out, or had a bad experience” caused by ecstasy was 15%; 6% agreed
that their use had been out of control in the previous 6 months. About 26% said that they worried that they might later have problems with health and memory. The use of adulterated ecstasy was reported by respondents in all groups, from 29 to 59% at rave parties. About 12–18% of those who had ever used ecstasy reported that they had used antidepressants to control its effects; 16% took vitamins and 11% took 5-hydroxytryptophan to protect against the depressant effects of ecstasy. Lifetime ecstasy use was 11% among 12th graders nationally, compared with 16% in Seattle; usage during the prior 30 days was 2% nationally and 6% locally. Use of ecstasy was second only to use of cannabis among illicit drugs used by school children. About 50% of all those surveyed who had ever used ecstasy had not used it in the past 6 months and most of those who had used it reported using it less than monthly. Not only were ecstasy users less likely to be active users than active drinkers, but those who did use it did so much less frequently.

Among men who have sex with men, drug use and sexual activity were inextricably connected for all participants who also reported strong expectations that ecstasy and other drugs lowered inhibitions and increased courage in finding sex partners, trying new sexual experiences, or going to gay venues they might not otherwise visit. All except African-Americans described ecstasy as a commonly used drug. Those who had ever used ecstasy were more likely to report unprotected anal sex and were more likely to have a sexually transmitted disease than those who had never used ecstasy.

Of 13 deaths in which ecstasy was identified, three were determined to have resulted at least partly from ecstasy. Nine out of 10 cases in which ecstasy was present but was ruled as not having directly caused the death were due to gun shot wounds or motor vehicle accidents. There was one case of overdose with ecstasy and metamfetamine. In four of 10 cases, ecstasy concentrations were above the concentration associated with recreational use, but death was ruled to be caused by physical trauma. There were three suicides with gun shot wounds to the head, of whom two were positive for ecstasy.

Community surveys have shown that Latinos report significantly lower levels of lifetime use of ecstasy, while STD clinic data point to significantly lower ecstasy use among African-Americans. Thus, ecstasy users were primarily Caucasians and men in their late teens or twenties (31C). Most people who have ever used ecstasy either no longer continue to use it or use it infrequently, so opportunities for acute negative consequences are infrequent compared with alcohol. Acute toxicity due to moderate doses of ecstasy appears to be low, based on self-reporting and low mortality rates in the community. Rates of emergency department admissions and student use of ecstasy were higher in Seattle than the national average. Among men who have sex with men, ecstasy use was higher than among heterosexual men and was associated with higher levels of both unprotected sex and sexually transmitted diseases.

In a report from Korea, hair and urine samples were collected from 791 subjects aged 20–62 years suspected of drug use (32C). Ecstasy and/or MDA (its main metabolite) were found in 5.6%. Only four subjects were positive for MDA alone. However, only 9 subjects had both ecstasy and MDA in the urine. Abuse of ecstasy or MDA was found principally among young adults, of whom 73% were aged 20–29 and 27% aged 30–39; in this group 88% of men and 18% of women had positive hair samples. The concentrations of ecstasy and MDA in the hair of male abusers were higher than in female abusers. The authors speculated that it may be difficult to detect ecstasy or MDA in urine samples from occasional abusers. They also observed that polydrug use was not common among the Korean users of ecstasy.

Cardiovascular of 50 participants, randomly recruited on four different nights from a popular night club, users of ecstasy, alcohol, cannabis, and other psychostimulants did not have significant differences in their body temperature despite increases in environmental temperature and period of dancing (33C). However, increased blood pressure was predicted by the number of ecstasy tablets ingested and the amount of cocaine used. There were significant differences in both heart rate and blood pressure between polysubstance users compared with the alcohol and cannabis users. The authors suggested that polysubstance users may be at higher risk of cardiovascular toxicity. However, more data are needed to confirm these observations.

Coronary spasm has been attributed to ecstasy (34A).
Concerns have been raised about that postulated for cocaine-induced coronary spasm. Psychological concerns have been raised about the effect of long-term ecstasy use on cognition. Visual evoked potentials have been studied during digit discrimination in eight heavy ecstasy users, 8 moderate ecstasy users, and 18 drug-free controls (35c). Only one subject had used ecstasy in the previous 6 months. The heavy users made significantly more errors than the other two groups. They had reduced amplitude but not latency of visual evoked potentials at both the occipital (Oz) and frontal (Fz) leads during the task. The effect in the occipital leads was present in P200 for heavy users only and in P300 components for both groups of users. In the frontal leads the amplitude effect was present in N250 for heavy users only and in P300 components for both groups. These results suggest that ecstasy consumption affects cortical activity, reflected in both exogenous and endogenous aspects of information processing, especially those components that affect attentional demands. Long-term exposure to ecstasy causes long-term electroencephalographic deficits suggesting altered cortical activity.

Ecstasy-related deficits in cognitive functioning, such as shifting, inhibition, updating, and access to long-term memory elements of the central executive functions, have been evaluated in two studies, one of which focused on updating and access to long-term memory, and the other on switching and inhibition (36c). The first study supported an ecstasy-related deficit in memory updating and access to long-term memory that was not related to sex, intelligence, amphetamine use, or sleep quality. Access to long-term memory, as indexed by word fluency scores, was more related to aspects of cocaine use than to equivalent indices of ecstasy use. Contrary to the investigators’ expectations, updating executive component process was influenced by cannabis. In the second study, there was no evidence of any ecstasy-related deficit on inhibition and switching measures. Thus, ecstasy/polydrug users reached a lower level on the computation span task and recalled fewer letters correctly on the letter-updating task. Ecstasy/polydrug users scored higher on an intelligence test and significantly higher on a sleep questionnaire, and the main effect remained significant after controlling for these co-variates. Contrary to expectations, ecstasy/polydrug users actually performed better than controls on the random letter generation task used to measure inhibition. There were no significant ecstasy/polydrug-related effects on the tasks used to measure switching. Thus, both studies provide support for ecstasy/polydrug-related deficits in memory updating and access to semantic memory, but not shifting or inhibition. The authors questioned the unanticipated effects of ecstasy in producing more letters and caution in over-interpreting these findings, saying that on other similar measures these differences did not exist. As ecstasy users were frequently polydrug users, and since the impact of concurrently used drugs in ecstasy users appears to be significantly large, the contribution of other drug use cannot be minimized. Effects of ecstasy/polydrug use on executive functions are not uniform—ecstasy/polydrug users perform worse on updating and access tasks, but not shifting and inhibition tasks, which appear to be relatively unaffected.

Psychiatric concerns have been raised about that postulated for cocaine-induced coronary spasm. The authors speculated that the mechanism of action was endothelial dysfunction, similar to that postulated for cocaine-induced coronary spasm. A previously healthy 20-year-old Caucasian woman developed intermittent left-sided chest tightness associated with palpitation but no dyspnea, hemoptysis, calf pain, or swelling. She had been out the night before with her friends to a club, since when she had become more restless, anxious, and unable to sleep. She was very talkative, but cold and sweaty and had dilated pupils. She had normal heart sounds and sinus rhythm. An electrocardiogram showed ischemia, with wide spread ST segment depression and T wave inversion, consistent with coronary artery spasm. Her creatine kinase and troponin T concentrations were not raised and an echocardiogram was normal. She made a complete recovery with standard intravenous doses of nitrates. Amphetamine derivatives, presumed to have been from a drink laced with ecstasy, were found in her urine.

Psychiatric concerns have been raised about that postulated for cocaine-induced coronary spasm. A previously healthy 20-year-old Caucasian woman developed intermittent left-sided chest tightness associated with palpitation but no dyspnea, hemoptysis, calf pain, or swelling. She had been out the night before with her friends to a club, since when she had become more restless, anxious, and unable to sleep. She was very talkative, but cold and sweaty and had dilated pupils. She had normal heart sounds and sinus rhythm. An electrocardiogram showed ischemia, with wide spread ST segment depression and T wave inversion, consistent with coronary artery spasm. Her creatine kinase and troponin T concentrations were not raised and an echocardiogram was normal. She made a complete recovery with standard intravenous doses of nitrates. Amphetamine derivatives, presumed to have been from a drink laced with ecstasy, were found in her urine.

The authors speculated that the mechanism of action was endothelial dysfunction, similar to that postulated for cocaine-induced coronary spasm.
duration of use, usual dose per episode, or ab-

tention, predicted the effect size. Although the
effect size was small, it contrasted with most
published literature, which has generally shown
no association between the use of ecstasy and
depressive symptoms. It is possible that indi-
vidual studies were not statistically powerful
ear to detect effects that only emerged
through meta-analysis. However, the authors
noticed that smaller studies produced larger
effect sizes. Furthermore, they questioned the
quality of the primary data sources. Only nine
of the 23 studies controlled for use of cannabis
between the groups, and only eight of these
recorded use parameters. This meant that it
was not possible to differentiate the effects
of ecstasy accurately from those of cannabis.

Very few studies reported wider drug histories.
The authors cited the example of a study that
showed that although most of the volunteers
self-reported a preference for using ecstasy,
their actual behavior was discrepant and they
valued intoxication over the effects of individ-
ual drugs. A posteriori classification of most
ecstasy-using populations would more accu-
rately define them as having a preference for
alcohol and cannabis. There was no associa-
tion between effect size and abstention from
ecstasy. The authors suggested that although
use of ecstasy may have been postponed or
stopped, other substance misuse had continued,
preventing a linear relation between abstention
and effect size. They mentioned problems with
the measuring scales used and heterogeneity
amongst the ecstasy users. Specifically, self-
reported scales may be heavily confounded by
the somatic effects of substance misuse.
Interpretation is further complicated by the high
prevalence of psychiatric co-morbidity amongst
drug users. The observed effects may be com-
mon to polysubstance misuse in general rather
than to the use of ecstasy per se. The authors
recommended that drug users should be in-
formed that substance misuse has both acute
and subacute effects that may have negative ef-
fects on health, work, and relationships.

Immunologic Immunosuppression has been
attributed to ecstasy (38A).

- A 24-year-old African–American man developed
a vesicular rash on his left forehead and eyelids
consistent with herpes zoster ophthalmicus. He re-
ported safe sexual practices and no intravenous
drug use, but had used ecstasy three times a day
for 4 days before the onset of symptoms. He slowly
improved with intravenous aciclovir.

Varicella zoster reactivation is a potential
complication of immunosuppression and is un-
common under the age of 50. After ruling out
all the potential causes for the infection, the
authors speculated that ecstasy had caused im-
unosuppression, leading to the infection. In
support of this they invoked previous reports of
immunosuppression with ecstasy.

Body temperature Abuse of ecstasy occurs
in a variety of settings. Six new cases of severe
hyperthermia over 2 months have been reported
(39A).

- A 20-year-old woman was found unresponsive at
a rave. She was hot to the touch and on the way
to hospital had a tonic–clonic seizure and became
pulseless and apneic. Aggressive resuscitation was
unsuccessful. An autopsy showed gross pulmonary
congestion and edema. She had acute neuronal
ischemia and mild hepatic steatosis, without any
evidence of myocardial damage. Her blood ecstasy
concentration was 1.21 mg/l. Death was reported
to have been secondary to ecstasy toxicity.

- A 20-year-old man, a previously healthy student,
became agitated within 4 hours of ingesting two
tablets of ecstasy at the same rave. His friends re-
ported previous uneventful use of similar amounts.
He was comatose and had minimal purposeful
movements and a temperature of 40.6°C. His heart
rate was 200/minute and his BP 123/57 mmHg.
He had hot dry skin and diffuse intermittent myo-
clonus. Urine toxicology was positive for ecstasy
only. His glucose was 2.5 mmol/l (42 mg/dl),
platelets 80 × 109/l, sodium 148 mmol/l, crea-
tine 186 µmol/l (2.1 mg/dl), and total bilirubin
34 µmol/l (2.0 mg/dl); peak creatine kinase activity
was 17 000 iu/l. He recovered with cooling.

- An 18-year-old man at the same rave developed an
altered mental state after taking two “tulips” (slang
for ecstasy tablets, which contained pure ecstasy).
He was alert but disoriented in person, place, and
time. His rectal temperature was 40.7°C. His heart
rate was 177/minute, sodium 144 mmol/l, crea-
tine 175 µmol/l (2.3 mg/dl), blood urea nitrogen
6.4 mmol/l (18 mg/dl), and peak creatine kinase
activity 4964 iu/l. His urine was positive for ec-
stasy only. He recovered as his core temperature
fell with treatment.

- A 20-year-old man became unconscious and had
generalized tonic–clonic seizures 2 hours after tak-
ing one ecstasy tablet. He had a rectal tempera-
ture of 40.6°C, a heart rate of 170/minute, and
a blood pressure of 92/21 mmHg. He had roving
eye movements and myoclonus. His blood pH was
6.92, the serum sodium was 144 mmol/l, and his
urine was positive for ecstasy. He recovered with
cooling.
A 22-month-old boy took a pill from a “Tic-Tac” container that had been filled with ecstasy tablets by his parents. Two hours later he was responsive to only painful stimuli and had roving eye movements. He had a rectal temperature of 39.3°C and a heart rate of 190/minute. He had bruxism, sweating, and rigid limbs with intermittent writhing. His urine was positive for ecstasy only. He gradually improved with cooling.

A 27-year-old quadriplegic man became unconscious 2 hours after taking one tablet of ecstasy for recreational purposes. He had a rectal temperature of 41.3°C, a heart rate of 130/minute, and a blood pressure of 120/58 mmHg. He had roving eye movements with 5 mm equal reactive pupils. His urine was positive for ecstasy and cannabinoids. He recovered with cooling.

The authors observed that three of the six patients had been exposed to ecstasy outside of a rave and had hyperthermia despite not having vigorous muscle activity, thereby questioning previous assumptions about pathogenesis. There were no contaminants in the tablets, based on laboratory analyses. The authors speculated that another cause of hyperthermia and acute toxicity could be a genetic predisposition to defective metabolism of ecstasy, especially CYP2D6 deficiency. They postulated that hyperthermia in ecstasy users could be heterogeneous and was more likely to be due to a combination of causes.

**Death** A fatal outcome after the use of ecstasy in a private setting rather than at a rave has been reported (40A).

A 19-year-old woman consumed beer, cannabis, and four ecstasy tablets with friends in her apartment. Two hours later, she suddenly jumped up and made some uncontrolled movements. She had cramps, was unable to speak, and needed support to walk. Following bouts of trembling and sweating she seemed to fall asleep, and her colleagues left her in her bedroom. An hour later they found that she had vomited and was trembling and barely conscious. She could not be resuscitated. At autopsy, there was cerebral edema and massive pulmonary edema and her distal bronchi were filled with gastric contents. The right ventricle was dilated and filled with blood. Histologically, there was generalized vascular congestion, perivascular edema of the brain, and pulmonary edema with focal atelectasis. There were no signs of disseminated intravascular coagulation. There was fatty degeneration of the liver. These findings were consistent with asphyxiation, hypoxia, shock, and cardiopulmonary failure. No ethanol was detected in the blood or cerebrospinal fluid but the urine concentration was 100 mg/l. There were cannabinoids and amphetamines in the urine and blood.

The authors bemoaned the fact that ecstasy is still falsely considered to be harmless by most users. They emphasized that the classic user profile has changed over recent years, with non-rave party use increasing, as ecstasy is more readily available. They also observed that a quieter environment, which is supposed to reduce the risk of adverse effects, did not prevent this woman’s death. According to her friends, who had ingested similar amounts of ecstasy from the same supply without any untoward effects, this had been her first experience with ecstasy. Her blood ecstasy concentration of 3.8 mg/l was highly toxic. As her friends did not have any untoward reactions, the authors proposed that different people have different sensitivity. Ecstasy probably had a direct toxic effect on vital centers in the brain stem, leading to central nervous impairment after a short initial state of excitation. Cannabinoid concentrations did not suggest a likely contribution to death.

**Drug tolerance** Ecstasy can release large amounts of serotonin in the synaptic cleft, with an 80% loss of brain serotonin and its metabolites within 4 hours of an injection of ecstasy. However, ecstasy inhibits monoamine oxidases A and B, leading to an increase in serotonin and other catecholamines (41R). Chronic tolerance to ecstasy in humans is a robust empirical phenomenon, which leads to dosage escalation and binging. Tolerance to ecstasy develops rapidly; many users describe their first experience as their best, and with repeated use its positive effects subside rapidly. Many predicted that ecstasy would not become a drug of abuse, specifically because of the early reduction in subjective efficacy. This is opposite to cocaine. Many recreational users increase the dosage; however, taking a double dose does not double the supposedly beneficial effects but increases the negative effects. Chronic binging is statistically linked to higher rates of drug-related psychobiological problems. Thus, the authors suggested that regular ecstasy users should balance their desire for an optimal on-drug experience with the need to minimize the post-drug consequences. Some individuals intensify their use to maximize the on-drug experience, while others use it sparingly to minimize the long-term consequences. The rate of development of chronic tolerance can be variable, even with regular ecstasy use. The authors postulated...
that serotonergic mechanisms may partly explain the unusual pattern of chronic tolerance with ecstasy.

Susceptibility factors

Infants The effects of ingestion, accidental or otherwise, of ecstasy in infants continue to be reported (42Ar).

- An 11-month-old, breast-fed boy of Argentinian–Italian origin developed generalized seizures, depressed consciousness (Glasgow coma scale 12), repetitive and jerky movements of limbs with associated hyper-reflexia and muscle rigidity, dilated non-reactive pupils, and perioral cyanosis. He had a sinus tachycardia of 190/minute and pulse oximetry of 83%. There was ecstasy 11.7 mg/l and its metabolite MDA 1.2 mg/l in the urine. Cocaine 1.3 mg/l and benzoylecgonine 0.4 mg/l were found in a proximal hair sample and cocaine 4.6 mg/l and benzoylecgonine 0.5 mg/l in a distal segment. His mother’s hair was negative. He recovered completely within 24 hours.

This infant appeared to have accidentally ingested ecstasy. The extremely high urinary concentration of the parent drug and metabolites excluded the possibility of intoxication through breast-feeding. The urine concentration of ecstasy was in the range encountered in acute intoxication and adult deaths. The child’s symptoms were consistent with cardiovascular and autonomic effects and acute toxic effects of ecstasy. The hair analysis showed chronic exposure to cocaine, which could have been through passive inhalation of cocaine, ingestion of powder residues, or intentional administration/exposure through breast milk. This case highlighted the importance of drug testing in unusual cases, even in infants.

- A 15-month-old infant developed seizures (43Ar). Her heart rate was 200/minute, her peripheries were cyanosed, and she had labored breathing, dilated pupils reacting sluggishly to light, and a temperature of 37.3°C. There was a rash over the right iliac fossa. Her neck and back were arched. Her liver was enlarged. There was no response to rectal diazepam, rectal paraldehyde, or intravenous lorazepam, but she responded to phenytoin and anesthesia with thiopental and suxamethonium. Amphetamine was detected in her urine.

Discussion with parents revealed that accidental ingestion of ecstasy may have occurred after a teenaged uncle’s party.

Khat

Khat, or qat, is a stimulant commonly used in East Africa, Yemen, and Southern Saudi Arabia. Khat leaves from the evergreen bush Catha edulis are typically chewed while fresh, but can also be smoked, brewed in tea, or sprinkled on food. Its use is culturally based.

The major effects of khat on the central nervous system can be attributed to cathinone (S-[-]-alpha-aminopropriophenone) in fresh khat leaves and cathine (norpseudoephedrine) in dried khat leaves and stems. Cathinone, a phenylalkylamine, is the major active component and is structurally similar to amphetamine. It degrades to norpseudoephedrine and norephedrine within days of leaf picking. Cathinone increases dopamine release and reduces dopamine re-uptake (44R).

Khat is often used in social gatherings called “sessions”, which can last 3–4 hours. They are generally attended by men, although khat use among women is growing. Men are also more likely to be daily users. Users pick leaves from the khat branch, chew them on one side of the mouth, swallowing only the juice, and adding fresh leaves periodically. The khat chewer may experience increased alertness and euphoria. About 100–300 grams of khat may be chewed during each session, and 100 grams of khat typically contains 36 mg of cathinone.

Khat has been recognized as a substance of abuse with increasing popularity. It is estimated that 10 million people chew khat worldwide, and it is used by up to 80% of adults in Somalia and Yemen. It now extends to immigrant African communities in the UK and USA. It is banned in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Morocco, Sudan, and Kuwait. It is also banned in the USA and European countries. However, in Australia, its importation is controlled by a licence issued by the Therapeutic Goods Administration, which allows up to 5 kg of khat per month per individual for personal use.

There have been several review articles describing khat and its growth (44R). The World Health Organization Advisory Group’s 1980 report reviewed the pharmacological effects of khat in animals and humans (45R). The societal context of khat use has also been reviewed (46R).
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Cardiovascular Khat is a sympathomimetic amine and increases blood pressure and heart rate. Limited evidence suggests that khat increases the risk of acute myocardial infarction. In Yemen 100 patients admitted to an intensive care unit with an acute myocardial infarction were compared with 100 sex- and age-matched controls recruited from an ambulatory clinic (47C). They completed a questionnaire on personal habits, such as khat use and cigarette smoking, past medical history, and a family history of myocardial infarction. Use of khat was an independent risk factor for acute myocardial infarction, with an odds ratio of 5.0 (95% CI = 1.9, 13). The relation was dose-related: “heavy” khat users were at higher risk than “moderate” users, although the extent of use and the potency of khat used were estimated, being hard to quantify. To explain the increased risk of acute myocardial infarction, the authors suggested that it may have been related to increased blood pressure and heart rate, with a resultant increase in myocardial oxygen demand. They also suggested that khat could have acted via the mechanisms proposed to explain acute myocardial infarction after the use of amphetamines, such as catecholamine-induced platelet aggregation and coronary vasospasm.

Nervous system The prevalence and health effects of headache in Africa have been reviewed (48R). In 66 khat users 25% reported headaches (49C) and in people with migraine 12% reported using khat (50C).

Psychiatric In addition to the acute stimulant effects of euphoria and alertness caused by khat, there is the question of whether continued khat use alters mood, behavior, and mental health.

- A 33-year-old unemployed Somali man with a 10-year history of khat chewing, who had lived in Western Australia for 4 years, and who was socially isolated, started to sleep badly, and had weight loss and persecutory delusions (51A). His mental state deteriorated over 2–3 months and he thought that his relatives were poisoning him and that he was being followed by criminals. He had taken rifampicin and ethambutol for pulmonary tuberculosis for 1 year but became non-compliant for 2 months before presentation. He had reportedly chewed increasing amounts of khat daily from his backyard for last 2 years. There was no history of other drug use and his urine drug screen was negative. He responded well to olanzapine 20 mg/day and was discharged after 4 weeks, as his psychosis was gradually improving.

The impact of khat use on psychological symptoms was one of several factors considered in a study in which 180 Somali refugees were interviewed about psychiatric symptoms and about migration-related experiences and traumas (52C). Suicidal thinking was more common among those who used khat (41 of 180) after migration compared with those who did not (21 of 180). However, a causal relationship cannot be deduced from these data.

The authors raised the concern that khat psychosis could be increasing in Australia because of a growing number of African refugees. Furthermore, factors related to immigration, such as social displacement and unemployment, may predispose to abuse, especially as khat is easily available in Australia.

In a cross-sectional survey of Yemeni adults the self-reported frequency of khat use and psychological symptoms was assessed using face-to-face interviews with members from a random sample of urban and rural households (53C). Of 800 adults surveyed, 82% of men and 43% of women had used khat at least once. There was no association between khat and negative adverse psychological symptoms, and khat users had less phobic anxiety (56%) than non-users (38%). The authors were surprised by these results and offered several explanations: that the form of khat used in Yemen is less potent than in other locations; that prior reports of khat-related psychosis occurred in users in unfamiliar environments; that the sampling procedure may have under-represented heavier khat users; and that their measurement tool was not sensitive enough to detect psychological symptoms.

In Hargeisa, Somalia, trained local interviewers screened 4854 individuals for disability due to severe psychiatric problems and identified 169 cases (137 men and 32 women) (54C). A subset of 52 positive screening cases was randomly selected for interview and were matched for age, sex, and education with controls. In all, 8.4% of men screened positive and 83% of those who screened positive had severe psychotic symptoms. Khat chewing and the use of greater amounts of khat were more common in this group. Khat users were also more likely to
have had active war experience. Only 1.9% of women had positive screening. Khat use starting at an earlier age and in larger amounts (in “bundles” per day) correlated positively with psychotic symptoms.

**Gastrointestinal**  Constipation is a common physical complaint among khat users (46R). The World Health Organization Advisory Group attributed this adverse effect to the tannins and norpseudoephedrine found in khat (45R).

Anorexia due to khat is probably due to norephedrine (45R).

The tannins in khat have been associated with delayed intestinal absorption, stomatitis, gastritis, and esophagitis observed with khat use (45R).

Khat chewing may be a risk factor for duodenal ulcer. In a case-control study 175 patients with duodenal ulceration (all diagnosed by endoscopy) and 150 controls completed a questionnaire about their health habits (55c). Khat use, defined as chewing khat at least 14 hours/week, was significantly more common among the cases (76 versus 35%). Potential confounding variables, including smoking, use of alcohol or NSAIDs, a family history, and chronic hepatic and renal disease, were not significantly different between the two groups. The authors postulated several mechanisms, including a physiological reaction to the stress response to cathine or exposure to chemicals, such as pesticides.

**Drug dependence**  Khat use can lead to dependence, which is more important because of its social consequences than because of the effects of physical withdrawal. Khat users may devote significant amounts of time to acquiring and using khat, to the detriment of work and social responsibilities. The physical effects of early khat withdrawal are generally mild. Chronic users may experience craving, lethargy, and a feeling of warmth during early khat abstinence.

**Tumorigenicity**  Three studies of the association of khat with head and neck cancers have been reviewed (56M). The studies showed a trend towards an increased risk of oral cancer and head and neck cancer with the use of khat, but there were too few data for a definitive conclusion. Tobacco use, which is common among khat users, and alcohol use were confounding factors.

A possible association of cancer of the oral cavity with khat has been studied in exfoliated buccal and bladder cells from healthy male khat users; the cells were examined for micronuclei, a marker of genotoxic effects (57). Of 30 individuals who did not use cigarettes or alcohol, 10 were non-users of khat and the other 20 used 10–60 g/day. The 10 individuals who used more than 100 g/day had an eight-fold increase in the frequency of micronuclei compared with non-users. There was a statistically significant dose-response relation between khat use and the number of micronuclei in oral mucosal cells but not urothelial cells. In a separate set of samples taken from khat users and non-users who also used cigarettes and alcohol, alcohol and cigarette use caused a 4.5-fold increase in the frequency of micronuclei and use of khat in addition to alcohol and cigarettes further doubled the frequency. In buccal mucosal cells from four individuals who ingested 100 g/day for 3 days, the maximum frequency of micronuclei occurred at 27 days after chewing and returned to baseline after 54 days. These data together suggest that khat, especially in combination with alcohol and smoking, may contribute to or cause oral malignancy.

However, in a small study of biopsies taken from the oral mucosa of 40 Yemeni khat users and 10 non-users there were no histopathological changes consistent with malignancy (58R). In the khat users, there were changes such as acanthosis, orthokeratosis, epithelial dysplasia, and intracellular edema on both the chewing and non-chewing sides of the oral mucosa. However, none of these lesions was malignant or pre-malignant. The authors thought that these changes were most probably due to mechanical friction or possibly due to chemical components of the khat or pesticides that had been used on the plants.

**Fertility**  Reduced sperm count, semen volume, and sperm motility have been associated with khat dependence (46R).

**Fetotoxicity**  Reduced infant birth weight has been reported in khat-using mothers (44R).

**Lactation**  Reduced lactation has been reported in khat-using mothers (44R).
**Drug contamination**  Some khat leaves are grown with chemical pesticides. In 114 male khat users in two different mountainous areas of Yemen, users of khat that had been produced in fields in which chemical pesticides were used regularly had more acute gastrointestinal adverse effects (nausea and abdominal pain) and chronic body weakness and nasal problems (59). The authors suggested that organic chemical pesticides such as dimethoate-cide can cause such adverse effects.

**Drug overdose**  Acute toxicity requiring emergency medical treatment is rare. When it occurs there is a typical sympathomimetic syndrome, which should be treated with fluids, control of hyperthermia, bed rest, and, if necessary, sedation with benzodiazepines (44).

**OPPIOID ANALGESICS**

See Chapter 8, in which both therapeutic and abuse aspects of the opioids are covered.

**Psilocybin**

**Psychiatric**  Hallucinogen persisting perception disorder (HPPD) has been reported after the use of psilocybin (60).• An 18-year-old student, who had used cannabis moderately for many years developed perceptual impairment and dysphoric mood, which lasted for 8 months. The perceptual disturbances initially appeared after he took 40 hallucinogenic mushrooms in an infusion. He re-experienced the symptoms the following day after a cannabis snort. He reported visual disturbances such as distortion of objects, auditory disturbance with a sensation of resonance, depersonalization, derealization, changes in the perception of body weight, spatiotemporal disturbances, and inability to distinguish illusion from reality. These symptoms were similar to those experienced after initial intoxication with the mushrooms. Flashbacks occurred daily and got worse in the dark. Because these symptoms were distressing he stopped using cannabis 2 months later. The symptoms abated but then increased again 4 months later. An MRI scan, electroencephalography, and blood tests were normal. He was depressed and had a social phobia tendency but no thought disorder or hallucinations. He was initially treated with amisulpiride and then with olanzapine, to provide more sedation. However, this exacerbated his symptoms and was replaced by risperidone 2 mg/day. He was given sertraline for persistent dysphoric mood and anxiety. After 6 months, the flashbacks disappeared and his mood and social interactions improved.

This case suggests that HPPD can result from co-intoxication by psilocybin and cannabis and can persist after drug consumption has stopped.

**References**
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BENZODIAZEPINES (SED-15, 429; SEDA-27, 43; SEDA-28, 52; SEDA-29, 51)

Alprazolam

Comparative studies In a randomized, cross-over, open study of the control of nausea and vomiting in 19 patients with operable breast cancer, granisetron alone was compared with granisetron plus alprazolam (1C). Alprazolam increased the efficacy of granisetron. The addition of alprazolam did not increase the incidence of adverse reactions to granisetron, but neither the adverse effects nor their frequencies were specified.

Psychological In a placebo-controlled, within-subject, repeated-measures study of the effects of alprazolam on human risk-taking behavior, 16 adults were given placebo or alprazolam 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 mg (2C). Alprazolam produced dose-related changes in subjective effects and response rates and dose-dependently increased selection of the risky response option. At a dose of 2.0 mg there was an increased probability of making consecutive risky responses following a gain on the risky response option. Thus, alprazolam increased risk-taking under laboratory conditions. In agreement with previous studies, the observed shift in trial-by-trial response probabilities suggested that sensitivity to consequences (for example oversensitivity to recent rewards) may be an important mechanism in the psychopharmacology of risky decision making. Additionally, risk-seeking personality traits may predict the acute effects of drugs on risk-taking behavior.

In a double-blind, crossover, placebo-controlled study in 12 healthy men of the impact of alprazolam 0.25 and 1.00 mg on aspects of action monitoring, i.e. the monitoring of response conflict and the detection and correction of errors by means of neurophysiological measures, alprazolam significantly reduced the amplitude of the error-related negativity (ERN) and therefore affected brain correlates of error detection (3C). It increased reaction time and the latencies of lateralized readiness potentials (LRP), thereby affecting motor preparation. It had no effect on amplitude differences in the N2 amplitude component between congruent and incongruent trials, and therefore did not disturb conflict monitoring on correct trials. Alprazolam did not disturb post-error adjustments of behavior.

The cognitive effects of a single dose of alprazolam 0.5 or 1 mg on measures of psychomotor function, visual attention, working memory, planning, and learning have been assessed in 36 healthy adults in a double-blind, parallel-group study (4C). Alprazolam 0.5 mg reduced only the speed of attentional performance, although the magnitude of this reduction was large (d = 0.8). At a dose of 1.0 mg, there was impairment of psychomotor function, equivalent to that seen for attentional function at the lower dose. In addition, there was moderate impairment (d = 0.5) in working memory and learning. These results suggest that low-dose alprazolam primarily alters visual attentional function. At the higher dose psychomotor functions also became impaired, and it is likely that a combination of these led to the observed moderate impairment of higher-level executive and memory processes.

Endocrine In a parallel, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 13 elderly women and 12 elderly men, alprazolam 0.5 mg bd for 3 weeks caused significant rises in inter-dose morning plasma cortisol concentrations in the women but not in the men (5C). In addition, higher morning plasma cortisol concentrations
were significantly associated with better cognitive performance. The authors concluded that elderly women had greater inter-dose activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis during treatment with therapeutic doses of alprazolam than men, but they stated that this could have been related to drug withdrawal.

In a double-blind, crossover, placebo-controlled study of the effects of alprazolam 5 mg and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) 100 mg/day, alone and in combination, on hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis activity in 15 men (aged 20–45 years; body mass index 20–25 kg/m²), alprazolam significantly increased basal growth hormone and blunted the responses to exercise of plasma cortisol, ACTH, AVP, and DHEA (6C). DHEA and alprazolam in combination significantly increased the growth hormone response to exercise. The authors concluded that DHEA and alprazolam up-regulate growth hormone during exercise, perhaps by blunting a suppressive (HPA axis) system and potentiating an excitatory (glutamate receptor) system.

Drug withdrawal The potential interaction of paroxetine 20 mg/day and alprazolam 1 mg/day for 15 days on polysomnographic sleep and subjective sleep and awakening quality has been evaluated in a randomized, double-blind, double-dummy, placebo-controlled, repeated-dose, four-period, crossover study in 22 young subjects with no history of sleep disturbances (7C). There were subjective withdrawal symptoms after abrupt discontinuation of alprazolam, including increased subjective sleep latency and reduced subjective sleep efficiency.

Brotizolam

Drug–drug interactions Brotizolam is a triazolothienodiazepine used in the treatment of insomnia. Erythromycin 1200 mg/day or placebo for 7 days was given to 14 healthy men in a double-blind, randomized, crossover design (8C). On the sixth day they took a single oral dose of brotizolam 0.5 mg and blood samples were taken for 24 hours. Erythromycin significantly increased the C_{max}, AUC, and half-life of brotizolam. This is in vivo evidence of the involvement of CYP3A4 in the metabolism of brotizolam.

Diazepam (SED-15, 1103; SEDA-29, 54)

Placebo-controlled studies In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized trial in 120 children with spastic cerebral palsy received a bedtime dose of diazepam or placebo (9C). A bedtime dose of diazepam to reduce hypertonia and muscle spasm, with passive stretching exercises, significantly improved behavior. The diazepam relaxed the muscles making the passive stretching easy, and the movements sustained muscle relaxation during the day. There was a significant improvement in wellbeing, improved activities of daily living, and reduced family burden of caring. There were fewer unwarranted crying spells during the day and less wakefulness during the night. There was no daytime sedation.

Psychological Healthy men and women (n = 46) were randomly assigned to placebo or diazepam 5 or 10 mg in a double-blind, between-groups design to examine the effect of diazepam on self-aggressive behavior under controlled laboratory conditions (10C). The participants were then provided with the opportunity to self-administer electric shocks during a competitive reaction time task. Self-aggression was defined by the intensity of shock chosen. Diazepam 10 mg was associated with higher average shocks than placebo and a greater likelihood of attempting to self-administer a shock that they were led to believe was severe and painful. There were sedative effects, but diazepam did not impair memory, attention, concentration, pain threshold, or reaction-time performance. The authors concluded that clinically relevant doses of diazepam may be associated with self-aggressive behavior without significantly impairing basic cognitive processes or psychomotor performance.

Endocrine Acute diazepam administration causes a reduction in plasma cortisol concentrations, consistent with reduced activity of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, especially in individuals experiencing stress. However, the effects of chronic diazepam treatment on cortisol have been less well studied, and the relation to age, anxiety, duration of treatment, and dose are poorly understood. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover study, young (19–35 years, n = 52) and elderly (60–79 years, n = 31) individuals with
and without generalized anxiety disorder took diazepam 2.5 or 10 mg for 3 weeks \(^{(11C)}\). The elderly had significant reductions in plasma cortisol concentrations compared with placebo, both after the first dose and during chronic treatment, but the younger subjects did not. A final challenge with the same dose did not produce any significant cortisol effects in either group and the cortisol response in the elderly was significantly reduced compared with the initial challenge. These results are consistent with the development of tolerance to the cortisol-reducing effects of diazepam. The effect was more apparent in the elderly, was not modulated by generalized anxiety disorder or dosage, and was not related to drug effects on performance and on self-ratings of sedation and tension.

Genotoxicity The possible genotoxic effects of propofol and diazepam have been investigated in 45 patients undergoing open heart surgery \(^{(12c)}\). Peripheral blood samples were collected before and at the end of anesthesia the anesthesia with either diazepam 0.2 mg/kg + fentanyl 10 micrograms/kg \((n = 24)\) or propofol 1 mg/kg + fentanyl 10 micrograms/kg \((n = 21)\). Anesthesia was maintained by pancuronium and fentanyl plus diazepam 5 mg/kg or propofol 2–4 mg/kg/hour. The mean frequencies of chromosomal aberrations, before and at the end of the anesthesia, were not significantly different. Age, smoking, and sex were not confounding factors.

Lorazepam \((S E D-15, 2163; S E D A-29, 55)\)

Psychological In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study of sex differences in the effects of lorazepam in trained social drinkers, lorazepam substituted for alcohol equally in both sexes and increased associated scores for light-headedness \(^{(13C)}\). The women had much greater performance impairment in a digital symbol substitution test after lorazepam than the men. These results suggest that the stimulus and cognitive effects of benzodiazepine receptor agonists are modulated by different brain mechanisms.

The effects of lorazepam on the allocation of study time, memory, and judgement of learning have been investigated in a cognitive task in which the repetition of word presentation was manipulated \(^{(14C)}\). The study was placebo-controlled in 30 healthy volunteers. In a measure of the accuracy of delayed judgement of learning, all the participants benefited from word repetition; although lorazepam reduced overall performance, accuracy was not affected. All the participants then benefited from repetition of learning, although performance in those who took lorazepam remained lower than in those who took placebo. Repetition of learning had an effect on judgement of learning in both groups. Finally, study time fell significantly with the frequency of presentation an effect that was prevented by lorazepam. These findings suggest that lorazepam has a differential effect on the monitoring and the control processes involved in learning.

Lormetazepam

Psychological In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover study in 18 young adults (mean age, 27 years), a single dose of lormetazepam 1 mg had no significant effect on either visual simple reaction time or visual choice reaction time \(^{(15C)}\). Lormetazepam caused mild dizziness in two subjects.

Midazolam \((S E D-15, 2337; S E D A-29, 56)\)

Observational studies In 27 children with refractory generalized convulsive status epilepticus, midazolam 0.2 mg/kg as a bolus followed by 1–5 (mean 3.1) micrograms/kg/minute as a continuous infusion achieved complete control of seizures in 26 children within 65 minutes \(^{(16C)}\). There were no adverse effects, such as hypotension, bradycardia, or respiratory depression. In one patient with acute meningoencephalitis, status epilepticus could not be controlled. Five patients died of the primary disorders, one with progressive encephalopathy.

Comparative studies In a multicenter, randomized controlled comparison of buccal midazolam and rectal diazepam for emergency-room treatment of 219 separate episodes of active seizures in 177 children aged 6 months
and older with and without intravenous access, the dose varied with age, from 2.5 to 10 mg \(^{17c}\). The primary end point was therapeutic success—cessation of seizures within 10 minutes and for at least 1 hour without respiratory depression requiring intervention. The therapeutic response was 56% (61 of 109) for buccal midazolam and 27% (30 of 110) for rectal diazepam. When center, age, known diagnosis of epilepsy, use of antiepileptic drugs, prior treatment, and length of seizure before treatment were taken into account by logistic regression, buccal midazolam was more effective than rectal diazepam. The rates of respiratory depression did not differ.

**Placebo-controlled studies** In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial 130 patients were randomized to either midazolam 7.5 mg of orally \((n = 65)\) or a placebo \((n = 65)\) as premedication before upper gastrointestinal endoscopy \(^{18c}\). The median anxiety score during the procedure was significantly reduced by midazolam. Significantly more of those who took midazolam graded overall tolerance as “excellent or good” and reported a partial to complete amnesia response. Those who took midazolam were more willing to repeat the procedure if necessary. Midazolam significantly prolonged the median recovery time. There were no significant effects on satisfaction score or hemodynamic changes.

**Oxazepam**

**Tolerance** Additional doses of benzodiazepines in long-term users are commonly needed, but it is unknown whether these additional doses have any effect. The effects of an additional 20 mg dose of oxazepam has been assessed in a double-blind, balanced-order, crossover, randomized study in 16 long-term users of oxazepam and 18 benzodiazepine-naive controls \(^{19c}\). The effects of oxazepam 10 and 30 mg were assessed on: (a) saccadic eye movements as a proxy for the sedative effect; (b) the acoustic startle response as a proxy for the anxiolytic effects; (c) memory; (d) reaction time tasks; (e) subjective measurements. There were dose-related effects on the peak velocity of saccadic eye movement and response probability and on the peak amplitude of the acoustic startle response. Comparison with the controls suggested that the sedative effects might be confounded with the suppression of sedative withdrawal symptoms, whereas the patients were as sensitive as the controls to the effects of an additional dose of oxazepam on the acoustic startle response. Neither 10 mg nor 30 mg of oxazepam affected the reaction time tasks in the patients, whereas the controls had dose-related impairment. The memory impairing effects did not differ significantly. In contrast to the controls, the patients could not discriminate between a 10 mg and a 30 mg dose, as assessed by visual analogue scales and the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Version 1, which might indicate a placebo effect of 10 mg in patients. The authors concluded that additional doses of oxazepam during long-term treatment have pronounced effects, even after daily use for more than 10 years.

**Temazepam**

**Psychological** In a five-period crossover study in 15 healthy subjects aged 18–25 years, placebo, temazepam (15 and 30 mg), and clonidine (150 and 300 micrograms) were given orally in counterbalanced order in sessions at least 4 days apart \(^{20c}\). Performance on a range of tasks aimed at assessing the role of central noradrenergic mechanisms in cognitive function was significantly impaired in a dose-related fashion, and both drugs caused subjective sedation. Clonidine did not affect the formation of new long-term memories, in contrast to temazepam, but did impair measures of working memory.

**OTHER HYPNOSEDATIVES**

**Chloral hydrate** \((SED-15, 705; SEDA-27, 46)\)

**Susceptibility factors**

**Preterm infants** The degree of sedation (COMFORT), feeding behavior, and cardiorespiratory events (bradycardia, apnea) before and after oral chloral hydrate 30 mg/kg have been
prospectively evaluated in 26 former preterm infants during procedural sedation at term post-conception age \( (21^c) \). There was a significant increase in sedation up to 12 hours after administration and a minor but significant reduction in oral intake. There was a significant increase in the number of episodes of bradycardia and in the duration of the most severe. The study was therefore stopped when 26 neonates had been recruited. Infants who had severe bradycardia after chloral hydrate had a lower gestational age at birth but no difference in post-conceptional age at time of inclusion. Chloral hydrate was associated with an increase in unintended adverse effects in former preterm infants, probably reflecting differences in the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics of chloral hydrate.

**Zaleplon** \( (SED-15, 3710; SEDA-27, 46; SEDA-28, 56; SEDA-29, 57) \)

**Observational studies** The results of a 1-year open extension of two randomized, double-blind studies of zaleplon have been reported \( (22^c) \). In 316 older patients who took zaleplon nightly from 6 to 12 months and were then followed through a 7-day single-blind, placebo-controlled, run-out period, the safety profile was similar to that observed in a short-term trial in an equivalent population. The data also suggested that therapy for up to 12 months produced and maintained statistically significant improvement in time to persistent sleep onset, duration of sleep, and the number of nocturnal wakenings. Withdrawal was not associated with rebound insomnia. The authors concluded that placebo-controlled, double-blind trials are needed to confirm these results.

**Zolpidem** \( (SED-15, 3723; SEDA-28, 56; SEDA-29, 57) \)

**Nervous system** In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in eight healthy men, zolpidem 10 mg produced statistically significant postural sway in the tandem stance test, and triazolam 0.25 mg was statistically significant only as defined by the polygonal area of foot pressure center \( (23^c) \). Zolpidem, which has a minimal muscle-relaxant effect, produced more imbalance than triazolam, which is known for its muscle relaxant effect. The authors suggested that in the use of hypnotics, sway derives from suppression of the central nervous system relevant to awakening rather than from muscle relaxation.

**Psychological** Following 8 hours of undisturbed night-time sleep, 80 subjects (50 men, 30 women) took oral zolpidem 0, 5, 10, or 20 mg at 1000 h (20 per group) and then oral melatonin 0 or 5 mg at 1030 h (thus, 10 subjects per drug combination) \( (24^c) \). They napped from 1000 to 1130 h, after which they were given cognitive tests (Restricted Reminding, Paired-Associates, and Psychomotor Vigilance). They were tested again after a second nap from 1245 to 1600 h. Melatonin 5 mg plus zolpidem 0 mg enhanced daytime sleep, with no memory or performance impairment. Zolpidem 20 mg plus melatonin 0 mg also enhanced daytime sleep (non-significantly), but *memory and vigilance were impaired*. The authors concluded that there were no advantages to using melatonin plus zolpidem. Functional coupling of sleep-inducing and memory-impairing effects may be specific to benzodiazepine-receptor agonists such as zolpidem, suggesting potential advantages to using melatonin in the operational environment.

In a double blind, placebo-controlled study in 36 young healthy volunteers, zolpidem 5 or 10 mg increased N2 and P3 latencies and reduced N2 and P3 amplitudes \( (25^c) \). However, contrary to expectations, there was no change in N1 while P2 amplitude was increased by the higher dose. The effects on N2 and P3 amplitudes and latencies were similar to those of other hypnotesdatives. However, zolpidem unexpectedly increased P2 amplitude, which the authors attributed to its selective receptor binding profile.

In a double-blind, crossover, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 22 healthy volunteers, single doses of zolpidem 10 mg and triazolam 0.25 mg had no effect on the enhanced non-word recall observed after sleep or on improvement in the performance of a digit symbol substitution test in subjects who slept \( (26^c) \). The authors concluded that the hypnotics did not interfere with nocturnal sleep-induced improvement in memory.
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Antipsychotic drugs

GENERAL  

Comparative studies  The primary and main outcomes of the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness both in schizophrenic patients and in patients with dementia have been released. In the first study, 1493 patients with schizophrenia recruited at 57 US sites were randomly allocated to olanzapine (7.5–30 mg/day), perphenazine (8–32 mg/day), quetiapine (200–800 mg/day) and ziprasidone (40–160 mg/day) for up to 18 months (1C). The main conclusion of the study was that patients with chronic schizophrenia discontinued their antipsychotic drug medication at a high rate, indicating substantial limitations in the effectiveness of the drugs. In fact, overall 74% of patients withdrew within 18 months; the time to withdrawal for any cause was significantly longer with olanzapine than quetiapine or risperidone but not perphenazine or ziprasidone. The time to withdrawal because of intolerable adverse effects was similar across the groups (olanzapine, 19%; quetiapine, 15%; risperidone, 10%; perphenazine, 16%; ziprasidone, 15%). The authors suggested that the ways in which clinicians, patients, families, and policymakers evaluate the trade-offs between efficacy and adverse effects, as well as drug prices, will determine future patterns of use.

Cardiovascular  Since the early 1960s, sudden cardiac death has been reported with antipsychotic drugs (SEDA-24, 54). In a population-based retrospective case-control study performed in the Integrated Primary Care Information project, a longitudinal observational database, the use of antipsychotic drugs, particularly haloperidol, was associated with a significant increase in the risk of sudden death (adjusted OR = 5.0; 95% CI = 1.6, 15 for antipsychotic drugs as a whole; adjusted OR = 5.6; 95% CI = 1.6, 19 for haloperidol; number of cases and controls 775 and 6297 respectively; mean ages 71 and 69 years respectively) (2C). Sudden death was defined as a natural death due to cardiac causes heralded by abrupt loss of consciousness within 1 hour after the onset of acute symptoms or unwitnessed, or an unexpected death of someone seen in a stable medical condition under 24 hours before with no evidence of a non-cardiac cause. For each case of sudden death, up to 10 controls were randomly drawn from the source population matched for age, sex, and practice.

QT interval prolongation, torsade de pointes, and other dysrhythmias are a focus of particular interest (SEDA-27, 52; SEDA-28, 59, SEDA-29, 62). The authors of a new review identified 45 reports containing 70 cases of torsade de pointes, most associated with antipsychotic drugs (3R). Female sex, heart disease, hypokalemia, high doses of the offending agent, concomitant use of a QT interval prolonging agent, and a history of long QT syndrome were identified as susceptibility factors. A thorough review of antipsychotic drugs and QT prolongation included some practical observations and suggestions (4R):

- there are almost no antipsychotic drugs available that do not prolong the QT interval;
- thioridazine, mesoridazine, and pimozide should not be prescribed for patients with known heart disease, a personal history of syncope, a family history of sudden death under age 40 years, or congenital long QT syndrome;
- a baseline electrocardiogram should be obtained in all patients to determine the QTc interval as well as the presence of other abnormalities suggesting a cardiac disorder.
Brugada-like electrocardiographic abnormalities have occurred after thioridazine overdose (5A).

- A previously healthy 58-year-old woman whose blood concentration of thioridazine was 1480 µg/l (usual therapeutic concentrations are up to 200 µg/l) became comatose and had muscular rigidity. An electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm with significant QT prolongation and 1 day later evolved into a Brugada-like pattern. Over the next 72 hours, both the electrocardiogram and the clinical abnormalities resolved.

Nervous system When the potency and doses of antipsychotic drugs are considered, atypical antipsychotic drugs are not necessarily safer than typical antipsychotic drugs in relation to the development of parkinsonism, according to the results of a population-based retrospective cohort study in 57 838 adults with dementia aged 66 years and older (6C). There was incident parkinsonism (a new diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease or the dispensing of an antiparkinsonian drug) in 4.3 per 100 person-years of follow-up in those taking typical antipsychotic drugs (n = 14 198; adjusted HR = 1.3; 95% CI = 1.0, 1.6), in 3.5 per 100 person-years in those taking atypical antipsychotic drugs (n = 11 571; adjusted HR = 1.0), and in 1.3 per 100 person-years in a control group taking non-antipsychotic drugs (n = 32 069; adjusted HR = 0.4; 95% CI = 0.3, 0.4). Medium and high doses of higher-potency antipsychotic drugs accounted for adjusted HRs of 2.2 (95% CI = 1.5, 3.1) and 2.3 (95% CI = 1.4, 3.5) respectively; similarly, medium and high doses of atypical antipsychotic drugs accounted for adjusted HRs of 1.3 (95% CI = 0.9, 1.7) and 2.1 (95% CI = 1.4, 3.0) respectively. The authors stressed the importance of these findings, given that a quarter of older adults in the study were given a high-dose agent. Since risperidone was the most commonly used atypical drug, the results might not be generalizable to all atypical drugs. These results are similar to those of a meta-analysis in which there was no evidence that atypical antipsychotic drugs were less likely to produce extrapyramidal effects than low-potency conventional antipsychotic drugs (7M) (SEDA-28, 59).

The prevalence of tardive dyskinesia in a Xhosa population in South Africa was within the range reported in other studies, 29 of 102 patients using typical antipsychotic drugs (8C) (see SEDA-20, 38 for details of the prevalences of tardive dyskinesia in different populations). In-patients and out-patients from different clinics who had been exposed to typical antipsychotic drugs for at least 6 months and were currently taking an antipsychotic drug were screened for abnormal movements using the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale; other data were gathered from the patients and from a chart review. In a logistic regression model, years of treatment and total cumulative antipsychotic drug dose were significant predictors of tardive dyskinesia. Subjects with higher total consumption of foods containing antioxidants had lower rates of tardive dyskinesia; only consumption of onions was significantly associated with a reduced prevalence of tardive dyskinesia.

The incidence and severity of neurological soft signs have been assessed in schizophrenic patients taking haloperidol (n = 37), risperidone (n = 19), clozapine (n = 34), and olanzapine (n = 18) (9C). There were no significant differences across the four groups. The authors therefore suggested that neurological soft signs are independent of antipsychotic drug treatment. However, the cross-sectional character of the study, along with the small sample size, limited this conclusion.

Antipsychotic drug-induced laryngeal dystonia is a life-threatening adverse effect of both high-potency and low-potency antipsychotic drugs, and the diagnosis is often elusive (SEDA-22, 51). Two cases of acute laryngeal dystonia have been reported (10A).

- A 28-year-old man with auditory hallucinations was given haloperidol 5 mg/day, biperiden 4 mg/day and diazepam 6 mg/day. After 9 days, the dose of haloperidol was increased to 15 mg/day and biperiden to 6 mg/day. A day later he developed severe extrapyramidal signs. The haloperidol was withdrawn and switched to thioridazine 200 mg/day, which was followed by marked improvement. Five months later he relapsed and the dosage of thioridazine was increased to 300 mg/day. A month later, 4 hours after taking thioridazine 800 mg in an attempt to relieve anxiety, he developed severe respiratory distress; he was grasping his throat with his hands and his lips were slightly cyanotic. Laryngeal dystonia was suspected, based on the clinical presentation and on the previous history. He was given biperiden lactate 5 mg intramuscularly, which produced improvement; 10 minutes later he was given another dose and the dystonia resolved.

- A 35-year-old woman with schizophrenia developed acute respiratory distress and laryngeal stridor. Antipsychotic-induced laryngeal dystonia was
diagnosed. She was given biperiden lactate 10 mg intramuscularly and her symptoms resolved fully within 30 minutes. On the advice of a psychiatrist, and to sedate her for admission to a psychiatric hospital, her mother had secretly put 50 drops of haloperidol (10 mg/ml) in her food 1 hour before the symptoms appeared.

In addition, the authors reviewed 26 previously published cases of antipsychotic drug-induced laryngeal dystonia. They suggested that this condition could be the cause of unexpected deaths related to antipsychotic drug use. The differential diagnosis includes acute anaphylaxis, tardive laryngeal dystonia, airway obstruction, and respiratory dyskinesia. The diagnosis can be confirmed by laryngoscopy, which shows intermittent dystonic movements of the laryngeal musculature, with no edema. Anticholinergic drugs appear to be effective and, unlike benzodiazepines, do not compromise respiration.

Endocrine Some antipsychotic drugs increase the serum prolactin concentration, increasing the risks of serious chronic medical problems, such as menstrual abnormalities, gynecomastia, galactorrhea, osteoporosis, and cardiovascular disease (SEDA-27, 53; SEDA-29, 63). The prevalence of hyperprolactinemia in patients with chronic schizophrenia taking long-term haloperidol has been studied in 60 patients in Korea (28 women; illness mean duration, 15.5 years) (11c). There was hyperprolactinemia, defined as a serum prolactin concentration over 20 ng/ml in men and 24 ng/ml in women, in 40; the prevalence of hyperprolactinemia in women (93%) was significantly higher than in men (47%). There was also a significant correlation between haloperidol dose and serum prolactin concentration in women, but not in men.

The relation between prolactin concentrations and osteoporosis has been studied by measuring prolactin concentrations and lumbar spine and hip bone mineral densities in women with schizophrenia taking so-called “prolactin-raising antipsychotic drugs” (n = 26; mean treatment duration, 8.4 years) or olanzapine (n = 12; mean treatment duration, 6.3 years) (12c). Prolactin concentrations were 1692 and 446 IU/l respectively (reference range 50–350 IU/l). Hyperprolactinemia was associated with low bone mineral density: 95% of women with either osteopenia or osteoporosis had hyperprolactinemia, whereas only 11% of those with normal prolactin concentrations had abnormal bone mineral density.

The relation between antipsychotic drug-induced hyperprolactinemia and hypoestrogenism has been studied in 75 women with schizophrenia (13c). Serum estradiol concentrations were generally reduced during the entire menstrual cycle compared with reference values. There was hypoestrogenism, defined as serum estradiol concentrations below 30 pg/ml in the follicular phase and below 100 pg/ml in the periovulatory phase, in about 60%.

Metabolism Atypical antipsychotic drugs have been linked to obesity, hyperlipidemia, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and diabetic ketoacidosis (SEDA-26, 56; SEDA-28, 60). While the incidence of new-onset diabetes mellitus appears to be increasing in patients with schizophrenia taking certain atypical antipsychotic drugs, it is unclear whether these agents directly affect glucose metabolism or simply increase risk factors for diabetes, such as obesity, lipid abnormalities, and reduced activity secondary to sedative effects. Glucose metabolism in 36 out-patients with schizophrenia aged 18–65 years taking clozapine (n = 12), olanzapine (n = 12), or risperidone (n = 12) has been examined in a cross-sectional study (14c). There was no significant difference in fasting baseline plasma glucose concentrations. Those taking clozapine or olanzapine had significant insulin resistance compared with those taking risperidone. There were no significant differences in total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, or serum triglyceride concentrations; however, controlling for sex, there was a significant difference (clozapine > olanzapine > risperidone). Insulin resistance is a major but not necessary risk factor for type 2 diabetes; leptin, in turn, is important for the control of body weight and the authors proposed that leptin could be considered to be a link between obesity, insulin resistance syndrome, and treatment with some antipsychotic drugs. However, consistent with other results, the small sample size, the cross-sectional design, and the exclusion of obese subjects may limit the generalizability of these findings.

In patients, particularly children, taking the new antipsychotic drugs, obesity is a focus of
special interest. A thorough search for studies that addressed obesity in children and adolescents in relation to the new antipsychotic drugs showed that risperidone is associated with less weight gain than olanzapine (15R).

**Antipsychotic drugs in elderly patients**

**Use and effectiveness** Antipsychotic drugs are currently used to treat the psychiatric and behavioral symptoms that affect elderly patients with dementia (16R). This is an unlicensed indication, but 25% of elderly patients in nursing homes receive these drugs (17R). The main conclusions from a double-blind, placebo-controlled study (CATIE-AD) in 421 out-patients were that adverse effects offset the efficacy of atypical antipsychotic drugs in managing psychosis, aggression, or agitation in patients with Alzheimer's disease, who were randomly assigned to olanzapine (mean dose 5.5 mg/day), quetiapine (57 mg/day), risperidone (mean dose 1.0 mg/day), or placebo (18R). At 12 weeks there were no significant differences with regard to the time to withdrawal for any reason: olanzapine (median 8.1 weeks), quetiapine (median 5.3 weeks), risperidone (median 7.4 weeks), and placebo (median 8.0 weeks). Although the median time to withdrawal because of lack of efficacy favored olanzapine (22 weeks) and risperidone (27 weeks) compared with quetiapine (9.1 weeks) and placebo (9.0 weeks), the time to withdrawal because of adverse events or intolerability clearly favored placebo. Overall, 24% of patients who took olanzapine, 16% of those who took quetiapine, 18% of those who took risperidone, and 5% of those who took placebo withdrew because of intolerability. There were no significant differences among the groups with regard to improvements on the Clinical Global Impression of Change scale. Moreover, neither quetiapine nor rivastigmine was effective in agitation in people with dementia in institutional care.

In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study quetiapine was associated with significant cognitive decline in 93 patients with Alzheimer's disease, dementia, and clinically significant agitation (19R).

These results coincide with those of a recent review of evidence (20R) and a recent meta-analysis (21M), although early pivotal comparisons of risperidone, haloperidol, and placebo in agitated and demented patients did not find substantial differences when the evaluation was performed at 12 months (SEDA-25, 68).

**Antipsychotic drugs and stroke in patients with dementia** Different warnings to clinicians have been issued on the link between atypical antipsychotic drugs and cerebrovascular adverse events (SEDA-27, 52; SEDA-28, 59; SEDA-29, 62). The US Food and Drug Administration issued a similar warning in April 2003 (22S). These warnings have led to a controversy among doctors (23R, 24R).

An early multicenter, double-blind, randomized, trial in Australia and New Zealand in 384 patients with dementia showed that risperidone caused more cerebrovascular events (9%; n = 167) than placebo (1.8%; n = 170) (SEDA-28, 75). Now, a meta-analysis of the effect of olanzapine for the behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia has shown that olanzapine may also be associated with an increased risk of cerebrovascular adverse effects (25M). Nevertheless, several studies have not found any association between the use of atypical antipsychotic drugs and cerebrovascular events (26C, 27C).

Neither of two observational studies of the relation between atypical antipsychotic drugs and the risk of ischemic stroke showed a similar significant risk. In the first, a population-based retrospective cohort study, patients over 65 years with dementia who took atypical antipsychotic drugs showed no significant increase in the risk of ischemic stroke compared with those who took typical antipsychotic drugs (adjusted hazard ratio = 1.0; 95% CI = 0.8, 1.3) (28C). The numbers of new admissions for ischemic stroke were 284 in those taking atypical antipsychotic drugs (n = 17 845) and 227 in those taking typical antipsychotic drugs (n = 14 865). In the second study, data from prescription-event monitoring of olanzapine (n = 8826), risperidone (n = 7684), and quetiapine (n = 1726) were examined (29C). The patients were mainly old (median ages 83, 81, and 69 years respectively; women 33, 74, and 70% respectively). Within 6 months of starting treatment, 10 patients had a first occurrence of
a stroke or a transitory ischemic attack with olanzapine (0.1%; five fatal), 23 with risperidone (0.3%; nine fatal), and six with quetiapine (0.3%; one fatal). After adjusting for three founders (age, sex, and indication) there were no significant differences in the relative risks of stroke between olanzapine and either risperidone or quetiapine, or between risperidone and quetiapine (RR = 1.9; 95% CI = 0.5, 2.9 and RR = 2.1; 95% CI = 0.6, 7.6).

In another trial olanzapine 2.5–7.5 mg/day was not associated with a higher risk of adverse cardiovascular events compared to typical antipsychotic drugs (haloperidol or promazine chlorhydrate) in 346 patients aged 71–92 years with vascular dementia and behavioral problems (30C).

Antipsychotic drugs and venous thromboembolism A possible association between venous thromboembolism and the use of antipsychotic drugs was first suggested in the 1950s after the introduction of the phenothiazines (31A). Later, a 7-fold increase in the risk of idiopathic venous thromboembolism was found among users of conventional antipsychotic drugs who were under 60 years of age and had no major risk factors (32C). More recently, a 6-month retrospective cohort study of residents of US nursing homes aged 65 years and over has shown that users of atypical but not typical antipsychotic drugs had an increased risk of venous thromboembolism compared to non-users (33C). The adjusted hazard ratio was 2.0 (95% CI = 1.4, 2.8) for risperidone (43 events; 3451 person-years); 1.9 (1.1, 3.3) for olanzapine (15 events; 1279 person-years); and 2.7 (1.1, 6.3) for clozapine and quetiapine (10 events; 443 person-years); there were 439 events in non-users (50604 person-years). Since dementia was much more prevalent among users of atypical antipsychotic drugs, confounding by indication was possible; however, the findings were confirmed after excluding residents with severe cognitive decline.

Antipsychotic drugs and ventricular dysrhythmias and cardiac arrest In a retrospective case-control study in US residents of nursing homes aged 65 years and over, conventional (adjusted OR = 1.9; 95% CI = 1.3, 2.7) but not atypical antipsychotic drugs (adjusted OR = 0.9; 95% CI = 0.6, 1.3) were associated with an increased risk of hospitalization for ventricular dysrhythmias and cardiac arrest (34C). Among residents who took conventional antipsychotic drugs, those with cardiac disease were 3.3 times (95% CI = 1.9, 5.5) more likely to be hospitalized for ventricular dysrhythmias and cardiac arrest than non-users without cardiac disease. The number of patients hospitalized for ventricular dysrhythmias and cardiac arrest (cases) was 649, and 2962 controls were selected among in-patients in the inception cohort whose primary diagnosis at discharge was septicemia, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, rectal bleeding, gastritis with bleeding, duodenitis with bleeding, or influenza.

Atypical antipsychotic drugs and the risk of death A thorough meta-analysis of published (n = 6) and unpublished (n = 9) double-blind, parallel-group, randomized, placebo-controlled trials has shown an increased risk of death in patients with dementia taking atypical antipsychotic drugs (35M). There were more deaths among patients randomized to drugs (118 out of 3353; 3.5%) than those who took placebo (40 out of 1757; 2.3%) (OR = 1.5; 95% CI = 1.1, 2.2). There were no differences in dropouts.

In a recent retrospective cohort study conventional antipsychotic drugs (n = 9142) were at least as likely as atypical agents (n = 13 748) to increase the risk of death among elderly people; accordingly, conventional drugs should not be used to replace atypical agents withdrawn in response to the FDA warning (36C). The adjusted relative risk was significantly higher with conventional antipsychotic drugs (RR = 1.4; 95% CI = 1.3, 1.5) and in all subgroups defined according to the presence or absence of dementia or nursing home residency. Hence, the US Food and Drug Administration has newly issued a warning: “All of the atypical antipsychotic drugs are approved for the treatment of schizophrenia. None, however, is approved for the treatment of behavioral disorders in patients with dementia. Because of these findings, the Agency will ask the manufacturers of these drugs to include a Boxed Warning in their labeling describing this risk and noting that these drugs are not approved for this indication. Zambia, a combination product containing olanzapine and fluoxetine, approved
for the treatment of depressive episodes associated with bipolar disorder, will also be included in the request... The Agency is also considering adding a similar warning to the labeling for older antipsychotic medications because the limited data available suggest a similar increase in mortality for these drugs” (37S). Similarly, the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products has underlined these risks in a public statement: “Neuroleptic drugs are known to be used in patients with dementia who experience psychotic symptoms and disturbed behavior. There are insufficient data to confirm any difference in the risk of mortality or cerebrovascular accidents among atypical neuroleptic drugs, including olanzapine, or between atypical and conventional neuroleptic drugs” (38S).

INDIVIDUAL DRUGS

Aripiprazole

Placebo-controlled studies In a 4-week, double-blind, randomized placebo-controlled study in 36 US centers 414 patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder were randomized to aripiprazole (15 or 30 mg/day) or haloperidol (10 mg/day) (39c). Haloperidol and both doses of aripiprazole produced statistically significant improvements from baseline compared with placebo. Unlike haloperidol, aripiprazole was not associated with significant extrapyramidal symptoms or raised prolactin at the end-point. There were no statistically significant differences in mean changes in body weight and no patients who took aripiprazole had clinically significant increases in the QTc interval.

Nervous system Oral dyskinesia emerged after several months of treatment with haloperidol 7.5 mg/day and gradually disappeared within 2 months after therapy was changed to aripiprazole 10 mg/day (40A).

Endocrine Galactorrhea has been attributed to aripiprazole after only 2 days of administration (41A).

• A 29-year-old woman with a schizoaffective disorder took haloperidol 5 mg/day and then 9 mg/day because of acute psychotic episodes. She had no adverse effects such as amenorrhea or galactorrhea. Haloperidol was then replaced by aripiprazole 15 mg/day and on the second day she developed breast tenderness and marked galactorrhea. The serum prolactin concentration was 32 ng/ml (reference range 5–25 ng/ml). Aripiprazole was withdrawn and haloperidol restarted. The galactorrhea resolved in 1 week.

Drug formulations In January 2005, an oral solution of aripiprazole was approved by the FDA, providing an option for adults with difficulty in swallowing (42S, 43S).

Chlorpromazine (SED-15, 733; SEDA-28, 64)

Sensory systems Deposits in the cornea and lens can complicate long-term chlorpromazine therapy and in vivo confocal imaging of such deposits has now been reported, supposedly for the first time (44A).

• A 59-year-old woman who for 20 years had taken chlorpromazine up to 1200 mg/day (mean dose 400 mg/day) gradually developed blurred vision in her left eye. Slit-lamp biomicroscopy showed multiple fine creamy-white deposits on her corneal endothelium and anterior crystalline lens capsule bilaterally. Microstructural analysis of the corneal endothelium showed that there were no abnormalities in cellular morphology resulting from these deposits.

Clozapine (SED-15, 823; SEDA-26, 59; SEDA-27, 55; SEDA-28, 65; SEDA-29, 66)

Susceptibility factors The results of an observational, non-randomized, interethnic comparison of clozapine dosage, clinical response, plasma concentrations, and adverse effects profiles have been published (45c). Compared to Caucasian patients ($n = 20$), Asian patients ($n = 20$) appeared to have lower dosage requirements for clinical efficacy. The Asian patients scored significantly lower than the Caucasian patients on the Simpson and Angus Scale for extrapyramidal adverse effects, but there were no significant differences on the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale or the Liverpool University Neuroleptic Side-effect Rating
Scale. Since there was no difference between ethnic groups in clozapine concentrations, the authors concluded that the higher extrapyramidal adverse effects scores in the Caucasian group might be attributed to more chronic illness duration, more concomitant medications, and the lack of standardized rating training. Genetic differences between these ethnic groups were not analysed in this study. However, it should be emphasized that Asians are genetically heterogeneous and differences are found between various Asian ethnic groups.

Clinical predictors of response to clozapine have been previously examined (SEDA-27, 55) and the evidence on predictors and markers of clozapine response has been reviewed (46M). Higher baseline clinical symptoms and functioning in the previous years and low cerebrospinal homovanillic acid/5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid concentrations were identified as reliable, and three potential measures were also identified: reduced frontal cortex metabolic activity, reduced caudate volume, and improvement in P50 sensory gating. The authors pointed out that none of these is specific to clozapine, but that this does not reduce their value, instead showing that they do not clarify why clozapine is different from other antipsychotic drugs, for example in terms of efficacy in treatment-resistant patients.

Observational studies Catatonic schizophrenia is a controversial syndrome and there is debate about its etiology and treatment. There has been a report of two cases of catatonic schizophrenia successfully treated with clozapine: a 49-year-old woman and a 19-year-old man (47A). Both responded to clozapine despite being resistant to several conventional and atypical antipsychotic drugs and, in the second case, a course of electroconvulsive therapy. These two cases are intriguing, because the dose of clozapine required to improve catatonia was about double the dose required to improve psychosis significantly (600 and 750 mg/day). The two patients had common adverse effects of clozapine: the first had mild nocturnal hypersalivation and mild/moderate constipation, and the second had moderate nocturnal hypersalivation.

Clozapine has been evaluated in patients with bipolar type or bipolar disorder with psychotic features (SEDA-28, 65).

- A 38-year-old woman with a 22-year history of resistant rapid-cycling bipolar I disorder finally responded well to a combination of clozapine 350 mg/day + topiramate 300 mg/day (48M). Over 3 years of treatment she had no adverse effects, such as agranulocytosis, hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, or weight gain; in fact she had weight loss of 12 kg. She then developed daytime fatigue and palpitation, which resolved after she was given atenolol 100 mg/day.

Cardiovascular Cardiomyopathy has been associated with clozapine, and partial data initially suggested an incidence of 1 in 500 (0.2%) in the first month (SED-15, 824). In a review of articles on adverse cardiac effects associated with clozapine, it has been estimated that clozapine is associated with a low risk of potentially fatal myocarditis or cardiomyopathy (0.01–0.19%), and that this low risk of serious adverse cardiac events should be outweighed by a reduction in suicide risk in most patients (49M).

Nervous system It is currently thought that clozapine causes less tardive dyskinesia than haloperidol and even that it can improve pre-existing dyskinesia (SEDA-27, 56). It also seems to have little or no potential to cause tardive dystonia, which is usually considered to be a variant of tardive dyskinesia; it has even been speculated that it may be effective in treating this adverse effect (SEDA-29, 67). Clozapine has now been evaluated in an open study in seven patients (mean age 29 years; mean dose 428 mg/day) with chronic exacerbated schizophrenia and severe tardive dyskinesia (50C). Extrapyramidal Symptoms Rating Scale scores fell by 83% after 3 years and 88% after 5 years. None of the patients had adverse effects related to clozapine: their weight did not change significantly and their serum glucose, cholesterol, and triglyceride concentrations remained within the reference ranges.

Metabolism Weight gain has been commonly associated with clozapine (SEDA-27, 56; SEDA-28, 66; SEDA-29, 66). Substantial interindividual and inter-racial differences suggest that genetic factors may be important. For example, the relation between genetic variants of the β3 adrenoceptor and the G-protein β3 subunit and clozapine-induced body weight change has been studied (SEDA-29, 67). Now, in a long-term follow-up study (14 months) of
93 patients with schizophrenia the possible relation between clozapine-induced weight gain and a genetic polymorphism in the alpha-2A adrenergic receptor, −1291C>G, has been examined (51c). The GG genotype was associated with a significantly higher mean body weight gain (8.4 kg) than the CC genotype (2.8 kg).

The effect of clozapine on serum ghrelin concentrations has been investigated in 12 patients over 10 weeks after the start of treatment (52c). In contrast to increased body mass indices and serum leptin concentrations, there were no significant changes in serum ghrelin concentrations. The authors claimed that these results do not support a causal involvement of ghrelin in clozapine-related weight gain.

Hyperlipidemia associated with antipsychotic drugs has been reviewed (SEDA-29, 64). Haloperidol and the atypical antipsychotic drugs ziprasidone, risperidone, and aripiprazole would be associated with lower risks of hyperlipidemia, whereas chlorpromazine, thioridazine, and the atypical drugs quetiapine, olanzapine, and clozapine would be associated with higher risks. However, severe clozapine-induced hypercholesterolemia and hypertriglyceridemia has been reported in a patient taking clozapine (53A).

• A 42-year-old man with a schizoaffective disorder had new-onset hyperlipidemia while taking clozapine (after failing therapy with traditional antipsychotic drugs). Before taking clozapine his total cholesterol measurements were 2.9–5.5 mmol/l and there were no triglyceride measurements. Despite treatment with various antihyperlipidemic agents, his total cholesterol concentration reached 45 mmol/l and his triglyceride concentration reached 12 mmol/l. His antipsychotic drug therapy was switched to aripiprazole and his lipid concentrations improved dramatically, to the point that antihyperlipidemic treatment was withdrawn. When he was given clozapine again his lipid concentrations again worsened.

Salivary glands Hypersalivation is a common and well-known adverse effect of clozapine, and the use of antimuscarinic agents, adrenergic agonists, and adrenergic antagonists has been proposed (SED-15, 831; SEDA-29, 68). In 12 patients clonidine 50–100 micrograms/day relieved clozapine-induced sialorrhea, with good results in three and partial results in eight (55c). Theoretically, the reduction in sialorrhea with clonidine could have been due to reduced plasma noradrenaline concentrations, resulting in less stimulation of unopposed β-adrenoceptors in the salivary glands.

Susceptibility factors

Infection Clozapine toxicity has been attributed to the effects of cytokines during an acute infection (56A).

• A 51-year-old woman developed toxic serum concentrations of clozapine and N-desmethylclozapine (norclozapine) during an acute urinary tract infection and had a short period of aphasia and akinesia, followed by incoherence of speech and a gait disturbance.

The authors suspected that, since the prescribed antibiotics (trimethoprim, sulfamethoxazole, and ampicillin) did not seem to be responsible for the large rise in serum clozapine concentrations, the rise might have been secondary to cytokine-mediated inhibition of cytochrome P450.

Drug overdose Fatal and non-fatal cases of overdose have been reported with clozapine (SED-15, 833; SEDA-27, 57) and suspected cases of poisoning in which blood clozapine and N-desmethylclozapine (norclozapine) were measured have been reviewed (57R). There were seven fatal and five non-fatal clozapine cases of overdose, and 54 other people died while taking clozapine. Clozapine poisoning could not be diagnosed on the basis
of blood clozapine and norclozapine concentrations alone. Analysis of ante-mortem blood specimens collected for white cell count monitoring and the blood clozapine/norclozapine ratio may provide additional interpretative information.

**Drug–drug interactions**

*Fluvoxamine* increases clozapine plasma concentrations (SEDA-27, 58).

- A 34-year-old man, who had taken clozapine for 3 years in a dose that had been gradually increased up to 900 mg/day, was also given fluvoxamine 100 mg/day and 6 days later developed dystonia, dysarthria, hypersalivation, and dizziness; fluvoxamine was withdrawn and the adverse effects abated completely within 1 week (58A).

*Droperidol* (SED-15, 1192; SEDA-27, 58; SEDA-28, 69; SEDA-29, 69)

Droperidol 0.5 micrograms reduced the need for postoperative morphine delivered via a patient-controlled analgesia device (59A). At these doses it was non-sedating and caused no dyskinetic movements.

*Olanzapine* (SED-15, 2598; SEDA-26, 61; SEDA-27, 59; SEDA-28, 70; SEDA-29, 70)

**Observational studies** In a 7-month open study 39 patients (mean age 52 years; 26% men) taking olanzapine (mean dose 15 mg/day) had limited non-significant improvement in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test for cognitive assessment (60c). The following adverse events were considered to have been treatment-related: weight gain (n = 6), extrapyramidal disorders (n = 2), and increased appetite, weakness, and confusion (n = 1 each).

**Comparative studies** Olanzapine has been compared with other typical and atypical antipsychotic drugs in a 3-year prospective observational investigation, the European Schizophrenia Out-patient Health Outcomes (SOHO) study, sponsored by the market authorization holder of olanzapine, in 10 European countries (61c). From the initial sample of 10972 patients who started or changed antipsychotic drug medication for schizophrenia, 8400 were given only one antipsychotic drug at the baseline visit and composed the reference sample (olanzapine 4636; risperidone 1671; quetiapine 651; amisulpride 278; clozapine 291; oral typical 499; and depot typical 374). There were significantly fewer patients with extrapyramidal symptoms in all treatment groups after 6 months, the largest improvements being observed in patients taking olanzapine or clozapine. Conversely, there were increases in weight and body mass index (BMI) in all treatment groups; these were significantly greater in patients taking olanzapine or clozapine (mean body weight increases 2.4 and 2.3 kg respectively; mean BMI changes 0.9 and 0.8 kg/m² respectively). In all groups the patients with a lower BMI at baseline had a greater increase in weight and BMI than patients with a higher BMI at baseline; there were no sex-related differences in weight or BMI. Mean doses of all the antipsychotic drugs increased from baseline to 6 months and most patients maintained treatment for 6 months with the single antipsychotic drug that was prescribed at baseline. Reasons for drop-outs (12%) were not given.

**Olanzapine versus amisulpride** There were moderate but significant improvements in neurocognition (including executive function, working memory, and declarative memory) in a randomized, double-blind, 8-week study in 52 patients with schizophrenia assigned either to olanzapine (10–20 mg/day; n = 18) or amisulpride (400–800 mg/day; n = 18) (62c). Of 16 dropouts, six were due to adverse events: olanzapine—sedation (n = 2) and increased transaminases (n = 1); amisulpride—rash, extrapyramidal symptoms, and galactorrhea (n = 1 each).

**Olanzapine versus haloperidol** There was a different adverse effects profile in a 16-week, double-blind study in 63 out-patients with schizophrenia, who had previously been receiving fluphenazine, when comparing olanzapine (n = 29; mean age 42 years; 22 men) and haloperidol (n = 34; mean age 46 years; 24 men) (63c). Patients taking olanzapine had significantly fewer extrapyramidal symptoms than those taking haloperidol. However, they had significantly higher systolic, but not diastolic, blood pressure. Weight gain was also greater in the patients taking olanzapine.
Olanzapine versus lithium  In a comparison of olanzapine and lithium in 87 patients with bipolar disorder in a 12-month, randomized, double-blind trial olanzapine was equally effective in preventing recurrence of depression and more effective than lithium in preventing recurrence of manic and mixed episodes (64a). Weight gain was significantly greater with olanzapine (mean 1.8 kg). One patient committed suicide during the initial open phase and two taking lithium died during the double-blind period.

Olanzapine versus risperidone  In an 8-week study, pre-school-age children with bipolar disorder (aged 4–6 years) took either olanzapine (n = 15; mean age 5.0 years; 10 boys; mean dose 6.3 mg/day) or risperidone (n = 16; mean age 5.3 years; 12 boys; mean dose 1.4 mg/day) (65a). There were significantly more dropouts with olanzapine (6 versus 1), including one patient who withdrew because of adverse events (increased appetite and hand tremor). The main adverse events, found with both treatments, were significant increases in prolactin concentrations and weight gain. With both treatments, increased appetite, flu-like symptoms, headaches, and sedation were the most commonly reported adverse effects.

Olanzapine versus ziprasidone  In a 28-week multicenter, randomized, double-blind, parallel-group study sponsored by Eli Lilly, the market authorization holder of olanzapine, in 548 patients with schizophrenia, 277 were assigned to olanzapine (mean 15.3 mg/day) and 271 to ziprasidone (mean 116 mg/day) (66a). The proportions of men in the two groups were similar (65 and 64% respectively) and the mean age was slightly higher in the olanzapine group (40 versus 38 years). Significantly more patients withdrew with ziprasidone than olanzapine (58 versus 41%). However, the patients who took olanzapine had significantly greater weight gain (13 versus 1.8%; mean changes 3.1 and –1.1 kg respectively) and increased appetite (7.2 versus 2.6%). There were significant increases in total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol in those who took olanzapine. On the other hand, those who took ziprasidone had more insomnia (22 versus 6.9%), anorexia (2.6 versus 0.4%), dystonias (2.2 versus 0%), and hypotension (1.8 versus 0%). Patients taking olanzapine (mean dose 12.6 mg/day; n = 71) had significantly more weight gain than those taking ziprasidone (mean dose 135.2 mg/day; n = 55) in a 6-month, randomized, double-blind, multicenter study of 126 patients (67a). The mean changes in body weight and body mass index were 5.0 kg and 1.3 kg/m² respectively with olanzapine and –0.8 kg and –0.6 kg/m² with ziprasidone.

Placebo-controlled studies  In a 12-week, double-blind study 60 patients with borderline personality disorders were randomized to either olanzapine 5–20 mg/day (n = 30; mean age 26 years; five men) or placebo (n = 30; mean age 26 years; three men) (68a). Those who took olanzapine had significantly greater weight gain (mean increase with olanzapine 2.7 kg; range –9 to 7 kg) than those who took placebo (mean increase –0.05 kg; range –8 to 3 kg). Olanzapine was also associated with a small increase in cholesterol concentration (olanzapine 8 µmol/l, placebo 3 µmol/l).

Nervous system  Akathisia has previously been reported in 16% of patients taking olanzapine (SED-21, 56). Of 10 patients with refractory panic disorder (mean age 35 years; three men) who were given olanzapine (mean dose 12.3 mg/day) one (no age and sex data given) developed significant akathisia at week 4 while taking 17.5 mg/day; it did not resolve at a lower dose of 12.5 mg/day (69a).

Possible neuroleptic malignant syndrome  (SED-15, 2601; SEDA-27, 60; SEDA-28, 71) has again been attributed to olanzapine (70a).

- A 39-year-old woman with no previous psychiatric history, who was given cefuroxime and gentamicin intravenously for a suspected pneumonia, became manic and delirious; she was given olanzapine 15 mg/day and then 30 mg/day and oxazepam 45 mg/day. During the next month she developed a fluctuating fever up to 40.9°C, including a 10-day normothermic period; she also developed autonomic instability, with a labile blood pressure and slight rigidity. However, serum creatine kinase activity did not increase. The symptoms disappeared when olanzapine was withdrawn.

Seizures  (SED-15, 2602; SEDA-27, 60; SEDA-28, 72) associated with olanzapine in premarketing studies have been estimated to occur in 0.9% of patients (SED-24, 67). Myoclonic status can be triggered in susceptible patients (71a).
• A 54-year-old woman, with probable Alzheimer’s disease, who was taking citalopram 20 mg/day and donepezil 5 mg/day and had paranoid ideas and agitation, was also given olanzapine 5 mg/day. During the next 48 hours she developed spontaneous and action-induced myoclonus in the trunk and limbs, which responded to clonazepam 1 mg/day and stopped when olanzapine was withdrawn. Electroencephalography showed slower background activity, with high-amplitude generalized spikes and continuous spike–wave and polyspike–wave complexes. She remained seizure free after withdrawal of clonazepam and when 9 months later she was given haloperidol 3 mg/day for new neuropsychiatric symptoms.

A 30-year-old woman with a schizophrenic disorder had a recurrence of tardive dystonia while taking olanzapine and was successfully treated with clozapine 150 mg/day (72A).

**Metabolism** There was significant weight gain (SED-15, 2605; SEDA-27, 61; SEDA-28, 72; SEDA-29, 74) in 12 drug-naïve patients with a first-episode of psychosis who took olanzapine for 3–4 months (mean dose 10.7 mg/day) compared with a control group of four healthy volunteers (8.8 versus 1.2 kg) (73A).

In 55 subjects randomized to olanzapine 10 mg/day, risperidone 4 mg/day, or placebo for 2 weeks, there were significant increases in weight with olanzapine (2.25 kg) and risperidone (1.05 kg) (74A).

**Immunologic** A Guillain–Barré-like syndrome has been associated with olanzapine hypersensitivity (SED-15, 2608) in a patient who already had an immunological disorder (75A).

• A 58-year-old man with Vogt–Koyanagi–Harada syndrome, alopecia, vitiligo, and poliosis started to take olanzapine 5 mg/day for hypomania; he was also taking clonazepam 6 mg/day, valproic acid 600 mg/day, and prednisone 5 mg/day. Three weeks later he developed rapidly progressive numbness and weakness culminating in paresis of all four limbs, a generalized erythematous macular rash on the trunk and limbs, and hepatic dysfunction. He improved after withdrawal of olanzapine and 5 courses of plasma exchange over 10 days, and 6 months later his strength had returned to normal.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Genetic** Some studies have tried to identify genetic susceptibility factors for weight gain with olanzapine (SED-27, 53, 57, and 62; SEDA-29, 64). The role of the −759C/T polymorphism in the 5HT2C receptor gene, located at q24 of the X chromosome, has now been examined in 42 subjects (age data not provided; 34 men) with schizophrenia who took olanzapine 7.5–20 mg/day for 4 weeks (mean endpoint serum concentration 24 ng/ml) (76C). There was no difference in mean olanzapine dose between patients with the alleles T or C. Of the 42 patients, 15 gained more than 10% of their body weight and there were no T alleles in those subjects; of the other 27 patients without a 10% weight gain, 11 had a T allele (41%). Conversely, subjects with a C allele gained a mean of 12% over their initial body weight compared to those with a T allele, who gained a mean of 4.7%. These significant differences suggest a possible protective effect of the T allele on weight gain associated with olanzapine, although other confounding variables (such as diet and exercise) were not recorded in this study.

**Drug–drug interactions**

**Fluvoxamine** (SED-15, 2609; SEDA-28, 73; SEDA-29, 75) To determine whether a subtherapeutic dose of fluvoxamine, a potent inhibitor of CYP1A2, could affect the metabolism of olanzapine, male smokers with stable psychotic illnesses taking olanzapine (mean dose 17.5 mg/day) were switched to a mean dose of 13.0 mg/day and were given fluvoxamine 25 mg/day (77C). At 2, 4, and 6 weeks there were no significant changes in olanzapine plasma concentration, antipsychotic response, or metabolic indices (for example serum glucose and lipids). The ratio of 4′-N-desmethyl-olanzapine:olanzapine fell from 0.45 at baseline to 0.25 at week 6, suggesting inhibition of CYP1A2-mediated olanzapine 4′-N-demethylation by fluvoxamine. In conclusion, these results suggested that a 26% reduction in olanzapine therapeutic dose requirement may be achieved by co-administration of a subtherapeutic oral dose of fluvoxamine.

**Drug overdose** (SED-15, 2608; SEDA-27, 62; SEDA-29, 75) In a fatal case of olanzapine overdose a cardiac dysrhythmia, nonconvulsive status epilepticus, and persistent choreoathetosis occurred consecutively (78A).
A 62-year-old man with bipolar disorder taking olanzapine 30 mg/day and lithium 1200 mg/day attempted suicide with an estimated 750 mg of olanzapine. He developed delirium, a ventricular tachycardia, and cardiac asystole, which responded to resuscitation. On day 3 electroencephalography showed generalized frequent small amplitude spike and wave complexes with no limb movements, which resolved with intravenous fosphenytoin. His consciousness improved over the next 2 weeks, but he then lapsed progressively into coma and had choreoathetosis and dystonia in his head and all limbs. He died on day 57 from congestive heart failure and pneumonia. Post-mortem findings showed bilateral bronchopneumonia, mild cortical atrophy, and enlargement of the lateral ventricles without other major lesions; at microscopy, there was reactive astrocytosis in the striatum, globus pallidus, and thalamus bilaterally.

Management of adverse drug reactions
Various therapies have been used to avoid or to control weight gain during olanzapine treatment, including nizatidine (SED-25, 65), famotidine (SED-29, 74), and behavioral therapy (SED-26, 58). Topiramate has now also been used to treat weight gain in 43 women who had taken olanzapine for at least 3 months in a 10-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (79°). Those who took topiramate lost on average 5.6 kg (95% CI = 3.0, 8.5).

Sibutramine up to 15 mg/day has also been assessed in 37 subjects with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and olanzapine-associated weight gain in a 12-week, double-blind, randomized study (80°). Those who took sibutramine had significantly greater mean weight loss than those who took placebo (3.76 versus 0.82 kg). However, the patients who took sibutramine had a mean increase in systolic blood pressure of 2.1 mmHg, anticholinergic adverse effects, and sleep disturbances.

Quetiapine (SED-15, 2995; SED-26, 63; SED-27, 62; SED-29, 75; see also special review above)

Observational studies A post-hoc analysis of the Spectrum trial, an international open non-comparative study, sponsored by AstraZeneca Pharmaceutical, has recently been published; this study was purportedly carried out to evaluate improvements in efficacy and tolerability gained by switching to quetiapine in patients who had previously taken haloperidol (n = 43), olanzapine (n = 66), or risperidone (n = 55) (82°). Switching to quetiapine produced improvements from baseline in Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale and in Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia scores. There were significant reductions in extrapyramidal adverse effects on the Simpson–Angus scale and Barnes Akathisia scale. Patients who switched to quetiapine from haloperidol had a mean weight gain of 2 kg, while those who switched from olanzapine had a mean loss of 1 kg and those who switched from risperidone had a mean gain of 0.7 kg.

In seven patients with refractory schizophrenia taking high-dose quetiapine 1200–2400 mg/day, there were mild to marked improvements in positive symptoms, violent behavior, behavioral disturbances, and sociability (83A). Sedation, orthostasis, dysphagia, and a nocturnal startle reaction were reported and were responsive to dosage reduction. Weight gain was 4.1 kg and there were no significant electrocardiogram abnormalities.

Placebo-controlled studies In 542 outpatients with bipolar I or II disorder experiencing a major depressive episode, who were randomly assigned to 8 weeks of quetiapine (300 or 600 mg/day; n = 181 and n = 180 respectively) or placebo (n = 181), both doses produced statistically significant improvement in Montgomery–Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) total scores compared with placebo from week 1 onward (84°). There were extrapyramidal symptoms in 8.9% of those who took 600 mg/day, 6.7% of those who took 300 mg/day, and 2.2% of those who took placebo. Patients who took quetiapine 600 mg/day had a mean weight gain of 1.6 kg, compared with 1.0 kg in those who took 300 mg/kg and 0.2 kg in those who took placebo.
Nervous system  Quetiapine seems to cause a lower incidence of extrapyramidal symptoms than other antipsychotic drugs (SED-15, 2995). Two patients with schizophrenia who developed focal tardive dystonia with atypical antipsychotic drugs (risperidone and olanzapine) had marked sustained improvement when quetiapine was gradually introduced and the other antipsychotic drugs were withdrawn; there was no loss of control of psychotic symptoms (85A).

Psychiatric  Two patients developed resistant auditory hallucinations when taking quetiapine (86A). One of these patients, a 39-year-old woman who took 600 mg/day, developed mild sedation, which resolved spontaneously by week 4.

Drug abuse  An unusual case of quetiapine abuse has been reported (87A).

• A 34-year-old woman with a history of polysubstance dependence (alcohol, cannabis, and cocaine), depressive episodes associated with multiple suicide attempts, and borderline personality disorder, who had been incarcerated after conviction on charges of physical assault and possession of controlled substances, complained of difficulty in sleeping, poor impulse control, irritability, and depressed mood. She was given oral quetiapine 600 mg/day. On one occasion, she crushed two 300-mg tablets, dissolved them in water, boiled them, drew the solution through a cotton swab, and injected the solution intravenously. Apart from having "the best sleep I ever had" she described no dysphoric, euphoric, or other effects. She admitted to previous intranasal abuse of crushed quetiapine tablets.

Drug withdrawal  Incapacitating quetiapine withdrawal has been reported (88A).

• A 36-year-old woman with rapid-cycling bipolar II disorder and premenstrual mood exacerbation was treated as an out-patient with lamotrigine 400 mg/day, clonazepam 0.5 mg tds, and quetiapine 100 mg/day. She gained 9 kg in 6 months and was advised to reduce the dose of quetiapine to 50 mg/day. After 1 day, she reported nausea, dizziness, headache, and anxiety severe enough to preclude normal daily activities. She was instructed to take quetiapine 75 mg/day, but her symptoms continued and only resolved when she took 100 mg/day. Slower reduction in the dose of quetiapine (by 12.5 mg/day every 5 days) with an antiemetic, ondansetron, also failed. On a third attempt, prochlorperazine successfully reduced her withdrawal symptoms, although moderate nausea persisted for 2 days after complete withdrawal.

No other medications were changed, so quetiapine withdrawal was the most likely explanation for the symptoms in this case.

Drug–drug interactions

Escitalopram  Among the atypical antipsychotic drugs available in Europe, quetiapine seems to be associated with less weight gain. However, severe weight gain can occur and has been reported in a supposed interaction with escitalopram (89A).

• A 16-year-old adolescent girl was given quetiapine for a first psychotic episode for 5 months and had no weight gain. Because her depressive symptoms were pronounced after remission of her psychotic symptoms, she was given escitalopram and had a dramatic increase in weight (8 kg over 1 month). Quetiapine was replaced by amisulpride and there was a transient fall in weight. However, severe psychotic symptoms led to reintroduction of quetiapine, and her weight again rose dramatically (8 kg over 1 month). Withdrawal of escitalopram and replacement by topiramate was followed by weight stabilization.

The authors did not propose a mechanism for this supposed interaction.

Fluvoxamine  Concomitant administration of quetiapine and fluvoxamine reportedly caused neuroleptic malignant syndrome (90A).

• A 57-year-old man with major depression took fluvoxamine 150 mg/day for 1 year with no adverse effects and in remission stopped taking it. He later developed agitation and was given risperidone, and then, because of extrapyramidal symptoms, quetiapine 150 mg/day. However, 2 months later he again became depressed and fluvoxamine 100 mg/day was added. After 10 days, he stopped eating and drinking and developed muscular rigidity. On day 13 he had a fever, severe extrapyramidal symptoms, a high blood pressure, and a tachycardia, and was becoming stuporose. He had a raised creatine kinase activity (7500 IU/l) and leukocyte count (13 × 10⁹/l). All psychotropic drugs were stopped and he was given dantrolene by intravenous infusion. His symptoms gradually improved.

The authors suggested that since the doses of quetiapine and fluvoxamine were relatively low and since they are metabolized by different CYP isozymes, this was probably not a pharmacokinetic interaction. Instead, they suggested that it may have been caused by dopamine-serotonin disequilibrium.
Risperidone  *(SED-15, 3052; SEDA-27, 62; SEDA-28, 74; SEDA-29, 76)*

**Comparative studies**  In a double-blind, randomized, controlled, flexible-dose trial of the Early Psychosis Global Working Group, 555 patients (mean age 25 years; 71% men; median treatment length 206 days) with first-episode psychosis were assigned either to haloperidol (*n* = 277; mean modal dose 2.9 mg/day) or risperidone (*n* = 278; mean modal dose 3.3 mg/day). Haloperidol caused significantly more frequent and severe *extrapyramidal symptoms* (mainly emergent dyskinesia, parkinsonism, parkinsonian dystonia, and akathisia) associated with more concomitant medication (mainly anticholinergic drugs and benzodiazepines) (91c). In contrast, risperidone caused significantly more *weight gain* than haloperidol at month 3 (4.6 versus 3.5 kg) but not at the end point (7.5 versus 6.5 kg); risperidone caused *higher prolactin concentrations* (women, *n* = 73, mean 74 ng/ml; men, *n* = 185, mean 34 ng/ml) than haloperidol (women, *n* = 71, mean 48 ng/ml; men, *n* = 178, mean 22 ng/ml) (reference prolactin concentrations in women <25 ng/ml, in men <18 ng/ml); haloperidol caused hyperprolactinemia in one patient and risperidone caused it in 14; risperidone also caused *galactorrhea* (*n* = 6), *gynecomastia* (*n* = 3), and moderate *hyperglycemia* (*n* = 1).

Similarly, risperidone caused *extrapyramidal symptoms* in fewer patients (24%) than haloperidol did (43%) in a two-phase study in patients with acute bipolar mania (phase I, 3 weeks, patients receiving either risperidone 1–6 mg/day, haloperidol 2–12 mg/day, or placebo (92c). Plasma prolactin concentration was higher with risperidone (no data provided); prolactin-related adverse events included nonpuerperal lactation, breast pain, dysmenorrhea, and reduced libido or sexual dysfunction; these effects occurred in six patients on risperidone (4%) and in two on haloperidol (1.3%).

**Placebo-controlled studies**  In a 12-week, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 40 patients with treatment-resistant schizophrenia (funded by Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical Research & Development), the addition of risperidone to clozapine improved overall symptoms and positive and negative symptoms (93c). The adverse events profile of clozapine + risperidone was similar to that of clozapine + placebo. Clozapine + risperidone did not cause additional weight gain, agranulocytosis, or seizures compared with clozapine + placebo. All the patients completed 12 weeks of treatment; however, the small sample size precluded definitive conclusions.

From an initial sample of 36 patients with autism spectrum disorder (aged 5–17 years) who started an 8-week open study with risperidone, responders continued treatment for another 16 weeks (*n* = 26); two children withdrew because of unacceptable weight gain and the other 24 entered a double-blind withdrawal phase and were assigned to either risperidone (*n* = 12) or placebo (*n* = 12). *Increased appetite* and *weight gain* were the most important adverse events (mean increase 5.7 kg during 6 months, expected developmental weight gain 2.4 kg) (94c).

In a two-phase placebo-controlled study with an initial sample of 45 patients, 39 of whom completed the study, the addition of low doses of risperidone (0.5 mg/day) appeared to improve symptoms in patients with obsessive–compulsive disorder taking fluvoxamine monotherapy (95c). The main adverse events included *transient sedation* and mildly *increased appetite*.

Of 65 men (mean age 52 years) with posttraumatic stress disorder randomized to risperidone (*n* = 33) or placebo (*n* = 32) in a 4-month double-blind study supported by the Janssen Research Foundation, 22 and 26 patients respectively completed the study (96c). There were no significant differences in weight.

The success of masking procedures in double-blind studies has recently been studied by the Research Units on Pediatric Psychopharmacology Autism Network following an 8-week placebo-controlled trial of risperidone in 101 autistic children (aged 5–17 years) (97c). Clinicians attributed improvement to risperidone and lack of improvement to placebo, whether the child was taking risperidone or placebo; in contrast, the parents attributed improvement to risperidone only in the placebo group. Although the parents reported that adverse events influenced their guesses, the presence of adverse events was not associated with correct guesses. Adverse events therefore did not threaten the blindness of the study.
Cardiovascular  The possible association of risperidone with QTc interval prolongation is controversial (SEDA-24, 54). There were no significant changes in 73 patients with schizophrenia (mean age 34 years; 59% men) who took risperidone for 42 days (mean dose 3.7, range 4–6 mg/day) (98c).

Nervous system  Co-administration of lithium and risperidone has been associated with the rabbit syndrome (99A). This reaction was probably caused by the risperidone, and the role of lithium was not clear.

Endocrine  Hyperprolactinemia has already been associated with risperidone (SED-15, 3058; SEDA-28, 77; SEDA-29, 78). In a randomized, double-blind, 12-week study in 78 in-patients with schizophrenia assigned to either risperidone 6 mg/day (73% men; n = 41) or haloperidol 20 mg/day (81% men; n = 37), prolactin concentrations increased significantly in men in both groups (100c). Adjusted for haloperidol dose equivalents (risperidone 6 mg/day equivalent to haloperidol 12 mg/day), risperidone caused a significantly larger rise in prolactin than haloperidol. The study was limited by the small number of women in the sample, which allowed the comparison of prolactin concentrations by sex but without consideration of treatment; the women had a significantly larger rise in prolactin than the men.

Drug withdrawal  Tardive dyskinesia (SED-15, 3056) at multiple sites, including respiratory dyskinesia, has been associated with withdrawal of risperidone (101A).

- An 84-year-old Japanese woman with mixed dementia taking bromperidol and biperiden was switched to risperidone 2 mg/day. After several weeks she began to have limb and orofacial dyskinesia and staggered while walking. The risperidone was abruptly withdrawn. During the following days the previous abnormal movements increased and extended to the trunk. There was respiratory dyskinesia with dyspnea. The symptoms resolved completely in risperidone withdrawal and treatment with haloperidol and biperiden.

Susceptibility factors

Genetic  The effect of the Ser9Gly polymorphism of the dopamine D3 receptor (DRD3) gene in responses to antipsychotic drugs has previously been studied (SED-26, 55). Its effect on the response to risperidone has been studied in 123 Han Chinese with acute schizophrenia treated for up to 42 days (102c). Compared with patients with the Gly9Gly genotype, after adjusting, those with Ser9Gly had significantly better performance on negative symptoms and better functioning but not better positive symptoms.

Children  Risperidone has been assessed in children with autistic disorder and disruptive behavior in a multicenter, two-part, open study (103c). Part one consisted of a 4-month open phase in 63 children (aged 5–17 years; 49 boys) taking risperidone 2.0 mg/day; of the 12 dropouts, five were due to loss of efficacy and one to an adverse event (constipation); there was a mean weight gain of 5.1 kg, which was significantly greater than expected from developmental norms. Part two was a randomized, double-blind study in which risperidone was either substituted by placebo (n = 16) or continued (n = 16); there were more relapses in those who took placebo (n = 10) than in those who continued to take risperidone (n = 2). One of six dropouts in the first part of the study was due to an adverse event (constipation); over the 6 months of the study there was a mean weight gain of 5.1 kg.

Elderly subjects  In 129 patients (aged 18–93 years) patients over 40 years had higher risperidone total plasma concentrations (estimated as 35% per decade in patients over 42 years) (104c). According to the authors, this might lead to an increased incidence of adverse events in elderly subjects.

Drug formulations  A long-acting injectable formulation of risperidone (SEDA-29, 79) has been used in recent studies that showed significant symptomatic improvement as measured with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale.

In the first study, a multicenter trial across 22 European countries, a total of 715 stable patients (mean age 40 years; 63% men), most with schizophrenia, who had already participated in a run-in 6-month trial with the same medication, entered the 12-month extension phase (105C). The subjects received risperidone injections every 2 weeks; the initial dose was 25 mg in most cases (84%) and the rest were given
37.5 mg (9%) or 50 mg (7%); the end point dose was 25 mg in 39% of patients, 37.5 mg in 23%, and 50 mg in 37%. There were 207 dropouts (29% of the whole sample), adverse events being the reason for withdrawal in 20 patients (2.8%)—exacerbation of the disease (n = 3), delirium, relapse, and weight gain (all n = 2); one patient died with pneumonia. There was weight gain in 54 patients (8%), with significant increases in body weight (79.1 versus 80.4 kg) and body mass index (27.0 versus 27.5 kg/m²); at endpoint, 20% of patients had an increase in body weight of 7% or more. One patient developed new-onset diabetes mellitus and one hyperglycemia. Other observed adverse events were anxiety (n = 83, 12%), insomnia (n = 73, 10%), depression (n = 52, 7%), headache (n = 38, 5%), and sexual dysfunction (n = 12, 1.7%).

A similar design was used in 249 patients with schizoaffective disorder who received injectable risperidone for 6 months (initial dose 25 mg in 82% of patients, end-point doses ranging from 25 mg in 49% of patients to 75 mg in one); oral risperidone supplementation was needed in 19% (mean modal dose 3 mg/day) (106c). Three patients died during the study with heart attack, stroke, and gastrointestinal bleeding; other important adverse events were increases in body weight and body mass index (mean increases 1.4 kg and 0.5 kg/m²), sexual dysfunction (4%), and new-onset diabetes mellitus (0.4%).

In a third study, a 6-month multicenter open trial using risperidone injections in 382 patients in an early illness stage (mean age 29 years; 69% men), mainly with schizophrenia; non-adherence was the reason for medication change in 42% of the patients (107c). Of the whole sample, 88% received a starting dose of 25 mg every 2 weeks; at 6 months, 45% were still being treated with this dose, while 27% and 28% received larger parenteral doses (37.5 and 50 mg respectively), and oral risperidone was added in 19% of patients (mean modal dose 2.7 mg/day). A total of 278 subjects (78%) completed the study. Adverse events accounted for dropouts in 21 cases (6% of the whole sample). Treatment-related adverse events were reported by 217 patients (57%), the most frequent being insomnia (7%), exacerbation of disease (6%), depression (5%), weight increase (4%), and relapse and headache (3% each); other observed events were injection site pain (2%), sexual dysfunction (2%), and new-onset diabetes mellitus, gynecomastia, hyperprolactinemia, and non-puerperal lactation (0.3% each); body weight and body mass index increased by 1.8 and 0.6 kg/m² respectively.

In a 12-week, double-blind study, 193 Caucasian, 174 African–American, and 72 subjects from other races, all of them with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder, were randomized to long-acting injectable risperidone (25, 50, or 75 mg every 2 weeks) or placebo (108c). Race influenced neither efficacy nor extrapyramidal symptoms nor body weight.

Finally, of 192 patients who had remained symptomatically stable for at least 1 month with another major second-generation antipsychotic drug, olanzapine (mean age 38 years; 63% men), 70% completed a 6-month study with injectable risperidone; treatment-related adverse events were reported by 121 patients (63%), mostly anxiety (12%), exacerbation of disease (10%), insomnia (9%), depression (6%), and akathisia (5%) (109c).

**Drug dosage regimens** Of 82 subjects, those who initially took higher oral doses of risperidone were more likely to have extrapyramidal adverse effects (mean dose 4.3 mg/day) (110c).

**Drug overdose** Delayed complications, including respiratory depression, can occur after risperidone overdose (111A).

- A 26-year-old woman with schizophrenia who had taken risperidone 6 mg/day for 3 months was found unconscious. She later reported having taken 30 mg of risperidone in a suicidal attempt. On day 3 she developed transient respiratory distress, with lethargy, tongue protrusion, and pharyngeal-laryngeal muscle spasm.

**Drug–drug interactions**

**Thioridazine** Thioridazine 25 mg bd significantly increased the steady-state plasma concentration of risperidone (3 mg bd) and reduced 9-hydroxyrisperidone in 12 patients with schizophrenia (112c). Since risperidone mainly undergoes 9-hydroxylation yielding an active metabolite, 9-hydroxyrisperidone, metabolic inhibition could account for this increase. Moreover, there was a greater rise in risperidone concentrations in subjects with more capacity for CYP2D6-dependent 9-hydroxylation of risperidone.
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Sertindole  \textit{(SED-15, 3120; SEDA-26, 66)}

**Metabolism**  Four patients developed tardive dyskinesia while taking conventional antipsychotic drugs and were switched to sertindole (113A). Three apparently recovered from the movement disorder. In the other patient sertindole monotherapy was not sufficient to reduce the movement effects, but combination treatment with tetrabenazine resulted in a greater reduction in extrapyramidal symptoms. There was no evidence of QTc prolongation in these patients, but one patient gained 8 kg in weight.

Ziprasidone  \textit{(SED-15, 3721; SEDA-27, 66; SEDA-28, 79; SEDA-29, 81)}

**Observational studies**  In an open 12-week study of ziprasidone in 12 patients with Parkinson's disease and psychosis, two withdrew because of adverse effects; one had increased diurnal sedation on day 5 and the other had deterioration of gait at 1 week (114C). The other 10 patients reported significant improvement in psychiatric symptoms and no deterioration in motor symptoms. The small sample size and lack of a control group precluded definitive conclusions.

In an open study nine patients with treatment-resistant schizophrenia took clozapine + ziprasidone for 6 months (115C). Mental state improved in seven, with significant reductions in the mean Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale score. The combination allowed an 18% reduction in the daily dose of clozapine. All had some adverse effects before combination treatment (each had been unsuccessfully treated with at least two first-generation antipsychotic drugs and/or two second-generation drugs as monotherapy) and during combination treatment, but the co-administration of ziprasidone did not result in a corresponding increase in adverse effects; for example, there was neither further weight gain (n = 5) nor weight loss in patients with previous weight gain (n = 2). However, the small sample size and the lack of a control group precluded definitive conclusions.

Published and unpublished studies from 1995 to 2004, in which intramuscular ziprasidone was assessed, have been reviewed (116R). The most common adverse events in the 921 patients were nausea, headache, dizziness, anxiety, somnolence, insomnia, and injection-site pain; 1.1 to 6.1% withdrew because of treatment-related adverse events.

**Comparative studies**  Ziprasidone is the first atypical antipsychotic drug to be available in both intramuscular and oral formulations in the USA. These two formulations have been compared with haloperidol in a 6-week, multicenter, parallel-group, flexibly dosed study in patients with an acute exacerbation of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (117C). They were randomized to ziprasidone (n = 427; intramuscularly for 3 days, then orally 40–80 mg bd) or haloperidol (n = 138; intramuscularly for 3 days, then orally 5–20 mg/day). At the end of the intramuscular phase the patients who had receiving ziprasidone had significantly better Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale Total scores than those who had received haloperidol, but at end point there were no significant between-group differences. However, ziprasidone produced significantly greater improvement in negative subscale scores, both at the end of the intramuscular phase and at the end of the study. Haloperidol caused more extrapyramidal effects, including akathisia and movement disorders. At end of the study, mean weight change in the ziprasidone group was 0.25 kg compared with −0.15 kg in the haloperidol group; mean QTc changes from baseline were +3.2 ms versus −3.5 ms respectively.

In a double-blind study, 144 agitated patients who required emergency sedation were randomized to ziprasidone 20 mg (n = 46), droperidol 5 mg (n = 50), or midazolam 5 mg (n = 48) (118C). Those who were sedated with droperidol or ziprasidone required rescue medications to achieve adequate sedation less often than those who were sedated with midazolam; more remained agitated at 15 minutes after ziprasidone. There was akathisia in one patient who received droperidol, one who received midazolam (and subsequently droperidol rescue sedation), and four who received ziprasidone. There were no other adverse events.

**Musculoskeletal**  Rhabdomyolysis has previously been associated with ziprasidone (SEDA-27, 66).

- A 50-year-old man who was treated with ziprasidone 40 mg bd for 3 weeks had a substantial rise
in creatine kinase activity without any evidence of muscle trauma, stiffness, or swelling or any signs of neuroleptic malignant syndrome (119A). There was no renal insufficiency or compartment syndrome.

The authors suggested that ziprasidone may enhance muscle cell permeability leading to rhabdomyolysis.

**Drug overdose** Various reports of ziprasidone overdose have been published (SEDA-28, 80). In a retrospective chart review of isolated cases reported to a Poisons Center during 2001 to 2003, 30 patients met the criteria among about 150,000 exposures that were reviewed (120B). Eight patients accidentally took ziprasidone and 22 intentionally. The average dose of ziprasidone was 205 mg (recommended dose 80–160 mg/day) and only one required significant medical intervention.

**References**
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7 Antiepileptic drugs

GENERAL

Musculoskeletal Several types of centrally acting drugs, including benzodiazepines, anticonvulsants, antidepressants, and opioids, have been associated with increased risks of fractures. However, it is unclear whether this increase is related to an effect on bone mineral density or to other factors, such as an increased risk of falls. The relation between bone mineral density and the use of benzodiazepines, anticonvulsants, antidepressants, and opioids has been studied in US adults aged 17 years and older from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III, 1988–94) (1C). Total femoral bone mineral density in 7114 men and 7532 women was measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. In linear regression models, there was significantly reduced bone mineral density in subjects taking anticonvulsants (0.92 g/cm²; 95% CI = 0.89, 0.94) and opioids (0.92 g/cm²; 95% CI = 0.88, 0.95) compared with non-users (0.95 g/cm²; 95% CI = 0.95, 0.95) after adjusting for several potential confounders. The anticonvulsants were carbamazepine, clonazepam, divalproex, ethosuximide, mepobarbital, methsuximide, phenobarbital, phenytoin, primidone, and valproic acid. There was reduced bone mineral density in patients who had taken carbamazepine, phenobarbital, or phenytoin for at least 2 years. There was a trend towards lower bone density with prolonged use. Other centrally acting drugs—benzodiazepines or antidepressants—were not associated with significantly reduced bone mineral density. These findings have implications for fracture-prevention strategies.

Drug–drug interactions Given the risk of teratogenicity associated with many antiepileptic drugs, effective contraception is particularly important (2R). Several commonly used antiepileptic drugs interfere with the combined oral contraceptive, either by induction of CYP isozymes or by other mechanisms. They include carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine, phenobarbital, phenytoin, primidone, and topiramate. However, use of the combined oral contraceptive may still be possible, with a combination that contains at least 50 micrograms of estrogen, although for maximal efficacy it should be combined with a barrier method. Breakthrough bleeding suggests that a higher dose of estrogen is necessary, although its absence does not guarantee contraceptive efficacy. Progesterone-only formulations, progesterone implants, and combined contraceptive patches are not recommended for women taking these antiepileptic drugs.

Carbamazepine (SED-15, 627; SEDA-27, 76; SEDA-28, 88; SEDA-29, 88)

Nervous system In a cross-sectional study from the Netherlands, the main complaints of patients taking carbamazepine monotherapy were: fatigue 15%, tiredness 18%, memory loss 20%, and difficulty in concentrating 16% (3C). However, complaints were not associated with continuing seizure activity or other treatment factors.

Coma due to carbamazepine intoxication in a pregnant woman (at 33 weeks gestation) has again been described, with a favorable outcome for both mother and child after charcoal administration and plasmapheresis (4A).

Electrolyte balance Carbamazepine can cause acute hyponatremia and subsequent tonic–clonic seizures; in another recent case the
serum sodium concentration was 122 mmol/l (5A). Several susceptibility factors increase the risk of hyponatremia, including age over 40 years, concomitant use of medications associated with hyponatremia, menstruation, psychiatric conditions, surgery, psychogenic polydipsia, and female sex.

Reproductive system Male infertility with asthenozoospermia during long-term treatment with carbamazepine 400 mg/day has been reported in a 29-year-old man (6A). After switching to another anticonvulsant sperm motility was improved. This single case report suggests a direct effect of carbamazepine on sperm function.

Immunologic The risk of erythema multiforme (Stevens–Johnson syndrome or toxic epidermal necrolysis) associated with the use of carbamazepine has been confirmed in a case control study (7C).

- A 63-year-old Japanese man with epilepsy developed skin eruptions, liver dysfunction, high fever, leukocytosis, and atypical lymphocytosis 4 weeks after he started taking carbamazepine (8A). Titers of human herpesvirus 7 (HHV-7)-specific IgG antibodies were significantly increased and HHV-7 DNA was detected in his serum by polymerase chain reaction.

These findings suggest that reactivation of HHV-7 may contribute to the development of drug-induced hypersensitivity syndrome.

Susceptibility factors In a retrospective study of 74 patients undergoing epilepsy surgery who were taking long-term carbamazepine, 51% of adults and 52% of children had raised drug concentrations (9A). Among the children, 13% had symptoms of toxicity compared with 9.3% of the adults. Two variables that were significantly related to toxicity were the average postoperative dose of carbamazepine and the carbamazepine concentration of the day of surgery. Other major susceptibility factors were the dose of fentanyl (which inhibits CYP450 isoymes, especially CYP3A), lower body weight, age, and blood loss. The authors suggested that postoperatively reduced doses of carbamazepine should be considered.

Drug–drug interactions The extent of acute co-prescribing in primary care to children taking long-term antiepileptic drugs, which could give rise to potentially harmful drug–drug interactions has been assessed in 178 324 children aged 0–17 years in 161 general practices throughout Scotland, of whom 723 (0.41%) were taking long-term antiepileptic drug therapy with 14 agents; sodium valproate (39%), carbamazepine (28%), and lamotrigine (12%) accounted for 80% of the total (10). The children also received 4895 acute co-prescriptions for 269 different medicines. The average numbers of acute co-prescriptions for non-antiepileptic drugs were 8, 11, 6, and 6 for those aged 0–1, 2–4, 5–11, and 12–17 years respectively. Of these acute co-prescriptions 72 (1.5%) prescribed for 22 children (3.0%) were identified as potential sources of clinically serious interactions. The antiepileptic drugs involved were carbamazepine, phenobarbital, and phenytoin. The age-adjusted prevalence rates for potentially serious co-prescribing were 86, 26, 22, and 33 per 1000 children in those aged 0–1, 2–4, 5–11, and 12–17 years respectively. The drugs most commonly co-prescribed that could have given rise to interactions were antacids, erythromycin, ciprofloxacin, theophylline, and low-dose oral contraceptives. In 10 of the 20 children who were at risk of a potentially clinically serious adverse drug interaction, the acute co-prescription was prescribed off-label because of age or specific contraindications or warnings. The authors concluded that in primary care, 3.0% of children taking long-term antiepileptic drugs are co-prescribed therapeutic agents that could give rise to clinically serious drug–drug interactions.

- A 37-year-old woman who took carbamazepine 1000 mg/day for neuropathic pain for 2 years without clinical or laboratory signs of toxicity developed symptoms of carbamazepine intoxication and a raised plasma carbamazepine concentration after taking oxybutynin and dantrolene (11A).

Oxybutynin is metabolized by CYP3A, which also catalyses the metabolism of carbamazepine, and in rats dantrolene is metabolized by CYP1A1, CYP1A2, and CYP3A (12): the authors therefore suggested that this interaction was mediated by inhibition of carbamazepine metabolism.
Gabapentin  (*SED-15, 1465; SEDA-27, 77; SEDA-28, 89; SEDA-29, 89*)

**Placebo-controlled studies**  The effects of gabapentin (300 versus 600 mg/day; *n* = 40) on irritable bowel syndrome with visceral hypersensitivity have been evaluated in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (*13*). The most common adverse events in those taking gabapentin were *dizziness* and *somnolence* (*n* = 4 each).

The optimal pre-emptive dose of gabapentin for postoperative pain relief after lumbar discectomy has been investigated in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 100 patients (*14*). The most common adverse effects were *nausea* and *vomiting* (15 episodes) and the number of adverse events increased with increasing gabapentin doses from 300 to 1200 mg 2 hours before surgery. No patient reported vertigo, somnolence, ataxia, or headache.

The effect of gabapentin monotherapy on residual pain (maximum dose 500–1200 mg/day) has been evaluated in 10 patients with neuroborreliosis (*15*). There were no severe adverse events. The only reported adverse effects were slight *headache*, *fatigue*, and initial *dizziness*.

**Drug overdose**  A 54-year-old white woman was found dead in her apartment (*16*). Post-mortem blood analysis identified paracetamol (97 mg/l), citalopram (0.4 mg/l), gabapentin (24 mg/l) and metaxalone (21 mg/l). The concentration of metaxalone was within the range of concentrations that have previously been reported in deaths involving metaxalone. The medical examiner ruled that the cause of death was suicidal intoxication with metaxalone and gabapentin.

Lamotrigine  (*SED-15, 1990; SEDA-27, 77; SEDA-29, 90*)

**Observational studies**  The effectiveness of lamotrigine therapy has been assessed during the first year of use in 360 patients with epilepsy who served as their own controls in 37 centers in the Netherlands; effectiveness could be assessed in 165 (*17*). Lamotrigine was effective in 60% of the patients who started taking it because of adverse events with other antiepileptic drugs. Adverse events necessitated withdrawal of lamotrigine in 22%, the most common reason being rash (7%). Seven of the 53 patients who took lamotrigine because of adverse effects of previous medications had significant worsening of seizure control, while 33 patients responded well.

The roles of ethosuximide, sodium valproate, and lamotrigine have been evaluated in children and adolescents with typical absence seizures in a systematic review of randomized controlled trials (*18*). Only four randomized controlled trials fulfilled the inclusion criteria. The authors could not find any reliable evidence to inform clinical practice (mainly because of heterogeneity). Only one study of lamotrigine was analysed. Adverse effects related to the nervous system were common (reported by 5% or more of participants): *weakness*, *headache*, *dizziness*, and *hyperkinesia*. Other reported complaints were *abdominal pain*, *nausea*, and *anorexia*. *Rash* was common, but in only one of the patients was it thought to be related to lamotrigine.

In a cross-sectional comparison of topiramate and lamotrigine in children lamotrigine caused adverse events less frequently; however, both medications were generally well tolerated and events were classified as mild to moderate (*19*). One-third of the children (*n* = 65) who took lamotrigine had adverse events, mostly related to the central nervous system and early in treatment. *Rash* (6%), *headache* (5%), and *sleep disturbances* (8%) were observed only with lamotrigine; 11% of the children who took lamotrigine withdrew because of adverse events.

**Comparative studies**  Lamotrigine has been compared with carbamazepine and valproic acid in newly diagnosed focal and idiopathic generalized epilepsy in an open randomized multicenter 24-week monotherapy trial (*20*). In those who took lamotrigine (*n* = 121) the five most frequent adverse drug reactions were *fatigue* (13%), *erythematous rash* (7.4%), *pruritus* and *dizziness* (5.8% each), and *nervousness* (5.0%). In 12 patients lamotrigine was withdrawn because of adverse events.
Placebo-controlled studies  In a small randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled 8-week study of lamotrigine in 24 women who met Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) criteria for borderline personality disorder, all tolerated the drug relatively well (21C).

Respiratory  A patient taking sodium valproate developed an interstitial pneumonitis after taking lamotrigine 75 mg/day for 2 months (22A). It resolved after lamotrigine withdrawal. A pharmacodynamic interaction with sodium valproate might have been of importance.

Nervous system  Recurrent severe aseptic meningitis has been associated with lamotrigine (23A).

- A 16-year old girl with systemic lupus erythematosus, who had taken a stable dose of sodium valproate for idiopathic generalized epilepsy, had two episodes of severe aseptic meningitis after taking lamotrigine. Both episodes resolved after withdrawal. The first episode developed 10 days after the onset of lamotrigine add-on treatment and the second episode 1 hour after restarting lamotrigine 25 mg.

Rapid and full recovery on lamotrigine withdrawal and the greater severity of the second episode after repeated exposure strengthened the likelihood of a hypersensitivity reaction to lamotrigine, although the exact mechanism remains to be elucidated.

Sensory systems  The effects of lamotrigine on vision have been evaluated in 18 patients during routine ophthalmological examination, including visual acuity testing, tonometry, slit lamp examination, fundoscopy, automated kinetic perimetry, electro-oculography, and electroretinography (24C). There were no abnormalities. Four patients complained of blurred vision; one had visual field constriction in both eyes, which was of unclear clinical significance (poor compliance), and a reduced light/dark ratio on electro-oculography. Another patient with blurred vision had abnormal electro-oculography, but the visual fields were normal. Two patients had abnormal electro-oculography but no visual symptoms. Electroretinography was normal in all cases. However, in the whole group of those taking lamotrigine, the light/dark ratio was reduced dose-dependently. At the recommended dose no effect on visual function could be demonstrated. The authors concluded that lamotrigine did not cause irreversible visual field impairment, although there may have been dose-dependent retinal toxicity. The cellular mechanism of the electrophysiological changes in patients taking lamotrigine remains to be elucidated.

Psychiatric  A 23-year-old woman with schizophrenia had worsening of psychiatric symptoms after exposure to lamotrigine (25A). This patient was taking quetiapine 400 mg/day and divalproex sodium 1500 mg/day. Because of excessive somnolence valproate was withdrawn and lamotrigine was started at 12.5 mg bd. On the second day the patient had worsening of psychotic symptoms, which the authors attributed to lamotrigine.

Two patients taking lamotrigine 225 and 200 mg/day developed forced normalization (26C). Lamotrigine led to seizure control and disappearance of interictal epileptiform discharges from the electroencephalogram. However, simultaneously they had de novo psychopathology and disturbed behavior. Reduction of the dose of lamotrigine led to disappearance of the symptoms and reappearance of the spikes but not the seizures.

Hematologic  Lamotrigine (mean daily dose 250 mg) did not change the concentrations of plasma total homocysteine, plasma and red cell folate, or plasma vitamin B12 after 32 weeks in 11 subjects (27C).

Skin  Toxic epidermal necrolysis has been associated with concomitant use of lamotrigine and carbamazepine (28A).

- A 25-year-old woman with epilepsy developed maculopapular eruptions on the skin with involvement of the mucous membrane 7 weeks after lamotrigine had been added to carbamazepine. She also had adult respiratory distress syndrome. After 3 days the skin lesions progressed to a generalized bullous eruption and desquamation. Lamotrigine and carbamazepine were withdrawn and she finally recovered completely.

Drug–drug interactions  In a review of the medical charts of 570 epilepsy outpatients 12 years and older co-medication with phenytoin, carbamazepine, and valproate sodium was the major predictor of lamotrigine serum concentrations (29C). Co-medication regimens with
Felbamate, oxcarbazepine, and phenobarbital were small but significant predictors. No other antiepileptic drugs (clobazam, gabapentin, levetiracetam, topiramate, vigabatrin, zonisamide), with the possible exception of oxcarbazepine, affected lamotrigine. Phenytoin increased lamotrigine clearance by about 125%, carbamazepine by about 30–50%, and oxcarbazepine slightly. Valproate reduced lamotrigine clearance by about 60%.

**Levetiracetam** *(SED-15, 2035; SEDA-27, 79; SEDA-28, 91; SEDA-29, 91)*

**Observational studies** The efficacy and tolerability of levetiracetam as add-on therapy in patients with refractory partial-onset seizures was evaluated in an open, single-arm study in 99 patients, in which an 8-week baseline period was followed by a 4-week titration period and a 12-week maintenance period (30°). The initial dosage was 1000 mg/day and it could be increased to 2000 mg/day after 2 weeks and to 3000 mg/day after another 2 weeks to obtain adequate seizure control; 1.2, 9.5, and 89% took the three doses respectively (mean daily dose 2373 mg). Mean treatment duration was 112 days. The most frequent drug-related adverse events (occurring in 5% or more of the 99 patients) were fatigue (27%), somnolence (11%), headache (8.1%), dizziness (8.1%), nausea (6.1%), and lethargy (6.1%). The most common adverse reactions (adverse events that were at least possibly related to the study drug) were fatigue, somnolence, and dizziness. Levetiracetam has been evaluated in 285 children with refractory epilepsy in a prospective, multicenter, observational study, in which levetiracetam was used as an add-on treatment (31°). The mean maximum dosage of levetiracetam was 48 mg/kg/day. Adverse effects occurred at a mean dosage of 46 mg/kg/day. There were no serious persistent adverse events. There was reversible colitis and an apnea syndrome in a child with phosphorylase-A kinase deficiency. Mild to moderate adverse effects were reported in 128 patients (45%): somnolence (24%), general behavioral changes (15%), aggression (11%), and sleep disturbances (3.2%). Mental retardation was associated with a poor response, more adverse effects, and earlier withdrawal.

In a multicenter, prospective, uncontrolled study of levetiracetam in 110 children with refractory epilepsy (21 patients under 4 years old) all were taking several other antiepileptic drugs when levetiracetam was started (32°). In general, levetiracetam was well tolerated. There were no significant laboratory anomalies. The main adverse events were somnolence and irritability (14%). In two patients treatment was withdrawn because of adverse effects. One patient developed severe acute choreoathetosis after a few days, reversible after levetiracetam withdrawal.

Levetiracetam 1000–3000 mg/day off label has been studied as a preventive agent in transformed migraine in an open study for 3 months in 36 patients aged at least 18 years (33°). Other preventive drugs were allowed if they had been used in a stable dose for over 30 days. Adverse events were reported by 18 patients. Eight patients withdrew because of adverse effects: somnolence (n = 2), lack of concentration (n = 2), and chest tightness, constipation, anorgasmia, and ankle edema (one each). The most common adverse events were somnolence, weakness, and anxiety. Weight gain, depression, and emotional instability also occurred.

Adults (n = 16) who met the DSM-IV criteria for social anxiety disorder were treated with either levetiracetam (500–3000 mg/day) or placebo for 7 weeks (34°). The mean dose of levetiracetam at the final visit was 2279 mg/day (n = 9). Two patients taking levetiracetam group withdrew, one because of severe headache and drowsiness and one because of disinhibition and inebriation.

In an open study in nine patients with Huntington’s disease, levetiracetam up to 3000 mg/day for up to 48 days reduced the severity of the chorea as measured by the Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS) chorea subscore, but did not affect total motor scores (35°). Somnolence contributed to a 33% drop-out rate, and three patients developed Parkinsonism.

Of six patients given levetiracetam for essential tremor three withdrew, two because of somnolence (500 mg/day), one because of lack of efficacy (36°).

**Comparative and placebo-controlled studies** Levetiracetam had a significantly lower withdrawal rate than topiramate (OR = 0.52;
95% CI = 0.29, 0.93) and oxcarbazepine (OR = 0.55; 95% CI = 0.33, 0.92), with comparable efficacy in patients with partial epilepsy (37M). Levetiracetam had a lower (but not significantly lower) withdrawal rate than tiagabine and zonisamide. Of the 672 patients who took levetiracetam 106 withdrew (16%) compared with 46 (13%) of 351 patients in the placebo groups. The Mantel–Haenszel Odds Ratios (95% CI) for withdrawal estimated from the meta-analysis of each drug compared with placebo were as follows: gabapentin 1.04 (0.67, 1.61), lamotrigine 1.16 (0.81, 1.66), levetiracetam 1.26 (0.86, 1.84), tiagabine 2.02 (1.30, 3.12), topiramate 2.42 (1.56, 3.74), oxcarbazepine 2.27 (1.62, 3.17), and zonisamide 1.78 (1.03, 3.08). The authors concluded that indirect comparisons based on meta-analysis showed that levetiracetam add-on therapy has a favorable responder and withdrawal rate relative to several other antiepileptic drugs in patients with partial epilepsy at the doses that are used in clinical trials.

**Nervous system** Levetiracetam can cause hypersomnia (38A).

- A 65-year-old woman with focal symptomatic epilepsy that was difficult to treat developed increased sleep needs (hypersomnia) in the absence of subjective excessive disabling daytime sleepiness when the dosage of levetiracetam as add-on treatment to carbamazepine 1350 mg/day was increased to 2000 mg/day. Actigraphy, polysomnography, and multiple sleep latency tests showed that these symptoms may have been due an increase in sleep propensity.

The authors argued that increased sleep needs in the absence of subjective sleepiness may be due to an effect of levetiracetam on specific brain structures, although the exact mechanism by which levetiracetam causes hypersomnia is unclear.

- A 58-year old man with Huntington’s disease took levetiracetam to reduce symptoms of chorea and developed parkinsonism, lethargy, and daytime somnolence after 6 weeks (39A). The dosage of levetiracetam was reduced from 750 to 500 mg/day but the symptoms and signs of parkinsonism (resting tremor, rigidity, increased dystonia, and gait difficulty) persisted. Levetiracetam was withdrawn; the adverse effects resolved completely within 7 days and the chorea returned to baseline.

**Electrolyte balance** Levetiracetam has been associated with hyponatremia in a patient who was initially treated with carbamazepine and developed hyponatremia (sodium concentration 122 mmol/l) with complex partial status epilepticus (40A). Repeated introduction of levetiracetam 500 mg bd after withdrawal of carbamazepine resulted in a worsening of the hyponatremia (117 mmol/l). Levetiracetam was withdrawn and the sodium concentration normalized after 2 days.

**Drug–drug interactions** The effect of levetiracetam on the pharmacokinetics of other antiepileptic drugs has been analysed using data from randomized clinical trials (41C). Serum concentrations were measured at baseline and after the addition of levetiracetam (1000–4000 mg/day) or placebo in four phase 3 studies in patients with refractory partial epilepsy receiving stable dosages of other antiepileptic drugs. Levetiracetam did not alter mean steady-state serum concentrations of carbamazepine, gabapentin, lamotrigine, phenobarbital, phenytoin, primidone, or valproic acid. For vigabatrin, there was no significant change in serum drug concentration after the addition of levetiracetam, but the number of observations was too small to allow a final conclusion.

**Oxcarbazepine** (SED-15, 2646; SEDA-27, 79; SEDA-28, 94; SEDA-29, 93)

**Observational studies** In an open study in 24 infants and young children (mean age 20 months; range 2–45) with partial seizures, the dosage of oxcarbazepine was titrated from 10 to 60 mg/kg/day (42c). The treatment phase of 30 days (completed by 19 patients) was followed by an extension phase of 6 months (completed by 13 patients). The most common adverse events during the treatment phase were pyrexia (n = 5), irritability (n = 5), and somnolence (n = 7). The most common adverse events during the extension phase were pyrexia (n = 9), ear infections (n = 9), pharyngitis (n = 5).

The effects of oxcarbazepine have been studied retrospectively in 175 Finnish patients, of whom 97 used oxcarbazepine as their first drug (Group I), and 78 as second monotherapy (Group II) after failure of a previous drug (43c).
The 1-year retention rates of oxcarbazepine treatment were 91% in Group I and 77% in Group II. Withdrawals were due to unspecified adverse effects in three patients in Group I and 11 in Group II, and due to lack of efficacy in two patients in Group I and six in Group II.

In 70 patients (aged 5–12 years) with newly diagnosed benign childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (BECTS) who took oxcarbazepine monotherapy for 18 months there was sustained cessation of seizures in 53% of patients (44c). A further 21% had some relapses but were subsequently rendered seizure free, 21% had a greater than 50% improvement, and 5% did not improve. Interictal epileptiform activity normalized in 58%, 35% had an improvement in the grade of electroencephalographic pathology, and 7% had no change at all. The initial mildly weak scores in isolated cognitive domains did not deteriorate, and even improved in some cases, with concomitant electroencephalographic improvement or normalization and effective seizure control. There were transient adverse effects, including headache (n = 4), drowsiness (n = 3), weight gain (n = 3), and irritability, skin rash, and insomnia (one each). One patient developed asymptomatic hyponatremia below 125 mmol/l, which normalized within 1 month while the patient continued to take the same daily dose. There were no intolerable adverse effects necessitating drug withdrawal.

**Comparative studies** In a single-blind, randomized study oxcarbazepine and carbamazepine were compared in the treatment of alcohol withdrawal in 29 patients (45c). The carbamazepine group took 600 mg on days 1–3, 300 mg on day 4, and 100 mg on day 5. The oxcarbazepine group took 900 mg on days 1–3, 450 mg on day 4, and 150 mg on day 5. Those who took oxcarbazepine had significantly fewer withdrawal symptoms and reported significantly less “craving for alcohol”. There was no difference in adverse effects, autonomic parameters, or cognition processing. The authors concluded that oxcarbazepine might be a useful alternative to carbamazepine in the treatment of alcohol withdrawal. Confirmation in a larger study is needed.

**Electrolyte balance** Drug-induced hypotremia is commonly attributed to the syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormones (SIADH). A 28-year-old woman with secondary antiphospholipid syndrome developed asymptomatic hyponatremia secondary to excessive water intake after using oxcarbazepine (46A). This suggests a new mechanism for oxcarbazepine-induced hyponatremia.

**Sexual function** Priapism has been attributed to oxcarbazepine (47A).

- A 16-year-old boy with a bipolar disorder and pervasive developmental disorder, who was taking lithium 600 mg bd and aripiprazole 5 mg/day, became increasingly hypersexual and irritable. Oxcarbazepine 300 mg bd was added and on day 4 the dosage of oxcarbazepine was increased to 300 mg in the morning and 600 mg at night. Within 48 hours he had two discrete episodes of prolonged painless penile erection, each lasting about 30 minutes. Oxcarbazepine was withdrawn and he had no further episodes.

In the FDA labelling, priapism is listed as being associated with oxcarbazepine. The authors cautioned that lithium and atypical neuroleptic drugs have also been reported to be associated with prolonged penile erection.

**Teratogenicity** Exposure to antiepileptic drugs during the first trimester of pregnancy has been associated with an increased risk of major congenital anomalies in the offspring. However, most studies have been fraught with methodological shortcomings, and differences in ascertainment methods and classifications prevent data pooling. Individual studies have lacked the statistical power to assess the risks associated with specific drugs. Information about drugs other than lamotrigine and oxcarbazepine is scant. Although the teratogenic effects of lamotrigine and oxcarbazepine have not been established with certainty, no investigations to date have identified any statistically significant difference in the rates of major congenital anomalies between infants exposed to lamotrigine or oxcarbazepine and infants exposed to carbamazepine (48R).

**Susceptibility factors**

**Children** Relatively few well-designed studies have shown the long-term safety and tolerability of newer antiepileptic drugs in a large group of children. Extensive clinical data from the worldwide Clinical Development Program
and a compassionate use program on the safety and tolerability of oxcarbazepine in children have been reported (49c). Oxcarbazepine is indicated for use as monotherapy and adjunctive therapy in children with partial epilepsy (in the USA at 4 years of age and in Europe at 6 years of age). The most common adverse events (10%) in the Clinical Development Program were headache (33%), somnolence (32%), vomiting (28%), and dizziness (23%), whereas in the compassionate use program the most common adverse events (1%) were rash (2.7%), fatigue (1.6%), nausea (1.2%), and somnolence (1.2%).

**Phenobarbital** *(SED-15, 2798; SEDA-28, 95; SEDA-29, 95)*

**Susceptibility factors**

*Age*  The effect of age on the pharmacokinetics of phenobarbital at steady state has been studied in 224 patients aged 65 years and older (mean 73) taking long-term phenobarbital using concentration measurements from the database of a monitoring service (50c). Controls aged 20–50 (mean 36) years were matched for sex, weight, and type of anticonvulsant co-medication. The apparent oral clearance of phenobarbital was significantly lower in the elderly patients. Co-medication with carbamazepine and phenytoin was associated with a moderate reduction in phenobarbital clearance. The authors concluded that age-related reduction in phenobarbital clearance may have clinical implications: elderly patients require smaller dosages, and monitoring the clinical response and serum concentrations may be of special importance in this age group. Besides age, co-medication is important in explaining some of the variation in phenobarbital pharmacokinetics.

**Phenytoin and fosphenytoin** *(SED-15, 2813; SEDA-27, 80; SEDA-28, 95; SEDA-29, 95)*

**Nervous system**  The hypothesis that routine use of phenytoin for seizure prophylaxis after subarachnoid hemorrhage may adversely affect neurological and cognitive recovery has been tested in 527 patients (51c). A so called “phenytoin burden” for each patient was calculated by multiplying the average serum phenytoin concentration by the time in days between the first and last measurements, up to a maximum of 14 days from ictus. Functional outcome at 14 days and 3 months was measured using the modified Rankin scale; a poor functional outcome was defined as dependence or worse (modified Rankin Scale 4 or more). Cognitive outcomes were assessed at 14 days and 3 months by telephone interview. Phenytoin burden was associated with a poor functional outcome at 14 days, but not at 3 months. Higher quartiles of phenytoin burden were associated with worse cognitive status scores at hospital discharge and at 3 months. 5% of the patients had seizures in the hospital and this was associated with a poor functional outcome at 14 days in a univariate analysis only.

In a small open pilot study phenytoin was associated with changes in brain structure in nine patients with post-traumatic stress disorder, with a significant 6% increase in right brain volume, as measured by a specific volumetric MRI method (52c). Increased hippocampal volume correlated with a reduction in symptom severity. Phenytoin did not have a significant effect on depression or anxiety. The authors speculated that the effect of phenytoin on glutamatergic function could have explained these findings.

**Immunologic**  Aromatic anticonvulsant agents, such as carbamazepine and phenytoin, can cause the anticonvulsant hypersensitivity syndrome (53c).

- A 53-year-old woman took phenytoin 300 mg/day for 1 month following a generalized tonic–clonic seizure. Because she developed symptoms and signs of phenytoin overdose and a rash the phenytoin was temporarily withdrawn and later restarted. A couple of days later she developed a fever, symptoms and signs of acute respiratory distress, a generalized maculopapular rash, vaginal bleeding, and multiorgan dysfunction, including rhabdomyolysis. Skin biopsy showed changes consistent with Stevens–Johnson syndrome. The lesions progressed to toxic epidermal necrolysis. After treatment with glucocorticoids and extubation she required intermittent hemodialysis and skin care for several weeks.
Teratogenicity

Fragility in chromosome 10q23.3 was reported in a fetus exposed to phenytoin during pregnancy (54A).

Drug–drug interactions

Phenytoin induces the metabolism of both cyclophosphamide and thiotepa (55A).

• A 42-year-old man with cancer was given two 4-day courses of high-dose chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide, thiotepa, and carboplatin, followed by peripheral blood progenitor cell support. From 5 days before the start of the second course the patient received phenytoin for epileptic seizures. Exposure to 4-hydroxycyclophosphamide (the active metabolite of cyclophosphamide) and tepa (the main active metabolite of thiotepa) during the second course increased by 51 and 115% respectively, compared with the first course, whereas exposure to cyclophosphamide and thiotepa was significantly reduced (67 and 29% respectively).

Pregabalin (SEDA-28, 56)

Like gabapentin, pregabalin (3-isobutyl GABA) binds to the alpha-2 delta subunit of voltage-gated calcium channels. It has been evaluated in patients with chronic post-herpetic neuralgia, painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy, generalized anxiety disorder, fibromyalgia syndrome, and refractory partial seizures. The usual dosage regimen is 150–600 mg/day. Pregabalin is eliminated unchanged by the kidneys. It does not induce CYP3A4, and no pharmacokinetic drug interactions have been reported.

Placebo-controlled trials

Generalized anxiety disorder

In a double-blind, fixed-dose, parallel-group, placebo- and active-controlled, multicenter, 4-week study, 271 patients with generalized anxiety disorder were randomized to pregabalin 50 mg tds (n = 70), pregabalin 200 mg tds (n = 66), placebo (n = 67), or lorazepam 2 mg tds (n = 68), followed by a 1-week double-blind taper (56C). The adjusted mean change scores on the Hamilton Anxiety Scale were significantly improved by pregabalin 200 mg tds, and the most common adverse events were somnolence and dizziness, which were usually mild or moderate in intensity and were often transient.

In a similar placebo-controlled study pregabalin 200, 400, or 450 mg/day, in two or three divided doses, was generally well tolerated (57C). Dizziness, somnolence, dry mouth, euphoria, blurred vision, incoordination, and flatulence were the most common adverse events and were generally mild to moderate. The incidences of dizziness were 35, 49, and 42% with pregabalin 200, 400, and 450 mg/day (15% with placebo). The incidences of somnolence were 31, 37, and 24% (13% with placebo). The incidences of dry mouth were 24, 27, and 17% (2–10% with placebo). Withdrawals caused by adverse events occurred in 9–13% (8% with placebo). Twice-daily and thrice-daily dosing had similar efficacy and tolerability.

Post-herpetic neuralgia

The safety of oral pregabalin 150–600 mg/day in three randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter studies in post-herpetic neuralgia lasting 8–13 weeks in a total of 779 evaluable patients has been reviewed (58M). Pregabalin was superior to placebo in relieving pain and improving pain-related sleep interference. It was generally well tolerated when force-titrated over 1 week to fixed dosages (maximum 600 mg/day) in trials that enrolled mostly elderly patients. Dizziness, somnolence, peripheral edema, headache, dry mouth, and diarrhea were the most common adverse events and were generally mild to moderate. The incidences of dizziness with pregabalin 150, 300, and 600 mg/day were 12, 28, and 28% respectively (12–15% with placebo). The incidences of somnolence were 15, 24, and 25% (7% with placebo). The incidences of peripheral edema were 3, 13, and 19% with pregabalin (0–2% with placebo). Withdrawal rates due to adverse effects were 11, 16, and 32% with pregabalin (5–10% with placebo). Somnolence was cited as the most common reason for discontinuing pregabalin.

A fourth trial of pregabalin in chronic post-herpetic neuralgia has been presented in detail (59C). It was a 12-week randomized, double-blind, multicenter, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study in patients with chronic post-herpetic neuralgia or painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy. Patients were randomized to placebo (n = 65) or to one of two pregabalin regimens: a flexible schedule of 150, 300, 450, or 600 mg/day with weekly dose escalation based on patients’ individual responses and tolerability (n = 141) or a fixed schedule of 300 mg/day for 1 week followed by 600 mg/day...
for 11 weeks (n = 132). The most common adverse events in those taking pregabalin were dizziness, peripheral edema, weight gain (not affecting diabetes control), and somnolence. The adverse events that most often led to withdrawal of pregabalin were dizziness (2–8%), nausea (1–6%), vertigo (2–3%), and somnolence (0–4%).

Painful diabetic neuropathy In a 6-week, randomized, double-blind, multicenter placebo-controlled study of pregabalin, 246 men and women with painful diabetic neuropathy took pregabalin 150 or 600 mg/day; dizziness was the most common adverse effect (60C).

Fibromyalgia syndrome In a multicenter, double-blind, 8-week, randomized, placebo-controlled trial of pregabalin 150, 300, and 450 mg/day on pain, sleep, fatigue, and health-related quality of life in 529 patients with fibromyalgia syndrome the most common adverse events with 150, 300, and 450 mg/day were dizziness (23, 32, 49%), somnolence (16, 28, 28%), headache (12, 28, 28%), dry mouth (6.8, 6.0, 13%), peripheral edema (5.3, 6.7, 11%), infection (8.3, 9.7, 9.8%), weakness (5.3, 9.0, 8.3%), euphoria (1.5, 8.2, 7.6%), abnormal thoughts (5.3, 3.7, 7.6%), and weight gain (7.6, 9.7, 6.8%) (61C). Rates of withdrawal because of adverse events were similar across all four treatment groups.

Seizures Pregabalin for add-on treatment in refractory partial seizures has been evaluated in several trials (62M). In 758 patients in three fixed-dose studies the most common adverse effects were related to the central nervous system, and these were responsible for most withdrawals. Dizziness (29%), somnolence (21%), and ataxia (13%) were the most common. Other adverse effects that occurred in more than 10% of patients were weakness (11%) and weight gain (10 versus 1.4% with placebo). Weight gain, defined as a 7% or more increase from baseline, occurred in 18% of patients taking pregabalin and 2.2% of patients taking placebo when baseline was compared with the last visit carried forward. Overall, pregabalin caused a mean gain of 2.1 kg over 3 months. Pregabalin was withdrawn because of adverse effects in 5.3% for dizziness, 3.3% for somnolence, 3.0% for ataxia, 1.8% for weakness, and 0.4% for weight gain. The profile of adverse effects was similar in longer open trials, in which the four most common adverse effects were dizziness (33 with 1.4% withdrawals), somnolence (27 with 1.6% withdrawals), accidental injury (26 with 0.3% withdrawals), and weight gain (22 with 2.0% withdrawals). Most adverse effects were mild to moderate. They were usually dose-related and started in the first 2 weeks of treatment. Pregabalin was also associated with weight gain, which appeared to be dose-related and was seen in up to 14% of patients taking 600 mg/day.

Pregabalin add-on treatment for refractory partial seizures was evaluated in a fixed-dose and a flexible-dose regimen in a double-blind evaluated, placebo-controlled study (63C). Most adverse events were mild or moderate. With the exception of weight gain, the adverse events tended to become less frequent or even to resolve during continued treatment. Adverse events that were reported by 10% or more of 131 patients taking a fixed dose of 600 mg/day compared with a flexible dose of 150–600 mg/day were dizziness (43 and 24%), ataxia (21 and 9.2%), weight gain of 7% or more (20 and 19%), weakness (18 and 17%), somnolence (18 and 19%), vertigo (14 and 11%), diplopia (12 and 6.1%), amblyopia and blurred vision (10 and 2.3%). Reasons for withdrawal were dizziness (14 and 5.3%), ataxia (13 and 3.1%), weight gain (0 and 0%), weakness (2.2 and 0.8%), somnolence (6.6 and 1.5%), vertigo (6.6 and 2.3%), diplopia (4.4 and 1.5%), amblyopia (1.5 and 0.8%), and headache (2.2 and 0%). There was a higher withdrawal rate in the first week of treatment in the fixed-dose group (24 versus 3%). Efficacy was better in the fixed-dose group but tolerability was better in the flexible-dose group.

In a 12-week multicenter, double-blind, randomized, parallel-group, placebo-controlled study of pregabalin 600 mg/day either twice or thrice daily in refractory partial epilepsy the four most common adverse events for the two respective regimens were dizziness (42 and 38%), somnolence (30 and 23%), ataxia (17 and 27%), and weight gain (20 and 15%) (64C).

Systematic review Several of the studies quoted above, in post-herpetic neuralgia, peripheral neuropathy, generalized anxiety, and refractory partial epilepsy (four trials each), have
been reviewed (65M). Most of the reported adverse effects were mild to moderate, were usually dose-related, and started in the first 2 weeks of treatment. Up to 33% of patients taking pregabalin and 10% of those taking placebo withdrew because of adverse effects, which were most often related to the central nervous system. Somnolence and dizziness (in up to 50 and 42% of patients respectively) and peripheral edema in neuropathic pain (19%), ataxia in epilepsy (27%), and headache in anxiety (29%) were the most common adverse events. Other adverse effects that occurred in more than 10% of patients, in decreasing order, were abnormal thinking, weakness, nervousness, amblyopia, amnesia, diarrhea, and incoordination. Pregabalin was also associated with weight gain, which appeared to be dose-related and was seen in up to 14% of patients taking 600 mg/day. The mean weight gain from baseline was 0.50–2.28 kg. Four of 19 patients from one center had myoclonus associated with pregabalin. Severe adverse events were infrequent and were seen in both the pregabalin and the placebo groups; they included accidental injuries, rash, hemiparesis, ventricular asystole, and colitis. There were three deaths due to cardiac arrest, but one was in a patient taking placebo and the other two were not considered to be related to pregabalin. Rapid withdrawal of pregabalin resulted in anxiety, nervousness, and irritability in the anxiety trials; it is not known if similar withdrawal symptoms occur in patients using pregabalin for conditions other than anxiety.

**Nervous system** The most frequent adverse effects of pregabalin in the treatment of neuropathic pain are dizziness (12–28%), somnolence (15–25%), and peripheral edema (3–13%) (66^A^). These effects are dose-related in the therapeutic range of doses (i.e. are collateral effects) and are usually mild to moderate. Other nervous system adverse effects include weakness (6–10%), ataxia (3–10%), headache (6–9%), blurred vision (3–10%), tremor (3–11%), lack of coordination (2–10%), and confusion (incidence unreported).

Encephalopathy with focal brain edema has been described after pregabalin withdrawal in a patient who seems to have been reported twice (67^A^, 68^A^).

- An 80-year old woman with post-herpetic neuralgia abruptly stopped taking pregabalin and 30 hours later developed unexplained nausea, headache, and ataxia, progressing to delirium 8 days later. An MRI brain scan showed T2 hyperintense lesions in the splenium.

Similar MRI abnormalities, interpreted as focal vasogenic edema, develop in some patients with epilepsy after rapid withdrawal of anticonvulsants and patients with high-altitude cerebral edema have abnormalities and the same neurological symptoms. This case is the first to associate abnormalities in the splenium with neurological symptoms after withdrawal of a gabapentin-type anticonvulsant, and is among the first in a patient without epilepsy, suggesting that sudden anticonvulsant withdrawal alone, unaccompanied by seizures, can initiate symptomatic focal brain edema. The similarity of this syndrome to high-altitude cerebral edema suggests a possible common pathophysiology and offers potential therapies.

Of 19 patients with refractory partial epilepsy four had new-onset myoclonic seizures on starting pregabalin (69^C^). One had focal myoclonic jerks of the left arm, and the others had multifocal myoclonus.

In other patients aggravation of seizures was dose-related; it reduced in intensity and frequency on dosage reduction and disappeared when pregabalin was withdrawn (70^C^).

- An 89-year-old woman developed severe asterixis after taking pregabalin 150 mg/day for post-herpetic pain (71A). She had prominent negative myoclonus in all limbs, but slightly more in the arms. The asterixis severely impaired standing and walking and also led to recurrent falls. Other causes of asterixis, such as metabolic disorders, focal brain lesions, and inflammation, were excluded by laboratory tests, cerebrospinal fluid analysis, and CT scanning. Withdrawal led to rapid improvement.

**Drug–drug interactions** Drug interactions with other antiepileptic drugs (carbamazepine, lamotrigine, phenytoin, and valproate) have been studied in patients taking pregabalin 600 mg/day (200 mg tds) for 7 days (72^C^). Trough steady-state concentrations of the other drugs were not affected by pregabalin. Likewise, pregabalin steady-state pharmacokinetics were not affected by the other drugs and were similar to those previously observed in healthy subjects taking pregabalin alone. The combinations were generally well tolerated.
Tiagabine  *(SED-15, 3419; SEDA-29, 95)*

**Observational studies** Tiagabine has been evaluated in a multicenter open study in 243 patients with uncontrolled partial seizures (73c). It was given as adjunctive therapy and titrated stepwise to a target of 40 mg/day, in two or three divided doses, during a 12-week fixed-schedule titration period, followed by a 12-week flexible continuation period. Adverse events were more frequent during the titration period than the continuation period. Most were mild and related to the nervous system. There were nine serious adverse events in those who took twice-daily tiagabine and two in those who took it thrice daily. Common adverse events (at least 5%) in the fixed-schedule titration period were dizziness, somnolence, headache, tremor, weakness, ataxia, confusion, nausea, pharyngitis, infections, depression, myoclonus, amblyopia, and amnesia. Events related to the nervous system, such as dizziness and headache, were generally mild. There were no clinically significant changes in clinical chemistry, hematology, or vital signs.

In an open study of tiagabine as augmentation therapy for anxiety (*n* = 18) cognitive slowing was the most common adverse event (in 44%) (74c). Other adverse events were somnolence (22%) and headache, insomnia, rash, flu-like syndrome, and raised alanine transaminase activity (11% each). These adverse events were mild to moderate and no serious adverse events were reported. Two patients withdrew because of adverse effects.

**Gastrointestinal** In a 3-month open comparative study 91 patients with chronic pain were randomized to gabapentin (maximum dose 2400 mg/day) or tiagabine (24 mg/day) (75c). Four patients taking tiagabine gastric disturbances led to withdrawal from the study.

Topiramate  *(SED-15, 3447; SEDA-27, 81; SEDA-28, 96; SEDA-29, 96)*

**Observational studies** In an open study in 211 patients with treatment-resistant focal epilepsy, topiramate was given in a target dosage of 200 mg/day over a 1-month titration period (76c). In the subsequent 6-month maintenance period, the dosage was varied according to the clinical effect (median topiramate dose 300 mg/day). Topiramate was generally well tolerated and adverse events were mild and transient. There was at least one adverse event in 107 patients (51%). The most common was weight loss, which occurred in 13%, followed by somnolence (11%), paresthesia (10%), insomnia (9%), emotional lability (9%), dizziness (8%), and fatigue (7%); other adverse effects, mostly affecting the nervous system, were rare. Few patients withdrew from the study because of adverse events (7%).

In an open study topiramate was used as monotherapy over 2 years in 692 adults and children with different types and syndromes of epilepsy (77c). The dosage was individually adjusted to a maximum of 400 (median 125) mg/day in adults or 9 (median 3.3) mg/kg/day in children under 12 years. There were adverse events in 65% and serious adverse events in 7.8%. The most frequent adverse event was paresthesia (16%). Other frequent adverse events (in at least 5%) were headache (13%), anorexia (8.4%), weight loss (8.4%), nausea (7.1%), dizziness (6.5%), and somnolence (5.2%). There were kidney stones in two patients (leading to withdrawal in one). Adverse effects were mostly mild. In 7.6% the dosage of topiramate was adjusted and in 9.2% topiramate was withdrawn; 8.8% withdrew from the study because of adverse events.

**Comparative studies** In a randomized 12-week study 31 men with pathologic gambling were randomized to either topiramate (*n* = 15) or fluvoxamine (*n* = 16) (78c). Twelve of the 15 patients from the topiramate group completed the 12-week treatment. Two of the dropouts had topiramate-associated adverse events, such as lack of concentration, dizziness, and vertigo.

In a comparative cross-sectional study of the adverse effects of topiramate and lamotrigine in children, lamotrigine caused adverse effects less often than topiramate; however, both medications were generally well tolerated and events were classified as mild to moderate (19c). Half of the children who took topiramate had an adverse event, compared with one-third of the children who took lamotrigine. The adverse events were mostly related to the nervous system, occurred early in treatment, and were more frequent when topiramate
was given as adjunctive therapy. Poor appetite, drowsiness, speech difficulties, and weight loss were observed only with topiramate, rash and headaches only with lamotrigine. Nervousness and seizure aggravation were more frequent with topiramate. There were sleep disturbances with lamotrigine.

**Placebo-controlled studies** In a randomized, placebo-controlled study obese subjects with hypertension took topiramate 96 mg/day \((n = 175)\) or 192 mg/day \((n = 178)\) \((79^c)\). Adverse events were mostly related to the nervous system and included paresthesia, fatigue, taste disturbance, loss of appetite, and difficulty in concentration and attention. Paresthesia was the most common adverse event, in 33\%, and was attributed to inhibition of carbonic anhydrase. The proportions of patients who withdrew because of adverse effects were 7\% with placebo, 14\% with topiramate 96 mg/day, and 15\% with 192 mg/day. There were serious adverse events possibly related to topiramate in five patients: vertigo, hypesthesia, tremor, fatigue, psychomotor slowing, and renal pain.

In a 10-week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial topiramate was evaluated in 30 patients with bulimia nervosa \((80^c)\). There were significant changes in the frequency of binging/purging, body weight, and quality of life compared with placebo. According to the authors all the patients tolerated topiramate well.

In a 4-week, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 65 children aged 6–17 years with bipolar disorder, the most common adverse events with topiramate included reduced appetite (28\%), nausea (24\%), diarrhea (14\%), and paresthesia (14\%) \((81^c)\). Of these, only reduced appetite and nausea were more common during topiramate therapy. One patient in each group withdrew because of adverse effects. Topiramate caused significant weight loss compared with placebo; the mean change in body weight from baseline to final visit was −1.76 compared with +0.95 kg with placebo; however, none withdrew because of weight loss.

**Retrospective studies** Topiramate add-on treatment in juvenile myoclonic epilepsy has been evaluated post-hoc in a subgroup of 22 patients from two 20-week multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled studies \((82^c)\). The target dose of topiramate was 400 mg/day (adults) or 6 mg/kg/day (children). The most common adverse events in the topiramate-treated patients \((n = 11)\) were nausea \((n = 5)\), insomnia \((n = 3)\), upper respiratory tract infections \((n = 3)\), and abnormal vision, reduced appetite, difficulty in concentration/attention, diarrhea, epistaxis, and flu-like symptoms \((n = 2)\). Two patients taking topiramate withdrew because of adverse events.

A retrospective parental survey of 21 children aged 6–18 years demonstrated the efficacy and safety of topiramate in the treatment of chronic daily headache (average dose 30 mg/day) \((83^c)\). In those who responded to treatment there were no adverse events. Of the eight non-responders, six discontinued topiramate because they thought it was ineffective. Another complained of abdominal problems and mild paresthesia, and another non-responder had dysphoria and hallucinations while taking only 25 mg/day.

The time course of adverse events in 264 patients with focal epilepsy taking topiramate 200 mg/day added to carbamazepine has been evaluated in a post hoc analysis of data from a 12-week multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in three groups of adults with refractory focal epilepsy \((84^c)\). The only significant adverse events were nervousness and paresthesia, which were more frequent in those taking topiramate (9 versus 2\%). The average adverse event time was longer with topiramate than with placebo. Of the 10 most common single adverse events when topiramate was gradually titrated to 200 mg/day, the daily incidence of seven adverse events (somnolence, loss of appetite, nervousness, fatigue, dizziness, upper respiratory tract infection, and vertigo) peaked during titration and then fell to rates similar to placebo. The daily incidence of paresthesia increased during titration and was maintained for the duration of the study. Relatively few patients had cognitive symptoms (9\% with topiramate, 5\% with placebo). However, cognitive adverse effects were the most common reason for withdrawal of treatment. In those taking topiramate there was average weight loss of 2.0 kg.

**Sensory systems** Topiramate may be associated with acute myopia and secondary angle
compulsive disorder has also been reported (86A). Problems, mood lability, nervousness, depression, behavioral problems as well as several psychiatric adverse events, such as reversible after withdrawal.

Psychiatric Topiramate has been associated with several psychiatric adverse events, such as nervousness, depression, behavioral problems, mood lability, and psychosis. Obsessive-compulsive disorder has also been reported (86A).

- A 19-year-old man with focal epilepsy took carbamazepine 1000 mg/day and lamotrigine 300 mg/day. Because his seizures persisted topiramate was added up to 200 mg/day and the dose of carbamazepine was reduced to 300 mg/day. Behavioral problems started within a week and worsened over the following months. He finally developed obsessive-compulsive disorder. Citalopram was given in doses up to 60 mg/day and topiramate was tapered within 2 weeks. The symptoms improved.

The authors discussed the hypothesis of a coincidental finding as well as the development of an alternative psychosis but finally attributed the patient’s psychiatric disorder to topiramate. Three patients with hypomania associated with topiramate have been reported. All had chronic mood disorders and all developed symptoms of hypomania soon after starting to take topiramate titrated up to 100 mg/day in addition to pre-existing psychotropic drugs (87C). The authors speculated that the antidepressant effects of topiramate had caused hypomania by release of monoamine neurotransmitters.

Metabolism Topiramate commonly causes weight loss. In an 8-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of topiramate 250 mg/day in the treatment of aggression in 42 men with borderline personality disorder there was significant weight loss of 5.0 kg (95% CI = 3.4, 6.5) (88C). There were no psychotic symptoms or other serious adverse events. Some patients complained of fatigue, dizziness, headache, or paresthesia.

In a 10-week randomized, double-blind, study in 64 women with recurrent major depressive disorder, the dosage of topiramate was titrated up to 200 mg/day (89C). There were no serious adverse effects, including psychotic symptoms and suicidal acts. Adverse effects such as headache, fatigue, dizziness, and paresthesia were rated as mild. After 10 weeks there was weight loss, which was usually regarded as beneficial.

Acid-base balance Since topiramate can be associated with metabolic acidosis in both children and adults the incidence and magnitude of the effect of topiramate on serum bicarbonate concentrations in an adult population have been evaluated in a retrospective cohort study in 54 patients (40 women), of whom 26 had low serum bicarbonate concentrations while taking topiramate (mean concentration 18.8 mmol/l, range 13–21) (90C). However, this was not associated with any clinically significant problems.

Sexual function Topiramate can be associated with erectile dysfunction (91A).

- A 37-year-old man with cryptogenic frontal lobe epilepsy took topiramate up to 200 mg/day as adjunctive therapy while taking carbamazepine 1200 mg/day and valproate 900 mg/day. Two weeks after reaching the maximal dose of topiramate he complained of erectile dysfunction. After withdrawal of topiramate, sexual function was completely restored within 1 month.
- A 43-year-old man with cryptogenic temporal lobe epilepsy was randomized to topiramate during a multicenter study, and 4 weeks after the target dose of 100 mg/day had been reached reported erectile dysfunction. Withdrawal of topiramate resulted in normal sexual function within 2 weeks.

The authors speculated that erectile dysfunction with topiramate may be due to low concentrations of free testosterone after increased hepatic metabolism.

Body temperature Severe hyperthermia resulting in residual cerebellar and cognitive dysfunction has been reported in a patient taking topiramate (92A).

- A 27-year-old man was found unconscious with generalized status epilepticus. His rectal temperature was 42.9 ºC, blood pressure 94/42 mmHg, pulse 155/minute, and respiratory rate 30/minute. He was intubated and his epileptic seizures were controlled with different antiepileptic drugs. He developed acute renal insufficiency secondary to rhabdomyolysis and disseminated intravascular coagulation. One week after the episode of hyperthermia he developed action tremors of the body. This was a case of an idiosyncratic anticonvulsant reaction as the patient was otherwise in relatively good health. Topiramate was stopped and the patient was treated with dantrolene. His body temperature returned to normal within 1 day and the tremors resolved within 2 days. Therefore, it is recommended to continuously monitor body temperature in patients taking topiramate, especially during periods of increased heat stress.

closure glaucoma. Up to March 2004 the Spanish System of Pharmacovigilance collected six reports of myopia and two of glaucoma in eight patients who had taken topiramate 25–100 mg/day (85C). These adverse events occurred early in the course of treatment and were reversible after withdrawal.
hands, bilateral dysmetria, head tremor, and severe gait disturbances. He was unable to stand. He had been taking topiramate 200 mg bd for aggressive behavior for 2 years with lorazepam 1 mg bd. After withdrawal of topiramate he improved. However, 11 months later he was still having bilateral arm and head tremors and slurred speech.

The authors attributed severe heatstroke to topiramate and suggested that the underlying mechanism of disturbed thermoregulation may have been related to inhibition of carbonic anhydrase, which is involved in sweat production and thermoregulation.

Drug–drug interactions  

**Enzyme-inducing co-medication** can reduce serum topiramate concentrations by about a half in children and one-third in adults. The steady-state pharmacokinetics of topiramate have been compared in 70 children and 70 adults with epilepsy (93c). In the absence of enzyme-inducing co-medications, the mean oral clearance of topiramate was 42% higher in children than in adults. Co-medication with enzyme-inducing antiepileptic drugs increased the apparent oral clearance of topiramate by about 1.5–2 times. The oral clearance of topiramate was highest in young children and fell progressively with age until puberty, presumably because of age-dependent changes in the rate of drug metabolism. The authors suggested that younger patients may require higher dosages to achieve serum topiramate concentrations comparable with those found in older children and adults.

The effect of enzyme induction by carbamazepine on the pharmacokinetics and metabolic profile of topiramate has been studied in 20 healthy volunteers who took a single oral dose of topiramate 200 mg on two randomized occasions, once alone and once on day 18 of a 24-day course of carbamazepine (maintenance dosage 600 mg/day) (94c). There were no serious adverse events. Those possibly related to topiramate alone (somnolence, taste alteration, and paresthesia in four subjects) were mild to moderate. Topiramate concentrations in the urine were unchanged by carbamazepine, although mean oral clearance increased two-fold.

**Valproate sodium and semisodium (divalproex)**  

(SED-15, 3579; SEDA-27, 82; SEDA-28, 99; SEDA-29, 97)

**Observational studies**  
The tolerability of antiepileptic drugs has been examined in 780 adult and adolescent patients with newly diagnosed epilepsy presenting with a range of seizure types and epilepsy syndromes over 20 years period (95c). Sodium valproate ($n = 315$), carbamazepine ($n = 312$), and lamotrigine ($n = 249$) were the most common drugs prescribed as first monotherapy. Seizure freedom was achieved with modest or moderate daily doses (median carbamazepine 400 mg, valproate 1000 mg, lamotrigine 150 mg) in most of the patients who achieved remission. The time to the first seizure did not differ among the three drugs. Adverse effects leading to withdrawal were less common with valproate (7%) and lamotrigine (7%) than with carbamazepine (16%). Among the 178 patients taking valproate, 17 withdrew because of adverse effects—rash, tiredness, and headache in one patient each, ataxia, weight gain, and other adverse effects in two patients each, tremor in three patients, and nausea or vomiting in five. Sedation and mood changes were not seen.

In a community-based cross-sectional study using a questionnaire, patients with epilepsy were asked about complaints they had associated with the use of valproate and other antiepileptic drugs (3c). The complaints that were associated with valproate, with a threshold of 15% of patients were weight gain (22%), fatigue and tremor (21% each), memory problems (19%), and tiredness (19%).

Divalproex sodium and generic immediate-release valproic acid have been compared in a 6-year prospective clinical study of 9260 psychiatric admissions (96c). In-patients who initially took divalproex sodium had a 33% longer hospital stay and a 3.8% higher re-admission rate than patients who initially took valproic acid. Initial treatment with divalproex prolonged length of stay by 30% in patients taking divalproex and valproic acid during subsequent admissions. After other variables had been controlled by analysis of variance, the hospital stay of patients who continued to take the initial medication was 15% longer (2.0 days) for divalproex than valproic acid. Switching medications was more common for valproic
acid, partly because of the study design. There was medication intolerance in about 6.4% more patients taking valproic acid than divalproex. However, switching from valproic acid to divalproex did not significantly prolong length of stay over that for continuous divalproex or increase the rehospitalization rate. The authors concluded that lower peak valproate concentrations with divalproex sodium may be associated with improved tolerance but less effectiveness. Modified-release divalproex could reduce effectiveness further and require higher doses. Thus, inpatients are better served by starting with generic valproic acid and by changing to modified-release divalproex only if intolerance occurs. This would save up to one-third of inpatient costs and two-thirds of a billion dollars yearly in medication costs.

**Nervous system** Valproate causes postural tremor in 6–45% of patients. Its characteristics have not been quantitatively assessed, and it is not known whether the prevalence or severity of tremor is affected by the valproate formulation (modified-release versus conventional). In a prospective study, 18 consecutive patients with newly diagnosed focal or generalized epilepsy were assigned to valproate (n = 10) or modified-release valproate (n = 8) monotherapy (97c). At baseline, the two groups had similar postural tremor amplitudes. At follow-up, after at least 8 weeks, those who had taken the modified-release formulation had remained at the same level, whereas those who had taken the conventional formulation had a significant increase in tremor amplitude despite comparable valproate doses and comparable plasma valproate concentrations. These results suggest that modified-release valproate may cause less tremor activity than conventional valproate. The mechanisms underlying this difference are unclear but may include greater peak:trough concentration variation.

The authors pointed out that reversible valproate-associated parkinsonism, which was originally reported in 1994, emerged only 4 years later in 1998 in the FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting System (AERS). The apparent delay can be explained by the fact that the FDA adopted a new dictionary for coding adverse events in November 1997, before which extrapyramidal disorder, a more general term, was used for coding parkinsonism and Parkinson’s disease. These findings emphasize the need for clinicians to take the first step in post-marketing surveillance by reporting unanticipated possibly drug-related events to manufacturers and governmental agencies (98c).

**Sensory systems** To investigate whether initial valproate monotherapy causes visual field defects and visual dysfunction, visual fields were examined in 18 patients with epilepsy (aged 18–50 years) who had taken valproate monotherapy for 2–20 years (99c). None of the patients had vigabatrin-type concentric visual field defects. There were acquired color vision defects in two patients. All had normal contrast sensitivity. The authors concluded that valproate is not associated with visual field defects similar to vigabatrin, but can cause abnormalities in color vision.

**Metabolism** The effects of valproate 2070 mg/day and lamotrigine 250 mg/day on total plasma homocysteine, plasma and erythrocyte folate, and plasma vitamin B12 concentrations have been studied in 20 patients with epilepsy before and after a 32-week period of monotherapy (27c). Lamotrigine had no effect, but valproate caused a 57% increase in plasma vitamin B12 concentrations over baseline and a 27% fall in plasma homocysteine concentrations. The mechanisms of these changes are unknown. The data suggest that hyperhomocysteinemia may not be a serious clinical problem among patients with epilepsy taking lamotrigine or valproate.

**Hematologic** Fanconi syndrome has been reported in a child taking valproate (100a).

- A 2-year-old girl with mental retardation, quadriplegia, and epilepsy developed an autoimmune hemolytic anemia and renal Fanconi syndrome. She had been treated with zonisamide and clobazam from 3 months of age and valproic acid from 1 year. A Coombs’ test was positive. She had a metabolic acidosis with hypernatremia, hyperchloremia, hypokalemia, hypophosphatemia, and hypouricemia. Although the serum concentration of valproate was within the reference range at 34 mg/l, the ammonia concentration was increased at 1140 (reference range 120–660) mg/l. Valproate was withdrawn, the anemia resolved, and the Coombs’ test became negative 2 weeks later; she recovered completely within 3 months.

Although the pathogenetic mechanism involved in the development of valproate-associated Fan-
coni syndrome is unknown, immunological abnormalities caused by valproate were implicated by the authors.

Three cases of acute leukemia with features of secondary leukemia have been reported in patients taking valproic acid: two cases of acute myelogenous leukemia with multilineage dysplasia, one with trisomy 8 and one with monosomy 7, and one case of secondary acute lymphoblastic leukemia with del (7) (q22q34), del (9) (q21.11q22), del (11) (q12q23) (101c). One patient had a previous myelodysplastic syndrome while taking valproic acid. The authors proposed that valproic acid can cause secondary leukemia by increasing DNA damage through chronic inhibition of histone deacetylase. However, given that valproate has been available for many decades all over the world and is very widely used but an association with leukemia has not been reported before, this association may have been coincidental. The authors cautioned that it needs to be confirmed in larger prospective epidemiological studies to further elucidate the role of valproate, if any, and histone deacetylation in the development of leukemia.

Salivary glands

Sialadenosis, a non-inflammatory parenchymatous salivary gland disease that causes recurrent bilateral swelling of the salivary glands, is a very rare adverse effect of valproic acid that has been reported only once in the world literature to date.

- A 26-year-old woman with posttraumatic epilepsy developed bilateral swelling of her parotid glands (102A). She had initially taken phenoxytoin, but when the seizures persisted, valproate 300 mg tds was started. A few weeks later she noted increasing painless swellings in both parotid glands. She also became aware of a slight enlargement and induration in both submandibular glands. She developed a typical “hamster-like” facial expression, with pouched cheeks. In a biopsy from the right parotid gland there were no histological signs of inflammation. Light and electron microscopy of all the affected salivary glands showed granular sialadenosis with predominantly moderate electron-dense secretory cytoplasmic granules. There were no relevant degenerative alterations. There was no histological evidence of peripheral neuropathy of the nerve supply, leading to disordered activity of acinar cells by loss of neurosecretory granules. Withdrawal of valproate and switching to carbamazepine only slightly reduced the parotid gland swelling, although it was softer. Glucocorticoid therapy was ineffective and she had lateral parotidectomy, with a satisfactory outcome.

Liver

The use of valproate in bipolar disorder is associated with extremely low rates of hepatotoxicity (1/49 000) and pancreatitis (<1%), which are more common in younger patients and do not justify the routine monitoring of hepatic function and amylase activity (103B).

Hepatocellular carcinoma arising in non-alcoholic steatohepatitis has been reported in a patient taking valproic acid (104A).

- A 64-year-old man was incidentally found to have multiple tumors in the liver when he developed pneumonia. He was obese and had taken a standard dose of valproic acid since clipping surgery for subarachnoid hemorrhage 17 years before, since when he had not taken any alcohol. He had moderate hyperlipidemia and no evidence of diabetes mellitus or hepatitis B or C infection. He died of hepatic insufficiency and at autopsy a tumor, maximum 13 cm in diameter, occupied the entire left lobe and one-third of the right lobe of the liver. Histologically it was a moderately differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma with foci of poorly differentiated tumor. The non-malignant area showed non-alcoholic steatohepatitis with moderate bridging fibrosis, without interface hepatitis, hemochromatosis, or copper accumulation.

The authors speculated that obesity, hyperlipidemia, and long-term valproic acid could all have been associated with non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, which in turn may have contributed to the development of hepatocellular carcinoma.

Hair

Thinning of the hair has been attributed to valproate (105A).

- A 16-year-old girl took magnesium valproate 800 mg/day for 5 months and developed diffuse hair thinning, more evident in the frontal and parietal regions. Valproate was withdrawn and 2 months later the hair shedding stopped, and there was significant hair re-growth with no evidence of thinning.

- A 24-year-old woman taking magnesium valproate developed hair loss after the dose of adjunctive lamotrigine was increased to 100 mg/day. She continued to take the treatment because seizure control was stable; the hair loss persisted. Androgenetic hair loss was excluded on the basis of the clinical presentation and trichography.

Reproductive system

Women aged 18–45 years (n = 80) with bipolar disorder and not taking steroid contraceptives were recruited to complete questionnaires about their menstrual cycle and to provide blood samples for measurement of a range of reproductive endocrine and metabolic hormone concentrations.
There were current menopausal abnormalities in 52 of the 80 women, 40 of whom reported at least one menopausal abnormality that had preceded the diagnosis of bipolar disorder. Menopausal abnormalities had developed after treatment for bipolar disorder in 15, 14 of whom had developed the abnormalities after treatment with valproate. Of those 15, 12 reported changes in menstrual flow (heavy or prolonged bleeding) and five reported changes in cycle frequency. There were no significant differences between women who took or did not take valproate in mean free or total serum testosterone concentrations. However, among those who took valproate, the duration of use correlated significantly with free testosterone concentrations. Three of the 50 women taking valproate, and none of the 22 taking other antimanic medications, met the criteria for polycystic ovary disease. Other reproductive and metabolic values outside the reference ranges included raised 17-alpha-OH-progesterone, luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone ratios, homeostatic model assessment (HOMA) values, and low estrogen and dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS) concentrations. Pre-existing menopausal abnormalities predicted higher concentrations of 17-alpha-OH-progesterone, free testosterone, and estrone, as well as the development of new menopausal abnormalities. Body mass index (BMI) was significantly positively correlated with free testosterone concentrations and insulin resistance across all subjects, regardless of medication. The authors concluded that menopausal disturbances are common in women with bipolar disorder and in many cases precede diagnosis and treatment. Treatment with valproate also contributes significantly to the development of menopausal abnormalities and increased testosterone concentrations over time. Some bipolar women, regardless of type of medication, have reproductive and metabolic hormonal abnormalities, but the causes of such abnormalities require further study. Women with pre-existing menopausal abnormalities may represent a group at risk for reproductive dysfunction while they are being treated for bipolar disorder.

Teratogenicity Neurological and cognitive functions in school-aged children exposed to valproate monotherapy in utero have been evaluated in a population-based, evaluator-blinded, controlled study (107C). The children (n = 39, aged 6.6–13 years) and their mothers were identified through a pregnancy registry. Mothers taking carbamazepine monotherapy and mothers with epilepsy but no antiepileptic drug treatment during pregnancy and their age- and sex-matched children served as controls. The prevalence of low intelligence (IQ < 70) was 19% and the prevalence of exceptionally low intelligence (IQ < 70) 10% in the children who had been exposed to valproate. In contrast, the children who had been exposed to carbamazepine and the children of women with epilepsy but without drug exposure during pregnancy all had at least low average intelligence. The mothers who had used valproate scored significantly lower in IQ tests and also had a significantly lower educational level. Altogether 21% of the children had minor neurological dysfunction. The authors cautioned that in a population-based setting, inheritance and environmental factors could have partly explained the increased prevalence of neurocognitive symptoms in children exposed to valproate in utero, although there is concern about possible long-term adverse effects of intrauterine valproate exposure.

Valproate embryopathy is a well recognized syndrome caused by prenatal exposure to the valproic acid. In five half-siblings with the same mother (four different fathers) who all had valproate embryopathy, valproic acid 500–2000 mg/day was the sole anticonvulsant in all five pregnancies (108C). Mean birth weight at term was 2900 (range 2400–3400) g. Common features of valproate embryopathy in the five children included flat, broad nasal bridge (5/5), hypoplastic midface (4/5), hypertelorism/telecanthus (4/5), a smooth philtrum (4/5), a thin upper lip (5/5), and long thin tapering fingers (4/5). Other features were hypoplastic fifth toenails (2/5), irregularly placed toes (2/5), micro/brachycephaly (2/5), cleft palate (1/5), duplication cyst of small intestine (1/5), and hemangioma (1/5). None had a neural tube defect. Neuropsychological testing of the three children over 4 years of age showed cognitive ability in the low normal or borderline range (mean IQ = 83; range 75–86), with significantly lower scores of adaptive behavior and motor skills. Although fetal valproate embryopathy may at least in part have been responsible for the low normal or borderline IQ and the delay in early speech and...
motor development, the authors suggested that parental neglect may have contributed to the cognitive profile. In addition, documentation of valproate embryopathy in all five pregnancies lends further support to the speculation that as yet unspecified genetic factors may increase the risk of valproate embryopathy.

**Drug dosage regimens** In a retrospective review of the medical records of 14 in-patients with acute mania whose treatment included divalproex ER 30 mg/kg/day (mean 2034, range 1500–3000 mg/day), two had documented adverse effects, none severe (109c). The results suggested that divalproex ER can be safely administered by oral loading and that using a standard loading protocol can result in therapeutic serum concentrations in most patients in 3 days or less.

**Drug administration route** In 102 adult patients who took standardized high-dosage intravenous valproate in various emergencies, including status epilepticus, mild adverse effects occurred in seven (110c). They included a non-specific feeling of warmth with dizziness for some seconds during fast bolus injection in three patients. One patient developed a moderate generalized allergic skin reaction, which disappeared within a few hours after withdrawal of therapy, one had nausea and vomiting, and one had mild fatigue plus a transient tremor of both hands. There were no reactions at injection sites. Serious adverse effects were not documented. In particular there was no evidence of sedation, cardiorespiratory disturbances, or hypotension, as are often seen with barbiturates and phenytoin.

Intravenous valproate is an emerging treatment option for acute migraine. Data in adults suggests both efficacy and tolerability of rapid infusion of valproate as abortive therapy, but there are few data in children. In a retrospective chart review of all children who received intravenous valproate (mean 976 mg infused over 12 minutes) valproate infusion was well tolerated (111c). Adverse events included cold sensation (n = 1), dizziness (n = 3), nausea (n = 1), a possible absence seizure (n = 1), paresthesia (n = 2), and tachycardia (n = 2).

**Drug overdose** The clinical features, complications, and pharmacokinetics of valproic acid after intentional acute overdose have been described in six patients (112c). The doses were 18, 24, 30, 50, and 60 g; in one case the dose was unknown. The nervous system was predominantly affected (6/6), followed by respiratory failure (5/6) and multiorgan failure (2/6). Mechanical ventilation was required in five of six patients because of respiratory depression or profound coma. Hemodialysis was used in 4/6 of the cases because of hyperammonemia, a worsening neurological condition, or organ dysfunction. Cerebral edema and hemorrhagic pancreatitis occurred in two patients and two died. The valproate peak concentration was 520–1700 mg/l (mean 1127 mg/l). Ammonia was raised in all cases (mean 5500 µg/l. All the patients had signs of impaired mitochondrial beta-oxidation, with increased serum concentrations of medium- and long-chain acyl-carnitines.

**Drug–drug interactions**

**Anticancer drugs** A pharmacokinetic interaction of valproic acid with anticancer drugs has been observed in a patient with epilepsy (113A).

- A 34-year-old man with epilepsy taking valproic acid underwent cisplatin-based chemotherapy for a testicular tumor. The first cycle of chemotherapy reduced the serum valproate concentration by about 50% and several generalized tonic–clonic seizures resulted. The next six cycles over 7 months also caused seizures in association with reduced serum valproate concentrations. In contrast, the serum concentration of phenytoin, which was given daily after the second cycle of chemotherapy, was unchanged. After the completion of chemotherapy, the serum concentration of a tumor marker, hCGbeta, fell to 1.2 ng/ml from more than 120 ng/ml.

The authors concluded that careful monitoring of valproate concentrations is necessary during cancer chemotherapy, because anticancer agents can reduce the serum concentration and antiepileptic activity of valproate.

**Antiepileptic drugs** The effect of zonisamide on the steady-state pharmacokinetics of valproate sodium has been studied in 22 patients with epilepsy aged 18–55 years in an open study (114c). Steady-state zonisamide (200 mg bd) had no significant effect on the mean C\textsubscript{max}, AUC, or other pharmacokinetic parameters of valproic acid. In the presence of valproic acid,
mean zonisamide oral clearance (1.23 l/hour) and half-life (53 hours) were generally consistent with values reported in healthy volunteers taking zonisamide monotherapy. The authors concluded that there is no interaction of these two drugs.

**Carbapenems** A probable interaction of meropenem with valproic acid resulted in epileptic seizures (115A).

- A 21-year-old woman had a generalized tonic–clonic seizure and was given a continuous intravenous infusion of valproic acid 1000 mg/day over 24 hours. On day 6, the serum valproic acid concentration was 53 µg/ml. On day 13, intravenous meropenem 1 g tds was started. On day 15, when she was afebrile, she had numerous myoclonic seizures involving her arms and face; the serum valproic acid concentration was 42 µg/ml. The dose of valproic acid was increased to 2880 mg. Two days later, she had a generalized tonic–clonic seizure despite the increased dosage, and the plasma concentration of valproic acid fell to 7 µg/ml. The dose of valproic acid was increased to 3600 mg/day but the serum concentration remained below 10 µg/ml. On day 19 meropenem was withdrawn. The serum valproic acid concentration rose to 52 µg/ml on day 27.

The authors reviewed the literature and found 11 cases of interactions of carbapenem antibiotics with valproic acid. A possible mechanism is increased glucuronidation of valproate, and a direct proconvulsant effect of the antibiotic may also contribute.

**Oral contraceptives** An interaction of valproate with a combined oral contraceptive has been reported (116A).

- A 26-year-old woman had her first convulsion during her first menstrual cycle at age 13 years. Partial seizures began at age 23 years soon after the introduction of an oral contraceptive containing ethynodiol diacetate 1 mg and ethinylestradiol 35 micrograms. Her seizures occurred more often while she was taking active rather than inactive oral contraceptive formulations. Morning trough serum valproate concentrations were 54 µg/ml during the third week of active pill use and 139 µg/ml on days 5–7 of inactive pill use. Serum concentrations during subsequent cycles confirmed lower concentrations during the use of active pills (total 70 µg/ml, unbound 6.9 µg/ml) than inactive pills (total 110 µg/ml, unbound 12.8 µg/ml).

The authors suggested that oral contraceptives may have induced glucuronidation, which inactivates valproate.

**Psychotropic drugs** Interactions of valproate with psychotropic medications of all types have been reviewed, with a particular focus on mechanisms and potential clinical consequences (117B). More specifically interactions caused by inhibition by valproate of uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferases (UDPGT), which metabolizes lamotrigine and olanzapine. For other psychotropic drugs, such as chlorpromazine, clozapine, doxepin, imipramine, lorazepam, loxapine, oxazepam, and temazepam, inhibition of UDPGT is less likely to affect their metabolism. However, valproate also inhibits CYP isozymes. One example is CYP2C9, which is an important although not a major metabolic enzyme for olanzapine, phenobarbital, and thioridazine. Valproate also inhibits CYP2C19, which is important for the metabolism of olanzapine, methphenobarbital, and phenobarbital. These interactions can result in adverse effects (for example sedation when valproate is added to phenobarbital and hypersensitivity skin reactions when valproate is added to lamotrigine). When valproate is used, lower doses and slower titration is recommended for add-on treatment with phenobarbital or lamotrigine.

**Management of adverse drug reactions** The use of carnitine in patients with acute valproate poisoning and a raised ammonia concentration has been reviewed in 674 patients, median age 26 (range 1–58) years (118A). Carnitine (55 doses) was given to 19 patients who had taken valproate alone and 196 doses of carnitine were given to patients with mixed overdoses that included valproate, all with raised ammonia concentrations. None had an allergic reaction or other adverse effects.

- A 19-year-old man had fatal cerebral edema after an overdose of valproic acid 20 g (333 mg/kg) modified-release tablets with risperidone 60 mg and venlafaxine 3 g (119A). He was awake but lethargic, and after 43 hours his mental status began to worsen and at 48 hours intubation was necessary. His serum ammonia concentration was 3380 µg/l (reference range 150–560 µg/l). At 65 hours the ammonia concentration was markedly increased at 11910 µg/l and the valproic acid concentration was moderately raised at 192 mg/l. By 90 hours the ammonia concentration had fallen to 1170 µg/l. By 110 hours he had fixed dilated pupils and bilateral extensor posturing. CT scans of the brain showed cerebral edema and possible tentorial herniation. Brain blood flow studies at 120
hours showed no cerebral perfusion and he was declared brain dead. The ammonia concentration at that time was 800 µg/l and the serum valproic acid concentration was 61 mg/l.

This case was unusual because of the modest quantity of valproic acid ingested and the similarly modest serum concentration of 305 mg/l with a very high ammonia concentration.

**Vigabatrin** *(SED-15, 3623; SEDA-27, 83; SEDA-28, 101; SEDA-29, 99)*

**Sensory systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dots classification:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reaction: Visual field loss from vigabatrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose relation: Collateral reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time course: Late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptibility factors: More common in adults</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In patients with intractable partial epilepsy taking vigabatrin add-on treatment, there were visual field defects in at least one eye in 27 of 34 patients (120c). Of the subgroup of 27 patients who had both eyes reliably tested, 16 had bilateral defects, of whom seven were severely affected and had nasally dominant, crescentic, or concentric defects. Five had unilateral visual field defects. Four of the 27 affected patients reported blurred vision. There were no significant differences between patients with and without visual field defects in terms of age, sex, duration, or cause of the epilepsy, and duration, maximum daily dose, or cumulative dose of vigabatrin.

The effects of vigabatrin on visual function in children, particularly in those who have been exposed to vigabatrin in utero, are little studied. Visual function has been studied in two children who were exposed prenatally to vigabatrin and other antiepileptic drugs (121c). In the first case the mother had taken vigabatrin 1 g/day and carbamazepine; a concentric field defect was found. She also had a homonymous quadrantanopia after temporal lobe surgery for epilepsy. The child was examined at the age of 7 years and 9 months; standard ophthalmological examination, including static perimetry, was normal. In the second case the mother had taken carbamazepine and valproate, and vigabatrin 3 g/day was added at week 16. Standard ophthalmological examination, including static perimetry, was normal. The child was examined at the age of 6 years and 10 months. Major and minor malformations were found, including left radius aplasia, a long philtrum, dextrocardia, two superior vena cava, and hypospadias. Standard ophthalmological examination showed visual acuities of 0.8 and cycloplegic refraction sf + 0.75 D in both eyes. Kinetic perimetry was inconclusive and field-specific visual evoked potentials were normal, but there were early positive responses in peripheral recordings, the significance of which was unclear. The two children who had been exposed to vigabatrin in utero had no overt ophthalmic abnormalities. However, it is still unclear whether prenatal vigabatrin exposure carries a risk of visual dysfunction. There were no structural eye malformations, but there were borderline abnormalities of perimetry and field-specific visual evoked potentials.

Flash electroretinography has been recorded in 11 adults taking vigabatrin with other antiepileptic drugs, six of whom stopped taking vigabatrin, and nine children who took vigabatrin alone or with other antiepileptic drugs, five of whom discontinued vigabatrin (122c). Abnormal b-waves were found in 16%, 30 Hz flicker in 50%, and oscillatory potentials in 76%. Of the nine patients who continued to take vigabatrin (four children and five adults), one child had attenuated oscillatory potentials and two unchanged electroretinography; two of the adults had unchanged electroretinography, and two had changes in b-waves and/or flicker and/or oscillatory potentials. Electroretinography in 4/5 children greatly improved after withdrawal of vigabatrin and was unchanged in the fifth; there were mild to moderate improvements in flicker and oscillatory potentials in 4/6 adults after withdrawal of vigabatrin and no changes in two.

Contrast sensitivity and visual acuity have been studied in 28 children (mean age 4.9 years) with seizure disorders who had taken vigabatrin and 14 healthy children (mean age 3.1 years) (123c). Both were reduced in vigabatrin-treated children with infantile spasms compared with vigabatrin-treated children with other seizure disorders and the healthy subjects. The other factors examined had no significant effect on
contrast sensitivity or visual acuity, with adjustment for seizure type. The reduced vision was probably associated with infantile spasms rather than with vigabatrin.

**Zonisamide** (SED-15, 3728; SEDA-27, 83; SEDA-28, 101; SEDA-29, 100)

**Placebo-controlled studies** Zonisamide has been assessed in 351 patients with refractory partial seizures taking a stable regimen of 1–3 antiepileptic drugs in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study (124C). The most common adverse events at respective doses of 100, 300, and 500 mg/day were somnolence (5.4, 3.6, 14%), headache (7.1, 13, 6.8%), dizziness (1.8, 7.3, 12%), and nausea (3.6, 11, 7.6%) during the titration phase and headache (11, 11, and 4.2%) and pharyngitis (11, 1.8, 2.5%) during the subsequent fixed-dose phase; zonisamide was withdrawn because of adverse effects in 1.8, 18, and 27%.

In an analysis of four randomized, placebo-controlled, add-on studies of zonisamide in patients with drug-resistant partial epilepsy the relative risk of withdrawal of zonisamide was 1.64 (1.20, 2.26) at a dosage of 300–500 mg/day, and 1.47 (1.07, 2.02) at a dosage of 100–500 mg/day. The following adverse effects were significantly associated with zonisamide compared with placebo: ataxia OR = 4.50 (99% CI = 1.05, 19.2); dizziness 1.77 (1.00, 3.12); somnolence 1.96 (1.12, 3.44); agitation 2.37 (1.00, 5.64); and anorexia 3.00 (1.31, 6.88) (125M).

In a chart review of 45 patients aged 8–18 years with absence seizures, 23 became free of seizures; two stopped taking zonisamide, one because of increased seizures and one because of sleepiness and inefficacy (126C).

**Urinary tract** Renal calculi occur at a rate of about 1% in patients with bipolar disorder taking zonisamide, and the risk increases if zonisamide is given in combination with other carbonic anhydrase inhibitors, such as acetazolamide and topiramate (103R). The risk factors for crystalluria due to antiepileptic drugs has been studied in 278 urine specimens from patients with epilepsy aged between 7 months and 36 years, mean age 12 years (127C). The antiepileptic drugs studied were valproate (174 urinary samples), zonisamide (139), carbamazepine (138), phenobarbital (65), phenytoin (52), acetazolamide (17), clonazepam (15), sulfameth (6), ethosuximide (6), nitrazepam (4), and clobazam (4). Zonisamide, sulfameth, and an alkaline urine were risk factors.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Age** In a review of the charts of 50 children (mean age 9.1 years, range 9 months to 20 years) who received zonisamide (mean 16 mg/kg/day), eight were seizure-free and 11 others had a 50% or more improvement in seizure control, including 11 of 28 patients for whom treatment with six or more antiepileptic drugs was insufficient; 31 had at least one adverse event while taking zonisamide (128C). The most common adverse effects were reduced appetite (n = 14), weight loss (n = 5), and increased phenytoin concentrations (n = 5); 14 discontinued treatment because of adverse effects, including eight with reduced appetite, two with kidney stones, and two with behavioral problems.

Of 131 children aged 1–22 years with a broad spectrum of seizure types and epilepsy syndromes, 101 achieved a 50% or greater reduction in seizure frequency, including 39 who became free of seizures (129C). Adverse effects that were reported in more than one patient included reduced appetite (n = 12), weight loss (n = 9), insomnia (n = 7), sedation and sleepiness (n = 5), cognitive effects (n = 4), increased seizure activity (n = 3), weight gain (n = 1), and failure to gain weight (n = 1). Three patients stopped taking zonisamide because of adverse events, one with insomnia and increased seizure frequency, another with failure to gain weight, and a third with behavioral changes.

**Drug dosage regimens** In 23 children with West syndrome different zonisamide titration protocols were used to raise the serum zonisamide concentration: (1) increase the dosage in three steps, from 3 to 10 mg/kg every 3 days (n = 8), (2) increase the dosage from 5 to 10 mg/kg over 3–7 days (n = 5), and (3) start with 10 mg/kg and maintain this dosage for 2 weeks (n = 10) (130C). The maximum serum zonisamide concentration was higher...
in those who had excellent or good responses (32 µg/ml; n = 8) than in those in whom it was ineffective (22 µg/ml; n = 15). The time required for cessation of spasms was shorter in the 3rd group (mean 5.7 days) than in the 1st and 2nd groups (mean 10 days). There were few adverse effects, except for transient hyperthermia and gastrointestinal symptoms. The authors concluded that a starting dose of 10 mg/kg of zonisamide is safe and effective.

**Drug–drug interactions** In 56 patients who underwent intracarotid amobarbital infusion, there was reduced anesthetization in two and very rapid recovery in nine; 10 of the 11 were taking a medication with some carbonic anhydrase-inhibitory effects—topiramate (n = 7), zonisamide (n = 2), hydrochlorothiazide (n = 1), and furosemide (n = 1) (131c). Of 40 who were not taking a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor only one recovered early and that patient had recently stopped taking topiramate. The authors suggested that failure of anesthetization during intracarotid amobarbital infusion is associated with a possible interaction of amobarbital and carbonic anhydrase and that intracarotid amobarbital infusion should not be performed until at least 8 weeks after withdrawal of a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor.

Several antiepileptic drugs have clinically significant pharmacokinetic interactions with oral contraceptives, which can result in contraceptive failure. The effects of zonisamide 400 mg/day on the pharmacokinetics of the individual components of a combination oral contraceptive (ethinylestradiol 35 micrograms and norethindrone 1 mg) and on pharmacodynamic variables that may be increased by reduced contraceptive efficacy (concentrations of serum luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, and progesterone) have been studied in an open crossover study in healthy premenopausal women who took a combination oral contraceptive during three 28-day cycles (132c). The Cmax and AUC of ethinylestradiol and norethindrone were not altered and there were no changes in concentrations of luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, or progesterone.
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8 Opioid analgesics and
narcotic antagonists

Routes of administration of opioids

The usefulness and adverse effects of different routes of administration of opioids have been discussed in several articles.

Oral

Oral administration is the method most often used because it is non-invasive, convenient and easy to titrate. In chronic pain oral opioid formulations that provide longer durations of effect are preferred, because they provide more stable pain control, better tolerability, and increased convenience, patient options, and flexibility.

Modified-release oxymorphone is a new oral tablet formulation aimed to provide a 12-hour dosing interval. In a prospective, open, sequential crossover pilot study patients with cancer with moderate or severe pain, using either modified-release morphine or oxycodone, were safely switched to modified-release oxymorphone at a lower equivalent dosage with no reduction in pain relief or increase in adverse effects (1c). This study was a pilot study with a small sample size. Further studies are required for more robust findings.

Sublingual

The combination of naloxone and buprenorphine has been used sublingually with the aim of reducing the abuse potential of buprenorphine. When crushed and injected, naloxone will act as an opioid receptor antagonist. This combination when administered parenterally to non-physically dependent individuals attenuated (but did not block) the effects of buprenorphine (3R).

Intramuscular and subcutaneous

The intramuscular and subcutaneous routes are most often used in postoperative analgesia (4R). The limitations are: discomfort due to repeated injections; large interpersonal variation in dosage requirements; peaks and troughs in blood concentrations with inconsistent pain relief and incidence of adverse effects; and delayed response times from staff in delivering the analgesic (4R).

In patients undergoing posterior lumbar interbody fusion, continuous epidural morphine was compared with continuous subcutaneous morphine as pre-emptive analgesia (5c). There were no differences in analgesic effects. However, there were more adverse effects with epidural morphine, despite the fact that subcutaneous doses of morphine were about three times higher. In addition, preoperative epidural catheterization was difficult without seeing the dura mater. Thus, continuous epidural morphine was not suitable for pre-emptive analgesia; continuous subcutaneous morphine was the preferred option because of technical ease and fewer complications.

Patient-controlled analgesia

Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA), intravenously, subcutaneously, intramuscularly, epidurally, or transdermally, is the method that patients prefer (6R). It gives them increased autonomy, greater control, reduced anxiety, “better pain relief”,
and “not worrying about receiving too much drug” (4R, 6R, 7M). The technique’s effectiveness depends on appropriate patient alertness, education, and motivation. Methods that require a pump have some disadvantages—well-trained nursing staff are required and pumps can be cumbersome, limiting patient mobility. Potentially life-threatening adverse events can occur through errors in programming (8R).

- A 51-year-old man was given postoperative piritramide by perfusor pump. He was found dead a few hours later. Autopsy, histopathology, and toxicology suggested piritramide overdose. Recent servicing of the perfusor pump had resulted in a change in settings from mg/hour to ml/hour. Consequently, he had received 1.5 times the intended dose of piritramide.

Despite its limitations the technique has the advantage of reducing peaks and troughs and is superior to ordinary intramuscular administration. Recent technology has seen the development of a fentanyl–PCA transdermal patch. This is a needle-free patch that delivers fentanyl on demand through a low-intensity direct electric current, transferring ionizable drug transdermally into the systemic circulation. It is programmed to deliver fixed doses over 10 minutes, to a total of 80 doses or over a total period of 24 hours. This system overcomes the various limitations of PCA outlined above. It reduces programming errors, is non-invasive, does not require patient motivation, and is not attached to a pump, facilitating early mobility and recovery (6R). It is easy to use and produces adequate pain relief. It is also well-tolerated, the most common adverse effect being nausea. It is less sedating and disorientating than intravenous PCA morphine and may therefore be more suitable for elderly patients (6R).

**Intrathecal** The intrathecal route of administration is effective but has the potential for an increased frequency of adverse effects. Pruritus is the most frequent adverse effect of intrathecal morphine. Concern has also been raised about the possible association of pruritus with re-activation of herpes labialis virus type II. Reactivation of oral Herpes simplex infection has been explored in patients receiving intrathecal morphine and intravenous morphine (9R). More patients had reactivation of Herpes simplex with intrathecal morphine than with intravenous morphine (19 versus 8). There was also a significantly higher incidence of pruritus with intrathecal morphine. These results suggest that there is a cause-and-effect relation between pruritus and herpes re-activation.

Other adverse effects associated with intrathecal morphine include nausea and vomiting, urinary retention, and early or delayed respiratory depression.

In a comparison of intrathecal morphine and remifentanil in patients undergoing off-pump coronary surgery opioid-related cardiac effects were similar; intrathecal morphine did not produce central neuroaxial hematoma or post-spinal tap headache (10F).

Intrathecal lipid-soluble agents, such as fentanyl and sufentanil, do not predispose to nausea and vomiting, but do predispose to dose-related pruritus (4R). In a comparison of intrathecal fentanyl and systemic hydromorphone (1 mg intramuscularly + 1 mg intravenously) in nulliparous women in spontaneous labor, intrathecal administration was associated with less nausea and vomiting than systemic administration (11 Ct).

In a comparison of sufentanil 7.5 micrograms intrathecally and 7.5 micrograms intravenously, intrathecal sufentanil had superior analgesic efficacy (12C). There was pruritus in significantly more patients with intrathecal sufentanil (5 versus 0). Peripheral oxygen desaturation was only observed with intravenous sufentanil (n = 6).

Intrathecal nalbuphine for elective cesarean delivery is associated with fewer adverse effects than other opioids (such as morphine) (4R).

Long-term intrathecal administration of pethidine may be associated with toxicity, owing to accumulation of its metabolite, norpethidine. This was explored in a study in 10 patients with neuropathic cancer pain, who had not responded sufficiently to recommended regimens (13C). There were high plasma concentrations of pethidine and norpethidine in three subjects; however, norpethidine concentrations were still below the concentration reported to induce nervous system toxicity, i.e. under 500 ng/ml, and no patient had evidence of nervous system toxicity. One patient developed a tremor and twitches on day 7; however, these were unlikely to be due to nervous system excitability because they resolved spontaneously in 3 hours and further administration of pethidine was not accompanied by further excitation.
**Epidural**

The epidural route tends to provide high-quality analgesia and is rational in patients with a short life expectancy when systemic treatment of chronic pain has failed. Fentanyl and morphine are the most common opioids given in this way. Some limitations of this route include: risk of infection; spinal hematoma; reduced mobility due to cumbersome equipment (4R). Adverse effects are not infrequent but do not tend to be severe or life-threatening.

All forms of epidural analgesia (both continuous epidural infusion and patient-controlled infusion) provide superior analgesia compared with patient-controlled intravenous analgesia (7M, 14C). Continuous infusion epidural analgesia is superior to patient-controlled epidural analgesia; patients on continuous epidural infusion have a lower incidence of pruritus but higher incidences of nausea, vomiting, and motor block (7M).

In comparisons of lipophilic and hydrophilic opioids, the latter are associated with higher pain scores (7M). The epidural method is the preferred route by patients undergoing cesarean section, because often the anesthetic procedure itself is epidural.

Lipid-encapsulated morphine (DepoDur™) has the advantage of sustained release and prolonged analgesia when given epidurally (4R). In a comparison of DepoDur™ (5, 10, 15, 20, or 25 mg) and standard epidural morphine a single-dose of DepoDur™ was well tolerated; 97% of patients rated adverse events (nausea, vomiting, pruritus, and hypotension) as mild to moderate (15C). Fewer of the patients who received DepoDur™ (87%) required intravenous fentanyl for breakthrough pain than those who received standard epidural morphine (98%). All doses of DepoDur™ were well tolerated and the adverse effects profile was acceptable and predictable. However, further studies are required to determine the optimum dosage and safety in different patient populations.

A similar study of DepoDur™ up to 48 hours after elective cesarean section showed that DepoDur™ was well tolerated, with mild to moderate adverse events, and was as beneficial as standard morphine (16C).

In a study of a low-volume continuous infusion mix (9 ml of bupivacaine 0.5%, clonidine 150 micrograms, and diamorphine over 30 hours) in 65 patients, pain relief improved as did adverse effects, such as drowsiness, confusion, hallucinations, and constipation. Serious adverse reactions were infrequent. More common adverse events were related to the route of administration, such as superficial infections (11%), deep infections (2.1%), paresthesia (4.3%), and line migration/dislocation (32%) (17). The use of epidural buprenorphine to treat cancer pain is associated with early respiratory depression (18).

**Rectal**

Transdermal fentanyl patches typically contain large amounts of fentanyl, thus giving the potential for abuse and toxicity. Fentanyl toxicity has been reported after rectal insertion of fentanyl patches (19).

- A 41-year-old man became comatose after inserting three fentanyl patches (100 µg/hour) into his rectum. He was given naloxone 6 mg without a response. The patches were removed digitally and he recovered 1 hour later.

This report shows the importance of being aware of the toxic potential of patches. Increased absorption by the rectal mucosa and the relatively high rectal temperature facilitate rapid release and high fentanyl concentrations. The authors pointed out that the low price of the patches could result in more cases of accidental, abusive, or intentional fentanyl toxicity.

**Musculoskeletal**

Opioid use results in reduced bone mineral density, probably mediated by suppression of endogenous production of sex hormones. In a large sample of the US population opioid users had a reduced bone mineral density compared with non-users, when adjusting for all co-variates (20). This effect was more evident in long-term users. Owing to lack of data on testosterone and estradiol, the investigators could not prove causality.

A report of bilateral femoral neck stress fractures in a heroin addict has highlighted the importance of early identification of osteopenia (21).

**Drug–drug interactions**

Analgesic agents are commonly used in combination, with the aim of benefiting from their additive or synergistic effect on analgesia and from the potential to reduce the prevalence of adverse effects due to lower dosage regimens. There has been
a systematic review of opioid-related adverse events in studies of opioid-sparing postoperative pain treatment with COX-2 inhibitors (rofecoxib, celecoxib, parecoxib, and valdecoxib) \(^{(22M)}\). The opioids were hydrocodone, fentanyl, hydromorphone, morphine, tramadol, and pethidine. The results did not support the opinion that opioid-sparing is associated with a reduced frequency of adverse events. Vomiting was significantly reduced in only three of the 18 trials. There was also no evidence to support a reduced risk of other opioid-related adverse events, except for dizziness.

### OPIOID RECEPTOR AGONISTS

#### Dextromethorphan \((SED-15, 1088; SEDA-27, 88; SEDA-28, 106; SEDA-29, 105)\)

Dextromethorphan is a non-competitive antagonist at N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. It is antitussive and has antihyperalgesic effects. In 25 volunteers intravenous dextromethorphan 0.5 mg/kg significantly reduced areas of established hyperalgesia after tissue injury by 39% and prevented the development of further hyperalgesia \((23^c)\). There was large inter-subject variability in the timing of this effect, with an average duration of 2 hours in relation to peak serum concentration. Most of the volunteers \((n = 22)\) reported adverse events, such as mild to moderate dizziness and drowsiness. However, attention should be paid to the potential for dextromethorphan to cause phencyclidine-like effects and its potential as a drug of abuse.

**Susceptibility factors** When dextromethorphan hydrobromide 80 mg orally (equivalent to 62 mg of dextromethorphan base) was given to 419 healthy subjects, adverse events were experienced by 17%, most being mild \((24^c)\). Dextromethorphan is metabolized by CYP2D6 in the liver to its active metabolite dextrorphan \((SEDA-29, 105)\). **Body mass index, weight, female sex, increased CYP2D6 and CYP3A4 metabolic ratios, and CYP2D6 poor metabolizer phenotypes** were significantly associated with adverse events, but CYP2D6 extensive metabolizers were not protected against adverse events. Adverse events were more closely associated with CYP2D6 activity than with the CYP2D6 phenotype. There was no association between the \(\mu\) opioid (\(\text{OP3, MOR}\)) receptor and the occurrence of adverse events, possibly because dextromethorphan is a weak opioid agonist, binding to sigma rather than \(\mu\) opioid receptors \((24^c)\).

**Drug formulations** A fixed-dose combination of dextromethorphan 30 mg and quinidine 30 mg has been developed and is undergoing Phase II and Phase III trials in the treatment of emotional lability, neuropathic pain, chronic cough, and weaning drug-dependent patients from opioid analgesics and antidepressants. The usefulness of the combination results from the ability of quinidine to sustain therapeutic concentrations of dextromethorphan over a 12-hour dosing schedule by inhibiting oxidative first-pass metabolism of dextromethorphan, and hence reducing dosage requirements to only 2.5–5% of the usual dose. The combination significantly improved emotional lability in different patient populations, for example those with multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and was well tolerated \((25^c)\). The most commonly reported adverse events were nausea, constipation, diarrhea, dry mouth, fatigue, dizziness, insomnia, headache, upper respiratory tract infection, and somnolence. In most cases the adverse events were mild to moderate. Of those with diabetic neuropathy 24% withdrew because of adverse events from the combination drug compared with 6% of those taking dextromethorphan alone and 8% of those taking quinidine alone.

#### Dextropropoxyphene \((SED-15, 1092; SEDA-27, 89)\)

**Drug overdose** Self-poisoning with co-proxamol (dextropropoxyphene hydrochloride 32.5 mg + paracetamol 325 mg) is a common method of self-poisoning in the UK; it accounts for 5% of all cases and is the second most commonly used drug in cases of self-poisoning \((26^c, 27^c)\). When it was marketed in the UK about 1.7 million people received 7.5 million prescriptions annually \((27^c)\). In a multicenter
study based on an examination of coroners’ reports in 2000–1, death resulted from respiratory depression and/or cardiac effects (26C). There were 123 deaths from co-proxamol poisoning, of which 42% were in those aged 55 years or more, possibly because of increased prescribing in older age groups, increased vulnerability to toxicity, and higher degrees of suicidal intent. Alcohol was consumed in 59% of cases and most of these were young people with low degrees of suicide intent. About half had a history of self-harm and one-third were in contact with psychiatric services. Co-proxamol has been withdrawn in the UK.

**Diamorphine (heroin)** (SED-15, 1096; SEDA-27, 89; SEDA-28, 106; SEDA-29, 106)

**Respiratory** In a retrospective study of the case notes of patients who had been admitted to hospital with acute attacks of *asthma*, there was a high prevalence of heroin use—15% had used only heroin and another 16% had used both heroin and cocaine (28C). Heroin users had been intubated more often than non-drug users (17 versus 2.3%). Similarly, more heroin users were admitted to ICU than non-users (21 versus 12%). However, they did not spend more time receiving mechanical ventilation or being in hospital. These findings suggest that heroin induced some degree of bronchoconstriction and respiratory depression, which worsened the initial presentation of asthma.

**Nervous system** Two cases of possible *toxic leukoencephalopathy* following probable inhalation of heroin vapor have been reported (29A).

- A 55-year-old man developed confusion, behavioral change, aggression, poor attention, disorientation in time, and impaired short-term memory. He had full ocular movements with no nystagmus, brisk deep tendon reflexes, and bilateral extensor plantar responses. He became progressively drowsy with myoclonic jerks and died 2 weeks later.
- A 36-year-old man with a history of substance abuse became unresponsive, with his eyes in mid-position gaze, with pinpoint pupils, brisk deep tendon reflexes, and bilateral extensor plantar responses. On day 9 he spontaneously opened his eyes. However, he died 1 month later with persistent pyrexia from methicillin resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*.

Neuroimaging and neuropathology in both cases showed diffuse symmetrical degeneration of white matter, with sparing of subcortical U fibers, cerebellum, and brain stem. Toxicology was negative, but was done some time after the report of substance use. In these case reports heroin use could not be confirmed. Although the findings suggested the possibility of heroin toxicity due to inhalation, sparing of the cerebellum and brain stem, frontal predominance of degeneration, and the more prominent axonal involvement are not typical of heroin toxicity, throwing speculation on an unidentified impurity.

**Drug abuse** The prevalence of heroin as a drug of abuse has been reviewed (30R). There are over 1 million heroin addicts in the USA. The lifetime prevalence among those aged 12–25 years continues to increase gradually.

**Drug contamination** Atypical reactions after the use of heroin have been attributed to contamination with clenbuterol (31A).

- Four patients, aged 21–43 years, all developed chest pain, palpitation, and shortness of breath after inhaling heroin. They had tachycardias, low blood pressure, hypokalemia, and hyperglycemia.

In all the cases the heroin had been adulterated with veterinary clenbuterol.

**Fentanyl** (SED-15, 1346; SEDA-27, 90; SEDA-28, 108; SEDA-29, 106)

**Observational studies** In 31 patients undergoing transurethral resection of the prostate fentanyl (*n* = 15) or saline (*n* = 16) was added to ropivacaine for subarachnoid block; the only significant adverse effect was *pruritus* (32C).

Transdermal fentanyl 25 micrograms/hour has been assessed in 22 patients with painful oral mucositis induced by high-dose chemotherapy after stem cell transplantation (33C). Three had severe *dizziness*, severe *vomiting*, and extensive *rashes*. These patients were subsequently withdrawn from the analysis. Mild
nausea (in 32%) and dizziness (in 11%) were the two most common adverse events. There was no respiratory depression, constipation, or withdrawal symptoms.

**Respiratory** The respiratory effects of fentanyl have been demonstrated in 21 volunteers who were given a high-dose infusion (34C). Four of them developed apnea shortly after the infusion, thought to be due to rapid crossing of the blood–brain barrier and rapid depression of respiratory neurons.

A method of estimating analgesic fentanyl requirements after surgery, while avoiding respiratory depression, has been evaluated prospectively (35C). The method was based on a fentanyl challenge before surgery. The patients required only very small adjustments to the settings that were based on estimates from the challenge. There was no evidence of respiratory depression.

The incidence of fentanyl-induced cough has been studied in patients undergoing surgery (36C). Fentanyl (100 micrograms for those weighing 40–69 kg; 150 micrograms for those weighing 70–90 kg) was given intravenously at three different rates, over 2, 15, or 30 seconds. A longer injection time resulted in a reduced incidence of cough. Light smoking was associated with a reduced incidence of cough.

**Endocrine** Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis suppression has been attributed to chronic administration of opioids (37A).

- A 64-year-old man with chronic sciatic pain had been taking transdermal fentanyl 200 micrograms/hour for 2 years. He developed back pain, miosis, somnolence, and a blood pressure of 70/40 mmHg. Adrenocortical insufficiency was diagnosed, but the cause was unclear, and he was given hydrocortisone 25 mg/day. After poor compliance with hydrocortisone he again presented in adrenal crisis. On re-stabilization, opiate-induced suppression of the HPA axis was suspected. On gradual reduction of the dose of fentanyl, HPA axis function improved markedly.

**Gastrointestinal** Fentanyl and remifentanil have been compared in patients undergoing plastic surgery, anesthetized with propofol (38C). There was a higher incidence of postoperative nausea and vomiting in those who received fentanyl. Despite this, patient satisfaction was the same in the two groups.

In a comparison of transdermal fentanyl ($n = 299$) and modified-release oral morphine ($n = 298$) in patients with chronic low back pain, transdermal fentanyl was associated with significantly less constipation (31 versus 48%); a smaller proportion of those who received transdermal fentanyl needed to use laxatives (39C). In both groups, the most common adverse events leading to treatment withdrawal were nausea, vomiting, and constipation.

**Drug abuse** Abuse of fentanyl-containing analgesics is increasing. In the USA, reports of fentanyl abuse increased to over 6000% (1506 cases) from 1995 to 2002 (29R).

**Breast feeding** The method by which infants were fed at discharge from hospital has been studied in a random sample of 425 healthy primiparae who delivered healthy singleton babies at term (40C). The main determinants of bottle feeding were: maternal age (OR = 0.90, 95% CI = 0.85, 0.95); occupation (OR = 0.63, 95% CI = 0.40, 0.99 for each category, unemployed, manual, non-manual); antenatal feeding intentions (OR = 0.12, 95% CI = 0.08, 0.19 for each category, bottle feeding, undecided, breast-feeding); cesarean section (OR = 0.25, 95% CI = 0.13, 0.47, cesarean or vaginal delivery); and the dose of fentanyl administered intrapartum (OR = 1.004, 95% CI = 1.00, 1.008). The authors suggested that intrapartum fentanyl, particularly at higher doses, may impede the establishment of breast feeding by impairing suckling.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Age** In children aged 2–16 years with chronic malignant and non-malignant pain, the adverse effects of transdermal fentanyl were those of a potent opioid, with no specific risks in this group of patients (41C).

**Levo-α-acetylmethadol (LAAM)**

**Cardiovascular** Levo-α-acetylmethadol has been removed from the market throughout the European Union and in the USA production has ceased because of a report of 10 cases of prolongation of the QT interval (29R).
Drug–drug interactions  Levo-α-acetylmethadol is metabolized by CYP3A4 N-demethylation and CYP3A-mediated inactivation. Hence, patients who take CYP3A inducers (for example rifampicin) are susceptible to increased metabolism, reduced plasma concentrations, and withdrawal symptoms. Those taking CYP3A inhibitors (for example troleandomycin) are susceptible to reduced metabolism, increased plasma concentrations, and toxicity (42E).

Methadone  (SED-15, 2270; SEDA-27, 91; SEDA-28, 47; SEDA, 107)

Observational studies  Methadone 16 mg/day was effective in 29 patients with restless legs syndrome that had not responded to dopamine receptor agonists (43c). Most (n = 17) were still taking methadone at follow-up and reported a 75% reduction in symptoms. Of 27 patients, 17 reported at least one adverse event while taking methadone, including constipation (n = 11), fatigue (n = 2), and insomnia, sedation, rash, reduced libido, confusion, and hypertension (one each). Five patients stopped treatment because of adverse events.

Cardiovascular  Recent reports have implicated methadone in potentially fatal cardiac effects (SED-27, 91; SEDA-29, 107). Methadone-related  
torsade de pointes  

has been reported in a patient with chronic bone and vasculocclusive pain due to sickle cell disease (44N).

- A 40-year-old man with sickle cell disease, hypertension, congestive heart failure, and a past history of cocaine and marihuana abuse, was given a large dose of oral methadone 560 mg/day, following hydromorphone 170 mg intravenously and by PCA for progressive back and leg pain. On day 2, he developed asymptomatic bradycardia and QTc prolongation (454–522 msec). On day 3, he developed profuse sweating and non-sustained polymorphous ventricular tachycardia consistent with torsade de pointes. He had hypokalemia and hypocalcaemia. Echocardiography showed normal bilateral ventricular function, mild pulmonary hypertension, and trivial four-valve regurgitation. Methadone was replaced by modified-release morphine and a continuous epidural infusion of hydromorphone + bupivacaine. Daily electrocardiography showed a heart rate of 50–69/minute, a QTc interval of 375–463 msec, and no further dysrhythmias.

This case highlights the importance of very careful monitoring especially when prescribing such large doses of methadone. The effects of methadone on cardiac function are potentially fatal.

Another report has highlighted the potential risks of combining prodrhythmic drugs on cardiovascular function (45A).

- A 39-year-old man had recurrent episodes of sinus tachycardia at 115/minute, with no other abnormalities. He was taking methadone 120 mg/day for opioid dependency and doxepin 100 mg/day for anxiety, and was given metoprolol 50 mg/day. During the next few weeks he had episodes of recurrent syncpe with sinus bradycardia (47/minute) and prolongation of the QT interval (542 ms). The QT interval and heart rate normalized after withdrawal of all treatment.

In this case it is likely that the myocardial repolarization potential of methadone and doxepin may have been influenced or triggered by bradycardia induced by metoprolol. This shows the importance of cardiac monitoring in patients receiving combination therapy with potential adverse cardiac effects. Patients with co-morbidities are at high risk.

The association between methadone treatment and  

 QTc interval prolongation, QRS widening, and bradycardia has been explored prospectively in 160 patients with at least a 1-year history of opioid misuse (46C). The QTc interval increased significantly from baseline at 6 months (n = 149) and 12 months (n = 108). The QRS duration and heart rate did not change. There were no cases of torsade de pointes, cardiac dysrhythmias, syncope, or sudden death. There was a positive correlation between methadone concentration and the QTc interval.

Psychiatric  The combinations of methadone + carbamazepine and buprenorphine + carbamazepine have been compared in the treatment of mood disturbances during the detoxification of 26 patients with co-morbidities (47c). The buprenorphine combination had more of an effect. More patients taking the methadone combination dropped out of the study (58 versus 36%). However, both regimens were considered safe and without unexpected adverse effects. The results of this study need to be interpreted with caution because of the small sample size.
Immunologic  The immunotoxic potential of methadone has been studied in rats that were given methadone 20 or 40 mg/kg/day for 6 weeks. The higher dose increased serum IgG concentrations but had no effect on functioning of the immune system. This suggests that methadone is not associated with immunotoxicity, even at dosages that were very high compared with usual clinical doses. The author advised caution in extrapolating animal data to humans.

Pregnancy and fetotoxicity  In a randomized controlled trial in 18 pregnant women in the second trimester, a change from short-acting morphine to methadone or buprenorphine was explored. The transition was accomplished without any adverse events in mother or fetus and with minimal withdrawal discomfort.

In 42 methadone-maintained women methadone had profound effects on fetal neurobehavioral functioning, implying a disruption of or threat to fetal neural development. At peak concentrations the fetuses had slower heart rates, less heart rate variability, fewer heart rate accelerations, reduced duration of movements, reduced motor activity, and a lower degree of coupling between fetal movement and fetal heart rate. The long-term effects of such daily changes in the fetus are not known. There were very few effects on maternal physiology.

Morphine  

Comparative studies  Opioids are often combined with other analgesics to reduce the need for larger doses of opioids, which is often accompanied by a reduction in adverse effects. In a study of the effect of adding ketamine and nefopam to morphine for postoperative analgesia, ketamine (n = 22) caused more intense sedation and nefopam (n = 22) more tachycardia and profuse sweating than morphine (n = 21); other adverse effects did not differ.

Drug combination studies  

Morphine + droperidol  A morphine-sparing effect is produced when droperidol is given in combination with morphine. However, the combination therapy is also associated with a greater frequency of postoperative nausea and vomiting.

Morphine + gabapentin  Gabapentin and morphine are often used for neuropathic pain. In 57 patients the combination of gabapentin and morphine was more effective in managing pain than either tablet alone. At the maximum tolerated dose, the gabapentin + morphine combination gave a similar frequency of adverse effects as either drug alone. However, there was an increased frequency of dry mouth compared with morphine alone and an increased frequency of constipation compared with gabapentin.

Morphine + ketamine  In an observational study in more than 1000 patients of the combination of morphine + ketamine the combination was safe but was associated with frequent treatable adverse effects. Therapy had to be withdrawn in 72 patients because of adverse effects. The most common reasons were nausea, vivid dreams or hallucinations, and pruritus. Respiratory depression and sedation not responding to naloxone occurred in three patients (two of whom had undiagnosed renal insufficiency, resulting in reduced elimination of morphine-6-glucuronide, the active metabolite of morphine). A substantial proportion experienced vivid dreams and/or hallucinations, not unpleasant dreams (3.3%), and unpleasant dreams (0.8%). Two patients had confusion (one had brain metastases and another had a history of alcohol abuse) and one patient had an anxiety attack. Pain was still not adequately controlled in one-third of patients. Thus, although the combination therapy was overall beneficial, adverse effects were frequent. In another study intravenous ketamine 20 ng/ml or more enhanced morphine analgesia without causing intolerable adverse effects.

Morphine + ketorolac  In a study of the combination of ketorolac + morphine as intravenous PCA for postoperative ileus after colorectal resection, the combination resulted in 29% less morphine consumption and a reduction in the duration of recovery of bowel movement and ambulation. Opioid-induced adverse effects were similar with morphine
and morphine + ketorolac. In another study of pain relief after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, the combination of ketorolac + morphine was associated with morphine sparing, and patient satisfaction was similar in the two groups (57c).

**Morphine + physostigmine**  The addition of physostigmine to morphine postoperatively enhances opioid analgesia. In adults undergoing open lower abdominal surgery who were randomly assigned to either morphine-based patient-controlled analgesia (n = 25) or morphine-based patient-controlled analgesia + a continuous infusion of physostigmine (n = 25), those who received the combination had an enhanced analgesic response and required significantly less morphine (58c). Physostigmine has antinociceptive properties, attenuates the production of proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1β) that reduce pain, attenuates morphine-induced respiratory depression, antagonizes the depressant effect of morphine on the apneic threshold, reverses postoperative somnolence and loss of consciousness through enhancing cholinergic muscarinic transmission, and reduces the postoperative anticholinergic syndrome, which is characterized by agitation, restlessness, disorientation, and respiratory depression. Physostigmine increased nausea and vomiting, especially in the early postoperative period, and the authors suggested that aggressive antiemetic treatment be added to the physostigmine + morphine regimen.

**Psychological**  In a double-blind, crossover, randomized, placebo-controlled study of the acute effects of immediate-release morphine on everyday cognitive functioning in 14 patients who were also taking modified-release opioids, immediate-release morphine on top of modified-release morphine produced discrete impairment of cognitive functioning (59c). Both immediate and delayed memory recall were affected. Impairment in delayed recall was more pronounced. Retrograde amnesia suggested that morphine produces additional difficulties in retrieval of information. Simple tracking tasks were enhanced in the morphine group; however, more demanding tasks and set shifting were impaired. There was no effect on backwards digit span. These findings suggest that morphine produces discrete impairment that is likely to affect quality of life.

**Gastrointestinal**  In a study of intrathecal morphine 50 micrograms after postpartum bilateral tubal ligation, those who received morphine had significantly more vomiting than the controls (21 versus 3.5%) (60c).

**Skin**  Pruritus is a well known adverse effect of opioids. In a randomized study of the effects of ondansetron and dolasetron, given 30 minutes before anesthesia, to prevent pruritus induced by morphine (61c). One theory of the cause of morphine-induced pruritus is direct stimulation of 5-HT3 receptors, at which ondansetron and dolasetron are antagonists. The results support this hypothesis, because the frequency of pruritus in the first 8 hours after the operation was reduced by 48% by ondansetron and 70% by dolasetron. Pruritus was still present in a significant number of patients (34% of the ondansetron group and 20% of the dolasetron group), suggesting that several mechanisms are involved in morphine-induced pruritus. The study was methodologically sound but lacked statistical power owing to a small sample size.

**Immunologic**  The immunotoxic potential of morphine 25 or 50 mg/kg/day has been explored in a 6-week study in rats (48ER). Morphine had no effect on serum immunoglobulin concentrations, the antibody response to sheep erythrocytes, or host resistance to Listeria monocytogenes. However, it was associated with an increase in muscle larvae count after T spiralis infection. These findings suggest that morphine has a marginal effect on the immune system. However, these results cannot be extrapolated to effects in humans except with caution.

**Death**  In 57 039 patients with non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndromes—the CRUSADE study (Can Rapid Risk Stratification of Unstable Angina Patients Suppress Adverse Outcomes With Early Implementation of the ACC/AHA Guidelines)—patients taking morphine had a higher risk of death (62c, 63c). These findings were consistent even when baseline characteristics and concomitant use of glyceryl trinitrate were accounted for.

**Drug abuse**  Abuse of morphine-containing analgesics reported by emergency departments in the USA increased to 116% (2775 cases) from 1995 to 2002 (29c).
Susceptibility factors

Sex In a study of sex differences in the experience of pain in 4317 patients (54% men), the women had more postoperative pain and required a higher dosage of morphine (+11%) than the men in the immediate postoperative period; these differences disappeared in elderly patients (64C).

Drug dosage regimens Three different dosage regimens for epidural morphine have been compared in a double-blind study in women undergoing postpartum tubal ligation (65C). The patients were randomized to receive epidural saline and epidural morphine 2, 3, or 4 mg after epidural anesthesia with lidocaine. Postoperatively they received oral ibuprofen every 6 hours and paracetamol 325 mg + hydrocodone 10 mg on request. Pain was better controlled by epidural morphine. Those who received morphine had opioid-related adverse effects, namely, nausea, vomiting, and pruritus. Those who received morphine 4 mg required treatment for nausea, vomiting, and pruritus more often than those who received 2 mg, without analgesic benefit. Thus, morphine 2 mg caused the least “analgesic burden” and is probably the ideal regimen in women undergoing postpartum tubal ligation. There was no respiratory depression. The study did not explore options of smaller dosage regimens and may have lacked power to detect analgesic benefits between the various regimens.

In 45 children aged 1–15 years undergoing hip orthopedic surgery with 0.25% bupivacaine, three dosage regimens of morphine 11.2, 15, or 20 micrograms/kg were used for caudal or epidural administration that would produce at least 8 hours of postoperative analgesia (66C). The adverse effects of morphine were dose-related: 11.2 micrograms/kg produced the lowest frequency of sleeping and vomiting. However, the frequency of vomiting was unacceptably high: almost 50% of children given the lowest dose of morphine had vomiting. This high frequency was unlikely to have been due to the adverse effects of morphine alone, and the authors suggested possible contributory factors, such as the administration of oxygen via a facemask with gastric distension and prolonged preoperative fasting. Morphine was not associated with urinary retention or pruritus.

Oxycodone (SED-15, 2651; SEDA-27, 93; SEDA-28, 110; SEDA-29, 108)

Drug abuse In 2002 an estimated 1.9 million people were using oxycodone illicitly in the USA; emergency room reports of oxycodone abuse increased to 560% (22,397 cases) from 1995 to 2002 (29R).

Papaverine

Cardiovascular A study in neonates has confirmed the hypothesis that continuous infusion of papaverine-containing solutions in peripheral arterial catheters reduces the catheter failure rate and increases the functional duration of the catheter (67C). There was no difference in the incidence of intraventricular hemorrhage and no evidence of hepatotoxicity.

Sexual function Intracavernous injection of papaverine for erectile impotence is invasive and is generally associated with pain, anxiety, and priapism. Vardenafil, on the other hand, is used orally with a lower risk of priapism. In 24 men, vardenafil was compared with papaverine and was as effective and safer (68C). There was prolonged erection requiring pharmacological detumescence in three of those given papaverine.

Pethidine (meperidine) (SED-15, 2791; SEDA-27, 94; SEDA-28, 111; SEDA-29, 108)

Gastrointestinal Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have been compared with opioids in the treatment of acute renal colic in a meta-analysis of 20 studies (69M). Seven different opioids were studied. In most of the studies there was a higher incidence of adverse events in patients who took opioids. Pooled analysis showed significantly more vomiting in those who took opioids, particularly pethidine. No serious adverse events were reported and adverse event rates did not vary with dosage.
Pregnancy and fetotoxicity  In 407 women in labor with dystocia, pethidine, contrary to the belief that it has oxytocic properties, did not reduce the duration of labor and was not useful in the management of first-stage dystocia (70C). More of those who received pethidine than the controls required augmentation of labor with oxytocic agents. Also more women in the pethidine group had nausea, vomiting, and dizziness. The fetuses that had been exposed to pethidine were more likely to have an Apgar score under 7 at 1 minute, had an umbilical cord blood pH under 7.10, and were more likely to be admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit.

Lactation  Pethidine is not often used in postcesarean analgesia because its active metabolite, norpethidine, can accumulate in breast milk, resulting in reduced scores on neonatal behavior assessment scales (45).

Pholcodine

Immunologic  Hypersensitivity has been attributed to pholcodine (71A).

- A 33-year-old woman developed facial angioedema 8 hours after taking Respilène® syrup (which contains pholcodine, domperidone, tixocortol, and bacitracin). The symptoms resolved with an intravenous glucocorticoid. An intradermal test was positive for pholcodine but negative for domperidone, tixocortol, and bacitracin. Open oral challenge with pholcodine 20 mg was positive.

This is believed to have been the first report of allergy to pholcodine.

Remifentanil  (SED-15, 3030; SEDA-27, 94; SEDA-28, 111; SEDA-29, 109)

Observational studies  Remifentanil 0.054 micrograms/kg/minute for postoperative pain after cardiac surgery produced adequate analgesia in 73% of tracheally extubated patients without causing respiratory compromise (72C, 73C). However, the investigators suggested careful monitoring by trained personnel (72C).

In infants and children undergoing cardiac surgery, spinal anesthetic blockade with remifentanil significantly reduced postoperative pain and reduced the requirement for fentanyl without significant adverse effects (73C).

Cardiovascular  Remifentanil can cause bradycardia and hypotension. In 40 children, cardiac effects were monitored after the administration of remifentanil with or without atropine (74C). Remifentanil reduced blood pressure, heart rate, and cardiac index, even when atropine was added (75C). Glycopyrrolate 6 micrograms/kg prevented the bradycardia caused by remifentanil + sevoflurane anesthesia for cardiac catheterization in children with congenital heart disease (76C). Remifentanil attenuated the rapid rise in systolic blood pressure after electroconvulsive therapy. This sympathetic response can be harmful to patients who already have cardiac problems. Thus the cardiac effects of remifentanil may be beneficial in patients with compromised cardiac function.

Respiratory  In 11 volunteers remifentanil 0.035 micrograms/kg/minute reduced normoxic and hypoxic ventilation (77C). In children who were breathing spontaneously and receiving inhalational anesthesia, large variations in dosages of remifentanil (0.053–0.3 micrograms/kg/minute) were well tolerated (78C). A dose of 0.05 micrograms/kg/minute allowed spontaneous respiration in over 90% of children and 0.3 micrograms/kg/minute prevented spontaneous respiration in 90%. Although this study provided useful information on the respiratory effects of increasing infusion rates of remifentanil in children, it had several limitations, including not comparing respiratory parameters with blood concentrations.

Nervous system  Intraoperative administration of large doses of remifentanil produces postoperative peri-incisional hyperalgesia. In a randomized study 75 patients undergoing major abdominal surgery were given one of two doses of remifentanil (0.05 and 0.4 micrograms/kg/minute) or remifentanil + ketamine (remifentanil 0.4 micrograms/kg/minute; ketamine 0.5 mg/kg after induction, 5 micrograms/kg/minute intraoperatively up to skin closure, and 2 micrograms/kg/minute for 48 hours thereafter) (79C). High-dose remifentanil was associated with hyperalgesia. The addition of ketamine prevented this, implying involvement of NMDA receptors. There were similar results in a smaller study in patients undergoing major abdominal surgery, in which high-dose remifentanil added to epidural anesthesia resulted in acute opioid tolerance and hyperalgesia immediately after surgery (80C).
Gastrointestinal Remifentanil produced less postoperative nausea and vomiting than fentanyl in a prospective, randomized, double-blind study in patients anesthetized with propofol undergoing plastic surgery (38c). The incidence of nausea and vomiting 2–12 hours postoperatively was less if remifentanil was used intraoperatively rather than fentanyl. The need for antiemetic rescue drugs was also less with remifentanil. Known susceptibility factors for postoperative nausea and vomiting were accounted for through exclusion criteria. The patients who received remifentanil also required less postoperative opioid analgesia. Despite these benefits, the degree of patient satisfaction was the same in the two groups.

Pregnancy and fetotoxicity In 20 women in labor remifentanil gave better analgesia than nitrous oxide (81c). The adverse effects were similar in the two groups, with some exceptions—sedation was more profound with remifentanil and two subjects reported slight itching. The effects on the fetus were similar in the two groups, including reduced beat-to-beat variability in fetal heart rate. The neonates did not suffer from depression; however, there were withdrawals in the remifentanil group because of a requirement for respiratory support or fetal compromise.

Remifentanil has been compared with diazepam during fetoscopic surgery in 54 women in the second trimester, who were randomly assigned to either incremental doses of diazepam or a continuous infusion of remifentanil after combined spinal epidural anesthesia (82c). Remifentanil produced adequate maternal sedation, with mild clinically irrelevant respiratory depression and faster and more pronounced fetal immobilization, resulting in better surgical conditions. No respiratory depression was observed with diazepam and sedation was more pronounced.

Susceptibility factors

Age Remifentanil and remifentanil + midazolam provided safe and effective analgesia for bone marrow aspiration in 80 children aged 5–16 years of age (83c). There were no cases of deep sedation, hypotension, bradycardia, hypoxemia, or respiratory depression.

Drug–drug interactions The addition of neostigmine after anesthesia with propofol + remifentanil alters the state of anesthesia and may enhance recovery (84c).

The effects of two doses of remifentanil by intravenous infusion (7.5 micrograms/kg/hour, n = 15, and 30 micrograms/kg/hour, n = 15) have been compared with the effects of equal volumes of saline (n = 15) before induction of anesthesia with propofol (85c). Remifentanil significantly reduced propofol requirements and accelerated its hypnotic effects.

In 21 children, mean age 6.5 years, with lymphoblastic leukemia or lymphoma undergoing intrathecal chemotherapy, the combination of propofol and remifentanil achieved earlier recovery (86c). Similarly, in 20 children, the addition of remifentanil resulted in reduced propofol consumption and faster emergence times, as measured by the composite auditory evoked potential index.

For intracranial surgery, the combination of propofol + remifentanil produced fewer hypotensive events than the combination of sevoflurane + remifentanil (87c).

Tramadol (SED-15, 3469; SEDA-27, 96; SEDA-28, 112; SEDA-29, 110)

Comparative studies In a comparison of intramuscular tramadol and intramuscular diclofenac sodium in acute migraine, the two treatments were equally effective (88c). The adverse effects profiles were also similar and were not considered to be severe. Nausea and vomiting were not associated with tramadol.

In a comparison of tramadol + midazolam and electro-acupuncture in relieving pain during shockwave lithotripsy, electro-acupuncture was more effective (89c). There were no adverse effects of electro-acupuncture, but tramadol + midazolam caused mild orthostatic hypotension and dizziness.

Cardiovascular Pericarditis has been attributed to tramadol (90a).

• An 88-year-old man took tramadol and 2 days later developed precordial chest pressure radiating to the scapula and increasing with inspiration and movement. His blood pressure was 75/45 mmHg
and his heart rate 60/minute. There was a soft pericardial rub, mild cardiomegaly, diffuse ST segment elevation and PR interval shortening, normal left ventricular systolic function, and no wall motion abnormalities or effusion on echocardiography.

The temporal relation between the development of acute pericarditis and the resolution of symptoms on withdrawal of tramadol suggested a causal link.

**Immunologic** Tramadol has been associated with *angioedema*, a rare but a potentially life threatening adverse effect (91A).

- A 52-year-old lady developed swelling of the tongue, peripheral sensory loss, difficulty in standing, and swelling below both eyes after taking tramadol 50 mg bd. Her symptoms resolved on withdrawal.
- A 36-year-old woman developed swelling of the tongue, difficulty swallowing, intense pruritus, sweating, hallucinations, vertigo, and, loss of sensory perception over the mouth and cheeks after taking tramadol.
- An 83-year-old woman with a history of heart failure, paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, chronic obstructive airways disease, and angina was given tramadol 50 mg tds and 5 days later developed swelling of the throat due to edema of the oral mucous membrane, uvula, tongue, and supraglottis. Tramadol was withdrawn and she was treated with cortisone, antihistamines, and adrenaline by inhalation.
- A 79-year-old man with a history of myocardial infarctions, anemia, heart failure, and angina, was given tramadol for back pain. After 17 days he developed respiratory distress and a swollen tongue. He was treated with cortisone, antihistamines, and adrenaline by inhalation.

Four of these patients were taking concomitant ACE inhibitors, which can also cause angioedema (SEDA-29, 207). Whether an interaction of tramadol and ACE inhibitors increases the risk of angioedema is not known.

**PARTIAL OPIOID RECEPTOR AGONISTS**

**Buprenorphine** (SED-15, 571; SEDA-27, 97; SEDA-28, 112; SEDA-29, 111)

**Placebo-controlled studies** In a randomized controlled trial the safety of buprenorphine for detoxification from opiates was highlighted (92C). There were no withdrawals because of treatment-related adverse events.

**Respiratory** Buprenorphine showed a ceiling effect in its ability to cause respiratory depression in both rats and humans (34Ec). There was a non-linear dose-response relation, due to partial µ (OP3, MOR) receptor agonism, between buprenorphine and respiratory effect.

**Psychiatric** In a comparison of buprenorphine and methadone in alleviating mood disturbances in conjunction with carbamazepine in 30 patients buprenorphine was associated with better mood stabilization and short-term relief of depressive symptoms than methadone; both treatments were safe and without unexpected adverse effects (47c).

**Gastrointestinal** Buprenorphine has a low incidence of *constipation* compared with other opioids (18R).

**Liver** Buprenorphine can cause *increased liver enzymes* at normal doses and at high doses can cause *hepatitis* (18R).

**Sexual function** Buprenorphine causes less *sexual dysfunction* than other opioids (18R).

**Immunologic** There is some evidence of immune system stimulation by buprenorphine at toxic concentrations (48ER). However, these results are based on experimental studies in rats and are unlikely to be relevant to humans.

**Infection risk** Soft tissue infections due to *Gamella morbillorum* have been reported in patients who had received buprenorphine (93A).

- A 38-year-old male drug user with hepatitis C developed fever, pain, erythema, and areas of necrosis at the site of intravenous administration of buprenorphine. *Gamella morbillorum* was identified and he was treated with amoxicillin and gentamicin.
• A 39-year-old male drug user developed fever and a subcutaneous abscess at the site of intravenous administration of buprenorphine. *Gamella morbillorum* was grown from pus cultures. He was treated with co-amoxiclav and gentamicin followed by amoxicillin.

Although cutaneous infections are frequent in drug addicts, they are not usually due to *Gamella morbillorum*. However, contamination by *Gamella morbillorum*, which forms part of the normal flora of the mouth, is possible because addicts often use saliva to convert solid forms of drugs into solutions for intravenous administration.

**Death**  Buprenorphine-related deaths have been reviewed (94R). Between 1980 and 2002, 43 deaths were identified in which buprenorphine was mentioned either in the death certificate or in the coroner’s report. In most cases other drugs (often benzodiazepines) and alcohol had also been used, suggesting that the risk of death increased when buprenorphine was used in combination with other drugs. In seven cases, buprenorphine only was detected, questioning its high safety profile.

**Pregnancy**  In a randomized controlled study, 18 pregnant women in the second trimester were switched from short-acting morphine to buprenorphine without difficulty and minimal withdrawal effects to either mother or fetus (49R).

**Lactation**  Buprenorphine passes into breast milk in concentrations similar to those in maternal plasma. However, exposure tends to be minimal, with no reported cases of neonatal abstinence symptoms after cessation of breast feeding (3R).

**Susceptibility factors**

**Renal impairment**  The long-term use of buprenorphine by patients with renal impairment could result in accumulation of metabolites (norbuprenorphine) in the plasma, although this may not be clinically significant (3R).

**Liver disease**  Patients with hepatitis treated with buprenorphine should have liver enzymes monitored (3R). HIV-positive patients taking drug therapy are susceptible to increased concentrations of buprenorphine because of drug interactions (3R, 95R).

**Drug interactions**  Buprenorphine is mainly metabolized by CYP3A4. Concomitant use of medications that induce CYP3A4 (for example rifampicin, phenytoin) or inhibit it (for example fluoxetine, cimetidine, saquinavir) may increase or inhibit buprenorphine metabolism and caution should be taken when buprenorphine is given with such drugs (3R, 29R).

**Nalbuphine**  (SED-15, 2416; SEDA-29, 111)

**Cardiovascular**  The effects of nalbuphine 5 mg on the cardiovascular and subjective effects of cocaine have been studied in a randomized controlled trial in seven patients (96C). The combination of nalbuphine and cocaine was safe and did not have synergistic effects on heart rate and blood pressure or subjective effects. Nalbuphine was safe and well tolerated and its acute administration moderately attenuated the abuse-related effects of cocaine.

**OPIOID RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS**

**Nalmefene**  (SED-15, 2420; SEDA-29, 111)

**Reproductive system**  The hypothesis that endogenous opioids have a role in the premenstrual dysphoric disorder has been explored in 22 subjects, who received either placebo or nalmefene during the follicular phase and the rest of their cycles (97C). Of those who received nalmefene, one complained of insomnia throughout the study. Withdrawal was required in one of those who took nalmefene but none of those who took placebo. Nalmefene did not beneficially affect the symptoms of premenstrual dysphoric disorder.

**Naloxone**  (SED-15, 2421; SEDA-27, 97; SEDA-28, 113)

**Placebo-controlled studies**  The effects of naloxone 0.25 micrograms/kg on the adverse
effects of intravenous morphine have been explored in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial in 131 patients in pain (98C). Naloxone failed to improve nausea, pruritus, and vomiting and failed to reduce the need for rescue antiemetics. Naloxone did not affect pain reduction.

In a postoperative placebo-controlled study in 46 children and adolescents, average age 14 years, naloxone 0.25 micrograms/kg significantly reduced the incidence and severity of opioid-induced adverse effects (pruritus and nausea), without affecting opioid-induced analgesia (99C).

Naltrexone (SED-15, 2423; SEDA-27, 97; SEDA-28, 113; SEDA-29, 112)

Drug dependence The use of naltrexone as constraint therapy in addicted physicians has been reviewed (29K). Drug-free retention rates were less than 20%, suggesting that naltrexone was not very effective.

Susceptibility factors The safety and effectiveness of naltrexone in alcohol-dependent populations with co-morbid axis 1 disorders has been explored in a 12-week multicenter randomized study (100C). The results suggested that naltrexone can be used safely in this group of individuals. Naltrexone was associated with more reported nervousness and restlessness than disulfiram or placebo. Other adverse effects, including after-taste, blurred vision, confusion, constipation, drowsiness, dry mouth, loss of appetite, nausea, and tremor, were more likely to be experienced by subjects taking any medication, i.e. naltrexone (n = 59), disulfiram (n = 66), naltrexone+disulfiram (n = 65), than subjects taking placebo (n = 64). The combination of naltrexone+disulfiram was associated with significantly more abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, numb limbs, pins and needles, irregular heartbeat, restlessness, and higher degrees of depression and general distress, than those taking either medication alone.

Drug formulations Parenteral modified-release naltrexone in two doses (190 and 380 mg) together with low-intensity psychosocial intervention has been studied in a randomized placebo-controlled trial in 627 individuals with alcohol dependence (101C). There were few adverse events, the most common being nausea (mostly mild or moderate and during only in the first month of treatment), headache, and fatigue (Table 1). There was no hepatotoxicity. Other adverse events included insomnia, vomiting, reduced appetite, diarrhea, dizziness, nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infection, and pain at the injection site.

### Table 1. Frequency of adverse effects of naltrexone (101C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse event</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Frequency (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>190 mg</td>
<td>25% (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>380 mg</td>
<td>33% (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>190 mg</td>
<td>16% (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>380 mg</td>
<td>22% (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>190 mg</td>
<td>16% (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>380 mg</td>
<td>20% (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discontinuation because of adverse events</td>
<td>Placebo</td>
<td>6.7% (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>190 mg</td>
<td>6.7% (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>380 mg</td>
<td>14% (29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Strategies to reduce upper gastrointestinal tract damage caused by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

NSAID-induced gastrointestinal damage is an important cause of hospital admissions and deaths worldwide. It has been responsible every year for about 7000 deaths in the USA and 1000 in the elderly population in the UK \((1^R, 2^R)\). Other estimates suggest that the number of cases of bleeding ulcers attributable to NSAIDs in the UK is about 2400. It is therefore not surprising that guidelines have been produced to assist clinicians in choosing the most appropriate preventive strategies in patients with varying degrees of gastrointestinal risk \((3^R, 4^R)\). Clinical trials have also been carried out to explore possible preventive strategies. Several theoretical options are available in clinical practice, but the best preventive choice depends on a careful consideration of several factors, such as: the intrinsic gastrotoxic potential of the NSAID used; the treatment regimen adopted, with particular attention to dose and duration of therapy; the characteristics of the individual subject, i.e. the identification of high-risk patients; and the availability and appropriate use of the most efficacious pharmacological prophylactic regimen.

1. Choosing the least toxic NSAID in the first step on the way to choosing the best prophylaxis

Table 1. Odds ratios (and 95% CI) for gastrointestinal adverse effects of NSAIDs (SEDA-18, 99)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Odds ratio for gastrointestinal bleeding and perforation (95% CI) ((5^C))</th>
<th>Odds ratio for acute gastrointestinal bleeding (95% CI) ((6^C))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ibuprofen</td>
<td>2.9 (1.8, 5.0)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.4, 2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diclofenac</td>
<td>3.9 (2.3, 6.5)</td>
<td>4.2 (2.6, 6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naproxen</td>
<td>3.1 (1.7, 5.9)</td>
<td>9.1 (5.5, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indometacin</td>
<td>6.3 (3.3, 12)</td>
<td>11.3 (6.3, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketoprofen</td>
<td>5.4 (2.6, 11)</td>
<td>23.7 (7.6, 74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piroxicam</td>
<td>18 (8.2, 40)</td>
<td>14 (7.1, 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azapropazone</td>
<td>23 (6.9, 80)</td>
<td>32 (10.3, 97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.7 (3.8, 5.7)</td>
<td>4.5 (3.6, 5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low dose</td>
<td>2.6 (1.8, 3.8)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.7, 3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate dose</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.5 (3.3, 6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose</td>
<td>7.0 (5.2, 9.6)</td>
<td>8.6 (5.8, 13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a consistent body of evidence that traditional NSAIDs are not all the same with respect to gastrointestinal toxicity \((SEDA-18, 99; Table 1)\) \((5^C, 6^C)\), and the clinical and epidemiological relevance of this fact should not be ignored \((2^R, 3^R, 8^R)\). In fact, if one takes into account epidemiological data on the frequency of bleeding ulcers and deaths attributable to NSAIDs as well as the relative risks associated with different NSAIDs, substitution of ibuprofen (which has the least gastrointestinal toxicity at a dose of 2.4 g/day) for all other NSAIDs would reduce the number of such events in the UK from 2431 to 695 annually. Substituting ibuprofen (or another “safe” NSAID) at a lower dose of 1200 g/day would be likely to reduce events nearly to zero. Similarly, substitution of ibuprofen 1.2 g/day, or another relatively safe NSAID, would be likely to reduce events nearly to zero. These estimates should be interpreted with caution.
tion, as the overall incidence of bleeding ulcers may be inaccurate, and reduced efficacy at a lower dose, albeit accompanied by better tolerability, may affect the benefit to harm balance.

Similar data are obtained for patients taking low-dose aspirin. The total number of excess cases attributable to aspirin in the UK is 753 annually. If prophylactic aspirin was prescribed solely at a dose of 75 mg/day, the safest efficacious dose for cardiovascular prophylaxis, the number of cases would fall to 445 annually, and the number of related deaths from 87 to 51.

On the basis of these data it is likely that an appropriate clinical strategy could prevent many episodes of peptic ulcer bleeding by selecting the least toxic NSAIDs at the lowest effective doses and using them only in patients who do not respond to simple analgesics.

2. Identification of patients at high risk of complicated ulcers

Epidemiological data show that about 50% of patients who regularly take NSAIDs have gastric erosions and 15–30% have endoscopic ulcers. However, the clinical relevance of these manifestations varies greatly, and the incidence of clinically significant gastrointestinal events caused by NSAIDs is much lower. In fact, upper gastrointestinal events may occur in 3.0–4.5% of patients taking NSAIDs, and serious complicated events (upper gastrointestinal bleeding and perforation) develop in about 1.5% (7R, 8R).

There have been several studies of the factors that increase the risk of serious gastrointestinal complications and of methods to reduce the risk. Advanced age (over 65 years) has been consistently found to be a primary risk factor for gastrointestinal toxicity; the risk increases linearly with age and remains constant over an extended period of observation. Other risk factors that have been identified in multiple studies are higher doses of NSAIDs, including the use of two or more NSAIDs; a history of ulceration or gastrointestinal bleeding; concomitant use of some drugs, such as glucocorticoids and anticoagulants, and consumption of alcohol. Concomitant disease should also be considered (9R). Not all of these possible risk factors have the same quality of evidence, as many of them have been based on univariate analyses and have not considered the interactions among multiple factors and co-existing conditions.

However, these risk factors should be carefully considered when choosing to start a NSAID.

3. Eradication of Helicobacter pylori

Eradication of Helicobacter pylori has previously been reviewed (SEDA 27, 105), but it merits further attention.

Many patients who have had upper gastrointestinal bleeding have to continue to take low-dose aspirin (under 325 mg/day) for cardiovascular prophylaxis or other NSAIDs for musculoskeletal pain. It is uncertain whether infection with Helicobacter pylori is a susceptibility factor for bleeding in such patients. Nor is it known whether eradicating the infection would substantially reduce the risk of bleeding ulcers, and thus obviate the need for acid suppression. New information can be derived from a randomized study of omeprazole or eradication therapy in patients with a history of upper gastrointestinal bleeding who were infected with Helicobacter pylori and who were taking low-dose aspirin or other NSAIDs (10C). Among patients with Helicobacter pylori infection and a history of upper gastrointestinal bleeding who were taking low-dose aspirin, eradication was equivalent to treatment with omeprazole in preventing recurrent bleeding. However, omeprazole was superior to eradication in preventing recurrent bleeding in patients who were taking other NSAIDs, such as naproxen, and by implication other non-aspirin NSAIDs.

In light of the increasing use of aspirin for cardiovascular prophylaxis, these findings suggest that patients who are at risk of bleeding from ulcers should be tested for Helicobacter pylori infection and treated if necessary.

The role of gastric acid suppression with a proton pump inhibitor (lansoprazole) in preventing the recurrence of ulcer complications after eradication of Helicobacter pylori in patients taking long-term low-dose aspirin has been further better defined in another randomized study, in which patients with healed ulcers in whom Helicobacter pylori had been eradicated were randomized for 12 months to aspirin 100 mg + either lansoprazole 30 mg or placebo (11C). Those who took lansoprazole were significantly less likely to have recurrent ulcer complications while taking low-dose aspirin, compared with those in whom only eradication was used.
4. COX-2 selective inhibitors in preventing upper gastrointestinal bleeding

There is a consistent body of evidence that concurrent therapy with non-selective NSAIDs and a proton pump inhibitor can reduce the risk of ulceration or ulcer complications (12C, 13C, 14C), and this approach is therefore recommended for prophylaxis in patients at high risk for ulcer complications. COX-2 selective inhibitors (coxibs) were developed with the goal of delivering effective pain relief without causing the serious gastrointestinal adverse effects (mainly complicated ulcers) linked to the non-selective NSAIDs (SEDA-25, 126). Unfortunately the claims of better gastrointestinal safety of coxibs relative to traditional NSAIDs were open to criticism (SEDA-29, 116). Most of the data on gastric safety profile of coxibs came from a study (CLASS) that failed to demonstrate a significant reduction in ulcer complications in patients taking celecoxib compared with patients taking non-selective NSAIDs. However, the coxibs were widely adopted, both in clinical practice and official guidelines (4R). Moreover, more recent data have linked coxibs with serious cardiovascular, renal, and cutaneous adverse reactions, prompting regulatory authorities to withdraw some compounds from the market.

There have been two studies of the efficacy of selective COX-2 inhibitors with respect to co-therapy with proton pump inhibitors and NSAIDs.

The aim of the first study was to assess whether celecoxib is similar to diclofenac plus omeprazole in reducing the risk of recurrent ulcer bleeding in high-risk patients. Patients who used NSAIDs for arthritis and who developed ulcer bleeding were randomly assigned either celecoxib 200 mg bd or diclofenac 75 mg bd + omeprazole 20 mg/day for 6 months (15C). The therapeutic and point was recurrent ulcer bleeding. The probability of recurrent bleeding during 6 months was 4.9% (CI = 3.1, 6.7) in patients taking celecoxib and 6.4% (4.3, 8.4) in those taking diclofenac + omeprazole, a non-significant difference. In the second trial eligible patients were randomly assigned to celecoxib 200 mg/day or naproxen 250 mg tds + lansoprazole 30 mg/day (16C). The primary therapeutic end point was recurrent ulcer complications. During a median follow-up of 24 weeks 3.7% (CI = 0, 7.3%) of those who took celecoxib compared with 6.3% (1.6, 16%) of those who took lansoprazole developed recurrent ulcer complications. Celecoxib was therefore as effective as lansoprazole co-therapy in preventing recurrences of ulcer complications in subjects with a history of NSAID-related complicated peptic ulcers.

The results of these studies should be interpreted with caution, for two reasons.

Firstly, in both studies a significant proportion (4–6%) of patients still had recurrent ulcer complications over the period of follow-up, showing that neither prophylactic regimen was completely protective in high-risk patients. In view of these data an important question is whether the addition of a proton pump inhibitor to celecoxib (or other COX-2 inhibitors) will further reduce upper gastrointestinal events. The problem awaits the results of further studies.

Secondly, there was an unexpectedly high rate of renal adverse effects, including acute renal insufficiency, in both studies. Careful monitoring of patients taking proton pump inhibitors + NSAIDs or celecoxib is wise.

Conclusions What are the practical implications of these data? To reduce the substantial risk of ulcer-related bleeding and perforation associated with all NSAIDs we must take into account all possible strategies that might prevent complications in as many patients as possible. Too many patients continue to take NSAIDs when simple analgesics, such as paracetamol, would provide the same benefit with less toxicity and cost. Moreover, when an NSAID is needed, the least toxic compound should be selected on the basis of available data. Finally, because of the substantial increase in risk from low-dose to high-dose NSAID therapy, it is wise, whenever possible, to start treatment with low dosages.

Individual risk factors must lead clinicians to choose the best prophylaxis. However, the gastrointestinal advantage of a combination of a traditional NSAID with a proton pump inhibitor should not be interpreted without careful consideration of competing risks from the cardiovascular perspective. For NSAIDs with competing cardiovascular and gastrointestinal risks, the trade off between reducing gastrointestinal adverse events must be weighed against concerns about cardiovascular adverse effects.
These simple guidelines, if followed, would provide a realistic strategy for preventing many complications related to the use of NSAID.

**Urinary tract** Prostaglandins play an important role in genitourinary function, as they provoke contraction of the detrusor muscle. Relaxation of the detrusor muscle by inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis by NSAIDs could therefore result in acute urinary retention. In a population-based case-control study of 536 men each matched with up to 10 controls (n = 5348 in all) from a source population of 72,114, the risk of acute urinary retention in current users of NSAIDs was twice that in non-users (CI = 1.23, 3.31) (17C). The highest risk (adjusted OR = 3.3; CI = 1.2, 9.2) was in those who had recently started using NSAIDs and in those using high doses.

**Drug–drug interactions** In a population-based study in Finland of co-prescription of NSAIDs and other drugs that may potentiate their gastrointestinal toxicity, combining NSAIDs with corticosteroids, anticoagulants, or selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) increased the risk of upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage by 15, 15, and 13 times respectively (18C). The Australian Adverse Drug Reactions Advisory Committee (ADRAC) and the New Zealand Pharmacovigilance Centre have received and published case reports of raised International Normalized Ratios (INR) and hemorrhage when celecoxib and rofecoxib were given to patients stabilized on warfarin. Small increases in INR have also been reported with valdecoxib (19C, 20C, 21C, 22C). This possible interaction could be mediated by several mechanisms. Firstly, many NSAIDs are substrates for CYP2C9 and may interfere with the oxidative metabolism of S-warfarin, thereby increasing the hypoprothrombinemic response. Secondly, the non-selective NSAIDs may significantly inhibit COX-1 generated thromboxane A2, impairing platelet aggregation, impairing hemostasis if bleeding occurs. Thirdly, NSAIDs can cause gastric damage and further increase the risk of gastrointestinal bleeding in patients taking warfarin. Differences in the risk of gastrointestinal toxicity may be relevant when evaluating the risk of the interaction in an individual.

Despite the clinical and epidemiological importance of the problem, there is little information on the comparative safety of coxibs and NSAIDs in patients taking warfarin. A nested case-control study has provided some information about the risk of upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage in patients taking warfarin and a non-selective NSAID or a COX-2 inhibitor (23C). The patients had had an upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage while taking warfarin. After adjusting for potential confounders, patients taking warfarin were more likely to have been taking celecoxib (OR = 1.7; CI = 1.2, 3.6), rofecoxib (OR = 2.4; CI = 1.7, 3.6), or a non-selective NSAID (OR = 1.9; CI = 1.4, 3.7) relative to controls. These findings suggest that the risk of upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage is equally increased in warfarin users taking either a coxib or a traditional NSAID. If there is co-prescription, careful monitoring of the INR is mandatory and gastric protection wise.

**INDIVIDUAL DRUGS AND CLASSES**

**Acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin) and related compounds** (SED-15, 15; SEDA-27, 109; SEDA-28, 123; SEDA-29, 124)

**Gastrointestinal** The incidence of upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage has been reported to be similar in patients taking either 75 or 325 mg of aspirin per day (24C, 25C). This confirms the previous finding of a large meta-regression analysis (26C). Enteric-coated aspirin has been associated with gastroduodenal ulcer formation; the enteric coating has been shown to be toxic to the bowel and it is postulated that it is also toxic to the stomach (27C).

**Urinary tract** Studies of the association between the long-term use of aspirin or other NSAIDs and end-stage renal disease have given conflicting results (SED-26, 111). In order to examine this association, a case-control study was carried out in 583 patients with end-stage renal disease and 1190 controls (28C). Long-term use of any analgesic was associated with an overall non-significant odds ratio of 1.22 (CI = 0.89, 1.66). For specific groups of drugs the risks were:
• aspirin 1.56 (1.05, 2.30);
• paracetamol 0.80 (0.39, 1.63);
• pyrazolones 1.03 (0.60, 1.76);
• other NSAIDs 0.94 (0.57, 1.56).

There was thus a small increased risk of end-stage renal disease associated with aspirin, which was related to the cumulative dose and duration of use; it was particularly high among the subset of patients with vascular nephropathy as underlying disease.

These results suggest that long-term use of non-aspirin analgesics and NSAIDs is not associated with an increased risk of end-stage renal disease but that long-term use of aspirin is associated with a small increase in the risk of end-stage renal disease. However, these results should be taken with caution since they have arisen from a subgroup analysis, and should be confirmed by other studies.

Management of adverse drug reactions

Desensitization was attempted in 16 patients with acute coronary artery disease and a history of aspirin hypersensitivity (of whom three had a history of angioedema) in a protocol that lasted a few hours (29c). None received pretreatment with antihistamines or glucocorticoids, and beta-blockers were withheld. The first seven received eight oral doses of aspirin, starting at 1 mg and doubling each 30 minutes; the next nine patients underwent a shorter version using five doses (5, 10, 20, 40, and 75 mg). The patients were monitored in the coronary care unit; blood pressure, pulse, and peak expiratory flow were measured every 30 minutes, and cutaneous, naso-ocular, and pulmonary reactions were monitored closely until 3 hours after the procedure. Immediate tolerance was obtained in 14 patients, all of whom continued treatment uneventfully. One patient developed angioedema 3 hours after the procedure, which resolved immediately with a glucocorticoid and adrenaline. The patient was rechallenged successfully 2 days later and continued to take aspirin. Another patient, who had had a severe recent attack of asthma, developed nasal swelling and shortness of breath 1 hour after the last dose; although the symptoms resolved rapidly with inhaled salbutamol, rechallenge was not attempted. In 11 patients who then underwent coronary stenting aspirin + clopidogrel was given for 9–12 months; four were treated with aspirin alone. There were no major adverse cardiac events or new revascularization during a median follow-up of 14 months (range 1–35).

ANILINE DERIVATIVES (SED-15, 2679; SEDA-27, 110; SEDA-28, 125)

Paracetamol and the risk of asthma

The prevalence of asthma has risen worldwide in recent years, but the reason for this increase is unclear. A number of hypotheses have been formulated, and among them attention has been paid to epidemiological and pathophysiological evidence underlying the hypothesis that paracetamol may be a risk factor for asthma (30R).

The first study to suggest a link between asthma and paracetamol was one using data from the International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood of the European Community Respiratory Health Survey (ECHRIS) (31C). There was a positive correlation between paracetamol sales and asthma symptoms. For each gram increase in per capita paracetamol sales in 1994–5 the prevalence of wheeze increased by 0.52% among 13- to 14-year-old subjects in this study. Similarly, wheezing rose by 0.26% per gram increase among young adults.

While ecological findings such as these are helpful for the description of group-level (in this case country-level) patterns of association, inferences about individuals cannot be made. However, an association between paracetamol and asthma at the individual level has been seen in a large case-control study (32C). After controlling for potential confounding factors, the odds ratio (OR) for asthma, compared with newer users of paracetamol was 1.06 (CI = 0.77, 1.45) in infrequent users (less than monthly), 1.22 (CI = 0.87, 1.77) in monthly users, 1.79 (CI = 1.21, 2.65) in weekly users, and 2.38 (CI = 1.22, 4.64) in daily users. The effect was much stronger for severe asthma (OR = 8.2; CI = 2.8, 23). However, the study had limitations, such as selection bias, and did not take into account factors such as respiratory tract infections. Furthermore, the cross-sectional design of the study makes it unclear whether the use of paracetamol contributed to asthma or vice versa (33C).
Further evidence came from the Nurses’ Health Study, a prospective cohort study of 121,200 women (34^C). The objective was to examine the relation between paracetamol use and new-onset asthma. During 352,719 person-years of follow-up, 346 participants reported a new diagnosis of asthma. Increasing frequency of paracetamol use was positively associated with newly diagnosed asthma. The multivariate rate ratio for asthma for participants who took paracetamol for more than 14 days/month was 1.65 (CI = 1.11, 2.39) compared with non-users. The positive association were not affected by the use of aspirin. In a multivariate analysis aspirin was inversely related to newly diagnosed asthma. There was no association with NSAIDs. However, these results cannot be generalized, as the study was conducted in an older, female, and predominantly white population not representative of the general population.

A more recent study using data from the US-based Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey has provided further evidence that use of paracetamol is associated with asthma in a dose-related way (adjusted OR = 1.20; CI = 1.12, 1.28) (35^C). Increased use of paracetamol was also dose-dependently associated with COPD.

In a well conducted, double-blind, randomized study aimed at determining the safety of ibuprofen in children with febrile illnesses, there was a significant association between increased out-patient visits for asthma and use of paracetamol (36^C). However, the lack of a placebo group in this study made it unclear whether ibuprofen reduced the risk of asthma, paracetamol increased the risk, or a combination of the two.

Finally, there have been multiple case reports and case series of respiratory symptoms and acute reductions in respiratory function indexes after ingestion of paracetamol among both aspirin-sensitive and aspirin tolerant patients (30^F). Plausible mechanisms that explain the association of paracetamol with asthma include depletion of pulmonary glutathione and thereby a reduced capability of the host to mitigate oxidative stress produced by reactive oxygen species.

COX-2 SELECTIVE INHIBITORS (SEDA-27, 111; SEDA-28, 128; SEDA-29, 116)

Celecoxib

Urinary tract As more experience accumulates it appears that celecoxib has the same adverse renal effects as other NSAIDs. Minimal-change disease with interstitial nephritis and nephritic syndrome have been described in two elderly patients taking celecoxib (37^A, 38^A). However, it has been claimed that celecoxib is less nephrotoxic than conventional NSAIDs, from the results of a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled comparison of the effect of celecoxib, 200 mg every 12 hours to a total of 5 doses, on renal function with that of naproxen 500 mg every 12 hours to a total of 5 doses, in 28 patients with cirrhosis and ascites (39^C). There was a significant reduction in glomerular filtration rate and renal plasma flow in the patients who took naproxen but not in the other two groups. This suggests that short-term celecoxib does not impair renal function in patients with decompensated cirrhosis. However, further studies are needed before concluding that celecoxib is safer than other NSAIDs in such patients.

Parecoxib

Respiratory Non-selective NSAIDs are more likely to precipitate bronchospiration than COX-2 inhibitors (SEDA-26, 119). However, there has been a recent report of two patients who developed severe, life-threatening bronchospasm soon after receiving parenteral parecoxib (40^A). Both had a history of mild asthma. This suggests that COX-2 inhibitors are not without risk and should be used with great caution, especially in patients with asthma.

Rofecoxib

Sensory systems Visual impairment associated with rofecoxib and other coxibs may be more frequent than has previously been thought.
and may be under-recognised (SEDA-28, 129). There have been three reports of central retinal vein occlusion after starting rofecoxib or after a dosage increase (41A).

- A 72-year-old woman took rofecoxib 25 mg/day for rheumatoid arthritis for 6 months. She then increased the dose to 50 mg/day and 3 days later she had sudden deterioration of vision in her right eye due to central retinal vein occlusion.
- A 69-year-old woman had severe deterioration of vision in her right eye 24 hours after starting to take rofecoxib 25 mg/day for osteoarthritis. Ophthalmic examination showed severe intraretinal hemorrhage and retinal vein occlusion.
- A 47-year-old man started to take rofecoxib for hip pain. A week later he had temporary blotches in his right eye. He stopped treatment but started rofecoxib again 1 month later, after which his vision progressively deteriorated. Ophthalmic examination showed central retinal vein occlusion.

All three patients stopped taking rofecoxib. About 1 year later visual acuity in the first two had improved.

Mouth There have been three reports of oral lesions attributed to rofecoxib (42A).

- A 72-year-old woman, who had taken rofecoxib 50 mg/day for rheumatoid arthritis for 4 weeks, developed atrophic erosive lesions on her right buccal mucosa. Rofecoxib was withdrawn and within 15 days the lesions had resolved. Six months later she again took rofecoxib and the same mucosal lesions appeared at the same site. Rofecoxib was again withdrawn and the buccal lesions resolved. There was no recurrence 8 months later.
- An 83-year-old woman, who had taken rofecoxib 50 mg/day for osteoarthritis for 6 weeks developed erosive lesions on the left side of her tongue and floor of her mouth. Rofecoxib was withdrawn and the lesions resolved completely within 10 days. There was no recurrence 1 year later.
- A 67-year-old woman, who had taken rofecoxib 25 mg/day for osteoarthritis for 16 months, developed severe erosive oral lesions with pseudomembranes. Topical triamcinolone was ineffective. Rofecoxib was replaced by meloxicam and 2 weeks later her symptoms had eased markedly.

Gastrointestinal Contrasting data on the safety of rofecoxib in patients with pre-existing primary inflammatory bowel disease have been reported. In one study in 32 patients rofecoxib did not exacerbate inflammatory bowel disease (SEDA 28, 132), but in isolated cases inhibition of COX-2 in the large bowel worsened inflammatory bowel disease, as has again been reported in three patients exposed to rofecoxib—two patients developed inflammatory bowel disease de novo and one had exacerbation of pre-existing disease (43A).

- A 42-year-old man developed abdominal pain and diarrhea with 15 loose bowel movements per day after taking rofecoxib 25 mg/day for 3 days. Rofecoxib was withdrawn but over the next few weeks his symptoms improved only partially. Colonoscopy showed focal shallow ulceration with adherent exudate. Biopsy showed active colitis with a focal erosion involving the transverse colon. Colonoscopy at 4 months showed resolution of the inflammatory changes, but a biopsy still showed patchy active ileitis with focal erosions in the transverse colon. Normal bowel function gradually returned and the abdominal pain resolved.
- A 65-year-old woman developed a change in bowel habit and rectal bleeding after taking aspirin for 5 days, ibuprofen for 2 days, and then rofecoxib (dosage not stated) for 10 days. While taking rofecoxib she developed loose bowel movements with small amounts of bright red blood. Rofecoxib was withdrawn and her symptoms resolved completely. Colonoscopy after 12 days showed segmental inflammatory changes with serpiginous ulceration. Biopsy showed active colitis with erosions, cryptitis, and crypt abscesses.
- A 52-year-old man with a 14-month history of inflammatory bowel disease, currently in remission, took rofecoxib 50 mg/day for 5 days and developed abdominal cramp and loose stools with bright red blood. Colonoscopy showed focal ulceration of the cecum and descending colon. Biopsy showed patchy acute cryptitis and active colitis with ulceration. Rofecoxib was withdrawn and his symptoms resolved.

These observations suggest that extreme caution should be taken when prescribing rofecoxib for patients with inflammatory bowel disease. Furthermore, patients who develop symptoms of diarrhea and abdominal pain should be monitored carefully for possible inflammatory bowel disease.

Skin A 63-year-old woman developed Stevens–Johnson syndrome while taking rofecoxib for arthralgia. Despite early withdrawal she developed serious corneal and conjunctival complications (44A).

Immunologic Rofecoxib has been implicated in a case of combined interstitial nephritis and acute hepatitis (45A).

- A 62-year-old man who had taken rofecoxib for 6 months, developed malaise, anorexia, weight loss, pruritus, jaundice, and upper quadrant abdominal discomfort. His liver function tests were abnormal:
serum bilirubin 240 µmol/l (reference range <20), γ-glutamyl transferase 98 units/l (<60), alkaline phosphatase 218 units/l (<150). A liver biopsy was consistent with drug-induced hepatic damage. He was treated with ursodeoxycholic acid, but his cholestasis deteriorated. Over the next few days his renal function also worsened (serum creatinine 540 µmol/l) and urinalysis showed heavy proteinuria. He needed hemodialysis for 6 weeks. A renal biopsy was consistent with drug-induced acute interstitial nephritis and acute tubular necrosis. He was given a glucocorticoid and his renal and liver function recovered after 3 months.

Isolated severe acute cholestatic and cytolytic hepatitis has previously been attributed to rofecoxib (46A).

Valdecoxib

Cardiovascular Despite claims from the results of a meta-analysis conducted by its manufacturer that valdecoxib appears to be associated with significantly fewer adverse gastrointestinal events than non-selective NSAIDs (47M), its marketing authorization has been suspended in many countries because of an increased risk of serious cardiovascular outcomes (48C) found in two randomized placebo-controlled trials in high-risk patients (SEDA-29, 122).

Urinary tract Acute anuric renal insufficiency has been described with NSAIDs and can also occur with coxibs (SEDA-26, 125).

• A 31-year-old woman with pyelonephritis developed acute anuric renal insufficiency while taking valdecoxib for back pain and needed hemodialysis (49A). No susceptibility factor for acute renal insufficiency was identified.

Skin Various serious skin reactions to valdecoxib have been described in publications and/or reported to drug control agencies (SEDA-29, 122), including exanthematous skin eruptions, purpura, and systemic allergic contact dermatitis (50A, 51A, 52A).

Musculoskeletal Exacerbation of pre-existing carpal tunnel syndrome has been attributed to valdecoxib (53A).

• A 40-year old patient had worsening of carpal tunnel syndrome after a single dose of valdecoxib 40 mg for a knee contusion. Valdecoxib was switched to ibuprofen and within 12 hours the symptoms resolved.

Valdecoxib-associated edema may have aggravated pre-existing carpal tunnel syndrome.

OXICAMS (SEDA-15, 2555; SEDA-27, 116; SEDA-28, 128; SEDA-29, 125)

Lornoxicam

Gastrointestinal Multiple small hemispheric polyps, associated with luminal narrowing, were found in the gastric antrum of a 74-year-old man who had taken lornoxicam (54A). The polyps consisted of granulation tissue and immature regenerative epithelium. The authors suggested that in the hypoacidic conditions induced by nizatidine, inflammatory polyps could have arisen through rapid and excessive regeneration after gastric mucosal injury due to the NSAID. However, there was no evidence in this case of a cause-and-effect relation.

PYRAZOLONE DERIVATIVES

Dipyrone (SEDA-27, 111)

Hematologic Dipyrone is associated with an increased risk of agranulocytosis (SEDA-27, 111). In a case-control study in patients identified from a large database designed for the surveillance of blood dyscrasias, during 78.73 million person-years follow-up there were 396 confirmed cases of agranulocytosis, 177 of which were analysed, with 586 matched controls (55C). In the week before agranulocytosis developed, 30 cases (17%) and 9 controls (1.5%) had been exposed to dipyrone (adjusted RR = 26; CI = 8.4, 79). Among exposed patients there was a trend towards an increased risk of agranulocytosis, with increased duration of exposure. However, the risk disappeared 10 days after the last dose of dipyrone.

The balance of benefit and harm for dipyrone is controversial. One must remember that
it is often associated with severe anaphylactic reactions, especially when it is infused intravenously for analgesia (56A).

DRUGS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF GOUT

**Colchicine**  *(SEDA-15, 883; SEDA-28, 133; SEDA-29, 125)*

Prescribers have been reminded by New Zealand’s Medsafe Pharmacovigilance Team of the revised dosage advice for colchicine, which is now second-line therapy for acute gout, because of the risk of serious adverse effects (57S, 58S). Colchicine is very toxic in overdose, and deaths have occurred. The use of high doses in acute gout is not appropriate, especially in patients who are elderly, have impaired renal or hepatic function, or weigh less than 50 kg. Medsafe has advised that:

- colchicine should be considered a second-line treatment for acute gout, when NSAIDs are contraindicated, inefficacious, or poorly tolerated;
- the dosage interval should be increased to 6 hours;
- the maximum daily dose in the first 24 hours should be 2.5 mg;
- the maximum cumulative dose over 4 days should not exceed 6 or 3 mg in elderly people;
- colchicine is contraindicated in severe renal or hepatic impairment and the dose should be reduced in patients with less severe impairment.

In addition, continued dosing until adverse gastrointestinal events occur “is no longer considered safe or appropriate”. Medsafe has urged prescribers to write clear dosage advice on the prescription, to inform patients of the revised dosage advice, to stress how important it is not to exceed the maximum doses, to warn patients of the symptoms of colchicine toxicity, and to advise them to stop taking the drug immediately and see a doctor if symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea occur.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Renal disease**  There have been single case reports of severe colchicine-induced myopathy in which impaired renal function caused insufficient elimination of colchicine (59A).

**Drug-drug interactions**  Drug interactions with colchicine may occur more often than has previously been thought (SEDA-28, 133).

**Clarithromycin**  Concomitant treatment with clarithromycin can increase the risk of fatal colchicine toxicity. In a retrospective case-control study of 116 patients who took clarithromycin and colchicine, nine of the 88 patients who took the two drugs concomitantly died, compared with only one of the 28 patients who took the two drugs sequentially (60F). Multivariate analysis of the 88 patients showed that longer overlapping therapy, baseline renal function impairment, and pancytopenia were independently associated with death. This study had several limitations but it cannot be dismissed, as further reports have been published that document severe adverse reactions after co-administration of colchicine with clarithromycin (61A, 62A).

- A 68-year-old man with acute gouty arthritis and a community-acquired pneumonia was given colchicine 0.5 mg every 6 hours and clarithromycin 500 mg tds. On day 5 the dose of colchicine was reduced to 0.5 mg every 8 hours because of diarrhea. On day 11 both drugs were withdrawn and the next day he developed a paralytic ileus, recurrence of fever, hypotension, pancytopenia, and acute renal and hepatic insufficiency. He died on day 13 and post-mortem examination showed agranulocytosis and massive hepatic necrosis.
- A 55-year-old woman with acute gout and pneumonia was given colchicine 0.5 mg tds and clarithromycin 250 mg bd. After five doses of colchicine and three of clarithromycin she developed severe leukopenia and thrombocytopenia. Bone marrow biopsy showed marked hypocellularity. She developed a febrile neutropenia and died after 12 days.
- A 71-year-old man taking colchicine 1.5 mg/day for Familial Mediterranean Fever was given clarithromycin, amoxicillin and omeprazole for 7 days for Helicobacter pylori eradication. After 3 days he developed fever, abdominal pain, and bloody diarrhea, and after 8 days pancytopenia, dehydration, and metabolic acidosis. The dosage of colchicine was reduced to 0.5 mg/day. He was rehydrated and recovered fully. The previous dosage of colchicine was gradually re instituted without adverse effects.
**Statins** Concomitant treatment with statins can cause myopathy or rhabdomyolysis.

- A 70-year-old man, who had taken fluvastatin for 2 years for dyslipidemia, developed rhabdomyolysis and acute renal insufficiency 10 days after starting to take colchicine 1.5 mg/day (63A). He had raised creatine kinase and aspartate transaminase activities, and serum myoglobin and creatinine concentrations. Colchicine and fluvastatin were withdrawn and his gout was treated with intra-articular glucocorticoid injections. The laboratory findings normalized over about 10 days. Fluvastatin was subsequently restarted without problems and 2 months later his renal function was normal.
- A 65-year-old woman, who was taking pravastatin 20 mg/day and losartan, diuretics, and aspirin for ischemic heart disease, was given colchicine 1.5 mg/day for gout, and 20 days later developed symmetrical proximal muscle weakness in the legs with reduced tendon reflexes and electromyography consistent with muscle disease (64A). She had raised creatine kinase, aspartate transaminase, and lactate dehydrogenase activities. Blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine concentrations were slightly raised. Colchicine and pravastatin were withdrawn and within 7 days her clinical and laboratory findings normalized. She had another attack of gout 12 days later and was given colchicine 1.0 mg/day without adverse effects.

There have also been single case reports of rhabdomyolysis with simvastatin, atorvastatin, and possibly gemfibrozil (SEDA-28, 133). The combination of colchicine with other potentially myotoxic drugs, such as gemfibrozil and other statins, has clinical relevance, as these classes of drugs are often co-prescribed in patients with renal insufficiency.

Colchicine and most of the statins are biotransformed in the liver, primarily by CYP3A4, which may explain the increased risk of myopathy during concurrent therapy. However, pravastatin and fluvastatin are not primarily metabolized by cytochrome P450 isoenzymes (65E) and in such cases the interaction may be mediated by P-glycoprotein.
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ANESTHETIC VAPORS  (SEDA-27, 119; SEDA-28, 139; SEDA-29, 129)

HALOGENATED VAPORS

Comparative studies In a systematic review of 25 published, randomized controlled comparisons of sevoflurane (746 patients) and desflurane (752 patients) there was no significant difference in the rates of postoperative nausea and vomiting (1M).

Endocrine The effects of anesthesia for more than 10 hours with either isoflurane or sevoflurane on hormone secretion have been studied in 20 patients (2c). Adrenaline and noradrenaline concentrations increased continuously during and after surgery in the isoflurane group whereas they increased only after surgery in the sevoflurane group; both concentrations were higher in the isoflurane group during anesthesia. Cortisol increased continuously but adrenocorticotropic hormone increased only during surgery. Antiadiprotic hormone increased during surgery and the isoflurane group had significantly higher values than the sevoflurane group. Glucose increased both during and after surgery but insulin increased only after surgery; glucagon fell during surgery in both groups.

Metabolism The effects of anesthesia with sevoflurane (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 MAC) and isoflurane (0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 MAC) on glucose tolerance have been studied in a randomized study in 30 patients (3C). The insulinogenic index (change in concentration of immunoreactive insulin/change in glucose concentration), the acute insulin response, and the rates of glucose disappearance were significantly lower in all anesthesia groups than in the control group. However, there were no differences among the six anesthesia groups.

Desflurane  (SED-15, 1072)

Cardiovascular Cardiac arrest due to desflurane toxicity has been attributed to accidental delivery of a high concentration of desflurane due to vaporizer malfunction (4A).

- A healthy 36-year-old woman underwent anesthesia maintained with desflurane, which was delivered at 3.5% using a Tec 6 Plus Vaporizer (Datex Ohmeda, Steeton, England) via a partially closed circuit with a low flow of fresh gases (1 l/minute). Five minutes after induction, she developed hypoxia and bradycardia, rapidly followed by cardiac arrest with asystole. She was resuscitated and a chest x-ray showed pulmonary edema.

Examination of the memory of the halogenated anesthetic monitor (Viridia 24 C; Hewlett Packard, Boeblingen, Germany) showed a progressive increase in end-expiratory desflurane concentration up to 23%. There was an internal crack in the control dial, which normally regulates the control valve, but the damage did not limit the rotation of the control valve, which remained uncontrolled. The authors thought that this defect had been responsible for massive administration of desflurane in the inhalation circuit. Cardiac arrest was probably due to the negative inotropic effect of desflurane.

Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy can be associated with cardiac arrest during anesthesia, and this has been reported in a 16-year-old boy who was anesthetized with desflurane (5A).
Respiratory The effects of 6 or 12% desflurane and 1.8 or 3.6% sevoflurane, which have markedly different pungencies, on airway reactivity have been tested in 60 patients breathing equivalent concentrations through a laryngeal mask airway (6c). Compared with sevoflurane, desflurane titration to 12% increased heart rate, increased mean arterial blood pressure, and initiated frequent coughing (53 versus 0%) and body movements (47 versus 0%). During emergence, there was a two-fold greater incidence of coughing and a five-fold increase in breath holding with desflurane.

Liver All halogenated anesthetics can cause acute liver damage, and this has been reported in an 81-year-old woman after general anesthesia with desflurane (7a).

Body temperature Halogenated anesthetics can cause malignant hyperthermia (SED-15, 1921), and another case has been reported with desflurane (8a).

Genotoxicity The effects of desflurane on the frequency of sister chromatid exchange has been studied in peripheral blood lymphocytes of 15 women during and after anesthesia maintained with desflurane 5–6% in an oxygen/air mixture (9c). The numbers of sister chromatid exchanges per cell at 60 and 120 minutes were significantly higher than the numbers before anesthesia. In addition, the numbers of sister chromatid exchange per cell on the 1st, 3rd, and 7th postoperative days were significantly higher than preoperatively, but there was no difference by the 12th postoperative day. The authors concluded that desflurane may be capable of causing genetic damage. This view has been supported by the results of an in vitro study of the effect of desflurane on peripheral blood lymphocytes, in which both halothane and desflurane increased DNA migration in a concentration-related manner (10c).

Isoflurane (SED-15, 2121)

Cardiovascular Isoflurane can cause marked hypertension during induction of anesthesia. Of 26 patients who were anesthetized with 0.5% isoflurane in oxygen, increased to 4% in 2 minutes, nine had increases in systolic blood pressure by more than 10 mmHg (mean 26) (11c). Tracheal intubation markedly increased the blood pressure in all patients, but there was a negative correlation between the isoflurane-induced increase and that induced by intubation. Tracheal intubation produced a larger increase in blood pressure in the isoflurane-induced hypertensive patients.

Psychological Memory function and its relation to depth of hypnotic state has been prospectively evaluated in anesthetized and non-anesthetized subjects, using the Bispectral Index during general anesthesia and an auditory word stem completion test and process dissociation procedure after anesthesia (12c). Isoflurane was used in 47 patients and propofol in one. There was evidence of memory for words presented during light anesthesia (Bispectral Index score 61–80) and adequate anesthesia (score 41–60) but not during deep anesthesia (score 21–40). The process dissociation procedure showed a significant implicit memory contribution but not reliable explicit memory contribution. Memory performance was better in non-anesthetized subjects than in anesthetized patients, with a higher contribution from explicit memory and a comparable contribution from implicit memory. The authors concluded that during general anesthesia for elective surgery, implicit memory persists, even in adequate hypnotic states, to a comparable degree as in non-anesthetized subjects.

Sevoflurane (SED-15, 3123; SEDA-28, 139; SEDA-29, 129)

Observational studies In 640 infants aged 1 day to 12 months, who were given sevoflurane in high concentrations for sedation during MRI examination, the only adverse events were one case of vomiting, eight of minor hypoxia, and two of severe hypoxia (13a).

Cardiovascular Prolongation of the QT interval is associated with torsade de pointes, susceptibility to which arises from increased transmural dispersion of repolarization across the myocardial wall, which can be measured
electrocardiographically as the time interval between the peak and end of the T wave. Several anesthetic drugs prolong the QT interval, but their effect on transmural dispersion of repolarization is unknown. The effects of propofol and sevoflurane on the corrected QT (QTc) and transmural dispersion of repolarization have been investigated in 50 unpremedicated children aged 1–16 years (14C). Sevoflurane significantly prolonged the preoperative QTc; propofol did not. Neither anesthetic had any significant effect on the preoperative transmural dispersion of repolarization.

Respiratory  The incidence and duration of apnea during sevoflurane anesthesia has been studied in 131 women who were given increasing concentrations of sevoflurane from 1 to 8% (n = 42), decremental–incremental concentrations from 8 to 4% and then from 4 to 8% (n = 36), or fixed concentrations of 8% (n = 53) (15C). Although apnea occurred in all groups, it was more frequent and more pronounced in the fixed-dose group.

Nervous system A 3-year-old child had tonic convulsions after inhaling 3.9% sevoflurane for 45 minutes associated with moderate hyperventilation; he was later discovered to have epileptiform activity on electroencephalography (16A).

Two types of tonic–clonic movement disorders during sevoflurane anesthesia have been described (17R):

- agitation during early induction shortly after the loss of the eyelash reflex, characterized by discoordinate movements of the arms and legs, often followed by hyperventilation and respiratory obstruction, both of which resolve with deepening of anesthesia;
- localized or generalized tonic–clonic movements during deep anesthesia at the end of induction and persisting at that level of anesthesia.

During sevoflurane anesthesia electroencephalography shows a brief increase in beta activity, which occurs at around the time when the eyelash reflex is lost (30–60 seconds after beginning induction); this is rapidly followed by sudden slowing to <2 Hz delta activity maximal at the end of the second minute of induction, and then acceleration to delta predominance (2–4 Hz) until the pupils are constricted and central. The bispectral index monitor also shows a higher index number at concentric pupils than during the middle of induction, when slowing down is maximal. Some subjects have episodes of burst suppression with deeper anesthesia (higher end-tidal sevoflurane and longer duration of anesthesia). Epileptiform activity also occurs. Spikes occur first, usually during delta oscillations (spike-wave). They may be simple or complex or periodic, leading to periods of epileptiform discharges or frank seizures. Generally, major discharges or frank seizure activity occur during deep anesthesia and are occasionally accompanied by tonic–clonic movements. Susceptibility factors include pre-existing epilepsy, febrile convulsions, and intracranial pathology.

The authors of this review made the following recommendations:

- benzodiazepine premedication, such as midazolam in children, might be useful;
- nitrous oxide might have a minimal protective effect;
- narcotic analgesics might be useful, but their protective qualities have not yet been documented.

The use of sevoflurane in children is complicated by a high incidence of postanesthetic agitation, probably due to residual sevoflurane during washout. It is not related to the speed of emergence (18S). Nitrous oxide has been used to mitigate this in 20 children, by continued administration after the end of sevoflurane anesthesia (19C). The end-tidal concentrations of sevoflurane at awakening were significantly lower in those who had been given nitrous oxide than in the control group and postanesthetic agitation was significantly less.

The effect of clonidine 2 micrograms/kg on the risk of sevoflurane-induced postanesthetic agitation has been quantified in 169 children (20S). Clonidine significantly reduced pain and discomfort scores, reduced the overall incidence of agitation by 57%, and reduced the incidence of severe agitation by 67%. The relative risks of agitation and severe agitation were 0.43 (95% CI = 0.24, 0.78) and 0.32 (0.09, 1.17) respectively.
Liver Severe hepatotoxicity occurred after anesthesia with sevoflurane in a child with pre-existing mild renal dysfunction (21A).

Trichloroethylene (SED-15, 3488; SEDA-28, 140; SEDA-29, 130)

Trichloroethylene is not used as an inhalational anesthetic, but still has industrial uses.

Immunologic In 35 workers who had been exposed to environmental trichloroethylene there were significant increases in serum interleukin-2 and interferon-gamma concentrations and a reduction in interleukin-4 concentrations compared with 30 control workers (22C).

Teratogenicity Reviewers of the industrial uses of trichloroethylene have concluded that there is no evidence that it is teratogenic (23M, 24M).

Drug overdose Overdosage with trichloroethylene has been reported (25A).

• A man in his 40s drank an unknown amount of trichloroethylene in a suicide attempt. He became comatose, with acute respiratory failure, hypotension, sinus tachycardia, and severe diarrhea. He was mechanically ventilated and on day 4 developed ventricular bigeminy. His serum creatine kinase and lactate dehydrogenase activities were persistently raised. He died with complete heart block after 24 days.

A muscle biopsy in this case showed evidence of muscle damage, with large lipid droplets compressed the myofilaments, degenerating mitochondria, and markedly reduced succinate and NAD cytochrome c reductase activities.

OTHER VAPORS

Nitrous oxide (SED-15, 2550; SEDA-27, 120; SEDA-28, 140; SEDA-29, 131)

Nervous system Myelopathy associated with nitric oxide anesthesia typically occurs in individuals who have been discovered postoperatively to be B12 deficient, and another case has been reported in a 24-year-old man who used nitric oxide for recreational purposes (26A).

A patient who developed a diffuse myelopathy after receiving nitrous oxide on two occasions within 8 weeks had hyperhomocysteinemia and low concentrations of vitamin B12, and had a polymorphism in the 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene associated with the thermolabile isomorph of the enzyme (27A). The authors suggested that this explained the myelopathy. Treatment with folic acid and vitamin B12 caused the neurological symptoms to improve.

Subacute combined degeneration of the cord occurred 4 weeks after prolonged exposure to nitrous oxide in a man with diabetes who had hyperhomocysteinemia and vitamin B12 deficiency (28A).

Drug-device interactions Nitrous oxide is 34 times more soluble than nitrogen in enclosed body cavity gas spaces, and it enters such spaces rapidly, causing expansion and a rise in pressure. It can therefore cause pneumothorax, air embolism, or pneumocephalus. Nitrous oxide also diffuses into the cuff of endotracheal tubes and can cause a marked increase in cuff pressure. In a 27-year-old woman with placenta percreta at 37 weeks gestation who required elective cesarean hysterectomy, internal iliac artery occlusion balloons ruptured during nitrous oxide anesthesia (29A).

INTRA VENOUS AGENTS: NON-BARBITURATE ANESTHETICS

Etomidate (SED-15, 1302; SEDA-27, 121)

Nervous system Myoclonic movements and pain on injection are common during induction of anesthesia with etomidate. In a double-blind study in 100 patients in whom anesthesia was induced with etomidate, ketamine 0.2 mg/kg, ketamine 0.5 mg/kg, magnesium sulfate 2.48 mmol, or isotonic saline were used to prevent myoclonic muscle movements. Of the 25 patients who received magnesium sulfate, 19 did not have myoclonic movements
after the administration of etomidate; ketamine did not reduce the incidence of myoclonic movements (30c).

**Endocrine**  
Etomidate inhibits adrenal function resulting in reduced steroidogenesis after administration of both single boluses and maintenance infusions (31c). In a prospective cohort study of 62 critically ill patients who were mechanically ventilated for more than 24 hours, about half developed adrenal insufficiency on the day after intubation. Administration of a single intravenous dose of etomidate 0.2–0.4 mg/kg for intubation led to a 12-fold increased risk of adrenal insufficiency (32c). Etomidate should therefore be avoided as an induction agent in critically ill patients, in particular in patients with septic shock, among whom the incidence of adrenal insufficiency is high (33R, 34R, 35R).

**Ketamine**  
*(SED-15, 1964; SEDA-27, 120; SEDA-28, 141; SEDA-29, 131)*

Ketamine is a non-competitive antagonist at the phencyclidine site of the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor for glutamate. However, its effects are also mediated by interactions with many other receptors. It was introduced as early as the 1960s, and is not generally used today as a general anesthetic, because of its adverse psychological effects, including delirium, disturbed dreaming, motor adverse effects, and emergence reactions in about 12% of patients. In the last decade, ketamine has increasingly been used in subanesthetic doses for the treatment of acute and chronic pain.

**Placebo-controlled studies**  
The effect of low-dose intravenous ketamine in combination with continuous femoral nerve block on postoperative pain and rehabilitation after total knee arthroplasty has been evaluated in a randomized placebo-controlled study (36c). Those who received ketamine required significantly less morphine. No patients reported sedation, hallucinations, nightmares, or diplopia, and there were no differences in the incidence of nausea and vomiting between the two groups.

**Systematic reviews**  
In a systematic review perioperative subanesthetic doses of ketamine reduced rescue analgesic requirements, pain intensity, or both in 27 of 37 clinical trials (2240 participants) (37M, 38M). Ketamine reduced both 24-hour PCA morphine consumption and postoperative nausea and vomiting. Adverse effects were mild or absent.

**Nervous system**  
Ketamine has long been regarded as contraindicated in patients with, or at risk of, neurological damage. However, this view has recently been revised, with emphasis that there is evidence that ketamine does not increase intracranial pressure when used under conditions of controlled ventilation, co-administration of a gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor agonist, and without nitrous oxide (39R). Based on clinical, laboratory, and experimental results, ketamine may be safely used in patients with neurological damage. Ketamine may have neuroprotective effects, and S(+)-ketamine additional neuroregenerative effects, even when administered after the onset of a cerebral insult. Ketamine’s hemodynamic effects may also improve cerebral perfusion and thereby influence outcome.

**Psychological**  
The effects of ketamine 50 or 100 ng/ml on memory have been investigated in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized, within-subject study in 12 healthy volunteers (40F). Delerterious effects of ketamine on episodic memory were primarily attributable to its effects on encoding, rather than retrieval. The authors suggested that the effects they observed were similar to the memory deficits seen in schizophrenia and thus provide some support for the ketamine model of the disease.

**Drug abuse**  
The illegal use of ketamine as a recreational drug is rapidly growing (41R). It is sold as a liquid or powder that can be injected, ingested, or added to materials for smoking. Its psychedelic effects usually dissipate within 1 hour, and repeated use is therefore common. Its acute pharmacological effects include tachycardia, increased blood pressure, impaired memory and cognitive function, and visual alterations. High doses can cause out-of-body or near-death experiences. Its toxic effects include hyperexcitability, severe agitation, and paranoid psychoses. Hyperthermia,
seizures, rhabdomyolysis, and transient respiratory depression can occur. Physical dependence has not been reported.

Dopamine D1 receptor availability has been assessed using positron emission tomography and the selective D1 receptor radioligand [11C]-NNC 112 ((+)-5-(7-benzofuranyl)-8-chloro-7-hydroxy-3-methyl-2,3,4,5-tetrahydro-1H-3-benzazepine) in 14 chronic recreational users of ketamine and matched healthy subjects (42c). Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex D1 receptor availability was significantly up-regulated in chronic ketamine, confirming similar observations in animals. Prefrontal dopamine neurotransmission is important for working memory and executive functions.

**Drug overdose** Chronic homicidal ketamine poisoning has been reported in a 34-year-old married woman with no previous medical history, who died in her own home (43A). She had been chronically poisoned by her husband over about 1 year. There was cardiac muscle fibrosis and hyaline degeneration of the small cardiac arteries.

**Propofol** (SED-15, 2945; SEDA-27, 121; SEDA-28, 142; SEDA-29, 132)

**Cardiovascular** In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study of the effects of ephedrine 70 micrograms/kg and ketamine 0.5 mg/kg in 75 patients, both drugs attenuated hypotension caused by propofol (44c).

**Nervous system** Myoclonic movements during induction of propofol anesthesia have been described in a 1-year-old boy undergoing adenotonsillectomy (45a). Anesthetic maintenance, emergence, and neurological outcome were uneventful. Similar symptoms have been reported during emergence of a 14-year-old boy after propofol anesthesia for suturing of an upper limb laceration (46a). Although the pathophysiological mechanisms are not known, it has been proposed that the seizure activity that occurs is subcortical in origin, as it is not related to electroencephalographic changes (47c). Seizure activity has also been reported in a 78-year-old man who was given propofol and had no subsequent evidence of epileptic activity (48a).

Hallucinations have been attributed to propofol in a 70-year-old man (49a).

**Metabolism**

**Propofol infusion syndrome** A constellation of clinical symptoms including rhabdomyolysis, metabolic acidosis, cardiac dysrhythmias, cardiovascular collapse, and death associated with long-term administration of propofol has been termed the propofol infusion syndrome (SEDA-29, 132). Although it was initially recognized in children, the propofol infusion syndrome is now known to occur in both children (50c, 51c) and adults (52a).

Three fatal cases of propofol infusion syndrome in adults have been reported (53a):

- a 27-year-old woman who developed a metabolic acidosis, hypotension, and bradycardia;
- a 64-year-old man who developed a metabolic acidosis, hypotension, and rhabdomyolysis;
- a 24-year-old woman who developed hypotension, metabolic acidosis, and bradysrhythmias.

Propofol infusion syndrome may present with one component only, such as lactic acidosis (52a) or rhabdomyolysis (54a). Initially, it was thought to result from cumulative toxicity, with reports after high-dose infusion as well as after prolonged administration of lower doses. However, recent reports suggest that it can occur even after short-term use and low-dose administration (55a). It has been suggested that patients who are susceptible to metabolic acidosis or rhabdomyolysis after propofol administration may have subclinical forms of mitochondrial diseases that affect either the respiratory chain complex or fatty acid oxidation (56a). In order to minimize the development of propofol infusion syndrome as a potentially lethal complication, a maximum dose of 3 mg/kg/hour has been recommended for sedation in intensive care patients.

**Hypertriglyceridemia** The frequency and severity of hypertriglyceridemia and pancreatitis have been studied in 159 adults in intensive care who were given propofol for 24 hours or longer (57a). There was hypertriglyceridemia in 29 (18%), of whom six had a serum triglyceride concentration of 11 mmol/l or more;
the median maximum serum triglyceride concentration was 8.0 (range 4.6–20) mmol/l. At the time when hypertriglyceridemia was detected, the median infusion rate of propofol was 50 (range 5–110) micrograms/kg/minute. The median time from the start of propofol therapy to identification of hypertriglyceridemia was 54 (range 14–319) hours. 

Pancreatitis developed in three of the 29 patients with hypertriglyceridemia. Pancreatitis occurs due to the use of propofol in young patients with Cushing’s syndrome, it has been suggested that such patients may be at increased risk.

Musculoskeletal A metabolic myopathy has been described in a patient who received propofol.

- During administration of propofol 3 mg/kg/hour, a 40-year-old man developed a fever of 41 °C, resistant to diclofenac and physical cooling. Propofol was replaced by midazolam. His urine darkened and his urinary output fell and eventually ceased completely. His serum creatine kinase activity was 708 nmol/l and his serum myoglobin concentration was 4625 nmol/l. His serum creatinine rose from 130 to 480 µmol/l during the next 12 hours and he developed hyperkalemia (5.9 mmol/l) and a metabolic acidosis. Histological examination of skeletal muscle showed vacuole formation and cytochrome oxidase-negative fibers. Biochemical examination of the muscle fibers showed an increased free carnitine concentration and NADH-CoQ-oxidoreductase activity.

Drug formulations The problems of formulating propofol have been reviewed. It was originally formulated in Cremophor EL, which was later replaced by 10% soybean oil because of non-IgE-mediated anaphylactic reactions. However, such formulations can cause injection pain, sepsis, and hyperlipidemia and this has led to the development of propofol emulsions with altered propofol and lipid contents, the addition of different excipients to emulsions for antimicrobial activity, and non-emulsion formulations including cyclodextrin and polymeric micelle formulations. In addition, propofol prodrugs have been evaluated. For a discussion of the effects of different formulations of propofol on injection pain see the special review below.

A lipid-free solution of propofol avoids bacterial contamination but is associated with a high incidence of thrombophlebitis.

Drug interactions It has been suggested that seizures in a 48-year-old man who was given intravenous propofol were potentiated by concurrent therapy with baclofen.

Prevention of pain due to propofol injection

The most common adverse effect of propofol is pain on injection. It is particularly the case when propofol is injected into the small veins on the back of the hand, compared with the forearm or antecubital fossa. The incidence is 25–74%; in one series of 18 patients, mean age 46 years, to whom propofol was given into a vein in the back of the hand over 30 seconds, pain was reported in 10 cases.

Many strategies to prevent propofol-induced pain have been tried. It may be reduced by rapid injection. In 100 patients anesthesia was induced with propofol injected in a sterile ground-glass syringe at a rate of 10 ml over 10–15 seconds; only 16% complained of pain; of the 24 patients aged under 50 years, 33% complained of pain.

Warming propofol to 37 °C has no effect on the incidence of pain.

Mechanism The mechanism of propofol-induced pain is not known, but it is probably related to the concentration of aqueous propofol at the site of injection (see drug formulations below). Other proposed mechanisms involve the generation of bradykinin, although there are conflicting results, and pH, since the addition of lidocaine reduces the pH of propofol solution.

Lidocaine Lidocaine is the most extensively studied treatment for propofol-induced pain and is usually used as a comparator for other compounds. It should be given about half a minute before the propofol or mixed with the propofol immediately before administration.
In a double-blind, randomized study in 310 patients undergoing anesthesia three doses of lidocaine were compared, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 mg/kg; the lowest dose significantly reduced the incidence of pain and there was no improvement when the dose was increased (74C).

In 183 patients aged 15–65 years who were given propofol into a vein on the back of the hand, lidocaine was added to the solution before injection in concentrations of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20% and compared with saline in the same concentrations (75C). Severe pain in those given lidocaine occurred in 11–30% compared with 35–67% in those given saline, and overall the incidence of pain was reduced significantly by lidocaine. However, there was no benefit in using lidocaine in a concentration above 0.05%, although in another study a 0.1% strength was optimal (76C).

Intravenous lidocaine + prilocaine in 70 patients aged 19–65 years, given either separately or together, reduced the amount of pain produced by propofol (77C).

Topical anesthesia using 60% lidocaine tape also reduces the incidence of propofol-induced pain (78C, 79C), but in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 90 patients, topical 5% lidocaine + prilocaine cream (Emla) was not effective, whereas the addition of lidocaine to propofol was (80C). However, Emla was applied for only 1 hour before the administration of propofol, and there is evidence that longer exposure is required; in 65 propofol anesthetics in 28 children during lumbar puncture and/or bone marrow aspiration, application of Emla 4 hours before propofol was effective (81C).

**Alfentanil** In 22 patients the pain caused by propofol was modified by a bolus intravenous dose of alfentanil 1 mg (82C).

**Dexamethasone** In a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study in 70 patients, 18–60 years of age, intravenous dexamethasone 0.15 mg/kg up to a maximum of 8 mg reduced the incidence of propofol injection pain significantly when it was given 1 minute before propofol (83C). However, it was associated with perineal itching and pain in some cases.

**Dexmedetomidine** In a randomized, placebo-controlled comparison of the α2-adrenoceptor agonist dexmedetomidine 0.25 micrograms/kg and lidocaine 0.5 mg/kg in 90 patients, both drugs reduced pain from propofol (84C).

**Glyceryl trinitrate** Glyceryl trinitrate ointment applied to the back of the hand reduced the incidence of propofol-induced pain in a placebo-controlled study in 60 women (85C). There was no pain in 18 of 30 women who were pretreated with glyceryl trinitrate compared with 10 of 30 women who were pretreated with placebo. There was moderate or severe pain in 11 of those treated with placebo compared with only one of those who were treated with glyceryl trinitrate. The pain occurred 10 seconds or more after the start of injection in more than half the subjects, and in more than half the patients the site at which the pain was felt was above the injection site. No patient had a headache or postural hypotension.

**5HT3 receptor antagonists** In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 150 patients, intravenous granisetron 2 mg was as effective as intravenous lidocaine 40 mg with 120 seconds of venous occlusion at preventing propofol-induced pain and significantly better than placebo (86C).

In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 80 patients, ondansetron reduced propofol-induced pain (87C).

**Ketamine** In a placebo-controlled study in 100 women, pretreatment with intravenous ketamine 10 mg reduced the incidence of propofol-induced injection pain from 84 to 26% of patients (88C).

**Metoclopramide** In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 90 patients, the addition of metoclopramide improved the analgesic effect of lidocaine in patients given intravenous propofol (89C). However, in another study metoclopramide was less effective than lidocaine (90C).

**Nafamostat** In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 213 patients, nafamostat mesilate 0.02 mg/kg significantly reduced propofol-induced pain (91C). Nafamostat is an inhibitor of bradykinin generation.
from kallikrein, and in another study the same authors found increased bradykinin concentrations after injection of the lipid solvent of propofol, an effect that was attenuated by nafamostat (69c). They suggested that the effect of bradykinin on the injected vein increases contact between aqueous propofol and the free nerve endings of the vessel.

Nitrous oxide In a randomized, double-blind study in 90 patients, 50% nitrous oxide in oxygen + lidocaine 40 mg mixed in 1% propofol 20 ml was compared with 50% nitrous oxide in oxygen without lidocaine and 50% oxygen in air + lidocaine (92c). The combination of 50% nitrous oxide + lidocaine was the most effective treatment. A similar result was found in a randomized, double-blind study in 102 adults (93c).

NSAIDs In 250 patients intravenous flurbiprofen 50 mg immediately before propofol injection completely abolished injection pain and was more effective than lidocaine; when flurbiprofen was given 1 minute before propofol injection it was less effective (94c).

In a randomized, double-blind study in 180 patients pretreatment with intravenous ketorolac 15 mg and 30 mg reduced propofol-induced pain (95c). A lower dose of ketorolac 10 mg with venous occlusion for 120 seconds achieved the same effect. However, in another study in 22 patients, ketorolac 30 mg given before propofol had no effect (77c).

Ondansetron Ondansetron and tramadol have been compared in 100 patients being given propofol in a randomized, double-blind study (96c). Tramadol 50 mg intravenously was as effective as ondansetron 4 mg intravenously with 15 seconds of venous occlusion at preventing propofol injection pain. However, there was significantly less nausea and vomiting in those given ondansetron.

Remifentanil In 225 patients aged 19–73 years, remifentanil 0.25 or 1 micrograms/kg immediately before propofol, remifentanil 0.25 micrograms/kg 1 minute before propofol, and pethidine (meperidine) 40 mg immediately before propofol were compared with saline; remifentanil 1 micrograms/kg provided the most effective pain relief (97c).

The effects of remifentanil on the incidence and severity of pain after propofol injection have been compared with those of lidocaine in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 155 patients (98c). Pretreatment with intravenous remifentanil infusion 0.25 micrograms/kg/minute significantly reduced the pain after propofol injection. Lidocaine 40 mg achieved the same effect.

Thiopental In 90 women aged 15–34 years who were given propofol into a vein in the back of the hand, co-induction with thiopental reduced the severity of the pain but not its frequency (99c). However, lidocaine reduced both the severity (to a greater extent than thiopental) and the frequency.

Tramadol Tramadol was less effective than lidocaine in preventing propofol-induced pain (100c), but equivalent to ondansetron (96c).

Effect of formulation The effect of altering the lipid emulsion carrier in propofol formulations on pain after injection has been evaluated in several studies. In particular, a modified lipid emulsion of propofol containing a mixture of medium-chain and long-chain triglycerides (MCT/LCT; Propofol-Lipuro) has been compared with the usual formulation (LCT; Diprivan), which contains long-chain triglycerides only.

In two prospective randomized studies in 222 and 80 patients respectively MCT/LCT propofol was equivalent to LCT propofol with lidocaine pretreatment (101c, 102c). Lidocaine before MCT/LCT propofol conferred an additional advantage.

In 130 adults randomly assigned to a propofol emulsion containing medium-chain triglycerides or a lipid-free formulation, the latter caused more pain on injection (103c).

A medium-chain/long-chain triglyceride emulsion has been evaluated in a randomized, double-blind, crossover comparison with a long-chain triglyceride emulsion in subanesthetic doses. In a comparison of MCT/LCT propofol and LCT propofol in 60 healthy subjects there was significantly less pain with MCT/LCT (104c). However, when MCT/LCT was given first there was no significant difference. The authors concluded that MCT/LCT propofol is associated with less injection pain.
than LCT propofol and also seems to attenuate subsequent injection pain of LCT propofol when administered first. The mechanism is unknown, but they suggested that it might be related to a reduction in the concentration of propofol in the aqueous phase.

In 80 adults the maximal intensity of propofol-induced local pain was significantly lower after MCT/LCT propofol than after LCT propofol (105A).

In a randomized, double-blind comparison of MCT/LCT propofol and LCT propofol in 194 patients, the former produced a significantly lower incidence of moderate injection pain (11 versus 26%) (106A). Similar results were reported in 200 adults in whom the mechanism of the pain was also sought; bradykinin concentrations were the same after the two types of formulations and the authors concluded that the pain was probably due to propofol in the aqueous phase (70A).

In a randomized double-blind comparison of MCT/LCT propofol and LCT propofol + lidocaine in 83 children undergoing day case surgery, the former was associated with significantly less pain (108C).

In 75 patients the addition of lidocaine to MCT/LCT propofol further reduced the incidence of pain (107C).

Another strategy has been to alter the amount of lipid in the emulsion. A lipid formulation ("Ampofor") that contains 50% less soybean oil and egg lecithin (5 and 0.6% respectively) has been compared with the most commonly available propofol formulations in two randomized studies in 63 and 60 patients respectively (109C, 110C). Ampofor was associated with an increased incidence of pain on injection.

Conclusions Propofol-induced pain has been reviewed (111R). The authors reached the following conclusions:

- guaranteed pain-free propofol injection is not possible;
- single preventive interventions are not as effective as combinations of different measures;
- the application of a venous tourniquet improves the pain-reducing effect of drugs such as lidocaine;
- a propofol MCT/LCT emulsion should be used;
- for general anesthesia opioids or ketamine can be used and for sedation a subanesthetic dose of thiopental;
- for children Emla cream (lidocaine + prilocaine) is suitable, because it reduces the pain of both propofol injection and venous cannulation [it should be applied for several hours before the administration of propofol].

INTRA VENOUS AGENTS:
BARBITURATE ANESTHETICS

Thiopental sodium (SED-15, 3395; SEDA-27, 121)

Electrolyte balance There has been a previous report of severe hyperkalemia following hypokalemia related to prolonged thiopental coma (112A) and a second report has now appeared (60A).

- A 35-year-old woman with a history of tonic–clonic seizures gave birth to a healthy child at term, but 2 weeks later developed tonic–clonic seizures refractory to combined antiepileptic drug therapy. She was mechanically ventilated and was sedated with midazolam, sufentanil, and thiopental (2–3 mg/kg/hour) for 84 hours, controlled by burst suppression on continuous electroencephalographic monitoring. After 2 days she developed symptoms of puerperal sepsis and underwent hysterectomy. During thiopental coma, she developed mild hypokalemia, which was treated with potassium 2–5 mmol/hour. The potassium infusion was stopped several hours before hysterectomy. Renal function was not compromised. A few hours later she developed a ventricular tachycardia, associated with a serum potassium concentration of 7.1 mmol/l. Despite treatment with insulin, glucose, calcium, and immediate hemofiltration, the hyperkalemia persisted, and she became asystolic and died.

It is unclear whether the rise in serum potassium in this case was related to rhabdomyolysis or some other effect. However, hypokalemia has previously been described after barbiturate coma, with hyperkalemia after withdrawal; hyperkalemia in such cases may therefore be a rebound effect.
Multiorgan failure A syndrome with striking similarities to propofol infusion syndrome has been reported in association with thiopental (113A).

- A 59-year-old man with a history of epileptic convulsions developed status epilepticus. Intravenous midazolam was ineffective and he was mechanically ventilated and given high-dose thiopental with continuous electroencephalographic monitoring. After 3 days he developed a fever, severe hemodynamic instability, and multiorgan dysfunction. He was given inotropic drugs in high doses, low-dose glucocorticoids, and renal replacement therapy. After 5 days, thiopental and midazolam were withdrawn. He died after 2 weeks with persistent cardiac failure, severe rhabdomyolysis, renal insufficiency, metabolic acidosis, and fulminant hepatic failure.

The clinical symptoms that led to this patient’s death mimicked propofol infusion syndrome. The authors hypothesized that total suppression of cerebral activity by any sedative drug could lead to physiological compromise and development of a lethal syndrome resembling the propofol infusion syndrome. As observed in propofol infusion syndrome, which is usually associated with high-dose propofol infusion, very high dosages of thiopental were used as a sedative anticonvulsant regimen in this patient. Although rhabdomyolysis and renal insufficiency have been described as complications of status epilepticus (114A), a toxic drug-related cellular effect in susceptible patients, possibly involving mitochondrial pathways, could provide an alternative explanation.
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Local anesthetics

EFFECTS RELATED TO MODES OF USE  
(SED-15, 2121; SEDA-27, 124; SEDA-28, 145; SEDA-29, 135)

Airway anesthesia

Respiratory Laryngospasm can occur after airway anesthesia by local anesthetic spray.

• A 54-year-old patient scheduled for flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopy, following a lung transplantation 18 months before, had intravenous induction with propofol (1A). The vocal cords and vocal folds adducted immediately after a rapid injection of 2 ml of 2% lidocaine via a bronchoscope injection port. Ventilation ceased and the end-tidal carbon dioxide concentration fell to zero. There was spontaneous recovery after 40 seconds and ventilation resumed.

Laryngospasm is a serious event that results in partial or complete upper airway obstruction. The authors postulated that direct application of a drug on the vocal cords has the potential to induce laryngospasm, although this has never been described before in clinical practice.

Caudal, epidural, and spinal anesthesia

Caudal anesthesia

Susceptibility factors

Children Caudal anesthesia is a common regional technique in children. Both ropivacaine and bupivacaine are widely used in regional anesthesia. Unlike in adults, there are conflicting pharmacokinetic data in children.

In a randomized study of the unbound plasma concentrations of bupivacaine and ropivacaine for caudal block, 38 children were randomized to 0.5 ml/kg of bupivacaine or ropivacaine 0.25% (2A). After bupivacaine the unbound concentrations were 47 and 24 ng/ml at 1 and 2 hours respectively. After ropivacaine the corresponding unbound concentrations were 61 and 50 ng/ml. The differences between the groups were statistically significant. These concentrations are far below the toxic concentrations quoted in the literature for bupivacaine (unbound plasma concentrations >250 ng/ml) and ropivacaine (>150–600 ng/ml).

Epidural anesthesia

Respiratory Hiccups that last longer than 48 hours are referred to as persistent hiccups, and those lasting more than 2 months are considered intractable. Persistent or intractable hiccups can lead to fatigue, sleep disturbances, dehydration, and even wound dehiscence in the perioperative period.

• A 65-year-old man received a series of three epidural injections, each with 11 ml of a mixture of 0.08% bupivacaine and triamcinolone 80 mg, in an anesthesia pain clinic for evaluation and treatment of lumbar spinal stenosis (3A). After the first two injections he developed leg weakness, which resolved after about 4 hours. After the third injection he developed mild urinary retention, which resolved without consequence 6 hours later. All three injections were associated with hiccups after about 1 hour and persisting for 5–7 days. He received two further epidural injections of a glucocorticoid in isotonic saline and did not develop hiccups. All the procedures were 8 weeks apart. A year later, after an epidural injection for a total knee replacement he developed hiccups, which resolved 9 days later.
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There are many causes of hiccups. They are most commonly gastrointestinal in origin, such as gastric distention or gastro-esophageal reflux disease. Metabolic derangements and drugs are also frequently implicated. Two cases of hiccups after thoracic epidural injections of glucocorticoids have previously been reported, but in this case a glucocorticoid injection without bupivacaine did not lead to hiccups.

Skin  Delayed-type hypersensitivity to epidural ropivacaine has been described.

- A 74-year-old man with postherpetic neuralgia and no history of drug allergies developed a purpuric rash and widespread blotchy erythema on his legs, trunk, and arms following continuous epidural blockade with ropivacaine 0.2% without preservatives (up to 96 ml/day) (4A). He had normal white cell and platelet counts and a slight eosinophilia (640 × 10⁶/l). The epidural infusion and other drugs (amitriptyline, alprazolam, and loxoprofen) were withheld and the eruptions completely resolved within 7 days. Intradermal ropivacaine 0.2% produced erythema (maximum size 23 mm × 13 mm) at 8–72 hours. Histology showed perivascular infiltrates of lymphocytes and eosinophils in the dermis. Patch testing with amitriptyline, alprazolam, and loxoprofen induced no eruptions, and neither did restarting the drugs.

This report led to a correspondence questioning the duration of the infusion and also possible cumulative toxicity of ropivacaine (5f).

Spinal (intrathecal) anesthesia

Cardiovascular  Intra-operative hypotension is common and potentially dangerous in elderly patients undergoing spinal anesthesia for repair of hip fractures. Combining an intrathecal opioid with a local anesthetic allows a reduction in the dose of local anesthetic and causes less sympathetic block and hypotension, while still maintaining adequate anesthesia.

In a double-blind, randomized comparison in 40 patients of glucose-free bupivacaine 9.0 mg and fentanyl 20 micrograms with glucose-free bupivacaine 11.0 mg alone, the incidence and frequency of hypotension was reduced by the addition of fentanyl (6f). Similarly, falls in systolic, diastolic, and mean blood pressures were all less. However, there were four failed blocks in those given fentanyl compared with one in those given bupivacaine alone.

Nervous system  The incidence of transient neurological symptoms with lidocaine compared with other local anesthetics has been the subject of a systematic review of 14 randomized, controlled trials in 1347 patients, 117 of whom developed transient neurological symptoms (7m). Of the 117, 94 developed the symptoms after the use of lidocaine (out of 674 patients treated with lidocaine). The clinical picture was typically bilateral pain in the buttocks, thighs, and legs, which started within 24 hours after the initiation of spinal anesthesia and after complete recovery from spinal anesthesia. The pain varied in intensity from mild to severe (visual analogue scale score 2–9.5), and most patients complained of mild to moderate pain. A non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug was the treatment of choice and a few patients were given opioids as well. In most cases the pain disappeared by the second day and the maximum duration was 5 days; only one patient had symptoms for 10 days. None had any neurological symptoms. The relative risk of transient neurological symptoms after spinal anesthesia with lidocaine was 4.35 (95% CI = 1.98, 9.54) and therefore significantly higher than with other local anesthetics (bupivacaine, prilocaine, procaine, and mepivacaine). This increased risk must be weighed against the benefit of rapid, short-acting anesthesia when considering whether to use lidocaine for ambulatory anesthesia.

As early ambulation after spinal anesthesia has been described as a risk factor for transient neurological symptoms, the effects of ambulation after subarachnoid lidocaine have been subjected to a randomized, double-blind study in 60 patients, comparing early ambulation with 6 hours recumbent position postoperatively (8c). There was no significant difference between the groups in the incidence of transient neurological symptoms (23 versus 27%). In all patients the symptoms resolved spontaneously. The authors proposed that there is no correlation between the time of ambulation and the incidence of transient neurological symptoms.

While lidocaine is primarily regarded as the agent causing transient neurological symptoms, mepivacaine has also infrequently been implicated (9c). In a prospective single-center study of 1273 patients who received spinal or combined spinal–epidural anesthesia with plain mepivacaine 1.5% for ambulatory surgery,
transient neurological symptoms occurred in 78 patients (6.4%) (10C). None of the 372 combined spinal–epidural anesthetics was inadequate for surgery, but 14 of 838 spinal anesthetics (1.7%) were inadequate. The mean age of patients who developed transient neurological symptoms was 48 years, older than that of patients without symptoms, 41 years. Transient neurological symptoms were not influenced by sex or intraoperative position. None of the patients had permanent neurological sequelae. The authors concluded that spinal anesthesia with mepivacaine is associated with a high success rate and infrequent transient neurological symptoms, making it likely to be a safe and effective technique for ambulatory patients.

In contrast to transient neurological symptoms with no permanent neurological deficits, rare cases of neurological consequences after spinal anesthesia continue to be reported. In one case persistent cauda equina syndrome occurred after uneventful spinal anesthesia.

- A 72-year-old man of ASA status 1 had spinal anesthesia with hyperbaric bupivacaine 0.5% for an inguinal hernia repair, and anesthesia and surgery were uneventful (11A). However, the next morning he had difficulty in defecating and complained of impaired ambulation and urinary retention, which required bladder catheterization. He had impaired sensation to pinprick in both L5 dermatomes, in the perineal region, and over the left calf, with reduced reflexes, gait changes, and sleep disturbances. Cauda equina syndrome was diagnosed.

The authors concluded that bupivacaine neurotoxicity had occurred, in view of the absence of any other identifiable cause for the neurological deficit. One previous case of persistent cauda equina syndrome after a single intrathecal dose of hyperbaric bupivacaine has been reported (12A). This was attributed to maldistribution of local anesthetic due to spinal stenosis by adhesions secondary to meningitis. Local anesthetic neurotoxicity is believed to occur mainly in the cauda equina, because the sacral root sheaths are substantially longer (and larger for S1) than neighboring lumbar roots, are devoid of protective sheaths, and given their dorsal position in the thecal sac (in particular L5, S1, and S2), are more exposed to pooling of a hyperbaric anesthetic.

- A 67-year-old man with significant peripheral arterial disease scheduled for femoropopliteal bypass surgery had an uneventful spinal injection with hyperbaric bupivacaine 15 mg (13A). A sensory level was recorded bilaterally at T10. Nine hours later there was complete motor blockade and no sensory level regression. A CT scan with contrast was negative. About 24 hours later there was sensory regression to L1-L2 and complete spontaneous recovery from sensory and motor blockade occurred at 29 hours. There was no permanent neurological deficit or pain.

Negative radiology and complete resolution of symptoms ruled out spinal hematoma in this case. The authors assumed caudal maldistribution of hyperbaric solution hypothetically related to a low volume of CSF, reduced elimination from the subarachnoid space secondary to atherosclerosis, or an unknown cause, although transient spinal artery syndrome could not be ruled out.

**Dental anesthesia**

**Sensory systems Visual disturbances** after dental extraction under local anesthesia are uncommon, but do happen.

- A 73-year-old man with a history of infective endocarditis was admitted for multiple dental extractions and received prilocaine 144 mg after aspiration (14A). Within 2 minutes he reported that he could not see in his left eye. Fundoscopy showed diffusely obstructed retinal vessels, with multiple segmented clear fluid emboli and an incomplete cherry-red spot. There was no evidence of choroidal abscess or central nervous system signs of recent thromboembolism. Anterior chamber ocular paracentesis with ocular massage was attempted without improvement. Five days later his visual acuity remained at light perception only. Two months later his vision was unchanged.

The authors noted that this is a rare event and proposed causative mechanisms: intra-arterial injection causing retrograde flow in an abnormal anatomy or injection through vascular abnormalities from previous trauma or inflammation. It was difficult to implicate endocarditis, in the absence of calcific or platelet fibrin emboli. They concluded that delivery of local anesthetic must be done with aspiration before and care during injection. This will possibly prevent intravascular injection.
Infiltration anesthesia

Cardiovascular  Hemodynamic changes due to additives in local anesthetics have been described. Local anesthetics containing adrenaline are routinely used in functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) for achieving hemostasis. In a prospective double-blind study of the hemodynamic effects of infiltration with lidocaine + 1:200,000 adrenaline 76 patients were randomly allocated to three groups (15c). Group I received 2% lidocaine 2 ml with adrenaline, group II received saline 2 ml with adrenaline, and group III received saline 2 ml without adrenaline. Adrenaline, with and without lidocaine, caused significant hemodynamic changes compared with saline. The changes lasted no more than 4 minutes. The authors concluded that the changes were due to the effects of adrenaline on β2 adrenoceptors.

Nervous system  Spinal cord infarction is an extremely rare but catastrophic complication of paravertebral injection.

- A 66-year-old man with a painful cervical spine received a paravertebral cervical infiltration of lidocaine + cortisone at C5-6 (16A). He developed respiratory failure 2.5 hours later and was successfully resuscitated. However, he developed a tetraplegia with full consciousness and was ventilation for the next 2 months, when he died. An MRI scan confirmed an ischemic lesion of the upper anterior cervical myelin. Neuropathology confirmed anterior infarction of the cervical myelin at C2/C3, with obstruction of the anterior spinal artery by an epithelialized fibrocartilaginous embolus. It was not possible to conclude with absolute certainty, for legal purposes, that the cervical infiltration had caused the fibrocartilaginous embolism. However, the authors suggested that without any other relevant evidence anatomically or at post-mortem, there was a strong suggestion that puncture of an intervertebral fibrous disc and subsequent transportation of the material into an arterial lumen by the cannula caused the ultimately fatal outcome.

Facial paralysis can be the consequence of local anesthetic administration in the laryngeal area.

- A 4-year-old boy was given a peritonsillar infiltration of bupivacaine hydrochloride 0.5%, in a volume of 2–3 ml per tonsil, and both tonsils were removed uneventfully (17A). A few minutes later, he developed right-sided peripheral facial paralysis, which worsened over the next hour. There was neither laceration nor bleeding. The facial paralysis improved slowly and completely resolved after 8 hours.

The authors assumed that the paralysis had been caused by a direct effect of the local anesthetic agent on the facial nerve.

Sensory systems  Tumescent anesthesia is a form of protracted infiltration anesthesia using large volumes of diluted local anesthetics. It is used for liposuction, which has become the most frequently performed cosmetic procedure in the world. In eight consecutive patients of ASA grade I, plasma concentrations and objective/subjective symptoms over 20 hours after tumescent anesthesia with lidocaine 35 mg/kg (3 liters of a buffered solution of 0.08% lidocaine with adrenaline) at an average rate of 116 ml/minute were noted (18c). Peak plasma concentration of 2.3 µg/ml of lidocaine occurred after 5–17 hours. There was no correlation between peak concentrations and dose per kg or total amount of lidocaine infiltrated. One patient had tinnitus after 14 hours at a plasma concentration of 3.3 µg/ml. The authors suggested that even though no fluid overload or toxic symptoms occurred in this small group of patients, there is still a risk of toxicity in association with peak concentrations of lidocaine that may occur after discharge.

Interpleural anesthesia

Respiratory  Unilateral bronchospasm after interpleural block with bupivacaine has been described.

- A 55-year-old man received an interpleural block with 20 ml of bupivacaine 0.5% + adrenaline 100 µg (1:200000) after a test dose and 45 minutes later there was a fall in SpO2 from 98 to 93% accompanied by a rise in respiratory rate to 30/minute and mild respiratory distress (19A). On auscultation there were expiratory wheezes on the right side and normal breath sounds on the left. The unilateral bronchospasm resolved spontaneously, coinciding with a three-segment regression of analgesia to T4.

Anesthetic techniques that can cause bronchospasm in non-asthmatic patients include:
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interscalene brachial plexus block, interpleural block, spinal and general anesthesia, and intercostal nerve block. Bronchospasm can be initiated by any technique that interrupts sympathetic innervation in the lungs but spares the parasympathetic.

Intravenous regional anesthesia

Bier’s block, because of its ease of administration, rapid onset, and recovery, continues to be widely used.

Skin
An unexplained skin reaction to intravenous regional anesthesia has been described.

- A 41-year-old man was given 40 ml of lidocaine 0.5% for intravenous regional anesthesia for release of a trigger finger (20A). He developed a uniform, circumferential, reddish brown and in places purple discoloration of the forearm below the tourniquet. Ultrasound and Doppler sonography ruled out a hematoma, a collection, or circulatory predicament. After 8 days the rash disappeared completely.

The authors observed that although this did not need any particular treatment, it caused undue psychological trauma and inconvenience to the patient.

Obstetric anesthesia

Fetotoxicity
Two cases of neonatal intoxication resulting from the administration of a local anesthetic to the mother for episiotomy during labor, initially diagnosed as perinatal asphyxia, have been reported (21A).

- Within minutes of vaginal birth, two full-term neonates developed signs of central nervous and cardiovascular system toxicity, including hypotonia, convulsions, apnea, bradycardia, and hypotension. In neither case was there evidence of fetal distress, and fetal monitoring was normal. The first mother had received lidocaine (2.5%) + prilocaine (2.5%) cream and the second 10 ml of mepivacaine solution 2%. Blood samples from both babies at 2 hours showed high concentrations of the respective local anesthetics. In both cases neurodevelopment at 12 months was normal.

The authors suggested that “unexplained perinatal asphyxia” could be ruled out by finding high concentrations of local anesthetic in the blood, urine, and cerebrospinal fluid. Therefore, if neonatal intoxication is suspected, an early urine specimen for toxicology screening is the cheapest and easiest way to secure the diagnosis.

Ocular anesthesia

Sensory systems
A conjunctival cyst and orbital cellulitis have been described after sub-Tenon’s block.

- A 68-year-old man received a sub-Tenon’s block for cataract surgery (22A). During a routine follow up for glaucoma, a conjunctival cyst was noticed adjacent to the carbuncle of the right eye at the site of the sub-Tenon’s injection. The cyst had apparently developed over the previous 4–6 months and was about 8 mm in diameter, transparent, and multiloculated. Although conspicuous, the cyst did not cause discomfort.

Sub-Tenon’s block has become a popular anesthetic technique for cataract surgery because of its safety, faster onset of anesthetic effect, and patient preference. Inclusion cyst formation as a complication is a late event and has not previously been reported. While without consequences in this case, raised lesions of the eyeball, such as cysts, if close to the limbus, can prevent uniform coating of the cornea by tears, resulting in focal dryness and eventually thinning of the cornea. The authors proposed that simple and meticulous technique, including perpendicular positioning of the scissors, smaller snips, gentle holding of the conjunctival edges, and teasing the edges of inversion if present, will help to avoid this potential complication.

Two cases of orbital swelling after sub-Tenon’s anesthesia have been reported (23A).

- Two patients presented with proptosis and chemosis after the third post-operative day. Computed tomography showed non-specific inflammation of the orbital soft tissues. They were treated with oral glucocorticoids and antibiotics, and the inflammation subsided within 4 weeks. Both patients had otherwise uneventful cataract surgery, were apyrexic, and were generally well.
Possible explanations for these episodes were infection, reactions to povidone-iodine or local anesthetic, or trauma due to the sub-Tenon’s cannula.

**Topical anesthesia**

**Nervous system**  
Seizures after the application of local anesthetic gel for urological catheterization have been reported \(^{(24\text{A})}\).

- A 40-year-old man received a spinal anesthetic with 3 ml of hyperbaric bupivacaine 0.5%. A gel containing lidocaine 2% (40 ml) was used for cystoscopy to aid bladder catheterization. He developed circumoral tingling followed by a generalized tonic–clonic seizure and was given a barbiturate and diazepam. The serum lidocaine concentration was 20 µg/ml (in the high toxic range) and fell to 12 µg/ml after 12 hours.

Absorption across the urethral mucosa would be expected to be rapid, because of the rich vascular supply, and that peak plasma concentrations would be higher by this route because of the absence of hepatic first-pass removal. In this case, the dose of lidocaine was high. The authors suggested that a gel without a local anesthetic should be used when the patient is given some form of regional anesthesia for catheterization.

**Sensory systems**  
Permanent anosmia after topical nasal anesthesia with lidocaine 4% has been described.

- A 62-year-old man had fiberoptic endoscopy with lidocaine 4% spray and 10 minutes later complained of anosmia \((25\text{A})\). Computed tomography ruled out tumor, infection, and obstruction.

The authors postulated, in the absence of other obvious causes, that lidocaine had caused mitochondrial dysfunction, with activation of apoptotic pathways. They concluded that endoscopic topical local anesthesia should be done with the subject sitting and the head upwards to reduce contact of the anesthetic with the olfactory cleft.

**Skin**  
Different types of topical reactions have been reported after the use of EMLA cream (a eutectic mixture of prilocaine 2.5% and lidocaine 2.5%).

- A 5-year-old girl with acute lymphoblastic leukemia developed a purpuric rash at sites where EMLA cream had been used to obtain local anesthesia before lumbar puncture \((27\text{A})\). Her routine hematological tests showed thrombocytopenia with a platelet count of \(38 \times 10^9/\ell\). The lesion was asymptomatic and completely resolved without treatment in about 2 weeks.

Patch tests were not performed in the second and third cases, but allergic contact dermatitis does not present with purpuric lesions. The mechanisms of action of local anesthetics, including a direct action on voltage-gated sodium channels, a direct effect on the membrane lipid matrix with subsequent structural alterations, and a direct effect on lipid-protein interfaces, all support a potential hypothesis of a direct toxic effect of EMLA cream on the blood vessels. The authors reported other factors that may be involved in the pathogenesis of such a condition, including atopic dermatitis, predisposition in children, prematurity, trauma, and thrombocytopenia.

Localized angioedema has been described subsequent to the use of EMLA.

- A 46-year-old man with idiopathic genital pain syndrome was given EMLA cream \((28\text{A})\). After using it for 2 weeks, he complained of swelling of the glans penis associated with mild itching and edema. A patch test with EMLA cream, half diluted with white soft paraffin, lidocaine 2%, and cream base, gave a positive reaction to lidocaine + prilocaine and not to lidocaine alone. The symptoms resolved with topical glucocorticoids.

The diagnosis was contact angioedema secondary to contact allergy to prilocaine.
Death A fatal reaction to topical use of a mixed local anesthetic gel has been described (29A).

- A 22-year-old college student died after applying a topical gel containing lidocaine 10%, tetracaine 10%, and phenylephrine. She had seizures in her car and although the conclusion was death due to high dose of lidocaine, questions were raised about the relevance of tetracaine, which is better absorbed.

The author highlighted the variable doses of local anesthetics in compounded products, their easy availability as non-prescription items, and the unnecessary use of higher doses when alternatives with appropriate doses are available (30r).

INDIVIDUAL COMPOUNDS

Articaine (SED-15, 348)

Immunologic An immediate skin reaction has been reported after the use of articaine.

- A 51-year-old woman developed immediate erythema and edema of the lips, face, and eyelids without any other symptoms after subcutaneous administration of a combination of articaine and adrenaline (31A). The reaction resolved with a glucocorticoid in 2 days. Skin prick tests with local anesthetics (lidocaine, bupivacaine, mepivacaine, articaine) were negative except for articaine.

The results suggested that there is no cross-reactivity between articaine and other amide local anesthetics. A difference in the chemical structure between articaine, being a tiofen, and the other amide local anesthetics, which have a phenyl-methylated ring, is a possible explanation.

Metabolism Articaine has been implicated in an episode of weakness of the limb muscles, fatigue, and anorexia in a patient with a rare respiratory chain disorder due to a genetic defect in mitochondrial DNA (Kearns–Sayre Syndrome).

- A 28-year-old woman with Kearns–Sayre Syndrome, previously exposed multiple times to lidocaine, underwent planned tooth extraction after injection of articaine 1.5 ml (60 mg) with adrenaline (0.009 mg) (32A). Within 5 minutes she complained of a feeling of heat, fatigue, weakness, and a desire to sleep. She was unable to walk or stand and had frequent urination. At 20 hours after the injection she had diffuse weakness, reduced tendon and absent patellar reflexes, and subclonic Achilles tendon reflexes. She recovered fully 48 hours after the injection.

The authors assumed a direct mitochondrial toxic effect of articaine, although this was disputed by others in correspondence (33r).

Benzocaine (SED-15, 427; SEDA-28, 150)

Cardiovascular An 11-month-old child consumed about 2 ml of a benzocaine anesthetic gel 20% accidentally (34A). He developed tachycardia (200/minute) which resolved over 24 hours. The author explained that although the cardiotoxicity of benzocaine is milder than that of other local anesthetics, it can cause life-threatening effects and so pediatricians should counsel parents about the potential hazard of anesthetic teething gels; formulations that contain benzocaine should be in a childproof container.

Hematologic Methemoglobinemia is a well-known adverse effect of benzocaine (SED-15, 427). The FDA has issued a Public Health Advisory warning to highlight the fact that the use of benzocaine sprays in the mouth and throat has occasionally been linked with methemoglobinemia (35S). The agency has also advised that the Veterans Health Administration has announced its decision to cease using benzocaine spray for local numbing of the mouth and throat mucous membranes for minor surgical procedures or tube insertion. It has further warned that methemoglobinemia has occurred when benzocaine spray was used for a longer duration or more often than recommended. The agency has suggested the following points for consideration when using benzocaine in the mouth or throat:

- Patients with breathing problems, or who smoke, are at greater risk of methemoglobinemia.
- The use of products with different active ingredients (for example lidocaine) may be beneficial in patients who are more likely to
develop methemoglobinemia, such as children aged less than 4 months and older patients with certain inborn defects.

- Patients should receive the minimum dosage required to reduce the risk of methemoglobinemia.
- Patients who receive benzocaine should be carefully monitored for methemoglobinemia.
- Blood analysis for methemoglobinemia should be done using co-oximetry.
- A change in the color of the blood to chocolate-brown may be a danger sign.
- Patients with suspected methemoglobinemia should be promptly treated.

Methemoglobinemia followed the use of topical benzocaine for transesophageal echocardiography in three cases and fiberoptic intubation in one case \(^{36A, 37A, 38A}\). All the patients were successfully treated with methylthioninium chloride (methylene blue) 1–2 mg/kg. Another case occurred with use of benzocaine to treat throat ache after intubation \(^{39A}\).

In a cohort study of this problem, two out of more than 1000 gastric bypass patients who underwent endoscopy developed methemoglobinemia \(^{40c}\). In both cases benzocaine spray 20% had been used and the patients developed cyanosis, dyspnea, and tachycardia within 7 and 13 minutes. The methemoglobin concentrations were 19 and 36%. Both were resuscitated successfully with methylthioninium chloride and one with added ascorbic acid 1 g orally. The authors suggested that benzocaine spray should be limited and pointed out that pulse oximetry underestimates the degree of hypoxia. Prompt diagnosis and treatment with methylthioninium chloride can be life-saving.

**Bupivacaine** \(^{SED-15, 568; SEDA-27, 131; SEDA-28, 150}\)

In a randomized controlled study after total knee arthroplasty in 14 patients the effects of a continuous infusion of intra-articular bupivacaine were examined \(^{43C}\). The patients were randomized to three groups who received 4 ml/hour of isotonic saline, bupivacaine 0.25%, and bupivacaine 0.5%. Opioid-sparing effects and patient satisfaction were the primary observations, and serum bupivacaine was also measured in two patients who received bupivacaine 0.5%. The study was halted because of a serum bupivacaine concentration of 1.2 µg/ml in one of these patients, close to presumed toxic concentrations.

**Cardiovascular** The longer-acting, more lipophilic agents, such as bupivacaine, can cause cardiovascular toxicity at serum concentrations that are not much greater than those required to cause nervous system toxicity.

- A 65-year-old man had 15 ml of plain bupivacaine 0.5% infiltrated before a planned radiofrequency ablation of a lumbar sympathetic ganglion \(^{44A}\). He immediately developed respiratory arrest with bradycardia and hypotension (54/40 mmHg). Asystolic cardiac arrest was treated successfully but he subsequently developed pulmonary edema after a hypotensive episode. Angiography showed left anterior descending artery ischemia and his electrocardiographic T waves normalized 7 months later.

The authors report this case as bupivacaine-induced cardiovascular collapse with several novel features. Firstly, it developed after the administration of a relatively low dose of bupivacaine, less than 1.1 mg/kg. Secondly, the presentation was that of mixed cardiogenic and vasomotor shock. Finally, he developed an unexplained delayed cardiographic finding of symmetrically inverted anterior T waves.

The authors thought that drug–drug interactions may also have contributed; since he was taking amitriptyline and carbamazepine, each of which is potentially cardiotoxic and may have lowered the threshold for bupivacaine toxicity.
Levobupivacaine  (*SED-15, 2037*)

**Drug overdose** Successful resuscitation after accidental intravenous infusion of levobupiva-
caine has again been described.

- A 63-year-old man with localized prostate cancer scheduled for brachytherapy received an infusion of levobupivacaine 100 ml (125 mg) instead of an antibiotic after intravenous induction (45\(^\text{a}\)). He developed severe hypotension and bradycardia without a recordable blood pressure and was treated with boluses of adrenaline. Later he developed a supraventricular tachycardia, nodal rhythm, and ST changes. He was extubated uneventfully and his postoperative electrocardiogram and troponin were normal. The arterial levobupivacaine concentrations were 1.74 µg/ml after 40 minutes of infusion, 0.81 µg/ml at 100 minutes, and 0.61 µg/ml at 160 minutes.

The packaging of the intended antibiotic and L-bupivacaine were similar. This illustrates the value of having clearly identifiable packaging and color coding of giving sets and pumps.

Lidocaine  (*SED-15, 2051; SEDA-26, 146; SEDA-27, 133; SEDA-28, 152*)

**Nervous system** Two cases of toxicity associated with excessive lidocaine concentrations during low-dose treatment in terminally ill patients have been reported (46\(^\text{a}\)).

- An 82-year-old woman with mucinous adenocarcinoma received intravenous lidocaine 300 mg/day for neuropathic pain. Her renal function and liver function were normal. After 2 days her pain was controlled, but 1 week later she developed severe somnolence. Her serum lidocaine concentration was 8.4 µg/ml. The symptoms were attributed to lidocaine, which was withdrawn. She improved the next day and was given an intravenous infusion of lidocaine 100 mg/day and achieved adequate pain control without any adverse effects.

- A 70-year-old woman with ovarian cancer was given a neurolytic mesenteric plexus block, NSAIDs, transdermal fentanyl 75 micrograms/hour, and intravenous morphine 80 mg/day. On day 100 intravenous lidocaine 200 mg/day was added for new neuropathic pain in the legs secondary to progressive intrapelvic tumor. One week later she became somnolent. Her serum lidocaine concentration was 8.4 µg/ml. Her renal and liver tests were normal. Lidocaine was withdrawn and 2 days later the somnolence disappeared without an increase in pain.

The authors suggested that measuring lidocaine concentrations helps to avoid toxicity in terminally ill patients, who seem to tolerate much lower daily doses.

**Immunologic** The predictability of allergy to local anesthetics still remains elusive, owing to its rarity. Hypersensitivity due to local anesthetics and its additives continues to be reported.

- A 63-year-old man without any known allergies developed pruritus, generalized urticaria, and dyspnea and collapsed after application of topical lidocaine gel in a dental clinic (47\(^\text{a}\)). After treatment a prick test, performed with various agents and components, turned positive for guar gum, which is included as a gelling agent in lidocaine gel. Total serum immunoglobulin E (IgE) was raised to 99.0 Ku/l but specific IgE to guar gum was negative.

This case highlights the importance of meticulous investigation and testing of all components of local anesthetics. The authors suggested that a possible explanation of the negative guar-specific IgE could have been a varying degree of contamination in guar products not detected by commercial highly purified assays.

Mepivacaine  (*SED-15, 2256*)

**Skin** Allergic skin reactions to amide local anesthetics are uncommon and little is known about cross-reactivity among these drugs. Two cases of cross-reactivity of mepivacaine with ropivacaine and lidocaine have been reported.

- A 35-year-old woman with no previous history of allergy developed urticaria on her face, neck, and legs 15 minutes after receiving mepivacaine for extirpation of a nevus (48\(^\text{a}\)). She was treated with an oral antihistamine, and the rash completely resolved in 1 hour. Prick and intradermal tests with undiluted mepivacaine 1% were negative. A single-blind, placebo-controlled, subcutaneous challenge test and an intradermal test with mepivacaine were positive. An intradermal test with ropivacaine was also positive.
A 54-year-old woman with no history of atopy or allergy developed a maculopapular rash and pruritus in the injection area 2 days after surgery (49A). The skin lesions resolved in 7 days without treatment. Skin prick and intradermal tests for cross-reactivity to various dilutions of lidocaine, mepivacaine, bupivacaine, and articaine were performed. Patch tests at 2 and 4 days with lidocaine and mepivacaine were positive.

Amide local anesthetics rarely cause allergic reactions. Formerly, cross-reactivity among them was considered non-existent, but these cases demonstrate that that is not necessarily so.

Ropivacaine  (SED-15, 3078; SEDA-27, 134; SEDA-28, 152)

Cardiovascular The cases reported this year support the suggestion that ropivacaine-induced cardiac toxicity is not nearly as troublesome as bupivacaine toxicity (50f).

Successful resuscitation after systemic ropivacaine toxicity during peripheral nerve block has been described.

- A 15-year-old girl was given 18 ml of ropivacaine 0.75% to the sciatic nerve after negative aspiration, and developed convulsions, immediately followed by ventricular fibrillation (51A). Oxygen was delivered by face mask and she received two DC shocks of 200 J. The convulsions stopped and sinus rhythm returned. Postoperatively, there was no evidence of sciatic block. She did not remember the episode and was discharged the next day.

The arterial plasma concentration of ropivacaine 2 minutes after the start of the seizure was 1.5 µg/ml. Although tachycardia occurred at this time, the effect on the cardiovascular system was minimal. The authors repeated the suggestion that adding adrenaline to the test dose could have predicted intravascular injection.

Tetracaine  (SED-15, 3327)

Skin A severe skin reaction to tetracaine has been reported.

- A 71-year-old man developed severe contact dermatitis in the groin area after transurethral resection of prostate, during which a probe lubricated with an ointment containing tetracaine was used (53A). Biopsy and patch testing showed a positive reaction to tetracaine. The dermatitis resolved with topical glucocorticoids and antihistamines.
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12 Neuromuscular blocking agents and skeletal muscle relaxants

DEPOLARIZING NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKING AGENTS (SED-15, 2489; SEDA-28, 155)

Suxamethonium

Musculoskeletal Generalized muscle pain after the use of suxamethonium is well recognized and common. Various interventions for prevention of this myalgia have been studied and have been subjected to meta-analysis (1M). Small doses of non-depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents (precurarization), sodium channel blockers (local anesthetics such as lidocaine), and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs were effective, with numbers-needed-to-treat (NNTB) of 2.5–6. Precurarization, however, was associated with adverse effects such as blurred vision (NNT_H = 3), diplopia (NNT_H = 5), heavy eyelids (NNT_H = 2), weakness (NNT_H = 4), difficulty in breathing (NNT_H = 26), difficulty in swallowing (NNT_H = 7), and a lower voice (NNT_H = 6). The authors concluded that precurarization should only be used cautiously. In response to this publication, a correspondent highlighted the fact that the incidence of these adverse effects was dose-related and that the published doses used for precurarization studies had increased significantly over the last 20 years (2r). This correspondent, a well-known expert in the field, suggested that precurarization with a non-depolarizing muscle relaxant is both safe and effective, provided that the dose does not exceed 10% of the ED95. We agree with this, but should also like to endorse the following statement: “Clinicians should be aware of this risk when using precurarization. To maximize patients’ safety, close monitoring for precurarization-related side effects is strongly recommended” (3r). It should also be noted that the incidence of myalgia in this meta-analysis was still rather high despite precurarization, at 21–38%. Because of their methods, the authors could not assess the impact of combining different interventions. An incidence of 5% has been reported for the combined use of atracurium (0.05 mg/kg) and lidocaine (1.5 mg/kg) for pre-treatment followed by suxamethonium 1.5 mg/kg (4c). Similarly, the combination of a small dose of d-tubocurarine with lidocaine 1.5 mg/kg was more effective than either drug alone (5c). All this could be summarized in a protocol for rapid-sequence intubation of the airway:

1. Preoxygenate for at least 2 minutes.
2. Give a small dose (no more than 0.1 × ED95) of a non-depolarizing muscle relaxant.
3. Give lidocaine 1.5 mg/kg 90 seconds after the non-depolarizing muscle relaxant.
4. Give an induction agent no later than 120 seconds after the non-depolarizing muscle relaxant.
5. Intubate no earlier than 50 seconds after suxamethonium.

SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXANTS

Baclofen (SED-15, 408; SEDA-27, 141; SEDA-28, 157)

The adverse effects of baclofen in the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux have been reviewed (6k). The most common adverse effects
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were somnolence, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, and seizures.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Epilepsy** Baclofen is used to treat spasticity in children with cerebral palsy. These children often have epilepsy as well. The effect of baclofen on the frequency of seizures may therefore be relevant. It has been suggested that baclofen may increase seizure frequency and have proconvulsive properties (SEDA-27, 141) \((7^a, 8^a, 9^a)\). In the largest study so far, the seizure frequency in 150 children with cerebral palsy before and after the institution of intrathecal baclofen therapy was recorded \((10^c)\). The prevalence of epilepsy before the intervention was 60/150 (40%). Eight of those 60 children had a reduced seizure frequency after intrathecal baclofen was started; in four of those eight no more seizures occurred and antiepileptic treatment was withdrawn. On the other hand, two of 60 children had an increased frequency of seizures. In addition, one child developed new-onset seizures after intrathecal baclofen was started. The authors concluded that baclofen does not aggravate seizure activity in epileptic patients. Indeed, their results support the use of intrathecal baclofen to treat spasticity in patients with cerebral palsy and seizures. To what extent this can be extrapolated to other conditions, for example in patients with spasticity after trauma, who might also have post-traumatic epilepsy, is currently not clear.

**Drug overdose** Seizures have previously been reported in cases of baclofen overdose \((11^a)\). In a review of cases presenting to an Australian toxicology service there were 23 cases in which baclofen intoxication was involved \((12^c)\). In eight of these, baclofen was the only agent involved, and seizures occurred in four. Therefore, although it is a potent nervous system depressant, baclofen can have proconvulsive effects, especially in overdose. Other symptoms associated with overdose were miosis or mydriasis, depressed level of consciousness or coma, absent or depressed reflexes, hypertension, and bradycardia or tachycardia.

**Botulinum toxins** \((SED-15, 551; SEDA-27, 161; SEDA-28, 168; SEDA-29, 156)\)

Botulinum toxins A and B are used for the treatment of facial rhytides (for example, lateral orbital wrinkles, lower eyelid wrinkles, and labial lines), by producing weakness or paralysis of the associated muscles, and in the treatment of hyperhidrosis. Complications such as temporary bruising, discomfort, incomplete muscle paralysis, and headache can occur. Fortunately, adverse effects and undesirable sequelae after injection are temporary. Several extensive reviews have covered these complications and their management \((13^r, 14^r, 15^r)\).

**Systematic reviews** In a review of four publications reporting adverse events after local injection of botulinum toxin into the lower urinary tract the reported adverse effects included generalized muscle weakness, arm weakness, hyposthenia with reduced suprapelvisetal muscle force, vision disturbances, and fever \((16^m)\). All the adverse effects were self-limiting and lasted 2 weeks to 2 months after injection.

**Observational studies** In a review of all adverse events after therapeutic and cosmetic use reported to the FDA during the 13.5 years since botulinum A toxin was first licensed, there were 1437 reports—406 after therapeutic use (217 serious and 189 non-serious) and 1031 after cosmetic use (36 serious and 995 non-serious) \((17^c)\). The adverse events occurred predominantly in women, median age 50 years. Over a single year the proportion of reports classified as serious was 33-fold higher for therapeutic than for cosmetic cases. The 217 serious adverse events reported in therapeutic cases included all 28 reported deaths; six deaths were attributed to respiratory arrest, five to myocardial infarction, three to strokes, two to pulmonary embolism, two to pneumonia, five to other causes, and five to unknown causes. Of the 36 serious events after cosmetic use of botulinum toxin, 30 were included as possible complications in the FDA-approved label; the other six may not have been related to the drug. Seizures were reported in 17 patients; 15 of these had either a history of seizures or a condition that increase their risk of seizures (for example a history of cerebral infarction).
Other serious adverse events included dysphagia (n = 26), muscle weakness (13), allergic reactions (13), flu-like syndromes (10), injection site trauma (9), dysrhythmias (9), and myocardial infarction (6). Among the 995 cosmetic cases associated with non-serious events, the most common were lack of effect (63%), injection site reactions (19%), and ptosis (11%).

While this review revealed very interesting information about the adverse effects of botulinum toxin, it did not allow the incidence of such effects to be estimated. The survey covered 1989–2003, but the cosmetic use of botulinum toxin was only approved by the FDA in 2002. On the other hand, the estimated number of cosmetic uses over those 2 years in the USA was impressive (1 123 510 injections in 2002 and 2 891 390 injections in 2003) (18c).

Of course, botulinum toxin was also used for cosmetic purposes, even before FDA approval.

Adverse events have been studied in 327 patients (202 women, 125 men) who received 1043 injections of botulinum A toxin for cervical dystonia (n = 58), blepharospasm (n = 31), hemifacial spasm (n = 39), spasticity due to cerebral palsy (n = 96), chronic anal fissure (n = 96), or esophageal achalasia (n = 7) (19c). The following adverse events were observed in those with cervical dystonias: dysphagia (27% of patients and 7% of sessions), weakness of the neck muscles (6.7 and 1.3%), pain during swallowing (5.1 and 1%), and a flu-like syndrome (3.4 and 0.7%); the dysphagia appeared 8.2 days after injection and lasted 15 days on average. In patients with blepharospasm there were unilateral ptosis (22 and 6.3%), bilateral ptosis (3 and 1.9%), and hematomas (3 and 0.6%), and in hemifacial spasm excessive weakness resulting in asymmetry of the face, either mild (28 and 20%) or moderate (46 and 27%). In spasticity due to cerebral palsy there was excessive weakness of the legs, which lasted 14 days on average (6.2 and 1.9%), pain (5.2 and 1.6%), and a flu-like syndrome (4.1 and 1.3%). In chronic anal fissure there were mild incontinence of flatus and feces (9 and 5%), hematomas (5%), a flu-like syndrome (3%), inflammation of external anal varices (2%), and epididymitis (1%). In esophageal achalasia, chest pain in six patients (on the day of injection and for 2–4 days) and esophageal reflux in two (4–8 weeks after the injection, lasting 2–3 weeks). The adverse effects were transient, mostly local, and completely reversible.

**Nervous system** In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial in 60 patients with lateral epicondylitis a single injection of botulinum toxin type A significantly reduced pain (20c). However, there was mild paresis of the fingers at 4 weeks in four patients who received botulinum and in none of those who received placebo; 10 patients who received botulinum and six who received placebo had weak finger extension on the same side as the injection.

**Sensory systems** Parasympathetic dysfunction of the visual system occurred in three patients after injection of botulinum toxin type B at remote sites (21c).

**Skin** An unusual case of a generalized rash starting 30 hours after an injection of botulinum toxin A to treat blepharospasm has been reported (22c).

A man who received botulinum A toxin injections every 3 months for 18 months for left-sided oromandibular dystonia developed left-sided madarosis and facial alopecia (23c).

**Musculoskeletal** Myofascial necrosis has been attributed to botulinum toxin (24c).

- 36-year-old woman with multiple sclerosis was given electromyographically guided botulinum toxin (total dose 400 IU) into the medial hamstring and adductor muscles in both legs. Two months she presented with a foul-smelling, painless, necrotic lesion measuring 2–3 cm in diameter in the groin skin covering the adductor compartment of both thighs with no surrounding erythema. A large amount of foul-smelling pus, necrosed skin, and underlying adductor muscles was debrided. No organisms were grown.

The authors suggested that the necrosis might have been linked to excessive paralysis caused by the toxin, but they could not explain the underlying mechanism. Previous reports of botulinum-induced local paralysis did not mention necrosis. Previously, muscle fiber necrosis has only been noted in animal experiments (25c). If excessive paralysis of the adductor muscles was the precipitating event, the patient should have noticed a significant change in muscle tone, but that was not mentioned. Also, negative cultures do not rule out...
infectious causes. Despite these uncertainties, the authors concluded that all patients who receive injections of botulinum toxin should be warned of this effect. For the time being we do not think there is enough evidence to back up this conclusion. This case report does not justify the assumption that extensive myofascial necrosis is a direct adverse effect of botulinum toxin. However, patients who receive deep intramuscular injections still need to be warned of infectious complications, which include abscess formation and soft tissue infections.

Immunologic  In a long-term study of 45 patients (mean age 69 years, 32 women) who had received injection of botulinum toxin repeatedly for at least 12 years (mean 16 years), there were 20 adverse events in 16 patients after their initial visit and 11 adverse events in 10 patients at their most recent injection visit (26c). In four of 22 non-responsive patients blocking antibodies were confirmed by the mouse protection assay. Of the antibody-negative patients, 16 again became responsive after dosage adjustments and two remained non-responders.

Drug tolerance  Secondary non-responsive-ness can occur in patients who are given repeated injections of botulinum toxin type A, especially for focal dystonias and spasticity. Botulinum toxin type B has been used as an alternative but has been disappointing. Of 36 patients with cervical dystonia resistant to type A toxin, only 13 had a reasonable response to type B; the other 23 patients had either no response or a poor response, or had unacceptable adverse effects and stopped treatment (27c). A few patients with blepharospasm, hemifacial spasm, or foot dystonia also had disappointing responses. Of 20 patients with spasticity, seven had some response to type B without unacceptable adverse effects.

Resistance to botulinum toxin type B has also been described in those with and without prior resistance to botulinum toxin type A (28c). Of 24 patients with cervical dystonias treated with botulinum toxin type B for up to 64 months, mean treatment dose 14 828 (range 2500–28 000) units, eight became secondarily resistant, and four were primary non-responders, possibly because of the severity and nature of their disease.

Susceptibility factors

Genetic  Patients with diseases that affect the neuromuscular junction, such as myasthenia gravis or Lambert–Eaton syndrome can develop systemic muscle weakness, even with low doses of botulinum toxin; they should therefore not be treated with botulinum toxin. Patients with mitochondrial cytopathies seem to be hypersensitive to the effects of botulinum toxin and have an increased risk of adverse reactions, as has been reported in two siblings with mitochondrial myopathy (29c).

- A 30-year-old man with complex II and III deficiency of the mitochondrial respiratory chain had unspecified intellectual and movement disorders going back to infancy, was wheelchair bound, and could only speak single words or simple phrases, but had good comprehension and memory and normal sphincter function. He received two injections of botulinum toxin (Dysport 120 mU in each parotid gland for excessive drooling and 100 mU into the right tibialis anterior muscle and 200 mU into the right tibialis posterior muscle for right foot inturning). There were no adverse effects. About 2 months later he received Dysport 120 mU into each parotid gland and 60 mU into each submandibular gland, 300 mU into the right tibialis anterior muscle, and 100 mU into the right tibialis posterior muscle. Ten days later he developed swallowing difficulties which resolved within 2 months.

- The second patient was the first patient’s 32-year-old sister, who had a very similar clinical picture. She received Dysport 120 mU into each parotid gland, and 50 mU into each submandibular gland. She developed fluctuating dysphagia, which lasted 2 months.

The authors quoted one previous report of remote symptoms after botulinum toxin in a patient with mitochondrial myopathy (30R). They suggested that neuromuscular junction defects might have resulted in the exacerbated response to botulinum toxin and concluded that botulinum toxin should be avoided in patients with mitochondrial cytopathies.

Management of adverse reactions  Prevention of the adverse effects of botulinum toxin has been reviewed (31R). The correct injection technique is essential, since most unwanted effects are caused by incorrect technique. The most common adverse effects are pain and hematoma. In the periocular region, lid and brow ptosis are important. Pain and bruising can also occur in the upper and lower face and
at extrafacial sites. The most important methods of avoiding most unwanted adverse effects are the proper techniques of dilution, storage, and injection, and careful exclusion of patients with contraindications. Pain and bruising can be prevented by cooling the skin before and after injection. Upper lid ptosis can be partly corrected using apraclonidine or phenylephrine eye-drops.

Apraclonidine, an \( \alpha_2 \) adrenoceptor agonist that causes Müller’s muscles to contract, quickly raising the upper eyelid by 1–3 mm, has been used to treat ptosis secondary to the use of botulinum toxin (32A).
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This year has seen relatively few significant additions to the literature concerning the adverse effects of anti-Parkinsonian drugs and a rather more equal spread of reports in other areas. However, this chapter includes a special review of a very intriguing adverse effect of the use of dopamine receptor agonists, the apparent link with pathological gambling. The literature on this topic has grown very considerably in the last couple of years, particularly because of interest in the possible light it may shed on the neuropsychology of addictive behaviors.

DRUGS THAT STIMULATE BOTH ALPHA- AND BETA-ADRENOCEPTORS
(SEDA-27, 145; SEDA-28, 160; SEDA-29, 148)

Adrenaline (epinephrine) (SED-15, 41; SEDA-29, 148)

Cardiovascular It is somewhat surprising to see cellular phones cited as a cause of acute poisoning, but just that has been suggested in a report from New York (1A).

- An 18-year-old man with septic shock was given an infusion of adrenaline at an initial rate of 0.15 micrograms/kg/minute. During the following 9 hours his systolic blood pressure varied from 92 to 105 mmHg and the infusion rate was 0.1–0.2 micrograms/kg/minute. He then complained of a sudden headache and chest and abdominal pain. His blood pressure was 250/188 mmHg with a pulse of 198/minute. He developed pulmonary edema and raised cardiac enzymes. It was noted that the infusion bag was much emptier than it should have been—he had acutely received 10.5 mg of adrenaline more than had been intended.

Just before this episode a member of the family had received a call on a cellular phone. Subsequent testing by hospital engineers showed that the proximity of the phone during a call could have triggered the pump to run at nearly 1 litre/hour. Most hospitals, certainly in the UK, ask visitors to switch off their phones when entering clinical areas, although the need for this has been questioned (2f, 3f). It is possible that this problem varies with the type and make of equipment, but this report suggests that it needs careful examination.

Inhaled adrenaline is available as an over-the-counter medication in at least some parts of the USA. In one case the use of inhaled adrenaline resulted in a stroke secondary to presumed hypertension (4A).

DoTS classification:
Reaction: Hypertension due to adrenaline
Dose-relation: Toxic
Time-course: Time-independent
Susceptibility factors: Age

- A 73-year-old man in North Carolina developed acute confusion, fluent aphasia, and vomiting. He had no lateralizing motor signs other than slight right arm weakness, although both plantar responses were extensor. The blood pressure was 160/81 mmHg. A CT scan of the brain
showed a left thalamic hemorrhage. It emerged that he was using large doses of inhaled adrenaline (0.22 mg/puff) as self-medication for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The maximum recommended dose was 2 puffs every 3 hours on not more than 2 days of the week, and this had clearly been exceeded by a large margin. He made an almost complete recovery, with slight residual weakness, and stopped using inhaled adrenaline.

Presumably the cause of the cerebral hemorrhage in this case was an acute episode of hypertension.

**Noradrenaline (norepinephrine)**  
*(SED-15, 2582)*

**Cardiovascular**  
*Dynamic left ventricular outflow tract obstruction* associated with catecholamine therapy in a patient *without* evidence of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy has been reported, possibly for the first time *(5A)*.

- A 31-year-old man developed acute pancreatitis with hypovolemia and shock. Apart from large volumes of fluid and colloid, he was given dopamine 20 micrograms/kg/minute and noradrenaline 0.1 micrograms/kg/minute. After initial improvement he became severely hypotensive, with a blood pressure of 65/40 mmHg, a pulse of 134/minute, and a new loud systolic murmur at the left sternal edge. Echocardiography showed severe left ventricular outflow obstruction with a maximal pressure gradient of 106 mmHg. There was rapid hemodynamic improvement after the withdrawal of catecholamines and he survived, with type 1 diabetes and several pancreatic pseudocysts.

The authors pointed out that this problem can occur in the presence of catecholamine therapy and hypovolemia even in patients with an entirely normal heart, and that early diagnosis and correct management is vital.

**Ephedra and ephedrine**  
*(SED-15, 1221; SEDA-29, 148)*

**Nervous system**  
Metabolife 356, which is marketed as an aid to weight loss, contains ma huang (ephedrine 12 mg), guaraná extract (caffeine 40 mg), chromium picolinate, and various herbs and vitamins.

---

**DoTS classification:**

*Reaction:* Vasospasm due to ephedrine  
*Dose-relation:* Toxic  
*Time-course:* Time-independent  
*Susceptibility factors:* Unknown

- A 20-year-old, otherwise healthy woman had symptoms of a transient ischemic attack less than 30 minutes after taking four tablets of Metabolife 356 *(6A)*. She had also taken 6–15 tablets/day during the 3 days before in an attempt to lose weight. Two-point discrimination was reduced over the whole of the left side, but there were no other neurological abnormalities and her blood pressure was 134/84 mmHg. Her symptoms resolved within 4 hours. Rechallenge was not attempted.

Cerebral vasospasm was presumably the main mechanism in this case, but the authors noted reports of hemorrhagic as well as ischemic stroke associated with ephedrine-containing formulations. The manufacturer of this product has removed all ephedra-containing products, including Metabolife 356, from the market. However, the authors commented that although many ephedra-containing formulations are no longer available over the counter, they can be easily bought on the Internet.

**Liver**  
There has been a further report of *fulminant hepatic failure* requiring liver transplantation after the use of *Ephedra sinica* or Ma huang, a traditional Chinese remedy that contains ephedrine-type alkaloids *(7A)*.

**Pseudoephedrine**  
*(SED-15, 1221; SEDA-29, 149)*

**Cardiovascular**  
In a meta-analysis of 24 studies involving 1285 subjects the authors concluded that in healthy individuals pseudoephedrine significantly *increased heart rate* (2.83/minute; CI = 2.0, 3.6) and *increased systolic blood pressure* (0.99 mmHg; 95% CI = 0.08, 1.9), with no effect on diastolic pressure *(8M)*. In patients with controlled hypertension there was an increase of similar magnitude in systolic blood pressure (1.2 mmHg; CI = 0.56, 1.84). Higher doses and immediate-release formulations were associated with greater increases in blood pressure, although it was
difficult to be certain what the average dose was in these studies; from the data presented it was usually 60 mg once or twice daily. The authors reported isolated cases of much greater rises in blood pressure (up to 20 mmHg systolic) but again it was difficult to determine the doses used. They concluded that immediate-release formulations had a greater effect than modified-release formulations, and that a dose-response relation could be discerned. Evidently many cases of pseudoephedrine-related cardiovascular effects involved higher doses than have been used in formal studies or are recommended by manufacturers. There appeared to be a smaller effect in women than in men. Shorter duration of use was associated with greater increases in systolic and diastolic blood pressures. There were no clinically significant adverse outcomes. However, a rare adverse event may not be seen with such a small sample size.

Coronary vasospasm has been attributed to pseudoephedrine (9A).

- A previously healthy 32-year-old man from Nigeria developed substernal chest pain at rest associated with nausea and sweating 45 minutes after taking two tablets of an over-the-counter cold remedy containing pseudoephedrine 30 mg and paracetamol 500 mg per tablet. He recalled a similar but less severe episode 1 week earlier after taking the same medication. There was no relevant past medical history or family history of coronary artery disease. An electrocardiogram showed ST elevation in the inferolateral leads and the plasma creatine kinase activity and troponin I concentration were both raised. Coronary angiography showed normal arteries. The authors concluded that this episode had been caused by coronary vasospasm initiated by pseudoephedrine and warned of the dangers of this type of medication, even in otherwise healthy individuals. The temporal association between ingestion of pseudoephedrine and the myocardial infarction suggested a causal relation. The absence of coronary artery disease at catheterization combined with the cardiac magnetic resonance imaging findings were consistent with an acute myocardial infarction caused by vasospasm due to pseudoephedrine.

Hypertensive strokes have been attributed to pseudoephedrine in 22 patients (10F). The effects of pseudoephedrine may be important when considered on a population basis, given its widespread use as decongestants. Although marked rises in blood pressure were uncommon, there were rises above 140/90 mmHg in nearly 3% of the patients. The benefit to harm balance should therefore be evaluated carefully before pseudoephedrine is used in individual patients most at risk of rises in blood pressure and heart rate.

**Skin** Toxid epidermal necrolysis has been reported in a patient taking pseudoephedrine (11A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DoTS classification:</th>
<th>Reaction: Toxic epidermal necrolysis due to pseudoephedrine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dose-relation:</td>
<td>Hypersusceptibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-course:</td>
<td>First-dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptibility factors:</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


- A 57-year-old woman developed a pruritic generalized maculopapular rash with occasional target lesions 8 days after taking two doses of pseudoephedrine, 240 mg in total. She also had oropharyngeal ulceration. Over the next week she developed bullae covering about 15% of the body, which subsided over the next 2 weeks with supportive therapy. Biopsy was consistent with toxic epidermal necrolysis. Three years later she took a single dose of a compound medication containing pseudoephedrine and developed a rash 12 hours later. This was successfully treated with glucocorticoids, topical and systemic.

**DRUGS THAT PREDOMINANTLY STIMULATE**

**ALPHA\textsubscript{1}-ADRENOCEPTORS**

(SEDA-27, 147; SEDA-28, 161; SEDA-29, 150)

**Phenylephrine** (SED-15, 2808; SEDA-27, 147)

**Cardiovascular** Cardiographic U waves have been reported to have been caused by phenylephrine (12A).

- A 71-year-old woman suddenly developed global aphasia. She was hypertensive and a heavy smoker and had previously undergone left carotid endarterectomy. There were multiple ischemic areas in the brain on the left side and total occlusion
of the common, internal, and external carotid arteries on that side. Perhaps surprisingly, it was thought that hypoperfusion of the language areas of the cortex could be overcome by increasing the arterial pressure. This was done by an intravenous infusion of phenylephrine up to a dose of 180 micrograms/minute, which produced a blood pressure of 220/100 mmHg. Unfortunately, this did not produce any clinical improvement but positive U waves developed in the chest leads of the electrocardiogram; these disappeared after the infusion was discontinued.

The authors noted that while U waves are usually considered to be pathological and may reflect a tendency to the development of ventricular dysrhythmias, particularly torsade de pointes, the mechanisms by which they are formed are still conjectural. In any case, this approach to therapy does not appear very promising.

Phenylpropanolamine (SED-15, 2811; SEDA-29, 150)

Drug overdose It is several years since phenylpropanolamine was withdrawn from sale in many countries, but it seems that these do not include Japan, where a case of overdose has been reported.

- A 22-year-old Japanese woman took an unquantified overdose of an over-the-counter formulation containing phenylpropanolamine (13A). She was admitted to hospital 6 hours later, when she appeared to be well. Her blood pressure was 108/62 mmHg with a heart rate of 125/minute in sinus rhythm. However, she had clinical and radiological signs of pulmonary edema, with an ejection fraction of only 20%. Creatine kinase activity was raised and reached a peak 18 hours after admission. During this time hemoperfusion was carried out in order to reduce very high plasma concentrations of phenylpropanolamine. After initial deterioration she made a full recovery and was clinically and radiologically normal by the 9th day after admission, by which time the ejection fraction was 70%. Coronary angiography was entirely normal. She was entirely well 1 year later.

The authors commented that phenylpropanolamine-induced myocardial damage has been reported only eight times before this episode and was less severe in all those cases. The precise mechanism of damage is uncertain but may include direct catecholamine-induced cytotoxicity, coronary vasoconstriction, or a combination of the two.
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DRUGS THAT STIMULATE BETA1-ADRENOCEPTORS
(SEDA-27, 147; SEDA-29, 150)

Dobutamine (SED-15, 1169; SEDA-29, 150)

Cardiovascular Dobutamine is very commonly used in stress echocardiography. One well-recognised complication is non-sustained ventricular tachycardia. The prognostic implications have been considered in 1266 consecutive patients, of whom 65 (5.1%) had this dysrhythmia (14C). After 3 years of follow-up there was no significant difference in all-cause mortality between patients who had ventricular tachycardia and those who did not (22 versus 17%). However, further analysis showed that patients who had (i) non-sustained ventricular tachycardia, (ii) no evidence of inducible ischemia, and (iii) a moderately reduced ejection fraction (0.35–0.45) did have significantly reduced survival. On the other hand, as the authors pointed out, this was a retrospective study with post hoc subgroup analysis, and the results should be confirmed by a prospective study. Even allowing for this, these results support earlier findings that this type of dysrhythmia when induced by dobutamine does not in itself indicate significantly increased risk.

As mentioned above, catecholamines can cause midventricular obstruction, and a similar effect has been described during dobutamine stress echocardiography (15A).

- A 73-year-old woman with chest pain had ST segment elevation on the electrocardiogram and raised creatine kinase activity and troponin concentrations. However, coronary angiography showed no significant obstructive lesions. She was given intravenous glyceryl trinitrate, with resolution of both the chest pain and the electrocardiographic changes. Stress echocardiography with dobutamine 10 micrograms/kg/minute was carried out 5 days later. This led to severe midventricular obstruction (a pressure gradient of 150 mmHg) and mitral regurgitation, with marked pulmonary hypertension. There was no pulmonary edema or cardiogenic shock, and she recovered fully after being given propranolol.

The authors commented that sympathetic stimulation may play a crucial role in this syndrome, whether it occurs spontaneously or after sympathomimetic drug administration.
Levodopa and dopamine receptor agonists

Nervous system The susceptibility factors for levodopa-induced peak dose dyskinesias have been examined in 215 consecutive patients with Parkinson’s disease, of whom nearly half (105) had peak dose dyskinesias (16C). Independent clinical predictors included female sex, early onset of Parkinson’s disease, longer duration of treatment, and a higher dosage of levodopa, in other words greater overall exposure to the drug. This is in keeping with the results of previous studies. However, the investigators in this case also examined the effect of a polymorphism of the D2 receptor gene (DRD2 CAn−STR) and found that in men only the presence of the 13,14+ genotype was strongly protective. The risk of peak dose dyskinesias was in fact three times greater in women than in men, and this over-ruled the potential protective effect of this genotype. Although the authors emphasized the preliminary nature of their findings, they suggested that these considerations might be helpful in making therapeutic choices.

Pathological gambling and dopamine receptor agonists

DoTS classification:
Reaction: Pathological gambling due to dopamine receptor agonists (particularly pramipexole)
Dose-relation: Collateral
Time-course: Intermediate
Susceptibility factors: Genetic (dopamine D1 receptor gene allele DRD1–800 T/C); age (younger age of onset of Parkinson’s disease); sex (male); combined therapy with levodopa

It has become increasingly clear over the last decade that the non-motor disturbances that are associated with Parkinson’s disease and its treatment are far more complex than was previously recognized. One of these abnormalities is pathological gambling. Although the increasing availability of opportunities for gambling, for instance online, has probably led to a general increase of such cases, it is now clear that there is a specific problem with drugs used to treat Parkinson’s disease.

Prevalence It is possible that the disease itself increases the likelihood of pathological gambling, but few patients are now left without drug treatment, so it is difficult to assess the true drug-free prevalence. Neurologists in several countries have attempted to assess the prevalence of this compulsive behavior in treated patients with Parkinson’s disease.

In an Italian sample of 98 patients, 6.1% displayed pathological gambling, compared with 0.25% in age-matched controls (17C); estimates in the general population in several countries all suggest rates of 1% at most.

In a larger study in Glasgow the prevalence was estimated at 4.4% overall but 8% for those taking dopamine receptor agonists, since all affected patients were taking these drugs (18C). In 297 patients in Toronto it was estimated that the lifetime prevalence of pathological gambling was 3.4%, with a figure of 7.2% for those taking dopamine receptor agonists (19C). There were no cases among patients taking levodopa monotherapy.

Case series A multidisciplinary team from the Mayo Clinic described 11 patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease who developed pathological gambling (although the total number of patients in that clinic was not stated) (20C). All were taking a dopamine receptor agonist at standard doses, eight of them in combination with levodopa. In most cases the abnormal behavior occurred within 3 months of starting dopamine receptor agonist therapy. The authors commented that nine of their patients were taking the dopamine receptor agonist pramipexole, and at the time that their article was published this was true of 10 out of 17 published cases.

In a more recent survey of published cases of pathological gambling in Parkinson’s disease 28 case series were identified, including a total of 177 patients (21M). There was a
male preponderance (76%), a mean age at diagnosis of 57 years (range 30–78 years), and a mean disease duration of 7.8 years (range 2–22 years). In some but not all series the presence of other psychopathologies, particularly depression, was noted but the data were too incomplete to allow estimates of prevalence. Probably the most striking finding was that all but three of the patients were taking dopamine receptor agonists, although only in 17 cases as monotherapy. Pramipexole was the most commonly prescribed dopamine receptor agonist (in 44% of patients) and the mean dose was higher than that recommended for this drug (4.6 against 3.3 mg/day). This excess was not seen with the other synthetic dopamine receptor agonist, ropinirole, or in the approximately 30% of subjects who were taking an ergot-derived dopamine receptor agonist. Overall there was a trend towards an increased risk associated with pramipexole but this did not reach statistical significance.

In a series of 21 patients from the previously cited group in Toronto, published at the same time and therefore not included in this analysis, all the affected individuals were taking adjunctive dopamine receptor agonist therapy and none either levodopa or dopamine receptor agonist monotherapy (22C). There were very few patients in the latter group or in the control group of Parkinsonian patients without pathological gambling. The patients with compulsive gambling were younger at the time of onset of Parkinson’s disease, had higher novelty seeking scores (by a ratio of nearly two to one), and had a higher incidence of a personal or family history of alcohol abuse (nearly 60% compared with 19% in the control group).

Mechanisms Although a detailed discussion of the mechanisms of this adverse effect and its relevance to basic neuroscience and practical therapeutics is beyond the scope of this review, several researchers have concluded that in some susceptible individuals, possibly with premorbid psychological problems, dopamine receptor agonists may activate exaggerated novelty-seeking and risk-taking behaviors (21C, 23C, 24C, 25C). Hypersexuality has long been recognized in this context (23C). Although it has been tempting to regard this as specifically linked to dopamine D3 receptor stimulation, as seen with pramipexole, it has already been noted that this is made more difficult to interpret because of the tendency to use higher doses of the drug than are generally recommended, reducing selectivity for D3 receptors.

- A 63-year-old man developed pathological gambling after bilateral subthalamic stimulation was added to pharmacotherapy, including pergolide 3 mg/day (26C). The abnormal behavior ceased when pergolide was withdrawn, but the precise location of the stimulus was also changed, so a cause-and-effect relation was not certain.

In striking contrast another report, from Genoa, described two men aged 43 and 51 years who developed pathological gambling while taking levodopa combined respectively with pramipexole and bromocriptine (27A). Both underwent subthalamic stimulation for relief of motor symptoms and both improved sufficiently in this respect to allow rapid withdrawal of dopaminergic drugs. The gambling behavior ceased entirely, but it is very difficult to ascertain whether this was a direct consequence of the brain stimulation or of the withdrawal of dopamine receptor agonists.

Susceptibility factors In a Brazilian study of pathological gambling in 70 discordant sib pairs, none of whom had Parkinson’s disease, all the pathological gamblers were male, while of the matched non-gambling sibs only 37 were male (28C). The only positive association with the abnormal behavior was with the dopamine D1 receptor gene allele DRD1–800 T/C.

Metabolism There has been interest in the possible effect of anti-Parkinsonian drug therapy to increase plasma homocysteine concentrations and ultimately the risk of vascular disease (although this is currently controversial, given the lack of success of recent interventional trials), and possibly also of progressive cognitive impairment. The effects of catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) inhibitors on plasma concentrations of homocysteine and of folic acid and vitamin B12, co-factors in homocysteine metabolism, have been studied in 26 patients with Parkinson’s disease taking levodopa, 20 taking levodopa plus a COMT inhibitor, and 32 age-matched controls not suffering from Parkinson’s disease (29C). Homocysteine concentrations were raised in both groups of Parkinsonian patients, but the effect was less
marked in patients taking COMT inhibitors as well as levodopa (18 versus 14 µmol/l; 10 µmol/l in the controls). Plasma folate concentrations were lowest in the patients who took levodopa only but were actually highest in those also taking COMT inhibitors (5.8 versus 8.8 µmol/l; 7.5 µmol/l in the controls). Vitamin B₁₂ concentrations were similar in the three groups. The difference in homocysteine concentrations was attributable to the presence of the COMT inhibitor rather than to individual folate concentrations. This is the first time this effect has been described and the authors speculated that it may be due to enzyme inhibition, leading to a reduced supply of S-adenosylhomocysteine, which is then converted to homocysteine. The practical implications are uncertain and designing clinical studies to follow up on this observation may prove quite difficult.

Serosae It will come as no surprise that reports of fibrotic reactions to ergot-derived dopamine receptor agonists continue to appear. Indeed, regulatory authorities in many countries have modified their prescribing recommendations because of such reactions, especially those affecting heart valves. Sometimes these problems occur only after years of treatment.

This report reinforces the relative safety of the newer synthetic dopamine receptor agonists, if possibly at the expense of somewhat lower efficacy. It also shows that fibrotic reactions can take several years to appear. The authors speculated that the metabolic disposition of the drug may change with increased accumulation, but it is not clear what might have triggered such a change in this patient.

ERGOT DERIVATIVES  (SED-15, 1230; SEDA-27, 224; SEDA-28, 151)

Although the use of non-dopamine receptor agonist ergot derivatives has declined, serious adverse effects are still reported.

Methylergonovine

Cardiovascular  Fatal cardiac arrest has been reported in a woman with hypertension who was given methylergonovine after termination of pregnancy (31A).

A 38-year-old Taiwanese woman, with a history of hypertension treated with verapamil and valsartan, was given intravenous methylergonovine 0.2 mg and intramuscular oxytocin 10 IU after termination of pregnancy at 5 weeks of gestation. Five minutes later she complained of chest pain and then had a cardiac arrest. Attempted resuscitation was unsuccessful.

The authors acknowledged that methylergonovine should have been avoided in this case, and in any case is best given intramuscularly. They also noted that six of the seven published cases of ergot alkaloid-induced post-partum myocardial infarction occurred in Asians, suggesting increased susceptibility.

Methysergide  (SED-15, 2316)

Skin  Scleroderma-like skin changes have been attributed to long-term methysergide treatment (32A).

A 63-year-old woman developed inflammatory edema of the legs and feet after taking methy-
sergide 1.65 mg/day for migraine for over 10 years. It emerged that she had been taking. There were scleroderma-like changes in the legs and on the dorsa of the feet. Investigations for autoimmune disease were all negative. Biopsy showed fibrosis with some perivascular lymphocytic infiltrate. A CT scan showed peri-aortic fibrosis without evidence of compression, which is a well-known adverse effect of methysergide. Methysergide was withheld and betamethasone ointment was prescribed “but not applied”. However, there was some improvement after 2 weeks; the edema and erythema resolved completely within 2 months and the induration had partially regressed at that time, leaving hyperpigmentation. There was no change in the peri-aortic fibrosis.

Although fibrotic reactions to methysergide have been known for many years this appears to be the first description of scleroderma-like skin changes such as these.

**DRUGS THAT AFFECT THE CHOLINERGIC SYSTEM**

(SEDA-27, 152; SEDA-28, 165; SEDA-29, 153)

**Anticholinergic drugs** (SED-15, 264; SEDA-29, 153)

**Nervous system** Antimuscarinic drugs that are used in management of bladder hyperactivity and incontinence are designed to have a very limited effect on the nervous system. However, there is no absolute guarantee of this, as has been shown by a subanalysis of data from the OPERA (Overactive Bladder: Performance of Extended Release Agents) study, in which modified-release tolterodine 4 mg/day and modified-release oxybutynin 10 mg/day over 12 weeks were compared in 790 women with overactive bladders (33C). The incidence of nervous system adverse effects was similar in the two groups (8 and 9%). Dizziness was the most common (2.5 and 3.8%) but somnolence was also relatively frequent with oxybutynin (2.3 versus 1.0%). All these effects were rated as mild to moderate by the patients, and only six individuals taking oxybutynin and two taking tolterodine cited adverse effects as the reason for withdrawing. This supports the view that oxybutynin is more lipophilic than tolterodine and therefore better able to penetrate the brain.

**Sensory systems** Of 52 Turkish women aged 22–60 years with urodynamically demonstrated bladder overactivity and no history of eye disease, 28 were given tolterodine 2 mg bd and 24 oxybutynin 5 mg tds (34C). Best corrected visual acuity did not change significantly with either drug. Oxybutynin, but not tolterodine, significantly reduced accommodation amplitude. Pupil diameter was significantly larger in dim light with tolterodine while there was no change with oxybutynin. Perhaps unexpectedly, neither drug affected the pupillary response to bright light. Both drugs reduced tear secretion but neither caused significant rises in intraocular pressure. Overall therefore there seems to be a slight advantage for tolterodine in terms of ocular adverse effects, although both drugs will exacerbate any pre-existing symptoms of dry eyes.

**Psychological** The effects of oxybutynin on cognitive function have been studied in 25 children (aged 5–17 years, 14 girls) with daytime enuresis (35C). Ten were treated with behavior modification and 15 with behavior modification plus oxybutynin 7.5–20 mg/day, depending on body weight. Patient allocation was not random but according to parental choice. Neuropsychological testing was done at baseline (after 4 weeks of behavior modification) and at the end of the treatment period. There was no cognitive impairment in the oxybutynin-treated children, but surprisingly baseline function was lower in those who were allocated to oxybutynin. This may have introduced selection bias, making it difficult to interpret any possible drug effect.

**Electrolyte balance** Hyponatremia has been attributed to tolterodine (36A).

- A 78-year-old woman who was taking chlorpromazine, temazepam, trimipramine, and tolterodine developed increasing confusion and urinary incontinence. She had a urinary tract infection, a hemoglobin of 9.1 g/dl, a plasma creatinine of 139 µmol/l, and a plasma sodium concentration of 133 mmol/l. She was treated with norfloxacan but developed antibiotic-associated diarrhea and her plasma sodium fell to 125 mmol/l. However, this did not improve after resolution of the diarrhea or after withdrawal of all drugs other than tolterodine. When this too was withdrawn the plasma sodium rose to 135 mmol/l and on rechallenge fell again, this time even lower to 117 mmol/l.
This is the first published report of hyponatremia due to tolterodine. The mechanism is unclear, but the authors speculated that it might have been due to increased antidiuretic hormone, in the same way as fluoxetine, which it resembles structurally. This would imply that this effect is independent of antimuscarinic activity, since this property is very much attenuated in the case of fluoxetine.

**Drug–drug interactions** A possible interaction of oxybutynin with carbamazepine has been reported (37A).

- A 37-year-old woman with incomplete tetraplegia due to cervical spondylosis had taken carbamazepine 1000 mg/day for neuropathic pain for 2 years and was also taking baclofen and dantrolene 125 mg/day to alleviate spasticity and fluvoxamine 100 mg/day for depression. Oxybutynin 5 mg bd was added because of bladder hyperactivity, and 2 weeks later she became dizzy, unsteady, and confused, with bilateral nystagmus. The plasma carbamazepine concentration was 16 µg/ml, the upper limit of the usual target range being 12 µg/ml. All the drugs were withdrawn and she returned to her previous state. However, because her symptoms also recurred all the drugs except fluvoxamine were restarted, but with a lower dose of carbamazepine 600 mg/day. Within 1 day the plasma carbamazepine concentration had risen from 9.2 to 29 µg/ml. Carbamazepine was replaced by sodium valproate, with good efficacy and no problems.

The authors suggested that oxybutynin or dantrolene or both may inhibit the metabolism of carbamazepine.

**References**

Reviews of the 7th Amendment to the Cosmetics Directive (2003/15/EC) have been published (1R, 2R). The Directive foresees the phasing out of animal experiments by 2009, by introducing bans on animal testing of cosmetics and on the marketing in the EU of cosmetics tested on animals. For toxicity studies relevant to humans the ban would apply by 2013, with a possible postponement in case of technical difficulties in the development of alternative methods. The Directive also requires an immediate marketing ban if alternative methods have already been validated by the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods and adopted by the Community.

The safety of various ingredients of cosmetics, including tert-butyl alcohol, polyacrylamide and acrylamide residues, and a wide variety of antioxidants have been reviewed on the basis of animal toxicology (3ER, 4ER, 5ER).

**Observational studies** The prevalence and characteristic of adverse cosmetic events have been studied using a questionnaire supplied by ten community pharmacies to 4373 customers in Naples (6c). There were 2716 female and 812 male respondents, of whom 98.5% reported using cosmetics. There were 1507 adverse cosmetic events; 848 customers had had at least one adverse cosmetic event and 18% reported more than one event. There was a significantly higher prevalence of adverse cosmetic events in women (27 versus 17% in men). In 95.9% the event affected the skin and 4.1% were systemic. Among cutaneous reactions, *burning* and *itching* were the most prominent and accounted for 36 and 33% respectively. The most frequently reported systemic event was *headache* (40%) followed by *nausea* (24%). The authors concluded that there is a sizeable problem and they advocated a system to report, collect, and evaluate adverse cosmetic events.

**Skin** The role of contact allergy in *rosacea* has been investigated in a retrospective study of the results of patch tests in 361 of 76 697 patients with rosacea (7c). There were positive reactions to nickel (II) sulfate in 9.3%, fragrance mix in 8.8%, thimerosal in 6.9%, *Myroxylon pereirae* resin in 5.9%, potassium dichromate in 4.6%, and propolis in 2.8%. Patients with rosacea had a significantly higher risk of contact allergy to propolis and contact allergy to nickel was significantly less frequent. Only 2/329 patients were positive to neomycin sulfate and 1/100 to gentamicin sulfate. Of 118 patients tested with their own products, three were tested to metronidazole, and one had a positive reaction.

**Immunologic** Products brought in by 5911 patients were subjected to 34 082 single patch tests and assigned to 1 of 26 categories, based on the EU Classification Annex I to 76/768/EEC (8c). The leave-on products most commonly tested were creams, emulsions, lotions, gels, and oils for the skin (3621 tested, 312 positive). The rinse-off products most commonly tested were bath and shower preparations (1333 tested, 71 positive). Positive reactions to the fragrance mix, *Myroxylon pereirae* resin, methylidibromoglutaronitrile, (chloro)-methylisothiazolinone, 2-bromo-2-nitropropane-1,3-diole and other ingredients of cosmetics and toiletries were more common than in product-negative patients.
In patch tests with a cosmetic and fragrance series in 50 patients of both sexes with clinically suspected cosmetic dermatitis for more than 1 year, most of whom were young adults aged 10–29 years, 33 reacted to one or more allergens (9c). Fragrance components were most commonly implicated (in 52%) followed by preservatives (39%), paraphenylenediamine (21%), and cetrimide and tertiary butyl hydroquinone (12% each).

**Infection risk**  In an assessment of the risk of transmission of the BSE prion in cosmetics, the FDA has concluded that cosmetics that contain proteins derived from bovine sources might be sources of exposure and that the preferred way of preventing such transmission by cosmetics would be by avoiding the use of high-risk cattle-derived protein in their manufacture (10c). The FDA has therefore prohibited the use of certain cattle materials in cosmetics and human foods, including the brain, skull, trigeminal ganglia, spinal cord, parts of the vertebral column and the transverse processes of the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, tonsils, and distal ileum.

**Respiratory** The causes of occupational asthma over 8 year have been studied in 47 hairdressers, mean age 25 (range 17–52) years, using responses to specific inhalation (13c). In 24 patients with asthma it was attributed to persulfate salts in 21, permanent hair dyes in two, and latex in one. In 13 of these 24 patients with occupational rhinitis, it was due to persulfate salts in 11 and to paraphenylenediamine in two. Patients with persulfate-induced asthma had a long period of exposure to bleaching agents and a long latent period between the start of exposure and the onset of symptoms.

**Immunologic** An interview-based study in a representative random sample (n = 4000) of the Danish population showed that allergic skin reactions to hair dyes was more common than expected from patch-test studies (14c). In all, 18% of the male respondents and 75% of the female respondents had at some point dyed their hair, the median age at first exposure being 16 years. Adverse skin reactions to hair dyes compatible with allergic reactions were reported in 5.3% of individuals who had ever used a hair dye. Of these, only 16% had been in contact with health-care services after the reaction.

Direct oxidative DNA damage and production of tumor necrosis factor alfa have been studied in 19 hairdressers with contact dermatitis of the hands who had been exposed to irritants and allergens, mainly hair dyes; 14 had allergic contact dermatitis and five had irritant contact dermatitis (15c). The serum concentrations of TNF alfa in those with allergic contact dermatitis were significantly higher than in controls; the effect increased with increasing exposure. There was significant exposure-related DNA damage in those with irritant contact dermatitis.

**Genotoxicity/mutagenicity/carcinogenicity** The members of a biopharmaceutical drug development services contract research organization, Covance Laboratories Ltd, have reviewed the guidelines of the European Scientific Committee on Cosmetics and Non-Food Products (SCCNFP) for testing hair dyes for genotoxic/
mutagenic/carcinogenic potential \((16^{SR})\). They have pointed out that the battery of six in vitro tests recommended in those guidelines differs substantially from the batteries of two or three in vitro tests recommended in other guidelines and suggested that potential genotoxic activity may effectively be determined by the use of a limited number of well-validated test systems that are capable of detecting induced gene mutations and structural and numerical chromosomal change, and that increasing the number of in vitro assays would merely reduce the number of false positives. They recommended the use of three assays, the bacterial gene mutation assay, the mammalian cell gene mutation assay (preferably the mouse lymphoma tk assay), and the in vitro micronucleus assay, combined with metabolic activation systems optimized for the individual chemical types. One could comment, however, that a high rate of false positives in such testing would be preferable to a high rate of false negatives. Problems in testing include the fact that new compounds are formed on the scalp by reaction between the chemicals in hair dyes and that one component could mask the genotoxicity of another.

**Tumorigenicity** The possible association between the personal use of hair dyes and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, leukemia, multiple myeloma, and Hodgkin’s disease has been investigated in a case-control study in 2737 patients and 1779 controls \((17^C)\). Among women, there was no association between ever using hair dyes and the risk of lymphopoietic malignancies. For permanent hair dyes, there was a slightly but non-significantly increased risk of lymphocytic leukemia \((OR = 1.3; 95\% CI = 0.8, 2.2)\) and of follicular subtypes of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma \((OR = 1.3; 95\% CI = 0.8, 2.0)\). Women who used black hair dye colors were at an increased risk of leukemia \((OR = 1.9; 95\% CI = 1.0, 3.4)\), in particular chronic lymphocytic leukemia \((OR = 3.0; 95\% CI = 1.1, 7.5)\).

In a case-control study of 112 white women with gliomas and 215 controls there was a 1.7-fold increased risk of glioma among women who had ever used hair dye products \((95\% CI = 1.0, 2.9; n = 62)\), and a 2.4-fold risk among those who had used permanent hair coloring products \((OR = 2.4; 95\% CI = 1.3, 4.5; n = 39)\) \((18^C)\). For women with the most aggressive form of glioma, glioblastoma multiforme, the risk increased with duration of exposure to 4.9 \((95\% CI = 1.6, 15.7; n = 10)\) after 21 or more years of permanent hair coloring use. The risk was higher with earlier age at first use. There was no association with non-permanent (sometimes called temporary or semi-permanent) hair coloring products.

**Teratogenicity** The relation between maternal hair dye use in pregnancy and the risk of neuroblastoma in their offspring has been studied in 538 mothers of children with neuroblastoma and 504 controls \((19^C)\). The use of any hair dye in the month before and/or during pregnancy was associated with a moderately increased risk of neuroblastoma \((adjusted OR = 1.6; 95\% CI = 1.2, 2.2)\). Temporary hair dyes \((OR = 2.0, CI = 1.1, 3.7)\) were more strongly associated with neuroblastoma than permanent hair dyes \((OR = 1.4, CI = 1.0, 2.0)\). It is not known whether or how the risk is affected by the color and chemical composition of the dye and the method of application.

**Aminophenols**

**Immunologic** Allergic contact dermatitis due to paraphenylenediamine after tattooing with black henna has been reviewed \((20^R)\). Paraphenylenediamine (PPD) is the most common screening agent used to diagnose allergic contact dermatitis from oxidative hair dyes. However, testing with this allergen does not pick up all cases. Contact allergy to two frequently used hair dye chemicals has been described: 3-nitro-para-hydroxyethylaminophenol for the first time and 4-amino-3-nitrophenol for the second time \((21^A)\).

- A 50-year-old woman developed severe scalp dermatitis and vesicular hand eczema for the first time in her life. She had a +? reaction to paraphenylenediamine and to her own hair collected at day 3 after exposure to the hair dye that had elicited the reaction. Open exposure to the product (often advised on the packaging of such products) was negative both before and after the allergic reaction to the product.

This adverse reaction could only be explained by patch testing with the individual hair dye
product ingredients and the positive reactions to the dyes present.

Work is currently going on to establish a new screening patch-test series for hair-dye allergy.

**Sodium stearoyl lactylate**

**Immunologic** Contact allergy to sodium stearoyl lactylate, an emulsifier commonly used in food (E481), has been reported as the cause of dermatitis, because of its presence in a cosmetic cream (22A).

**Nail cosmetics**

The adverse effects of nail cosmetics have been reviewed (23R). Nail cosmetics are of three types: (1) coatings that harden on evaporation; (2) coatings that polymerize; and (3) stick-on nail dressings (synthetic covers). The adverse effects of the two first types consist of both local reactions and distant contact dermatitis. Nail enamels especially cause *ectopic contact dermatitis*, while polymerizing coatings and synthetic covers are more likely to cause *local reactions*, which can be severe. Systemic adverse effects and infections can also occur.

**Corticosteroids, topical**

**Immunologic** Corticosteroids not infrequently cause *contact allergy*. In most cases the reaction is eczematous, but occasionally other types of skin reactions occur. A generalized exanthematous reaction with pustulosis (AGEP), a drug eruption that is in most cases caused by systemic medication, has been reported in association with topical application of a glucocorticoid (24A).

**Colophony** *(SEDA-29, 156)*

Colophony (rosin) derives from pine resin, tall oil, and stump extracts (25R). It is used in its native or chemically modified forms, hydrogenated, disproportionated, esterified, polymerized, as salts, or reacted with maleic anhydride or formaldehyde. It is used in the sizing of paper and paperboard, to make waxes and varnishes, for coating the strings of bows used to play stringed musical instruments, and in permanent color markers. Exposure can occur by contact with adhesive tapes, soaps, coatings on price labels, eye shadow, periodontal and surgical dressings, furniture polish, glues, musician’s rosin, printing inks, printing paper surfaces, rubber, and plastics. The main sensitizing components are abietic acid and abitol (a mixture of hydroabietyl alcohols).

**Respiratory** Some workers exposed to colophony during soldering can develop *occupational asthma*. Serum obtained from seven exposed symptomatic individuals, some with a likely diagnosis of occupational asthma, 10 exposed asymptomatic individuals, and 11 unexposed individuals was tested for specific IgE antibodies against a protein extract produced following in vitro challenge of mono-mac-6 cells with colophony extract (26c). The serum from exposed symptomatic individuals showed increased binding of specific IgE antibodies to a range of colophony-cell protein conjugates compared with both the exposed asymptomatic and the non-exposed control populations. The authors concluded that they were able to assess sensitization to colophony by detecting specific IgE in colophony-exposed workers with a likely diagnosis of occupational asthma.

**Immunologic** *Contact dermatitis* from colophony is common. Of 250 Iranian patients with a diagnosis of contact dermatitis and/or atopic dermatitis 126 (50%) had at least one positive patch test reaction and 23 (9.2%) had more than two positive reactions to a range of allergens (27c). Colophony caused reactions in 13 cases (5.2%) and was the fifth most common allergen.

**Minoxidil** *(SED-15, 2354; SEDA-27, 217; SEDA-29, 215)*

**Immunologic** Allergic *contact dermatitis* has been reported in a 72-year-old woman during
treatment with topical minoxidil for alopecia (28A).

PHOTOTHERAPY AND PHOTOCHEMOTHERAPY (SED-15, 2823; SEDA-28, 171; SEDA-29, 158)

Aminolevulinic acid

Nervous system Photodynamic therapy with topical 5-aminolevulinic acid generally causes few adverse effects, which are mild and transient, such as itching, stinging or burning pain (29c), and slight to moderate edema and erythema (30c), although pain during illumination can be problematic, for example in psoriasis (31c). The pain occasionally persists for up to 24 hours and rarely for several days. The mechanism may be related to GABA receptors, by which ALA is transported into peripheral nerve endings, resulting in fiber stimulation (32R). Cooling by fanning or water spray directed at the treatment site is effective. Topical anesthesia with local anesthetics is not, but cold-air anesthesia can help.

A severe, acute, predominantly motor polyneuropathy, with signs of autonomic involvement, and skin changes followed aminolevulinic acid administration in an 82-year-old man (33A). There were changes in heme metabolism and the authors interpreted this as a rare response to aminolevulinic resembling an acute attack of hepatic porphyria with neurological features.

Skin Photocontact urticaria has been attributed to topical aminolevulinic acid in a patient with unilesional mycosis fungoides (34A). In a photopatch test black light and visible light irradiation after topical aminolevulinic acid provoked an urticarial reaction in the uninvolved skin, suggesting an allergic reaction.

PUVA

Tumorigenicity There is an increased incidence of skin cancer in Caucasians who have been treated with psoralen plus ultraviolet A therapy. However, in 4294 Japanese patients who had been exposed to long-term PUVA therapy in Korea, Thailand, Egypt, and Tunisia, with a follow-up period of at least 5 years, the risk of non-melanoma skin cancer relative to general dermatology out-patients was 0.86 (CI = 0.36, 1.35) (35c).

UVB

Tumorigenicity UVB phototherapy is commonly used to treat psoriasis and other skin diseases. The risk of skin cancer associated with UVB phototherapy has been surveyed in a systematic review of 11 prospective and retrospective studies in about 3400 patients published from 1966 to June 2002 (36M). Other than the most recent Finnish study, none showed an increased risk of skin cancer. In one of the studies there was an increased rate of genital tumors associated with UVB phototherapy.

The incidence of skin cancer in 1380 adults in a long-term study of PUVA has been investigated in relation to UVB exposure (37c). High UVB exposure (at least 300 treatments) was associated with a modest but significant increase in the risk of squamous cell carcinoma (adjusted incidence rate ratio = 1.37, 95% CI = 1.03, 1.83) and basal cell carcinoma (adjusted IRR = 1.45, 95% CI = 1.07, 1.96). Among patients with under 100 PUVA treatments, high exposure to UVB was significantly associated with a risk of squamous cell carcinoma (adjusted IRR = 2.75, 95% CI = 1.11, 6.84) and basal cell carcinoma (adjusted IRR = 3.00, 95% CI = 1.30, 6.91) on body sites typically exposed to UVB but not on chronically sun-exposed sites, which are typically covered during therapy.

SUNSCREENS

Drometrizole trisiloxane

Immunologic Allergic contact dermatitis from drometrizole trisiloxane, a chemical UVA and UVB sunscreen agent used in cosmetic products, has been reported, with concomitant sensitivities to other sunscreens (38A). Allergic
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reactions to drometrizole trisiloxane seem to be rare, but this could be due to lack of appropriate testing.

VITAMIN A (RETINOIDS)
(SEDA-15, 3653; SEDA-27, 159; SEDA-28, 171; SEDA-29, 158; for vitamin A carotenoids see Chapter 34)

Teratogenicity Although the teratogenicity of oral retinoids is well known, it is not clear what the risks are with topical retinoids (adapalene and tretinoin). Although the results of two flawed epidemiological studies were reassuring, new cases of birth defects were subsequently reported in children exposed in utero to topical tretinoin. However, the epidemiological data are still scant and unconvincing, neither confirming the risk nor ruling it out completely. It has been suggested that it is best to avoid topical retinoids altogether in early pregnancy (39R).

Acitretin

Ear, nose, throat Dysphonia has been attributed to acitretin (40A). A 36-year-old woman, who had taken acitretin 20 mg/day for palmoplantar keratoderma for about 3 months, complained of dysphonia. She had bilateral vocal fold edema and congestion, consistent with vocal abuse. Reduction of the dose of acitretin to 10 mg/day did not produce and the acitretin was withdrawn. Within 5 days, her voice recovered spontaneously. Acitretin was reintroduced and 8 days later she was dysphonic. When the acitretin was withdrawn the dysphonia resolved.

Sensory systems Sudden bilateral symmetrical sensorineural hearing loss has been attributed to oral acitretin (41A).

Gastrointestinal Rectal bleeding has been attributed to acitretin in a patient with discoid lupus erythematosus (42A).

Skin Pseudoporphyria, with erosions and crusts on the backs of the hands and milium cysts, has been attributed to acitretin used to prevent cutaneous malignancies (43A). The acitretin was not withdrawn and the skin symptoms varied in severity, worsening in the summer.

Musculoskeletal Retinoids can rarely cause hyperostosis when they are used in high dosages and over long periods. In one case exuberant enthesitis occurred in a 60-year-old man with psoriatic arthropathy who had taken acitretin 25 mg/day for 10 years (44A).

Adapalene

See tazarotene.

Isotretinoin

Ear, nose, throat Hoarseness, possibly caused by excess granulomatous tissue formation over nodules on the vocal cords, has been reported in a patient taking isotretinoin (45A).

• A 38-year-old woman with papulopustular acne took isotretinoin 30 mg/day (0.6 mg/kg) for 3 weeks and noticed mild hoarseness, which gradually worsened. After 5 months, isotretinoin was withdrawn; 2 weeks later the hoarseness started to improve and it disappeared completely after 6 weeks. As the woman was a teacher, vocal abuse could have been the origin of this adverse event.

Psychiatric The possible association of isotretinoin with depression, suicidal ideation, and attempted suicide is still controversial. A series of cases suggesting an association between exposure to isotretinoin and manic psychosis has been reported (46R). Five young adults developed manic psychosis during 1 year in association with isotretinoin treatment, resulting in suicidality and progression to long-standing psychosis. Associated risk factors were a family and personal history of psychiatric morbidity. The cases were drawn from 500 soldiers who had been evaluated in a military specialist dermatology clinic for severe acne.

Skin An acquired port wine stain has been reported in a patient taking isotretinoin (47A).

• An 18-year-old man with severe comedonal and pustular acne took isotretinoin 40 mg/day for 6 months and 6 weeks after the end of the course of treatment developed a large erythematous telangiectatic area on his left cheek and upper lip, consistent with an acquired port stain.
The mechanism by which isotretinoin could cause this adverse effect is not clear, but increased skin dryness might have been the main pathological change.

**Tazarotene**

Tazarotene has been included in a review of treatments for psoriasis, including adalimumab, efalizumab, and infliximab, alefacept and etanercept, and pimecrolimus (48R).

**Skin** Tazarotene cream 0.05 and 0.1% and adapalene 0.1% cream and gel have been compared in 26 subjects (49c). They were applied under occlusive dressings at randomized sites on the upper back for about 24 hours 4 times a week and for 72 hours once a week for 3 weeks. In all, 16 subjects stopped using one or more of the test products because of severe irritation scores; all but one of these were at sites treated with tazarotene. The mean 21-day cumulative irritancy scores for adapalene 0.1% cream and gel were significantly lower than those for tazarotene cream 0.05 and 0.1% and not higher than with the control product.

**Tretinoin (all-trans retinoic acid, ATRA)**

**Placebo-controlled studies** There has been a 2-year placebo-controlled study of the efficacy and safety of tretinoin emollient cream 0.05% in 204 subjects with photodamaged facial skin, including histopathological assessment of safety and an analysis of markers of collagen deposition (50f). Tretinoin produced significantly greater improvement than placebo in the signs of photodamage (fine and coarse wrinkling, mottled hyperpigmentation, lentigines, and sallowness), the overall severity of photodamage, and the investigators’ global assessment of response. Histological evaluation showed no increase in keratinocytic or melanocytic atypia, dermal elastosis, or untoward effects on the stratum corneum compared with placebo. Immunohistochemistry showed a significant increase relative to placebo in facial procollagen 1C terminal, a marker for procollagen synthesis, at month 12.

**VITAMIN D ANALOGUES, TOPICAL**

**Calcipotriol** (SED-15, 594; SEDA-28, 169; SEDA-29, 156; for oral vitamin D analogues see Chapter 34)

**Skin** In three patients with psoriasis calcipotriol ointment resulted in severe eczematous eruptions, which resolved after withdrawal of calcipotriol and topical application of a glucocorticoid. Patch tests showed a strong reaction to calcipotriol; there was no cross-reactivity to other vitamin D3 analogues, tacalcitol and calcitriol (51c).

Exacerbation of pustular psoriasis has been attributed to calcipotriol (52A).

- A 55-year-old Japanese man with generalized pustular psoriasis controlled by oral etretinate, oral cyclosporin, and topical beclometasone dipropionate was given calcipotriol ointment (Dovonex®; 50 µg/g) instead of the steroid, and 2 weeks later became feverish, with numerous pustules on most of the body, a white blood cell count of $10.8 \times 10^9/l$, and a CRP concentration of 263 mg/l, consistent with exacerbation of pustular psoriasis. The lesions were controlled within 2 weeks by withdrawing calcipotriol, restarting topical 0.025% beclometasone dipropionate ointment, and increasing the dose of oral cyclosporin to 5 mg/kg/day. During remission, 2 months later, calcipotriol ointment again caused exacerbation of the pustular psoriasis.

**Nails** In 24 patients (19 women and 5 men) with nail psoriasis calcipotriol ointment (50 µg/g), 14 patients improved significantly after 3 months and two were completely free of nail lesions after 5 months (53c). There were adverse reactions in two patients: periungual irritation and inflammation in one, irritation, pruritus, and oozing in the other; these patients withdrew from the study.

**Tacalcitol**

The efficacy and safety of tacalcitol have been reviewed (54R). The adverse effects are uncommon and generally mild, and include local irritation and pruriginous or burning sensations.
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15 Antihistamines (H₁ receptor antagonists)

The adverse effects of antihistamines, including drug–drug interactions in elderly atopic patients, in whom co-morbidities and polypharmacy are common, have again been reviewed (1R).

Cetirizine (SED-15, 702; SEDA-27, 166; SEDA-28, 178; SEDA-29, 161)

Drug–drug interactions In 17 men, of whom 16 completed the study, cetirizine did not significantly alter the pharmacokinetics of the HIV-1 protease inhibitor ritonavir, also a potent inhibitor of cytochrome P450 isozymes (2c). However, this study was conducted in healthy subjects rather than in patients infected with HIV-1.

Desloratadine (SED-15, 1074; SEDA-27, 167; SEDA-28, 179; SEDA-29, 162)

Biliary tract Biliary colic has been attributed to desloratadine (3A).

- A 41-year-old Peruvian woman took desloratadine 5 mg/day for 1 month for recurrent rhinitis and had an episode of biliary colic, with acute abdominal pain in the right upper quadrant, abdominal distension, nausea, and vomiting. Desloratadine was withdrawn and she recovered within 10 days, having only received analgesia.

Although this adverse event appeared to have occurred as a consequence of taking desloratadine, this was not confirmed by a subsequent drug challenge.

Susceptibility factors

Children Desloratadine is available for use in children as a syrup, and in a non-randomized uncontrolled study it was effective and well tolerated in 49 children aged 6–12 years with pollen-induced rhinitis (4c). In all, 22 adverse events were reported in 13 children; of these, one case of insomnia and one of diarrhea were considered possibly related to treatment.

Renal and hepatic disease No specific precautions appear to be required with respect to the administration of desloratadine in renal or hepatic insufficiency; nor have clinically relevant racial or sex variations in its disposition been noted (5R, 6R).

Diphenhydramine (SED-15, 1134; SEDA-27, 167; SEDA-28, 179; SEDA-29, 163)

Drug overdose Diphenhydramine overdose can cause central nervous system, anticholinergic, and cardiovascular effects. In addition to inhibition of cardiac fast sodium channels, higher concentrations of the drug also inhibit potassium channels, which can result in QT interval prolongation.

- A 40-year-old woman took 25 tablets of Tylenol-PM (McNeil Pharmaceutical, Raritan, NJ, USA), an over-the-counter combination of diphenhydramine 25 mg and paracetamol 500 mg (7A). She was intubated and a 12-lead electrocardiogram showed a sinus tachycardia with a markedly prolonged QT interval (QTc 588 ms). Ventricular
repolarization on the electrocardiogram was abnormal, with broad biphasic T waves, which were more apparent in the mid-precordial leads. Torsade de pointes was absent. By day 2, the QT interval and T waves were normal. She recovered fully.

Paracetamol does not prolong the QT interval or affect cardiac repolarization. The authors concluded that the tachycardia caused by the anticholinergic and hypotensive effects of diphenhydramine may have protected against torsade de pointes. They further suggested that it may be practical to avoid bradycardia in the acute phase of diphenhydramine toxicity.

- A 17-year-old man was found unconscious next to a bottle of diphenhydramine, which had contained up to 40 tablets of 50 mg each (8A). He had a tachycardia of 150/minute, a tachypnea of 32/minute, a metabolic acidosis, with a pH of 7.21, and an unspecified number of seizures. Electrocardiography showed right bundle branch block and QT interval prolongation at 522 ms. He was treated with intravenous benzodiazepines to suppress seizures and with physostigmine 0.5 ml (concentration not stated). He was then able to speak and the metabolic and cardiovascular parameters all improved and reverted to normal, though the time scale was unclear.

The authors noted that although the clinical features of diphenhydramine toxicity are well described, electrocardiographic changes have not been reported extensively. They emphasized that diphenhydramine overdose can occasionally cause prolongation of the QT interval. Although torsade de pointes has been described with diphenhydramine overdose it did not occur here. Presumably the cardiovascular toxicity of diphenhydramine is partly related to its anticholinergic activity, similar to that seen with tricyclic antidepressants. However, other antihistamines without anticholinergic effects have been implicated in QT prolongation and torsade de pointes (SEDA-26, 180; SEDA-27, 165). Furthermore, the dramatic response to physostigmine, a cholinesterase inhibitor, in this case is very interesting, in view of the controversy associated with its use in poisoning.

- A 36-year-old woman became agitated and confused, with uncoordinated limb movements and opsoclonus (9A). Toxicology screening was positive only for diphenhydramine, and it subsequently emerged that she had taken 40 tablets of 50 mg strength. She was treated with clonazepam 3 mg/day and by the third day all her neurological symptoms had disappeared.

Whether the outcome in this case was due to the clonazepam or merely due to elimination of the drug was not clear. Opsoclonus has not previously been described with diphenhydramine toxicity but has occurred with amitriptyline. The authors pointed out this parallel and suggested that an anticholinergic effect on brainstem neurons involved in the control of eye movements was neurophysiologically plausible.

Fexofenadine (SED-15, 1357; SEDA-27, 168; SEDA-28, 179)

Fexofenadine is a substrate of P glycoprotein and organic anion transporting polypeptides. In 12 healthy men a single oral dose of fexofenadine 120 mg was followed by 6-day courses of verapamil 240 mg/day (an inhibitor of P glycoprotein), cimetidine 800 mg/day (an inhibitor of organic cation transporters), or probenecid 2000 mg/day (an inhibitor of organic anion transporting polypeptides) (11c). Verapamil significantly increased the peak plasma fexofenadine concentration 2.9 times (95% CI = 2.4, 4.0) and the AUC 2.5 times (CI = 2.0, 3.0). Cimetidine did not affect the plasma concentrations of fexofenadine but reduced its renal clearance to 61% (CI = 50, 98). Probenecid increased the AUC of fexofenadine 1.5 times (CI = 1.1, 2.4) and reduced its renal clearance to 27% (CI = 20, 58). These results suggest that verapamil increases exposure to fexofenadine, probably because of an increase in systemic availability by inhibition of P glycoprotein, and that probenecid slightly increases exposure to fexofenadine by inhibiting its renal clearance.

Levocetirizine (SED-15, 2038; SEDA-27, 169; SEDA-28, 180; SEDA-29, 163)

Levocetirizine is the single R-isomer of the racemic mixture cetirizine dihydrochloride,
which undergoes minimal hepatic metabolism. Compared with cetirizine, levocetirizine has twice the affinity for H₁ histamine receptors, has an improved pharmacokinetic profile, and appears to be safe and effective for the treatment of allergic diseases, including chronic urticaria and allergic rhinitis (12R, 13R).

Skin  Fixed drug eruptions are the most frequent types of adverse cutaneous drug reactions with tetracyclines, sulfonamides, sulfones, penicillins, pyrazolones, barbiturates, and phenolphthalein, which are also among the most frequent culprits. A number of first-generation antihistamines, such as cyclizine lactate, diphenhydramine hydrochloride, phe-nothiazines, dimenhydrinate, and hydroxyzine, can cause fixed drug eruptions.

- A 52-year-old man took levocetirizine for urticaria and developed a solitary well-circumscribed hypopigmented macule on the volar aspect of his right forearm (14A). A provisional diagnosis of a fixed drug eruption from levocetirizine was made and subsequently confirmed based on the clinical findings and a positive drug re-challenge test.

- A 33-year-old woman developed an intense generalized pruritic urticarial eruption without angioedema about 90 minutes after taking cetirizine 10 mg for relapsing generalized urticaria (15A). Following a symptom-free interval of 2 weeks, skin prick tests with cetirizine, levocetirizine, loratadine, and desloratadine were negative. A subsequent placebo-controlled single-blind oral provocation test with cetirizine 10 mg provoked no adverse reaction. However, within 90 minutes of an oral challenge performed the next day with cetirizine 20 mg, lentil-sized wheals and pruritus developed, beginning at the forearms and spreading over the whole body. In contrast, a placebo produced no reaction. Two days later oral challenge with two doses of levocetirizine 5 mg resulted in the same reaction as seen after cetirizine. A later oral provocation test with loratadine had no effect.

Owing to their rarity, fixed drug eruptions from antihistamines can be difficult to detect, as in many cases they can mimic the underlying disease for which the drug was prescribed.

Susceptibility factors  Children  Levocetirizine appears to be safe and effective in children (17R). For example, the effect of levocetirizine has been assessed in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled 6-week study in 177 children with seasonal allergic rhinitis (18C). Compared with placebo levocetirizine was effective in relieving symptoms and it conferred significant improvements in quality of life. Adverse effects were no different from placebo and no subject in the levocetirizine arm withdrew from the study.


INHALED GLUCOCORTICOIDS
(SED-15, 958; SEDA-27, 174; SEDA-28, 184, SEDA-29, 168)

Systemic availability of inhaled glucocorticoids in adults Determination of growth hormone secretion has been reported to be a potential alternative to adrenal function testing to assess the systemic availability of inhaled glucocorticoids, according to a double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover study (1C). There was a dose-related increase in growth hormone secretion over the dose-range of 100–1000 micrograms of inhaled beclomethasone dipropionate in eight healthy volunteers.

Local and cutaneous adverse effects of inhaled glucocorticoids Local adverse effects (hoarseness, dysphonia, oral candidiasis) and cutaneous adverse effects (bruising) of inhaled glucocorticoids were reviewed in SEDA-29 (p. 168). The long-term safety of budesonide has been confirmed in a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study in 7221 adults and children with asthma (aged 5–66 years) using inhaled budesonide 400 micrograms/day (adolescents and adults ≥11 years) or 200 micrograms/day (children <11 years) for 3 years in mild persistent asthma (2C). Oral candidiasis was more common with budesonide (1.2%) than with placebo (0.5%), as were dysphonia (1.4 versus 1.0%), throat irritation (1.0 versus 0.7%), and bruising (0.4 versus 0.2%).

Budesonide

Pregnancy Pregnancy outcomes after exposure to inhaled glucocorticoids were reviewed in SEDA-28 (p. 186). Evidence-based guidelines have since stressed the importance of inhaled glucocorticoids as first-line therapy in controlling asthma during pregnancy, with preference given to budesonide. Data from clinical and epidemiological studies up to January 2005 have been reviewed (3) and have confirmed previous assessments.

Budesonide is the only inhaled corticosteroid to be given a category B pregnancy rating by the US Food and Drug Administration, based on observational data from the Swedish Medical Birth Registry. In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial 2473 women aged 15–50 years used once-daily budesonide (400 micrograms) or placebo via a dry powder inhaler for 3 years in addition to their usual asthma medication (4C). This trial was followed by a 2-year open study in 319 pregnancies, of which 313 were analysed. Healthy children were delivered in 81 and 77% of all pregnancies in the budesonide and placebo groups respectively. Of the 196 pregnancies reported by participants taking budesonide, 23 (12%) had miscarriages, three (2%) had congenital malformations, and 12 (6%) had other outcomes. Of the 117 pregnancies reported in the placebo group, 11 (9%) had miscarriages, four (3%) had congenital malformations, and 12 (10%) had other outcomes. Thus, treatment with low-dose inhaled budesonide does not seem to affect the outcome of pregnancy.

Fetotoxicity Retrospective epidemiological studies (5, 6, 7, 8) and a randomized, placebo-controlled trial (9C) have shown no clinically or statistically significant effects on fetal outcomes among more than 6600 infants.
whose mothers were exposed to inhaled budesonide during pregnancy. Rates of stillbirths, multiple births, and congenital malformations were not increased.

**Susceptibility factors for the adverse effects of budesonide in children and very young children**

The systemic availability of nebulized budesonide has been assessed in 10 young children aged 3–6 years, comparing drug pharmacokinetics after intravenous infusion of budesonide 125 micrograms and inhalation of budesonide 1 mg from a Pari™ nebulizer (10c). Of the nominal dose 6% (corresponding to 26% of the dose administered after accounting for drug that was not inhaled) reached the systemic circulation, which is about half the systemic availability in healthy adults using the same nebulizer (11c). Lung deposition was estimated to be 18% of the administered dose, which is markedly lower than the 58% found in adults. Deposition in the oropharynx was estimated to be 82% of the administered dose in young children compared with 42% in adults, which indicates a very different deposition pattern in young children.

Mean clearance was estimated to be around 30 ml/minute/kg, which is about 50% higher than in healthy adults. The low systemic availability in combination with a higher clearance corrected for body weight means that young children can be treated with the same doses of nebulized budesonide as adults, without an increased risk of unwanted systemic effects.

Systemic availability has been similarly assessed from inhalation of single dose of budesonide 800 micrograms via Turbuhaler™ in 15 children aged 8–14 years, and compared with a single dose of fluticasone propionate 750 micrograms via Diskus™ (12c). Mean lung deposition was 31% for budesonide via Turbuhaler™ and 8% for fluticasone propionate via Diskus™. Pulmonary deposition was four times higher via Turbuhaler™ than via Diskus™. The increased lung deposition and systemic availability of budesonide when given by Turbuhaler™ may be due to the smaller particle sizes that it generates. Overall, the results of deposition studies in children are similar to those in adults (13c).

**Endocrine** Adrenal function was suppressed by high-dose inhaled budesonide (400–900 micrograms/m²/day) in a dose-related manner in 19 children aged 5–12 years (14c). Baseline assessments showed significantly less adrenal suppression with budesonide than beclomethasone at comparable doses. In a subsequent randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 404 asthmatic children aged 6–18 years, inhaled budesonide at a daily dose of up to 800 micrograms for 12 weeks was associated with adrenal suppression in 12%, but adrenal suppression was not clinically apparent in any of the children (15c). In a case-control study, 21% of asthmatic children using therapeutic doses of budesonide had signs and symptoms of adrenal suppression (16c), but these were not clinically important. Current data suggest individual idiosyncratic sensitivity of some children to inhaled glucocorticoids: eight cases of symptomatic adrenal insufficiency have been identified with therapeutic doses of budesonide (17c).

**Musculoskeletal** Long-term budesonide safety data on growth rate are contradictory. In one study there was no growth reduction in 216 children aged 3–11 years using budesonide 400 micrograms/day over up to 6 years, compared with control patients using standard antiasthmatic treatment without glucocorticoids (18c). A small case-control study showed a growth rate reduction of 0.44 cm/year in a subgroup of male adolescents using budesonide 600 micrograms/day (19c). However, asthma-associated pubertal delay and subsequent growth delay was probably a significant bias in this study, as control subjects were free of asthmatic symptoms. In very young children (<3 years of age), more than 6 months of treatment with nebulized budesonide 1 mg/day did not result in reduced growth velocity compared with individual pre-study measurements (20c).

Growth velocity was further assessed using pooled data from three randomized, placebo-controlled studies (21c, 22c, 23c) in a total of 1018 asthmatic children aged 6 months to 8 years (24R, 25R). The children used budesonide inhalation suspension at doses of 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 mg either daily (26c), twice daily (23c), or variations thereof (21c), or placebo. Mean growth velocity was similar with budesonide (6.64 cm/year) and conventional treatment (6.45 cm/year). However, there was a
small but statistically significant reduction in growth velocity in the budesonide group in one study (0.8 cm/year) (16C). This may be explained by the fact that the use of oral or inhaled glucocorticoids during the enrolment and/or study period was restricted in this study and not in the two other studies. In another study there was an initial small transient reduction in growth velocity in 1041 children aged 5–12 years, which generally occurred within the first year of treatment with budesonide 200 micrograms twice daily (26C). However, long-term data on final adult height suggest that children and adolescents who use inhaled budesonide in a mean daily dose of 412 micrograms ultimately achieve their adult target height (27C).

Additional data from a large randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study have confirmed budesonide-associated initial growth reduction with later compensation. In this study, 1000 children aged 5–10 years who used inhaled budesonide 200 micrograms/day for 3 years had a mean growth reduction of 1.34 cm over 3 years compared with the placebo group (28C). The reduction was greatest in the first year of treatment (0.58 cm) and fell during years two and three (0.43 and 0.33 cm respectively).

Data on the correlation of adrenal function with growth velocity are very limited. In a small non-randomized study there was no correlation between adrenal suppression as assessed by low-dose tetracosactide stimulation and growth deceleration in 72 asthmatic children aged 4–16 years using long-term budesonide (22C). There was a positive correlation between severity of asthma, assessed by FEV1, and height, confirming the known relation between the severity of pulmonary symptoms and the degree of growth retardation.

In conclusion, while data on final adult height are reassuring (28C, 29C), evidence is still insufficient as to whether long-term budesonide treatment in childhood allows children to attain their full genetic growth potential. The interpretation of growth studies is often complicated by confounding variables, including inadequate evaluation of pubertal status, inadequate control groups, lack of titration according to asthma severity, and baseline differences in age, height, and oral glucocorticoid exposure between cases and controls. Peak bone density attained during childhood may be a critical determinant of the risk of fracture in adulthood. The effects of long-term inhaled budesonide on bone mineral density have been measured in 157 asthmatic children age 5–16 years in a case-control study, by dual energy photon absorptiometry (DEXA scans) (27C). After treatment with budesonide at a mean daily dose of 504 micrograms for 3–6 years there were no measurable differences in bone mineral density, total bone calcium, or body composition (total fat tissue and lean body weight). There was no correlation between any of these parameters and the duration of treatment or the cumulative or current dose of budesonide.

**Long-term effects** The short-term and long-term safety of budesonide in children is of paramount interest as it potentially affects growth, metabolic function (adrenals) and sensory function (the eyes). However, long-term safety data of budesonide in very young children are limited. In an open study, 198 asthmatic children aged 8 years or younger were treated with adjusted doses of budesonide inhalation suspension (initial daily doses of 0.5 mg for patients under 4 years and 1.0 mg for older children) (30C). There were treatment-related adverse effects in 8.6%. Oral candidiasis was the most frequent drug-related adverse event, in 2.5%. There were no cases of cataract. Adverse effects did not increase with increasing duration of treatment. Overall, this study gives evidence of a favorable long-term safety-profile of budesonide in young children. However, adrenal function and growth rate were not assessed.

In a case-control study in asthmatic children cutaneous and ocular adverse effects were specifically assessed during treatment over 3–6 years with budesonide, mean daily dose of 504 micrograms (157 cases and 111 age-matched controls) (31C). Budesonide was not associated with posterior subcapsular cataract, bruises, hoarseness, or other noticeable voice changes. These data suggest a beneficial long-term safety profile of budesonide at therapeutic doses in children.

**Drug formulations** The lung disposition of budesonide has been studied by pharmacokinetic evaluation after a single dose of 1000 micrograms, after the use of administered from
two budesonide DPIs (Giona™ Easyhaler™ and Pulmicort™ Turbuhaler™) in an open, randomized, crossover study in 33 healthy volunteers (32c). The two devices delivered equivalent doses of budesonide to the lungs.

**Ciclesonide**

Ciclesonide, a non-halogenated glucocorticoid, is converted locally in the airways to an active metabolite, desisobutyrylciclesonide, which has a 100-fold greater relative glucocorticoid receptor binding affinity than ciclesonide itself (33R). The pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic profile of inhaled ciclesonide suggests a reduced potential for adverse systemic effects.

Ciclesonide is formulated in a hydrofluoroalkane-propelled MDI, and a daily dosing schedule of 160 micrograms was as active and safe in asthmatic patients as fluticasone propionate 88 micrograms twice daily (34C) or budesonide 200 micrograms twice daily (35C).

Mean intrapulmonary deposition of inhaled ciclesonide is 52%, while mean oropharyngeal deposition is 38% (36, 37). Oropharyngeal deposition of desisobutyrylciclesonide was more than one order of magnitude lower than that of budesonide when ciclesonide was administered in a dose of 800 micrograms twice daily (38C) or budesonide 200 micrograms twice daily (35C).

**Placebo-controlled studies** In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, 1031 children with persistent asthma used ciclesonide 40, 80, or 160 micrograms daily for 12 weeks (41C). Oral candidiasis was reported in 0.4% and hoarseness in 0.1% of those who used ciclesonide. In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study, 531 patients with moderate to severe asthma used ciclesonide 160 or 320 micrograms twice daily or fluticasone propionate 440 micrograms twice daily for 12 weeks (42C). The frequency of local adverse effects was similar with ciclesonide and placebo, but significantly higher with fluticasone. The low frequency of local adverse effects with ciclesonide was confirmed in a meta-analysis in 6846 patients enrolled in ciclesonide clinical trials (43M).

**Metabolism** The effect of ciclesonide on adrenal function has been analysed in 164 asthmatic adults in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study (44C). The patients used ciclesonide 320 micrograms once daily, ciclesonide 320 micrograms twice daily, or fluticasone propionate 440 micrograms twice daily for 12 weeks. Adrenal function was significantly suppressed by fluticasone propionate but not by ciclesonide. Oral candidiasis was reported in 2.4% of patients on ciclesonide versus 22% of patients on fluticasone propionate. Even high daily doses of ciclesonide up to 1280 micrograms did not suppress adrenal function, as measured by 24-hour urinary cortisol excretion (45C). This is in accordance with other studies in asthmatic subjects, in which serum or 24-hour urinary cortisol concentrations were unchanged by ciclesonide (46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52).

A pharmacokinetic–pharmacodynamic modelling analysis pooled data from 635 adult and children using ciclesonide in daily doses of 40–2880 micrograms to study the effect of ciclesonide on endogenous cortisol release (53C). Using an $E_{max}$ model, less than 1% of all observed desisobutyrylciclesonide concentrations were higher than the $EC_{50}$ for cortisol suppression, indicating negligible changes in cortisol concentrations at therapeutically relevant doses. Systemic availability was estimated to be about 50% in patients with impaired liver function, compared with healthy individuals, but this was unlikely to be clinically significant.

In general, ciclesonide in daily doses of up to 640 micrograms can be considered to be safe with respect to adrenal function. Its long-term safety profile is similarly advantageous, and administration in daily doses up to 1280 micrograms over 52 weeks was not associated with systemic or local adverse effects in patients with persistent asthma (54C).

Short-term lower-leg growth rate and adrenal function was assessed in 24 children aged 6–12 years using increasing doses of ciclesonide (40, 80, and 160 micrograms) in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover study (55C). Ciclesonide had no effect on lower-leg growth rate or adrenal function.
Fluticasone propionate

Susceptibility factors

Age  Current evidence for the safety of inhaled glucocorticoids in very young children (<4 years of age) is limited. In a double-blind, controlled multicenter study, 160 children aged 1–4 years were randomized to either fluticasone propionate 100 micrograms or placebo twice daily, both administered by MDI and Babyhaler™ for 12 weeks (56C). There was a significant 20% reduction in corrected urinary cortisol excretion after treatment with fluticasone group compared with placebo. The relevance of adrenal suppression is unclear, as it is unlikely that there would be clinical sequelae during this short treatment period.

Fluticasone propionate has been compared with montelukast in two randomized, double-blind studies. In the first study, 495 asthmatic children 6 to 14 years of age received montelukast 5 mg once daily or fluticasone 100 µg twice daily for one year (57C). Both treatments were well tolerated. Adrenal function was not assessed, but the one-year overall growth rate was lower with fluticasone than with montelukast (5.81 versus 6.18 cm/year). In the second study, 342 children aged 6–12 years used fluticasone propionate inhalation powder 50 micrograms twice daily or chewable montelukast 5 mg once daily for 12 weeks (58C). The mean ratios of end-point to baseline 12-hour urinary cortisol excretion rates were similar in small subsets of the groups (fluticasone propionate n = 14, montelukast n = 15). However, mean adjusted growth rates were similar between treatment groups in a previous randomized, open study in 625 children aged 1–3, using fluticasone propionate 100 micrograms twice daily or sodium cromoglicate 5 mg four times daily for 1 year (59C). Very young children might be less sensitive to the same daily dose of inhaled fluticasone propionate with respect to growth rate and compared with older children.

Drug formulations  The systemic effects of two formulations of fluticasone (DPI and MDI) in adults given for 1 week or 6 weeks have been studied by pooling data from two studies (60C). The patients in one study (n = 33) used fluticasone 800 micrograms/day given by DPI (Rotadisk™ Diskhaler™) or fluticasone 704 micrograms/day given by MDI with OptiChamber™ for 1 week; the patients in the other study (n = 9) used fluticasone 704 micrograms/day by MDI with OptiChamber™ for 6 weeks. Plasma drug concentrations were higher and accompanied by adrenal suppression with MDI than with DPI. This might be because MDIs generate smaller particle sizes, which result in increased systemic availability.

Mometasone furoate

Comparative studies  Mometasone furoate 400 micrograms once daily has been compared with budesonide 400 micrograms once daily, both administered by DPI, in 262 patients with moderate asthma in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study (61C). There were treatment-related adverse effects in 8% with mometasone and placebo and in 9% with budesonide. The most common were headache and pharyngitis (both 4% or less). There was oral candidiasis in one patient using mometasone furoate.

In another randomized, open, parallel-group study, mometasone furoate 400 micrograms once daily via DPI was compared with fluticasone propionate 250 micrograms twice daily via MDI in 167 asthmatic adults and adolescents (62C). Two subjects in each group developed mild-to-moderate oral candidiasis.

Mometasone furoate 400 micrograms once daily via MDI has been compared with beclomethasone dipropionate twice daily via hydrofluoroalkane or chlorofluorocarbon MDIs, given over 2 weeks in a randomized, parallel-group study (63C). The mean reduction in 24-hour serum cortisol AUC0-24 was significantly less with mometasone furoate (−9%) than with either beclomethasone dipropionate formulation (−23 and −24%). These data do not support negligible systemic availability or a lower potential for systemic adverse effects of mometasone furoate compared with fluticasone propionate, but suggest that adrenal suppression is less for mometasone furoate compared with beclomethasone dipropionate at therapeutic doses.
Metabolism Adrenal suppression with DPI formulations of mometasone furoate and fluticasone propionate has been studied in 21 asthmatic patients in a randomized crossover study (64C). Every 2 weeks the patients used consecutive doubling incremental doses of either mometasone furoate via Twisthaler™ (400, 800, and 1600 micrograms/day) or fluticasone propionate via Accuhaler™ (500, 1000, and 2000 micrograms/day). There was significant suppression of adrenal function with both mometasone furoate and fluticasone propionate at high and medium doses.

Drug dosage regimens Various schedules of mometasone furoate (200 micrograms or 400 micrograms once daily, 200 micrograms twice daily) have been assessed in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 400 asthmatic patients (65C). The only treatment-related adverse event that occurred at an incidence of 5% or more was oral candidiasis (6%). The incidence of treatment-related pharyngitis was under 2%.

In a similar randomized, placebo-controlled study in 268 asthmatic patients, mometasone furoate 400 micrograms once daily and 200 micrograms twice daily were compared (66C). The most common treatment-related adverse event was oral candidiasis, which occurred in 3% of patients using 400 micrograms once daily and in 2% using 200 micrograms twice daily. Dysphonia was reported in 3% of the patients using 400 micrograms once daily and pharyngitis in 2%.

Respiratory adverse effects of long-acting beta_2-adrenoceptor agonists

The long-acting beta_2-adrenoceptor agonists salmeterol and formoterol have proven therapeutic activity in asthmatic patients who remain symptomatic despite treatment with inhaled glucocorticoids (67C). However, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued a public health advisory notice alerting health care professionals and patients to the fact that these medicines may increase the chance of episodes of severe asthma and death when those episodes occur (68S, 69S). The announcement followed a July 2005 meeting of an FDA advisory committee on this topic. Accordingly, current FDA guidelines recommend that salmeterol or formoterol should only be added to inhaled glucocorticoids if asthma is insufficiently controlled by the latter. Furthermore, salmeterol and formoterol should be withdrawn only after consulting the treating physician, and they should not be used for the treatment of exacerbations of acute asthma. In the UK, concern about increased rates of severe illness and asthma-related deaths associated with these agents prompted researchers to undertake a large randomized, double-blind comparison of salmeterol 50 micrograms twice daily and salbutamol 200 micrograms four times daily, supplementing usual antiasthmatic treatment in 25,180 patients (70C). Patients who used salmeterol were three times more likely to die from asthma during the trial than those who used salbutamol (12 of 16,787 patients versus two of 8,393). Overall, asthma-associated deaths were very infrequent, and the study was not designed to test the hypothesis that salmeterol increased the risk of death. Moreover, the fact that a significantly higher proportion of patients in the salbutamol group than in the salmeterol group (3.8 versus 2.9%) were withdrawn might have biased the study.

In a further large study (the Salmeterol Multicenter Asthma Research Trial, SMART), 26,355 asthmatic patients were randomized to either salmeterol or placebo for 28 weeks in addition to their usual therapy (71C). The primary study endpoint was the occurrence of respiratory-related deaths or life-threatening experiences (expressed as necessitating intubation and mechanical ventilation). Many patients withdrew from the study: 2959 (22%) in the salmeterol group and 3143 (24%) in the placebo group. Similar numbers of subjects in the two groups had severe potentially treatment-related adverse effects (143 and 134 patients in the salmeterol and placebo groups respectively). Respiratory-related deaths or life-threatening experiences were similar in the two groups, but respiratory-related deaths alone as well as asthma-related deaths were more frequent in the salmeterol group than in the placebo...
group (respectively: RR = 2.16; 95% CI = 1.06, 4.41; RR = 4.4; 95% CI = 1.3, 15.3). Respiratory-related and asthma-related deaths were more frequent in the salmeterol group in African-Americans (n = 4685), but were balanced between the groups in Caucasians (n = 18 642). A possible explanation is more severe asthma in African-Americans, with less use of inhaled glucocorticoids at baseline (38%) compared with Caucasians (49%). In patients who used baseline glucocorticoids, the incidence of respiratory-related and asthma-related deaths was not increased. The low rate of baseline corticosteroid treatment is a major shortcoming of this study.

Studies similar to SMART are not available for formoterol. However, pooled data from placebo-controlled registration studies have shown an increased incidence of serious asthma-related events in 3768 patients taking formoterol compared with 1863 patients taking placebo (3.9 versus 0.9 events per 100 treatment years) (68S). There were similar rates among patients who were using inhaled glucocorticoids concomitantly and those who were not. There was one asthma-related death among 5907 patients taking formoterol, and no asthma-related deaths in 1238 patients taking salbutamol in the analysis of all pooled controlled and uncontrolled asthma studies.

In conclusion, current data suggest an increased risk of asthma-related serious adverse effects, including asthma-related deaths in patients taking long-term (≥6 months) salmeterol or formoterol. There is uncertainty about the susceptibility factors that predispose patients to respiratory-related and asthma-related serious adverse effects when using salmeterol or formoterol, but current data suggest that genetics, ethnicity, and baseline corticosteroid treatment are important co-variates. The results of the SMART study in particular suggest that patients who use insufficient baseline corticosteroid treatment are at increased risk of an asthma-related death when using salmeterol.

Genetic susceptibility factors that affect the use of long-acting beta2-adrenoceptor agonists

Safety data on the interrelation between beta2-adrenoceptor genotypes and salbutamol treatment were reviewed in SEDA-29 (p. 173). There are several beta2-adrenoceptor polymorphisms that appear to alter the behavior of the receptor after exposure to an agonist (72K). These include the polymorphisms Arg–Gly 16 and Glu–Gln 27. The Gly 16 receptor variant down-regulates after agonist administration to a greater extent and is associated with increased airway reactivity, while the Glu 27 variant appears to protect against down-regulation and is associated with less airway reactivity. Homozygous Gly 16 was significantly more susceptible to bronchodilator tolerance in a small group of asthmatic patients (46%) than homozygous Arg 16 (8%) after administration of formoterol 24 micrograms twice daily for 4 weeks (73R). It was suggested that the effect of Gly 16 dominates any putative protective effects of Glu 27.

In a six placebo-controlled randomized studies, in which asthmatic patients took formoterol or salmeterol for 1–2 weeks, the primary end point was either methacholine or adenosine monophosphate provocative dose/dilution causing a 20% fall in FEV1 from baseline (PD20 and PC20 respectively) (74M). Bronchoprotection was measured after the first and last dose of formoterol or salmeterol. Homozygous or heterozygous Arg 16 polymorphism correlated significantly with increased bronchoprotective subsensitivity compared with homozygous Gly 16 after the last dose. Bronchoprotective subsensitivity was greater with formoterol than with salmeterol for all genotypes, especially for the Arg 16 receptor variant. The results of this analysis, showing increased bronchoprotective subsensitivity with Gly 16, are apparently contrary to those of previous in vitro and in vivo studies, perhaps owing to the artificial increase in bronchomotor tone with methacholine/AMP bronchial challenge. However, the results are in line with those of previous long-term studies, in which asthmatic patients with homozygous Arg 16 taking regular salbutamol had worse outcomes than patients not homozygous for Arg 16 (75C, 76C).

The effect of Arg 16/Gly 16 on bronchodilator response to salmeterol and the potential effect of concurrent treatment with inhaled glucocorticoids has been assessed in a retrospective analysis of two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies (77M). In both studies, salmeterol-treated patients homozygous for Arg 16 did not benefit from the treatment
compared with patients homozygous for Gly 16, independent of the additional use of inhaled glucocorticoids. Overall, current data suggest that there is a subset of corticosteroid-treated asthmatics with increased susceptibility to bronchodilator tolerance to long-acting beta2-adrenoceptor agonists used regularly, and preliminary study results suggest that formoterol may have greater bronchoprotective subsensitivity than salmeterol, probably as a consequence of the fact that formoterol is a full beta2-adrenoceptor agonist while salmeterol is a partial agonist.

Cardiovascular Beta1- and beta2-adrenoceptors co-exist in the heart, in a ratio of about 3:1 (78R), and the cardiac effects of beta2-adrenoceptor agonists are a consequence of direct activation of cardiac beta2-adrenoceptors. There has been an extended meta-analysis of the cardiovascular effects of various beta2-adrenoceptor agonists in randomized, placebo-controlled trials in patients with asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), including 13 single-dose trials (n = 232) and 20 trials of longer durations (n = 6623) (79M). At the start of treatment heart rate rose and potassium concentrations fell compared with placebo. In trials lasting from 3 days to 1 year, beta2-adrenoceptor agonists significantly increased the risk of a cardiovascular event (RR = 2.54; 95% CI = 1.59, 4.05) compared with placebo. In most cases the event was sinus tachycardia. The relative risk of a cardiovascular event other than sinus tachycardia (ventricular tachycardia, atrial fibrillation, syncope, congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, cardiac arrest, and sudden death) was not significantly increased (RR = 1.66; 95% CI = 0.76, 3.6).

A standard dose of nebulized salbutamol 5 mg significantly enhanced atrioventricular nodal conduction and reduced atrioventricular nodal, atrial, and ventricular refractoriness, in addition to its positive chronotropic effect, in adults patients with asthma or COPD (80c). Although dysrhythmias were not reported in this study, these effects could contribute to the generation of spontaneous dysrhythmias.

Tolerance to the hemodynamic effects of regularly inhaled salbutamol has been studied in 10 asthmatic patients and 10 matched healthy controls in a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind, crossover study (81c). Asthmatic adults using intermittent beta2-adrenoceptor agonists had a greater cardiovascular response to sympathetic stimulation by isometric exercise, but also an attenuated hemodynamic response (tachycardia, hypotension, increased cardiac index) to acute inhalation of salbutamol 200 micrograms, suggesting hemodynamic tolerance. It is unclear if these findings represent a group effect of beta2-adrenoceptor agonists or apply to salbutamol only.

Susceptibility factors

Age In a small group of children with severe acute asthma who took fenoterol 0.5 mg/kg/dose (in total up to 15 mg) over 1 hour, there was significant tachycardia, and additional electrocardiographic changes compatible with myocardial ischemia in six of them (82c).

Formoterol (SED-15, 1443; SEDA-27, 179; SEDA-28, 188; SEDA-29, 171)

Drug formulations Systemic availability, as determined by serum potassium, was similar after a cumulative dose of formoterol 96 micrograms delivered via Easyhaler™ or via Aerolizer™ in 32 asthmatic patients (83c). The occurrence of adverse events was dose-related, the most common events being tremor, hypokalemia, headache, and bouts of palpitation; all occurred with similar frequency after both formoterol formulations. QTc intervals over 450 ms were seen only after cumulative doses of 48 and 96 micrograms, but one patient had an atrial dysrhythmia after a cumulative dose of formoterol 96 micrograms via Easyhaler™.

In a second study, the safety profile of cumulative doses of formoterol up to 96 micrograms delivered via the HFA-134a-propelled MDI device Modulite™ was comparable with that of formoterol via Foradil™ Aerolizer™ (84c). There were no relevant cardiac dysrhythmias during 24-hour electrocardiography in this study.

In a placebo-controlled comparison of formoterol via Modulite™, Foradil™, or Aerolizer™, at single dose of 12 micrograms in 49 patients with moderate to severe stable asthma
there were no significant changes in blood pressure, heart rate, QTc interval, or serum potassium in the two active treatment groups, but blood glucose rose significantly (85C).

In 500 patients with moderate to severe asthma there was similar tolerability of formoterol 12 micrograms twice daily over 12 weeks delivered via the MDI device Modulite™ or via the Foradil™ Aerolizer™ (86C).

In a multicenter, double-blind, randomized study in patients with persistent asthma, formoterol 10 micrograms delivered twice daily via the new DPI device Certihaler™ and compared with salbutamol 180 micrograms four times daily or placebo resulted in no clinically relevant changes in laboratory tests, vital signs, physical examination, or unexpected adverse effects (87C).

Drug dosage regimens The safety of high-dose formoterol, total daily dose 108 micrograms (88C) and 96 micrograms (89C), has been assessed in two randomized, double-blind, crossover studies, compared with or high-dose salbutamol (total daily dose 1800 and 2400 micrograms respectively). In both studies, high-dose formoterol and salbutamol resulted in pronounced but clinically insignificant hypokalemia, hyperglycemia, and minimal increases in mean QTc interval. However, the number of patients in both studies was small (n = 16 and n = 17 respectively), and the studies took no account of the idiosyncratic nature of individual increased cardiac susceptibility.

Levosalbutamol (levalbuterol) (SEDA-28, 189, SEDA-29, 172)

Levosalbutamol is the R-enantiomer of racemic salbutamol (albuterol). A dose of 0.63 mg of levosalbutamol is considered to be equipotent to salbutamol 2.5 mg (90C). So far, the data on a potential negative impact of the S-enantiomer (S-salbutamol) on drug safety are controversial.

In a retrospective observational review of the admission data of 736 emergency department patients over 9 months, there were fewer admissions in patients who used nebulized levosalbutamol 1.25 mg compared with those who used racemic salbutamol 2.5 mg in addition to standard antiasthmatic treatment (91C). Other outcome variables were not analysed.

Susceptibility factors

Age The safety of levosalbutamol has been assessed in 211 children aged 2–5 years in a randomized, double-blind study (92C). They received either levosalbutamol (0.31 or 0.63 mg regardless of body weight), racemic salbutamol (1.25 for children under 15 kg, 2.5 mg for children over 15 kg), or placebo over 3 weeks. Levosalbutamol was generally well tolerated. Racemic salbutamol and levosalbutamol 0.63 mg, but not levosalbutamol 0.31 mg or placebo, significantly increased ventricular rate. There were no significant QTc interval changes in any treatment group. All the groups experienced hypokalemia and hyperglycemia 30–60 minutes after the last dose.

In another study, levosalbutamol 1.25 mg (up to six nebulizations) was compared with combined racemic salbutamol 5 mg + ipratropium bromide 0.25 mg (up to three nebulizations) in 140 patients aged 6–18 years with acute asthma (93C). The median increase in heart rate was greater with salbutamol + ipratropium bromide group than with levosalbutamol. Other safety outcomes, including nervousness, nausea/vomiting, palpitation, or headache were similar in the groups. Besides causing less tachycardia, levosalbutamol provided no advantage over combined salbutamol + ipratropium.

Salbutamol (albuterol) (SED-15, 3093; SEDA-27, 179, SEDA-28, 189, SEDA-29, 172)

Metabolism Lactic acidosis can occur in adults with acute severe asthma, but there is some controversy about its significance. In a prospective study, lactic acidosis was assessed in 18 adults who presented to an emergency department with acute severe asthma and were treated with high doses of salbutamol 400 micrograms at 10-minute intervals over 2 hours (94C). At the end of treatment, mean plasma lactate concentrations were significantly higher than at baseline. Higher plasma lactate concentrations after salbutamol treatment correlated with a shorter duration of asthma attack before presentation, higher pre-treatment heart
rate, lower pre-treatment SpO₂, higher pre-treatment PCO₂, and lower pre-treatment serum potassium concentration. Therefore, the hyperadrenergic state before salbutamol treatment predisposes patients to lactic acidosis. Lactic acidosis probably results from combined endogenous adrenergic stimulation and the use of beta₂-adrenoceptor agonists, resulting in increased conversion of pyruvate to lactate.

The effect of nebulized salbutamol 2.5 mg on blood glucose concentration has been assessed in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 19 patients with insulin-dependent diabetes (9 of whom had cystic fibrosis-related diabetes) (95c). There were no significant differences in blood glucose concentrations at baseline or changes during treatment in the two treatment groups.

Salmeterol (SED-15, 3099; SEDA-28, 190)

Drug combinations

Combined salmeterol and fluticasone propionate In a randomized, double-blind, parallel-group study in 282 adults with asthma there was a similar overall frequency of adverse effects in patients who used combined salmeterol 50 micrograms + fluticasone propionate 250 micrograms twice daily via Diskus™ inhaler for 12 months, compared with monotherapy with either salmeterol or fluticasone propionate alone (96C). However, candidiasis and hoarseness/dysphonia were more frequent in those who used salmeterol + fluticasone propionate (6 and 11% respectively) compared with salmeterol (2 and 1% respectively) or fluticasone propionate (0 and 9% respectively). The absence of candidiasis with fluticasone propionate group raises some doubts about the accuracy of the safety assessments, as safety was not the primary study end point. Despite obvious synergistic therapeutic effects between salmeterol and fluticasone propionate, concerns about the development of tolerance to the bronchoprotective effect of salmeterol remain.

In a single-blind, crossover study in nine asthmatic patients, tolerance to the protective effect on allergen challenge of a single dose of salmeterol + fluticasone (50/250 micrograms) was compared with the effect of salmeterol + fluticasone (50/250 micrograms) twice daily for 1 week (97c). The results suggested minimal tolerance to the protective effect, as 80% of patients were still protected against an allergen challenge (protection index ≥80%). Simultaneous administration of salmeterol + fluticasone propionate seems to induce less tolerance than monotherapy with a beta₂-adrenoceptor agonist. However, tolerance to the bronchoprotective effect of salmeterol against allergen challenge may not be homogeneously distributed in the asthmatic population.

Another controversy is fixed-dose versus adjustable maintenance dosing with combination antiasthmatic drug treatment. Fixed-dose salmeterol + fluticasone propionate 50/250 micrograms twice daily has been compared with adjustable-dose formoterol + budesonide (starting dose 6/200 micrograms twice daily) (98c). While the incidence of asthma exacerbations was significantly lower in the fixed-dose group, drug-related adverse effects were similar (6.3% in the fixed-dose group versus 5.9% in the adjustable-dose group). Probably a minimum daily amount of maintenance therapy is necessary to prevent asthma exacerbations in adults.

In 270 Chinese patients, a DPI formulation of salmeterol + fluticasone propionate (Seretide™ Diskus™) 50/250 micrograms twice daily did not differ from a hydrofluoroalkane MDI formulation, consisting of the same combination and daily dose (99c). Overall safety was similar in the two groups, but voice alterations were more frequent with the DPI (2.9%) than the MDI (0%). Candidiasis was not reported in either group.

In 203 asthmatic children aged 4 to 11 years, twice-daily salmeterol + fluticasone propionate 50/100 micrograms has been compared with twice-daily fluticasone propionate 100 micrograms for 12 weeks in a randomized, double-blind study (100c). The most common drug-related adverse effects with salmeterol + fluticasone propionate and fluticasone group included headache (<1 and 4%), oral or pharyngeal candidiasis (4 and 0%), throat irritation (3 and 2%), dizziness (2 and <1%), and mood disorders (<1 and 2%). There were no signs of impaired adrenal function.
ANTICHOLINERGIC DRUGS
(SEDA-15, 264; SEDA-27, 179; SEDA-28, 190; SEDA-29, 174)

**Tiotropium bromide** (SED-15, 3433; SEDA-27, 180; SEDA-28, 190; SEDA-29, 174)

**Comparative studies** In a randomized, double-blind comparative study there were fewer serious adverse effects in 653 patients with COPD using tiotropium 18 micrograms daily compared with patients using salmeterol 50 micrograms twice daily over 12 weeks (2.4 versus 5.5% respectively) (101C). The most common adverse event related to tiotropium was a dry mouth, which occurred more often in patients using tiotropium than in those using salmeterol (4.9 versus 1.2% respectively).

In a second randomized, double-blind, crossover comparison of tiotropium 18 micrograms daily, formoterol 12 micrograms twice daily, or both treatments combined over 6 weeks in 71 patients with COPD seven patients withdrew owing to adverse events that were not classified as study-drug related (102C). Safety assessments, including blood pressure and pulse rate, electrocardiography, and laboratory safety screening (blood chemistry, hematology, and urine analysis), showed no differences between treatment periods. These results suggest that the combination of tiotropium with formoterol in the tested doses is more effective than either treatment alone at comparable tolerability.

**Cardiovascular** Electrocardiographic and 24-hour Holter monitoring in 196 patients with COPD at baseline and after 8 and 12 weeks of treatment with tiotropium 18 micrograms daily was performed in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (103C). Tiotropium was not associated with changes in heart rate, heart rhythm, QT interval, or conduction.

LEUKOTRIENE MODIFIERS
(SEDA-15, 2025; SEDA-27, 177; SEDA-28, 191; SEDA-29, 174)

**Immunologic** Montelukast has been reported to be associated with systemic eosinophilia and small vessel vasculitis or Churg–Strauss syndrome (reviewed in SEDA-27, 177). In a retrospective analysis of 20 cases of Churg–Strauss syndrome between 1995 and 2003, eight were associated with pranlukast; the onset was at 1–6 months after the start of pranlukast treatment (104C). Five of the eight patients with pranlukast-associated Churg–Strauss syndrome had taken low doses of oral or inhaled glucocorticoids without withdrawal before the onset of the syndrome, while three had not taken prior glucocorticoids. The patients with pranlukast-related Churg–Strauss syndrome had significantly higher blood eosinophil counts, higher neurological disability scores, and poor responses to glucocorticoids, compared with patients with Churg–Strauss syndrome not associated with pranlukast. However, initial disease activity was not different between the two groups. A possible explanation of pranlukast-associated Churg–Strauss syndrome in patients without prior exposure to oral or inhaled glucocorticoids may be an imbalance in activity between leukotriene B4 (LTB4) and cysteinyl leukotriene receptors, resulting in modification of chemoattraction of eosinophils and neutrophils. Patients taking pranlukast therefore have to be monitored carefully for at least 6 months after the start of treatment. This must also be considered for patients whose corticosteroid dose has not been reduced while on pranlukast, and also patients taking montelukast or zafirlukast.

**Montelukast** (SED-15, 2384; SEDA-27, 179; SEDA-28, 192, SEDA-29, 175)

**Immunologic** A leukocytoclastic vasculitis has been associated with montelukast in a young man (105A).

- A 20-year-old man with allergic rhinitis developed colicky abdominal pain and recurrent vomiting from subacute obstructive ileus. Two days later, he developed arthralgia and purpura over the arms and legs. Laboratory tests showed an acute inflammatory reaction with eosinophilia and positive antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies. Endoscopy confirmed suspected ulcerative gastroenteritis and intestinal ulcers and skin lesions showed leukocytoclastic vasculitis. He recovered quickly after withdrawal of montelukast and introduction of oral prednisolone.
Susceptibility factors

Age  Montelukast 4 mg oral granules daily for 6 weeks has been assessed in children aged 6–24 months in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study \((106^C)\). The incidence of drug-related adverse effects was similar in the two groups, and there were no clinically important differences between treatment groups in clinical or laboratory adverse effects.
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Positive inotropic drugs and drugs used in dysrhythmias

CARDIAC GLYCOSIDES (SED-15, 648; SEDA-27, 185; SEDA-28, 196; SEDA-29, 182)

Cardiovascular Any type of cardiac dysrhythmia can occur in digitalis intoxication, and further examples have been reported:

- **bidirectional ventricular tachycardia** in an 86-year-old woman with renal insufficiency whose serum digoxin concentration was 13 ng/ml (digoxin dose 250 micrograms/day) (1A); the tachycardia resolved after 6 days, when the digoxin concentration fell to 1.6 ng/ml.
- a **broad complex tachycardia** due to hyperkalemia and mild digoxin toxicity in a 78-year-old woman (2A);
- **asystolic cardiac arrest** 1 week after surgical repair of a congenital heart anomaly in a 12-week-old girl (3A).

Hematologic Cardiac glycosides inhibit Na/K-ATPase, causing changes in intracellular calcium concentration. Increased intracellular calcium is a key event in platelet activation, and there is evidence that cardiac glycosides activate platelets in vitro, albeit in high concentrations (4E, 5E). Platelet and endothelial functions have been studied in 30 patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation, 16 of whom were taking digoxin (mean plasma digoxin concentration 1.2 nmol/l) (6E). Digoxin significantly increased platelet CD62P expression and platelet–leukocyte conjugates and markedly increased EMP62E and EMP31, markers of endothelial activation. After adjusting for potential confounders (including age, congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, ejection fraction, antiplatelet drugs, beta-blockers, and calcium channel blockers), the differences persisted. The authors concluded that if digitalis activates endothelial cells and platelets it could predispose to thrombosis and vascular events. However, there is no evidence that that happens clinically.

Death The only prospective randomized trial of the use of digoxin in patients with congestive heart failure, the Digitalis Investigation Group (DIG) study, showed that there were no beneficial effects on mortality (SED-20, 173). However, a post hoc re-analysis of the data from that study suggested that mortality might be increased in patients with higher plasma digoxin concentrations (SED-27, 185). If this were true, it would suggest that lower digoxin concentrations (0.5–0.8 ng/ml) would be associated with a reduced death rate and this has again been hypothesized (7H).

Evidence that that is in fact so has come from another retrospective analysis of the Digitalis Investigation Group (DIG) study, in which continuous multivariable analysis showed a significant linear relation between serum digoxin concentration and mortality, with no effect of sex (8c). The hazard ratios (HR) for mortality varied with serum concentration, with reduced mortality at serum concentrations of 0.5–0.9 ng/ml (HR = 0.81; 95% CI = 0.71, 0.92) and increased mortality at concentrations of 1.2–2.0 ng/ml (HR = 1.21; CI = 1.05, 1.40). However, digoxin reduced the risk of hospitalization at all serum concentrations.

Gastrointestinal Digitalis can rarely cause ischemic colitis and a case of necrotic enterocolitis might have been related to digoxin.
toxicity in a neonate (9A). However, the authors did not highlight this in their report, but instead emphasized that digitalis intoxication in neonates may present with vomiting and no cardiac signs of toxicity.

**Susceptibility factors**

*Sex*  Post-hoc analysis of the results of the DIG study suggested that digoxin may adversely affect survival in women but not in men (SEDA-27, 185). Among patients with left ventricular dysfunction enrolled in the Studies of Left Ventricular Dysfunction (SOLVD) with left ventricular ejection fractions of 0.35 and below, there was no interaction between sex and digitalis treatment in respect of survival, and there was no significant difference in the hazard ratios for men and women taking digitalis with respect to all-cause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, heart failure mortality, or dysrhythmic death with worsening heart failure (10c). The authors concluded that there was no evidence of a difference between men and women in the effect of digitalis on survival. This has been confirmed by a reanalysis of the data from the Digitalis Investigation Group (DIG) study (8c).

*Drug overdose*  A fatal case of poisoning involving verapamil, metoprolol, and digoxin has been reported (11A).

- A 39-year-old man was found dead in his room with empty packets of prescribed drugs nearby. The blood concentrations of verapamil, norverapamil, metoprolol and digoxin were 9.2, 3.0, 3.6 µg/ml, and 3.2 ng/ml respectively.

This was a complicated case of overdose. There is a pharmacodynamic interaction of beta-blockers with verapamil (SED-15, 603) and verapamil may have inhibited the metabolism of metoprolol via CYP2D6 (12E); verapamil also inhibits the clearance of digoxin (SED-15, 604). Based on the results of an autopsy and toxicological examination, death was attributed to cardiac failure, hypotension, and bradycardia due to combined overdose of verapamil, metoprolol, and digoxin.

Digoxin-specific Fab antibody fragments have been used to treat oleander intoxication in a 7-year-old child (13Ar) and a 44-year-old man (14A).

**Drug–drug interactions**

*Clarithromycin*  The macrolide antimicrobial drugs can reportedly interact with digoxin by at least two mechanisms: by reducing its metabolism in the gut before absorption (by inhibiting the growth of the bacterium *Eubacterium glenum*) and by inhibiting P glycoprotein. However, there have been conflicting reports that clarithromycin can either reduce or increase the renal clearance of digoxin (SED-27, 186; SEDA-28, 198). In six men with end-stage renal disease clarithromycin increased serum digoxin concentrations by 1.8–4.0 times (15A). In three cases the increase occurred within 12 days and in the other three at 53–190 days. The authors attributed the increase in serum digoxin to inhibition by clarithromycin of P glycoprotein in the intestine and/or bile capillaries rather than the kidneys, since renal function was dramatically impaired and four of the patients were anuric.

*Exenatide*  In an open study exenatide had little effect on the steady-state pharmacokinetics of digoxin in 21 healthy men (16C). A small fall in C\textsubscript{ss,max} and a small prolongation of t\textsubscript{ss,max} were thought to be of no clinical importance.

*Hypericum perforatum* (St John’s wort)  There are conflicting reports about a possible interaction of *Hypericum perforatum* with digoxin.

The effect of an extract of *Hypericum perforatum* (St John’s wort) on the pharmacokinetics of digoxin have been investigated in 25 subjects in a single-blind, parallel, placebo-controlled study (17C). St John’s wort had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of digoxin after a single dose but after 10 days there was a 25% reduction in the steady-state AUC of digoxin and reductions in C\textsubscript{ss,max} (33%) and C\textsubscript{ss,min} (26%). The authors suggested that the mechanism might be induction of P glycoprotein.

In another randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study in 96 healthy volunteers a 7-day loading phase with digoxin was followed by 14 days of co-medication with placebo or one of 10 St John’s wort products varying in dose and type of formulation (18C). The high-dose hyperforin-rich extract LI 160 reduced the steady-state AUC of digoxin by 25% (95% CI = 21, 28), the C\textsubscript{ss,max} by 37% (32, 42), and the C\textsubscript{ss,min} by 19% (11, 27). Co-medication with
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Hypericum powder 4 g with comparable hyperforin content resulted in reductions in digoxin AUC by 27% (16, 37), Css,max by 38% (18, 48), and Css,min by 19% (10, 27). Hypericum powder 2 g with half the hyperforin content reduced AUC by 18% (14, 22), Css,max by 21% (2, 40), and Css,min by 13% (5, 21). The authors concluded that the interaction of St John’s wort with digoxin correlates with the dose of hyperforin.

In contrast, in a randomized, placebo-controlled study of a low-dose extract of Hypericum, hyperforin had no effect on the steady-state AUC of digoxin (19C).

- An 80-year-old man taking long-term digoxin started to take St John’s wort herbal tea 2 l/day and later developed digoxin poisoning, with a nodal bradycardia at 36/minute and bigeminy (20A).

This was not a convincing report. It is likely that St John’s wort has a small effect on the pharmacokinetics of digoxin, since the transport of digoxin in the gut and kidneys is partly mediated by P glycoprotein, which is induced by St John’s wort. However, different formulations of St John’s wort are likely to have different effects and it is not clear whether any interaction has clinical significance.

Lasofoxifene In 12 healthy postmenopausal women lasofoxifene had no effect on the steady-state pharmacokinetics of digoxin (21C).

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors There is in vitro evidence that some selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) inhibit P glycoprotein, which is responsible for active transport of digoxin in the gut and kidneys. In a nested case–control study of patients aged 66 years or older, hospital admissions for digoxin toxicity were related to SSRI therapy in the previous 30 days (22C). Among 245305 patients taking digoxin there were 3144 cases of digoxin toxicity. After adjusting for potential confounders, there was an increased risk of digoxin toxicity after the start of therapy with paroxetine (OR = 2.8; 95% CI = 1.6, 4.7), fluoxetine (OR = 2.9; CI = 1.5, 5.4), sertraline (OR = 3.0; CI = 1.9, 4.7), and fluvoxamine (OR = 3.0; CI = 1.5, 5.7). However, there was also an increased risk with tricyclic antidepressants (OR = 1.5; 95% CI = 1.0, 2.4) and benzodiazepines (OR = 2.1; 95% CI = 1.7, 2.5), drug classes that have no known pharmacokinetic interaction with digoxin and do not inhibit P glycoprotein. There were no statistical differences in the risks of digoxin toxicity among any of the agents tested. The authors therefore suggested that SSRIs do not increase the risk of digoxin toxicity and that inhibition of P glycoprotein by sertraline and paroxetine is unlikely to be of major clinical significance.

Interference with diagnostic tests In one case Eleutheroccus senticosus (Siberian ginseng) increased the serum concentration of digoxin (23A), probably because ginseng can give false readings in digoxin radioimmunoassay rather than by an in vivo interaction. This effect varies from formulation to formulation and from assay to assay (24E, 25E).

Therapeutic doses of cardiac glycosides increase serum concentrations of A and B natriuretic peptides (ANP and BNP) (26c, 27c). There has now been a report of a large increase in BNP in a patient with digitalis toxicity (28A).

- A 78-year-old woman with congestive heart failure developed nausea, increasing dyspnea on exertion, and leg edema. Her heart rate was 50/minute and her respiratory rate 30/minute. An electrocardiogram showed sinus bradycardia with left bundle-branch block. The serum potassium concentration was 7.0 mmol/l, the serum creatinine was 221 mol/l, and she had a compensated metabolic acidosis. The serum digoxin concentration was 4.2 ng/ml. The serum concentration of B natriuretic peptide (BNP) was greater than 1300 pg/ml (the upper limit of the assay).

Monitoring drug therapy In a patient with digoxin toxicity the plasma digoxin concentration measured with a microparticle enzyme immunoassay (MEIA/AxSYM) gave consistently lower results than other methods, enzyme multiplied immunoassay (EMIT/Cobas), fluorescence polarization immunoassay (FPIA/FLx), and liquid chromatography–electrospray–mass spectrometry (29A). The source of the negative interference was not discovered.
OTHER POSITIVE INOTROPIC DRUGS  

(SED-15, 2822; SEDA-27, 188; SEDA-28, 199; SEDA-29, 183)

Milrinone  

(SED-15, 2346; SEDA-27, 188; SEDA-28, 199; SEDA-29, 183)

Systematic reviews  The role of intravenous inotropic agents with vasodilator properties (so-called inodilators) in the management of acute heart failure syndromes has been reviewed (30M). Randomized controlled trials of the currently available medications, dobutamine, dopamine, and milrinone, have failed to show benefits and the results suggest that acute, intermittent, or continuous intravenous use of such drugs may increase morbidity and mortality. Their use should be restricted to patients who are hypotensive as a result of low cardiac output despite a high left ventricular filling pressure.

Hematologic  In a historically controlled trial in 24 children with severe pulmonary edema induced by enterovirus 71 (EV71) in southern Taiwan the mortality was lower in those who were given milrinone (36 versus 92%) (31c). There were significant reductions in white blood cell count (10.8 versus 19.5 \times 10^9/l) and platelet count (257 versus 400 \times 10^9/l).

DRUGS USED IN DYSRHYTHMIAS

Cardiovascular  Prolongation of the QTc interval, resulting from inhibition of the human ether-a-go-go related gene (HERG) potassium channels by antidysrhythmic drugs, can cause serious ventricular dysrhythmias and sudden death. In 284,426 patients with suspected adverse reactions to drugs that are known to inhibit HERG channels reported to the International Drug Monitoring Program of the World Health Organization (WHO-UMC) up to the first quarter of 2003, 5591 cases (cardiac arrest, sudden death, torsade de pointes, ventricular fibrillation, and ventricular tachycardia) were compared with 278,835 non-cases (32S). HERG inhibitory activity was defined as the effective therapeutic unbound plasma concentration divided by the HERG IC\text{50} value of the suspected drug. There was a significant association between HERG inhibitory activity and the risk of serious ventricular dysrhythmias and sudden death (Table 1). The antidysrhythmic drugs that least followed the predicted pattern were amiodarone, bepridil, flecainide, ibutilide, and sotalol, for which the odds were higher than expected, and aprindine, for which the odds were lower than expected.

ADENOSINE RECEPTOR AGONISTS  

(SED-15, 36; SEDA-27, 189; SEDA-28, 203; SEDA-29, 185)

Adenosine and analogues  

Comparative studies  The effects of abciximab or intracoronary adenosine distal to the occlusion on immediate angiographic results and 6-month left ventricular remodelling have been studied in 90 patients undergoing primary angioplasty with coronary stenting (33c). Abciximab enhanced myocardial reperfusion, with a reduced incidence of 6-month left ventricular remodelling. In contrast, adenosine improved angiographic results but did not prevent left ventricular remodelling. Adverse events were not reported.
Cardiovascular Sinus arrest during adenosine stress testing has been reviewed in the context of three cases in liver transplant recipients with graft failure (34AR). The authors concluded that patients with orthotopic liver transplants have an increased risk of sinus arrest from adenosine. They attributed this to stimulation of adenosine A1 receptors in the sinoatrial node, activating an outward potassium current, and resulting in a direct negative chronotropic effect.

Adenosine is contraindicated in patients with accessory conduction pathways, but it is not always possible to detect this contraindication.

- A previously healthy 35-year-old man was given adenosine 6 mg for a narrow-complex tachycardia at 217/minute (35A). The rhythm suddenly changed to wide QRS atrial fibrillation at an average ventricular rate of 250/minute and transient higher rates over 300/minute, degenerating into ventricular fibrillation after a few minutes. DC shock 200 J resulted in sinus rhythm. An accessory pathway was subsequently diagnosed.

Adenosine receptor agonists

To date, four subtypes of adenosine receptor have been described: A1, A2A, A2B, and A3 (34AR). Stimulation of specific cell-surface A1 receptors shortens the duration, depresses the amplitude, and reduces the rate of rise of the action potential in the atrioventricular node, slowing conduction; this is the mechanism by which adenosine terminates re-entrant supraventricular tachycardias. In myocardial perfusion imaging adenosine causes coronary vasodilatation by stimulating A2A receptors in vascular endothelium and smooth muscle cells. Stimulation of A2B receptors in mast cells causes bronchospasm in susceptible individuals. Stimulation of A3 receptors reduces the degree of apoptosis resulting from ischemia reperfusion injury in the heart, although most of the cardioprotective effects of adenosine are thought to be mediated by A1 receptors.

A high proportion of patients experience transient adverse effects after the administration of adenosine (SED-15, 36); selective agonists developed for clinical use might be safer and would be longer acting. Over a dozen selective agonists are now in clinical trials: A1 agonists for cardiac dysrhythmias and neuropathic pain; A2A agonists for myocardial perfusion imaging and as anti-inflammatory agents (36R); A2B agonists for treatment of cardiac ischemia; and A3 agonists for rheumatoid arthritis and colorectal cancer (37R). Apadenoson, binodenoson, and regadenoson are new selective adenosine A2A receptor agonists (38R).

Binodenoson and adenosine have been compared in a multicenter, randomized, single-blind, two-arm crossover study in 226 patients who underwent two single photon emission computed tomographic (SPECT) imaging studies (39C). There were fewer adverse events, specifically chest pain, dyspnea, and flushing, with any dose of binodenoson than with adenosine, and the adverse effects were less severe. There were no cases of atrioventricular block with binodenoson compared with seven cases among 226 patients who were given adenosine.

Regadenoson has been studied in 36 patients as a pharmacological stress agent for detecting reversible myocardial hypoperfusion combined with single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) (40C). The reported adverse events (frequencies in parentheses) were chest pain (33), flushing (31), dyspnea (31), headache (25), dizziness (19), abdominal pain (11), hypesthesia (8), and palpitation (6).

Ajmaline and derivatives

(SED-15, 45)

Cardiovascular Class I antidysrhythmic drugs can precipitate Brugada syndrome in susceptible individuals by sodium channel blockade. Ajmaline challenge was positive in 48 of 103 patients (41C). J wave elevation in −2V2 and a reduced T wave amplitude in V3 at baseline were independent predictors of a positive response.

Amiodarone (SED-15, 148; SEDA-27, 189; SEDA-28, 205; SEDA-29, 185)

Comparative studies In a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial 665 patients who were taking anticoagulants and had persistent atrial fibrillation were randomized to amiodarone
(n = 267), sotalol (n = 261), or placebo (n = 137) for 1.0–4.5 years (42C). Amiodarone and sotalol were equally effective in producing cardioversion to sinus rhythm (27 and 24% versus placebo 0.8%), but the effect of amiodarone lasted significantly longer (487, 74, and 6 days according to intention to treat, and 809, 209, and 13 days according to treatment received). There were no significant differences in the rates of adverse events, except minor bleeding, which was significantly more common with amiodarone than sotalol or placebo (8.33 versus 6.37 and 6.71 per 100 patient-years). The rates of major bleeding were 2.07, 3.10, and 3.97 per 100 patient-years; of minor strokes 1.19, 0.68, and 0.96; and of major strokes 0.87, 2.03, and 0.95. There were two cases of non-fatal adverse pulmonary effects with amiodarone and one with placebo. There was one case of non-fatal torsade de pointes with sotalol.

**Cardiovascular**  
Atrial flutter with 1:1 conduction is very rare in patients taking class III antidysrhythmic drugs (SEDA-27, 190), but another case has been reported, with prolongation of the flutter cycle and infra-Hissian block (43A).

Of six patients with torsade de pointes taking chronic amiodarone, five were women, three were taking drugs that inhibit CYP3A4 (loratadine or trazodone), three had hypokalemia, and four had reduced left ventricular function (44C).

**Respiratory**  
Lung damage due to amiodarone can occur within days or weeks of the start of therapy, and death can occur. The prognosis is worse in those with pre-existing lung damage and the incidence can be reduced by using lower loading and maintenance doses. The speed with which amiodarone-induced lung damage can occur has been illustrated by the case of a 75-year-old man who received a total dose of amiodarone of only 1500 mg and developed dyspnea, tachypnea, and hypoxemia, with diffuse crackles over both lungs, multiple bilateral acinar pattern infiltrates without Kerley B lines or peribronchial cuffing on the chest X ray, and diffuse ground glass opacities associated with smooth interlobular thickening, more prominent in the lower lung zones, and intralobular interstitial thickening in subpleural regions on a high-resolution chest CT scan; there were foamy macrophages in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (45A).

Of 613 Chinese patients taking amiodarone 200 mg/day 12 (1.9%) had amiodarone-induced lung damage; nine were men (46C). Their mean age was 77 years. The average duration of therapy was 14 (range 1–27) months. Three patients developed the complication within 4 months of starting the medication. Eight developed their complications at 12–24 months. Two died of respiratory failure.

- A 73-year-old man who had taken amiodarone 200 mg/day, 5 days a week, for 15 years was given a glucocorticoid for suspected giant cell arteritis (47C). The glucocorticoid was suddenly withdrawn 2 weeks later, and 10 days later he developed dyspnea and fever and rapidly developed acute respiratory failure. Post-mortem findings were consistent with amiodarone-induced acute interstitial pneumonitis, with mild fibrosis and numerous intra-alveolar foamy macrophages.

The authors hypothesized that the glucocorticoid had masked amiodarone-associated lung damage.

**Nervous system**  
Ataxia is an occasional adverse effect of amiodarone (48A).

- An 84-year-old woman with hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation developed a progressively debilitating ataxia, which abated over 4 months after withdrawal of amiodarone. Despite the long half-life of amiodarone, her symptoms began to improve after several days, and she was walking without assistance within 1 week.

**Sensory systems**  
Morphological changes in the cornea caused by amiodarone (vortex keratopathy or cornea verticillata) have been evaluated by in vivo slit scanning confocal microscopy in 49 eyes of 25 patients taking amiodarone and 26 eyes of 13 age- and sex-matched healthy controls (49C). The mean dosage of amiodarone was 224 mg/day and the mean duration of treatment was 21 months. There were deposits in all but eight eyes of the patients who took amiodarone, and they were detected as early as 2 months after the start of treatment. Deposition correlated significantly with the duration of treatment and therefore the cumulative dose. The deposits were seen in the basal lamina in all eyes and in the superficial epithelium, anterior stroma, mid-stroma, and
subepithelial nerves in eyes with grades 2–4 keratopathy. There were also abnormalities in anterior stromal keratocytes, subepithelial and stromal nerves, and endothelium. The authors suggested that confocal microscopy will prove to be useful in early diagnosis and in understanding the pathophysiology of amiodarone keratopathy.

Unilateral amiodarone vortex keratopathy in an 87-year-old woman was explained by the presence of corneal dysplasia in the unaffected eye, which did not allow amiodarone to bind to corneal lipid (50A).

Optic neuropathy in patients on amiodarone has been reviewed (51R) and an unusual case reported in which bilateral inferior field loss progressed to upper and lower field loss bilaterally despite withdrawal of the amiodarone (52N).

Endocrine There are two types of amiodarone-induced hyperthyroidism: type 1 occurs in subjects with underlying thyroid disease and type 2 is a form of destructive thyroiditis; the former is rare. Thyroid function tests were measured before and after treatment of amiodarone-induced hyperthyroidism (n = 12) and the response to combined antithyroid and glucocorticoid treatment (n = 11) was recorded (53c). One patient had type 1 hyperthyroidism, nine had type 2, and two probably had a mixed form. Six patients had diffuse hypoechoic goiters. The median time to euthyroidism (defined as a normal free T3 concentration) with a thionamide + prednisolone (starting dose 20–75 mg/day) was 2 (interquartile range 1.0–2.7) months. Thionamide treatment was stopped after a median duration of 5.7 (4.2–8.7) months and glucocorticoids were completely withdrawn after 6.7 (5.5–8.7) months.

Thyroid hormone-producing thyroid carcinoma is an uncommon cause of thyrotoxicosis. Precipitation of thyrotoxicosis by iodine-containing compounds in patients with thyroid carcinoma is rare, but has been attributed to amiodarone in a 77-year-old man with extensive hepatic metastases from a well-differentiated thyroid carcinoma (54A).

Treatment of amiodarone-induced hyperthyroidism is difficult (SED-15, 158).

• A 40 year-old patient with severe amiodarone-induced hyperthyroidism after heart transplantation did not respond to high doses of antithyroid drugs combined with glucocorticoids (55A). A low dose of lithium carbonate resulted in normalization of thyroid function.

Liver Acute hepatic damage after intravenous amiodarone can be fatal. Three cases of acute hepatocellular injury after intravenous amiodarone in critically ill patients have been described and another 25 published cases and six cases reported to the Swiss Pharmacovigilance Center (Swissmedic) discussed (56N). The authors suggested that acute liver damage after intravenous amiodarone may have been caused by the solubilizing excipient polysorbate 80. However, ischemic hepatitis due to hemodynamic changes could not be ruled out (57).

Liver damage can occur very quickly after the start of amiodarone therapy (58A).

• A 54-year-old man with 70% burns developed atrial fibrillation and was given intravenous amiodarone 150 mg followed by 1 mg/minute and then 0.5 mg/minute overlapped with oral doses of 400 mg tds (total dose 6.2 g). Liver function tests had been normal, but after 5 days the aspartate transaminase and alanine transaminase activities rose to 739 and 1303 units/l respectively. Amiodarone was withdrawn and the transaminase activities fell immediately.

Although amiodarone can cause liver damage, it usually takes the form of a hepatitis associated with phospholipid deposition; hepatic cirrhosis is uncommon (SEDA-28, 208; SEDA-29, 186).

• A 63-year-old man developed ascites after taking amiodarone 200 mg/day for 23 months (59A). A liver biopsy showed grade 3 chronic hepatitis and micronodular cirrhosis. The presence of striking microvesicular steatosis on light microscopy and lysosomal inclusion bodies on electron microscopy suggested amiodarone-induced hepatotoxicity.

Skin The adverse effects of amiodarone on the skin usually resolve within 2 years of drug withdrawal. However, in a 67-year-old woman
who developed both phototoxicity and a slate-grey discoloration while taking amiodarone, the dyspigmentation gradually resolved after withdrawal but the phototoxicity persisted for more than 17 years (61A). The authors offered four possible explanations: continuing phototoxicity due to persistence of amiodarone or its metabolites in the skin, which seems unlikely; persistent postinflammatory cutaneous hypersensitivity; transfer to a photoallergic mechanism; conversion to light-exacerbated seborrheic dermatitis.

Musculoskeletal Two patients with atrial fibrillation had acute devastating low back pain a few minutes after the start of intravenous loading with amiodarone (62A).

Immunologic Angioedema has only been reported once in a patient taking amiodarone (SEDA-25, 216). Two more cases have now been reported (63A).

Oral formulations of amiodarone contain iodine, about 10% of which is released into the circulatory system and may increase the risks of hypersensitivity reactions in iodine-sensitive patients. Reactions to iodinated contrast media are usually due to their high osmolar or ionic content. Although amiodarone has a high content of iodine, there is no known association between amiodarone and reactions to contrast media. Three patients who were allergic to iodine were given amiodarone for chemical cardioversion of dysrhythmias (64A). There were no anaphylactic or anaphylactoid reactions. However, the authors suggested that in patients with true iodine hypersensitivity there is a possibility of such reactions.

Susceptibility factors

Lung disease In the Atrial Fibrillation Follow-up Investigation of Rhythm Management (AFFIRM) study, pre-existing lung disease was present in 591 of 4060 patients and was associated with a higher risk of pulmonary death and a higher risk of amiodarone-associated pulmonary toxicity (65C). At 4 years amiodarone-induced pulmonary toxicity had occurred in 52 of 1468 patients (3.5%) and was present in more patients with pre-existing pulmonary disease (14 of 238 patients, 5.9%) than in those without (38 of 1230 patients, 3.1%). However, the use of amiodarone in the presence of pre-existing pulmonary disease did not increase the rates of pulmonary deaths or all-cause mortality. The authors concluded that cautious use of amiodarone to treat atrial fibrillation is acceptable in elderly patients, even if there is pre-existing pulmonary disease.

Drug–drug interactions Amiodarone toxicity has been attributed to impaired metabolism by metronidazole (66C).

- A 71-year-old Caucasian woman was given metronidazole 500 mg tds for antibiotic-associated pseudomembranous colitis. The QTc interval was 440 ms. After 3 days she developed atrial fibrillation and was given intravenous amiodarone as a 450 mg bolus followed by 900 mg/day. Conversion to sinus rhythm occurred 2 days later and the QTc interval was prolonged to 625 ms. Later she developed sustained polymorphic torsade de pointes. Metronidazole and amiodarone were immediately withdrawn, and over the next 6 days the QTc interval gradually normalized.

Diagnosis of adverse drug reactions Krebs von den Lungen-6 (KL-6), a sialylated carbohydrate antigen, has previously been recognized as a serum marker for diffuse interstitial lung disease (SED-15, 154). There has been a report of another patient, a 69-year-old woman, with lung damage due to amiodarone who had increased blood concentrations of KL-6 (67A).

Aprindine (SED-15, 330; SEDA-27, 194)

Hematologic In a case-control study, 177 cases of agranulocytosis were compared with 586 sex-, age-, and hospital-matched control subjects with regard to previous use of medicines (68C). The annual incidence of community-acquired agranulocytosis was 3.46 per million, and it increased with age. The fatality rate was 7.0% and the mortality rate was 0.24 per million. The following drugs were most strongly associated with a risk of agranulocytosis:

- ticlopidine hydrochloride (OR = 103; 95% CI = 13, 837);
- calcium dobesilate (78; 4.5, 1346);
- antithyroid drugs (53; 5.8, 478);
• dipyrone (metamizole sodium and metamizole magnesium) (26; 8.4, 179);
• spironolactone (20; 2.3, 176).

Aprindine was among other drugs associated with a significant risk. However, the size of the risk was not stated.

**Cibenzoline** *(SED-15, 740; SEDA-27, 195)*

**Cardiovascular** Cibenzoline has been reported to have unmasked Brugada syndrome in a 61-year-old woman (69A). Ajmaline reproduced the effect. The authors concluded that cibenzoline should probably be avoided in patients with Brugada syndrome.

**Disopyramide** *(SED-15, 1145; SEDA-27, 195; SEDA-28, 209)*

**Observational studies** Because of its negative inotropic effect, disopyramide reduces the left ventricular outflow gradient and improves symptoms in patients with hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy. However, its long-term effects have not been well studied. In 118 patients who took disopyramide (mean dose 432 mg/day for a mean of 3.1 years) and 373 who did not, all-cause annual cardiac death rates (1.4 versus 2.6% per year) and sudden death rates (1.0 versus 1.8% per year) did not differ significantly, although there was a tendency for disopyramide to reduce mortality (70C). The authors concluded that disopyramide is not prodysrhythmic in hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy. The main adverse effects of disopyramide were attributable to its anticholinergic effects—dry mouth and prostatism, which required drug withdrawal in 7% of the patients.

**Flecainide** *(SED-15, 1370; SEDA-27, 195; SEDA-28, 209; SEDA-29, 188)*

**Cardiovascular** Sodium channel blockers have been used to improve muscle strength and relaxation in myotonic dystrophy. However, myotonic dystrophy is associated with cardiac abnormalities and 30% of deaths are attributable to cardiac causes, mainly dysrhythmias. A 41-year-old woman with myotonic dystrophy developed a ventricular tachycardia while talking flecainide (73A). When flecainide was withdrawn ventricular tachycardia could not be induced. The authors recommended careful cardiac assessment, risk stratification, and consideration of high-risk patients for electrophysiological studies, especially if considering use of a class I antidysrhythmic drug.

**Nervous system** Another case of flecainide-associated neuropathy has been reported (74A).

**Susceptibility factors**

**Genetic** Among 40 patients taking flecainide or propafenone adverse effects were more frequent in poor CYP2D6 metabolizers (21%) than in extensive metabolizers (4.8%) (75S). Only the poor metabolizers had adverse effects that required drug withdrawal.

**Monitoring therapy** The usual target range for plasma flecainide concentrations is 200–1000 ng/ml (76S). The relation between plasma flecainide concentration and its effect on atrial fibrillatory rate has been studied in 10 patients in 0.8–3.3% of patients and most episodes occur within 3 days of the start of therapy (71A). Two unusual variants of ventricular dysrhythmias have been reported in patients taking dofetilide—non-sustained runs of monomorphic ventricular tachycardia shortly after the first dose of dofetilide, confirmed by rechallenge, and torsade de pointes that followed isolated ventricular extra beats during an exercise test in a patient without baseline QT interval prolongation but with significant QT interval prolongation after the postectopic pause (72A).

**Dofetilide** *(SED-15, 1173; SEDA-27, 195; SEDA-28, 209; SEDA-29, 187)*

**Cardiovascular** Dofetilide can cause torsade de pointes (SED-15, 1175). It occurs in 0.8–3.3% of patients and most episodes occur within 3 days of the start of therapy (71A). Two unusual variants of ventricular dysrhythmias have been reported in patients taking dofetilide—non-sustained runs of monomorphic ventricular tachycardia shortly after the first dose of dofetilide, confirmed by rechallenge, and torsade de pointes that followed isolated ventricular extra beats during an exercise test in a patient without baseline QT interval prolongation but with significant QT interval prolongation after the postectopic pause (72A).
during acute and maintenance therapy of persistent lone atrial fibrillation (77c). Flecainide was given as a single oral bolus of 300 mg followed by 200–400 mg/day for 5 days. The initial bolus resulted in plasma concentrations of 288–629 ng/ml; day 5 plasma concentrations were lower in those taking a dosage of 200 mg/day than in those taking higher doses (mean 508 versus 974 ng/ml). The fibrillatory rate was reduced after the initial bolus but remained stable thereafter and was independent of flecainide plasma concentration. There was significant prolongation of the QRS duration but no change in RR or QTc interval and no correlation between plasma flecainide concentration and QRS duration. Presumably plasma flecainide concentrations do not well reflect concentrations in the heart.

In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study of the effects of flecainide in six men with congenital long QT syndrome with the DeltaKPQ gene deletion, the lowest dose of flecainide associated with at least a 40 ms reduction in the QTc interval was determined in an initial open, dose-ranging investigation using one-quarter or half of the recommended maximal antidysrhythmic dose; QTc interval reduction was achieved with a dose of 1.5 mg/kg/day in four subjects and with 3.0 mg/kg/day in two (78c). They were then randomized to four 6-month alternating periods of flecainide and placebo. Average QTc intervals during placebo and flecainide were 534 ms and 503 ms respectively, with an adjusted reduction in QTc interval of −27 ms (95% CI = −37, −17) at a mean flecainide blood concentration of 110 ng/ml.

Drug–drug interactions In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized, three-way, crossover study, fluvoxamine (a CYP1A2 inhibitor) 100 mg/day reduced the clearance of intravenous lidocaine by 41% and prolonged its half-life from 2.6 to 3.5 hours (80c). During co-administration of fluvoxamine + erythromycin (a CYP3A4 inhibitor) 500 mg tds, lidocaine clearance was reduced by 53% compared with placebo and 21% compared with fluvoxamine alone and the half-life was further prolonged to 4.3 hours. The apparent volume of distribution of lidocaine was not affected. The half-life of monoethylglycinexylidide, an active metabolite of lidocaine, was significantly prolonged by both fluvoxamine alone and the combination of fluvoxamine + erythromycin. The authors concluded that the minor effect of inhibitors of CYP3A4 on the pharmacokinetics of lidocaine can be explained by compensatory metabolism by CYP1A2.

Mexiletine (SED-15, 2329; SEDA-27, 197)

Immunologic A drug-induced hypersensitivity syndrome occurred in a 66-year-old man taking mexiletine (81a). Withdrawal of the mexiletine and glucocorticoid treatment led to temporary improvement, but tapering the glucocorticoid dose twice led to recrudescence, during which there were raised antibody titers against HHV-6 and cytomegalovirus and viral DNA in the blood, suggesting that these two viruses may have been involved in the recrudescence.

Lidocaine (lignocaine) (SED-15, 2051; SEDA-27, 196; SEDA-28, 210; SEDA-29, 188)

Sensory systems The efficacy of intravenous lidocaine 100 mg over 5 minutes in treatment-resistant pruritus in chronic cholestatic liver disease has been studied in a placebo-controlled study 18 patients (79c). There were no severe adverse events. Five patients who were given lidocaine had mild tinnitus, associated in two cases with lingual paresthesia during infusion.

Propafenone (SED-15, 2939; SEDA-27, 197; SEDA-28, 211)

Cardiovascular Propafenone and ibutilide have been compared in 40 patients with atrial flutter (82c). Ibutilde was superior to propafenone for treating atrial flutter (90 versus 30%) and the respective mean conversion times were 11 and 35 minutes. Bradycardia (2/20) and hypotension (4/20) were more common adverse effects with propafenone.
Skin  Acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis has been attributed to propafenone in an 85-year-old man (83A). The mechanism of this type of eruption is thought to be via the preferential production of IL-8 by T cells after the drug binds to the cells and elicits a CD4 and CD8 immune reaction.

Procainamide  (SED-15, 2923; SEDA-27, 197; SEDA-28, 210)

Hematologic  Pure red cell aplasia has previously been attributed to procainamide, but it was not clear whether it was due to drug-induced lupus-like syndrome (SED-15, 2924). Another case has been reported in a 63-year-old man (84A).

Drug–drug interactions  In a randomized, crossover drug interaction study in 10 healthy adults, levofloxacin reduced the renal clearances and prolonged the half-lives of both procainamide and N-acetylprocainamide; ciprofloxacin reduced the renal clearances of procainamide and N-acetylprocainamide only slightly (85C).

Quinidine and derivatives  (SED-15, 2997; SEDA-28, 212; SEDA-29, 189)

Cardiovascular  Intravenous quinidine has been used to study the susceptibility to QT interval prolongation in 14 relatives of patients who had safely tolerated chronic therapy with a QT interval-prolonging drug (controls) and 12 relatives of patients who had developed acquired long QT syndrome (86A). The interval from the peak to the end of the T wave, an index of transmural dispersion of repolarization, was significantly prolonged (from 63 to 83 ms) by quinidine in the relatives of those with acquired long QT syndrome but not in control relatives (from 66 to 71 ms). The time from the peak to the end of the T wave as a fraction of the QT interval was similar in the two groups at baseline but was longer in the relatives of those with acquired long QT syndrome after quinidine. The authors concluded that first-degree relatives of patients with acquired long QT syndrome have greater drug-induced prolongation of terminal repolarization than control relatives, supporting a genetic predisposition to acquired long QT syndrome.

Quinidine syncope has again been reported, in a 46-year-old woman, associated with bradycardia and torsade de pointes due to prolongation of the QT interval (660 ms); it responded to intravenous sodium bicarbonate and pacing (87A).
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BETA-ADRENOCEPTOR ANTAGONISTS (SED-15, 452; SEDA-27, 203; SEDA-28, 217; SEDA-29, 194)

Cardiovascular Carvedilol has been evaluated in patients with heart failure (1C). In more than 50% of the patients given carvedilol the dosage could be titrated up to the maximum (50 mg/day). The major reason for missing the target dose was hypotension followed by bradycardia. Carvedilol had to be withdrawn in 21/316 patients (6.6%), in 14 (4.4%) for cardiovascular reasons: six with worsening heart failure, five with hypotension, two with syncope, and one with bradycardia. The most frequent non-cardiovascular reason for withdrawal was chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Age did not influence tolerability: the rate of discontinuation was similar in patients aged 70 years or older and in younger patients. These data have confirmed in a real clinical context what controlled studies have shown, that carvedilol is generally well tolerated and that the maximum target dose can be reached in a relevant number of patients irrespective of age and severity of heart failure.

In an unusual case of Munchausen’s syndrome, a female general practitioner repeatedly took high doses of beta-blockers in order to simulate symptomatic sick sinus syndrome (2A).

Respiratory In a randomized controlled clinical trial in 21 otherwise healthy individuals with high-pressure primary open-angle glaucoma, six of 11 who used topical timolol 0.5% for 3 years had subclinical increases in bronchial reactivity not completely reversible in three cases on withdrawal of the beta-blocker (3A).

Nervous system Delirium has been attributed to metoprolol (4A).
- A 53-year-old man with a history of alcohol abuse suffered personality changes and multiple hallucinogenic episodes for 2 years, attributed to dementia probably caused by alcohol abuse. He also taking acenocoumerol, atorvastatin, quinapril, and metoprolol 50 mg bd for atrial flutter. Metoprolol, which had been started 2 years before, was withdrawn. Within 24 hours the delirium had disappeared completely and the liver enzymes fell.

Gastrointestinal Propranolol can rarely cause mesenteric ischemia (5A).
- A 59-year-old white man with hyperthyroidism was given propylthiouracil 100 mg tds and propranolol 20 mg bd. The next day, he developed increased abdominal pain and bloody diarrhea. Angiography showed superior mesenteric artery occlusion. Antegrade aorta-mesenteric bypass surgery was performed for revascularization.

Propranolol can reduce splanchnic blood flow by reducing cardiac output and selectively inhibiting vasodilatory receptors in the splanchnic circulation.

Urinary tract The lower urinary tract symptoms of benign prostatic hyperplasia in a 60-year-old man worsened antihypertensive treatment with bisoprolol (6A). Withdrawal resulted in relief whereas and rechallenge caused repeated deterioration.

Skin Various drugs can cause a lupus-like syndrome. Beta-adrenoceptor antagonists have been implicated only infrequently and there have been no cases of subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus associated with the use of
beta-adrenoceptor antagonists. Subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus has been attributed to acebutolol (7A).

- A 57-year-old woman with hypertension developed a cutaneous eruption taking acebutolol for 1 month. She had no history of photosensitivity, photodermatosis, or immunological diseases. A complete blood cell count, liver and kidney tests, rheumatoid factor, and complement fractions were all within the reference ranges. There was a positive titer of antinuclear antibodies. A biopsy specimen showed atrophy of the epidermis. A positive lupus band test was found at direct immunofluorescence. Acebutolol was withdrawn, and she was given chloroquine sulfate associated with photoprotection. The cutaneous eruption resolved progressively. After 4 months the skin lesions had completely cleared. A Seroly test was negative for antihistone antibodies.

While several cases of subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus have been described with other antihypertensive agents, such as captopril, calcium channel blockers, and hydrochlorothiazide, this seems to have been the first case described in a patient taking a beta-adrenoceptor antagonist. This case and its evolution suggest a link between acebutolol therapy and the onset of a lupus-like syndrome, whose pathogenesis is unclear.

Toxic epidermal necrolysis occurred 1 week after the combined use of dorzolamide, timolol, and latanoprost eyedrops in an otherwise healthy 60-year-old woman; the authors attributed it to the combination of timolol and dorzolamide (8A).

Sexual function  Erectile dysfunction is common in men with hypertension, particularly in those who take beta-adrenoceptor antagonists. New-generation beta-blockers, such as nebivolol, seem to cause less sexual dysfunction, probably because they increase the release of nitric oxide. In a randomized, single-blind, multicenter trial, 131 patients with a new diagnosis of hypertension, without prior erectile dysfunction, were randomized to either atenolol or atenolol plus chlorthalidone or nebivolol (9A). Over 12 weeks the patients who were allocated to nebivolol did not have any change in the number of satisfactory episodes of sexual intercourse, while those who took atenolol or atenolol plus chlorthalidone had a significant reduction from baseline. Given a similar effect in reducing blood pressure, nebivolol seems to maintain a more active sexual life in hypertensive men than atenolol. Increased release of nitric oxide due to nebivolol may counteract the detrimental effect of beta-adrenoceptor antagonists on sexual activity.

Peyronie’s disease has been attributed to long-term therapy with timolol eye drops 0.25% bd in a 74-year-old man who had used it for 22 years; the condition improved when he stopped using timolol (10A). This seems to have been the first report of this condition in a patient using beta-blocker eye drops.

Immunologic  The authors of a brief review of the risk of anaphylaxis with beta-blockers have concluded that the risk is not increased (11A).

Drug formulations  Timolol hydrogel eye-drops 0.1% have been compared with timolol aqueous solution 0.5% in a randomized, double-blind, crossover study in 24 healthy subjects (12A). The aqueous solution had about 10 times more systemic availability than the hydrogel. There was no difference between the two formulations in efficacy in reducing intraocular pressure, but the mean peak heart rate during exercise was reduced by 19/minute by the aqueous solution and by only 5/minute by the hydrogel.

Drug overdose  The management of self-poisoning with beta-blockers has again been reviewed (13A). In one case an overdose of propranolol unmasked Brugada syndrome (14A).

- A 24-year-old healthy man took propranolol 2.28 g. After gastric lavage, electrolytes, cardiac enzymes, chest X-ray, and echocardiography were normal, but an electrocardiogram showed the typical coved pattern of Brugada syndrome. An ajmaline test confirmed Brugada syndrome.

The electrocardiographic effects in this case may have been due to the membrane stabilizing effect of high concentration of propranolol and/or inhibition of calcium channels.
Beta-adrenoceptor antagonists and antianginal drugs
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NITRATES, ORGANIC  (SED-15, 2529; SEDA-27, 204; SEDA-28, 218; SEDA-29, 195)

Glyceryl trinitrate (nitroglycerin)

Cardiovascular  Of 118 patients (66 men and 52 women) with chest pain (mean age 63 years) 30 patients had normal coronary arteries or minimal or non-obstructive coronary artery disease and 88 had obstructive lesions defined as luminal narrowing greater than 50% in any one or more of the left or right coronary arteries or their major branches (15c). Glyceryl trinitrate produced variable relief of chest pain within 10 minutes in all cases. Significant headache occurred in 36% and the patients with normal or minimally diseased coronary arteries had a greater risk of significant headache than those with obstructive lesions (73 versus 23%).

Respiratory  Episodes of severe oxygen desaturation occurred in a 43-year-old man with obesity, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus after intravenous administration of glyceryl trinitrate on two occasions, which the authors attributed to inhibition of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (16A).

Nervous system  In a patient with migraine triggered on two separate occasions by glyceryl trinitrate positron emission tomography showed activation in the primary visual area of the occipital cortex during the aura (17A).

Management of adverse reactions  Abrupt cessation of intravenous glyceryl trinitrate after infusion for more than 24 hours often causes rebound vasoconstriction; this can be prevented by the use of oral isosorbide dinitrate (18A).

Molsidomine  (SED-15, 2371)

Drug formulations  A new form of molsidomine, a prolonged-release tablet containing 16 mg for once-a-day administration has been evaluated in 533 patients (19c). Blood pressure and heart rate, electrocardiographic findings, and blood parameters were not affected by molsidomine. Drug-related adverse events occurred in respectively 4.7, 5.4, and 6.9% of patients allocated to placebo, molsidomine 8 mg, and molsidomine 16 mg. The difference was not statistically significant. The most commonly reported events were headache and hypotension; the latter was significantly associated with molsidomine 16 mg, although the hypotension episodes were reported as being non-serious.

CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS  (SED-15, 598; SEDA-27, 224; SEDA-28, 218; SEDA-29, 195)

Drug overdose  The management of self-poisoning with calcium channel blockers has again been reviewed (13R).

• A 43-year-old man took amlodipine 560 mg and failed to respond to fluid resuscitation, calcium salts, glucagon, and noradrenaline/adrenaline inotropic support (20A). However, intravenous metaraminol 2 mg followed by 83 micrograms/minute produced an improvement in his blood pressure, cardiac output, and urine output.

• A 65-year-old man with aortic stenosis died after mistakenly taking six tablets of modified-release diltiazem SR 360 mg (21A). He developed symptoms of toxicity within 7 hours and died after 17 hours. The diltiazem concentration in an ante-mortem blood sample 11.5 hours after ingestion was 2.9 µg/ml and in a postmortem sample of central blood 6 µg/ml.

Amlodipine  (SED-15, 175; SEDA-27, 205; SEDA-28, 219; SEDA-29, 195)

Nails  Longitudinal melanonychia is tan, brown, or black longitudinal streaking in the nail plate due to increased melanin deposition and Hutchinson’s sign is periungual pigmentation. In a 75-year-old Indian man longitudinal melanonychia and periungual pigmentation affecting several fingernails and toenails were attributed to amlodipine, which he had taken for 2 years for hypertension (22A).

Fluid balance  Calcium channel blockers often cause peripheral edema, usually limited to the lower legs; periocular and perioral edema are less common. Occasionally edema can be more severe, and a case of anasarca has been
reported in a 77-year-old woman with essential hypertension taking amlodipine 10 mg/day (23A).

Diltiazem  (SED-15, 1126; SEDA-27, 205; SEDA-28, 219; SEDA-29, 196)

Mouth  Gingival enlargement has been studied in 46 patients taking diltiazem ($n = 32$) or verapamil ($n = 14$) compared with 49 cardiovascular controls who had never taken them (24c). There was more gingival enlargement in the patients taking diltiazem compared with controls: 31\% as assessed by the vertical gingival overgrowth index and in 50\% as assessed by the horizontal Miranda & Brunet index. The corresponding figures for verapamil were 21 and 36\% (not different from controls). The risk of gingival enlargement (odds ratio) associated with diltiazem therapy, adjusted for gingival index values, was 3.5 (1.0–12) the vertical gingival overgrowth index and 6.2 (1.9, 20) for the horizontal Miranda & Brunet index. Verapamil had no significant effect.

Gastrointestinal  Intestinal pseudo-obstruction has been attributed to diltiazem (25A).

- A 74-year-old man with acute myelogenous leukemia and neutropenia was given five doses of intravenous diltiazem 5 mg every 5–10 minutes plus amiodarone for atrial fibrillation, followed by diltiazem 30 mg orally qds and a continuous infusion of amiodarone. Amiodarone was withdrawn after 1 day because of an adverse effect and the dose of diltiazem was increased to 120 mg qds orally by day 14. On day 15, he developed increasing abdominal distention with hyperactive bowel sounds. An abdominal X-ray showed multiple dilated loops in the small and large bowel and diltiazem was withdrawn, after which he recovered.

Medications rarely cause intestinal pseudo-obstruction, but calcium channel blockers cause smooth muscle relaxation, which was probably the causative mechanism in this case.

Skin  Skin reactions to calcium channel blockers have been reviewed in the light of a report of three reactions to diltiazem, which causes skin reactions more often than other calcium channel blockers (26A).

- A 54-year-old man developed a generalized erythema-multiforme-like reaction followed by erythrodermia and exfoliative dermatitis after taking diltiazem for 6–7 days.
- An 80-year-old woman had a pruritic exantheme-tous eruption on her trunk 10 days after taking diltiazem, which evolved to generalized erythrodermia and superficial desquamation; it gradually improved in 10–12 days after withdrawal.
- A 79-year-old man developed erythema and pruritus initially on the back, and then affecting the thorax, limbs, and face after taking diltiazem for 3 days. Diltiazem was withdrawn and the skin improved, but verapamil was started 3 days later and the skin worsened again.

The authors carried out skin tests with different calcium channel blockers. Diltiazem was positive in all three patients; nifedipine was positive in patient 2 and verapamil in patient 3.

Felodipine  (SED-29, 197; SEDA-29, 197)

Mouth  Felodipine-associated gingival enlargement has been reported in a patient with type 2 diabetes (27A). The changes resolved after withdrawal of felodipine and control of the diabetes, and there were further improvements after scaling and root planing and instruction about oral hygiene. The histological features, elongated rete pegs, fibrous hyperplasia, a low-grade chronic inflammatory infiltrate, predominantly consisting of lymphocytes, and collagen bundle groups randomly distributed, were similar to those present in other cases of drug-associated gingival enlargement.

Lercanidipine  (SED-15, 2024; SEDA-28, 219; SEDA-29, 197)

Susceptibility factors

Renal disease  Dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers often cause adverse effects that necessitate withdrawal, particularly in more fragile patients, such as those with renal dysfunction. Lercanidipine has been assessed in a multicenter trial in 203 hypertensive patients with chronic renal insufficiency (28C). None had achieved a target blood pressure (systolic pressure > 130 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure
\[ >90 \text{ mmHg} \] despite treatment with a blocker of the renin-angiotensin system, either an ACE inhibitor or an angiotensin receptor blocker. Lercanidipine was added in a dosage of 10 mg/day for 6 months. In all, 43/203 patients (21%) withdrew from the study for several reasons, poor adherence and uncontrolled blood pressure being the most frequent. In three of these 43 the reason was possibly related to lercanidipine: erectile dysfunction in one, urinary incontinence in one, and dry mouth and eosinophilia in one. Biochemical values did not change significantly during treatment, with the exception of (a) creatinine clearance, which improved significantly after 6 months; (b) proteinuria, which improved significantly, and (c) cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations, which were significantly lower at the end of the treatment period.

Nicardipine (SED-15, 2502; SEDA-27, 206; SEDA-29, 197)

Cardiovascular A 38-year-old parturient developed acute pulmonary edema more than 48 hours after tocolytic treatment with nicardipine and salbutamol at 30 weeks gestation (29A). The authors discussed the question of whether a second tocolytic should be used after a first has failed.

Nifedipine (SED-15, 2516; SEDA-27, 206; SEDA-28, 220; SEDA-29, 198)

Cardiovascular Rapid blood pressure reduction is not recommended in severe hypertension in older people because of adverse effects related to impaired cerebral autoregulation, although sublingual nifedipine is still used in children, in whom the cerebral circulation is more robust. Ventricular dysrhythmias have been described in a teenager who was given nifedipine 10 mg sublingually for symptomatic, severe hypertension (blood pressure 180/120) (30A). Within minutes she complained of palpitation and had a tachycardia of 100/minute with ventricular bigeminy and later ventricular extra beats. The authors suggested that reflex sympathetic activation following an abrupt drop in blood pressure may have caused the dysrhythmias, because of raised catecholamine concentrations, and that it may be more appropriate to treat severe hypertension in young people with intravenous antihypertensive agents that can be titrated to produce controlled reductions in blood pressure.

Gastrointestinal Retention of modified-release capsules can cause bezoar formation. In a patient with an enteric stricture, modified-release capsules of nifedipine caused recurrent small bowel obstruction (31A).

Pregnancy Severe hypotension followed by fetal death has been reported after the administration of nifedipine as a tocolytic (32A).

- A 23-year-old woman of African origin went into preterm labor and was given tocolytic therapy with atosiban. The uterine contractions continued and indometacin was added until the contractions ceased after 24 hours. After 48 hours the atosiban was withdrawn and 5 hours later the uterine contractions started again. She was given oral nifedipine 10 mg but after the second dose the blood pressure fell to 73/30 mmHg. Ultrasound examination showed severe fetal bradycardia soon followed by death. Tocolytic therapy was withdrawn and a colloid infusion started. After 6 hours the blood pressure was again normal.

The authors concluded that care should be taken when administering nifedipine as a tocolytic in pregnancy. They did not deny that nifedipine is generally safe and effective in these circumstances, but others disagreed that nifedipine had caused severe hypotension in this case: “In our 15 years of personal experience with nifedipine for the management of preterm labour, we have never seen such severe hypotension in a previously normotensive ‘euvolemic’ patient” (33A). They pointed out that the half-life of nifedipine is only 1.3 hours and that its adverse effects are generally mild and transient side. They cited several meta-analyses that have shown that nifedipine is associated with better neonatal outcomes and fewer adverse maternal outcomes than other tocolytic agents, especially beta-adrenoceptor agonists.

However, other authors described another case of severe hypotension, in a 24-year-old woman in her third pregnancy who had suspected preterm labour at 26 weeks of gesta-
ation and was given nifedipine tocolysis, 30 mg orally followed by two doses of 20 mg, after which she complained of severe headache, visual disturbances, flushing, dizziness, palpitation, nausea, and vomiting; her pulse rate was 120/minute and her blood pressure 80/40 mmHg (34A). She required circulatory resuscitation using intravenous infusions of crysaloids and colloids, and her blood pressure returned to normal over the next 30 minutes. There was no evidence of fetal compromise during these events.

Furthermore, there is no doubt that severe hypotension can happen in these cases. Of 73 consultant obstetricians in the United Kingdom who replied to a survey, 53% used nifedipine as their first-line tocolytic and 40% used atosiban (35c). Of these, 17 reported maternal hypotension of sufficient severity to cause fetal compromise necessitating cesarean section with nifedipine, compared with four with ritodrine and two with atosiban.

Others have pointed out that conclusions from meta-analyses that favor the use of nifedipine as a tocolytic agent are not supported by close examination of the data, since the tocolytic actions have been studied primarily in normal pregnancies (36r). They have suggested that care should be taken in giving nifedipine when the maternal cardiovascular condition is compromised, such as in intrauterine infection, twin pregnancy, maternal hypertension, and cardiac disease, because of the risks of life-threatening pulmonary edema and/or cardiac failure, in which baroreceptor-mediated increases in sympathetic tone may not balance the cardiac depressant activity of nifedipine.

**Drug–drug interactions** Severe hypotension with reduced systemic vascular resistance occurred in a patient taking nifedipine and clarithromycin (37A).

- A 77-year-old ex-smoker with a history of type 2 diabetes and hypertension took modified-release nifedipine 60 mg tds, doxazosin 8 mg tds, captopril 25 mg tds, metformin 850 mg tds, and aspirin 300 mg/day. Clarithromycin 500 mg tds was added for a presumed chest infection. Two days later he developed shock, heart block, and multiorgan failure, with reduced systemic vascular resistance, compatible with septic shock secondary to a respiratory infection. However, no causative micro-organisms were identified and the leukocyte count was normal. The antihypertensive agents were withdrawn and noradrenaline was given. He recovered.

The authors suggested that extreme hypotension had occurred secondary to a fall in systemic vascular resistance, because of excessive hypotension, due to an interaction of nifedipine with clarithromycin. The time course supported this hypothesis.

**Verapamil** (SED-15, 3618; SEDA-27, 207; SEDA-28, 220; SEDA-29, 199)

**Endocrine** Marked hyperprolactinemia has been attributed to verapamil in a 42-year-old woman who may have been hypersusceptible to this action of verapamil (38AR).

**Mouth** Four patients with cluster headache developed gingival enlargement after taking verapamil. In two it was treated by optimizing oral hygiene and dental plaque control (39AR). In the other one it was also necessary to reduce the dose of verapamil, and in one the verapamil had to be withdrawn to reverse the gingival enlargement.

**Skin** Subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus has been attributed in a single case to verapamil (40A).

**Drug overdose** The management of verapamil overdose has been reviewed in the context of a case report (41AR).

- A 29-year-old woman took an overdose of sotalol 4.8 g and verapamil 3.6 g and had cardiovascular collapse (42A). After 4 hours of normothermic cardiopulmonary resuscitation extracorporeal heart lung assist was established. Vasoactive drugs were withheld after 2 days. She recovered after 5 days, after experiencing several complications (intestinal bleeding, transient nerve paralysis, and renal insufficiency due to rhabdomyolysis).

**Drug–drug interactions** Verapamil has a marked negative inotropic effect and can cause refractory cardiogenic shock, particularly when it is used in combination with a beta-blocker, as combination that is generally to be avoided (43AR).
Verapamil toxicity has been attributed to inhibition of verapamil metabolism by telithromycin (44AR).

- A 76-year-old white woman taking verapamil 180 mg/day for hypertension took telithromycin 800 mg/day for 2 days for acute sinusitis and became short of breath, weak, profoundly hypotensive and bradycardic, with a systolic blood pressure of 50–60 mmHg and a heart rate of 30/minute. She recovered after drug withdrawal and supportive measures.

Telithromycin is a substrate of CYP3A4 and presumably inhibited the metabolism of verapamil.
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19 Drugs acting on the cerebral and peripheral circulations

DRUGS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF ARTERIAL DISORDERS OF THE BRAIN AND LIMBS

Cilostazol  
*SED-15, 773; SEDA-27, 209; SEDA-29, 202*

**Drug–drug interactions**  The phosphodiesterase inhibitor cilostazol has antiplatelet properties in addition to an action on vascular smooth muscle and was therefore initially thought to be unsafe in combination with other commonly used antiplatelet drugs, such as aspirin or clopidogrel. However, in a crossover study in 21 patients with peripheral disease cilostazol did not significantly increase bleeding time, nor further prolong it when it was added to any regimen containing *aspirin* or *clopidogrel* (1C). Thus, cilostazol is not expected to increase the risk of adverse bleeding effects when combined with aspirin or clopidogrel.

Ginkgo biloba (Ginkgoaceae)

See Chapter 48.

Pentoxifylline  
*SED-15, 2779; SEDA-27, 210*

**Skin**  Acute urticaria triggered by pentoxifylline and confirmed by skin tests and oral rechallenge has been reported in a 60-year-old man (2A).

DRUGS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF VENOUS DISORDERS

Calcium dobesilate  
*SED-15, 610; SEDA-29, 202*

**Hematologic**  In a recent overview calcium dobesilate ranked second in a list of drugs associated with agranulocytosis (4R). Nevertheless, in a previous review it was estimated that the incidence is very low (less than one in a million) and lower than in the general population (SEDA-29, 202).

DRUGS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE

**Triptans**  
*SED-15, 3525; SEDA-27, 210; SEDA-29, 203*

**Cardiovascular**  Vasoconstriction leading to organ ischemia is the most feared adverse effect of triptans. It can occur in very young people with presumed normal blood vessels (5A).
• A 16-year-old boy developed chest pain which started 20 minutes after he took a first intranasal dose of sumatriptan for cluster headache. A diagnosis of non Q wave myocardial infarction was made on the basis of ST segment changes and increased cardiac enzymes. Angiography showed normal coronary arteries.

Nervous system Serotonin syndrome has been reported in a 65-year-old woman taking sumatriptan and paroxetine (6A). The authors argued that the combined use of a presynaptic serotonin reuptake inhibitor with a postsynaptic serotonin receptor agonist may have facilitated the occurrence of the serotonin syndrome. However, the two drugs can also both cause the serotonin syndrome when taken separately (7A).

OTHER PERIPHERAL VASODILATORS

Inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V (SED-15, 3133; SEDA-27, 210; SEDA-28, 224; SEDA-29, 203)

Reviews of inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V repeatedly stress the overall good tolerance of this class of drugs (8R, 9R, 10R). The most common complaints are headache, facial flushing, nasal congestion, and dyspepsia. Prolonged erection and priapism are rare. There is a risk of hypotension when the triptans are combined with nitrates.

Cardiovascular Prolongation of the QTc interval has been reported but usually without serious dysrhythmias, although ventricular tachycardia has been reported after sildenafil (SED-15, 3133).

• A healthy 50-year-old man took vardenafil 10 mg and 15 minutes later developed persistent palpitation lasting 2 hours (11A). He had atrial fibrillation and no structural heart disease. The dysrhythmia converted spontaneously to sinus rhythm 4 hours later.

The authors suggested that hypotension induced by vardenafil had led to a reflex tachycardia.

Sensory systems Non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION) is the most common acquired optic neuropathy after the age of 50 and has repeatedly been connected to inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, most often sildenafil. Case reports are being published in ever increasing numbers, but they do not clarify the problem. In a recent review the weak points in the possible connection between inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V and NAION have been emphasized (12R).

Liver Acute hepatitis has been reported in association with sildenafil (SEDA-28, 224). There have now been further reports in two men, aged 49 and 56 years, without apparent risk factors for liver disease (13A, 14A). The evidence in favor of a link between acute liver disease and sildenafil is largely circumstantial but corresponds to accepted criteria for drug-induced hepatitis.

• Fatal variceal rupture occurred in a 41-year-old man with alcoholic liver cirrhosis and portal hypertension 3–4 hours after he took an unknown dose of sildenafil (15A).

The authors hypothesized that sildenafil caused vasodilatation and increased splanchnic blood flow, thereby augmenting intravariceal pressure. He also had a high blood concentration of ethanol, another vasodilator.

Skin Rashes have been attributed to sildenafil.

• A 57-year-old man developed lichenoid lesions on the upper half of the body (16A). Biopsy showed degeneration of keratinocytes and a dense lymphohistioid infiltrate arranged in a lichenoid pattern. He had been taking sildenafil irregularly. The eruption resolved within 3 weeks of withdrawal of sildenafil and recurred after rechallenge a few weeks later.

• A 67-year-old man developed toxic epidermal necrolysis, having during the previous 48 hours taken sildenafil between 300 and 400 mg (partly as a commercially available drug and partly in a Chinese aphrodisiac herbal medicine) (17A). He had also been taking eight different medicines for diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, heart failure, gout, and osteoarthritis. The serum concentration of tumor necrosis factor was initially raised. He was given infliximab and recovered.
References

Monitoring therapy  The publication of clear and explicit guidance on monitoring therapy in order to maximize efficacy and minimize adverse drug reactions is rare. The publication of practical recommendations for the use of ACE inhibitors, beta-blockers, aldosterone antagonists, and angiotensin receptor antagonists in heart failure may also be helpful in the safer administration of these drugs in hypertension (18). These guidelines provide advice about how these drugs should be used safely, including what advice should be given to the patient and what monitoring needs to be undertaken. Of equal value are the recommendations about the actions to be taken if problems occur, for example what to do in the event of electrolyte imbalance or renal dysfunction in patients taking ACE inhibitors.

ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITORS  (SED-15, 226; SEDA-27, 213; SEDA-28, 227; SEDA-29, 207)

Respiratory  Cough was reported as an adverse effect of ACE inhibitors in the mid-1980s. It can be distressing and inconvenient, leading to withdrawal of therapy. Certain susceptibility factors are clearly recognized (for example non-smoking and female sex), but racial group can also affect the incidence. HOPE TIPS was a prospective study of patients with high cardiovascular risk, in which the practicability and tolerability of ramipril titration was tested in 1881 patients (2C). Cough occurred in 14% over a period of up to 3 months, and 4% discontinued ramipril as a result. The author of an accompanying editorial (3r) pointed out that the true incidence of ramipril-induced cough had conceivably been overestimated in the study, owing to the large proportions of patients with type 2 diabetes (52%) and non-smokers (80%) and the high doses used. The authors suggested that cough was not necessarily more common in Asian patients (79% of the patients in this study), although within this broad category the differential susceptibility to cough may be quite large, and the editorial examined this; on the balance of evidence, Chinese patients (and perhaps some other racial groups in Asian countries) probably develop cough more commonly with ACE inhibitors than Caucasian patients do.

Autacoids

Angioedema  Angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors commonly cause angioedema, probably by an effect on bradykinin (SEDA-29, 207). In a large, double-blind, randomized comparison of enalapril maleate and omapatrilat, angioedema occurred in 86 (0.86%) of 12 557 patients who were randomized to enalapril (4C).

The characteristics of treated hypertensive patients in the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering treatment to prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT) who developed angioedema have been published (5C). There were 42 418 participants, of whom 53 developed angioedema; 70% were assigned to the ACE inhibitor lisinopril. Susceptibility factors included, as expected, black ethnicity (55%), but unusually there was a male preponderance (60%). The timing of the adverse effect fitted with the known variable time-course: three cases (6%) within 1 day of randomization, 22% within the first week, 34% within the first month, and 68% within the first year.

Five cases of angioedema in association with various ACE inhibitors have been reported (6A). The patients were taking lisinopril, trandolapril, or ramipril, and all presented with increasing breathlessness and/or dysphagia associated
with significant tongue edema. There was significant airway obstruction in all cases, requiring either tracheostomy or intubation. Withdrawal of the ACE inhibitor and standard supportive care, including glucocorticoids, antihistamines, and adrenaline in two cases, led to resolution of the angioedema.

Orolingual angioedema has been attributed to benazepril after recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA) treatment for acute stroke (7A).

- A 58-year-old man taking amlodipine and benazepril received intravenous rtPA for an acute left middle cerebral artery territory stroke. He developed orolingual angioedema 5 minutes later. There was no airway compromise or hemodynamic instability to suggest an anaphylactic reaction. He was treated with dexamethasone and an antihistamine. The angioedema resolved completely over the next 48 hours, as did his neurological deficits.

Lisinopril-associated angioedema has been reported in a patient undergoing maxillofacial surgery (8A).

Small bowel angioedema has been attributed to perindopril (9A).

Angioedema occurred in a 57-year-old man who had taken trandolapril for 2 days, not having occurred while he took ramipril for 3 years (10A). The authors suggested that this implied that angioedema is not a class effect of ACE inhibitors. However, the association could have been coincidental.

The Australian Adverse Reactions Advisory Committee has issued a warning in its bulletin about the continued reporting of angioedema due to ACE inhibitors (11SA). Of over 7000 reports of angioedema since 1970, 13% had been attributable to ACE inhibitors. In some cases angioedema occurred episodically with long symptom-free intervals.

- An elderly woman, who had been taking ramipril for 1 year without adverse effects, had several episodes of unilateral swelling of the face, lips, jaw line, and cheek, each lasting 2–3 days over 4 months.

**Drug–drug interactions**

**Aprotinin**, a proteolytic enzyme inhibitor acting on plasmin and kallidinogenase (kallikrein), is hypothesized to contribute significantly to a reduction in glomerular perfusion pressure when it is used in combination with ACE inhibitors. In a retrospective investigation of this combination in adults undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery, the combination of preoperative ACE inhibition and intraoperative aprotinin was associated with a significant increase in the incidence of acute renal insufficiency (OR = 2.9; 95% CI = 1.4, 5.8) (12S). The authors concluded that this combination should be avoided in cardiac surgery.

**Cilazapril** (SED-15, 773)

**Cardiovascular** Refractory hypotension occurred when the long-acting ACE inhibitor cilazapril was used in a patient undergoing spinal surgery (13A).

- A 76-year-old woman, who had taken cilazapril 2.5 mg/day for 5 years for hypertension, underwent back surgery. On the morning of the procedure she took her usual dose of cilazapril, and 10 minutes after induction of anesthesia her blood pressure fell to 60/40 mmHg. She was successfully treated with ephedrine and fluid boluses. However, about 1 hour later her blood pressure fell to 60/30 mmHg when she was placed in the prone position. She was given ephedrine and fluids, with no effect on blood pressure. After a dopamine infusion her systolic blood pressure stabilized at 80–100 mmHg. Cilazapril was withdrawn. On the third postoperative day her blood pressure progressively increased, and she was weaned from the vasopressor. By the end of that day her blood pressure was 185/65 mmHg and cilazapril was restarted.

**Urinary tract** Uremia has been reported in association with cilazapril (14A).

- A 72-year-old man had taken captopril, cilazapril, and enalapril for heart disorders and developed uremia in the context of progressive symptoms of renal impairment and dehydration, presenting with renal insufficiency and hyperkalemia. The plasma potassium concentration normalized after hemodialysis but the creatinine concentration remained high and the eventual outcome was not clearly stated.

The association with cilazapril was relatively weak in this case.

**Enalapril** (SED-15, 1210; SEDA-26, 235; SEDA-28, 227; SEDA-29, 210)

**Endocrine** The syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion has been reported in association with enalapril (15A).

Antihypertensive drugs Chapter 20
Electrolyte imbalance The management of hyperkalemia caused by inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system has previously been reviewed (16A). Volume depletion is a risk factor for the development of both renal impairment and subsequent hyperkalemia, because of the effects of ACE inhibitors on the renal vasculature. A further case of life-threatening hyperkalemia has been reported in a woman who developed a severe diarrheal illness on a background of widespread vascular disease, for which she was taking enalapril, bisoprolol, bumetanide, and isosorbide mononitrate (17A).

Pancreas Pancreatitis has been reported in a 74-year-old woman with chronic renal insufficiency on hemodialysis taking enalapril (18A).

Urinary tract Because of concerns over the adverse effects of prostaglandin synthesis inhibitors (for example non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) in patients taking ACE inhibitors for heart failure, a human experimental study has been undertaken in 14 elderly healthy subjects, who were randomized to oral diclofenac or placebo with either no pre-treatment or after the administration of bendroflumethiazide and enalapril to activate the renin-angiotensin system (19E). Diclofenac caused significant reductions in urine flow, the excretion rates of electrolytes, osmolality clearance, and free water clearance, although all of these were further reduced by pre-treatment with a diuretic and an ACE inhibitor. The authors deduced that in elderly patients with congestive cardiac failure, NSAIDs can counteract the beneficial effects of ACE inhibitors.

Fetotoxicity The use of ACE inhibitors in pregnancy can have serious effects on the fetus. A further case of fatal neonatal renal insufficiency associated with maternal enalapril use during the third trimester has been reported (20A).

- A woman with pregnancy-induced hypertension took enalapril 5 mg/day for 21 days before delivery, in addition to other antihypertensive drugs. The use of enalapril was temporally associated with oligohydramnios. The neonate had intrauterine growth retardation, hydrops, and oliguric renal insufficiency, which did not respond to furosemide, peritoneal dialysis, and exchange transfusion. Autopsy showed macroscopically and microscopically normal kidneys.

Drug–drug interactions An interaction of sirolimus with ramipril, causing tongue edema, has previously been described after renal transplantation (SEDA-29, 209). There have been two further cases in renal graft patients, both of whom developed acute severe allergic reactions (21A).

- A 54-year-old woman was given sirolimus to allow tacrolimus withdrawal 26 months after a renal transplant when she had also been taking enalapril for 2 months for difficult blood pressure control. Nine days later she developed an urticarial erythematous skin lesion with localized non-pitting edema on the face, neck, and upper thorax.
- A 61-year-old man developed non-pitting facial edema after ramipril was added to an immunsuppressive regimen.

In neither case was rechallenge performed.

Imidapril (SED-15, 1718)

Skin There has been a report of atenolol-induced lupus erythematosus followed 4 years later by imidapril-induced pemphigus foliaceus (22A). The patient had HLA type DR4, which the authors surmised to be a predisposing factor to these two rare drug-induced immune-mediated dermatoses.

- A 67-year-old woman developed photo-distributed telangiectatic erythema together with periangual erythema and ragged posterior cuticles; this was attributed to atenolol, which she had taken for 1 year. She had a positive antinuclear antibody titer (1:160, homogeneous pattern), anti-dsDNA antibodies 125 IU (0–30), and antihistone antibodies 44 IU (0–5), which confirmed drug-induced lupus erythematosus. The photosensitive erythema improved and her autoantibodies returned to normal 3 months after atenolol was withdrawn. Four years later she developed crusted plaques and erosions over her upper back, arms, and scalp. Her medication included imidapril, which she had taken for 2.5 years, and thyroxine. The clinical presentation and skin histology and immunofluorescence were consistent with pemphigus foliaceus, which was thought to be drug-induced. Imidapril was withdrawn and she was given prednisolone 30 mg/day and hydroxychloroquine 200 mg bd. Within 4 months the pemphigus improved significantly.

Serosae An unusual case of eosinophilic pleuritis has been described in association with imidapril (23A). Eosinophilic lung diseases have
been rarely reported and only with some ACE inhibitors (for example captopril and perindopril); this is the first reported case with imidapril. The authors made no formal assessment of the probability that this was drug-induced. Rechallenge was not attempted, but the result of dechallenge was dramatic, and improvements in both diagnostic imaging and laboratory findings made the association probable.

Lisinopril (SED-15, 2071; SEDA-27, 213; SEDA-28, 228; SEDA-29, 210)

Pancreas Pancreatitis has been reported in a patient taking lisinopril and atorvastatin (24A). The relative contributions of each drug were not explored.

Drug–drug interactions Lithium toxicity occurred in a patient who took concomitant lisinopril (25A).

- A 46-year-old man with a schizoaffective disorder took increasing doses of lithium for breakthrough hypomanic symptoms, in addition to neuropsychotherapies and antihypertensive drugs. Initially he had been taking atenolol and fosinopril; however, the latter was replaced by lisinopril because of supply shortage. A month after substitution, and from a stable lithium concentration and stable renal function, he developed symptoms of lithium toxicity, confirmed by serum lithium concentration measurement. Withdrawal of therapy and supportive measures resolved the problem.

Perindopril (SED-15, 2782)

The effects of perindopril on the renin–angiotensin system and its adverse effects have been reviewed (26A).

Respiratory Perindopril has previously been reported to cause pulmonary eosinophilia. Various types of drug-induced eosinophilic lung diseases have been described, varying from mild, simple pulmonary eosinophilia-like syndrome to fulminant, acute eosinophilic pneumonia-like syndromes. A further case of pulmonary eosinophilia-like syndrome has been reported, with symptoms occurring 5 weeks after the introduction of perindopril for hypertension (27A). No rechallenge was performed, but multiple investigations to exclude other causes and the temporal association were fairly convincing for drug-induced pulmonary eosinophilia.

Pancreas ACE inhibitors have often been implicated in pancreatitis, although few cases have occurred in association with perindopril. A case of probable perindopril-induced pancreatitis has been reported (28A).

Quinapril (SED-15, 2996; SEDA-29, 211)

Skin Pemphigus vulgaris and pemphigus foliaceus have both been attributed to ACE inhibitors, including quinapril.

- A 54-year-old man developed a skin reaction 2 months after starting to take quinapril, with skin biopsy findings of IgG and complement fragment C3 deposits, consistent with drug-induced pemphigus (29A).

Ramipril (SED-15, 3022; SEDA-27, 214; SEDA-28, 228; SEDA-29, 211)

Electrolyte balance Hyperkalemia is a concern when ACE inhibitors are co-administered with potassium-sparing diuretics, such as triamterene or amiloride, or aldosterone antagonists, such as spironolactone. Both classes of agents are increasingly being used, in both heart failure and hypertension. A 59-year-old patient with both of these diagnoses was given ramipril 5 mg/day, hydrochlorothiazide 12.5 mg/day, and spironolactone 25 mg/day and developed acute renal impairment and severe hyperkalemia (9.3 mmol/l) (30A).

Hematologic Neutropenia and agranulocytosis have both rarely been attributed to ACE inhibitors.

- Ramipril-induced agranulocytosis has been reported in a 55-year-old man with hypertensive chronic renal insufficiency (31A). He was also taking metoprolol, clonidine, furosemide, simvastatin, aspirin, and amlodipine, but was given ramipril 4 days before developing weakness and a neutropenic fever. A bone marrow biopsy showed
moderate hypocellularity. An in vitro lymphocyte cytotoxicity assay was performed with furosemide and ramipril; there was a cytotoxic response to ramipril.

Salivary glands Sialadenitis has been reported with ACE inhibitors, although the mechanism is unclear and probably multifactorial. The primary pathogenesis is reduced salivary volume and/or flow rate. Disruption in salivary secretion at the cellular level can affect volumes, while flow rates can be affected by spasm or edema in the salivary ducts.

• An adult woman developed recurrent, painless, unilateral parotid gland swelling, which was initially thought to be recurrent sialadenitis (32A). However, her symptoms resolved on withdrawal of ramipril. The clue to the diagnosis came from the fact that after multiple episodes of localized, preauricular gland swelling, she developed swelling that extended anteriorly to her nasal-labial crease, which became indistinct. This was considered to be a sign of angioedema and the ACE inhibitor was withdrawn. There was no recurrence.

It was presumed that the angioedema was the cause of the gland swelling, due to obstruction of the salivary gland ducts.

Serosae Polyserositis is an unusual adverse drug reaction.

• A 63-year-old man developed bilateral pleural effusions and a substantial pericardial effusion (33A). He had taken nitrrendipine, ramipril, hydrochlorothiazide, and carvedilol for 10 years. After withdrawal of these drugs and treatment of his condition, ramipril alone was restarted. Within 1 week the symptoms and effusions recurred.

A subsequent positive lymphocyte transformation test facilitated the probable diagnosis of an adverse drug reaction to ramipril.

Temocapril (SED-15, 3313; SEDA-29, 211)

Cardiovascular A 72-year-old woman developed exercise-related syncope during treatment with amlodipine and temocapril for hypertension (34A).

ANGIOTENSIN II RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS (SED-15, 223; SEDA-27, 214; SEDA-28, 229; SEDA-29, 211)

Angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists

DoTS classification:
Reaction: Angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists
Dose-relation: ?Collateral
Time-course: Time-independent
Susceptibility factors: Previous angioedema with an ACE inhibitor

The introduction of the angiotensin II receptor antagonists has provided a new tool for inhibition of the renin–angiotensin system (Figure 1), and these drugs are used extensively in the treatment of hypertension and heart failure, in diabetic nephropathy, and after myocardial infarction. They are purported to be as efficacious as the ACE inhibitors, owing to downstream receptor antagonism, and were also originally thought to cause fewer adverse effects, such as cough (35R). More recently it has become clear that some of the common adverse effects of ACE inhibitors also occur with angiotensin II receptor antagonists. In particular, angioedema has been reported both with initial therapy and when substituting treatment in patients who have had ACE inhibitor-induced angioedema.

Angioedema is a self-limiting, but potentially fatal condition caused by non-pitting edema affecting the skin and mucous membranes, including the upper respiratory and intestinal epithelial linings. Angioedema due to ACE inhibitors (36R) was reviewed in SEDA-29 (p. 207), covering the general features of presentation, incidence, causative mechanisms, and management. Here we review angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists.

Mechanisms Angioedema may be bradykinin-mediated or dependent on mast cell degranulation or other mechanisms (37R). It is thought that ACE inhibitors induce angioedema by increasing the availability of bradykinin, due to reduced enzymatic degradation (38R) (see Figure 1). Angiotensin II receptor antagonists
theoretically do not affect bradykinin, so they should be appropriate substitutes in patients with ACE inhibitor-associated angioedema. However, there have been several reports of angioedema associated with angiotensin II receptor antagonists, and it has been suggested that they cause it by potentiating the effects of bradykinin (39A).

The antihypertensive effects of angiotensin II receptor antagonists are thought to be secondary to inhibition of the binding of angiotensin II to AT1 receptors, which are the receptors responsible for most of the deleterious effects of angiotensin II, including increased blood pressure due to vasoconstriction and salt retention due to aldosterone synthesis. However, there is increasing evidence that unopposed activation of AT2 receptors by angiotensin II during therapy with angiotensin II receptor antagonists can produce vasodilatation and increased vascular permeability through mechanisms that involve nitric oxide release and potentiation of the effects of bradykinin (39A).

Under normal circumstances the angiotensin II receptor antagonists have a low affinity for AT2 receptors compared with AT1 receptors. Antagonism of AT1 receptors causes a transient rise in angiotensin II concentrations, which may increase AT2 receptor expression and activity (40A). In animals angiotensin II receptor antagonists increase aortic and renal bradykinin concentrations, perhaps secondary to increased stimulation of AT2 receptors (41F, 42F). They may therefore precipitate angioedema by causing increased AT2 receptor activity, leading to increased tissue bradykinin concentrations (43A). Although these increased concentrations may not be detectable in the serum, in the tissues they may cause angioedema (40A). However, increased serum bradykinin concentrations can sometimes be detected; in one study losartan increased the serum bradykinin concentration two-fold in hypertensive humans (44c).

Other mechanisms have been proposed by which angiotensin II receptor antagonists could increase bradykinin, including inhibition of neutral endopeptidase, an enzyme involved in the breakdown of bradykinin (44A); there was reduced neutral endopeptidase activity in homogenates of isolated heart components in rats that had been treated with angiotensin II receptor antagonists (45F). It has also been proposed that increased plasma angiotensin II concentra-
tions caused by angiotensin II receptor antagonists can cause negative feedback inhibition of ACE activity (46A). Finally, an abnormality of degradation of an active metabolite of bradykinin, des-arginine(9)-bradykinin may be involved (47E). All of these factors would favor the development of angioedema.

Incidence Angioedema has been reported with losartan (48r, 49A, 50A, 51A, 52A, 54A, 55A, 56A), valsartan (40A, 46A, 53A, 57A), candesartan (58A), irbesartan (59A), olmesartan (43A), and telmisartan (60A). The incidence of angioedema associated with the use of ACE inhibitors is 0.1–1% (39R, 61R, 62c), whereas the incidence of angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists is reported to be 0.1–0.4% (63C).

Dose-relation There is little information about the relation to dose of this adverse effect. In one case valsartan-induced angioedema occurred when the dose of valsartan was increased from 160 to 320 mg/day (40A). The patient taking the lower dose for 2 years and the symptoms of lip and tongue swelling occurred within 2 hours of taking the higher dose; once the dose was reduced to 160 mg/day no further episodes of angioedema occurred.

Time course The time of onset varies with angiotensin II receptor antagonists, ranging from hours to years. For example, losartan has been associated with angioedema from within 30 minutes after administration to 3 years after starting therapy.

Susceptibility factors There is evidence that angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists is more likely in patients who have had angioedema while taking ACE inhibitors (62c, 64c). In one series, 32% of patients reported to have angioedema with angiotensin II receptor antagonists had a prior episode of angioedema attributable to an ACE inhibitor (48R). It has also been reported that almost half of those who have angioedema due to an angiotensin II receptor antagonist have also had it with an ACE inhibitor (65A). Despite this, angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists has also been reported to occur in patients not previously exposed to an ACE inhibitor and in patients who have previously received an ACE inhibitor without developing angioedema (46A). There is no information about other factors that increase susceptibility.

Conclusions Although angioedema due to angiotensin II receptor antagonists is uncommon, caution is advised when they are prescribed, particularly if there is a history of ACE inhibitor-associated angioedema.

Cardiovascular Angiotensin II receptor blockers have provoked concerns about the risk of myocardial infarction. The use of this class as an alternative to ACE inhibitors for all indications has been suggested, but an incomplete analysis of some of the evidence led to a provocative suggestion that angiotensin II receptor antagonists confer a risk of harm (66d). However, several meta-analyses have been performed to examine the association between angiotensin II receptor antagonists and the risk of myocardial infarction in a variety of clinical trial settings; there was no significant increase in the risk (67M, 68M).

Fetotoxicity Angiotensin II receptor antagonists can cause a wide variety of fetotoxic effects, including oligohydramnios, fetal growth retardation, and pulmonary hypoplasia, abnormalities that are similar to those seen with ACE inhibitors. The available evidence has been reviewed, with the conclusion that pharmacological suppression of the fetal renin–angiotensin system through AT1 receptor blockade disrupts fetal vascular perfusion and renal function, and that angiotensin II receptor antagonists should be withdrawn as soon as pregnancy is recognized (69R). Furthermore, there has been a report of a child born with renal impairment after anhydramnios due to maternal exposure to valsartan and hydrochlorothiazide during the first 28 weeks of pregnancy (70A).

- A hypertensive woman taking valsartan 80 mg/day, hydrochlorothiazide 12.5 mg/day, prazosin 10 mg/day, lysine acetylsalicylate 100 mg/day, and levothyroxine 250 micrograms/day became pregnant. At 28 weeks anhydramnios associated with high P2-microglobulin concentrations in fetal cord blood was observed. On withdrawal of valsartan, fetal renal prognosis improved. At the age of 2.5 years the child had mild chronic renal insufficiency. Growth parameters were within the
expected range, and there was no evidence of developmental delay.

In this case the Naranjo probability scale suggested that the child’s renal impairment was probably related to valsartan.

**Candesartan**  *(SED-15, 612; SEDA-28, 229; SEDA-29, 211)*

**Electrolyte balance** As angiotensin II receptor antagonists are often used for similar indications or substituted for ACE inhibitor therapy, the combination of an angiotensin II receptor antagonist with spironolactone will become more commonly used in treating cardiovascular and renal disease. Severe hyperkalemia, due to a combination of candesartan and spironolactone, has been described in a patient with hypertensive nephrosclerosis and only mild renal impairment *(71A)*. The authors reasonably advised that close monitoring of serum potassium should be mandatory during combination therapy, in order to prevent hyperkalemia. They also suggested that the transtubular potassium gradient and fractional excretion of potassium should be assessed before starting therapy to identify high-risk patients, and that a thiazide or loop diuretic be co-administered in order to reduce the risk of hyperkalemia; however, neither of these strategies has clear evidence to support it.

**Biliary tract** Prolonged severe cholestasis induced by candesartan cilexetil improved after extracorporeal albumin dialysis *(72A)*.

**Pancreas** A 75-year-old hypertensive man taking long-term candesartan cilexetil died after developing fulminant pancreatitis, complicated by acute renal insufficiency, respiratory insufficiency, and septic shock *(73A)*.

**Eprosartan** *(SED-15, 1229)*

The use of eprosartan in hypertension has been reviewed *(74R)*.

**Irbesartan** *(SED-15, 1908; SEDA-28, 229; SEDA-29, 212)*

**Sensory systems** Acute bilateral angle closure glaucoma is often due to an adverse drug reaction in patients who are predisposed by having narrowed angles in the anterior chambers of the eye. This has been reported with a wide variety of agents, including adrenergic agents, antidepressants, sulpha drugs, and ACE inhibitors.

- A 42-year-old woman gradually developed a severe, pulsatile, temporal headache, with nausea, blurred vision, and red eyes 2 weeks after starting to take a combination of irbesartan and hydrochlorothiazide for hypertension *(75A)*. She was also taking gabapentin and pantoprazole. She had severe bilateral intraocular hypertension and was given topical antiglaucoma treatment. The next day she had laser iridotomy, and her symptoms resolved.

The authors suggested that the timing made a drug-induced cause probable, although they did not specifically discuss the possible contribution of irbesartan. There have been several reports of angle closure glaucoma with hydrochlorothiazide, but only one with angiotensin II receptor antagonists. It is likely that the combination antihypertensive treatment was responsible, but unclear which of the agents (or both) was causative.

**Liver** There have been a few reports of hepatitis in association with irbesartan.

- A 69-year-old man developed autoimmune cholestatic hepatitis while taking irbesartan for essential hypertension *(76A)*.
- A 51-year-old woman developed acute hepatitis while taking irbesartan *(77A)*.

**Pancreas** An elderly patient developed pancreatitis soon after starting to take irbesartan 300 mg/day *(78A)*. The Naranjo criteria suggested a probable drug-induced event.

**Drug–drug interactions** Lithium toxicity developed in a 74-year-old woman with bipolar disorder, type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and ischemic heart disease *(79A)*. She was taking several potentially causative drugs, including two diuretics, an ACE inhibitor, and irbesartan, which had been started several weeks
before. The authors suggested that the addition of the angiotensin II receptor antagonist may have contributed to lithium intoxication. Since ACE inhibitors enhance tubular reabsorption of lithium they proposed that the mechanism of this interaction is probably similar.

**Losartan** *(SED-15, 2168)*

The clinical pharmacokinetics of losartan have been reviewed *(80)*.

**Observational studies** Losartan 2.5–100 mg has been studied in 175 hypertensive children aged 6–16 years *(81)*. There were non-severe adverse events in 14; headache was the most common. In a comparison of losartan and nebivolol, headache was a common symptom in patients taking losartan; there were no serious adverse events *(82)*.

**Electrolyte balance** Severe hyperkalemia (8.4 mmol/l), which required hemodialysis, occurred in an 84-year-old woman taking losartan 50 mg/day and spironolactone 25 mg/day for hypertension and severe mitral insufficiency *(83)*.

**Metal metabolism** Zinc, magnesium, and nitric oxide have been studied in a prospective observational study in patients with hypertension taking losartan alone and in combination with hydrochlorothiazide *(84)*. Losartan caused zinc deficiency with increased urinary zinc excretion, an effect that was exacerbated by co-administration of hydrochlorothiazide. There were no effects on magnesium or nitric oxide. Zinc deficiency can aggravate hypertension and is also reported to be responsible for some adverse drug effects, such as dysgeusia.

**Hematologic** Losartan has been used after renal transplantation to control both blood pressure and post-transplant erythrocytosis. The interaction between the renin–angiotensin system and erythropoietic mechanisms is complex, and after transplantation ACE inhibition can cause anemia without erythrocytosis. In a prospective controlled study renal transplant patients taking losartan had a significant fall in hemoglobin concentration compared with controls *(85)*. This suggested that losartan can have an effect beyond its antihypertensive efficacy.

**Telmisartan** *(SED-15, 3311; SED-28, 229; SEDA-29, 212)*

**Susceptibility factors**

**Renal disease** Telmisartan has been studied in patients with varying severity of chronic kidney disease in a non-randomized study *(86)*. It was an effective antihypertensive with few adverse effects.

**Valsartan** *(SED-15, 3593; SEDA-29, 213)*

**Respiratory** Pneumonitis has been reported in association with valsartan *(87)*.

A 70-year-old man with dyspnea had diffuse pulmonary infiltrates on chest X-ray and ground-glass changes and non-segmental consolidation on CT imaging. He had been taking the Chinese herbal drug saiko-ka-ryukotsu-borei-to and valsartan for about 3 months, and drug-induced pneumonitis was suspected. The drugs were withdrawn and oral prednisolone given. He improved symptomatically.

**DIRECT RENIN INHIBITORS**

**Direct renin inhibitors—a new class of antihypertensive drugs but the same adverse effects?**

The development of novel antihypertensive agents is important, as the number of patients with hypertension continues to burgeon throughout the world. Identifying novel targets is an important prelude to developing appropriate leads, but the identification of the target for the latest class of antihypertensive agents, direct renin inhibitors, is not new. The idea of blocking renin at the proximal step of the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone pathway was proposed several decades ago. However, early attempts at producing renin inhibitors were...
thwarted by difficulties in achieving either adequate systemic availability or acceptable blood pressure lowering activity. Previous peptide-like molecules were successful when given parenterally, but had little activity when given orally. 

It was the advent of computational molecular modelling that made the non-peptide renin inhibitors a reality. Aliskiren is a novel compound that was developed by the use of X-ray crystallography of the active site of renin and subsequent computational modelling. Its non-peptide structure overcame some of the difficulties of previous attempts at producing renin inhibitors, although it still has some interesting pharmacokinetic properties. It is the first in class of the orally active, non-peptide, direct renin inhibitors for the treatment of hypertension to go into phase III trials. Here we outline current knowledge about the clinical effects and safety of this new drug.

**Mechanism of action** The renin–angiotensin system plays a central role in hypertension, mediating its effects through the peptide hormone angiotensin II, which increases arterial tone, stimulates aldosterone release, activates sympathetic neurotransmission, and promotes renal sodium reabsorption. Overactivation of the renin–angiotensin system therefore contributes to hypertension and its associated end-organ damage. The system can be inhibited at various points: ACE inhibitors reduce the conversion of angiotensin I to angiotensin II and angiotensin II receptor blockers antagonize the interaction of angiotensin II with the type-1 angiotensin II (AT₁) receptor (Figure 1). However, both of these classes of agent interfere with the normal feedback mechanism to the juxtaglomerular apparatus in the kidneys and thus lead to a reactive rise in plasma renin activity, which can partially counteract their effects. Optimal blockade of the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system should therefore be achievable by blocking the proximal step in the conversion of angiotensinogen to angiotensin I by directly inhibiting the action of renin, thus attenuating the reactive rise in plasma renin activity.

In healthy volunteers aliskiren produces dose-dependent reductions in plasma renin activity and angiotensin I and angiotensin II concentrations, which translates into effective blood pressure lowering.

**Pharmacokinetics** The systemic availability of aliskiren is limited, less than 3% of the parent compound being absorbed. Its half-life is in the region of 40 hours, which allows effective once-daily dosing; steady-state plasma concentrations are achieved after 5–8 days. Aliskiren has little clinically significant interaction with cytochrome P450 liver enzymes and no significant hepatic metabolism. Mild to severe hepatic impairment had no significant effect on the single-dose pharmacokinetics of aliskiren. The main route of elimination is biliary excretion and consequent fecal elimination. Renal clearance plays a minor role, about 1% being excreted in the urine. Aliskiren is a substrate for P glycoprotein and co-administration of other drugs that interfere with P glycoprotein could theoretically alter exposure to aliskiren. In elderly patients (65 years and over) there were only modest increases in drug exposure.

**Clinical studies** The largest clinical studies to date with aliskiren have investigated the use of doses of up to 600 mg/day and have shown effective blood pressure lowering in patients with hypertension. In an 8-week study in 652 patients, aliskiren (150, 300, and 600 mg) was compared with placebo and irbesartan. Aliskiren 150 mg was as effective as irbesartan 150 mg, while higher doses lowered mean sitting diastolic blood pressure significantly more. The incidences of adverse events were comparable with aliskiren, irbesartan, and placebo.

In an 8-week placebo-controlled study in 672 hypertensive patients, aliskiren 150–600 mg/day was significantly superior to placebo in lowering mean sitting systolic and diastolic blood pressures at all doses; maximal or near-maximal reductions were achieved by week 4. In a subgroup of patients evaluated with ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, the blood pressure lowering effect was sustained throughout the 24-hour dosing interval. There are many more clinical studies in progress or soon to be published.

**Combination therapy** The favorable effect of aliskiren on plasma renin activity implies that combination treatment with antihypertensive agents that otherwise increase renin activity should be beneficial. Aliskiren has been investigated in open studies in combination with...
hydrochlorothiazide, ramipril, and irbesartan (95c). Plasma renin activity did not increase compared with baseline, which suggests that combination therapy can achieve increased renin–angiotensin system suppression and improved blood pressure control.

In a comparison of aliskiren and ramipril, alone or in combination, the incidence of cough with aliskiren was lower than with ramipril, but the incidence with the combination was, surprisingly, lower still (90c). Combination treatment with calcium channel blockers may also reduce the incidence of edema seen with agents such as amlodipine and provide an advantage to this combination. In a comparison of the combined use of aliskiren and valsartan against both agents alone or placebo in 1979 patients with hypertension the combination produced significantly greater reductions in blood pressure than either agent alone (96b).

Adverse effects The adverse effects of renin inhibitors compared with other renin–angiotensin blockers have been reviewed (97b). The renin inhibitors should lack the effects of ACE inhibitors that are mediated through the accumulation of substance P, bradykinin, and other peptides, such as dry cough and angioedema. Aliskiren has been purported in trials to have “placebo-like” tolerability and a safety profile equivalent to that of angiotensin receptor antagonists (98b). The most common adverse effects reported in the trials to date have been headache, diarrhea, and dizziness, all at low incidence rates. It has been suggested that gastrointestinal tolerability of aliskiren is dose-limiting above doses of 300 mg/day (99b). Long-term adverse effects have not been studied, as trials reported to date have been principally short-term, with trials lasting up to 12 months in the more recent larger phase III studies.

Electrolyte balance and renal function One would expect aliskiren to have the same effects on electrolytes and renal function as those seen with angiotensin receptor antagonists or ACE inhibitors. Hyperkalemia and rises in creatinine have not been described in many of the early-phase trials published to date, most of which have reported that clinical laboratory values remained normal. However, combination therapy in the aliskiren/valsartan trial was associated with laboratory abnormalities—there were higher serum potassium concentrations and clinically relevant increases in serum creatinine in patients who took the combination (96b). In an accompanying commentary it was pointed out that in the absence of trials with hard end-point data, the routine use of combinations of agents with dual inhibition of the renin–angiotensin system may expose patients to hyperkalemia and renal insufficiency, and this strategy is unlikely to become routine in conditions such as hypertension (100c).

Pregnancy The reproductive effects of renin inhibitors have not been reported, although it is likely that aliskiren will be contraindicated in pregnant women and those who are planning a pregnancy, as are ACE inhibitors and angiotensin receptor antagonists, because of concerns about potential teratogenic effects.

Susceptibility factors

Age Aliskiren has not been evaluated in children, and this is therefore a contraindication pending clinical trials or further experience in younger subjects.

Renal impairment As with other inhibitors of the renin–angiotensin system, aliskiren is contraindicated in patients with bilateral renal artery stenosis or renal artery stenosis in a single functioning kidney.

Biliary disease As the excretion of aliskiren depends on hepatobiliary routes, care should be taken in patients with biliary abnormalities.

Drug–drug interactions Some of the most important potential drug interactions with aliskiren have been investigated in trials. There were no significant changes in drug exposure when it was combined with amlodipine, atenolol, celecoxib, cimetidine, hydrochlorothiazide, lovastatin, ramipril, or valsartan (101c, 102c), or in single-dose studies with warfarin (103c).

Conclusions Further development of renin inhibitors will continue in the near future to produce other agents with different receptor affinities and binding kinetics. There are also some important questions to be answered, such as whether long-term use of renin inhibitors
will provide adequate end-organ protection, in terms of reducing diabetic proteinuria and left ventricular hypertrophy, and produce beneficial effects on arterial compliance. Further studies will also be needed to determine long-term safety and tolerability, both as monotherapy and in combination with other agents.

**ENDOTHELIN RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS** (SED-15, 1215; SEDA-27, 214; SEDA-29, 213)

Several endothelin receptor antagonists are in clinical use or currently in trials in the treatment of idiopathic pulmonary hypertension or pulmonary artery hypertension secondary to connective tissue disorders. Some agents block both endothelin A (ET\(_A\)) receptors and endothelin B (ET\(_B\)) receptors (bosentan); others block ET\(_A\) only (sitaxsentan and ambrisentan). They antagonize the effect of the powerful vasoconstrictor and smooth muscle mitogen hormone endothelin-1. Theoretically, the selective ET\(_A\) receptor antagonists should inhibit the vasoconstrictor effects of ET\(_A\) stimulation while preserving the natural vasodilator responses that are mediated through ET\(_B\) receptors. All of the endothelin receptor antagonists have adverse effects typical of vasodilatory agents, including headache, nasal congestion, dizziness, and peripheral edema.

**Ambrisentan**

Ambrisentan has been investigated in a double-blind, dose-ranging study in 64 patients with pulmonary hypertension, either idiopathic or secondary (to collagen vascular disease, anorexigen use, or human immunodeficiency infection), over 12 weeks for dose ranging followed by a 12-week open extension phase (104c). There were improvements in most of the outcome variables, including exercise capacity and cardiopulmonary hemodynamics. Adverse events reflected those common to the endothelin receptor antagonist class (see above), but two patients developed raised serum transaminase activities, one of whom required treatment withdrawal. Raised liver enzymes have previ-ously been seen with bosentan (SED-29, 213) and other drugs in this class; the incidence of abnormalities between the difference agents requires further clarification.

**Bosentan** (SED-15, 549; SEDA-27, 214; SEDA-29, 213)

The risk management strategies and post-marketing surveillance plans in place in the USA and Europe have been described in a paper that also briefly describes the potential hepatotoxicity and teratogenicity of bosentan (105R).

**Sitaxsentan** (SED-29, 213)

The selective ET\(_A\) receptor antagonist sitaxsentan has been reviewed (106R).

**DRUGS THAT ACT ON THE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM** (SED-27, 216; SEDA-28, 230; SEDA-29, 214)

**PRESYNAPTIC ALPHA-ADRENOCEPTOR AGONISTS**

**Clonidine** (SED-15, 817; SEDA-27, 216; SEDA-28, 230; SEDA-29, 214)

The mechanism of action of clonidine is attributed to its central action as an alpha\(_2\) adrenoceptor agonist, although this assumption may not explain all of its antihypertensive actions. In an experimental study of the hemodynamic response to clonidine in 28 young healthy men, the hemodynamic response suggested that the hypotensive action of clonidine is caused by both an immediate reduction in peripheral vascular resistance and a prolonged reduction in cardiac output (107S). The study also showed
that central blood pressure was reduced more than peripheral blood pressure, according to pulse wave velocity indices.

**Nervous system** Anecdotal reports have shown that clonidine can induce epileptic activity. In 22 patients with chronic, medically intractable, localization-related epilepsy, magnetoencephalography was used to investigate whether oral clonidine can aid localization of spike or sharp-wave activity as well as to gain knowledge about whether clonidine is epileptogenic (108). Oral clonidine-induced magnetoencephalographic activity was superior to sleep deprivation, and therefore may be an aid to localization as well as showing epileptogenic activity.

**Drug overdose** In a prospective evaluation of clonidine overdose in children, all of the clinical effects occurred rapidly after ingestion, but all of the patients recovered fully with observation and supportive therapy (109). The authors suggested that direct medical evaluation should be undertaken for all children aged 4 years or younger who have taken an unintentional overdose of at least 0.1 mg, in children 5–8 years of age who have taken at least 0.2 mg, and in children older than 8 years of age who have taken at least 0.4 mg; and that observation for 4 hours may be sufficient to detect patients who will develop severe adverse effects.

**POSTSYNAPTIC \(\alpha\)-ADRENOCEPTOR ANTAGONISTS** *(SED-27, 216; SEDA-29, 214)*

Current guidelines on the use of postsynaptic \(\alpha\)-adrenoceptor antagonists have been reviewed (110).

**Drug–drug interactions** Postsynaptic \(\alpha\)-adrenoceptor antagonists are used both in hypertension and for urological conditions, and can cause orthostatic hypotension due to vasodilatation. This adverse effect can be potentiated considerably if they are co-administered with inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V for the treatment of erectile dysfunction (111).

**Alfuzosin** *(SED-15, 74; SEDA-29, 214)*

In a systematic review, 11 trials of alfuzosin in 3901 men were analysed (112). Alfuzosin was safe and well tolerated. Most of the reported adverse events, such as dizziness and syncope, were related to its vasodilatory action.

**Doxazosin** *(SED-15, 1188; SEDA-27, 217; SEDA-29, 214)*

**Drug overdose** Acute intoxication with doxazosin has been reported (113). A 19-year-old girl took doxazosin 60 mg and developed drowsiness, hypotension, and tachycardia. She was given supportive therapy, including activated charcoal to reduce gastrointestinal absorption, and her hypotension resolved with crystalloid infusion. She survived and was discharged after 48 hours.

**Tamsulosin** *(SED-15, 3303; SEDA-29, 214)*

**Sensory systems** The intraoperative floppy iris syndrome (IFIS) has been reported in current or recent users of \(\alpha\)-adrenoceptor antagonists undergoing phacoemulsification cataract surgery, as reported by the manufacturers of Flomax®, a formulation of tamsulosin hydrochloride (114). The company stated that no definitive causal relation has been established, but it has changed its product information to warn patients to tell their surgeons if they are taking tamsulosin, who may need to alter their surgical technique to minimize the risk of IFIS. A retrospective and prospective study has substantiated this association (115).
Drug overdose

Overdosage of tamsulosin has been reported (116A).

- A 78-year-old woman took an unintentional overdose of tamsulosin 2 mg, mistaking it for herbal tablets. On the next day she developed headache and dizziness and had hypotension, orthostatic hypotension, and bradycardia. She recovered rapidly after supportive care.

Overdose with \( \alpha \)-adrenoceptor antagonists usually causes hypotension, often accompanied by reflex tachycardia or bradycardia, as in this case. The mechanism of the bradycardia is unclear.

IMIDAZOLINE RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS

Moxonidine (SED-15, 2395; SEDA-29, 214)

Moxonidine has been used as add-on therapy in elderly patients with resistant hypertension (117c). The results suggested that moxonidine is efficacious and well tolerated in patients who are already taking two or more antihypertensive agents.
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Sensory systems  In 1077 patients with intraocular pressures of 22–29 mmHg, normal visual fields, and normal optic discs, who were followed every 6 months for 5 years in the European Glaucoma Prevention Study, a multivariate analysis showed that the use of diuretics (HR = 2.41, 95% CI = 1.12, 5.19) was one of several factors associated with the development of open-angle glaucoma (1C). Systemic hypertension was not associated with the conversion to open-angle glaucoma. Information concerning the use of any medications was obtained at baseline and every 6 months throughout the study. However, particular classes of diuretics were not separately cited. This contributory effect of diuretics may be explained by the play of chance alone or by as yet unknown detrimental effects of diuretics on the retinal ganglion cells. A possible reduction in ocular perfusion pressure induced by a diuretic-related reduction in systemic pressure may be an additional mechanism. In this study, diuretics were more often used in combination with other antihypertensive drugs, particularly in the patients who developed open-angle glaucoma. Blood pressure readings were not obtained during the study, and so it could not be determined whether there was hypotension.

Sulfonamide structures Sulfonamides are characterized by a sulfur dioxide (SO₂) moiety and a nitrogen (N) moiety directly linked to a benzene ring (Figure 1). Many classes of drugs contain this chemical structure, including antimicrobial sulfonamides (for example sulfamethoxazole), carbonic anhydrase inhibitors (for example acetazolamide), thiazide, thiazide-like, and loop diuretics (for example hydrochlorothiazide, chlorothalidone, furosemide, bumetanide), sulfonylureas (for example glibenclamide, glipizide), uricosuric drugs (for example probenecid), sulfasalazine, selective serotonin receptor agonists (for example sumatriptan), and the selective cyclooxygenase COX-2 inhibitor celecoxib.

However, there are several structural differences among these classes. A major difference between sulfonamide antimicrobial drugs and other sulfonamide-containing compounds is the presence of an arylamine group (NH₂) at the N4 position. It has been hypothesized that only sulfonamides that contain the N4 primary amine are implicated in allergic reactions. This primary arylamine is oxidized to a highly reactive hydroxylamine intermediate, which is further oxidized to a highly immunogenic nitroso metabolite with a high affinity for cysteine residues on proteins. Non-antimicrobial sulfonamides are thought to be less immunogenic because they lack the N4 primary amine.

Case reports

- A 57-year-old woman with decompensated heart failure and a history of allergy to co-trimoxazole (rash and pancreatitis) was given ethacrynic acid instead of a sulfonamide diuretic (2A). However, owing to a shortage of oral ethacrynic acid she went without diuretic therapy and developed acute decompensated heart failure. She was given intravenous furosemide 40 mg bd and 5 weeks later developed nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain and raised serum amylase and lipase activities. Intravenous furosemide was withdrawn and 2 days later the abdominal symptoms resolved. Because of worsening pulmonary edema, she was given...
Fig. 1. Chemical structures of sulfonamide antimicrobial drugs containing an arylamine group (NH$_2$) at the N4 position and non-antimicrobial sulfonamides absent an arylamine group at this position.
in intravenous bumetanide and within 24 hours developed myalgias. After 3 days bumetanide was withdrawn and intravenous torsemide begun. Four days later she developed severe abdominal pain similar to prior episodes, and laboratory and imaging studies were consistent with a diagnosis of pancreatitis. Torsemide was withdrawn and her symptoms resolved quickly. Intravenous ethacrynic acid was started with no further complications.

- An 82-year-old woman, who had a history of angioedema with co-trimoxazole, developed angioedema, severe dysphagia, dyspnea, and a rash after taking valsartan and hydrochlorothiazide for 4 months (3A). She was given subcutaneous adrenaline and intravenous antihistamines and glucocorticoids. The angioedema resolved in under 24 hours, and she was discharged with instructions to continue her regular medications, with the exception of valsartan. After 12 weeks she had another episode of angioedema, dyspnea, dysphagia, and rash. Hydrochlorothiazide was withdrawn but was later restarted. Within 2 days she developed mild swelling of the face and lips. Hydrochlorothiazide was permanently withdrawn.

In the second patient the similarity between the allergic reactions that occurred during treatment with hydrochlorothiazide and co-trimoxazole suggested cross-reactivity.

Formal studies There have been very few studies of the incidence of cross-reactivity between antimicrobial sulfonamides and other sulfonamide derivatives. In a retrospective cohort study, of 969 patients who had an allergic reaction to an antimicrobial sulfonamide, 96 (9.9%; adjusted OR = 2.8; 95% CI = 2.1, 3.7) had an allergic reaction to a non-antimicrobial sulfonamide (4A). Of 19 257 who had no allergic reaction to an antimicrobial sulfonamide, 315 (1.6%) had an allergic reaction to a non-antimicrobial sulfonamide (adjusted OR = 2.8; 95% CI = 2.1, 3.7). However, the risk of an allergic reaction was even greater with a penicillin among patients with a prior hypersensitivity reaction to an antimicrobial sulfonamide, compared with patients with no such history (adjusted OR = 3.9; 95% CI = 3.5, 4.3). Finally, the risk of an allergic reaction with a non-antimicrobial sulfonamide was lower among patients with a history of hypersensitivity to an antimicrobial sulfonamide than among those with a history of hypersensitivity to a penicillin (adjusted OR = 0.6; 95% CI = 0.5, 0.8).

Thus, although a history of an allergic reaction to antimicrobial sulfonamides marks a heightened risk on exposure to non-antimicrobial sulfonamides, this risk is not exclusive to antimicrobial sulfonamides. In point of fact, patients with a history of hypersensitivity to an antimicrobial sulfonamide are at even greater risk of a reaction to a penicillin than to a non-antimicrobial sulfonamide.

Prescribers should appreciate that patients with a history of allergic reactions to antimicrobial sulfonamides may be at increased risk of all drug-induced adverse events of a seeming allergic nature.

CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITORS (SED-15, 643; SEDA-27, 220; SEDA-28, 233; SEDA-29, 220)

Acetazolamide

Nervous system Acetazolamide is used to reduce the frequency of attacks of ataxia in patients with episodic ataxia type 2. However, the
metabolic acidosis that acetazolamide causes can result in nervous system complications (5A).

- A 49-year-old man with episodic ataxia type 2 responded to acetazolamide 250 mg qds. However, during an attack of ataxia he developed gaze-evoked nystagmus, positional nystagmus, dysarthria, and aggravated gait ataxia; he was also excessively drowsy and unable to speak unless subjected to painful stimuli. Imaging studies and laboratory data were normal, except for hyperammonemia (1.58 mmol/l, reference range 0.08–0.48 mg/l) and a compensated metabolic acidosis. Acetazolamide was continued, but 3 days later the ammonia concentration increased to 6.6 mg/l, with worsening of the ataxia and dysarthria. Acetazolamide was withdrawn, and within 10 days his symptoms had almost completely resolved and the serum ammonia concentration had fallen to 1.22 mg/l.

This is the first report of ataxia secondary to acetazolamide-induced hyperammonemia in a patient with episodic ataxia type 2. Acetazolamide increases the renal production of NH₃, and the consequent metabolic acidosis can cause hyperammonemia. Acetazolamide should therefore be used cautiously in patients with a history of hepatic or renal disease (conditions that predispose to hyperammonemia).

Metabolic acidosis due to acetazolamide causes increased minute ventilation, which can cause increased intracranial pressure and result in neurological complications (6A).

- A 19-year-old woman with postoperative bilateral raised intracranial pressure was given intravenous acetazolamide 500 mg followed by 250 mg every 6 hours. After 3 days she developed a metabolic acidosis (serum HCO₃ 18 mmol/l), which was attributed to acetazolamide. The metabolic acidosis progressed over the next 3 days (HCO₃ 15 mmol/l) with appropriate hypocapnia (P₅CO₂ 3.2–3.6 kPa). After 6 days she became agitated, and a propofol infusion was begun, but her mechanical respiratory rate was not increased to maintain her prior hypocapnia. After 5 hours her P₅CO₂ was 4.7 kPa and her arterial pH was 7.26. She developed extreme hypertension and a tachycardia. A CT scan of the brain showed cerebral edema, brain stem herniation, and bilateral watershed infarcts. At postmortem there were multiple fat emboli in the brain and lungs.

The use of acetazolamide in the presence of unrecognized cerebral edema due to fat embolism, with sudden normalization of brain CO₂, as occurred in this patient when her previous state of hypocapnia was no longer sustained by ventilatory effort, resulted in cerebral acidosis, vasodilatation, and a further increase in intracranial pressure. This proved catastrophic and led to brainstem herniation and brain death. Acetazolamide should be avoided if at all possible in patients with bony and traumatic brain injuries, particularly during weaning from mechanical ventilation, since it can precipitate coning in patients with raised intracranial pressure.

**Sensory systems** Acetazolamide-induced transient myopia and angle closure glaucoma can occur in patients without glaucoma (7A).

- A 66-year-old man with chronic open-angle glaucoma underwent routine left cataract surgery and intraocular lens implantation. He was given oral acetazolamide 250 mg the evening before and immediately after surgery and 3 hours later developed severe left eye pain. He had corneal edema, a uniformly shallow anterior chamber, and an intraocular pressure of 52 mmHg. The right eye showed circumcorneal congestion, corneal edema, and an intraocular pressure of 40 mmHg. He was treated with intravenous mannitol, oral acetazolamide, intraocular timolol, ofloxacin, and dexamethasone. After 24 hours the corneal edema and shallow anterior chamber persisted, with an intraocular pressure of 32 mmHg in each eye. Acetazolamide was withdrawn. Ultrasound showed bilateral choroidal effusions and intravenous dexamethasone was begun. On day 5, all ocular signs had resolved and the intraocular pressure was 18 mmHg bilaterally.

Angle closure glaucoma has been reported as an adverse effect of acetazolamide. It has been suggested that this relates to an induced forward shift of the crystalline lens in addition to ciliary body edema. Although glucocorticoids have been reported to cause choroidal effusions, an exaggeration of this phenomenon by the combination of a glucocorticoid and acetazolamide has not been previously reported.

**Electrolyte balance** Children with heart disease often require high-dose diuretic therapy, which can lead to hypochloremic metabolic alkalosis. There are limited data on the safety of acetazolamide in the treatment of hypochloremic metabolic alkalosis in children. In 28 patients, median age 2 (range 0.3–20) months who took acetazolamide 5 mg/kg for 3 days, there were no adverse events (8c). There was no significant difference in any electrolyte concentration, except for serum HCO₃, which fell from 36 to 31 mmol/l, and serum chloride,
which rose from 91 to 95 mmol/L. There was no change in urine output. Acetazolamide appears to be safe in very young patients when given for 3 consecutive days.

**Skin** Carbonic anhydrase inhibitors can rarely cause *Stevens–Johnson syndrome* (9A).

- A 62-year-old man with cerebrovascular disease underwent regional cerebrovascular reactivity to intravenous acetazolamide 1000 mg using single-photon emission computed tomography with [123I]N-isopropyl-para-iodoamphetamine 0.45 mg. Three days later he developed erythematous eruptions of varying sizes on his back, which then spread over his entire body. The presumptive diagnosis was Stevens–Johnson syndrome and he was given a glucocorticoid. The skin and mucous lesions became bullous or erosive, ruptured spontaneously, and dried with crusting. He gradually improved over 21 days. Lymphocyte transformation tests were positive with acetazolamide.

All previous cases have occurred in patients taking oral acetazolamide for glaucoma and have been limited to Japanese or Indian patients or patients of Japanese descent, as was the case here.

### Brinzolamide

**Acid-base balance** Topical brinzolamide can be systemically absorbed and could cause systemic adverse effects. In one case it was reported to have caused a *metabolic acidosis* (10A).

- A 66-year-old man with glaucoma was given brinzolamide twice daily to only one eye in addition to topical latanoprost. After 3 months he reported having stopped using brinzolamide because of lethargy and a bad taste in the mouth. He also reported that a silver chain worn around his neck had turned black within 2 days of starting brinzolamide and again soon after it had been cleaned. Electrolyte and acid-base status were not assessed.

Although a metabolic acidosis could occur with topical brinzolamide if sufficient drug were systemically absorbed, a change in the color of a silver chain worn around the neck is hardly an adequate basis for a diagnosis of a metabolic acidosis.

### Dorzolamide

**Sensory systems** Anosmia has been attributed to topical dorzolamide (11A).

- A 49-year-old man with glaucoma was given 2% dorzolamide in addition to timolol. After 1 month he developed reduced smell and after 2 months anosmia. Dorzolamide was withdrawn and latanoprost substituted. His sense of smell returned to normal within 20 days. Rechallenge with several different glaucoma medications resulted in recurrence of the anosmia whenever dorzolamide was used.

Carbonic anhydrase exists in multiple forms in the nasal mucosa, where its inhibition may have resulted in anosmia. However, the absence of previous reports of anosmia with dorzolamide suggests a patient-specific isoenzyme variability/susceptibility to carbonic anhydrase inhibition.

**Skin** *Allergic contact dermatitis* has been attributed to topical dorzolamide (12A).

- An 80-year-old woman developed conjunctival inflammation and a severe eczematous rash affecting the eyelids and cheeks within 1 week of switching from latanoprost + benzalkonium chloride to Cosopt® (dorzolamide hydrochloride 2% + timolol maleate 0.5% + benzalkonium chloride). Cosopt® was withdrawn and the dermatitis was treated with topical glucocorticoids and emollients, with rapid resolution. Subsequent patch testing was positive with pure dorzolamide 40% and timolol 10%, with no reactions to product excipients or benzalkonium chloride.

Contact dermatitis to two separate topical agents, timolol and dorzolamide, is decidedly uncommon. Patch testing, albeit at higher drug concentrations, showed sensitivity to both compounds.

### THIAZIDE AND THIAZIDE-LIKE DIURETICS (SED-15, 3375; SEDA-27, 220; SEDA-28, 233; SEDA-29, 221)

**Mineral balance** Hypercalcemia associated with thiazide diuretics is probably due to reduced urine calcium excretion. However, the incidence of thiazide diuretic-associated hypercalcemia has not been reported. In a study
that included 72 patients with thiazide diuretic-associated hypercalcemia (68 women and 4 men; mean age 64 years), the overall age and sex-adjusted incidence was 7.7 per 100 000 (95% CI = 5.9, 9.5), with an increase in incidence after 1996, peaking at 16 per 100 000 (95% CI = 8.3, 24) in 1998 (13c). The highest rate was in women aged 70–79 years (55/100 000). Thiazide diuretic-associated hypercalcemia was typically discovered several years (mean 6.0) after the start of therapy. The mean highest serum calcium was 2.7 (range 2.54–2.88) mmol/l and the serum parathyroid hormone concentration (obtained in 53 patients) was 4.8 pmol/l (reference range 1.0–5.2). In 21 of 33 patients who stopped taking the thiazide diuretic there was persistent hypercalcemia, and 18 were subsequently found to have primary hyperparathyroidism. The observed sex discrepancy in these studies suggests that postmenopausal women are predisposed to hypercalcemia with thiazide diuretics and/or that women more often take thiazides for the treatment of hypertension. This phenomenon tends to be mild, asymptomatic, and non-progressive; it calls for establishing whether primary hyperparathyroidism is present.

Chlorthalidone

**Sensory systems**  Chlorthalidone has been associated with acute myopia (14a).

- A 30-year-old man with hypertension developed visual blurring after taking chlortalidone 12.5 mg/day for 4 days in addition to atenolol. Visual acuity was 20/120 in both eyes and slit-lamp biomicroscopy showed retinal striae radiating from the fovea. B-scan ultrasonography showed shallow peripheral serous choroidal detachment. The blood pressure was 140/100, hematological and renal function tests and serum electrolytes were within the reference ranges, and a CT scan of the head was normal. Atenolol and chlorthalidone were withdrawn and 5 days later his visual acuity had returned to 20/20. Fundoscopy showed disappearance of the retinal striae at the macula and resolution of the peripheral choroidal effusion.

Hydrochlorothiazide

**Sensory systems**  Bilateral angle closure glaucoma has been reported with hydrochlorothiazide (15a).

- A 70-year-old woman with hypertension developed bilateral worsening vision over 1 day. She had started to take hydrochlorothiazide 1 month before. Visual acuity was substantially impaired and intraocular pressures were about 40 mmHg bilaterally. Slit lamp examination showed bilateral shallow anterior chambers with anterior bowing of the iris and a centered posterior chamber intraocular lens. She was given dorzolamide, timolol, brimonidine, and prednisolone acetate and by the next day the intraocular pressures were ≈15 mmHg, although the anterior chambers remained shallow. Anterior choroidal effusions were suspected and the hydrochlorothiazide was withdrawn. After 3 days later the best-corrected vision was substantially improved, deep anterior chambers were present bilaterally, and the intraocular pressures were 12 mmHg.

Hydrochlorothiazide has only been associated with bilateral secondary angle closure once before. The proposed mechanism involves an idiosyncratic reaction in the uvea, with expansion of the extracellular tissues of the ciliary body and choroid. Presumably in cases in which there is mild expansion of the ciliary body and choroid there might only be a period of transient myopia. If uveal expansion is unrelenting there is appositional closure of the angle to such a degree that the intraocular pressure cannot equilibrate to normal. It is unclear whether there is cross-reactivity amongst various sulfonamide derivatives for this ocular complication.

**Pancreas**  Fatal necrotizing pancreatitis has been reported in a patient taking hydrochlorothiazide (16a).

- A 49-year-old man with hypertension, who had taken hydrochlorothiazide 12.5 mg/day and lisinopril 10 mg/day for 1 year, developed severe diffuse abdominal pain and vomiting. The diagnosis was pancreatic inflammation and necrosis. Other causes of pancreatitis, including hypertriglyceridemia, hypercalcemia, HIV infection, alcohol, and trauma, were excluded. Despite aggressive treatment he developed multi-organ failure and refractory shock and died shortly thereafter.

Thiazide-induced necrotizing pancreatitis is very rare, only three cases having previously been reported. The exact mechanism is incompletely understood and the susceptibility factors...
are not known. The intensity varies and can range from mild to life-threatening.

Indapamide

Cardiovascular Indapamide has been associated with QT interval prolongation and torsade de pointes independent of electrolyte changes (17A).

- A 42-year-old woman with systemic lupus erythematosus and hypertension developed palpitation and near syncope. Her medications included prednisolone 5 mg/day and indapamide 2.5 mg/day. A baseline electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm, several episodes of non-sustained ventricular tachycardia, and a QTc interval of 510 ms. Serum potassium, magnesium, and free calcium concentrations were all normal. Despite withdrawal of indapamide and prednisolone, torsade de pointes occurred and degenerated into ventricular fibrillation. Over the next two days the QTc interval gradually shortened to 430 ms. Coronary angiography did not show any significant stenotic lesions.

Several non-antidysrhythmic drugs, including diuretics, prolong cardiac repolarization, predisposing to torsade de pointes. Diuretic-induced hypokalemia can exacerbate this effect. However, indapamide blocks the slow component of the delayed inward rectifier potassium current, leading to excessive lengthening of cardiac repolarization and thereby a predisposition to torsade de pointes. Indapamide should therefore be used with caution in patients who are at risk of torsade de pointes, especially when the patient is also taking drugs that block the rapid component of the delayed inward rectifier potassium current. Such drugs include class III antidysrhythmic drugs, macrolide antibiotics, antipsychotic drugs, and antihistamines.

Mineral balance Loop diuretics can affect bone by increasing urine calcium excretion and modifying the diurnal rhythm of parathyroid hormone. In a double-blind, randomized study 87 otherwise healthy postmenopausal women with osteopenia were randomized to bumetanide 2 mg/day or placebo for 1 year (19C). Calcium (800 mg/day) and vitamin D (10 micrograms/day) were administered throughout the study. Compared with placebo, urine calcium and plasma parathyroid hormone concentrations rose by 17 and 9% respectively. Bone mineral density fell by 2% at the hip (95% CI = 0.7, 3.2%) and ultradistal forearm. Six months after completion of bumetanide therapy between-group differences in bone mineral density were no longer statistically significant. The negative effect of bumetanide on bone metabolism and density was probably mitigated in these studies by calcium and vitamin D.

Musculoskeletal Although loop diuretics increase renal calcium excretion, there have been variable results in studies of their effects on the risk of fractures. In a case–control study of the risk of fracture in 44 001 patients who had taken a loop diuretic in the preceding 5 years and 194 111 age- and sex-matched controls, “ever” use of a loop diuretic was associated with a crude 51% increased risk of any fracture (OR = 1.51; 95% CI = 1.48, 155) and a 72% increased risk of hip fracture (OR = 1.72; 95% CI = 1.64, 181) (20C). After adjustment for potential confounders, the risk reduction was
only slightly increased for any fracture (OR = 1.04) and for hip fracture (OR = 1.16). With an increased average daily dose the estimates increased in former users but fell in current users. Furosemide was associated with higher risk estimates than bumetanide. This study does not provide a definitive answer to the risk of fractures with loop diuretics but suggests that particular caution should be taken.

Death In 1354 patients (76% men, mean age 53 years) with advanced systolic heart failure (mean ejection fraction 24%) four groups were identified according to daily furosemide equivalent dosages: 0–40, 41–80, 81–160, and over 160 mg/day (21c). The four groups were comparable as regards sex, body mass index, a history of hypertension, ischemic etiology of heart failure, and use of spironolactone. The highest dose was associated with lower hemoglobin and serum sodium concentrations and higher blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine concentrations. There was reduced survival with increased diuretic dosage at 2 years: 83, 81, 68, and 53%. Diuretic dosage was an independent predictor of mortality at 1 year and 2 years, even with co-variate adjustment for multiple potentially confounding variables. Kaplan–Meier survival estimate curves showed persistence of the prognostic value of diuretic dosage in men/women, patients with and without coronary artery disease, and those with a serum creatinine above or below 133 µmol/l. The association of larger doses of loop diuretics with poorer outcomes has been demonstrated in a number of retrospective analyses. However, this study differed, in that it showed a stepwise, dose-dependent effect of loop diuretics on mortality. Propensity matching was not performed in these studies and so it is not known whether the relation between loop diuretic dosage and increased mortality is causative.

ALDOSTERONE RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS

Eplerenone (SED-15, 1227; SEDA-27, 231; SEDA-28, 235)

Susceptibility factors

Renal disease In 64 subjects mild, moderate, or severe renal impairment had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of a single dose of eplerenone 100 mg followed by 100 mg/day on days 3–8 (22c). Hemodialysis removed about 10% of the dose.

Spironolactone (SED-15, 3176; SEDA-27, 231; SEDA-28, 235; SEDA-29, 222)

Electrolyte balance In 3995 patients for whom spironolactone was prescribed in a single teaching hospital and two community hospitals, hyperkalemia was identified in 419 (10.5%); the median age of all the patients was 65 years and the median daily dose was 25 mg (23c).

One would expect the risk of hyperkalemia in patients taking spironolactone to be increased by concomitant therapy with an ACE inhibitor or an angiotensin receptor antagonist (24A, 25A). However, this effect may be mitigated by the addition of a potassium-wasting diuretic, as exemplified by a retrospective study of 259 patients with chronic heart failure who were taking spironolactone (25 mg/day, n = 210, or 50 mg/day, n = 49) plus furosemide 40 mg/day, plus either an ACE inhibitor or an angiotensin receptor antagonist, and 251 who were taking the same drugs without spironolactone (26c). The serum potassium concentration was raised only in those who were taking spironolactone, regardless of other potassium-sparing therapy (enalapril maleate 5 mg/day, losartan potassium 50 mg/day, or candesartan cilexetil 8 mg/day).

Endocrine In an open study in 35 women with acne, mean age 21 years, spironolactone 100 mg/day on 16 days each month for 3 months had no effect on serum total testosterone concentrations but reduced serum dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate concentrations (27c).

Breasts In a man with chronic heart failure and gynecomastia attributed to spironolactone there was bilaterally increased uptake of 67Ga citrate and 18F FDG in the breast tissues (28A).

Susceptibility factors

Children In 100 children (average age 21 months, weight 9.5 kg), 62 of whom had
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Heart disease, 29 had chronic lung disease, and nine had other conditions, spironolactone 1.7–2.0 mg/kg/day plus a potassium-wasting diuretic was associated with hyperkalemia initially, but hypokalemia was more frequent during long-term use (29c).

Elderly patients In a retrospective survey of 64 patients aged over 75 years, there was hyperkalemia (over 5.5 mmol/l) in 36% and severe hyperkalemia (over 6.0 mmol/l) in 11% (30c). The incidence of severe renal insufficiency was 11% and 38% of the patients had a more than 50% rise in creatinine concentration. Three deaths were thought to be drug related. Only severe intercurrent illness predicted the adverse outcomes. In contrast to the results of other studies, age, baseline creatinine, creatinine clearance, ACE inhibitor dose, NYHA class, diabetes mellitus, intensity of monitoring, co-morbidity, and number of co-medications were not predictive. These results suggest that elderly patients are more susceptible to hyperkalemia and renal insufficiency when taking spironolactone.

OSMOTIC DIURETICS

Mannitol  (SED-15, 2203; SEDA-29, 222)

Electrolyte balance Intraoperative hyperkalemia and cardiac toxicity have been reported during intraoperative infusion of mannitol.
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Aluminium compounds are used as phosphate binders and as adjuvants in vaccines. Aluminium is also part of dental and medical implant material such as glass ionomer cement. Because of aluminium’s known adverse effects, aluminium-based phosphate binders (aluminium hydroxide) have gradually lost their place in the treatment of hyperphosphatemia especially in patients with renal insufficiency. Calcium and magnesium salts and a synthetic polyallamine hydrochloride have been more often used. Recently lanthanum carbonate has also been introduced as a phosphate binder and it is effective in short-term treatment; however, caution is required, keeping in mind the lessons learned from aluminium.

Neuromuscular function Current evidence suggests that aluminium from adjuvants in vaccines can persist at the site of injection for years. However, its relation to macrophagic myofasciitis is controversial, as has been illustrated by the following case report.

A 32-year-old man had intermittently raised serum creatine kinase activity (78 U/l in April 2003, 484 U/l in July 2003, and 8846 U/l in August 2003; reference range <196 U/l), with normal troponin concentrations. He had no neuromuscular symptoms. He had been given inactivated hepatitis A vaccine (Havrix) and poliomyelitis vaccine in March 2000 and a booster inoculation for hepatitis A in February 2001. He had no evidence of muscle weakness or wasting and no fasciculation, and the rest of the neurological examination and needle electromyography was normal. In a deltoid muscle biopsy the interstitial connective tissue contained a dense infiltrate of large macrophages. Electron microscopy showed spiculated structures within these macrophages. An EDAX X-ray detector showed an aluminium peak from the aggregates. There was no correlation between macrophage myofasciitis and the clinical signs and symptoms in this patient.

Skin In 19 children pruritic nodules occurred at the injection site after immunization with aluminium hydroxide-adsorbed DTaP/polio + Hib (Infanrix, Pentavac) and persisted for many years. The nodules were often aggravated during upper respiratory tract infections and local skin alterations. The median time between immunization and the onset of symptoms was 1 month. Epicutaneous tests for aluminium were positive in all 16 children who were tested, indicating delayed hypersensitivity to aluminium. This condition is not common but is important to recognize, as the child and the family can suffer considerably. Subsequent immunization with aluminium-adsorbed vaccines can aggravate the symptoms. Aluminium-containing skin products, such as antiperspirants, can cause contact dermatitis, while nodules can be mistaken for tumors. Even though the incidence of itchy nodules and aluminium allergy after the administration of Infanrix, Pentavac, and other aluminium-adsorbed vaccines is probably low, research to replace aluminium adjuvants would be appropriate.

Susceptibility factors Although the toxicity of aluminium in end-stage renal insufficiency is well known and apparently under control, a recent report has suggested that infection might lead to raised plasma aluminium and neurotoxicity.

A 67-year-old man with end-stage renal insufficiency secondary to diabetic nephropathy had been treated with hemodialysis for 15 years and had taken aluminium hydroxide 1 g tds for 5 years. He developed a pyrexia of 37.8 °C because of a cellulitis at the dialysis catheter exit site. There was no hemodynamic compromise, but he was encephalopathic with reduced consciousness, impaired cognition, and agitation. The C-reactive protein was
121 mg/l. Although an exit-site swab grew Staphylococcus aureus, blood cultures were persistently negative. The dialysis catheter was removed and he was given intravenous fluoroquinoloxin 500 mg qds. The plasma aluminium concentration was very high (25 µmol/l). Subsequent estimations showed a return to the basal concentration (<1 µmol/l), with neurological recovery by day 7.

In the same study, five patients on hemodialysis with bacteremia, not taking aluminium hydroxide had no appreciable rise in plasma aluminium concentration (mean 1.3, range 0.6–2.0 µmol/l). This case suggests that aluminium toxicity may be under-diagnosed and raises questions about the frequency of aluminium monitoring and the effects of acute septic episodes. The authors suggested that infection can cause the release of tissue aluminium, leading to acutely increased plasma aluminium concentrations and signs of neurotoxicity.

Antimony (SED-15, 316; SEDA-27, 224; SEDA-28, 244; SEDA-29, 226)

Antimonials, especially the pentavalent compounds, remain important in the treatment of various forms of leishmaniasis (visceral, cutaneous, and mucosal) (7R, 8R).

Cardiovascular Cardiac adverse effects of antimony compounds, such as prolongation of the QT interval and ventricular tachycardia, are still often observed.

• A 12-year-old girl was referred to hospital with recurrent syncopal attacks for 4 days, each lasting 10–15 minutes (9A). She had seven such episodes. She had completed a course of sodium stibogluconate 20 mg/kg/day for 30 days for visceral leishmaniasis 5 days before. She had frequent runs of sustained polymorphous ventricular tachycardia (torsade de pointes) with a prolonged QTc interval (460 ms). Lidocaine was temporarily beneficial and hypokalemia (3.3 mmol/l) was managed by intravenous potassium. Recurrent ventricular tachycardia with giddiness was aborted by synchronized cardioversion (0.5 J/kg), as was a later episode of ventricular fibrillation. She recovered slowly, with episodes of sustained ventricular tachycardia, each requiring cardioversion, over the next 2 days. Her QTc interval eventually shortened to 350 ms.

Arsenic (SED-15, 339; SEDA-27, 225; SEDA-28, 245; SEDA-29, 227)

The efficacy of arsenic trioxide in cancer (10R, 11R), especially hematological malignancies such as acute promyelocytic anemia (12R, 13R), is still being explored. Arsenic trioxide belongs to a new category of anticancer agents, which target mitochondria. Cardiotoxicity is a frequent adverse effect. Arsenic is often found in herbal medicines of Asian origin (14R).

Respiratory Acute lung injury has been reported in a patient who received arsenic trioxide (15A).

• A 68-year-old man with pancytopenia due to myelodysplastic syndrome was given arsenic trioxide and 8 weeks later developed a chronic non-productive cough, weight loss, and dyspnea on exertion. He had bilateral crackles over the lower two-thirds of the lungs, mild pitting edema in both legs, and multiple petechiae diffusely scattered over the skin. Lung function tests showed a restrictive pattern with an FEV1 of 1.85 l (60% of predicted), FVC 2.34 l (59% of predicted), FEV1/FVC of 79%, total lung capacity of 4.15 l (66% of predicted), and 93% predicted diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide. A chest CT scan showed dense parenchymal consolidation throughout both lungs, with bilateral pleural effusions. There was mosaic perfusion, suggesting air trapping, and areas of ground glass opacity. He was transfused with platelets and packed erythrocytes and given a broad-spectrum antibiotic. Bronchoscopy showed normal central airways and no evidence of alveolar hemorrhage. Bronchoalveolar lavage yielded no infectious organisms. He was given high-dose intravenous dexamethasone and rapidly improved. Later, another dose of arsenic trioxide produced the same clinical syndrome, which again responded to a corticosteroid.

Fluid balance Fluid retention has been reported during therapy with arsenic trioxide (16A).

• A 78-year-old man with acute promyelocytic anemia developed systemic edema and a pleural effusion during therapy with arsenic trioxide. He had neither cardiac nor renal insufficiency. Dexamethasone was not effective. The fluid retention disappeared after withdrawal of arsenic trioxide but recurred when it was readministered. Its appearance was not related to the number of leucocytes in the peripheral blood.

The clinical features suggested that the fluid retention in this case was different from that
caused by acute promyelocytic leukemia differentiation syndrome and was probably an adverse effect of arsenic trioxide.

**Bismuth** *(SED-15, 518; SEDA-27, 225; SEDA-28, 245; SEDA-29, 227)*

Bismuth compounds (colloidal bismuth subcitrate, bismuth subsalicylate) are used for a host of gastrointestinal complaints, and bismuth-based quadruple therapy is still the second-line treatment of choice in the eradication of *Helicobacter pylori* *(17)*. Bismuth compounds continue to be used after tonsillectomy for hemostasis and also in dental medicine.

Bismacine, also known as chromacine, is an injectable product that has been used to treat Lyme disease. It is not a pharmaceutical, is not approved for anything, including Lyme disease, and contains high amounts of bismuth, which is not approved for use by injection. The US FDA has warned consumers and health-care providers against using bismacine, after investigating one report of death and several reports of injuries *(18)*. One person died, one was hospitalized, and others had serious adverse events after receiving bismacine. The possible effects of bismuth poisoning include renal insufficiency and cardiovascular collapse.

**Urinary tract**

*Acute renal insufficiency* is an infrequent adverse effect of colloidal bismuth citrate overdose but continues to occur *(19)*.

- A 16-year-old girl developed nausea, vomiting, and facial paresthesia 10 days after taking 60 tablets (18 g) of colloidal bismuth subcitrate (De-Nol) in a suicide attempt. She had undergone gastric lavage 6 hours later and had received intravenous fluids. However, for the next 9 days she had continued to vomit 3 or 4 times a day. Her blood urea nitrogen was 37 mmol/l, serum creatinine 1759 µmol/l, and her serum electrolytes and liver enzymes were normal. Creatinine clearance was 8.8 ml/minute/1.73 m², fractionated sodium excretion 6.6%, renal failure index 9.2%, and tubular phosphate reabsorption 63%. Abdominal ultrasonography showed slightly large kidneys bilaterally and slightly increased echogenicity in the renal parenchyma. Electrocardiography and echocardiography were normal. The serum bismuth concentration 2 days after admission was 495 µg/l. She was given intravenous fluids, hemodialysis, first on alternate days and then twice weekly, and oral penicillamine 20 mg/kg/day. The serum blood urea nitrogen and creatinine concentrations fell gradually over about 1 month and hemodialysis was discontinued. After seven weeks her renal function had returned to normal and her serum bismuth concentration had fallen to almost one-half.

**Chromium** *(SED-15, 737; SEDA-27, 226; SEDA-28, 246; SEDA-29, 228)*

Chromium supplements continue to be used in performance enhancement and may also have a beneficial role in the treatment of diabetes *(20, 21)*. Chromium, often combined with cobalt, is used in medical implant materials.

**Cardiovascular**

In a recent study the importance of chromium supplementation on specific cardiac measurements during diabetes was reported *(22)*. *Prolongation of the QT₉ interval* was a powerful predictor of total mortality, cardiac death, and stroke in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Experimental and clinical studies suggested that chromium supplementation improves insulin sensitivity, lowers plasma insulin concentrations, and improves glucose homeostasis.

The potential effects of chromium supplementation on QT₉ interval duration in patients with type 2 diabetes have been studied in 60 patients randomly assigned to chromium picolinate 1000 micrograms/day for 3 months and placebo for 3 months in either order. Baseline QT₉ interval was similar in the two groups (422 versus 425 milliseconds), it was shorter after 3 months in those who took chromium picolinate first (406 versus 431 milliseconds). In the next 3 months, the QT₉ interval shortened in those who took chromium picolinate second and did not alter in the others, resulting in comparable QT₉ intervals at the end of the study (414 versus 409 milliseconds). Apart from body mass index (31.4 kg/m² in patients with QT₉ shortening versus 28.7 kg/m² in those without), no clinical or laboratory variables predicted QT₉ interval shortening.

**Cobalt** *(SED-15, 847; SEDA-24, 255)*

**Skin** See under *Nickel*.
Musculoskeletal Cobalt–chromium alloys are used as implant devices. Fatigue fractures of the cemented cobalt–chromium stem in 10 patients after total hip arthroplasty have been reviewed (23AR). The average age at the time of surgery was 54 (range 34–70) years and the average body mass index was 29 (range 20–38) kg/m². The time in situ of the prosthesis at the time of fracture averaged 8 (range 4–12) years. Obesity, undersizing, varus positioning, retroversion, and loss of medial calcar support have all been associated with an increased risk of this complication. Five patients had a body mass index of 25–29 and three had a BMI of 30 or greater. There was loss of medial calcar support in 7 patients in whom intermediate follow-up radiographs were taken before the fracture occurred; as proximal medial bone support is lost, the stem must withstand all the cyclic loads that are applied to the hip, eventually leading to fatigue failure and fracture.

Copper (SED-15, 901; SEDA-27, 226; SEDA-28, 246; SEDA-29, 228)

The roles of copper in Wilson’s disease and neurodegenerative disease have been reviewed (24R, 25R).

Gallium (SED-15, 1477; SEDA-27, 227; SEDA-28, 246; SEDA-29, 228)

Gallium nitrate is used as an antitumor agent. Gallium-67 is used as a radio-imaging agent for cancer detection. Gallium-68 labelled peptides are now being used increasingly in imaging (26R). Gallium-based dental alloys are being increasingly used in dental medicine.

Gold and gold salts (SED-15, 1520; SEDA-27, 227; SEDA-28, 246; SEDA-29, 228)

The traditional disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs have been compared with modern biological drugs, such as TNF-alfa blockers (27R). The author concluded that conventional compounds, such as gold salts, continue to maintain their place in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.

Observational studies Of 49 respondents to a questionnaire that was sent to 102 gold-allergic patients, all but one were women (28S). Most of them reported that their dermatitis had improved after patch testing, but most had avoided other allergens as well as gold. The authors concluded that avoidance of gold earrings did not appear to benefit patients with earlobe dermatitis, but that total avoidance of gold jewelry on the hands and wrists did seem to benefit a subgroup of patients with facial and eyelid dermatitis who wore powder, eye shadow, or foundation on affected areas.

Comparative studies Of 120 patients with rheumatoid arthritis who switched from aurothioglucose to aurothiomalate after the former was withdrawn from the Dutch market because of insufficient quality of the raw material at the end of 2001, 19 reported an adverse drug reaction with aurothiomalate that they had not previously experienced with aurothioglucose (29C). The most common adverse effects were pruritus, dermatitis/stomatitis, and chrysisis/hyperpigmentation. There were 29 withdrawals within 12 months because of lack of efficacy (n = 17), adverse drug reactions (n = 8), or remission (n = 3). Kaplan–Meier plots showed a survival rate with aurothiomalate of 79% after 12 months. There were no statistically significant differences in disease activity indicators during follow-up visits compared with baseline.

Iron salts (SED-15, 1911; SEDA-27, 227; SEDA-28, 247; SEDA-29, 229)

Iron deficiency has recently been reviewed (30R), as have adverse drug events associated with parenteral iron (31R, 32R). These reviews have suggested that there are increased risks associated with iron dextran, especially hypersensitivity reactions, while non-dextran supplements appear to be safer.

Immunologic Acute hypersensitivity reactions have been attributed to sodium ferric gluconate in a woman with anemia (33A).
A 38-year-old woman with persistent anemia that failed to respond to oral iron was given parenteral ferric gluconate 125 mg intravenously over 10 minutes. She tolerated this dose well, with no immediate reaction. However, about 1 hour after the end of the ferric gluconate infusion she felt dizzy and nauseated and had a swollen tongue. These effects abated without intervention. One week later, she had a second course of parenteral iron, preceded by intravenous dexamethasone 10 mg, intravenous diphenhydramine 25 mg, and oral prochlorperazine 10 mg. Before treatment her blood pressure was 132/65 mmHg and her heart rate 65/minute. She was given ferric gluconate in the same dose, but to be infused over 30 minutes. About halfway through the infusion, she developed epigastric pain, nausea, and swelling of her lips and tongue. Her blood pressure fell to 90/50 mmHg. The iron infusion was immediately discontinued and she was given intravenous diphenhydramine 25 mg, dexamethasone 10 mg, cimetidine 300 mg, morphine 1 mg for epigastric pain, and fluids 250 ml/hour, and oxygen 2 l/minute by nasal cannula. The redness and swelling of her lips and tongue subsided within minutes and her blood pressure rose to 90/62 mmHg.

An anaphylactoid reaction to sodium ferric gluconate has been reported during pregnancy (34A).

A 24-year-old woman at 38 weeks’ gestation was given intravenous sodium ferric gluconate complex for iron deficiency anemia. Shortly after the start of the infusion her tongue started to swell. She was given diphenhydramine 50 mg and the sodium ferric gluconate was continued. Her blood pressure then fell suddenly and she developed severe angioedema of the eyes, lips, and oral mucosa. The infusion was stopped. Her blood pressure was 70/30 mmHg, the heart rate 110 beats/minute, and the SpO2 100%. The fetal heart was monitored throughout treatment, resuscitation, and stabilization, and was normal. She was given several doses of adrenaline 50 micrograms, ranitidine 50 mg, and dexamethasone 10 mg, with 2 liters of crystalloid. She delivered a healthy child 1 week later.

Hematologic The effects of magnesium sulfate on cord blood neutrophil functional activity has been studied in 30 preterm neonates, 10 of whom had been exposed to maternal tocolysis with magnesium sulfate perterm, 10 of whose mothers had not received tocolysis, and 10 term infants (37C). Neutrophil functional activity in the cord blood of the preterm neonates was significantly lower than in term neonates. Alterations in neutrophil chemotaxis, random motility, and chemiluminescence were more noticeable in neonates with intrapartum exposure to magnesium sulfate than in preterm infants whose mothers had received no tocolysis. Furthermore, the reduction in neutrophil functional activity correlated with maternal serum magnesium concentrations.

Musculoskeletal Tocolysis with magnesium sulfate can affect calcium homeostasis and cause osteoporosis. A woman in her mid thirties was given intravenous magnesium sulfate for 101 days (loading dose 2 g, infused over 30 minutes, followed by a maintenance dose of 1 g/hour); after delivery she developed osteoporosis, leading to significant morbidity (38AR).

Magnesium causes hypocalcemia and hypercalciuria by several mechanisms. It is taken up by bone, displacing calcium; in the kidneys magnesium ions compete with calcium for reabsorption in the loop of Henle; and magnesium suppresses parathyroid hormone secretion. Because of the risk of osteoporosis during prolonged intravenous administration of magnesium sulfate, the authors made the following recommendations:

- alternatives to prolonged infusion of magnesium sulfate in the treatment of preterm labor should be considered;
- for early prevention and treatment of possible osteoporosis, the diagnosis must be thought of and established as early as possible;
• radiography in the third trimester is not feasible, but bone mineral density screening of the heels by ultrasonography can be performed;
• if patients have magnesium sulfate tocolysis and bed rest for more than 2 months, they should have the bone density screening by ultrasonography, especially before their first attempt to get out of bed;
• specific stresses on the bones, which might lead to fractures, must be avoided—protected and progressively increased weight bearing and, in some instances, adjusted analgesics and physical therapy for pain control are recommended;
• lactation should be discouraged, because it could be associated with a negative calcium balance and marked bone loss;
• calcium and vitamin D supplementation can be prescribed during tocolysis—the daily calcium requirement should be increased to higher than the recommended dietary allowance in single pregnancy (1200 mg/day) to meet maternal needs in pregnancies that require prolonged magnesium sulfate tocolysis and continuous bed rest;
• because women are not exposed to sunlight during tocolysis, vitamin D 400 IU/day, should be given;
• in severe cases, antiresorptive drugs given postpartum may help in restoring bone mineral density, but controlled trials are needed to confirm this.

Management of adverse drug reactions The effect of nifedipine on magnesium-induced adverse effects has been studied in a retrospective chart review of 377 women who were given intravenous magnesium sulfate for pre-eclampsia. 162 received magnesium sulfate and contemporaneous nifedipine and 215 controls received magnesium sulfate and either another antihypertensive (n = 32) or no antihypertensive (n = 183) (39). The cases had more severe pre-eclampsia and a longer infusion of magnesium sulfate. However, they had no excess of neuromuscular weakness (53%) compared with controls who received antihypertensive medication (53%), or controls who received no antihypertensive medication (45%); nor were there other serious magnesium-related effects. Those who received magnesium had less neuromuscular blockade than controls who received antihypertensive medication (OR = 0.04; 95% CI = 0.002, 0.80) and less maternal hypotension than those who received no antihypertensive medication (41 versus 53%). The authors concluded that nifedipine does not alter the risk of serious magnesium-related effects.

Manganese (SED-15, 2200; SEDA-27, 229; SEDA-28, 248; SEDA-29, 230) Manganese compounds are used as mineral supplements and as contrast agents in radiodiagnostics.

Nervous system Parkinsonism has been reported in a patient taking manganese-containing supplements (40A).

• A 62-year-old Japanese man, who had been managed on maintenance hemodialysis therapy for chronic renal insufficiency caused by diabetic nephropathy, developed progressive worsening of gait, dysarthria, slowing of actions, and impaired handwriting. He had a mask-like face, flexed posture, minimal cogwheel rigidity, tremor of the hands, and disturbance of fine finger movements. He walked with short steps. His handwriting was micrographic. An MRI scan of the brain showed symmetrical abnormalities in the bilateral basal ganglia, with low-intensity areas on T1-weighted images and high-intensity areas on T2-weighted images and flair images. The serum manganese concentration was 8 µg/l, and the CSF concentration 2 µg/l. The serum manganese concentration in hemodialysis is generally reported to be low (mean 2 µg/l) compared with that in the healthy population (6.1 µg/l). Although the reference range for the manganese concentration in the CSF has not been reported in patients on hemodialysis, the CSF concentration in this patient was high compared with that in healthy subjects (0.88 µg/l) and patients with Parkinson disease (1.20 µg/l). A 4-hour hemodialysis session did not change his serum manganese concentration, and the manganese concentration in the dialysate was below the limit of detection. He had been taking several health supplements for as long as 4 years, including Chlorella extract (12 g/day), taro extract (2.5 g/day), and Umbelliferae powder (4 g/day). His daily intake of manganese was calculated from the listed content to be 0.02 mg for taro extract and 0.5 mg for Umbelliferae powder. The Chlorella extract contained manganese 139 µg/g of, a daily oral intake of 1.7 mg. Thus, his total daily manganese intake was 2.22 mg. The supplements were withdrawn and he was given levodopa, without improvement. EDTA also was tried intravenously, 1 g bd for 10 days; the manganese concentration in the CSF increased six-fold and 2 weeks later an MRI scan...
showed dramatic improvement. During the next 4 months his symptoms gradually improved, and his gait, handwriting, speech, and rigidity became almost normal.

Although a definitive diagnosis of manganese-induced parkinsonism can be made only by confirmation of manganese accumulation in the brain, the diagnosis was presumed in this patient from his symptoms, high serum and CSF manganese concentrations, and bilateral MRI scan abnormalities in the basal ganglia.

Mercury and mercurial salts
(SED-15, 2259; SEDA-27, 229; SEDA-28, 248; SEDA-29, 230)

The adverse effects of mercury-containing dental amalgams continue to be debated (41R). Mercury is also commonly found in herbal medicines of Asian origin (14R).

The use of thiomersal (an ethylmercury preservative) in vaccines still gives reason for concern (42R) especially its purported role in autism (43R). Several affluent countries are moving to eliminate it from vaccines as a precautionary measure. However, the WHO has advocated continued use of thiomersal-containing vaccines in developing countries because of their effectiveness, safety, low cost, wide availability, and logistical suitability in such countries.

In a major review of the risk of adverse effects of vaccines that contain thiomersal, the authors supported the WHO position, concluding that the benefit to harm balance is favorable, and that these vaccines should continue to be used, especially in developing countries, until thiomersal-free substitutes become practical and affordable (44R).

Gastrointestinal
The use of heavy metals, such as mercury, in folk remedies to treat abdominal pain is relatively common in certain Hispanic communities (45A).

• A 4-month-old Mexican–American boy with a 4-week history of abdominal colic developed a fever and irritability. There was tenderness over McBurney’s point, and a plain abdominal X-ray showed a metallic density in the right lower quadrant, presumably within the appendix. The child had received elemental mercury for abdominal pain for 4–6 weeks. The blood mercury concentration was 31 µg/l. Positional maneuvers and whole bowel irrigation with polyethylene glycol were unsuccessfully used in an attempt to empty the mercury from the appendix. Persistent fever and irritability eventually necessitated appendicectomy.

Immunologic
A generalized reaction to thiomersal in an influenza vaccine has been reported (46A).

• A 39-year-old white woman developed pruritus and a rash on all four limbs 8 hours after influenza immunization in the right deltoid muscle. She initially had pruritus on the right arm, which spread to the left arm, both legs, and the upper chest. She had received influenza vaccine each year for the past 6 years without adverse effects. However, she had had a rash on her eyelids 10 years before from a thiomersal-containing contact lens solution. She had an erythematous, maculopapular eruption on all four limbs and the torso. The rash spread to her buttocks and persisted for 2 weeks, after which she was given a 5-day course of oral prednisone and an antihistamine. The rash resolved after 4 days. Patch testing 4 weeks later was positive only with thiomersal.

Nickel
(SED-15, 2502; SEDA-27, 229; SEDA-28, 249; SEDA-29, 230)

Skin
Of 250 Iranian patients with a diagnosis of contact dermatitis and/or atopic dermatitis 126 (50%) had at least one positive patch test reaction and 23 (9.2%) had more than two positive reactions (47c). The five most common allergens were nickel sulfate 70 (28%), cobalt chloride 32 (13%), para-tertiarybutyl phenol formaldehyde resin 20 (8.0%), potassium dichromate 13 (5.2%), and colophony 13 (5.2%). Contact allergy to nickel sulfate was significantly more common in women and in patients under 40 years of age, probably because of more exposure.

Immunologic
Pericarditis has been attributed to hypersensitivity to the nickel in an Amplatzer occluder device, which contains nitinol, an alloy that is composed of 55% nickel and 45% titanium (48A).

• A 38-year-old man with a history of migraine had an ischemic stroke, which was attributed to paradoxical embolism through a patent foramen ovale. A 35 mm Amplatzer patent foramen ovale occluder device was inserted percutaneously without
complications. Several days later he complained of intermittent episodes of substernal chest pressure and tingling in the left arm. The pain progressed to severe left scapular discomfort, exacerbated by inspiration and movement. His migraines became more frequent and he had more visual auras without headache. CT angiography showed a small pericardial effusion. He was given prednisone 40 mg/day for pericarditis. Allergy patch testing showed a positive reaction to nickel, consistent with a type IV hypersensitivity reaction.

Contact dermatitis has been attributed to nickel in a peripheral intravenous catheter (49A). The catheter (OPTIVA, Medex, Johnson and Johnson Medical and Vascular Access) was made of polyurethane and was latex free, but the eyelet was made of brass (30%) and nickel plated (70%).

- A 37-year-old woman had several recurrent episodes of an itchy mucosal exanthems each time she had an infusion of glucose for several hours. She had a history of allergic contact dermatitis to nickel, confirmed by a highly positive patch test to nickel sulfate. She was given a glucose infusion for 4 hours under medical supervision through a peripheral intravenous catheter, OPTIVA 20G with ORILON polyurethane (Medex, Johnson & Johnson Medical and Vascular Access, Arlington, TX, USA). One hour later she developed an itchy, macular, slightly swollen rash, predominantly in the flexural folds, which abated after 2 days of loratidine therapy. There was no reaction at the infusion site on the forearm.

- A 33-year-old woman had recurrent episodes of an itchy rash, which appeared 10 hours after three surgical operations for a malignant pulmonary tumour and ovarian metastases and after an injection of an iodine-containing contrast medium for a chest scan. The rash consisted of dark-red maculopapular lesions predominantly localized in the periumbilical area and in the folds, with no lesions at the infusion site on the forearm. After an infusion via a central venous polyurethane catheterization set (Arrow, Arrow International, Reading, PA, USA) instead of a peripheral catheter there was no recurrence. She had a past history of severe allergic contact dermatitis to nickel, confirmed by highly positive patch tests to nickel sulfate.

Selenium  

(SED-15, 3119; SEDA-27, 230; SEDA-28, 250; SEDA-29, 231)

Selenium compounds are being increasingly used in cancer prevention (50R, 51R). Attention has been focussed on the speciation of human selenium compounds (52R). No new adverse effects of selenium have been reported.

Silver salts and derivatives  

(SEDA-15, 3140; SEDA-27, 230; SEDA-28, 250; SEDA-29, 231)

Silver-based compounds continue to be used as antimicrobial agents in wound healing (53R, 54R). The general view is that silver can be a useful tool in treating infected wounds, but that its effectiveness depends on the form of silver used. Silver-alloy coated catheters reduce catheter-associated urinary tract infections (55R).

Urinary tract  

Prolonged topical application of silver sulfadiazine cream was associated with acute renal insufficiency (56A).

- A 61-year-old woman with rheumatoid arthritis, Sjögren’s syndrome, and scleroderma was given prednisone 1 mg/kg/day and topical silver sulfadiazine cream 200 g/day for extensive pyoderma gangrenosum on the legs. After 3 weeks she developed pulmonary edema, oliguria, and altered consciousness. She had a leukopenia (1.1 × 10³/ℓ), renal insufficiency (serum creatinine 316 µmol/ℓ), and moderate proteinuria; ultrasonography of the kidneys was normal. The blood silver concentration was 1818 nmol/ℓ (reference range <92 nmol/ℓ) and the urine concentration was 1381 nmol/ℓ (reference range <9 nmol/ℓ). Sulfadiazine was undetectable in the blood. All the signs abated after withdrawal of silver sulfadiazine and several sessions of hemodialysis.

Silver-induced renal toxicity was most likely in this case, and this was supported by the high concentrations of silver in blood and urine and the improvement on withdrawal of the topical cream, without change in oral treatment. The absence of erythrocytes and crystals in the urine and the absence of sulfadiazine in the blood did not support sulphonamide-induced renal toxicity.

Skin  

Cases of argyria continue to be reported with existing allopathic silver-based medicines and especially with colloidal silver solutions that are recommended in various types of complementary and alternative medicine (57A).

- A 58-year-old white man treated a presumed kidney infection with a home-made colloidal silver solution. He had brewed the colloidal silver solution using a 38 000-V generator, 100% pure silver coins, and distilled water. He had drunk 8 oz of this solution every hour from 0800 to 2000 h for 4 days. About 4 weeks later he noticed a
bluish staining of the oral mucosa with progressive involvement of his face, trunk, and limbs. He had striking, diffuse blue-gray discoloration of the skin, most prominent on the sun-exposed areas of his forearms, hands, face, neck, and V of the chest. The lunulae, sclerae, and conjunctiva were also involved. There were spotty blue-gray macules on the oral mucosa of the soft palate. Histological examination of a punch biopsy from the forearm showed fine, minute, round, brown-black granules deposited primarily in the basement membrane of the eccrine glands. The particles were also found to a lesser extent in the fibrous sheath around the pilosebaceous units, erector pili muscles, arteriolar walls, and dermal elastic fibers.

- A 53-year-old woman developed a mild motor and sensory polyneuropathy, including some demyelinating features, with altered gait and spasticity of the legs. Her white blood cell count was $2.6 \times 10^9/L$. The serum copper concentration was markedly low at 70 µg/l (reference range 70–155), as was the serum ceruloplasmin concentration (21 mg/l; reference range 229–431). Serum zinc was raised at 2.28 mg/l (reference range 0.66–1.10). She had taken zinc capsules for a year or more for sinusitis, each containing 50 mg of elemental zinc in the form of zinc gluconate. The recommended dose was 15 mg/day, but she had taken 4–8 capsules daily and would increase the dose according to the severity of her symptoms, taking up to 400 mg/day. The zinc was withdrawn. She received one dose of intravenous copper chloride and oral copper sulfate supplementation (2.0 mg/day elemental copper). A bone marrow biopsy 12 days later was normocellular. Her copper concentration, white blood cell count, and mean corpuscular volume normalized after 3 months of treatment. There was significant but incomplete improvement in her gait and spasticity at 6 months. There was also some improvement in her nerve conduction studies.
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Titanium (SED-15, 3434; SEDA-27, 230; SEDA-28, 250; SEDA-29, 231)

Titanium is widely used in medical and dental implant materials (58R). Nickel–titanium alloys are often used and allergic reactions are often related to the nickel and not the titanium (59E).

Zinc (SED-15, 3717; SEDA-27, 230; SEDA-28, 251; SEDA-29, 232)

Metal metabolism Zinc supplementation can cause acquired copper deficiency and incidentally lead to both hematological symptoms and neuromuscular symptoms (60A).
Metal antagonists

The chelating agents dimercaprol (British Anti-Lewisite, BAL), succimer (meso-DMSA), uni-thiol (DMPS), D-penicillamine, N-acetyl-D-penicillamine, calcium disodium ethylenedi-aminetetraacetate, calcium trisodium or zinc trisodium diethylenetriaminepentaacetate, deferoxamine, deferiprone (L1), triethylenetetra-amine (trientine), N-acetylcysteine, and Prussian blue have been reviewed (1R).

Although the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease is largely unknown, since the concentrations of metals such as iron, aluminium, zinc, and copper are increased or dysregulated in the brain tissues of these patients, metal-mediated oxidative injury is likely to play a role and chelators may become a future treatment (2R).

Recently, a novel approach to chelation therapy has been proposed, using nanoparticles (3R). Nanoparticles made of natural or artificial polymers, ranging in size from about 10 to 1000 nm, conjugated to chelators, can cross the blood-brain barrier, locally chelate metals, and be subsequently excreted from the brain together with the complexed metal.

IRON CHELATORS

Deferasirox (SED-15, 1054; SEDA-27, 233; SEDA-28, 256; SEDA-29, 237)

Deferasirox (ICL670), a hydroxyphenyltriazole derivative, is a tridentate selective iron chelator, two molecules of which form a stable complex with each iron atom. Animal studies have suggested that the kidney is a potential target for adverse effects, but there is as yet no evidence of progressive renal damage. It also produces a dose dependent increase in $\beta_2$ microglobulin, typically transient, the clinical relevance of which is uncertain (4R). With limited experience, the adverse events that have so far been recorded include headache, nausea, and diarrhea (5R).

Deferiprone (SED-15, 1054; SEDA-27, 233; SEDA-28, 256; SEDA-29, 237)

In her book The drug trial, Miriam Shuchman exposed the complex relationships between medical researchers, pharmaceutical companies, fellow scientists, doctors, and patients, and the dramatic conflicts that can occur when doubts arise about the efficacy or safety of a drug, the drug in question being deferiprone (6R). Hoffbrand has reviewed this major controversy, taking into account the perspective of the patients’ therapeutic need for the drug (7R).

A major aim of iron chelation is to keep body iron stores sufficiently low to prevent accumulation of iron in the tissues, in particular in the heart and endocrine organs. A reasonable estimate is that iron concentrations should at any time be less than 7 mg/g dry tissue weight, but is not certain what the critical threshold is (4R). Deferiprone has a relatively short half-life (1.5 hours), necessitating thrice-daily dosing. At doses of 75 mg/kg/day deferiprone reduces serum ferritin concentrations when they are above 3000 µg/l; however, in patients with thalassemia and ferritin concentrations below 2500 µg/l, there is no significant change. Tissue concentrations are less affected, and in about half of the patients the iron concentrations in the liver and heart remain above the threshold for toxicity.

Observational studies In 44 children under 6 years of age with thalassemia major taking deferiprone 75 mg/kg/day and not receiving...
Deferoxamine was withdrawn in 10 patients (13 episodes), usually about 10 months after the start of treatment, because of thrombocytopenia or arthralgia, and was permanently withdrawn in two (8CR). In 23 patients there was a red-brown discoloration of the urine from the first week of treatment. There were no other urinary complaints. Four patients had arthralgia of the knees and in one also of the ankles; there was no swelling; the time to onset ranged from 21 days to 1 year. Deferiprone was interrupted and restarted in all four; two patients relapsed. In one patient permanent dosage reduction was needed (only 28% of the original dose). As many as 20 patients had one or more episodes of thrombocytopenia, with platelet counts of 50–150 × 10⁹/l; there were no episodes of bleeding. The onset of thrombocytopenia ranged from 3 months to 1 year. There were 26 episodes of thrombocytopenia below 100 × 10⁹/l, requiring withdrawal of deferiprone, in two cases permanently. Two of the 44 patients had neutropenia with white cell counts of 0.5–1.5 × 10⁶/l; there were no cases of agranulocytosis.

Since deferiprone 75 mg/kg/day is not always sufficient, a dosage of 100 mg/kg/day has been studied for over 2 years in 12 patients with thalassemia major aged 15–36 years (9CR). There were transient rises in serum aspartate transaminase activity in eight patients, three had gastrointestinal discomfort, and two had arthralgia. In 9 of the 12 patients, iron concentrations after 2 years were less than 15 mg/g dry weight (a concentration that has been seen in patients taking deferoxamine without signs of cardiac damage). There was a poor correlation between the serum ferritin concentrations and liver iron, as has been found in previous studies.

In 15 patients taking deferiprone for iron chelation in sickle cell anemia three withdrew from the study, one because of adverse effects (nausea, vomiting, and fatigue); possible adverse effects in the other 12 patients were not mentioned (10CR).

Deferoxamine (SED-15, 1058; SEDA-27, 233; SEDA-28, 256; SEDA-29, 237)

Pregnancy The hemodynamic changes that take place during pregnancy demand increased cardiac performance. If the heart is compromised, as can happen in hemochromatosis, forward failure can occur.

- A 30-year-old Greek woman with β-thalassemia had serious heart failure during pregnancy (11CR). Deferoxamine had been withdrawn when pregnancy was diagnosed, when the serum hemoglobin was above 10 mg/dl. However, in the 22nd week of gestation, dilated cardiomyopathy required intravenous deferoxamine 50 mg/kg/day on 5 days a week, and she was also given furosemide, potassium, and digoxin. Her cardiac function improved and at 31 weeks a healthy child (2080 g) was born, without malformations.

PENICILLAMINE AND RELATED DRUGS

Penicillamine (SED-15, 2729; SEDA-27, 235; SEDA-28, 257; SEDA-29, 238)

The decreasing interest in penicillamine for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis has been illustrated in recent reviews, in which little or no reference is made to penicillamine as a DMARD (12R, 13R). Nor does it have a place in the management of pulmonary fibrosis (14R) or biliary cirrhosis (15R). On the other hand, in the treatment of Wilson’s disease and various forms of acute and chronic metal poisoning, penicillamine is still being used.

Observational studies Long-term follow-up data in 88 children with Wilson’s disease, including 43 taking penicillamine, have been reported (16CR). The drug was withdrawn in seven cases because of adverse effects: bone marrow suppression in three, hematuria in two, a rash in one, and hemolytic anemia in one. Hemolytic anemia is a poorly documented adverse effect of penicillamine and it is unfortunate that in this case no details were given. In three more children with adverse effects the drug was continued; two had a rash and one drowsiness.

Hematologic Of 29 Indian patients with severe Wilson’s disease, all using penicillamine (full dose 750 mg/day) who were followed for 2 years to evaluate prognostic factors, 14 had
progressive deterioration (group A) and 15 consistent improvement (group B) (17\textsuperscript{CR}). In 13 patients (8 in group A and 5 in group B) penicillamine was withdrawn on 26 occasions. In two patients penicillamine was permanently withdrawn because of persistent hematological adverse effects (not specified). In the remainder the drug was temporarily withdrawn for a variety of reasons, notably hematological events and paradoxical worsening of the symptoms of Wilson’s disease, but also financial constraints or poor understanding of the need for regular life-long use. When the full dose of penicillamine was given initially, there was paradoxical worsening in four patients (three in group A, one in group B). Two patients in group A died during the study, both of septicemia (organism not specified).

- A 25-year-old woman who had taken penicillamine (dose unspecified) for Wilson’s disease (19\textsuperscript{CR}).

Skin  

-  
Pemphigus foliaceus has again been attributed to penicillamine (19\textsuperscript{CR}).

- A Japanese patient with systemic sclerosis developed pemphigus foliaceus while taking penicillamine (dose not specified) and prednisolone. A direct immunofluorescence test showed intercellular space deposits of IgG, and the ELISA index to anti-desmoglein 1 antibodies was raised to 115 (reference range <20). Withdrawal of penicillamine resulted in improvement of the skin lesions and a remarkably rapid fall in the titer of Dsg 1 antibodies, suggesting that the production of these antibodies required constant exposure to the drug.

The typical high-dose degenerative dermatosis associated with penicillamine, which is characterized by elastosis perforans serpiginosa and pseudo-pseudoxanthoma elasticum, has been described in three more patients (20\textsuperscript{CR}, 21\textsuperscript{CR}). The long delay before proper management of the disorder illustrates a lack of awareness of the possible effects on the skin of the long-term treatment with penicillamine.

- A 25-year-old woman who had taken penicillamine (dose unspecified) for Wilson’s disease for 14 years and developed pseudoaxanthoma elasticum-like lesions (20\textsuperscript{CR}). There were hyperkeratotic reddish brown papules in a semicircle of about 5 cm around a central area of atrophic skin in the neck and yellow “plucked chicken” lesions in the neck and axillae. A biopsy showed elastosis perforans serpiginosa, with focal acanthosis, parakeratosis, and transepidermal elimination of elastotic material in the epidermis. The dermis contained thickened elastic fibers with small lateral projections with a toothbrush-like aspect, surrounded by a granulomatous infiltrate with giant cells, some engulfing elastic fibers. Ultrastructural histology showed altered elastic fibers with an electron-lucent core and branching protrusions, and collagen fibres with uneven calibres and sometimes fragmentation. Topical glucocorticoids and tretinoin were ineffective, and penicillamine was replaced by zinc, after which a few new smaller lesions developed for up to 3 months.

- A 25-year-old woman with Wilson’s disease, who had taken penicillamine 1.2 g/day for 16 years, developed an asymptomatic plaque in the neck, with red keratotic papules suggestive of elastosis perforans serpiginosa (20\textsuperscript{CR}). A biopsy showed increased amounts of enlarged and fragmented elastic fibers in the upper reticular dermis and a mild polymorphous infiltrate with lymphocytes, histiocytes, and neutrophils. Ultrastructural examination showed elastic fibers with abnormal electron-lucent cores and angular branches with lateral budding. Penicillamine was replaced by zinc, but no outcome information was given.

- A 10-year-old girl started taking penicillamine 1 g daily for Wilson’s disease (21\textsuperscript{CR}). After about 20 years she developed skin laxity in the axillae, groins, and abdomen, multiple yellowish 2–3 mm papules with a “plucked skin” appearance in her neck, and denuded nodules in the perianal area. A biopsy showed transepidermal elimination of thickened elastic fibers with prominent lateral protrusions and the typical “lumpy-bumpy” or “bramble bush” appearance. No follow-up information was given.

POLYSTYRENE SULFONATES

(SED-15, 2894; SEDA-27, 236; SEDA-28, 259; SEDA-29, 239)

Respiratory  Pneumonitis due to aspiration of sodium polystyrene sulfonate has been reported (22\textsuperscript{A}).

- A 63-year-old woman with hyperkalemia (6.2 mmol/l) was given sodium polystyrene sulfonate (Kayexalate) but became unresponsive the morning after admission and died. Postmortem examination showed changes of pneumonitis attributed to aspiration of Kayexalate, particles of which were found in the alveoli.

This adverse effect has rarely been reported before (23\textsuperscript{A}, 24\textsuperscript{A}). It is a definitive (“between-the-eyes”) anecdotal adverse effect of type 1, in which there is tissue deposition of the drug.
or a metabolite (25HR), since when it is seen in the alveoli sodium polystyrene sulfonate has a characteristic microscopic appearance that is virtually diagnostic. However, the authors suggested that an innocent bystander effect was possible, since the pneumonitis could have been due to aspirated gastric acid.

**Drug abuse** Electrolyte abnormalities have been reported in a patient who abused sodium polystyrene sulfonate (26A).

- A 65-year-old Chinese woman developed progressive peripheral edema, uncontrolled hypertension, muscle weakness, tetany, and weight gain of 5 kg over 3 weeks. She had a history of hypertension, treated with nifedipine 10 mg tds and atenolol 100 mg/day, and chronic renal insufficiency due to diabetic nephropathy. She had previously been given sodium polystyrene sulfonate (Kayexalate®) for hyperkalemia, but stopped taking it because it was unpalatable. She denied vomiting and diarrhea or recent use of laxatives, diuretics, or herbal medicines. She weighed 62.5 kg, her blood pressure was 180/110 mmHg, and she had a grade II/VI cardiac systolic murmur and grade III pitting edema of both legs. Her hemoglobin was 7.9 g/dl, she had hypokalemia (2.6 mmol/l), hypomagnesemia (0.49 mmol/l), hypocalcemia (ionized Ca²⁺ 0.90 mmol/l), and mild hypernatremia (146 mmol/l). There was a mild respiratory and metabolic alkalosis. A chest X-ray showed moderate cardiomegaly with pulmonary congestion. Electrocardiography showed T wave flattening and left ventricular hypertrophy. Investigations suggested an extra-renal cause for the hypokalemia and she admitted to having taken sodium polystyrene sulfonate (Resonium-A®) 15 g qds for the past 3 weeks because she was trying to avoid another episode of hyperkalemia. Sodium polystyrene sulfonate was withdrawn, water and dietary sodium restriction were implemented, and she was given amlodipine 5 mg/day, ramipril 2.5 mg/day, and intravenous supplements of potassium (KCl 60 mmol/day), magnesium (MgSO₄ 16 mmol/day), and calcium (CaCl₂ 9 mmol/day). Her body weight and blood pressure fell.

The authors calculated that this patient had taken 1200 g of sodium polystyrene sulfonate, equivalent to 4800 mmol of sodium.

### OTHER CHELATORS

#### DP-b99

DP-b99 is a newly developed lipophilic cell-permeable derivative of BAPTA (biaminoethane tetra-acetic acid), which selectively modulates the distribution of metal ions in a hydrophobic environment and has a high affinity for calcium, zinc, and copper ions. It is being tested as a neuroprotectant in ischemic stroke. After intravenous administration phlebitis of varying severity is common and more so in younger patients (27er).

#### Ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA)  *(SED-15, 000; SEDA-27, 234)*

In a review of complementary therapies in the treatment of peripheral arterial disease, it was again emphasized that there is insufficient evidence to determine the effectiveness of intravenous chelation therapy with EDTA, while adverse reactions can occur (28R).

### References

Antiseptic drugs and disinfectants

BISBIGUANIDES

Chlorhexidine (SED-15, 714; SEDA-27, 239; SEDA-28, 261; SEDA-29, 241)

Placebo-controlled studies Hospital-acquired infections, notably those caused by methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), are a major public health concern. Thus, new prevention strategies targeting MRSA have been developed. Various formulations of chlorhexidine have significant efficacy against catheter-related infections and as a standard skin disinfectant in surgical patients, although allergic reactions have been reported (SEDA-26, 258; SEDA-27, 239; SEDA-28, 261). As a hand-washing agent, chlorhexidine also reduces cross-transmitted nosocomial infection. Combined with nasal mupirocin, chlorhexidine body washing reduces the rate of MRSA ventilator-associated pneumonia.

In a multicenter, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study, two decontamination regimens were assessed in the prevention of acquired infections in 515 high-risk intubated patients in intensive care (1C):

- topical polymyxin + tobramycin (n = 130);
- nasal mupirocin ointment with chlorhexidine body washing (n = 130);
- the two regimens combined (n = 129);
- matching placebo (topical placebo and/or nasal placebo + liquid soap; n = 126).

There were fewer acquired infections with the combined regimens than with either regimen alone or placebo. There were no differences between either regimen alone and placebo. There were allergic reactions in six patients who received chlorhexidine and six patients who received the liquid soap. There was no intolerance to the nasal ointment. The polymyxin + tobramycin regimen was withdrawn in 37 patients, mostly because the serum tobramycin concentration exceeded 2 mg/l. Body washing was discontinued in nine patients receiving chlorhexidine and in eight patients receiving the liquid soap.

Mouth Chlorhexidine is the most commonly used mouthwash for chemical plaque control. Its use is becoming widespread as an adjuvant treatment of mechanical control, particularly in individuals with compromised oral hygiene. However, several adverse effects that limit patients’ acceptance of mouth rinsing have been identified—brown staining of the teeth, an unpleasant taste, and rarely painful desquamation of the oral mucosa. Alternative formulations of chlorhexidine and other chemical plaque controls have therefore been developed to minimize adverse effects.

The effects of three oral sprays containing chlorhexidine, benzydamine hydrochloride, and chlorhexidine plus benzydamine hydrochloride on plaque and gingivitis have been compared (2C). Chlorhexidine and chlorhexidine + benzydamine hydrochloride sprays were equally effective and the benzydamine hydrochloride spray alone was less effective. The chlorhexidine/benzydamine hydrochloride spray caused a burning sensation.

Commercial formulations of chlorhexidine mouthwash include other active ingredients, in an attempt to improve their effectiveness and reduce adverse effects. Using a double-blind crossover design, three different commercial formulations of 0.12% chlorhexidine digluconate mouthwash were compared for their
effects on dental plaque, supragingival calculus, and dental staining. Changes in gingival and dental staining indices were not affected differently by the three products, but tongue staining was more frequent with the product that contained cetylpyridinium chloride (3c).

**Chlorphenesin**

Chlorphenesin (3-(4-chlorphenoxy)-1,2-propylane-diol) is an antimicrobial agent with antifungal, antibacterial, and antifungal activity. There have been two cases of contact allergy attributed to chlorphenesin because of positive skin tests (4c). The authors estimated the incidence of such reactions, based on their overall experience, at 0.02% per year.

**IODOPHORS** (SEDA-15, 1896; SEDA-27, 240; SEDA-28, 262; SEDA-29, 242)

**Polyvinylpyrrolidone**

**Endocrine** The use of iodinated skin disinfectants in the perinatal period and in mothers during pregnancy or at delivery can result in significant iodine overload in the neonate and transient hypothyroidism (SEDA-25, 277; SEDA-28, 263). Severe hypothyroidism requiring levothyroxine replacement therapy has been reported in a neonate after prolonged use of an iodinated skin disinfectant (5A).

**References**

25 Penicillins, cephalosporins, other beta-lactam antibiotics, and tetracyclines

“Just as there are fundamental principles underlying mathematics, I am convinced that a code of universal rights and rules, most notably the right of life itself, exists independently of human ethics”


The increasing rate of antibiotic resistance in an increasing number of microbial species worldwide has been addressed almost yearly in this chapter of SEDA as the most serious adverse effect of antimicrobial drugs. Over the years attitudes to this problem have altered. The World Health Organization, the European Union, and several other countries have started to collect data about levels of resistance in important groups of pathogens, and international study groups have been established for the rapid interchange and evaluation of these data. It is also recognized that with the increasing worldwide emergence of microbial antibiotic resistance, there is a pressing need for novel or alternative sources of antimicrobial agents (1R). Of the many agents that have been tested, the most promising seem to come from life itself, echoing Pasteur’s dictum, “La vie empêche la vie”. All types of animals—mammals, amphibians, birds, fish, insects—produce antimicrobial peptides to protect themselves, and the same holds true for many micro-organisms (2R). These peptides or “autobiotics” may have affected our fight against infections.

However, we should by now have recognized that the spread—vertical as well as horizontal—of genes that code for resistance is a major mechanism in nearly all microbial species. In order to avoid further breakdown in sensitivity—as we have seen with our “old” antimicrobial drugs—we have to use new agents far more responsibly than we have used the old ones. Philosophically, the key point has recently been stressed by Woose: “Modern society desperately needs to learn how to live in harmony with the biosphere” (3R).

BETA-LACTAM ANTIBIOTICS
(SED-15, 478; SEDA-27, 242; SEDA-28, 267; SEDA-29, 267)

Nervous system The neurotoxic effects of beta-lactam antibiotics have been reviewed (4R).

Hematologic Neutropenia due to beta-lactam antibiotics has been reviewed (5R). It usually occurs after high-dose therapy lasting more than 10 days, and the frequency rises with cumulative dose. It is often preceded by a fever or rash, usually lasts less than 10 days, and is uncommonly associated with infectious complications or death. Although any beta-lactam can cause neutropenia, there seems to be a high incidence associated with the prolonged use of cefepime or piperacillin + tazobactam.

Three patients with endocarditis and septic shock had presumed beta-lactam-induced bleeding (6R).

Cross-reactivity in penicillin and cephalosporin hypersensitivity reactions

Possible cross-reactivity between penicillins and cephalosporins was discussed in SEDA-
There are now new data. In a meta-analysis, using Medline and EMBASE databases and the key words “cephalosporin”, “penicillin”, and “cross-sensitivity” for the years 1960–2005, 219 articles were found, of which nine served as sources for an evidence-based analysis\(^{(7M)}\). First-generation cephalosporins have cross-allergy with penicillins, but cross-allergy is negligible with second- and third-generation cephalosporins; this is also most probably true for fourth-generation cephalosporins\(^{(8c)}\). The value of emphasizing the role of chemical structure has been underlined in a case report.

- A 39-year-old woman developed anaphylactic shock a few minutes after taking a tablet of cefuroxime axetil 500 mg\(^{(9A)}\). Skin tests confirmed that she was allergic to cefuroxime, and the reaction was defined as probable according to the Naranjo probability scale. A structure-activity relation study was performed using skin testing. She was sensitized to beta-lactam antibiotics with a methoxylimino group, but not to similar compounds that lack this chemical group (for example amoxicillin, penicillin G, and penicillin V). Intravenous amoxicillin was well tolerated.

The authors suggested that an approach based on structure-activity relations could help physicians and pharmacists in advising patients with allergic reactions.

A similar approach to studying the tolerability of other beta-lactams has been used in patients with a history of aminopenicillin-induced rash\(^{(10c)}\). Skin testing was followed by oral challenge to identify beta-lactams that patients with confirmed delayed-type non-immunoglobulin E-mediated allergic hypersensitivity to aminopenicillins could tolerate. Of 71 patients, 69 tolerated cephalosporins without an aminobenzyl side-chain (such as cefpodoxime or cefixime) and 51 also tolerated phenoxymethylpenicillin. The authors concluded that skin tests and drug challenge tests can help in determining individual cross-reactivity. Beta-lactam-specific IgE has good specificity but poor sensitivity\(^{(11C)}\). More sensitive methods should therefore be developed.

In a survey of 83 patients who reported penicillin allergy and were given a cephalosporin, seven had an adverse reaction\(^{(12C)}\). Six of these reported a definite history of an immediate reaction to penicillin, including urticaria. Of 62 patients who reported that their penicillin reaction had been delayed, probable, or unknown, only one had a reaction to a cephalosporin. The risk of a reaction was highest with second-generation cephalosporins and least with fourth-generation cephalosporins. The presence of an aminobenzyl ring in the cephalosporin molecule increased the risk.

There have been reports of presumed IgE-mediated hypersensitivity reactions of individual cephalosporins without cross-reactivity to other beta-lactam antibiotics.

- A 51-year-old woman had anaphylactic shock 10 minutes after an intravenous dose of cefodizime 1 g, having tolerated intramuscular cefodizime 11 months before\(^{(13A)}\). Skin tests with major and minor penicillin determinants, amoxicillin, ampicillin, benzylpenicillin, cefamandole, cefotaxime, ceftriaxone, cefazidime, and cefuroxime were all negative. Cefodizime produced wheal, maximum diameter 10 mm, surrounded by erythema after 20 minutes.

- A 3-year-old girl had an anaphylactic reaction 20 minutes taking a second oral dose of ceftibuten 135 mg, which she had tolerated 6 months before\(^{(14A)}\). Prick and intradermal skin tests with standard concentration of major and minor determinants, amoxicillin, ampicillin, penicillin G, penicillin V, cefaclor, cefotaxime, ceftriaxone, and cephalaxin were all negative. There was a positive response to prick testing with ceftibuten.

In both cases, although the authors did not detect specific IgE to cefodizime they attributed this to the fact that the tests were carried out some time after the reactions, and they suggested that the reactions were IgE-mediated. They also suggested that the lack of cross-reactivity with other beta-lactams emphasized the role of the IgE epitope present on R1 side-chain in inducing immediate hypersensitivity.

\textbf{Tables 1 and 2} show penicillins and cephalosporins that are structurally similar and for which cross-reactivity is more likely. The author of an extensive review of the evidence reached the following conclusions\(^{(15R)}\):

- If a patient has a reaction to a penicillin or cephalosporin that was not IgE-mediated and was not serious, it is safe to give repeated courses of that antibiotic and related antibiotics; only IgE-mediated reactions are likely to become more severe with time and to result in anaphylaxis.

- If the rash is non-urticarial and non-pruritic, it is almost certain that it is not IgE-mediated and the risk of recurrence of the same rash with repeated courses of the same antibiotic
Table 1. Structural similarities in the 7-position side-chains of some penicillins and cephalosporins (15MR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similar structures</th>
<th>Dissimilar structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin G</td>
<td>Amoxicillin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefoxitin</td>
<td>Ampicillin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephaloridine</td>
<td>Cefaclor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephalothin</td>
<td>Cefadroxil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cefatrizine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cefprozil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cephalexin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cephradine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Structural similarities in the 3-position side-chains of some cephalosporins (15MR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similar structures</th>
<th>Dissimilar structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephradine</td>
<td>Cefmetazole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefadroxil</td>
<td>Cefoperazone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephalexin</td>
<td>Cefotetan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cefamandole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is not increased; in uncertain cases, elective penicillin skin testing is advisable.

- If the patient has a history that is consistent with a severe IgE-mediated reaction to a penicillin, cephalosporins with a similar 7-position side chain on the beta-lactam ring (Table 1) should be used with caution.
- If the allergic reaction followed administration of ampicillin or amoxicillin, cephalosporins with a similar side chain (Table 1) should be used with caution.
- Other cephalosporins with different side-chains are not more likely to produce allergic reactions in penicillin-allergic patients than among non-allergic patients.
- A cephalosporin can be given to a patient who has had a non-IgE-mediated adverse reaction to a penicillin, i.e. a type II, III, IV, or unclassified reaction, such as hemolytic anemia, serum sickness, contact dermatitis, or a morbilliform or maculopapular rash; in uncertain cases, elective penicillin skin testing is advisable.
- When patients give a history of penicillin allergy, it is advisable to question this information, because very often the drug was not actually taken or a recognized non-immunological adverse effect (for example vomiting, diarrhea, or a non-specific rash) occurred.
- Penicillin skin testing can be useful to identify allergic patients, and testing is about 60% predictive of clinical hypersensitivity.
- Cephalosporins cause allergic or immune-mediated reactions among about 1–3% of patients, even if they are not allergic to penicillins.
- The incidence of allergic reactions to cephalosporins among penicillin-allergic patients, attributable to cross-reactive antibodies, varies with the side-chain similarity of the cephalosporin to the penicillin.
For first-generation cephalosporins, the risk is 0.4%; for cefuroxime, cefpodoxime, and cefdinir the risk is nearly zero.

- A patient who has an allergic reaction to a specific cephalosporin probably should not use that cephalosporin again; however, the risk of a drug reaction when a different cephalosporin is given appears to be very low or non-existent if the side-chains of the drugs are not similar.

- Penicillin skin testing is not predictive of cephalosporin allergy unless the side-chain of the penicillin is similar to the side-chain of the cephalosporin.

In a retrospective review of 101 patients who underwent penicillin skin tests, 92 had a negative result and five had a positive result; in four the test result was indeterminate (16c). Of patients with negative skin tests 49% were given a penicillin-based drug and 48% a cephalosporin; there were no serious adverse reactions. There was a 96% reduction in the use of vancomycin and a 96% (23/24) reduction in the use of fluoroquinolones in patients with negative skin tests.

Skin tests with commercially available haptens to major and minor determinants (benzylpenicilloyl poly-l-lysine and a mixture of minor determinants), penicillin G, injectable amoxicillin, and ampicillin and cephalosporins, if they have been incriminated by the patient, have typically been used in the diagnosis of allergy to beta-lactam antibiotics. However, both benzylpenicilloyl poly-l-lysine and mixtures of minor determinants have been withdrawn commercially in most countries. The likely effect of this withdrawal on the diagnosis of beta-lactam allergy has been retrospectively analysed in 824 patients (mean age 37 years, 254 men and 570 women) (17c). There was a positive skin test response in 136 (16.5%), of whom six (4.4% of those with positive skin test responses) had positive skin test responses to benzylpenicilloyl poly-l-lysine only, nine (6.6%) to a mixture of minor determinants only, and five (3.7%) to both without a positive reaction to other beta-lactams. There were positive skin tests to other beta-lactams in 116 (85.3%), of whom about 30% of those with positive skin test responses also had positive responses to benzylpenicilloyl poly-l-lysine, a mixture of minor determinants, or both. Thus, had benzylpenicilloyl poly-l-lysine and a mixture of minor determinants not been available, the diagnosis would not have been made in 20 patients, who could not otherwise have been identified. In another study it was estimated that a misdiagnosis would have occurred in 47% of 463 patients in the absence of benzylpenicilloyl poly-l-lysine and a mixture of minor determinants (18c). Although there were differences between the results of these two studies, both sets of authors concluded that major and minor determinants are necessary in the investigation of allergy to beta-lactams.

Drug contamination The administration of piperacillin + tazobactam or co-amoxiclav can result in detectable amounts of Aspergillus galactomannan antigen in the plasma (SEDA-29, 248), since some beta-lactam antibiotics may contain galactomannan. In a study of 39 batches of four different beta-lactam antibiotics galactomannan was not detected in nine batches of piperacillin, whereas it was detected in all 10 batches of amoxicillin and co-amoxiclav and in six of 10 batches of piperacillin + tazobactam (19c). Within each four groups of drugs, all the batches came from the same company. The real size of this problem is not known, but it is large enough for regulatory agencies to start taking action.

CARBAPENEMS (SED-15, 638; SEDA-27, 246; SEDA-29, 246)

Drug–drug interactions Interactions of carbapenems with valproic acid are so common that the Ministry of Health and Welfare in Japan has banned co-administration. There have been many reports of seizures in epileptic patients due to lowered plasma concentrations of valproic acid, including a child with a neurodegenerative disorder and epilepsy, in whom valproate serum concentrations fell rapidly on two occasions when meropenem was used (20A).

- A 21-year-old woman was given valproic acid 1000 mg/day as a continuous intravenous infusion for generalized tonic–clonic seizures (serum valproate concentration 53 µg/ml) (21A). After 13 days she was given intravenous meropenem 1 g tds, and 2 days later, when she was afebrile, had numerous myoclonic episodes involving her arms and face (valproate concentration 42 µg/ml). The dose of valproic acid was increased to 2880...
mg/day. Two days later, she had a generalized tonic–clonic seizure and despite the increased dosage the valproate concentration was 7 µg/ml. The dose of valproic acid was increased to 3600 mg/day, but the serum concentration remained below 10 µg/ml. Meropenem was withdrawn and the serum valproate concentration rose to 52 µg/ml.

There are several possible mechanisms for this interaction (22E, 23E, 24E), such as reduced plasma protein binding and inhibition of the enterohepatic circulation of valproic acid and valproic acid glucuronide. The results of a retrospective study in 39 patients suggested that the most critical mechanism is inhibition by carbapenems of the hydrolysis of valproic acid glucuronide in the liver (25C). There was an interaction of meropenem with valproic acid in all patients, leading to a fall in valproic acid concentration by an average of 66% within 24 hours. The authors concluded that to avoid neurological deterioration, meropenem and valproate should not be co-administered. This may also be true for all carbapenems, although data on doripenem are still lacking.

**Ertapenem**

Ertapenem has been reviewed (26R, 27R).

**Nervous system** Carbapenems rarely cause seizures, which can be fatal (28A). The risk is increased by a previous stroke (29A).

- An 85-year-old man was given ertapenem 500 mg/day for a urinary tract infection and had three seizures on day 4. A CT scan of the brain showed peripheral and central brain atrophy and an old infarct. He was given a different antimicrobial drug and the seizures did not recur.
- A 71-year-old man was given ertapenem 500 mg/day for a urinary tract infection and had four seizures on day 5, each accompanied by loss of consciousness. A CT scan of the brain showed old right-sided temporal–parietal and occipital infarcts. He was given a different antimicrobial drug. He had further seizures the next day and was given antiepileptic drugs. He had no recurrence thereafter.

The presence of underlying pathology, such as an old stroke, increases the risk of seizures when carbapenems are given (30R). The message is clear: a previous stroke should be a contraindication to the use of ertapenem.

**Imipenem**

**Observational studies** In a comparison of intravenous imipenem + cilastatin (500 mg 6-hourly) and intravenous piperacillin + tazobactam (4 g 6-hourly) + amikacin (20 mg/kg/day) in 290 patients the incidences of drug-related adverse events were 13 and 6% respectively, with no differences in moderate or severe adverse events nor in those that caused withdrawal of antibiotic therapy (31E).

**Metabolism** Cilastatin prevents the metabolism of imipenem by renal tubular dipeptidase, which also hydrolyses the glutathione metabolite cysteinylglycine. In patients taking imipenem + cilastatin, plasma concentrations of cysteinylglycine were significantly increased, while cysteine concentrations fell and homocysteine concentrations were unchanged (32E). The clinical significance of this is not clear.

**Hematologic** Pure white cell aplasia has been reported in a patient taking imipenem + cilastatin (33A).

**CEPHALOSPORINS** (SED-15, 688; SEDA-27, 245; SEDA-28, 268; SEDA-29, 246)

**Hematologic** Drug-induced immune hemolytic anemia has been reviewed (34R). Twelve cephalosporins have been implicated the most common being cefotetan and ceftriaxone.

**Cefaclor**

**Immunologic** Typical anaphylactic reactions to beta-lactams usually involve the skin and the respiratory and cardiovascular systems, and commonly present with urticaria, angioedema, dyspnea, wheeze, dizziness, syncope, and hypotension. Gastrointestinal symptoms, including nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal cramp, can occur, but mucosal lesions are rarely detected or indeed sought.

- A 27-year-old man visited a local clinic complaining of fatigue and arthralgia (35A). He was given paracetamol, cefaclor, and diclofenac, and 20
minutes later developed generalized itching, oral dysesthesia, and dyspnea, followed by hypotension and loss of consciousness. He was successfully treated with adrenaline and an intravenous glucocorticoid, but 15 hours after admission developed epigastric pain, nausea, and vomiting. Gastroduodenoscopy showed generalized ulcers with white exudates and petechiae from the bulb to the second part of the duodenum; histology of the duodenal ulcers showed eosinophilic infiltration. His symptoms resolved with a proton pump inhibitor. Total IgE was 160 IU/ml. Specific IgE antibodies were negative to 11 common allergens. Aspirin intolerance was excluded by a negative inhalation challenge with sodium tolmetin and oral challenges with paracetamol and diclofenac were also negative.

The authors concluded that cefaclor was the most probable cause of the anaphylaxis.

Cefepime

**Nervous system** Cefepime is a fourth-generation cephalosporin with a broad antibacterial spectrum. It often causes neurotoxicity and neuropsychiatric adverse effects (SEDA-26, 264; SEDA-27, 245; SEDA-28, 269) and new reports continue to appear. Seven patients developed reversible cefepime-induced encephalopathy with a peculiar electroencephalographic pattern, characterized by semi-periodic diffuse triphasic waves (36°). Abnormal electroencephalography was also found in a US patient (37°). Most often, these types of adverse effects occur in patients with reduced renal function (37°, 38°), but they can occur in patients with normal renal function (39°). In a 79-year-old patient with normal renal function subtle mental status changes during cefepime therapy were shown by electroencephalography to be due to non-convulsive status epilepticus (40°). In three other patients non-convulsive status epilepticus due to cefepime was associated with varying degrees of renal impairment (41°). Cefepime toxicity should be suspected whenever a patient taking the drug has a change in mental status or myoclonus.

Cefoperazone

**Hematologic** Agranulocytosis has been attributed to cefoperazone in a patient with end-stage renal insufficiency (42°).

Cefprozil

**Skin** A rash has been attributed to cefprozil in a patient with infectious mononucleosis (43°).

Ceftriaxone

**Nervous system** Pseudotumor cerebri has been attributed to ceftriaxone (44°).

**Hematologic** Hemolytic anemia associated with ceftriaxone-dependent antibodies has been described in a patient with hemoglobin SC disease (45°) and in one with sickle cell anemia (46°). In the former it was fatal.

**Biliary tract** Of 50 children who were given ceftriaxone 13 developed abnormal biliary sonography suggestive of biliary sludge (so-called pseudolithiasis) (47°). Susceptibility was independent of age, weight, and sex. In another similar study, 19 of 33 children developed ultrasonographic biliary sludge within 10 days of treatment with intravenous ceftriaxone 100 mg/kg/day; all were asymptomatic (48°).

This effect of ceftriaxone, which usually occurs in children (SEDA-29, 246) and can occur at doses as low as 50 mg/kg/day (49°), is rarely symptomatic. However, it can occasionally result in cholelithiasis, as in the case of a 7-year-old boy (50°). This adverse effect has been reviewed in the context of a 53-year-old man who was given intravenous ceftriaxone 2 g every 12 hours and became jaundiced after 7 days (51°). Ultrasonography showed biliary sludge and cholelithiasis without cholecystitis. Ceftriaxone was withdrawn, the jaundice subsided, and the liver function test results normalized within 14 days.

In neurosurgical patients the symptoms of biliary pseudolithiasis can mimic those of raised intracranial pressure (52°).

**Urinary tract** Nephrolithiasis has been attributed to ceftriaxone in a child with acute pyelonephritis (53°) and in another with septic arthritis (54°). In the latter the stones were composed of 90% ceftriaxone; in other words this is a between-the-eyes adverse effect of type 1 (55°).
Immunologic  

**A hypersensitivity reaction** has been reported in a patient taking ceftriaxone (56A).  

- A 50-year-old man developed fever, headache, nausea, vomiting, myalgia, arthralgia, and a pruritic skin rash 4 days after the start of a course of ceftriaxone 4 g/day for 21 days for meningitis. His temperature was 38.8°C, heart rate 110/minute, and blood pressure 120/70 mmHg. He had extensive erythroderma, petechiae, and desquamation, edema on the face, and painful subconjunctival hyperemia and hemorrhages. His leukocyte count was 24 × 10^9/l with 8% eosinophils, the C-reactive protein 98 mg/l, and the erythrocyte sedimentation rate 30 mm/hour. All other investigations were normal or negative. After treatment with prednisone 48 mg/day for 3 days the syndrome resolved.

Cefuroxime

**Cardiovascular**  

Angina and myocardial infarction can occur in the absence of angiographically stenosed coronary arteries, because of arterial vasospasm during a drug-induced allergic reaction. This rare condition is called the Kounis syndrome, and it has been reported in a 70-year-old woman after intravenous cefuroxime (57C). The authors suggested that individuals in whom there is increased mast cell degranulation may be more susceptible to this effect.

**Lactation**  

The safety of cefuroxime during lactation has been studied prospectively in 38 women (58C). Women taking cefalexin (n = 11) were used as controls and were matched for indication, duration of treatment, and age. The frequencies of adverse effects in the infants were not significantly different (OR = 0.92; 95% CI = 0.94, 1.06). All adverse effects were minor and self-limiting and did not necessitate interruption of breast-feeding.

**MONOBACTAMS** (SED-15, 2378; SEDA-27, 247; SEDA-29, 247)

Co-amoxiclav and clavulanic acid

**Liver**  

Drug-induced jaundice is a serious adverse effect that can lead to acute liver failure and death. In most cases, antimicrobial drugs are the drugs that are most commonly involved. However, in a study from China, Chinese herbal medicines were most commonly involved, accounting for almost 25% of cases (60M), and in a US study paracetamol (acetaminophen) was top of the list (61R).

In a recent study in Southwest England over 66 months during 1998–2004, 800 patients presented to a jaundice referral system serving a community of 400,000 (62R). Of these, 28 cases were related to drugs (mean age 69
years, 17 men), most often antimicrobial drugs ($n = 21$). Co-amoxiclav ($n = 9$) and fluclouxcillin ($n = 7$) were the main culprits, with incidence rates per 100,000 prescriptions of 9.91 and 3.60 respectively. Jaundice due to co-amoxiclav was more common in elderly men (age 65 years; M:F = 7:2). The authors suggested that an alternative to co-amoxiclav should be used if possible in men over the age of 60 years.

The hepatotoxic profile of co-amoxiclav has been further evaluated in a prospective study from Spain (63R). In data from all cases of hepatotoxicity reported to the Spanish Registry, co-amoxiclav was implicated in 69 patients (36 men, mean age 56 years), representing 14% of all reported cases. The predominant pattern of lesion was hepatocellular damage, and the mean time lapse between the start of therapy and the onset of jaundice was 16 days. Multiple logistic regression analysis identified advanced age as being associated with the cholestatic/mixed type of injury. There was an unfavourable outcome in 7% of the patients. The lesson is the same as that from England: co-amoxiclav should be used with care in elderly men.

**Immunologic** Although there have been many reports of allergic reactions and cross-reactivity to penicillins, there have been few reports of allergic reactions to clavulanic acid, which contains a beta-lactam ring, but differs from penicillin G and penicillin V in its second ring, which is an oxazolidine instead of a thiazolidine ring (64A). Clavulanic acid shares this ring with cloxacinil.

- A 46-year-old woman with a history of allergy to co-amoxiclav was challenged with a single tablet; 30 minutes later she developed itching, wheals, and flares, which started on her groins and armpits but then spread over her entire body within a few minutes (65A). Radioallergosorbent tests for specific IgE to penicillin V, penicillin G, amoxicillin, and ampicillin were all negative. Skin prick tests and intradermal tests to amoxicillin, penicillin major determinant (penicilloyl polylysine), and penicillin minor determinant were also negative. Oral challenge with progressively increasing doses of amoxicillin up to 500 mg gave no reactions. However, 10 minutes after she took a half a capsule of co-amoxiclav 500/125 mg she developed itching, wheals, and flares. Her symptoms were relieved by adrenaline, a glucocorticoid, and an antihistamine. A histamine release test was negative for amoxicillin, but positive for co-amoxiclav and clavulanic acid alone. Skin prick tests were positive with the combination, but negative with cloxacinil, tazobactam, and sulbactam. Specific IgE determination 2 months later was positive for penicillin V, but negative with penicillin G, amoxicillin, and ampicillin. Skin prick tests to amoxicillin, penicillin major and minor determinants, and penicillin V were all negative. She refused oral challenge with clavulanic acid.

In this case, allergy to clavulanic acid was demonstrated by specific IgE antibody concentrations, skin prick tests, a histamine release test, and oral challenge. The results of the skin prick tests with cloxacinil and the other beta-lactamase inhibitors almost certainly excluded the oxazolidine ring as the epitope responsible for sensitization, and this is consistent with previous reports of clavulanic acid allergy, in most of which type I sensitization has been demonstrated by skin prick tests (66A), although delayed reactions have also been described (67A). The authors also suggested that sensitization to penicillin V, which occurred in this case, might have been due to repeated exposure during the months of evaluation.

**Lactation** The safety of co-amoxiclav during lactation has been studied prospectively in 67 women (58C). Women taking amoxicillin ($n = 40$) were used as controls and were matched for indication, duration of treatment, and age. There were adverse effects in 15 infants and the frequency increased with dosage. In the control group three infants had adverse effects (RR = 2.99; 95% CI = 0.92, 9.7). All the adverse effects were minor and self-limiting and did not necessitate interruption of breastfeeding.

**Piperacillin**

**Skin** Acute generalized exanthematous pusulosis (AGEP) has been reported in a patient taking piperacillin + sodium tazobactam (68A).

**Drug–drug interactions** An interaction of piperacillin + tazobactam with methotrexate has been described (69A).

- A 50-year-old woman with Burkitt’s lymphoma was given one cycle of chemotherapy with IVAC (ifosfamide, etoposide, and high-dose cytarabine)
and on day 10 developed febrile neutropenia and cavitating pneumonia due to *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. She was given piperacillin + tazobactam (dose not stated) empirically. She then had a cycle of CPDOX-M (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and high-dose methotrexate), during which a drug interaction was suspected. Cytotoxic methotrexate concentrations were sustained for 8 days and did not fall below 0.05 µmol/l until piperacillin + tazobactam was withdrawn. During a second cycle of CPDOX-M, piperacillin + tazobactam was not administered and the serum methotrexate concentrations were lower. Her serum creatinine concentration was the same during the two cycles, and concurrent medications, aside from piperacillin + tazobactam, did not differ. Methotrexate total body clearance fell to 3% of normal in the presence of piperacillin + tazobactam.

This interaction has been reported only once before (70c). However, it has been forecast from experiments in monkeys and rabbits. In *Rhesus* and *Cynomolgus* monkeys, penicillin and methotrexate share a common secretory system in the kidney and penicillin blocks methotrexate secretion (71E). Piperacillin blocks the renal excretion of methotrexate and its main metabolite 7-hydroxymethotrexate in rabbits by an effect on the tubular transport mechanism for organic acids (72E).

In general, it would be wise to think of possible interactions when the combination of piperacillin + tazobactam is given with weak organic acids that are excreted renally.

**TETRACYCLINES AND GLYCICYCLINES**

_Tetracyclines, chemically-modified tetracyclines, and their non-antimicrobial properties_ (SED-15, 3330; SEDA-27, 247; SEDA-28, 270; SEDA-29, 248)

Ever since the tetracyclines were introduced half a century ago, their non-antimicrobial effects have been well recognized and have been looked on as side effects. However, in the last 15 years, these biological actions of tetracyclines have been studied in greater detail and in a wide variety of areas, such as inflammation, proteolysis, angiogenesis, apoptosis, ionophoresis, and bone metabolism. Clinical trials have also been performed in many different non-microbial fields, and there have been more than 300 reports. An excellent review was published in 2006 (73R). Here I shall briefly comment on some recent reports, including "old" tetracyclines as well as chemically modified tetracyclines (CMTs), i.e. tetracyclines with greatly reduced antimicrobial activity but increased inhibitory effects on matrix metalloproteases (MMPs), enzymes that are primarily responsible for deposition of extracellular matrix proteins.

**Diabetic proteinuria** Because matrix metalloproteases contribute to the pathogenesis of diabetic proteinuria, 35 patients with overt diabetic nephropathy (proteinuria over 300 mg/day) were given doxycycline 100 mg/day for 2 months (74C). There was a statistically significant reduction in proteinuria, and it increased when doxycycline was withdrawn. Further studies are necessary to determine the long-term effects, the optimal dosage, and the optimal duration of treatment.

**Periodontitis** In a rat model of pulp infection in the mandibular first molar, CMT-3, a potent inhibitor of matrix metalloproteases, affected pulp and periapical inflammation, increased the rate of spread of necrosis in the root channels, and increased the rate of periapical lesion formation (75E). This might be of substantial clinical value, since some inhibitors of matrix metalloproteases, especially doxycycline, are used in some countries to prevent periodontal inflammation.

**Metastatic colorectal cancer** In a complicated model of metastatic colorectal cancer in mice, inhibition of matrix metalloproteases was associated with significantly fewer and smaller liver tumors (76E). The authors concluded that after resection of colorectal tumors, inhibition of matrix metalloproteases may be clinically beneficial in preventing recurrence.

**Breakthrough endometrial bleeding** The endometrial environment in contraceptive users is characterized by increased production of matrix metalloproteases. In an in vitro model doxycycline only moderately and in a cell-specific
manner reduced expression of matrix metalloproteases without inducing their activity (77E). The clinical relevance of these findings is unclear.

Tendinopathy Increased activity of matrix metalloproteases and subsequent degradation of extracellular matrix are supposed to be implicated in the pathogenesis of tendinopathy. In an experimental study in tendons in rats’ tails doxycycline inhibited pericellular matrix generation (78E). The authors hypothesized that this could be beneficial in the treatment of tendinopathy in humans. In another study, related to tendon repair in rats, doxycycline at clinically relevant serum concentrations impaired healing processes in experimentally induced Achilles tendon injuries (79E). It currently seems reasonable to conclude that matrix metalloprotease inhibitors should be used with great care in sports medicine, since it is uncertain that these results can be extrapolated from rats’ tails to athletes’ Achilles tendons.

Metamfetamine adverse effects Metamfetamine can be associated with behavioral changes and neurotoxicity. In a recent study, minocycline ameliorated behavioral changes and neurotoxicity in mouse brain dopaminergic terminals after the administration of metamfetamine (80E). The authors suggested that minocycline may be useful in the treatment of several symptoms associated with metamfetamine abuse, although this may be merely a pipe dream.

Conclusions The future for tetracyclines and chemically modified tetracyclines is very exciting. However, a common feature of all of these new approaches is that there are many uncertainties about long-term beneficial and adverse effects. However, one thing is certain—increased use will create increased microbial resistance. Even though chemically modified tetracyclines have minor, if any, antimicrobial properties, they might increase resistance to the old tetracyclines. Microbes most commonly get rid of tetracyclines, and most probably also chemically modified tetracyclines, by efflux mechanisms. If so, they might be just as good inducers of resistance as the old ones.

The adverse effects profiles of oral doxycycline and minocycline have been systematically reviewed (81M). Between 1966 and 2003, a total of 130 and 333 adverse events were published in case reports of doxycycline and minocycline respectively. In 24 doxycycline studies (n = 3833) and 11 minocycline studies (n = 788), adverse events occurred in 0–61% and 12–83% respectively. Gastrointestinal adverse events were most common with doxycycline; central nervous system and gastrointestinal adverse events were most common with minocycline. The FDA MedWatch data contained 628 events for doxycycline and 1099 events for minocycline reported in the USA from January 1998 to August 2003, during which time 47 630 000 new prescriptions for doxycycline and 15 234 000 new prescriptions for minocycline were dispensed, yielding event rates of 13 per million for doxycycline and 72 per million for minocycline.

Doxycycline (SEDA-27, 247; SEDA-28, 270)

Placebo-controlled studies In a randomized, placebo-controlled study in 150 patients with chronic meibomian gland dysfunction, doxycycline 20 or 200 mg bd both increased tear production and reduced symptoms (82C). However, the high-dose group reported adverse effects more often than the low-dose group (18 versus 8, 39 versus 17%).

Teeth Four patients with brucellosis developed yellow-brown discoloration of permanent teeth after taking doxycycline 200 mg/day for 30–45 days (83A). In all cases, the staining completely resolved and the teeth recovered their original color after abrasive dental cleaning. The authors suggested that staining of the permanent dentition associated with doxycycline may be much commoner than reported, especially if the drug is taken during the summer months, and that strict avoidance of sunlight exposure during high-dose, long-term doxycycline therapy may prevent this complication.

Gastrointestinal Doxycycline can cause esophageal ulcers, which may respond to proton pump inhibitors and sucralfate (84A).

- In a 15-year-old girl esophageal ulceration was attributed to doxycycline 100 mg/day (85A).
A 46-year-old woman with rosacea took doxycycline 50 mg/day and after 48 hours developed retrosternal chest pain and dysphagia due to two benign esophageal ulcers, which responded to omeprazole and sucralfate (86A).

This is a rare complication—of all cases of esophageal ulcers attributed to drugs, doxycycline has been implicated in 1 in about 4000. It can occur in children (87A).

Of 1442 patients with chronic prostatitis due to *Ureaplasma urealyticum* 63 were randomized to azithromycin 4.5 g over 3 weeks or doxycycline 100 mg bd for 21 days; five patients who took doxycycline had nausea (88C).

**Nails**  
Discoloration of the nails is rarely attributed to doxycycline and has previously been reported as being painful (89A, 90A).

- An 11-year-old boy developed painless brown discoloration of the nails after taking doxycycline 100 mg/day for 15 days; the thumbs were particularly affected (91A). The discoloration resolved within 1 month after withdrawal.

**Minocycline**  
(SED-15, 2349; SEDA-26, 265; SEDA-27, 247; SEDA-28, 271)

**Nervous system**  
Intracranial hypertension has been attributed to lithium and minocycline in a child (92A).

**Respiratory**  
Pleurocarditis and eosinophilic pneumonia have been associated with minocycline in a 37-year-old man (93A).

**Mouth**  
Minocycline can cause discoloration of the soft tissues of the mouth, but this has often been attributed to staining of the underlying bone.

- A 45-year-old Caucasian woman developed pigmentation of the gums, lips, and nail beds after taking minocycline 100 mg bd for 6 months (94A). Biopsies from the gums and lips showed increased melanin and melanocytes in the epithelium and melanin and melanophages in the connective tissues. Nine months after withdrawal of minocycline there was marked reduction in the pigmentation.

**Skin**  
Sweet’s syndrome is an acute febrile neutrophilic dermatosis marked by non-pruritic, painful, reddish nodules, most often on the head and neck, the chest, and/or the arms, accompanied by fever, arthralgias, and leukocytosis. Histopathology shows a diffuse dermal neutrophilic infiltration. The pathogenesis is not understood, but there is always prompt resolution of the symptoms and lesions with glucocorticoid therapy. Sweet’s syndrome due to minocycline was first reported in 1991 (95A), since when several reports have appeared (96A, 97A).

The authors of a systematic review concluded that granulocyte colony-stimulation factor (G-CSF), retinoin (all-trans retinoic acid, ATRA), and vaccines met two of three criteria for an association with drug-induced Sweet’s syndrome (98M). There were sufficient data for an association with G-CSF and retinoin and plausible pharmacological mechanisms. Vaccines met the qualitative criteria and also had a plausible pharmacological mechanism. For minocycline, however, the authors concluded that the evidence was of high quality, but the quantity of evidence was small and a plausible pharmacological mechanism was lacking.

Long-term minocycline often results in pigmentation of the skin, nails, bones (99A), thyroid, mouth, and eyes; on the skin, the blue-black pigmentation develops most often on the shins, ankles, and arms. In one 15-year-old girl bilateral discoloration on the legs was limited to the subcutaneous adipose tissues and completely spared the dermis; unusually for this form of hyperpigmentation, there was a negative stain for iron (100A).

**Immunologic**  
Over the years several reports of minocycline-induce lupus-like syndrome have been published. In 1999, Schrodt and Callen were the first to describe cutaneous polyarteritis nodosa in a 15-year-old girl after 9 months of minocycline therapy for acne vulgaris (101A).

- An 18-year-old girl used minocycline for acne for 1 year at age 15 (102A). At age 18, she had a flare-up and took minocycline 100 mg/day. About 4–6 weeks later she developed flu-like symptoms, tender pink nodules on her legs, and a raised antinuclear antibody (ANA) titer (1:240) with a nuclear pattern. Her aspartate and alanine transaminase activities were slightly raised. Extractable
nuclear antigen, antinative DNA antibodies, anticardiolipin antibodies, and lupus anticoagulant were all negative, and complement C3 and C4 concentrations were normal. A punch biopsy of one of the nodules showed a medium-sized artery surrounded by a mixed infiltrate containing predominantly lymphocytes and histiocytes and occasional eosinophils, with disruption of the vessel and fibrin deposition. Minocycline was withdrawn and her symptoms gradually abated. About 2 months later her ANA titer was 1:80 and it became normal after another 2 months. After 8 months all of her symptoms had resolved.

- In a 17-year-old boy minocycline-associated lupus-like syndrome presented with a polyarthropathy, odynophagia, and a flu-like illness (103A).
- A 19-year-old woman, who was taking an oral contraceptive and minocycline 100 mg bd, abruptly developed a nodular rash, with multiple violaceous, tender, subcutaneous nodules, 0.5–2 cm in diameter, over her lower legs (104A). The overlying skin was slightly warm but non-tender. The lesions resolved after treatment with a glucocorticoid for 1 week but then recurred with bilateral ankle pain, stiffness, and swelling. Perinuclear antineutrophilic cytoplasmatic antibodies (pANCA) were positive in a titer of 1:256. A skin biopsy showed necrotizing vasculitis of the small vessels of the dermis, panniculitis characterized by vascular wall neutrophil infiltration, hyalinizing necrosis, and intravascular thrombi, and granuloma formation characterized by epithelioid giant cells.

Minocycline-induced immunological syndromes, such as cutaneous polyarteritis nodosa and lupus-like syndrome, tend to occur in young women, usually after a prolonged period of minocycline therapy. Several cases of minocycline-induced lupus-like syndrome have also been described after restarting treatment. The results of laboratory tests are often similar in minocycline-induced polyarteritis nodosa and lupus-like syndrome, i.e. positive ANA titers, normal concentrations of complement, and absence of antibodies to native DNA.

Minocycline can cause perinuclear antineutrophilic cytoplasmatic antibodies (pANCA), but the mechanisms are far from clear. It has been postulated that the drug or some of its metabolites may interact with the immune system, and that either drug or metabolites can act as haptens and induce an immune response against myeloperoxidases, enzymes that are involved in the metabolism of minocycline (105R). It may be more than a coincidence that other drugs that can cause a lupus-like syndrome, such as hydralazine and procainamide, are also substrates for myeloperoxidases (106E, 107E).

Genes may also play a part in minocycline-related autoimmune phenomena. All of 13 patients with pANCA positive titers and minocycline-related lupus were either HLA-DR4 or HLA-DR2 positive (108E). Four had also cutaneous involvement. However, biopsies were not performed, and a diagnosis of polyarteritis nodosa could not be made.

It seems reasonable to assume that minocycline-induced cutaneous polyarteritis nodosa is more common than reported. In some cases the patients stopped taking minocycline themselves and in all cases rapid improvement of symptoms followed withdrawal of medication.

**Tetracycline**

**Nervous system** Intracranial hypertension is a well described adverse effect of tetracyclines.

- A 22-year-old girl who took tetracycline 500 mg 6-hourly for 3 days developed intracranial hypertension with esotropia (109A).
- A 24-year-old woman developed intracranial hypertension after taking oral tetracycline (110A). She had severely reduced visual acuity, papilledema, and concentric impaired visual fields. She was treated with acetazolamide and recurrent lumbar punctures and recovered, but without improvement in either acuity or visual fields.

**Sensory systems** Ocular pigmentation has not previously been attributed to oral tetracycline hydrochloride.

- A 48 year old healthy white man developed green crystals on the conjunctivae of both eyes after taking tetracycline 500 mg/day for several months for acne vulgaris (111A). Tetracycline was identified in a conjunctival biopsy.

This was a between-the-eyes adverse effect of type 1 (55RH).

**Teeth** Tetracycline-induced staining of the teeth has been treated successfully with a porcelain laminate veneer (112A).

**Tigecycline**

The adverse effects of tigecycline have been reviewed; nausea and vomiting are the main adverse effects and can be managed with antiemetics (113E, 114R, 115R).
Comparative studies In a double-blind study in 1116 adults with complicated skin infections, in which tigecycline was compared with vancomycin + aztreonam, the main adverse effects of tigecycline were nausea (35%), vomiting (20%), diarrhea (8.5%), and "dyspepsia" (3.7%); tigecycline also prolonged the activated partial thromboplastin time and the prothrombin time in about 3% and caused increased transaminase activities in 1–2% (116C). It is not clear whether two other reports from the same group of similar study in 573 and 543 patients overlap with this (117C, 118C), but the adverse effects of tigecycline were similar in the three studies.

Gastrointestinal In a pooled analysis of two phase 3, double-blind comparisons of intravenous tigecycline and imipenem + cilastatin in 1642 adults with complicated intra-abdominal infections, nausea (24% tigecycline, 19% imipenem + cilastatin), vomiting (19% tigecycline, 14% imipenem + cilastatin), and diarrhea (14% tigecycline, 13% imipenem + cilastatin) were the most common adverse events (119M).

In one of those studies, intravenous tigecycline (100 mg initially then 50 mg every 12 hours) and imipenem + cilastatin (500 + 500 mg 6-hourly or adjusted for renal dysfunction) for 5 to 14 days was compared in 825 patients (120C). Tigecycline was as efficacious as imipenem + cilastatin but caused more adverse effects, of which nausea (31 versus 5%), vomiting (26 versus 19%), and diarrhea (21 versus 19%) were the most common.

Food-drug interactions In two pharmacokinetic studies of tigecycline food increased the maximum tolerated single dose from 100 to 200 mg (121C).
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AMINOGLYCOSIDE ANTIBIOTICS  
(SED-15, 118; 
SEDA-27, 251; SEDA-28, 274; SEDA-29, 253)

Drug–drug interactions  In a prospective study in 80 patients with cystic fibrosis and normal renal function, the combination of aminoglycosides with the polymyxin antibiotic colistin may have increased the risk of nephrotoxicity; in a multiple linear regression model there was a strong correlation between the use of aminoglycosides and reduced renal function, which was potentiated by colistin (1C).

Gentamicin  
(SED-15, 1500; 
SEDA-29, 253)

Sensory systems  An intraocular injection of a high dose of gentamicin given by mistake led to severe retinal damage, which was at first misdiagnosed as central retinal artery occlusion; the damage was completely reversed by vitrectomy (2A).

Urinary tract  Four women presented with a Bartter-like syndrome, with hypokalemia, metabolic alkalosis, hypomagnesemia, hypermagnesiuria, hypocalemia, and hypercalciuria, after receiving gentamicin 1.2–2.6 g (3C). The syndrome lasted for 2–6 weeks after withdrawal of gentamicin.

Acute tubular necrosis occurred in an adolescent with cystic fibrosis receiving intravenous gentamicin and ceftazidime (4A).

Neomycin

Sensory systems  Eighth nerve damage from aminoglycosides can occur after topical administration.

- A 60-year-old man with a perforated tympanic membrane developed total hearing loss after the application of a cream containing neomycin, triamcinolone, gramicidin, and nystatin (5A).

Tobramycin  
(SED-15, 3437; 
SEDA-29, 254)

Sensory systems  Eyes  A 59-year-old woman developed severe erythema, edema, and exudation in the left eye and eyelid, with ocular pruritus, after treatment with tobramycin 0.3% eye drops for several days after cataract removal (6A). Skin patch testing was positive and there was no response to the excipients. The symptoms subsided within 1 month after withdrawal of the eye drops.

Ears  Vestibular damage without hearing loss has been reported with tobramycin.

- A 59-year-old woman, a lung transplant recipient with sputum positive for Pseudomonas aeruginosa, taking tacrolimus and sirolimus, developed acute renal insufficiency and ataxia with bilateral vestibular system paresis but no hearing loss after using inhaled tobramycin 300 mg every 12 hours for 2 weeks (7A). After withdrawal, renal function improved but the vestibular symptoms never fully resolved.

Urinary tract  In a double blind, randomized, controlled trial once-daily versus thrice-daily intravenous tobramycin was compared in 219
patients with cystic fibrosis and pulmonary exacerabations \(8^C\). In children once-daily treatment was significantly less nephrotoxic than thrice daily administration \((n = 61 \text{ versus } 64)\). However, the study was not powered to detect differences in toxicity.

- Bone cement impregnated with tobramycin and cefazolin, which was placed into an infected total knee arthroplasty, led to renal insufficiency in an 85-year-old man with pre-existing renal impairment \(9^A\).

**CHLORAMPHENICOL AND RELATED DRUGS** \(SED-15, 706; SEDA-29, 254\)

**Chloramphenicol**

**Hematologic** Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria occurred after 6 weeks of oral chloramphenicol therapy for treatment of a hip prosthesis infection with *Bacillus fragilis* in a 78-year-old man \(10^A\).

**FLUOROQUINOLONES** \(SED-15, 1396; SEDA-27, 254; SEDA-28, 276; SEDA-29, 254\)

**Metabolism** There was a higher rate of hyperglycemia with gatifloxacin or levofloxacin compared with ceftriaxone in a retrospective chart review of 17,000 patients \(11^c\). Sulfonlurea therapy was identified as an independent risk factor for hypoglycemia.

**Teratogenicity** There was no increased risk of overall malformations after prenatal exposure to fluoroquinolones in a database cohort study of 217 women before or during pregnancy \(12^c\). However, there were more cases of bone malformations in the children of women who had been exposed before or during the first 30 days of pregnancy.

**Ciprofloxacin** \(SED-15, 783; SEDA-29, 255\)

**Nervous system** Ciprofloxacin might have prolonged a seizure associated with electroconvulsive therapy in a patient with a urinary tract infection \(13^A\).

- A 43-year-old woman developed a subacute confusional state and involuntary movements after being given ciprofloxacin, cephalexin, and co-amoxiclav after an insect bite \(14^A\). The antibiotics were withdrawn. She later had two generalized tonic-clonic seizures.

**Sensory systems** Precipitation of topical ciprofloxacin on the corneal surface can delay recovery from viral ocular surface infection \(15^A\).

**Urinary tract** A 58-year-old woman developed acute renal insufficiency after taking ciprofloxacin 1 g without any other identifiable risk factor \(16^A\). Renal biopsy showed no evidence of interstitial nephritis, but there were tubular lesions and deposits of a brown-yellowish substance, which was identified as ciprofloxacin salt. The outcome was favorable.

**Skin** An 80-year-old woman taking ciprofloxacin developed acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis mimicking a bullous drug eruption \(17^A\).

**Musculoskeletal** A 35-year-old man developed discomfort in his left medial thigh 3 days after taking ciprofloxacin 500 mg bd for pneumonia; rupture of the adductor longus tendon was confirmed by MRI \(18^A\).

**Drug–drug interactions** In eight patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma ciprofloxacin co-administration with cyclophosphamide resulted in a significantly lower exposure to cyclophosphamide and in a lower ratio of the AUCs of cyclophosphamide and its active metabolite 4-hydroxycyclophosphamide \(19^A\). The authors postulated that ciprofloxacin inhibited CYP3A2, which is involved in the conversion of cyclophosphamide to 4-hydroxycyclophosphamide.
Gatifloxacin  *(SED-15, 1482; SEDA-29, 256)*  

*Nervous system*  Of five patients who developed suspected drug-induced *aseptic meningitis*, one had been treated for *Salmonella* gastroenteritis with ciprofloxacin *(20A)*. Symptoms of nervous system disease, including psychomotor excitement and deterioration of auto and allopsychical orientation, occurred after 4 days. She had a concomitant urticarial rash and considerable swelling of the face. Ciprofloxacin was immediately withdrawn and her symptoms improved.

*Metabolism*  In an observational study of spontaneous adverse events reports gatifloxacin was associated with much higher rates of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia (477 reports per 10^7* retail prescriptions*) compared with ciprofloxacin (4 reports), levofloxacin (11 reports), and moxifloxacin (36 reports) *(21c)*.

In four pivotal studies in 867 children, low concentrations of fasting and non-fasting glucose occurred more often in children taking gatifloxacin (5.8%) than in those taking co-amoxiclav (2.5%) *(22C)*.

Gatifloxacin 600 mg intravenously has been associated with a serious episode of hypoglycemia after cardiopulmonary bypass *(23A)*.

Severe hyperglycemia occurred in a non-diabetic patient with progressive renal dysfunction who took gatifloxacin 200 mg/day for 9 days *(24A)*.

Susceptibility factors  

*Children*  In a pharmacokinetic study in 111 children taking gatifloxacin oral suspension or tablets 5, 10, or 15 mg/kg, the most common adverse events were vomiting (17%), headache (3%), and rash (4%) *(25e)*. Three had transiently increased liver function tests, up to seven times the upper limit of the reference range.

*Drug–drug interactions*  A 77-year old woman took gatifloxacin 400 mg/day for pneumonia together with *calcium carbonate* 500 mg and a multivitamin formulation and failed to improve *(26A)*. The time of administration of gatifloxacin was changed and her symptoms improved 2 days later. However, plasma concentrations of gatifloxacin were not measured. Reduced absorption of quinolones by divalent and trivalent cations such as aluminium, magnesium, calcium, iron, and zinc occurs by the formation of insoluble chelates.

Levofloxacin  *(SED-15, 2047; SEDA-29, 257)*  

*Nervous system*  *Increased seizure activity* has been associated with the use of levofloxacin.

- A 75-year-old man with Alzheimer’s disease, chronic renal insufficiency, and seizures was given levofloxacin 500 mg/day for 1 week for a urinary tract infection and developed increased seizure activity over 3 days; the seizure activity ceased after withdrawal of levofloxacin *(27A)*.
- A 73-year old man with community-acquired pneumonia took oral levofloxacin after completing treatment with intravenous ceftriaxone and 2 days later became disoriented and confused; the symptoms regressed completely after withdrawal of levofloxacin *(28A)*.

*Liver*  Acute fulminant fatal *hepatic failure* has been reported in a patient taking levofloxacin *(29A)*.

- A 55-year-old woman with asymptomatic hepatitis B infection was given oral levofloxacin 500 mg/day for 10 days for an upper respiratory tract infection. On day 12 she developed mixed hepatocellular and cholestatic liver damage, with transaminases 20 times the upper limit of the reference range. Despite supportive treatment she died 12 weeks later.

*Skin*  Cases of *toxic epidermal necrolysis* have been reported in patients taking levofloxacin.

- An 87-year-old woman developed a pruritic rash on her trunk and limbs 3 hours after taking a single dose of levofloxacin followed by a generalized seizure *(30A)*. A skin biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of toxic epidermal necrolysis. She had developed a rash after taking ciprofloxacin several years before, which had probably sensitized her to levofloxacin.
- A 15-year-old boy developed fatal toxic epidermal necrolysis, with a pruritic rash, fever, and joint pains, after taking levofloxacin 500 mg/day for 9 days *(31A)*. The exfoliation progressed to involve 80% of the body surface and he died despite supportive treatment.
Musculoskeletal A 19-year-old man developed rhabdomyolysis with swelling and weakness of the arms and creatine kinase activity up to 16,546 U/l having taken ofloxacin and then levofloxacin for periorbital cellulitis; the symptoms improved after withdrawal of levofloxacin (32A).

Immunologic A 33-year old Japanese man developed a severe anaphylactic reaction 10 minutes after taking his first dose of levofloxacin with mefenamic acid and L-carbocysteine orally; patch tests only showed a reaction to levofloxacin (33A).

Drug–drug interactions Levofloxacin and ciprofloxacin reduced the renal clearance of procainamide and N-acetylprocainamide (ace- cainide) (34c).

Moxifloxacin (SED-15, 2392; SEDA-29, 257)

Nervous system Moxifloxacin has been reported to cause coma (35A).

• A 56 year old woman with Child–Pugh A grade alcoholic cirrhosis became comatose after taking oral moxifloxacin 400 mg/day for 8 days. After intravenous treatment with gammahydroxybutyrate (GHB) she became conscious and oriented.

Quinolones inhibit the binding of GABA to its receptor and gammahydroxybutyrate is structurally similar to GABA.

Immunologic Although moxifloxacin is chemically different from other fluoroquinolones, in six patients with hypersensitivity to different fluoroquinolones there was cross-reactivity between moxifloxacin, ciprofloxacin, levofloxacin, and ofloxacin, confirmed by skin tests (36c).

Drug–drug interactions In five cases an interaction of moxifloxacin with warfarin was suspected to be the cause of a raised international normalized ratio (INR), with clinically significant hemorrhage in one; in three cases the interaction was assessed as probable and in two as possible (37c).

Norfloxacin (SED-15, 2583; SEDA-29, 258)

Skin A 40-year-old man developed toxic epidermal necrolysis 10 days after the end of a 14-day course of norfloxacin 800 mg/day (38A). He had typical cutaneous and mucous lesions and recovered after treatment with oral prednisolone and fluids.

Drug–drug interactions The AUC of mycophenolic acid after a single dose was reduced by 10% when norfloxacin was given concomitantly (39c).

Oflloxacin (SED-15, 2597; SEDA-29, 258)

Skin A 40-year-old woman developed Sweet’s syndrome after taking ofloxacin for 3 days for watery bloody diarrhea in the course of Crohn’s disease (40A). She had a fever (38.6°C), rash, abdominal tenderness, and painful joints. Her symptoms resolved spontaneously 3 days after withdrawal of ofloxacin.

Sparfloxacin (SED-15, 3172; SEDA-29, 259)

Nails Blue-black discoloration of the nails occurred in three patients taking sparfloxacin; the discoloration gradually moved distally and disappeared within 6 months (41c).

During treatment for tuberculosis with sparfloxacin, streptomycin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide a 36-year-old man developed an exaggerated sunburn-like rash with painful onycholysis of the fingernails and toenails; after withdrawal of sparfloxacin and substitution of rifampicin, the symptoms improved (41A).

GLYCOPEPTIDES (SED-27, 259; SEDA-28, 280; SEDA-29, 260)

Dalbavancin (SED-29, 260)

Comparative studies Dalbavancin has been compared with vancomycin in an open, multicenter, phase 2 study in 67 patients with
catheter-related septicemia (42C). Intravenous dalbavancin was given to 33 patients as a single dose of 1000 mg followed by a dose of 500 mg 1 week later. The most common medication related adverse events were diarrhea (7%), constipation (6%), fever (6%), and oral candidiasis (4%).

Teicoplanin  (SED-15, 3305; SEDA-29, 260)

Immunologic  A 76-year-old man receiving intramuscular teicoplanin 400 mg/day for septic arthritis due to Staphylococcus aureus developed a vasculitis with cutaneous and renal involvement (43A). On day 17, tender purpura appeared in his legs, and there was concomitant impairment of renal function. A skin biopsy showed the typical features of a leukocytoclastic vasculitis. Teicoplanin was withdrawn and he was given flucloxacillin and prednisolone. The purpura resolved and renal function recovered partly.

Vancomycin  (SED-15, 3593; SEDA-29, 261)

Immunologic  Hypersensitivity reactions to vancomycin have been described.

- A 56-year-old white woman developed a drug-induced hypersensitivity syndrome after receiving intravenous vancomycin 2 g/day for 20 days for methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (44A). She developed a fever and a maculopapular rash, which progressed to purpuric erythema multiforme without mucosal lesions, associated with pharyngitis, leukocytosis, and eosinophilia. There was organ involvement, with raised liver enzymes and creatinine. She was given methylprednisolone for 2 month until the laboratory findings and cutaneous lesions normalized.
- In a 45 year old Caucasian woman acute interstitial nephritis and hepatitis did not improve after withdrawal of vancomycin and empirical glucocorticoid administration, but the rash resolved and renal function recovered after a 5-day course of ciclosporin (45A).
- A 76-year-old man developed progressive itching, soreness, photophobia, and lacrimation in the left eye 3 days after completing a 2-week course of 5% vancomycin eye-drops after cataract surgery (46A). Vancomycin skin tests were positive and his symptoms resolved after treatment with an antihistamine and systemic and topical glucocorticoids.

KETOLIDES  (SED-15, 1976; SEDA-27, 260; SEDA-28, 281; SEDA-29, 262)

Telithromycin

Observational studies  In an open multicenter study in 432 patients with community-acquired pneumonia given telithromycin 800 mg/day for 7 days, diarrhea was reported in 8.1% and nausea in 5.8% (47c). Six patients discontinued treatment because of allergic reactions, abdominal pain, vomiting, vertigo, or increased alanine transaminase activity, which were considered possibly related to telithromycin. Two patients had non-significant prolongation of the QT interval.

Placebo-controlled studies  In three randomized, double blind, multicenter studies in 609 patients who took telithromycin 800 mg/day for 5 days for exacerbations of chronic bronchitis, diarrhea and nausea occurred in 6.4 and 4.8% respectively (48M). One patient had QT, interval prolongation from 488 to 531 ms, which returned to baseline after the end of therapy.

Skin  An 18-year-old woman with infectious mononucleosis developed a pruritic rash after treatment with co-amoxiclav (49A). Treatment was switched to telithromycin, and the rash started to resolve but worsened again, with the development of additional headache and joint pains. The antibiotic was withdrawn and the symptoms and the rash resolved with supportive therapy with antihistamines and methylprednisolone.

Drug–drug interactions  A possible interaction of verapamil with telithromycin has been reported (50A).

- A 76-year-old woman took telithromycin 800 mg/day for nasal congestion and malaise in addition to verapamil 180 mg/day. Two days later she developed profound hypotension and a junctional rhythm at 30/minute. A temporary pacemaker was necessary.
LINCOSAMIDES  (SED-15, 2063; SEDA-27, 260; SEDA-28, 281; SEDA-29, 263)

Clindamycin

Skin  In a retrospective study of drug reactions in children with various ear, nose, and throat infections, seven of 62 reported cases of skin reactions were attributed to clindamycin (51c).

MACROLIDE ANTIBIOTICS  (SED-15, 2183; SEDA-27, 261; SEDA-28, 282; SEDA-29, 263)

Azithromycin  (SED-15, 389; SEDA-29, 264)

Cardiovascular  Polymorphous ventricular tachycardia has been attributed to azithromycin (52A).

- A 51-year-old woman took azithromycin 500 mg for an upper respiratory tract infection shortly after a dose of over-the-counter pseudoephedrine. Two hours later she had two syncopal events due to polymorphous ventricular tachycardia without QT interval prolongation. Azithromycin was withdrawn and the ventricular tachycardia abated after 10 hours. She was symptom-free 1 year later.

Liver  Liver damage has been attributed to azithromycin (53A).

- A 75-year-old woman took azithromycin 500 mg/day for 3 days and developed jaundice, fatigue, and diarrhea. She had a history of allergy to penicillin, morphine, and pethidine. Transaminases, bilirubin, and alkaline phosphatase were raised. Liver biopsy showed centrilobular necrosis consistent with a drug reaction. Two months later her liver function tests had returned to baseline.

Skin  In a randomized, multicenter, double-blind study rash was reported in 2.5% of patients after a single dose of azithromycin for acute otitis media (54C).

- A 5-year-old child developed Stevens–Johnson syndrome 3 days after starting a course of azithromycin and improved after treatment with a glucocorticoid for 28 days (55A).

Drug–drug interactions  Clarithromycin can inhibit the metabolism of other drugs.

- An 85-year-old woman, who was taking carbamazepine, fluoxetine, a benzodiazepine, an ACE inhibitor, a statin, and a coumarin anticoagulant, developed confusion and asterixis, with raised liver enzymes and an increased international normalized ratio (INR) after taking clarithromycin for 10 days for a respiratory infection (59A).

This presentation was associated with carbamazepine and coumarin toxicity caused by an interaction with clarithromycin.

In a 77-year-old man a life-threatening pharmacokinetic interaction of clarithromycin with nifedipine was suspected as the cause of vasodilatory shock (60A).

Erythromycin  (SED-15, 1237; SEDA-29, 265)

Liver  Liver damage due to erythromycin is well described.
After two doses of erythromycin ethylsuccinate, following unsuccessful treatment with penicillin for a respiratory illness, a 10-year-old previously healthy girl developed liver damage (61A). Liver biopsy showed moderate panlobular parenchymatous degeneration with cholestasis due to numerous intraacinar and intra ductal bile plugs. She recovered completely 6–8 weeks after withdrawal of erythromycin.

**Drug–drug interactions**

Co-administration of modified-release erythromycin 999 mg in an adolescent taking methylphenidate and bupropion was associated with an acute myocardial infarction (62A). Co-administration of erythromycin may have inhibited CYP3A4-dependent metabolism of bupropion, leading to raised plasma bupropion concentrations and excessive vasospasm due to the sympathetic effect of methylphenidate and bupropion.

Co-administration of erythromycin tds increased exposure to quetiapine 200 mg bd significantly in Chinese patients by inhibition of the CYP3A4-dependent metabolism of quetiapine; the C\text{max} rose by 68% and the AUC by 129% (63c). Intra-individual variability was large and so a fixed modification of the dosage regimen could not be recommended.

**Roxithromycin** (SED-15, 3083; SEDA-29, 266)

**Nails** A 22-year-old office worker developed onycholysis after taking roxithromycin 150 mg bd for 8 weeks for chronic sinusitis (64A).

**Nitrofurantoin** (SED-15, 2542; SEDA-27, 264; SEDA-28, 284; SEDA-29, 266)

**Respiratory**

**DoTS classification:**

**Reaction:** Nitrofurantoin-induced lung disease

**Dose relation:** Hypersusceptibility reaction

**Time course:** Late

**Susceptibility factors:** Female sex

Nitrofurantoin causes acute lung injury more often than any other drug. Acute respiratory reactions include dyspnea, cough, interstitial pneumonitis, and pleural effusion; interstitial pneumonitis and fibrosis are common chronic reactions (SED-25, 310). In a retrospective analysis of 18 patients with chronic nitrofurantoin-induced lung disease (median age 72 years, range 47–90; 17 women) the median daily dosage of nitrofurantoin was 100 mg (range 50–200) (65c). The onset of symptoms occurred after a median duration of 23 months (range 10–144). Although the clinical and radiological presentation is non-specific, there are characteristic features on CT that are distinctly different from those seen in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Most patients with chronic nitrofurantoin-induced lung disease will improve, either on withdrawal of nitrofurantoin alone or with the addition of a glucocorticoid. However, it is not uncommon for residual infiltrates to persist in the long term.

**Hematologic** A 74-year-old white man developed agranulocytosis after a short course of nitrofurantoin 100 mg qds (66A). On day 5 the total white blood cell count and granulocyte count fell to $1.9 \times 10^9$ and $0.5 \times 10^9$ respectively. Nitrofurantoin was withdrawn and replaced with cefuroxime and 2 days later the total white blood cell count and granulocyte count had increased to $2.5 \times 10^9$ and $1.1 \times 10^9$ respectively.

**Salivary glands** Nitrofurantoin can cause parotitis (67A).

**Skin** Stevens–Johnson syndrome and toxic epidermal necrolysis are more common in the setting of a compromised immune system.

- Stevens–Johnson syndrome occurred in a 24-year-old HIV-positive pregnant woman who took nitrofurantoin for 2 days (68A).

Treatment with nitrofurantoin is rarely associated with a lupus-like syndrome.

- A 71-year-old woman developed a lupus-like syndrome associated with hepatitis after taking nitrofurantoin for 5 years; her symptoms rapidly improved with systemic glucocorticoid therapy (69A). The symptoms resolved after withdrawal of nitrofurantoin.
Linezolid is the first of an entirely new class of antibiotics in decades, the oxazolidinones. It has a spectrum of activity against virtually all important Gram-positive pathogens. The unique mechanism of action of linezolid makes cross-resistance with other antimicrobial agents unlikely. Linezolid is marketed in intravenous and oral formulations and the latter has 100% systemic availability. Since its first approval and marketing in March 2000 in the USA, linezolid has gained approval for use in many other countries for the treatment of community-acquired and nosocomial pneumonia, complicated and uncomplicated skin and soft-tissue infections, and infections caused by methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* and vancomycin-resistant enterococci, including cases with concurrent bacteremia (70r).

Observational studies In a retrospective analysis in 42 patients receiving linezolid for osteomyelitis, the clinical cure rate was 55% in the 20 patients who received therapy for at least 6 weeks. Adverse events included gastrointestinal disturbances (15%), thrombocytopenia (10%), anemia (10%), neutropenia (5%), and rash (5%) (71c).

Nervous system Long-term use of linezolid can be associated with severe peripheral and optic neuropathy (72r). In most cases, the optic neuropathy resolved after withdrawal of linezolid but the peripheral neuropathy did not. The duration of therapy rather than the indication for treatment seems to be the most important factor.

Linezolid-induced peripheral neurotoxicity has been reported (73a, 74a).

- A 70-year-old man took linezolid for 10–12 days and complained of numbness in his toes. Nerve conduction studies showed sensory motor axonal damage. During the next 5 months he develop progressive perineal anesthesia without fecal incontinence or urinary tract disorder. Spinal cord MRI and nerve biopsy were normal. The hemoglobin was 8.5 g/dl. Linezolid was withdrawn after 24 weeks of therapy. The perineal anesthesia disappeared after 8 months, but the neuropathy persisted.
- A 45-year-old woman complained of bilateral, predominantly left-sided paresthesia of the toes after taking linezolid for 6 months. One week later, linezolid was withdrawn because of a glove-and-stocking neuropathy without abnormal ankle reflexes. Nerve conduction studies were compatible with a sensory axonal neuropathy. Two weeks after withdrawal of linezolid, she reported subjective improvement of the sensory perception. After 3 months minor bilateral paresthesia persisted.
- A 38-year-old man presented with bilateral isolated lower limb dysesthesia after taking linezolid for 2 months. Linezolid was withdrawn and voriconazole was continued while the neurological signs improved. Spinal MRI and lumbar puncture were normal; a search for antineuronal antibodies in serum and CSF was negative. After 6 months the paresthesia persisted.
- A 42-year-old woman developed a severe irreversible sensory polyneuropathy after a 6-month course of linezolid.

Sensory systems Two patients undergoing long-term treatment (both 11 months) with linezolid for pneumonia had reduced visual acuity, dyschromatopsia, and cecocentral scotomata characteristic of toxic optic neuropathy (75a). Visual function slowly recovered 3–4 months after withdrawal of linezolid.

- A 56-year-old man developed a toxic optic neuropathy after long-term treatment with linezolid 600 mg bd for 12 months then 600 mg/day for 44 months (76a). Linezolid was withdrawn and he noted subjective visual improvement within several weeks.
- A 27-year-old woman developed an optic and peripheral neuropathy after taking linezolid for 154 days for osteomyelitis (77a). A glucocorticoid exacerbated the visual loss. Withdrawal of linezolid resulted in marked improvement.

Metabolism Hyperlactatemia and metabolic acidosis are adverse effects of linezolid that could be related to impaired mitochondrial function. Linezolid-induced lactic acidosis occurred in a 70-year-old man during the first 7 days of treatment with linezolid (78a). Mitochondria were studied from three patients, in whom weakness and hyperlactatemia developed during therapy with linezolid (79f). The results suggested that linezolid interferes with mitochondrial protein synthesis, probably because of similarities between bacterial and mitochondrial ribosomes.

Hematologic Linezolid has been associated with dose-dependent and time-dependent reversible myelosuppression (including anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, and pancytopenia). The mechanism for the anemia is thought
to be inhibition of mitochondrial respiration. The thrombocytopenia appears to result from immune-mediated platelet destruction. It is now recommended that complete blood counts be monitored weekly in patients who take linezolid, especially those who take it for more than 2 weeks. In children, thrombocytopenia is less common; however, the complete blood count should be monitored weekly while children are taking linezolid. Vitamin B<sub>6</sub> 50 mg/day may prevent or modify the course of linezolid-associated cytopenias. Two patients developed dyserythropoietic anemia, strikingly similar to chloramphenicol-associated myelotoxicity, after taking linezolid for 25–28 days (80A).

In a retrospective case-control study of linezolid in 91 patients with end-stage renal disease, of whom 28 were receiving hemodialysis at the start of therapy, and patients with non-end-stage renal disease, the former had significantly more frequent severe thrombocytopenia (79 versus 43%) and anemia (71 versus 37%) (81e). Survival analysis for thrombocytopenia or death showed significant differences between the groups.

In a retrospective study patients taking linezolid with lower pre-treatment hematological values were at greater risk not only of anemia but also thrombocytopenia (82c).

**Immunologic** Linezolid-related leukocytoclastic vasculitis occurred in a 68-year-old man after 7 days of treatment with linezolid 600 mg bd (83A).

**Drug dosage regimens** Linezolid crosses the blood–retina barrier in non-inflamed eyes. The vitreous concentration in 12 adults after a single 600 mg oral dose rose exponentially with time and 33% of the late group achieved sufficient MIC<sub>90</sub> concentrations for the common pathogens found in postoperative endophthalmitis (84f). The vitreous linezolid concentration correlated strongly with the interpolated serum concentration. Adequate concentrations might therefore be achieved with an altered dosage regimen to achieve higher serum steady-state concentrations.

**Drug–drug interactions** Linezolid is a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, and particular attention has been paid to the question of whether drugs that are metabolized by monoamine oxidase interact with linezolid (85M).

Linezolid interacts with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and other sympathomimetic drugs, resulting in the serotonin syndrome. There have been two cases of serotonin syndrome due to interaction of linezolid with venlafaxine (86A), one case in a patient taking linezolid, amitriptyline, and paroxetine (87A), and one in a patient taking linezolid, citalopram, and mirtazapine (88A). In a retrospective study 12 patients (mean age 53 years) were found with linezolid-associated serotonin syndrome (89f). All had taken linezolid concomitantly with an SSRI. The onset of syndrome was 9.5 days after the introduction of linezolid and was directly correlated with age. The symptoms resolved in 2.9 days. Citalopram was associated with delayed resolution. There was a trend towards a longer resolution time the longer the half-life of the interacting drug.

Encephalopathy in a 74-year-old woman was attributed to an interaction of linezolid with hydroxyzine (73A).

**POLYMYXINS**

**Colistin** *(SED-15, 2891; SEDA-27, 265; SEDA-28, 285; SEDA-29, 268)*

Two different forms of colistin are available for clinical use. Colistin sulfate is administered orally for bowel decontamination and is used topically as a powder for the treatment of bacterial skin infections; colistimethate sodium (also called colistin methanesulfate, pentasodium colistimethanesulfate, colistin sulfamethate, and colistin sulfonyl methate) is given intravenously and intramuscularly. Both formulations have been used in aerosols. However, colistimethate sodium is associated with fewer adverse effects, such as chest tightness, throat irritation, and cough, than colistin sulfate (90A).

**Respiratory** Treatment with aerosolized colistin can be complicated by bronchoconstriction and chest tightness. Colistin caused bronchospasm in 20 patients with cystic fibrosis chronically infected with *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* in a placebo-controlled clinical trial with a crossover design testing colistin 75 mg in
4 ml of saline solution and a placebo solution of the same osmolarity using a breath-enhanced nebulizer for administration (91C). However, treatment with inhaled beta2-adrenoceptor agonists before the start of treatment can prevent bronchoconstriction (92R).

**Nervous system** The most common adverse effects of colistin are nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity. Neurological toxicity is associated with dizziness, weakness, facial and peripheral paresthesia, vertigo, visual disturbances, confusion, ataxia, and neuromuscular blockade, which can lead to respiratory failure or apnea. The incidence of colistin-associated neurotoxicity reported in earlier literature was about 7%, paresthesia constituting the main adverse event. Neurotoxic events related to colistin occur more often in patients with cystic fibrosis (29% of patients who receive colistin experience paresthesia, ataxia, or both). Neurological toxicity is dose-related and is usually reversible after early withdrawal.

Intraventricular administration of colistin, especially in high doses, can cause convulsions (92R).

**Urinary tract** Nephrotoxicity has been reported in 20% of 317 courses of colistin therapy and is mainly due to acute tubular necrosis. The risk of nephrotoxicity increases in the setting of pre-existing renal dysfunction and with increasing doses. Serum concentrations and toxicity appear to be a function of glomerular filtration rate (93A). Renal toxicity is dose-related and is usually reversible after early withdrawal. However, there are a few published reports of irreversible nephrotoxicity after withdrawal of colistin (91R).

In a prospective, observational, cohort study in 21 patients who received intravenous colistin for at least 7 days (median daily dose 17.7 mg and median duration of treatment 15 days), three patients developed nephrotoxicity (94C). The cumulative dose of colistin correlated with the difference in serum creatinine concentrations between the start and end of treatment.

- A 57-year-old man developed acute renal insufficiency after receiving colistin 250 mg intravenously every 6 hours for 4 days (94A).
- A 35-year-old man who received colistin 6 MU intravenously divided into three daily doses had no adverse effects. However, during two subsequent courses 1 month and 4 months later he developed acute renal insufficiency (95A).

In both of these episodes, renal function returned to normal values within 3–5 days after colistin withdrawal and despite the continuation of all other drugs.

In an observational retrospective cohort study of 17 patients who received intravenous colistin for more than 4 weeks, 19 courses of prolonged treatment were identified (96). The mean duration of administration was 43 days, and the mean cumulative dose was 190 million IU. The median creatinine concentration rose by 220 µmol/l during treatment compared with baseline but returned to near baseline at the end of treatment.

**Skin** Hypersensitivity reactions, rash, urticaria, generalized itching, and fever can occur during therapy with colistin, the incidence of allergic reactions being 2% (92R).

- A 27-year-old woman developed an allergic contact dermatitis after having both ears pierced followed by prophylactic application of an ointment containing colistin sulfate and bacitracin (97). The eruption responded to a glucocorticoid ointment. Patch tests showed positive reactions to colistin sulfate and bacitracin.

**Susceptibility factors** Intravenous colistin methanesulfonate is converted in vivo to colistin, and these two compounds have substantially different pharmacokinetics, antibacterial activities, and adverse effects. Patients who are currently receiving colistin methanesulfonate are often in intensive care units, have multiple organ dysfunctions, and receive renal replacement therapy.

- A 53-year-old woman weighing 110 kg undergoing continuous venovenous hemodiafiltration was given intravenous colistin methanesulfonate 150 mg (equivalent to 2.46 mg/kg ideal body weight) every 24 hours, reduced to 150 mg/48 hours after 14 days (98). Each dose was given as a 30-minute infusion. The maximum concentration of colistin in plasma occurred 30 minutes after completion of the infusion, consistent with relatively rapid conversion to colistin. The terminal plasma half-lives of colistin methanesulfonate and colistin were 6.83 and 7.52 hours respectively. The total clearance of colistin methanesulfonate was 49 ml/minute and its volume of distribution was 11 liters. From 0 to 8 hours after dosing, 20% of the dose was recovered in the dialysate as colistin methanesulfonate and 6.9% as colistin. The hemodiafiltration clearances of colistin methanesulfonate and colistin were similar (11 and 12 ml/minute).
Drug–drug interactions  For the interaction of colistin with aminoglycoside antibiotics, see above.

Mupirocin

In a systematic review only one study reported any adverse events, primarily rhinorrhea and itching at the application site, in 4.8% of mupirocin recipients and 4.8% of placebo recipients (99M). Although five patients withdrew because of adverse events, only one of these patients was receiving mupirocin.

STREPTOGRAMINS  (SED-15, 3182; SEDA-27, 265; SEDA-28, 285; SEDA-29, 269)

Pristinamycin

Pristinamycin is a mixture of water-insoluble pristinamycin IA and pristinamycin IIA, derived from Streptomyces pristinaespiralis. The former is a group B streptogramin (a peptidic macrolactone or depsipeptide), and the latter is a group A streptogramin (a polyunsaturated macrolactone). Group A and group B streptogramins are both bacteriostatic by reversible binding of the 50S subunit of 70S bacterial ribosomes. Together, however, they are synergistic and bactericidal.

In a retrospective chart review of 27 patients with osteoarticular infections, there were adverse effects of pristinamycin in eight cases; seven were gastrointestinal disturbances and there was one instance of an allergic rash, which required drug withdrawal (100E).

Skin  Toxic epidermal necrolysis has been reported in a patient receiving pristinamycin (101A).

• A 75-year-old man developed a rash 4 hours after the start of treatment with pristinamycin. Extensive epidermal detachment was noted 48 hours later, with a positive Nikolsky’s sign, and it progressed to cover 40% of the body surface. Skin biopsy confirmed toxic epidermal necrolysis, with subepidermal blistering and numerous necrotic keratinocytes. Re-epithelialization occurred in 3 weeks. Two weeks later pristinamycin was given again and 2 hours later he developed a high fever with a generalized rash and large blisters associated with erosions in the buccal and ophthalmic mucosa. The blisters progressively covered the entire body surface. A skin biopsy confirmed toxic epidermal necrolysis. He died of multiorgan failure.

Quinupristin/dalfopristin

Quinupristin/dalfopristin is a semisynthetic injectable combination of streptogramins. Each is bacteriostatic against staphylococci and streptococci. Adverse effects include infusion-site reactions (42%), infusion-site pain (40%), edema (17%), arthralgias (47%), myalgias (6%), gastrointestinal effects (3–5%), rash (2.5%), headache (1.6%), pruritus (1.5%), and hyperbilirubinemia (25%) (102R, 103R).

Hematologic  Quinupristin/dalfopristin is rarely associated with hematological adverse events, but reticulocytopenia has recently been reported (104A).

• A 52-year-old woman developed a reticulocytopenia after receiving quinupristin/dalfopristin 750 mg intravenously every 8 hours for 4 weeks. Before therapy, the hemoglobin concentration was 13 g/dl and it fell to 6.8 g/dl, with an absolute reticulocyte count of 2.4 × 10⁹/l (reference range 28.4–150). Quinupristin/dalfopristin was withdrawn and doxycycline 100 mg orally bd was started. Four days later, the absolute reticulocyte count was 146 × 10⁹/l. She completed her course of doxycycline without further complications.

Virginiamycin  (SED-26, 293; SEDA-27, 268; SEDA-28, 288; SEDA-29, 273)

Virginiamycin is a growth-promoting streptogramin antibacterial used as a feed additive in animals.

Drug tolerance (antibacterial resistance)  The use of virginiamycin has been linked to selection of Enterococcus faecium organisms resistant to quinupristin/dalfopristin. Because virginiamycin has been used in animals, but streptogramins have been used infrequently in human medicine, an animal origin of resistance has been suggested, and spread of this resistance via the food chain to humans is probable (105B).
SULFONAMIDES, TRIMETHOPRIM, AND CO-TRIMOXAZOLE (SED-15, 3216, 3510; SEDA-27, 266; SEDA-28, 285; SEDA-29, 270)

Trimethoprim and co-trimoxazole

Nervous system  Aseptic meningitis is a rare adverse reaction to co-trimoxazole.

- A 46-year-old African–American man with AIDS was admitted on two different occasions within 3 weeks with signs and symptoms of meningitis after using co-trimoxazole (106A).

Endocrine  Co-trimoxazole 14–16 mg/kg orally every 12 hours for 3 weeks in dogs reduced total and free T4 concentrations and increased the TSH concentration, conditions that would be compatible with hypothyroidism (107B). However, hypothyroidism has not been attributed to co-trimoxazole in humans.

Hematologic  Atovaquone + azithromycin and co-trimoxazole have been compared in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial for 2 years in 366 HIV-infected children aged 3 months to 19 years (108C). Grade 3 and grade 4 hematological adverse events during co-trimoxazole therapy were neutropenia (9.3%), thrombocytopenia (8.8%), and anemia (2.2%).

- A 40-year-old man developed neutropenia, severe thrombocytopenia, and a fever, with a diffuse erythematous maculopapular rash after taking co-trimoxazole twice daily (109A).

Neutropenia is the most frequent adverse effect of co-trimoxazole in sub-Saharan Africa. In a prospective cohort study the incidence of hematological disorders was estimated during the first 6 months of a zidovudine-containing highly-active antiretroviral therapy regimen in 498 sub-Saharan African adults taking co-trimoxazole (110C). There was an unexpectedly high incidence of grade 3–4 neutropenia shortly after the introduction of zidovudine. Almost all of the persistent cases disappeared after co-trimoxazole was withdrawn. This suggests an interaction between these two drugs in sub-Saharan Africans.

Liver  In a retrospective study of suspected hepatic adverse drug reactions with fatal outcomes received by the Swedish Adverse Drug Reactions Advisory Committee (SADRAC) from 1966 to 2002, six patients (median age 55 years, range 17–87; three men) taking co-trimoxazole died because of liver failure (four hepatocellular, one cholestatic, one mixed); the median duration of treatment was 10 (3–22) days (111cS).

Pancreas  Drug-related acute pancreatitis is uncommon.

- A 53-year-old woman repeatedly developed pancreatitis after co-trimoxazole; a causal relation was confirmed by relapse after rechallenge (112A).

Skin  In a randomized, single-blind study in 59 patients with active ocular toxoplasmosis randomly assigned to pyrimethamine + sulfadiazine or co-trimoxazole, adverse reactions were limited to one patient in each treatment group, in both cases a rash (113C).

Urticarial vasculitis is characterized by the association of urticarial papules lasting for more than 24 hours with histological cutaneous vasculitis.

- A 30-year-old woman developed urticarial, purpuric, and necrotic cutaneous lesions of the legs after taking oral co-trimoxazole for 2 weeks (114A).

In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled comparison of atovaquone + azithromycin and co-trimoxazole for 2 years in 366 HIV-infected children aged 3 months to 19 years, 26% of those who took co-trimoxazole had moderate rashes and two had life-threatening rashes (108C).

- A 70-year-old Asian man developed toxic epidermal necrolysis within a few hours of the first dose of trimethoprim for a urinary tract infection (115A). His skin became sore and itchy and he developed large blisters involving the trunk, buttocks, thighs, and perineum (about 60% of the body surface area).

Drug–drug interactions  Trimethoprim is a selective inhibitor of CYP2C8 in vitro. Rosiglitazone is predominantly metabolized in the liver.
by CYP2C8. The effect of trimethoprim on rosiglitazone metabolism in vitro has been determined in pooled liver microsomes and in a randomized crossover study in eight healthy subjects, who took a single dose of rosiglitazone 8 mg before and after taking trimethoprim 200 mg bd for 5 days (116Ec). Trimethoprim significantly inhibited the metabolism of rosiglitazone in vitro and in vivo it increased the AUC of rosiglitazone by 31% and the half-life by 27%. There was also a reduction in the plasma concentration of rosiglitazone metabolites. Trimethoprim should therefore be used with caution in patients with type 2 diabetes who are also taking rosiglitazone.

In 15 renal transplant recipients a single dose of co-trimoxazole did not affect the pharmacokinetics of sirolimus (117c).

OTHER ANTIMICROBIAL DRUGS

Daptomycin (SED-15, 1053; SEDA-27, 267; SEDA-28, 287; SEDA-29, 271)

Daptomycin is a cyclic lipopeptide antibiotic used in the treatment of serious Gram-positive infections, including those caused by methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus and vancomycin-resistant enterococci. In clinical trials, the most common adverse effects included gastrointestinal disorders, for example constipation (6%), nausea (6%), and diarrhea (5%), injection site reactions (6%), headache (5%), and rash (4%) (85M).

Nervous system Daptomycin has been associated with neuropathy in a few cases in phase 2 clinical studies (85M). The dose in these studies (3 mg/kg bd) was higher than in phase 3 studies. Pooled laboratory data showed no differences in hematological measurements, blood chemistry, or hepatobiliary function between daptomycin and comparative antibiotics.

Muscle damage from daptomycin

Muscle pain and increased creatine kinase activity have been a concern in patients taking daptomycin. In phase 3 trials, rises in creatine kinase activity occurred in 15 of 534 (2.8%) daptomycin-treated patients compared with 10 of 558 (1.8%) comparator-treated patients (118R). In 13 cases the rises reversed within about 7–10 days after withdrawal.

- A 52-year-old man developed a severe myopathy after taking daptomycin 500 mg/day (6.5 mg/kg/day) for osteomyelitis (119A). He had also taken simvastatin, which was withdrawn when he started to take daptomycin. The baseline creatine kinase activity was 102 U/l (reference range 25–220). Nine days into the course, he developed generalized muscle pain and weakness, progressing to the point where he could not get out of bed. The creatine kinase activity was 20771 U/l, urinalysis was negative for blood, and serum creatinine was 80 µmol/l. Daptomycin was withdrawn and he was admitted to the intensive care unit for close monitoring and hydration. He gradually recovered his muscle strength over the next 48 hours, with resolution of pain, although the creatine kinase activity was still 2700 U/l on day 14. Two weeks later the creatine kinase activity had normalized and all his muscle symptoms had resolved.

Another case of daptomycin-related raised serum creatine kinase activity was reported in a randomized comparison of daptomycin 4 mg/kg every 24 hours intravenously, vancomycin, or a semi-synthetic penicillin (120C). The patient had arm pain and weakness during the second week of treatment with daptomycin. Daptomycin was withdrawn and all the clinical and laboratory abnormalities rapidly resolved. This was one of two cases (0.4%) of rises in creatine kinase activity leading to withdrawal of daptomycin among all 534 patients treated in phase 3 studies of daptomycin.

Creatine kinase activity should be monitored weekly in patients receiving daptomycin. Daptomycin should be withdrawn in patients who develop an otherwise unexplained myopathy with raised creatine kinase activity (over 5 times the upper limit of the reference range) or an isolated marked increase (over 10 times). Patients with abnormal findings who do not meet these criteria should be monitored closely, especially if they are taking other agents that can cause muscle damage, such as statins (85R).
Susceptibility factors  Daptomycin has linear pharmacokinetics at doses of 0.5–6 mg/kg, but in 20% of adults given 8 mg/kg intravenously there is non-linear accumulation. Daptomycin is highly protein-bound and is distributed mainly in the extracellular fluid. In a study of daptomycin concentrations collected from serum and inflammatory blisters, the mean concentrations at 1 and 2 hours were 9.4 and 14.5 µg/ml respectively (118R).

The pharmacokinetics of daptomycin 4 mg/kg have been studied in moderately obese adults (BMI over 25 and under 40 kg/m²), morbidly obese adults (BMI 40 kg/m² and over), and a non-obese control group matched for sex, age, and renal function (121C). The terminal plasma half-life, the fraction of the dose excreted unchanged in the urine, and renal clearance were not affected by obesity. The volume of distribution and total plasma clearance were higher in the obese subjects. The rates of change of volume and clearance with increasing BMI were greater when they were expressed in absolute terms than when they were normalized for total or ideal body weight. This suggests that increases in body mass associated with obesity are proportionally higher than the corresponding increases in volume and clearance. C max and AUC were respectively 25 and 30% higher in the obese subjects.

Fosmidomycin  (SED-15, 1450; SEDA-27, 268; SEDA-28, 287; SEDA-29, 272)

Fosmidomycin inhibits 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate reductoisomerase, a key enzyme in the non-mevalonate pathway of isoprenoid biosynthesis. It thus inhibits the synthesis of isoprenoids by Plasmodium falciparum and suppresses the growth of multidrug-resistant strains in vitro. Studies in Africa of fosmidomycin as monotherapy have shown excellent tolerance.

Susceptibility factors  In 50 children with Plasmodium falciparum malaria given consecutively shortened regimens of artesunate + fosmidomycin (1–2 and 30 mg/kg respectively every 12 hours) the most frequent adverse events before day 7 were gastrointestinal (7/12), mostly abdominal pain (n = 5), but not diarrhea or loose stools (122c). However, there were two cases of transient rises in alanine transaminase activity, in an 8-year-old girl (up to 96 U/l on day 2 from 24 U/l on admission) and in a 10-year-old boy (up to 157 from 26 U/l).

Ramoplanin  (SEDA-28, 288; SEDA-29, 273)

Ramoplanin is the first in a new class of antimicrobials, a glycolipodepsipeptide produced by fermentation of Actinoplanes spp (123CR). It blocks bacterial cell wall biosynthesis by interfering with peptidoglycan production. It inhibits the N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase-catalysed conversion of lipid intermediate I to lipid intermediate II, a step that occurs before transglycosylation and transpeptidation. Ramoplanin is currently being investigated for the treatment of diarrhea associated with Clostridium difficile. Oral ramoplanin is not systemically absorbed and reaches high concentrations in the feces.

Gastrointestinal  In a placebo-controlled study the occurrence of adverse events was similar with ramoplanin and placebo (123CR). The adverse events considered possibly related to ramoplanin included diarrhea (n = 3), abdominal pain (n = 2), dyspepsia, flatulence, and nausea (n = 1 each).
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Pulse-dose terbinafine has been compared with standard continuous-dose terbinafine for toenail onychomycosis in a double-blind, randomized, single-center, non-inferiority study in 306 volunteers randomized to terbinafine 250 mg/day for 3 months (continuous) or 500 mg/day for 1 week per month for 3 months (pulse) (1C). Continuous-dose terbinafine was more effective. The two regimens were equally well tolerated.

**Sensory systems** Terbinafine causes taste loss in 0.6–2.8% of patients. However, many so-called taste problems actually reflect olfactory problems, and the sole empirical study published on this topic, based on whole-mouth testing of a single subject, found no terbinafine-related deficit. Using well-validated taste and smell tests, chemosensory function in six patients complaining of taste disturbance after terbinafine were assessed and compared with six age-, race-, and sex-matched controls (2C). Taste function for sweet-, sour-, and bitter-tasting stimuli was significantly reduced in both the anterior and posterior lingual regions. For sodium chloride, the decrements were confined to the posterior region. Olfactory function was normal. These findings support anecdotal case reports of taste loss from terbinafine, demonstrate that all four major taste qualities are affected, and suggest that olfactory dysfunction is not involved.

**Skin** Cutaneous adverse effects reportedly occur in 1–3% of patients taking terbinafine. The overwhelming majority of these reactions consist of mild to moderate macular exanthems. More serious skin disorders, such as erythema multiforme, toxic epidermal necrolysis, Stevens–Johnson syndrome, erythema toxicum, cutaneous lupus erythematosus, and generalized pustular eruptions are rare. Acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis (AGEP) is considered to be a clinical reaction pattern, 90% of cases of which are due to systemic drugs. It is a rare presentation of an adverse drug reaction most frequently triggered by antimicrobial drugs, including terbinafine. Further cases of acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis associated with oral terbinafine have been reported (3A, 4A).

**Susceptibility factors**

**Children** Limited data suggest that the safety profile of terbinafine in children is not different from that observed in adults and that terbinafine is well tolerated in this population over short periods of time. Terbinafine has been approved for the treatment of tinea capitis in many countries worldwide, and provides good efficacy rates for Trichophyton line capitis using shorter regimens than griseofulvin.

The single dose and steady-state pharmacokinetics of terbinafine have been investigated in 22 otherwise healthy children aged 4–8 years with tinea capitis were comparable between children and adults for the administered dose; however, children had significantly lower values C\text{max} and AUC\text{0→24} when dose was corrected for weight (5C). Age accounted for about 50% of the variability in dose-normalized C\text{max} and AUC. Adverse events consisted principally of headache (n = 3) and gastrointestinal complaints (altered eating habits, n = 3; loss of...
appetite, \( n = 3 \); stomach ache, \( n = 4 \); diarrhea, \( n = 2 \). There was a reduced neutrophil count in five children, thought to be related to terbinafine in two cases.

**Drug–drug interactions** In a study of drugs that are co-prescribed with CYP2D6 inhibitors (bupropion, fluoxetine, paroxetine, and terbinafine) lists of patients taking both inhibitors and substrates of CYP2D6 were drawn from the prescription databases of three Norwegian primary pharmacies (6M). The highest frequencies of co-prescribed substrates were found for paroxetine (101 events per 267 patients, 38%), and fluoxetine (36 events per 110 patients, 33%). The drugs that were most often detected in combination with the inhibitors were codeine (116 events) and metoprolol (38 events). The frequency of co-prescribed substrates was comparatively low (3/96), codeine being co-prescribed with terbinafine in all three cases.

Drugs with long half-lives, such as terbinafine, have a potential for involvement in both long-lasting drug–drug interactions and interactions that can occur weeks after withdrawal.

- A 37-year-old white woman with normal CYP2D6 metabolic capacity taking amitriptyline, valproate, and olanzapine was given terbinafine and shortly after developed extreme dryness of the mouth, nausea, and dizziness, accompanied by a large increase in the serum concentrations of amitriptyline and nortriptyline (7A). Terbinafine was withdrawn and the dose of amitriptyline was reduced. Surprisingly, the serum concentrations of amitriptyline and nortriptyline did not return to baseline until about 6 months later.

Terbinafine is a highly potent competitive inhibitor of CYP2D6, an important intermediate enzyme in the metabolism of amitriptyline to nortriptyline. Nortriptyline is further metabolized to 10-hydroxy metabolites, mainly by CYP2D6. It is therefore likely that the concomitant use of terbinafine was the major cause of the increased serum concentrations of amitriptyline and nortriptyline. Based on the data of this case report, there is a risk of clinically significant drug–drug interactions for at least 3 months after withdrawal of terbinafine.

**AMPHOTERICIN** (SED-15, 192; SEDA-27, 276; SEDA-28, 295; SEDA-29, 280)

**Drug administration route**

**Home-based infusion therapy** The types and frequencies of adverse events associated with community-based amphotericin B infusion therapy have been analysed in 105 patients who received amphotericin B from a home-care provider (8c). A total of 113 courses of amphotericin B formulations were administered: liposomal amphotericin B, 41 courses (36%), amphotericin B deoxycholate, 31 courses (27%), amphotericin B lipid complex, 31 courses (27%), and amphotericin B colloidal dispersion, three courses (3%); an additional seven courses consisted of sequential therapy with two different formulations. Nephrotoxicity was associated with 46 (41%) courses, electrolyte abnormalities with 40 (35%) courses, venous access device complications with 12 (11%) courses, and infusion reactions with 13 (12%) courses. Nephrotoxicity occurred most often in those aged 60 years or older, solid organ transplant recipients, and those receiving concomitant ciclosporin. Only two (12%) of 17 courses in children under 13 years were associated with nephrotoxicity. Thirteen of all 113 courses resulted in patients requiring hospital admission owing to adverse events. Monitoring of electrolyte, serum creatinine, and blood urea nitrogen concentrations 2 or 3 times a week was adequate for identifying these events.

**Amphotericin B Lipid Complex (ABLC)**

**Urinary tract** To investigate the renal safety of ABLC, the records of 3514 ABLC-treated patients with fungal infections registered in the CLEAR database were reviewed (9c). The median change in predicted creatinine clearance from baseline to the end of therapy was −3 (range −119 to 118) ml/minute; the serum creatinine concentration doubled in 13% of patients and new dialysis was needed for 3% of patients. Patients with underlying renal disease who had received prior antifungal therapy had a median creatinine clearance change of
0.5 (range −107 to 52) ml/minute. Despite an increased risk of renal impairment in recipients of allogeneic hemopoietic stem-cell transplants, only 17% had end-of-therapy doubling of serum creatinine concentrations, and the median change in creatinine clearance was −10 (range −107 to 108) ml/minute. In patients given ABLC concomitant treatment with potentially nephrotoxic agents and a baseline serum creatinine concentration of <176 µmol/l were predisposing factors for nephrotoxicity. These data support the notion that ABLC may be used safely to treat patients who are at increased risk of renal impairment.

**Susceptibility factors**

*Children* The pharmacokinetics of ABLC have been investigated in 28 neonates (median weight 1.06, range 0.48–4.9 kg; median gestational age 27, range 24–41 weeks) with invasive candidiasis enrolled in a phase II multicenter trial (10C). They received intravenous ABLC 2.5 mg/kg/day (n = 15) or 5 mg/kg/day (n = 13) over 1 or 2 hours for a median of 21 (range 4–47) days. Population-based pharmacokinetic modelling of concentration data showed that the disposition of ABLC in neonates was similar to that observed in other age groups: weight was the only factor that influenced clearance. Based on these results and documented safety and efficacy, a daily dosage of 2.5–5.0 mg/kg for treatment of invasive *Candida* infections in neonates was recommended.

ABLC has also been assessed in 548 children and adolescents 0–20 years of age who were enrolled into the CLEAR registry. All had a cancer or had received a bone marrow, cord blood, or solid organ transplant and were receiving amphotericin B lipid complex for documented or suspected fungal infections (11C). Most were either intolerant of or refractory to conventional antifungal therapy, and almost one-half were neutropenic at the start of treatment. Of the 548 patients, 300 (55%) were transplant recipients and 393 (72%) had received one or more concomitant nephrotoxins. *Candida* and *Aspergillus* were the most commonly isolated species in patients with proven or probable infections. Response data were evaluable for 255 of the 285 patients with documented single or multiple pathogens. A complete response (cured) or partial response (improved) was achieved in 55% of patients, and an additional 17% of patients had a stable outcome. There was no significant difference between the rates of new hemodialysis versus baseline hemodialysis. There were rises in serum creatinine of over 1.5 times baseline and over 2.5 times baseline values in 25 and 8.8% of all patients respectively.

*Elderly people* ABLC has been evaluated retrospectively using the CLEAR database in 572 elderly patients (over 65 years of age) and 2930 controls (65 years or under) (12C). The patients were typically receiving ABLC for candidiasis, multiple fungal pathogen infections, and aspergillosis, or were being treated empirically. The median cumulative dose of ABLC in the two groups was similar. Despite higher median pretreatment serum creatinine concentrations among the elderly patients (150 versus 123 µmol/l), both groups had only a median change from baseline of 9 µmol/l by the end of therapy.

**Monitoring therapy** The results of the Collaborative Exchange of Antifungal Research (CLEAR), an industry-supported registry of patients receiving ABLC for invasive fungal infections, have been published. The CLEAR database provides data on the efficacy and renal safety of ABLC in 3514 patients at over 160 institutions in the USA and Canada after regulatory approval (13C).

Within the CLEAR database, the efficacy and renal safety of ABLC were assessed in 398 patients with invasive aspergillosis (14C). The most common underlying conditions were hemopoietic stem-cell transplantation (25%), hematological malignancies (25%), and solid-organ transplants (27%). The most common reason for administration of ABLC was lack of response to prior antifungal therapy. Overall, 65% of patients had a favorable clinical response: 44% were cured or improved and 21% were stabilized. Clinical responses were similar in patients who received ABLC as either first-line or second-line therapy. Changes in serum creatinine concentrations were not clinically significant in most patients; however, dialysis was initiated in seven, of whom six had had prior antifungal therapy or had pre-existing renal disease.
Similarly, in over 900 patients with invasive candidiasis, clinical responses (cured or improved) were similar in patients infected with invasive *Candida albicans* and non-albicans *Candida* species (63 and 62% respectively) (15C). Compared with patients who received lower doses of ABLC, those who required higher doses of ABLC because of more severe infections did not develop significant renal impairment, as assessed by end-of-therapy changes in serum creatinine concentration from baseline (median 9, range −343 to 211 µmol/l), the incidence of serum creatinine doubling (16%), and the need for new dialysis (7%).

Intermediate-dose ABLC (3 mg/kg/day) as primary or salvage treatment of fungal infections has been assessed in 74 adults with hematological malignancies, of whom 45 received upfront therapy and 29 received salvage therapy for their infection (16c). Of 71 evaluable patients 48 responded, with complete responses in 40 (56%) and partial responses in eight (11%), and 15 (21%) died as a consequence of the fungal infection. In 40 patients with neutropenia-associated infection, rapid neutropenic recovery (at less than 10 days from study entry) was essential for a response (90 versus 32%). Treatment was well tolerated; 15% of the infusions were followed by infusion-related adverse events; there was nephrotoxicity in 7% of patients and 11% of withdrawals were due to toxicity.

**Liposomal Amphotericin (L-AmB)**

**Observational studies** A dermatosis commonly known as *post kala-azar dermal leishmaniasis* can develop after treatment of human visceral leishmaniasis. In about 15% of cases the disfiguring lesions persist, sometimes for many years. The usefulness of LAMB 2.5 mg/kg/day for 20 days in the treatment of persistent post kala-azar dermal leishmaniasis has been evaluated in 12 Sudanese subjects, who were regularly screened for adverse effects; LAMB completely cleared the rash in 10 (83%) of the patients and caused no detectable adverse effects (20c).

**Liver** In a retrospective matched case–control study, cases of *hepatotoxicity* among patients who underwent bone marrow transplantation
were investigated using multivariable logistic regression modelling to evaluate the relation between hepatotoxicity and exposure to antifungal medications (21). The unadjusted incidence of hepatotoxicity was 1.50 for liposomal amphotericin B. In case-control analyses liposomal amphotericin B was associated with a substantial increase in the risk of hepatotoxicity in these patients (OR = 3.33; 95% CI = 1.61, 6.88); there was a smaller increase in risk for fluconazole (OR = 1.99; 95% CI = 1.21, 3.26). Patients had greater rises in serum transaminases associated with exposure to larger cumulative doses of liposomal amphotericin B. In the follow-up analysis of patients who developed hepatotoxicity and who continued to receive antifungal medication, one-third of those who received liposomal amphotericin B had marked increases in bilirubin concentrations, as opposed to 8% of patients treated with fluconazole.

**Susceptibility factors**

*Orthotopic liver transplantation* The prevalence of fungal infection after orthotopic liver transplantation is 5–42%. The most commonly isolated pathogens are *Candida* and *Aspergillus* species. High-risk liver transplant recipients are more susceptible to invasive fungal infections, with a prevalence of over 40% and mortality rates of 78–100%; however, a strategy for fungal prophylaxis in this population has not been defined. Among 100 consecutive orthotopic liver transplantations followed for 28 months, 21 recipients (15 men, overall mean age of 49, range 23–65 years) were considered to be at high risk of fungal infections when they had at least one of the following criteria: acute liver failure, assisted ventilation for more than 7 days, re-transplantation, re-laparotomy, antibacterial therapy for more than 14 days, transfusion requirements of over 20 units of red blood cells, and/or biliary leakage (22). This group received LAMB (1 mg/kg/day for 7–10 days). The one-year survival in the high-risk group was 80%. The prevalence of invasive fungal infections was 9.5%. No *Candida* infection was observed. Two patients developed *Aspergillus* infection, in one case with a fatal outcome. Adverse events related to the drug were hypokalemia (n = 2), back pain (n = 3), and renal dysfunction (n = 2). None of these events required withdrawal of the prophylactic regimen.

**ANTIFUNGAL AZOLES** (SED-15, 301; SEDA-27, 278; SEDA-28, 299; SEDA-29, 282)

**Drug–drug interactions with antifungal azoles**

Drug–drug interactions with antifungal azoles are common and are usually based on one of two mechanisms—inhibition of metabolism, usually by CYP3A4, and inhibition of transport by multidrug transporters.

To assess the frequency of potential drug interactions withazole derivatives and the consequences of interactions between fluconazole and other drugs in routine in-patient care, a retrospective cohort study of patients with systemic fungal infections treated with an oral or intravenous azole derivative was conducted in a tertiary-care hospital (23). Of the 4185 admissions in which azoles (fluconazole, itraconazole, or ketoconazole) were given, 2941 (70%) admissions involved potential drug interactions, and in 2716 (92%) there were potential interactions with fluconazole. The most frequent interactions that were potentially moderate or severe were co-administration of fluconazole with prednisone (25%), midazolam (18%), warfarin (15%), methylprednisolone (14%), ciclosporin (11%), and nifedipine (10%). Charts were reviewed for 199 admissions in which patients were exposed to potential fluconazole drug interactions. While four adverse events were attributed to fluconazole, none was thought to have been due to a drug–drug interaction, although in one instance fluconazole may have contributed. The authors concluded that although fluconazole drug interactions were very frequent they had few apparent clinical consequences.

**Anidulafungin** In a placebo-controlled study in 17 subjects anidulafungin (200 mg on day 1 then 100 mg/day on days 2–4) had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of voriconazole (400 mg every 12 hours on day 1 then 200 mg every 12 hours on days 2–4) (24). There were
no dose-limiting or serious adverse events, and all adverse events were mild and consistent with the known safety profiles of the two drugs.

**Antacids**  The effects of an antacid suspension (aluminium hydroxide 220 mg + magnesium hydroxide 120 mg in 240 ml) on the oral absorption of itraconazole 200 mg from capsules has been investigated in a randomized, open, two-period, crossover study in 12 healthy Thai men (25'). The $t_{\text{max}}$ of itraconazole was prolonged and its $C_{\text{max}}$ and AUC were markedly reduced by the antacid, implying that the antacid markedly reduced the speed and extent of itraconazole absorption.

**Antihistamines**  The effects of co-administration of ketoconazole 400–450 mg/day on the pharmacokinetics of ebastine 20 mg/day and loratadine 10 mg/day and on the QTc interval have been evaluated in two placebo-controlled studies in healthy men ($n = 55$ and 62) (26'). Neither ebastine nor loratadine alone altered the QTc interval. Ketoconazole and placebo increased the mean QTc by 6.96 ms in the ebastine study and by 7.52 ms in the loratadine study. Mean QTc was statistically significantly increased during administration of both ebastine + ketoconazole administration (12.21 ms) and loratadine + ketoconazole (10.68 ms) but these changes were not statistically significantly different from the increases seen with placebo + ketoconazole (6.96 ms). Ketoconazole increased the mean AUC for ebastine 43-fold, and that of its metabolite carebastine 1.4-fold. It increased the mean AUC of loratadine 4.5-fold and that of its metabolite desloratadine 1.9-fold. No subjects withdrew because of electrocardiographic changes or drug-related adverse events. Thus, the larger effect of ketoconazole on the pharmacokinetics of ebastine was not accompanied by a correspondingly larger pharmacodynamic effect on cardiac repolarization.

**Aripiprazole**  Aripiprazole is mainly metabolized in vitro by CYP3A4 and CYP2D6. The effect of itraconazole 100 mg/day for 7 days on the pharmacokinetics of a single oral dose of aripiprazole 3 mg has been studied in 24 healthy adult men (27'). Itraconazole increased the $C_{\text{max}}$, AUC, and terminal half-life of aripiprazole by 19, 48, and 19% respectively and of its main metabolite OPC-14857 by 19, 39, and 53%. Itraconazole reduced the oral clearance of aripiprazole in extensive metabolizers by 27%, with an even greater reduction (47%) in intermediate metabolizers. For $C_{\text{max}}$, there was no significant difference between extensive metabolizers and intermediate metabolizers, and the percent change by co-administration of itraconazole was less than 20% in both groups. For OPC-14857, the $t_{\text{max}}$ in intermediate metabolizers was longer than that in extensive metabolizers, and the difference was amplified by itraconazole. The AUC was similarly affected by itraconazole in all genotypes. The urinary 6-beta-hydroxycortisol/cortisol concentration ratio was halved by itraconazole, consistent with inhibition of CYP3A4. However, the effect of CYP3A4 inhibition on the pharmacokinetics of aripiprazole was not thought to be clinically significant. On the other hand, there were definite differences in pharmacokinetics between CYP2D6 genotypes.

**Atenolol**  The effect of itraconazole 200 mg bd for 2 days on the pharmacokinetics of atenolol 50 mg has been investigated in 10 healthy volunteers in a randomized crossover study (28'). Itraconazole increased the AUC of atenolol and the amount excreted in the urine by about 12%, suggesting a slight increase in systemic availability. However, it had no statistically significant effect on the pharmacodynamics of atenolol.

**Ciclosporin**  The outcomes in renal transplant patients have been monitored using simultaneous ciclosporin C0 and C2 concentration measurements (1998–9) and kin patients in whom only ciclosporin C2 concentrations were measured (29'). The latter had higher ciclosporin C2 concentrations, AUCs, and drug doses during the immediate postsurgical period, and at 2 weeks and 4 and 6 months after transplantation. Six of the latter and none of the former had severe liver toxicity, characterized by jaundice and raised liver enzymes, with negative serological tests for CMV, HVC, and HVB. There was a correlation between aspartate transaminase activity and ciclosporin C2 concentrations and both normalized at 15–55 days after ciclosporin dosage reduction. High ciclosporin C2 concentrations, which have been recommended when the drug is used alone in renal transplantation,
cannot be used in patients taking ketoconazole, because C2 does not reflect drug exposure and high C2 concentrations can cause liver toxicity.

**Cyclophosphamide** Cyclophosphamide is a prodrug that requires cytochrome P450-mediated activation to 4-hydroxycyclophosphamide. Agents that are frequently co-administered with cyclophosphamide in high-dose chemotherapy regimens were tested for inhibition of the activation of cyclophosphamide in human liver microsomes. The $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ of the conversion of cyclophosphamide to 4-hydroxycyclophosphamide were 93 µmol/l and 4.3 mg·nmol/hour respectively; itraconazole was inhibitory at an IC$_{50}$ of 5 µmol/l, which is higher than the usual plasma itraconazole concentration and was thus considered of no clinical relevance (30E).

**Dexloxiglumide** Dexloxiglumide is a cholecystokinin CCK$_1$ receptor antagonist under investigation for functional gastrointestinal disorders; it is metabolized by CYP3A4 and CYP2C9. The effect of steady-state ketoconazole on the pharmacokinetics of dexloxiglumide and its primary metabolite O-demethyldexloxiglumide has been studied in healthy subjects in a randomized, two-period, crossover study (31C). Ketoconazole increased dexloxiglumide C$_{max}$ by 32% without affecting the C$_{max}$ of changed O-demethyldexloxiglumide and increased the AUC of dexloxiglumide and O-demethyldexloxiglumide by 36%. There were no changes in the half-lives of dexloxiglumide or O-demethyldexloxiglumide.

**Disopyramide** The effect of fluconazole on the heart, and the interaction of fluconazole with disopyramide has been investigated in chick White Leghorns embryos (32E). The drugs were injected into the air sac of each fertilized egg: fluconazole 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 mg/egg alone, disopyramide 0.3 mg/egg alone, or fluconazole 0.4 mg/egg + disopyramide 0.3 mg/egg. Fluconazole 0.4 mg/egg had no effect on heart rate, but heart rate fell significantly after 0.8 and 1.2 mg/egg. The heart rate also fell significantly after fluconazole 0.4 mg/egg + disopyramide 0.3 mg/egg and there was a cardiac dysrhythmia. These experiments suggest that concurrent administration of fluconazole and Class I antidysrhythmic drugs may increase the risk of cardiotoxicity by additive effects on QT prolongation.

Lipid lowering agents can cause rhabdomyolysis, which can be precipitated by concomitant use of fluconazole. Rhabdomyolysis has been reported in a patient taking atorvastatin and fluconazole (33E).

**Everolimus** The effect of ketoconazole 200 mg bd for 8 days on the pharmacokinetics of a single dose of everolimus 2 mg has been investigated in a two-period, single-sequence, crossover study in 12 healthy subjects (34C). Ketoconazole increased the C$_{max}$ of everolimus 3.9-fold and the AUC 15-fold and prolonged the half-life from 30 to 56 hours. Everolimus did not alter ketoconazole predose concentrations. Given the magnitude of this drug interaction, ketoconazole should be avoided if possible in patients taking everolimus.

**Fexofenadine** The effects of itraconazole on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of a single oral dose of fexofenadine 180 mg have been investigated in relation to the multidrug resistance gene MDR1 in seven healthy subjects with the 2677GG/3435CC (G/C) haplotype and seven with the 2677TT/3435TT (T/T) haplotype (35C). One hour before the dose of fexofenadine, either 200 mg itraconazole or placebo was given in a double-blind, randomized, crossover manner with a 2-week washout period. Histamine-induced wheal and flare reactions were measured to assess the effects on the antihistamine response. In the placebo phase there was no difference between the two MDR1 haplotypes in the pharmacokinetics of either fexofenadine or itraconazole. However, after itraconazole pretreatment the differences in fexofenadine pharmacokinetics became statistically significant; the mean fexofenadine AUC in the T/T group was significantly higher than that in the G/C group and the oral clearance in the T/T group was lower than in the G/C group. Itraconazole pretreatment caused more than a 3-fold increase in the peak concentration of fexofenadine and the AUC to 6 hours compared with placebo. This resulted in significantly greater suppression of the histamine-induced wheal and flare reactions in the itraconazole pretreatment phase compared with placebo. Thus, the effect of these MDR1 haplotypes on fexofenadine disposition
is magnified in the presence of itraconazole. Itraconazole pretreatment significantly altered the disposition of fexofenadine and thus its peripheral antihistamine effects.

**Gefitinib** CYP3A4 is involved in the metabolism of gefitinib (Iressa, ZD1839). The in vitro metabolism of [14C]-gefitinib 1–3 µmol/l has been investigated in human liver microsomes and a range of expressed human cytochrome P450 enzymes, with particular focus on the formation of O-desmethylgefitinib (M523595), the major metabolite in human plasma. Ketoconazole was used as a probe drug. While formation of M523595 was CYP2D6 mediated, the overall metabolism of gefitinib depended primarily on CYP3A4, and this was not obviously reduced in liver microsomes from CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (36E).

When gefitinib 250 and 500 mg was administered in the presence of itraconazole, mean AUC increased significantly by 78 and 61% respectively (37E). Although exposure to gefitinib is increased by co-administration with CYP3A4 inhibitors such as itraconazole, dosage reduction is not recommended due to the good tolerability profile of gefitinib.

**Imatinib** A severe pustular eruption was associated with the concurrent use of voriconazole and imatinib in a patient with chronic myeloid leukemia (38A). At the time of his skin eruption, the plasma concentrations of imatinib was raised. Imatinib is primarily metabolized by CYP3A4. Monitoring imatinib plasma concentrations may help in identifying patients at risk of severe toxicity.

**Irinotecan** Ketoconazole inhibits the glucuronidation of the UGT2B7 substrates zidovudine and lorazepam, but its effect on UGT1A substrates is unclear. Co-administration of irinotecan and ketoconazole led to a significant increase in the formation of SN-38 (7-ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothecin), a UGT1A substrate (39E). The contribution of ketoconazole to SN-38 formation by inhibition of SN-38 glucuronidation has been studied in pooled human liver microsomes and cDNA-expressed UGT1A isoforms (1A1, 1A7, and 1A9). Indinavir, which inhibits UGT1A1, was used as a positive control (39E). Ketoconazole competitively inhibited SN-38 glucuronidation. Among the UGT1A isoforms screened, ketoconazole showed the highest inhibitory effect on UGT1A1 and UGT1A9, with $K_i$ values of 3.3 µmol/l for UGT1A1 and 32 µmol/l for UGT1A9. This may be the basis for increased exposure to SN-38 when ketoconazole is co-administered with irinotecan.

**Mefloquine** The effect of ketoconazole 400 mg/day for 10 days on the plasma concentrations of a single oral dose of mefloquine 500 mg has been studied in an open, randomized, two-phase, crossover study in eight healthy Thai men (40F). Ketoconazole increased mefloquine AUC, half-life, and $C_{max}$ by 79, 39, and 64% respectively. The AUC and $C_{max}$ of mefloquine’s carboxylic acid metabolite were reduced by 28 and 31% respectively.

**Nevirapine** Adverse events that occurred after initiation of nevirapine-based antiretroviral therapy have been investigated in HIV-infected Thai patients who did not receive fluconazole (group A, $n = 225$) or who received fluconazole 400 mg/week (group B, $n = 392$) or 200 mg/day (group C, $n = 69$) in a retrospective 6-month cohort study (41C). The incidences of hepatitis were $2/225$ (0.9%), $4/392$ (1.0%), and $0/69$ respectively; there were no significant differences in the frequencies of raised transaminases across the groups. Fluconazole treatment did not predict hepatitis, raised transaminases, or skin rashes. At 6 months after initiating nevirapine, 77–84% of patients were still taking it.

**Paclitaxel** In guinea-pigs ketoconazole reduced the cumulative biliary excretion of paclitaxel and its metabolites up to 6 hours by 62% (42E).

**Ranolazine** The interactions of ranolazine, a new antianginal compound, with inhibitors and substrates of the CYP3A isoenzyme family have been studied in an open study and in four double-blind, randomized, multiple-dose studies in healthy adults. Ketoconazole increased ranolazine plasma concentrations and reduced the CYP3A4-mediated metabolic transformation of ranolazine, confirming that CYP3A4 is the primary metabolic pathway for ranolazine (43C).
Risperidone  The effects of itraconazole 200 mg/day for 1 week on the plasma concentrations of risperidone 2–8 mg/day and its active metabolite 9-hydroxyrisperidone have been investigated in 19 patients with schizophrenia in relation to CYP2D6 genotype (44c). Dose-normalized plasma concentrations of risperidone and 9-hydroxyrisperidone were significantly increased by itraconazole and fell 1 week after withdrawal. However, the ratio of risperidone/9-hydroxyrisperidone, an index of CYP2D6 activity, was not altered. Itraconazole significantly increased the concentrations of risperidone by 69 and 75% in CYP2D6 extensive and poor metabolizers respectively; concentrations of risperidone plus 9-hydroxyrisperidone increased to a similar extent without a significant difference between CYP2D6 genotypes. There were no major pharmacodynamic effects. Thus, concentrations of both risperidone and 9-hydroxyrisperidone were significantly increased by the CYP3A inhibitor itraconazole, and this was independent of CYP2D6 activity, providing evidence that CYP3A is involved in the metabolism of risperidone and its metabolite.

Saint John’s wort  The short-term and long-term effects of Saint John’s wort (300 mg of LI 160 tds) on the pharmacokinetics of a single oral dose of voriconazole 400 mg have been investigated in a controlled, open study in 16 healthy men stratified for CYP2C19 genotype (45c). During the first 10 hours of the first day of administration of St John’s wort, the AUC of voriconazole increased by 22% compared with control, but after 15 days the AUC was reduced by 59%, with a corresponding increase in oral voriconazole clearance. The baseline oral voriconazole clearance and the absolute increase in oral clearance were smaller in carriers of one or two deficient CYP2C19*2 alleles compared with wild-type individuals. Thus, co-administration of Saint John’s wort leads to a short-term but clinically irrelevant increase followed by a prolonged extensive reduction in voriconazole exposure; CYP2C19 wild-type individuals may be at highest risk of potential voriconazole treatment failure.

Sildenafil  The effects of a single dose of sildenafil 3, 15, and 30 mg/kg and combined sildenafil + itraconazole 100 mg/kg on blood pressure, heart rate, and QT interval have been investigated in conscious beagle dogs (46c). There were no changes in blood pressure. Sildenafil 15 and 30 mg/kg increased heart rate from 0.5 to 6 hours after the dose and shortened the QT interval; these effects were significantly enhanced by itraconazole. This was attributed to inhibition of CYP3A4. Caution should therefore be taken when sildenafil is co-administered with itraconazole.

Sirolimus  An interaction between itraconazole and sirolimus has been reported in a primary renal allograft recipient (47A).

Tacrolimus  The interaction of itraconazole with tacrolimus in lung transplant recipients and the efficacy of itraconazole prophylaxis has been analysed in 40 patients who took prophylactic itraconazole 200 mg bd for the first 6 months after transplantation (48c). The mean dose of tacrolimus during itraconazole treatment was 3.26 mg/day compared with 5.74 mg/day (76% higher) after itraconazole was stopped. There were no differences in the rejection or fungal infection rates or in renal toxicity between the periods with and without itraconazole, although fewer positive fungal isolates were identified during itraconazole therapy.

Telithromycin  Itraconazole 200 mg/day increased the steady-state AUC of telithromycin 800 mg/day in a non-randomized, sequential, multiple-dose study in 34 healthy men (49c). The effect of ketoconazole 400 mg/day for 5 days on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (effect on the QTc interval) of telithromycin 800 mg/day have been investigated using clarithromycin as a comparator in 32 subjects aged 60 years or over with renal impairment (50c). In those with creatinine clearances of 30–80 ml/minute ketoconazole increased telithromycin plasma concentrations to an extent similar to that for clarithromycin. There was no clinically significant prolongation of the QTc interval.

Tretinoin  Tretinoin (all-trans-retinoic acid, ATRA) rarely causes hypercalcemia, but another case has been reported and attributed to inhibition of CYP3A4-mediated metabolism of tretinoin by voriconazole (51A).
Vincristine  Another case of itraconazole-related vincristine neurotoxicity has been reported (52A).

- A 3-year-old boy with acute lymphoblastic leukemia received induction chemotherapy. On day 14, itraconazole 5 mg/kg was begun and 10 days later he developed paralytic ileus, neurogenic bladder, mild left ptosis, and absence of deep reflexes, with severe paralysis of the legs and mild weakness of the arms. Itraconazole withdrawal was followed by rapid improvement to normality within 6 weeks.

Fluconazole  (SED-15, 1377; SEDA-29, 286)

Liver  The hepatotoxicity of antifungal medications in bone marrow transplant recipients has been analysed in a retrospective matched-control study (21C). The unadjusted incidence of hepatotoxicity was 0.98 cases per 100 patient-days of exposure to fluconazole (OR = 1.99; 95% CI = 1.21, 3.26). In the follow-up analysis of patients who developed hepatotoxicity and who continued to take antifungal medications, 8% of those who took fluconazole developed marked increases in serum bilirubin concentration. Thus, fluconazole was associated with an increased risk of hepatotoxicity, independent of other treatments or patient characteristics. However, patients who develop hepatotoxicity appear to tolerate continued therapy with fluconazole.

Skin  Erythema multiforme associated with fluconazole has again been reported (53A).

Teratogenicity  Fluconazole is a teratogen in humans when used continuously at a dosage of 400–800 mg/day. Common features include multiple synostosis (including craniosynostosis and digital synostosis), congenital heart defects, skeletal anomalies, and recognizable dysmorphic facial features (SED-28, 306). Another case of fluconazole embryopathy has been reported (54A).

- A 9-month-old boy was born to a 30-year-old woman following a 37-week pregnancy, which was complicated by maternal HIV infection and multiple drug exposures, including fluconazole (400 mg/day) until the fifth month and then from 6 months to term, efavirenz, nevirapine, methadone, dapson, pentamidine, and co-trimoxazole. At birth the infant had multiple congenital anomalies and at 9 months had craniosynostosis secondary to coronal and lambdoidal suture closures, a shallow orbital region, hypoplastic supra-orbital ridges, hypertelorism, and mild ptosis. He had radioulnar synostosis and metacarpophalangeal–proximal interphalangeal synphalangism of D2–D5 bilaterally.

The potential of in utero exposure to fluconazole to initiate teratogenesis has been analysed in ICR (CD-1) mice (55E). Developmental phase specificity was determined by treating mice with single oral doses of 700 mg/kg on gestational days 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12. Control animals received vehicle on days 8–12. Day 10 was identified as the phase of maximal sensitivity for induction of cleft palate, the predominant teratogenic effect induced by fluconazole, when 50% of exposed fetuses were affected. After treatments on days 8, 9, 11, or 12, cleft palate occurred with lower frequencies: 12, 21, 29, and 2.7% respectively. There were anomalies of the middle ear apparatus in 15% of the fetuses that were exposed on day 8. A dysmorphic tympanic ring and absence of the incus were the more common ear anomalies recorded. Humeral length was reduced in 22% of fetuses that were exposed on day 10. The dose-response relation was investigated by treating animals with 0 (vehicle), 87.5, 175, or 350 mg/kg on day 10, coincident with the phase of peak teratogenic sensitivity. There was a clear dose-response relation and 175 mg/kg was the lowest dose at which cleft palate induction was observed, 7.6% of exposed fetuses being affected.

Susceptibility factors

Advanced HIV infection  In HIV-infected patients, fluconazole prophylaxis is associated with reductions in the rate of fungal infection. However, there are concerns about fluconazole prophylaxis and the risk of fluconazole-resistant infections. In a randomized, open comparison of oral fluconazole given continuously (200 mg 3 times weekly; the “continuous fluconazole arm”; n = 413) and fluconazole that was provided only for episodes of oropharyngeal candidiasis or esophageal candidiasis (the
“episodic fluconazole arm”; \( n = 416 \) in HIV-infected persons with CD4+ T cell counts of under \( 150 \times 10^6 / \text{l} \) and a history of oropharyngeal candidiasis \( (56^C) \). The primary end point was the time to development of fluconazole-resistant oropharyngeal or esophageal candidiasis, which was defined as a lack of response to fluconazole 200 mg/day for 14 or 21 days respectively. After 42 months, 17 subjects in the continuous fluconazole arm (4.1%) developed fluconazole-resistant oropharyngeal or esophageal candidiasis, compared with 18 (4.3%) in the episodic fluconazole arm. There was no difference between treatments with regard to the time to development of a fluconazole-resistant infection within 24 months or before the end of the study. Continuous fluconazole therapy was associated with fewer cases of oropharyngeal or esophageal candidiasis (0.29 versus 1.08 episodes per patient-year) and fewer invasive fungal infections. This study shows that fluconazole is not associated with a significant risk of fluconazole-resistant oropharyngeal or esophageal candidiasis, compared with episodic fluconazole therapy in HIV-infected patients with access to active antiretroviral therapy.

Immunocompromised patients with esophageal candidiasis Micafungin 150 mg/day and fluconazole 200 mg/day have been compared in a large randomized study in 523 patients with documented esophageal candidiasis aged 16 years and over \( (57^C) \). The median duration of therapy was 14 days. For the primary end point of endoscopic cure, the treatment difference was negligible (88% each), and the overall therapeutic response rate was 87%. The incidences of drug-related adverse events were 28% for micafungin and 21% for fluconazole. Therapy was withdrawn in six patients taking micafungin and two taking fluconazole; rash was the most common event that led to withdrawal.

High-risk very low birth weight infants Daily versus twice-weekly fluconazole prophylaxis for up to 6 weeks have been investigated in a randomized, double-blind trial in 81 preterm infants who weighed under 1000 g at birth and with an endotracheal tube and/or central vascular catheter \( (58^C) \). There was Candida colonization in nine children and Candida sepsis in three, with no difference between treatments. All fungal isolates were sensitive to fluconazole and no adverse effects were documented.

Itraconazole \( (SED-15, 1932; SEDA-29, 286) \)

Nervous system Painful neuropathy associated with itraconazole has been reported in a man with type 1 diabetes \( (59^A) \).

Liver Liver failure requiring liver transplantation after itraconazole treatment for 3 weeks for toenail onychomycosis has been reported in a 25-year-old woman \( (60^A) \).

Immunologic Urticaria and angioedema attributed to itraconazole have been reported \( (61^A) \).

Ketoconazole \( (SED-15, 1969; SEDA-26, 304) \)

Because of erratic systemic availability, less target specificity, and the advent of alternative azoles, ketoconazole has few if any indications in current practice. However, it is a potent inhibitor of CYP 3A4, and has an important role as a probe for CYP3A4-mediated drug interactions, indicating the potential for interactions with other azoles.

Cardiovascular Ketoconazole has not previously been thought to be proarythric without concomitant use of drugs that cause prolongation of the QT interval, but this has now been reported \( (62^A) \).

- A 63-year-old woman with coronary artery disease developed a markedly prolonged QT interval and torsade de pointes after taking ketoconazole for a fungal infection. Her QT interval returned to normal on withdrawal of ketoconazole. There were no mutations in her genes that encode cardiac IKr channel proteins.

The authors concluded that because it blocks inward rectifier potassium channels (IKr) channels, ketoconazole alone can prolong the QT interval and induce torsade de pointes. This calls for attention when ketoconazole is given to patients with risk factors for the long QT syndrome.
Susceptibility factors

Androgen-independent prostate cancer  The combination of high-dose ketoconazole + hydrocortisone is effective in androgen-independent prostate cancer. The median duration of response tends to be brief but a significant minority of patients have extended responses. Well characterized information about response and survival, especially in patients who have more durable responses has not been previously reported. The medical records of 78 patients with androgen-independent prostate cancer treated with high-dose ketoconazole + hydrocortisone between March 1991 and February 1999 were retrospectively reviewed and baseline clinical and laboratory factors predictive of a prolonged response and survival were identified (63c). The median baseline prostate specific antigen concentration before the start of therapy was 25 µg/l. The number of patients with none, 1–3, and more than three lesions on bone scan were 25, 35, and 18 respectively. The median and mean times to progression of prostate specific antigen were 6.7 and 15 months. Median and mean survival times were 38 and 42 months respectively. Response time and survival were highly correlated. A total of 34 (44%) men had a greater than 75% fall in prostate specific antigen. The median survival times in men with more versus less than a 75% reduction were 60 versus 24 months respectively. In a Cox proportional hazard regression, prolonged survival was predicted by percent fall in prostate specific antigen, extent of disease on bone scan, and baseline prostate specific antigen. Adverse effects were not reported.

Posaconazole  (SED-15, 2905; SEDA-29, 286)

Posaconazole is a lipophilic antifungal triazole. In vitro it has potent broad-spectrum activity against opportunistic, endemic, and dermatophytic fungi, including organisms that are often refractory to existing agents, such as C. glabrata, C. krusei, A. terreus, Fusarium spp., and the Zygomycetes (17R, 64R). Posaconazole is available as an oral suspension and achieves optimal exposure when taken in 2–4 divided doses with food or a nutritional supplement. It has a large volume of distribution and a half-life of about 20 hours. Posaconazole is not metabolized by CYP450 isoenzymes but is primarily excreted unchanged in the feces. It inhibits CYP3A4, but has no effects on CYP1A2, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, or CYP2E1; therefore, a limited spectrum of drug–drug interactions can be expected.

Posaconazole had good antifungal efficacy in phase II and III clinical trials in immunocompromised patients with oropharyngeal and esophageal candidiasis. It also showed promising efficacy as salvage therapy in a large phase II study. In the subset of 107 patients with invasive aspergillosis, 42% had a complete or partial response at end of treatment compared with 26% of a control cohort.

In two large randomized phase III studies in high-risk patients posaconazole had preventative efficacy, in particular against invasive Aspergillus infections, and a survival benefit in patients with acute myeloblastic leukemia/myelodysplastic syndrome undergoing remission induction chemotherapy.

Posaconazole has been well tolerated and is comparable to fluconazole. It has been approved in the EU for treatment of aspergillosis, fusariosis, chromoblastomycosis, and coccidioidomycosis refractory to or in patients intolerant of standard therapies; in addition, it has been approved for prophylaxis in high-risk patients with acute myeloblastic leukemia/myelodysplastic syndrome and allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation and graft-versus-host disease in both the EU and the USA. The recommended daily dosage for salvage treatment is 400 mg bd given with food; for patients who cannot take solid food, a dosage of 200 mg qds is recommended, preferably with a nutritional supplement. The dosage for prophylaxis is 200 mg tds.

Susceptibility factors

Impaired renal function  The pharmacokinetics and safety of a single oral dose of posaconazole 400 mg have been studied in healthy subjects and in those with mild, moderate, and severe chronic renal disease (n = 6 in each group) (65C). In those on hemodialysis a dose was given on a non-hemodialysis day, and another 6 hours before hemodialysis. Mild to moderate renal disease had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of posaconazole. Mean oral clearances
before and during hemodialysis were comparable. Furthermore, the difference in the pre-dialysis and post-dialysis posaconazole concentrations was only about 3%, suggesting that posaconazole is not removed by hemodialysis. Protein binding was similar in all groups (about 98%) and was unaffected by hemodialysis. Posaconazole was generally well tolerated. These results show that dosage adjustments are not required in patients with disease.

Voriconazole  

Voriconazole is a synthetic antifungal triazole with activity against a wide spectrum of clinically important yeasts and moulds, including Candida spp., Cryptococcus neoformans, Aspergillus and other hyaline moulds, dematiaceous moulds, and dimorphic moulds. It undergoes complex hepatic metabolism and has the potential for drug–drug interactions mediated by CYP 3A4, CYP2C9, and CYP2C19. Voriconazole had excellent clinical efficacy in phase II studies in patients with oropharyngeal and esophageal candidiasis, acute and chronic invasive aspergillosis, and infections with rare fungal pathogens. In phase III clinical trials, it was superior to conventional amphotericin B for first-line therapy of invasive aspergillosis, as effective as conventional amphotericin as first-line therapy for candidemia, and comparable to liposomal amphotericin as empirical antifungal therapy in patients with persistent neutropenia.

Voriconazole causes more liver function test abnormalities than fluconazole, and photosensitivity, hallucinations, and visual disturbances can occur (178, 668).

Comparative studies  In a multicenter, randomized, non-inferiority study, voriconazole (n = 283) was compared with a regimen of amphotericin followed by fluconazole (n = 139) for candidemia in non-neutropenic patients (67C). Voriconazole was not inferior to amphotericin + fluconazole in the primary efficacy analysis, with successful outcomes in 41% of patients in both treatment groups. Withdrawals due to all-cause adverse events were more frequent with voriconazole, although most were due to non-drug-related events and there were significantly fewer serious adverse events and cases of renal toxicity than with amphotericin + fluconazole.

Nervous system  Painful peripheral neuropathy associated with voriconazole has been reported (68A).

- A 43-year-old woman who had undergone liver transplantation received voriconazole for invasive deep sinus aspergillosis and developed intolerable pain in all limbs. Electromyography and nerve conduction studies suggested a demyelinating neuropathy. The symptoms and signs of neuropathy disappeared permanently soon after voriconazole withdrawal.

Skin  Severe retinoid-like photosensitivity (cheilitis and erythema, desquamation, and ulceration of light-exposed skin) has previously been reported. While the exact mechanisms of this phototoxicity are unknown, inhibition of retinoid metabolism or a direct phototoxic effect of voriconazole or one of its metabolites have been implicated (SEDA-29, 287). Phot ageing caused by voriconazole has now been reported (69A).

- A 15-year-old girl developed cheilitis and erythema over the sun-exposed areas of her body after taking voriconazole for 5 weeks for a severe fungal infection. The lesions improved transiently before subsequent photodamage occurred to the backs of her forearms, the backs of her hands, and face. Voriconazole was withdrawn once the fungal infection had completely resolved and her blisters, erythema, and cheilitis resolved. However, she was left with solar elastosis, multiple lentigines, and ephelides on sun-exposed areas.

These cutaneous manifestations may represent a unique adverse event caused by voriconazole.

Pseudoporphyria is an uncommon blistering disorder. It has clinical and histological similarities to porphyria cutanea tarda but without changes in urine and serum porphyrin concentrations. Pseudoporphyria has many causes, including chronic renal insufficiency, ultraviolet radiation, and many medications. Pseudoporphyria has been attributed to voriconazole for the first time (70A).
Susceptibility factors

Children  In a retrospective case review of 21 children aged 5 to 16 years with cystic fibrosis and allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis, voriconazole, used as monotherapy or in combination with an immunomodulatory agent, resulted in significant improvement in pulmonary function and serology (71c). There were adverse effects in seven children: photosensitivity reactions (n = 3), nausea (n = 2), a rise in hepatic enzymes (n = 1) and hair loss (n = 1).

Renal disease  The pharmacokinetics of a single oral dose of voriconazole 200 mg have been studied in five patients with end-stage renal disease undergoing peritoneal dialysis (72c). The t\text{max} occurred in plasma at 2.4 hours and in dialysate at 2.8 hours. The dialysate to plasma ratio was 0.66. Less than 1% of the dose was recovered in dialysate 24 hours after dosing. These results suggest that voriconazole penetrates peritoneal fluid well; there is minimal peritoneal clearance and therefore no dosage adjustment is needed for patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis.

Monitoring therapy  Steady-state trough plasma voriconazole concentrations were obtained in 25 recipients of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplants, once (n = 13), twice (n = 10), or at least three times (n = 2), 5–18 (median 10) days after starting voriconazole or dosage modification (73c). The 41 voriconazole concentrations were 0.2–6.8 µg/ml; six were below 0.5 (possibly below the in vitro MIC\text{90} for Aspergillus spp.). Voriconazole concentrations correlated with aspartate transaminase and alkaline phosphatase activities, but not with creatinine, bilirubin, or alanine transaminase. Since liver dysfunction is common after HSCT, it was not possible to determine whether the increases in aspartate transaminase and alkaline phosphatase activities were due to higher voriconazole concentrations. The authors concluded that trough voriconazole concentrations vary considerably between patients and they suggested monitoring concentrations in patients taking voriconazole for confirmed fungal infections and in those with increased aspartate transaminase or alkaline phosphatase activities.

ECHINOCANDINS  (SED-15, 1197; SEDA-28, 309; SEDA-29, 288)

The echinocandins act by non-competitive inhibition of the synthesis of 1,3-beta-D-glucan, which is a major constituent of the cell wall of many pathogenic fungi and plays a key role in cell division and cell growth. The current echinocandins (anidulafungin, Eraxis®, caspofungin, Cancidas®, and micafungin, Myca- mine®) have potent and broad-spectrum antifungal activity against Candida and Aspergillus spp. without causing cross-resistance to existing agents. Their activity against other fungal pathogens in vitro is variable (17R, 66R).

All three compounds have dose-independent pharmacokinetics with half-lives of 8–24 hours and are dosed once daily. They are highly protein bound (over 85–99%) and distribute into all major tissues, including the brain; concentrations in non-inflammatory CSF are low. The echinocandins are eliminated by chemical degradation and/or hepatic metabolism and are slowly excreted as inactive metabolites via the urine and feces; only small amounts are excreted into the urine unchanged. They lack significant potential for drug interactions mediated by CYP isozymes and are generally well tolerated.

The efficacy of the echinocandins against Candida spp has been documented in phase II and phase III studies in immunocompromised patients with superficial and invasive fungal infections (anidulafungin, caspofungin, and micafungin), as second-line therapy for invasive aspergillosis (caspofungin), as empirical antifungal therapy in granulocytopenic patients with persistent fever despite broad-spectrum empirical antibacterial therapy (caspofungin), and as prophylaxis in high-risk granulocytopenic patients following hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (micafungin) (66R). At the time of writing, anidulafungin is licensed in the USA for patients aged 18 years and over for primary therapy in non-neutropenic patients with invasive Candida infections and for esophageal candidiasis; caspofungin is licensed in the EU and the USA for patients aged 18 years and over for second-line therapy of definite or probable invasive aspergillosis, for primary therapy in patients with invasive Candida infections, and for empirical antifungal therapy in granulocytopenic patients with persistent fever. Micafungin is licensed only in the USA for prevention
of Candida infections in patients undergoing hemopoietic stem cell transplantation and for treatment of esophageal candidiasis.

**Anidulafungin**  
SEDAS-29, 289

**Drug–drug interactions**

*Ciclosporin*  
The effect of anidulafungin on ciclosporin metabolism has been studied in vitro, in pooled human hepatic microsomal protein fractions, and in vivo, in a multiple-dose, open study in 12 healthy volunteers (74cE). Anidulafungin 200 mg intravenously was followed by 100 mg/day intravenously on days 2–8. Ciclosporin 1.25 mg/kg bd was given orally on days 5–8. The in vitro addition of anidulafungin had no effect on ciclosporin metabolism by hepatic microsomes. In the clinical study, there were no dose-limiting or serious adverse events; there was a small increase in anidulafungin concentrations and drug exposure (22%) after 4 days of ciclosporin, but this was not considered to be clinically important.

Voriconazole  
Co-administration of anidulafungin and voriconazole has been investigated in a placebo-controlled study in 17 healthy subjects (24c). Anidulafungin was administered intravenously (200 mg on day 1 then 100 mg/day on days 2–4) and voriconazole orally (400 mg every 12 hours on day 1 then 200 mg every 12 hours on days 2–4). There were no dose-limiting or serious adverse effects and all adverse events were mild and consistent with the known safety profiles of the two drugs. There was no pharmacokinetic interaction.

**Caspofungin**  
SEDAS-29, 289

**Observational studies**  
The efficacy and safety of caspofungin as salvage therapy for invasive aspergillosis has been studied in patients enrolled in the Caspofungin Compassionate Use Study (75c). There was a favorable response in 20/45 patients, including nine and 11 with complete and partial responses respectively. One serious drug-related adverse event was reported in a patient with acute biphenotypic leukemia, who had an anaphylactic reaction to caspofungin, characterized by stridor/dyspnea, facial swelling, and accentuation of a pre-existing skin rash about 10 minutes into the infusion; all the symptoms resolved within 15 minutes of withdrawal of caspofungin and the administration of diphenhydramine and hydrocortisone.

Caspofungin 50 mg/day for a median duration of 20 (range 8–64) days has been used as first-line therapy for proven or probable pulmonary fungal infection in 32 immunocompromised patients with hematological malignancies (median age 52 years) (76c). The overall response rate was 56% (18/32), with 12/18 complete responses and 6/18 partial responses. Granulocyte recovery and status of disease (remission/onset versus refractory/relapsed) were significantly associated with a favorable outcome. There were no clinical adverse events and only grades I and II transient increases in serum alkaline phosphatase and/or transaminase activities in 4/32 patients.

**Susceptibility factors**

*Children*  
In 39 children aged 2–11 years and adolescents aged 12–17 years with neutropenia, caspofungin, 1 mg/kg/day or 50 or 70 mg/m²/day, was generally well tolerated (77c). None developed a serious drug-related adverse event or were withdrawn because of toxicity.

In 13 infants in whom caspofungin was added to conventional antifungal drugs (amphotericin B and/or fluconazole or flucytosine) for refractory candidemia, 12 of whom were preterm, sterilization of blood cultures was achieved in 11 at a median time of 3 (range 1–21) days (78c). Adverse events included thrombophlebitis (n = 1), hypokalemia (n = 2), and raised liver enzymes (n = 4). Three infants had a second episode of candidemia and seven died.

**Drug–drug interactions**

*Ciclosporin*  
In phase I studies of caspofungin + ciclosporin there were mild transient rises in alanine transaminase activity, although in two previous retrospective case series this combination did not result in a significant risk of clinically important hepatotoxicity (SEDAS-29, 289). Of 31 patients given caspofungin after allogeneic stem cell transplantation...
as a second-line agent for treatment of invasive fungal infection \((n = 15)\) or for fever of unknown origin \((n = 16)\), 23 received caspofungin + ciclosporin without any major adverse effects; increases in aspartate transaminase activity were not clinically significant \((79^c)\).

**Rifampicin** Caspofungin treatment failure has been reported in a patient with invasive candidiasis and concomitant rifampicin treatment \((80^A)\). Rifampicin is a non-specific inducer/activator of mixed-function oxygenases and may increase the metabolism of caspofungin, thereby leading to ineffective plasma concentrations.

**Micafungin** \((SEDA-29, 290)\)

**Observational studies** In an open, non-comparative study, neonates, children, and adults with new or refractory candidemia were given micafungin for up to 42 days \((81^c)\). A total of 126 patients were evaluable and received at least five doses. There was a complete or partial response in 83% and serious adverse events related to micafungin were uncommon.

**Comparative studies** In a large, randomized comparative study in 523 adults with esophageal candidiasis randomized to either intravenous micafungin 150 mg/day or fluconazole 200 mg/day for a median of 14 days, the incidences of drug-related adverse events were 28% for micafungin and 21% for fluconazole \((57^c)\). Six patients taking micafungin and two taking fluconazole withdrew, most commonly because of rashes.

In a sequential dose escalation study, 74 adults with cancer undergoing bone marrow or peripheral blood stem cell transplantation were given fluconazole 400 mg/day and either isotonic saline (control, \(n = 12\)) or micafungin 12.5–200 mg/day \((n = 62)\) for up to 4 weeks \((82^c)\). The maximum tolerated dose of micafungin was not reached, based on the Southwest Oncology Group criteria for grade 3 toxicity; drug-related adverse events were rare. Common adverse events that were considered to be related to micafungin were headache (6.8%), arthralgia (6.8%), hypophosphatemia (4.1%), insomnia (4.1%), maculopapular rashes (4.1%), and other rashes (4.1%). There was no clinical or kinetic evidence of an interaction of micafungin with fluconazole.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Children** In a multicenter, phase I, open, sequential-group, dose-escalation study in 77 children with neutropenia micafungin was begun at a dosage of 0.5 mg/kg/day and increased to 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mg/kg/day \((83^c)\). The most common adverse events were diarrhea (20%), epistaxis (18%), abdominal pain (17%), and headache (17%). Nine patients had adverse events that were considered by the investigator to be possibly related to micafungin; of these, the most common were diarrhea, vomiting, and headache, each of which occurred in two patients. There was an inverse relation between age and micafungin clearance: in those aged 2–8 years, clearance was about 1.35 times that of patients 9 years of age and older.

**Liver disease and renal disease** The pharmacokinetics and plasma protein binding of micafungin have been studied in patients with moderate hepatic dysfunction \((n = 8)\), patients with creatinine clearances below 30 ml/minute \((n = 9)\), and matched controls \((n = 8\) and 9 respectively) \((84^c)\). The AUC of intravenous micafungin was significantly lower in those with moderate hepatic dysfunction than in controls, but there was no difference in micafungin weight-adjusted clearance. The difference in AUC may have been due to differences in body weight.

**Drug–drug interactions** Micafungin had little or no effect on CYP3A4-related metabolism in human liver microsomes or MDR1 transport activity in MDR1-overexpressing LLC-GA5-COL150 cells \((85^c)\). Thus, micafungin is unlikely to cause drug–drug interactions by inhibition of CYP3A4 or MDR1. In similar in vitro studies, micafungin neither inhibited nor stimulated the metabolic activities mediated by CYP1A2, CYP2D6, CYP2E1, CYP2C9, or CYP2C19. The IC\(_{50}\) of micafungin against CYP3A4-mediated nifedipine oxidation was comparable with that of voriconazole and fluconazole, compatible with the finding that
micafungin is a mild inhibitor of CYP3A4 (86E, 87E).

**Ciclosporin**  The effect of micafungin 100 mg/day on the pharmacokinetics of a single oral dose of ciclosporin 5 mg/kg have been studied in 27 subjects (88E). Micafungin inhibited ciclosporin metabolism by only about 16%.

**Tacrolimus**  Intravenous micafungin 100 mg had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of oral tacrolimus 5 mg in 26 healthy volunteers (89E).
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ANTIMALARIAL DRUGS

In several countries in which malaria is endemic, artemisinin-based combination therapies have now been adopted as first-line treatment for uncomplicated falciparum malaria, while quinine has been retained as the drug of choice for severe or complicated malaria. However, beyond these two regimens there is limited choice of available therapies, because of widespread malaria parasite drug resistance. This is a major challenge, particularly in resource-poor settings, where the need for safe and efficacious drugs must be counterbalanced by cost and availability. New compounds that meet these criteria are therefore needed and needed urgently. Current work is focused on the remodelling of existing therapies, as typified by the quinolones and the peroxides; novel use of older drugs such as artemisinin derivatives; and the targeting of new parasite-specific targets (1)..

4-AMINOQUINOLINES
(Chloroquine and Congeners)  \( (SEDA-27, 289; SEDA-28, 315; SEDA-29, 294) \)

Chloroquine + proguanil  \( (SED-15, 722) \)

The use of chloroquine has diminished in recent years owing to widespread parasite drug resistance and it is now used mainly for prophylaxis in combination with proguanil.

Liver  Hepatotoxicity, which is uncommon with either chloroquine or proguanil, has been reported after the use of a fixed-dose combination of chloroquine and proguanil (2A).

- A day before visiting the Indian subcontinent a 50-year-old French Caucasian woman began a course of a fixed-dose combination of proguanil (200 mg) + chloroquine (100 mg), one tablet daily for chemoprophylaxis. Four days later she developed vomiting, discolored stools, dark urine, and general fatigue. The chloroquine + proguanil was stopped immediately. A week later she developed severe nausea, headache, and conjunctival hemorrhages. There was no abdominal pain, fever, or rash. She had abnormal liver function tests, with aspartate transaminase activity of 335 U/l (reference range \( \leq 35 \) U/l), alanine transaminase activity of 660 U/l (\( \leq 41 \) U/l), and alkaline phosphatase activity of 744 U/l (60–279 U/l). Total bilirubin was 616 (34–222) µmol/l and direct bilirubin was 393 (17–68) µmol/l. There were bile salts and increased bile pigments in the urine. An abdominal scan was unremarkable and serology for hepatitis A, B, and C was negative. Liver biopsy was not performed. She had no known susceptibility factors for liver disease. She had previously taken chloroquine + proguanil in 1998, 2002, and 2003 and recalled experiencing severe abdominal discomfort on the last occasion. Her symptoms improved after withdrawal of chloroquine + proguanil and her liver function tests gradually returned to normal.

The temporal relation between drug therapy and the appearance of symptoms suggested an adverse reaction to chloroquine + proguanil. The abnormal liver function tests, negative tests for hepatitis, the absence of fever, and the resolution of symptoms after withdrawal all suggested a causal relation. The exact mechanism is not known but it could have been an allergic reaction after sensitization from previous exposures.

Hydroxychloroquine  \( (SED-15, 722; SEDA-29, 294) \)

Hydroxychloroquine is being increasingly used to treat immune diseases, such as systemic lu-
Severe vacuolar myopathy
Muscle and peripheral nerve toxicity is rare with hydroxychloroquine. Severe vacuolar myopathy has been reported

- A 51-year-old man with a mantle cell carcinoma was initially treated with cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisolone and obtained remission for 2 years. His lymphoma recurred and he was given rituximab, with a poor response. He subsequently received a bone marrow graft from his son. Despite complete remission he developed graft-versus-host disease with scleroderma and fascial involvement. He was given various drugs for graft-versus-host disease, including mycophenolate mofetil, tacrolimus, prednisolone, 2′-deoxycoformycin, and hydroxychloroquine. His condition was moderately sensitive to prednisolone in doses of 60–120 mg/day. While taking prednisolone and tacrolimus he was given hydroxychloroquine 400 mg bd. He then developed progressive debilitating limb and respiratory muscle weakness. Glucocorticoids were suspected of causing this and were tapered, but without much effect, and he gradually became too weak to walk. The serum creatine kinase activity was normal and acetylcholine receptor antibodies were negative. Electromyography showed a severe, non-irritable myopathy and a sensory motor axonal polyneuropathy. Muscle biopsy showed a necrotizing, vacuolar myopathy, with many fibers containing autophagic and red-rimmed vacuoles, consistent with an amphiphilic drug-induced myopathy. Following withdrawal of hydroxychloroquine, his strength and function improved considerably. Later prednisolone and tacrolimus were reintroduced and he made a good recovery.

Monitoring therapy Susceptibility factors for the development of toxic retinopathy with hydroxychloroquine include high daily doses, long duration of treatment, concomitant liver or kidney disease, and age over 60 years. Constant monitoring for retinal toxicity is therefore vital for the prevention of this potentially irreversible severe adverse effect. However, most methods for monitoring retinal toxicity, such as Amsler grid testing, color vision testing, and static perimetry, are subjective. Multifocal electronic retinography is a more objective test and offers multidimensional visualization of the retina. In a longitudinal study of 12 patients who had multifocal electronic retinography at baseline and at 12–24 months, serial recordings of retinal amplitudes and peak latencies showed that patients taking hydroxychloroquine had reduced retinal function while those who stopped taking it had improved retinal function (4\(^2\)). Multifocal electronic retinography therefore offers the possibility of detecting early changes in retinal function in patients taking hydroxychloroquine.

Mefloquine (SED-15, 2232; SEDA-29, 295)
Comparative studies Mefloquine alone has been compared with a combination of sulphalene + pyrimethamine (Metakelfin) plus quinine in 187 patients with uncomplicated malaria, randomized to either mefloquine 25 mg/kg (\(n = 93\)) or sulphalene + pyrimethamine plus quinine (sulphalene 1.25 mg/kg + pyrimethamine 25 mg/kg once on the first day, quinine 30 mg/kg/day in three doses; \(n = 94\)) (5\(^C\)). There was no significant difference between the cure rates in the two groups during the early follow-up period and there were no cases of recrudescence in the 135 subjects who completed the extended follow-up. Similarly, there was no difference in the parasite clearance time between the two groups, but patients who were given mefloquine had a shorter mean fever resolution time (36 versus 44 hours) and a shorter mean hospital stay (3.9 versus 4.6 days). Overall, the proportions of reported adverse effects was the same in the two groups, but patients treated with mefloquine had more central nervous system effects (29 versus 9.6%), including sleep disturbances (27 versus 9.6%).

Psychiatry Severe depression has been attributed to mefloquine (6\(^A\)).

- A 48-year-old woman developed anxiety, tremor, depression, dry mouth, nausea, and marked weight loss. Physical examination, electrocardiography, chest X-ray, CT scan, and laboratory investigations were unremarkable. The Hamilton D score was 44 for 17 items. She had taken mefloquine 250 mg/week for 8 weeks for malaria prophylaxis, and after 2 weeks had started to feel unwell, with dysphoria, depression, and weakness. She was given fluoxetine 20 mg/day and alprazolam 1.5 mg/day. Her condition continued to
deteriorate. The dose of fluoxetine was increased to 40 mg/day and flunitrazepam was added. She was later instead given milnacipran, a serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor. Five months after the first course of mefloquine she had recovered sufficiently to return to work. However, she relapsed and she was eventually stabilized on venlafaxine 75 mg/day.

Mefloquine has been associated with a number of neuropsychiatric adverse effects, which are often mild and of short duration.

ENDOPEROXIDES (SED-15, 342; SEDA-27, 292; SEDA-28, 320; SEDA-29, 297)

Artemisinin

Nervous system Artemisinin, now widely used as an antimalarial drug, is also being explored for its potential in the treatment of cancer. In animals artesiminin can cause brainstem neurotoxicity. Brainstem encephalopathy has been attributed to artesiminin in a patient with cancer (7A).

- A 42-year-old woman with early breast carcinoma developed diplopia, dysarthria, and an ataxic gait. Her medications included tamoxifen 20 mg/day, fluoxetine 10 mg/day, and 2 weeks of herbal therapy for breast cancer. The herbs consisted of artesiminin tablets 200 mg bd and a daily combination containing Paeonia alba, Atractylodes alba, Momordica, Cudrania, Cochichinesis, Sophora flavescens, and Dioscorea. She had conjugate downward gaze, prominent vertical nystagmus, dysarthric speech, bilateral incoordination of both legs and arms, and an unsteady wide-based gait. Laboratory investigations were unremarkable, but brain MRI scanning showed symmetrical punctate foci. There was no evidence of stroke, demyelinating disease, or metastasis. After withdrawal of artesiminin, her neurological symptoms rapidly resolved. A repeat MRI scan on day 7 showed improvement. Tamoxifen and fluoxetine were restarted without recurrent symptoms.

Artesunate

Controlled studies Most artesiminin-based combination therapies in current use comprise an artesiminin derivative combined with a long-acting antimalarial drug. However, it has been argued that the prolonged presence of subtherapeutic doses of drugs in the body encourages the development of drug-resistant strains of parasite. It has therefore been proposed that, to avoid this, artesiminin derivatives be combined with compounds with short half-lives.

The combination of artesunate + clindamycin (2 mg/kg + 7 mg/kg 12 hourly for 3 days) has been compared with quinine + clindamycin (15 mg/kg + 7 mg/kg 12 hourly for 3 days) in 100 patients in a randomized comparison (8C). Asexual parasite clearance time was faster with artesunate + clindamycin (29 versus 46 hours), and patients who took artesunate + clindamycin also experienced a shorter time to fever clearance (21 versus 30 hours). Both regimens were well tolerated and no severe adverse events were recorded. However, one patient who took artesunate + clindamycin had diarrhea and two who took quinine + clindamycin developed diarrheaa and tinnitus.

DRUGS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF PNEUMOCYSTIS JIROVECI INFECTIONS

Co-trimoxazole (trimethoprim + sulfamethoxazole) (SED-15, 3510; SEDA-27, 296; SEDA-28, 322; SEDA-29, 297; see also Chapter 26)

Nervous system Tremors and chorea have been attributed to co-trimoxazole in immunocompromised adults and in a child with dihydrofolate reductase deficiency and have now been reported in an immunocompromised child with Pneumocystis jiroveci infection (9A).

- A girl aged 1.5 years, who was taking long-term azathioprine and methylprednisolone for an immunological lung disease, developed severe pneumonia. Azathioprine was withdrawn and ciprofloxacin, aciclovir, fluconazole, and co-trimoxazole (7.5 + 37.5 mg/kg/day) were added.
Pneumocystis jiroveci was grown from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. The dose of co-trimoxazole was increased to 20 + 100 mg/kg/day. Five days later she developed involuntary movements consisting of diffuse, continuous, high-frequency, low-amplitude tremors associated with choreic movements. Laboratory investigations were within the reference ranges and electroencephalography showed no signs of epilepsy. A CT scan and lumbar puncture were also normal. On day 10 ciprofloxacin, aciclovir, fluconazole, and methylprednisolone were withdrawn but the symptoms persisted. On day 12, co-trimoxazole was withdrawn and all the abnormal movements disappeared within 3 days.

DRUGS USED IN THE TREATMENT OF OTHER PROTOZOAL INFECTIONS

Metronidazole (SED-15, 2323; SEDA-28, 323)

Nervous system Neurotoxicity has been attributed to metronidazole (10A).

- A 20-year-old man with ulcerative colitis who had taken metronidazole 1500 mg/day for 2 years developed reduced visual acuity (2/10 bilaterally) and major impairment of red color discrimination, painful distal paresthesia, and dysarthria and impaired coordination in both hands. Pattern visual evoked potentials were absent but low amplitude flash visual evoked potentials were elicited with markedly prolonged latencies. An MRI scan of the brain and optic nerves showed increased signal intensities in the splenium, truncus, and genu of the corpus callosum but normal optic nerves. Metronidazole was withdrawn and he gradually improved. The painful paresthesia resolved within 3 months. Repeat brain scans after 2 and 8 months showed moderate resolution of the increased signal in the corpus callosum. After 14 months all the other symptoms and signs had normalized and pattern evoked visual latencies had normalized.

Multiple sclerosis is the most common disease associated with corpus callosum hyperintensities. However, in this case the reversibility of the symptoms and signs, the reversible non-contrasting MRI images, and the absence of new neurological complications pointed to a causal effect of metronidazole.

Pancreas Metronidazole has been associated with acute pancreatitis in a few case reports. This association has been investigated in a large population-based case control study (11C). Computer-based prescription records of 3083 cases of acute pancreatitis were compared with the records of 30,083 matched controls. The odds ratios for acute pancreatitis in those who had redeemed a prescription for metronidazole were 3.0 (95% CI = 1.4, 4.6), 1.8 (1.2, 2.9), and 1.1 (0.6, 1.8) within 30, 31–180, and 181–365 days before hospitalization or the index date respectively. Among those with a concomitant prescription for proton pump inhibitors and/or amoxicillin, macrolides, or tetracyclines the respective adjusted odds ratios were 8.3 (2.6, 26), 2.7 (1.4, 5.5), and 1.7 (0.6, 4.8).

Thus, metronidazole increases the risk of acute pancreatitis, with an intermediate time-course, and the risk is even higher when it is used in combination with other drugs used for the treatment of Helicobacter pylori.

Teratogenicity Previous studies have found no association between metronidazole treatment and congenital abnormalities, but a new report has suggested a possible association of the use of vaginal metronidazole suppositories and hydrocephalus (12C). The study was a population-based case-control comparison of 38,151 pregnant women who had newborn babies without congenital anomalies and 22,843 pregnant women who delivered babies or fetuses with congenital anomalies. Of the cases, 388 (1.7%) reported having used vaginal metronidazole compared with 570 (1.5%) in the control group (OR = 1.1; 95% CI = 1.0, 1.3). A further comparison of cases and controls showed an association between the use of vaginal metronidazole in the second and third months of gestation and hydrocephalus (OR = 11; 95% CI = 1.1, 105). However, this finding was based on only five cases and evaluation of medically recorded metronidazole treatment was non-confirmatory. This association has not previously been reported and requires further investigation.

Drug–drug interactions The effect of 1 week of Helicobacter pylori eradication therapy with rabeprazole, clarithromycin, and metronidazole on CYP-dependent hepatic metabolism has
been determined using the $^{13}$C-aminophenazole (aminopyrine) breath test (13A). The test was performed before treatment, immediately after treatment, and 1 month after treatment. There was no change in hepatic metabolic function during and after treatment.

Metronidazole has been reported to increase blood concentrations of tacrolimus (14A).

- A 24-year-old man with a renal transplant, who had been stabilized on tacrolimus 4 mg bd (trough concentrations of 7–10 ng/ml) for 2 months and prednisolone 20 mg/day, developed severe diarrhea due to *Clostridium difficile*. He was given metronidazole 500 mg qds. Within 4–14 days his serum creatinine and tacrolimus trough concentrations rose to 292 µmol/l and 26.3 ng/ml. The dose of tacrolimus was reduced to 1 mg bd and after withdrawal of metronidazole the tacrolimus trough concentration fell to 9.4 ng/ml and the serum creatinine to 68 µmol/l.

## Combination regimens in the eradication of Helicobacter pylori

New antibiotic combinations and simpler regimens for eradicating Helicobacter pylori have been reported.

- Twelve patients with duodenal ulcer who had previously been treated unsuccessfully with two regimens containing clarithromycin and metronidazole, were given a daily combination of rabeprazole 20 mg, levofloxacin 500 mg, and furazolidone 200 mg as a single dose for 10 days (15A). Two patients discontinued treatment because of nausea and vomiting. After 90 days of treatment 10 patients were left in the study, in six of whom culture of gastric tissue fragments was obtained: 100 and 83% of the samples showed sensitivity to furazolidone and levofloxacin respectively. Eradication rates for Helicobacter pylori as determined per protocol and intention to treat were 100 and 83%, respectively.

- A 10-day regimen of esomeprazole 40 mg qds, tetracycline 500 mg qds, and metronidazole 500 mg qds has been studied in 20 patients with penicillin allergy, duodenal ulcer disease, and Helicobacter pylori infection (16A). In 17 this was the first course of treatment and in three there had been prior treatment failure. Baseline and follow-up endoscopy was performed after 30 days or more of treatment for urease tests and biopsies for Helicobacter pylori. Eradication rates by intention to treat were 85% for first-time treatment and 100% for prior failure. Endoscopy was normal in 70% of all cases at follow-up and 85 and 100% of the patients had healed erosive gastritis and duodenal ulcers respectively. Three patients reported oral candidiasis which required drug withdrawal at days 6, 7, and 9. The symptoms resolved with fluconazole 100 mg/day and nystatin lozenges. In all three Helicobacter pylori was eradicated. One patient reported anorexia, nausea, and diarrhea. The combination of esomeprazole, tetracycline, and metronidazole is effective and well tolerated in patients with penicillin allergy.

- Four different combinations for Helicobacter pylori eradication have been studied in patients with penicillin allergy (17A). The regimens comprised:
  - first-line ($n = 12$)—metronidazole, omeprazole, and clarithromycin for 7 days;
  - second-line ($n = 17$)—metronidazole, ranitidine bismuth citrate, and tetracycline for 7 days;
  - third-line ($n = 9$)—rifabutin, clarithromycin, and omeprazole for 10 days;
  - fourth-line ($n = 12$)—levofloxacin, clarithromycin, and omeprazole for 10 days.

  The outcome measure was a negative $^{13}$C urea breath test 8 weeks after completion of treatment. The eradication rates for the four groups were 58, 47, 11, and 100% for the four treatments. Compliance was generally good apart from the rifabutin-based regimen, which had adverse effects in 89% of the patients, including four cases of myelotoxicity.

- Moxifloxacin-based regimens have been compared with comparable clarithromycin-based therapies in 320 patients with Helicobacter pylori (18A). The regimens comprised:
  - moxifloxacin, amoxicillin, and omeprazole;
  - moxifloxacin, tinidazole, and omeprazole;
  - clarithromycin, amoxicillin, and omeprazole;
  - clarithromycin, tinidazole, and omeprazole.
Each group had 80 patients. Eradication rates were 89, 92, 78, and 79%. Taste disturbance and bloating were less frequent in those who took moxifloxacin than in those who took the other treatments.

- Failure of Helicobacter pylori eradication in childhood is common. The efficacy of amoxicillin, bismuth subcitrate, and omeprazole, with either nifuratel \( (n = 37) \) or furazolidone \( (n = 39) \) has been evaluated in 76 children aged 12–16 years who had failed one attempt at eradication using a metronidazole-containing triple regimen \( (19\text{f}) \). Eradication rates were 33/37 with nifuratel and 34/39 with furazolidone. More patients who took furazolidone complained of severe anorexia than those who took nifuratel (eight versus one).

MISCELLANEOUS DRUGS

Eflornithine \( (SED -15, 1207) \)

Trypanosomiasis due to Trypanosoma gambiense rhodesiense is still a major public health problem in sub-Saharan Africa. Melarsoprol, an arsenical drug, has been used for many years for the treatment of trypanosomiasis despite its high frequency of adverse effects and resultant high case-fatality rate. Eflornithine (difluoromethylornithine) is an alternative.

Comparative studies There has been a comparison of melarsoprol 2.2 mg/kg/day plus prednisolone 20 mg/day \( (n = 708) \) and eflornithine (400 mg/kg given as a slow intravenous infusion in four 3-hour doses daily for 14 days; \( n = 251 \)) in patients with trypanosomiasis who presented with meningoencephalitis \( (20\text{f}) \). Acute reactive encephalopathy occurred in 80 (11%) of those who took melarsoprol and in one (0.4%) who took eflornithine. Of those who took melarsoprol 25 (3.5%) died (23 because of acute reactive encephalopathy) while only two (0.8%) of those who took eflornithine died. Fever, hypertension, macular rash, severe headache, peripheral neuropathy, and tremors were more common in those who took melarsoprol, while diarrhea was more frequent in those who took eflornithine. After 12 months of follow-up there was no significant difference between the rates of relapse.

Eflornithine is therefore effective and safer than melarsoprol for the treatment of trypanosomiasis. However, a simpler dosage regimen needs to be developed, as the staff needed to administer prolonged intravenous infusions may not be available in endemic regions.

Furazolidone \( (SED -15, 1454) \)

Skin Non-pigmented fixed drug eruptions have previously been attributed to furazolidone; they usually affect the palms, trunk, inguinal folds, and buttocks. Another case has been reported \( (21\text{A}) \).

- A 23-year-old man developed well circumscribed bright red macular patches on the palms and soles after taking furazolidone for an acute intestinal infection. There was no central blistering or telangiectasia. The lesions subsided within 7 days. On rechallenge with a quarter of the dose he developed acute edematous erythematous lesions at the same sites as before.

Melarsoprol \( (SED-15, 2243) \)

Drug dosage regimens Melarsoprol dosage regimens vary; usually 3 or 4 series of 3 or 4 injections of increasing doses are given, with rest periods of 7–10 days. Shorter regimens are desirable. In 2020 patients with human African trypanosomiasis who were treated with the shortened melarsoprol treatment schedule \( (2.2 \text{ mg/kg/day for 10 days}) \) the cure rate 24 hours after treatment was 94%; 2 years later it was 86% \( (22\text{C}) \). However, 935 patients were lost to follow-up. The case fatality rate was 5.9%. Of the treated patients 8.7% had an encephalopathy that was fatal 46% of the time. The rates of severe bullous and maculopapular reactions were 0.8 and 6.8% respectively.

The 10-day melarsoprol regimen is effective and easier to administer than longer regimens. However, the high number of adverse events shows that the development of more effective and less toxic drugs remains a top priority.


References
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DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST CYTOMEGALOVIRUS

Cidofovir  (SED-15, 771; SEDA-27, 303; SEDA-28, 326)

Skin  Topical cidofovir 1–3% has been successfully used for the treatment of oral warts in three HIV-positive patients with no adverse effects (1A). However, ulceration and pain at the site of the lesion, leaving the normal skin unharmed, were reported as the main adverse effect after topical application to high-grade vulval intraepithelial neoplasia in 12 women (2A).

Topical cidofovir 1% has also been used in the successful treatment of a refractory verruca in a child with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (3A).

• A 9-year-old girl who had had acute lymphoblastic leukemia since the age of 18 months, had maintenance chemotherapy (methotrexate 10–15 mg/day, mercaptopurine 50–90 mg/day, and intrathecal methotrexate with hydrocortisone) reintroduced for a fourth CNS relapse, and developed a verruca on the sole of her right foot. This was treated initially with curettage, but it recurred quickly and grew larger and more painful. Treatment with cryotherapy was ineffective. The verruca continued to enlarge and became more painful. It again failed to respond to gentle cryotherapy. Cidofovir 1% ointment was compounded from the parenteral formulation (Vistide®, Gilead, Foster City, CA, USA) in ointment (Merck and Co, Inc, Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA) and was applied once daily for 6 weeks, by which time the verruca had completely resolved. No adverse effects or local irritation were observed.

Urinary tract  Of 10 pediatric stem cell recipients with systemic adenovirus infections, one-third had a rise in serum creatinine 50% above baseline despite pre- and post-dose intravenous hydration and pre-dose probenecid (4A). Renal tubular cell apoptosis is prevented by probenecid in vitro (5E).

DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HERPESVIRUSES  (SED-27, 305; SEDA-28, 328; SEDA-29, 301)

Aciclovir  (SED-15, 29)

Nervous system  It has been suggested that hemodialysis can be a useful diagnostic tool in the differential diagnosis between aciclovir-induced neurotoxicity and herpes encephalitis, as well as a fast and reliable treatment of drug-induced neurotoxicity (6A).

• A previously healthy 59-year-old woman developed right eye pain for 3 days and vesicle formation on her forehead. She received intravenous aciclovir 250 mg every 8 hours, but 48 hours later she became drowsy and lethargic, with incoherent speech and hallucinations. Her blood urea nitrogen concentration rose from 0.71 mmol/l on admission to 2.41 mmol/l, serum creatinine rose from 53.6 to 442 (reference range 51–115) µmol/l and the serum sodium concentration fell from 135 to 121 mmol/l. Electroencephalography showed mild diffuse cortical dysfunction, with more emphasis in the right hemisphere, and regional epileptiform activity in the bilateral frontal and right parietal regions. An MRI scan of her head was normal. Because of deteriorating renal function and the debilitating nature of the neurological symptoms, which were thought to be due to acyclovir toxicity, hemodialysis was initiated. The pre-hemodialysis trough plasma aciclovir concentration was 18 mg/l, compared with peak and trough concentrations of 5.5–13.8 mg/l and 0.2–1 mg/l respectively in adults who receive 5 mg/kg of aciclovir (7S). She underwent two 4-hour sessions of hemodialysis over 2 days. The post-hemodialysis plasma aciclovir concentration fell to 3 mg/l. Her conscious level improved and the blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine
concentrations fell to 6.1 mmol/l and 142 µmol/l respectively. She was well by the fifth day.

DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HEPATITIS VIRUSES (SEDA-29, 301)

Adefovir (SED-15, 35)

Observational studies A total of 49 consecutive lamivudine-resistant hepatitis B e antigen-negative chronic hepatitis B patients were enrolled in a study of the effects of adefovir 10 mg/day plus lamivudine 100 mg/day (8C). After 52 weeks all had some hepatitis B virus DNA response and 57% had a complete virological response. There was a biochemical response in 76%. There were no serious adverse events.

Entecavir

Entecavir recently received FDA approval in the USA for use in treatment-naïve hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) positive patients and those with evidence of lamivudine resistance. Diminution of viral titers reached 7 log_{10} units (9E). There were no significant differences in adverse events compared with lamivudine. Most of the adverse events were mild or moderate and the incidences were comparable in the four treatment groups, 65–73% of patients describing at least one adverse event. One patient taking entecavir had asymptomatic increases in alanine transaminase activity and bilirubin concentration; the drug was withdrawn and the tests improved. Two patients withdrew from the study, one because of lethargy and photosensitivity after 5 months, which resolved 3 days after withdrawal, and the other because of acute HIV infection.

Lamivudine (SED-15, 1989)

Comparative studies Lamivudine is being increasingly used in chronic hepatitis B infection. However, resistance arises rapidly with monotherapy and lamivudine is not superior to interferon. Of 136 patients given pegylated interferon alpha-2b monotherapy 49 (36%) had lost HBsAg at the end of follow-up at week 78, compared with 46 (35%) of 130 who were given interferon in combination with lamivudine (10C). More of those in the combination group had cleared HBsAg at the end of treatment at week 52 (44 versus 29%) but they relapsed during follow-up. The patterns were similar when the response was assessed by suppression of serum hepatitis B virus (HBV) DNA or a change in alanine transaminase activity. Response rates (HBsAg loss) varied significantly by HBV genotype: genotype A 47%; genotype B 44%; genotype C 28%; genotype D 25%.

Lamivudine has been well tolerated in long term studies in hepatitis B positive patients; malaise and fatigue were the most common adverse effects (11A).

It has been suggested that lamivudine be used prophylactically in only those patients with breast cancer who have active HBV viral replication (12A).

Liver Of 814 HBV eAg-positive patients two taking lamivudine monotherapy had hepatic decompensation after the end of treatment (13A). One received a liver transplant and made a full recovery; the other died.

Ribavirin (SED-15, 3036)

The combined effects of ribavirin + interferon

The mechanism of the beneficial effect of adding ribavirin to interferon is not fully understood. Ribavirin monotherapy is not effective in hepatitis C. However, adding ribavirin to interferon increases the number of patients with a virological response although it also increases the number of adverse events. Both the benefits and harms of adding ribavirin to interferon for patients with chronic hepatitis C should be considered before therapy is started.
Systematic reviews  In a meta-analysis of 72 trials with a total of 9991 patients, ribavirin plus interferon significantly reduced morbidity plus mortality (OR = 0.46; 95% CI = 0.22, 0.96) and significantly improved sustained viral clearance in treatment-naive patients (RR = 0.72; 95% CI = 0.68, 0.76), relapers (RR = 0.63; 95% CI = 0.54, 0.73), and non-responders (RR = 0.89; 95% CI = 0.84, 0.94) (14M). This gave the following numbers needed to treat for beneficial effects (NNTB): for reduction in mortality/morbidity 444 (302–5650); for clearing of HCV-RNA 4 (4–5); and for improving the histological response 8 (7–100).

This analysis also gave information about the increased toxicity of adding ribavirin, with the following numbers needed to harm (NNTH): anemia 4 (4–5); leukopenia 4 (3–7); rash 11 (9–17); pruritus 13 (10–20); insomnia 14 (6–20); dosage reductions 14 (11–17); dermatitis 14 (8–50); dyspnea 17 (11–25); fatigue/weakness 17 (11–33); dry skin 20 (11–50); anorexia/nausea 20 (13–50); dyspepsia 20 (13–50); pharyngitis 20 (13–100); cough 20 (14–33); and stopping treatment 50 (33–100).

Treatment with peginterferon alpha-2b + ribavirin can achieve a complete clinical response in about 75% of patients with hepatitis C-related vasculitis. A complete clinical response correlates with the eradication of the virus and requires a shorter treatment period than that previously reported for interferon alpha plus ribavirin (14 months) (15M). The short course was well tolerated, although one patient withdrew because of neutopenia (16C).

Observational studies

Chronic hepatitis D  Combination treatment of interferon alpha + ribavirin for chronic hepatitis D does not induce virological responses at a sufficient rate, despite its partial effectiveness in improving biochemical responses, and is not superior to interferon alpha monotherapy. Patients with chronic hepatitis D (n = 19) were treated with interferon alpha-2b (10 million U three times/week subcutaneously) and ribavirin (1000–1200 mg/day orally) for 24 months, with follow-up for at least 6 months (range 7–19) (17C). All had compensated liver disease, raised transaminase activities, and hepatitis D virus RNA positivity at baseline. Genotypic analyses showed hepatitis D virus genotype I and hepatitis B virus genotype D. There were biochemical responses in eight patients (42%) at the end of treatment and in seven patients (37%) at the end of follow-up. Only eight patients at the end of treatment and four at the end of follow-up had sustained virological responses. There were flu-like symptoms, generally mild or moderate, in most of the patients. Two patients required a short-term dosage reduction from 10 to 5 MU because of leukopenia and thrombocytopenia and two patients had a drop in hemoglobin, which was managed with a reduction in the dosage of ribavirin.

Prevention of recurrence after liver transplantation  It has been postulated that there is a risk of increased severity of recurrent hepatitis C virus infection in living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) patients. Preventive therapy for this has been studied in 23 patients (18C). All received interferon alpha-2b and ribavirin 1 month after transplantation and for 12 months after the first negative HCV RNA test. They were then observed without therapy for 6 months (Group 1). Therapy was continued for at least 12 months when the HCV-RNA test remained positive (Group 2). They were removed from the protocol if they could not continue therapy for 12 months because of adverse effects or could not start therapy because of early death. Eight patients were removed from the protocol (three died and two could not start because of their poor general condition). Nine patients were assigned to Group 1 and the other six to Group 2. The sustained virological response ratio was 39% (9/23). There was a significant difference between the groups in the histological activity score 1 year after therapy. No details were given of the adverse effects in the eight patients who were withdrawn.

Prediction of outcome  Hepatitis C virus (HCV) RNA kinetics have been studied on day 1 in 15 patients (nine and six of genotypes 1 and non-1 respectively) and at weeks 1, 4, and 12 in 53 patients (19 and 34 of genotypes 1 and non-1 respectively) during treatment with ribavirin + pegylated interferon α-2a (19C). Patients with a sustained virological response
(SVR) had a significantly more pronounced mean \( \log_{10} \) decline from baseline in HCV RNA amounts at weeks 1 and 4 compared with patients who failed to achieve a sustained response, whereas there was no difference after day 1. For patients with a 2 \( \log_{10} \) reduction in HCV RNA amounts on day 7, the positive predictive value for a sustained virological response was 92%, whereas week 12 was the best time point for predicting a later non-response in patients who failed to achieve a 2 \( \log_{10} \) fall. In patients with genotype non-1 and a 2 \( \log_{10} \) fall in HCV RNA amounts the positive predictive value for a sustained virological response was 89% at week 1, and 79% at weeks 4 and 12. The corresponding negative predictive values for patients with genotype non-1 were 43, 40, and 100% respectively. Of the 60 patients, one withdrew from treatment after the second dose of pegylated interferon \( \alpha \)-2a, four withdrew prematurely, one each at treatment weeks 8, 12, and 27 for unknown reasons, and one at week 16 for psychiatric reasons. One other patient withdrew at week 16 because of arthralgia. Dosage reduction was required in three patients because of thrombocytopenia or neutropenia, and in three others the dosage of ribavirin was reduced because of anemia.

**Fulminant hepatitis C** Pegylated interferon and ribavirin have been used successfully to treat fulminant hepatitis C infection; there were only mild self-limiting adverse effects, such as hemolytic anemia (20).

**Nervous system** Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy in an HIV negative patient has been attributed to pegylated interferon \( \alpha \)-2a + ribavirin (21A).

**Hematologic** The anemia associated with peginterferon + ribavirin is thought to be a mixed form of ribavirin-induced hemolysis and interferon-induced myelosuppression. However in an 8-week study of 97 patients receiving peginterferon + ribavirin, while the mean hemoglobin fell significantly from 14.4 to 11.9 g/dl the serum erythropoietin responses were lower than seen in historical controls with iron deficiency (22C). The mean dosage of ribavirin was reduced from 986 to 913 mg/day. Only 74% maintained their dosage of ribavirin.

**Skin** Dermatitis occurred in 36 patients who were given ribavirin + pegylated interferon (23C). Half of the patients had clinical symptoms within the first month of combination treatment, and the first signs typically appeared distant from the sites of peginterferon injection. All complained of generalized itch, and most had xerosis and erythema-papulomicrovesicular lesions with a predilection for the extensor surfaces of the limbs and skin sites exposed to friction. Seven had skin biopsies with a superficial dermal perivascular inflammation with spongiosis and parakeratosis; erythrocyte extravasation, sparse keratinocyte necrosis, and extension of the inflammation to the interface were variable; the last of these occurred in the clinically more severe cases. Two patients developed specific skin signs that differed from the eczema-like pattern described above. One patient with generalized eczematous skin changes eventually developed malar hypertrichosis lanuginosa and bullous skin lesions with milia on the backs of both hands, leading to a diagnosis of porphyria cutanea tarda; one patient developed a bullous eruption with histological features of acantholytic dermatitis with a non-specific immunohistological profile.

Five cases of Meyerson’s syndrome (halo dermatitis), a benign eczematous rash around a pre-existing nevus, have been reported during treatment for hepatitis C (24A, 25A). This syndrome has been reported with interferon alpha-2b but not ribavirin in other conditions and resolved on withdrawal of therapy.

There is a well established association between hepatitis C virus infection and porphyria cutanea tarda. However it is thought that ribavirin increases the risk by increasing iron overload via hemolysis. Two cases of porphyria cutanea tarda have been reported after treatment with ribavirin and interferon (26A).

There have been three reports of cutaneous sarcoidosis associated with pegylated interferon alpha plus ribavirin treatment (27A).

**Drug–drug interactions** The intracellular triphosphorylation and pharmacokinetics of lamivudine (3TC), stavudine (d4T), and zidovudine (ZDV) have been assessed in 56 patients co-infected with human immunodeficiency virus and hepatitis C virus receiving peginterferon alpha-2a (40KD) 180 micrograms/week plus
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either placebo or ribavirin 800 mg/day; there was no difference (28C).

Management of adverse drug reactions  The management with epoetin alpha and danazol of anemia during therapy with interferon and ribavirin has been reported (29A).

- A 50-year-old African–American man with chronic hepatitis C was initially given subcutaneous interferon alpha-2b (3 mU three times/week) and oral ribavirin 1200 mg/day. The pre-treatment hemoglobin was 14.3 g/dl. There was a good therapeutic response, but the hemoglobin fell firstly to 11.2 g/dl and then to 9.4 g/dl by week 42. This prompted a reduction in the dosage of ribavirin to 800 mg/day, and the hemoglobin rose to 11.8 g/dl. The antiviral therapy was withdrawn at week 48 and reintroduced 3 months later for a relapse. He was given subcutaneous peginterferon alpha-2a (180 micrograms/week) and oral ribavirin 1200 mg/day plus subcutaneous epoetin alpha 4000 U/week to prevent anemia and therefore the need to reduce the dose of ribavirin. Serum hemoglobin at the start of the second course of therapy was 14.7 g/dl and it remained stable throughout the first 12 weeks of therapy. However, at week 16, there was an abrupt fall in hemoglobin from 14.6 to 8.5 g/dl. The ribavirin was immediately withdrawn, the dosage of peginterferon was reduced, and the dosage of epoetin alpha was increased to 60,000 U/week to prevent anemia and therefore the need to reduce the dose of ribavirin. Erythropoietin antibodies became detectable by week 12 and peaked at week 24. Danazol 200 mg bd then 400 mg bd was started 8 weeks after the withdrawal of epoetin alpha. The hemoglobin then became stable at 9–10 g/dl for 24 weeks.

DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

Observational studies

Efficacy in middle-income countries  Chile began an expanded-access program to antiretroviral therapy in 2001 and a national cohort (the Chilean AIDS Cohort), was created to standard-ize treatment and evaluate the impact of the program; 4365 participants were enrolled by December 2004 (30). At baseline, 48% had clinical AIDS, 26% were asymptomatic, 80% had a CD4 count under 200 × 10^6/l and 58% were antiretroviral therapy-naive; the most frequent regimen was zidovudine + lamivudine + efavirenz. A 6-month follow-up study in 1057 patients showed a global mortality of 5% (0.5% if patients were asymptomatic at baseline and 8.3% if patients had baseline AIDS). There was a similar risk of death if the baseline CD4 count was 100–200 × 10^6/l or under 200 × 10^6/l, but this increased to 4.8% (RR = 5.2) and 11% (RR = 12) if the CD4 count was 51–100 × 10^6/l or under 51 × 10^6/l respectively. Progression occurred in 2.9%. Severe toxicity was almost twice as common among women (13% of women and 6.5% of men). Therapy was withdrawn in 7.7% of patients because of adverse effects. Of patients taking zidovudine 6.9% stopped because of hematological toxicity, 6.8% of those taking stavudine stopped because of neuropathy, 9.3% of those taking nevirapine withdrew because of rash, and 4.6 and 12% of those taking indinavir or boosted indinavir respectively withdrew because of gastrointestinal toxicity. These results are similar to those in industrialized countries.

Drug dosage regimens

Structured treatment interruption  There has been increasing interest in structured treatment interruption in order to reduce the adverse effect of antiretroviral drugs. However, in 74 Thai patients with CD4 cell counts of under 350 × 10^6/l and a plasma viral load of under 50 copies/ml who were randomized to either: (1) continuous therapy, (2) a CD4 cell count-guided theory, or (3) a week-on/week-off (WOWO) strategy, 31% of the patients in the WOWO group had virological failure (31C). Although the proportions of patients with a CD4 cell count below 350 × 10^6/l were 100, 87, and 96% in treatment arms 1, 2, and 3 respectively and the percentages of weeks of antiretroviral use were 100, 41, and 70%, the adverse events were not significantly different among arms. The WOWO strategy is not recommended.
DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS: NUCLEOSIDE ANALOGUE REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE INHIBITORS (NRTI)  
(SED-15, 2586; SEDA-27, 306; SEDA-28, 332; SEDA-29, 302)

Abacavir  (SED-15, 3; SEDA-27, 307; SEDA-29, 303)

Immunologic  In the CNA30021 study abacavir 600 mg/day (n = 384) was compared with 300 mg bd (n = 386) in combination with lamivudine 300 mg and efavirenz 600 mg. The rates of adverse events, including abacavir hypersensitivity reactions, were similar in the two arms (9 versus 7%) (32C).

Drug–drug interactions  The combination of abacavir + lamivudine + tenofovir in a triple-nucleoside regimen is no longer recommended (33C). This is on the basis of a randomized, open, multicenter study of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate versus efavirenz, both administered once daily with the abacavir + lamivudine fixed-dose combination in 340 treatment-naïve subjects. The abacavir + lamivudine + tenofovir arm had an unacceptably high virological failure rate of 49% compared with 5% in the efavirenz arm at 12 weeks and the study was ended prematurely. Only 54% of the patients who failed had the typical K65R and M184V mutations on subsequent genotyping (34C). The mechanism for this interaction is still unclear and there is no classical pharmacokinetic interaction. It has been hypothesized that the interaction occurs at the level of the intracellular nucleotide (33C).

Didanosine  (SED-15, 1113; SEDA-27, 307; SEDA-29, 303)

Placebo-controlled studies  In a study of 168 patients with virological failure didanosine was compared with placebo in addition to optimized background treatment (35C). The incidence of adverse events was similar in the two groups (38% with didanosine and 36% with placebo). Most of the adverse events were gastrointestinal (20%) or affected the nervous system (14%). Only five patients (4.5%) in the didanosine group and two (3.6%) in the placebo group complained of grade 1–2 diarrhea; no grade 3 diarrhea was reported. One patient in the didanosine group had a grade 2 rise in serum lipase activity, and one in the placebo group had a grade 3 rise.

Drug–drug interactions  Tenofovir disoproxyl fumarate significantly increases plasma didanosine concentrations by 40–50%. The efficacy of switching from 400 mg/day to 250 mg/day of didanosine (for patients weighing under 60 kg), has been confirmed by measuring intracellular concentrations, but there was no evidence of a kinetic interaction (36C). The long intracellular half-lives of the drugs were also noted (7.5 days for tenofovir).

Racivir  
Racivir is an unlicensed nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (racemic beta-2′,3′-deoxy-5-fluoro-3′-thiacytidine), which is similar in structure to lamivudine. In six HIV positive subjects oral racivir in combination with stavudine and efavirenz was well tolerated at all doses tested (37C). The maximum concentration (Cmax) in serum at 200, 400, and 600 mg/day exceeded the 90% effective concentration for wild-type HIV-1. Viral loads fell in all dosage groups, with mean reductions from 1.13–1.42 log10 units by day 4 and 2.02–2.43 log10 units by day 14. HIV RNA amounts remained suppressed for more than 2 weeks in the absence of any additional therapy, with mean viral loads of 2.1–2.6 log10 units below baseline to day 28. By day 35, HIV RNA amounts began to increase, but still remained >1 log10 unit below baseline. The adverse events reported most often during the 14-day treatment period were dizziness (six, seven, nine, and five episodes in subjects taking racivir 200, 400, and 600 mg or lamivudine respectively) and headache (five, two, five, and one episode respectively) One subject taking racivir 600 mg reported “heartburn” possibly related to the drug. One subject taking racivir 600 mg withdrew on day 4 because of moderate nausea and vomiting associated with mild dizziness, possibly caused by racivir or efavirenz. Another
subject taking racivir 200 mg developed significantly raised creatinine kinase activity after exercise. One subject, who had chronic hepatitis B and was taking racivir 400 mg, had high aspartate and alanine transaminase activities during the whole study, thought to be related to a flare of hepatitis B related to racivir.

**Stavudine**  
*(SED-15, 3180)*

**Fetotoxicity**  Concerns continue about the toxicity of stavudine on the fetus. Five of ten infants born to ten pregnant women who took the drug during pregnancy developed grade 3 neutropenia, one developed hypoglycemia, and three developed hyperkalemia (38).

**DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS: NUCLEOTIDE ANALOGUE REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE INHIBITORS**

**Tenofovir**  
*(SED-15, 3314; SEDA-29, 304)*

**Urinary tract**  Acute irreversible renal insufficiency has been reported with tenofovir (39).

- A 39-year-old HIV-positive white man, developed acute renal insufficiency after taking lamivudine, zidovudine, and nevirapine for 2 weeks. His serum creatinine was 237 µmol/l. Renal ultrasound was normal and renal histology showed acute tubular necrosis with vacuolation of the proximal tubular cells and no evidence of focal or global glomerulosclerosis. All drugs were withdrawn but he required permanent dialysis.

**Drug–drug interactions**  See also didanosine.

In a population pharmacokinetic study of 192 HIV-infected patients a two compartment model fitted best (40). This study also confirmed the increase in AUC over 24 hours for tenofovir induced by lopinavir + ritonavir and no observable effect of didanosine. Tenofovir plasma clearance was related to the body weight/serum creatinine ratio but not to serum creatinine or estimated GFR.

Tenofovir had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of saquinavir hard gel + ritonavir in 18 HIV-infected subjects (41).

**DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS: NON-NUCLEOSIDE REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE INHIBITORS (NNRTI)**  
*(SED-15, 2553; SEDA-27, 308; SEDA-28, 334; SEDA-29, 305)*

**Efavirenz**  
*(SED-15, 1204; SEDA-27, 309; SEDA-28, 334; SEDA-29, 305)*

**Nervous system**  Mild and clinically tolerable neuropsychiatric disorders can persist after a mean of 2 years after withdrawal of an efavirenz-based therapy (42).

In a cross-sectional study, 60 patients taking an efavirenz-based approach were compared with 60 patients taking a protease inhibitor-containing regimen for at least 1 year. The mean times on treatment were 91 weeks and 120 weeks respectively. Mild dizziness (22%), sadness (37%), mood changes (27%), irritability (30%), lightheadedness (28%), nervousness (30%), impaired concentration (27%), abnormal dreams (48%), and somnolence (25%) were reported more often with efavirenz than the protease inhibitor. Of 60 patients 49 had plasma concentrations in the target range (1.0–4.0 mg/l). Efavirenz plasma concentrations were similar in subjects with and without neuropsychiatric disorders.

In a retrospective study in 134 patients taking efavirenz there were no significant differences in nervous system adverse effects or discontinuation rates between recreational substance (cocaine, ecstasy, cannabis) users and non-users (43).

**Metabolism**  In a cross-sectional evaluation of 1018 HIV-infected patients treated with HAART during the previous 12 months in an Italian clinic, isolated hypertriglyceridemia was more common in 183 naive patients taking efavirenz compared with nevirapine, and
both hypertriglyceridemia and hypercholesterolemia appeared earlier (44C). In the 295 antiretroviral-experienced patients, in whom an NNRTI was introduced for the first time, the frequency of raised triglyceride concentrations was higher and occurred earlier with efavirenz. In the 145 subjects taking salvage HAART, including an NNRTI plus a protease inhibitor-containing regimen, the rates of hypertriglyceridemia, hypercholesterolemia, and hyperglycemia were greater among patients taking efavirenz compared with nevirapine, and the time to peak metabolic alterations in hypercholesterolemia and hyperglycemia, but not hypertriglyceridemia, were more rapid in the whole efavirenz group. Comparing all of the 324 patients who took efavirenz with the 299 subjects who took nevirapine, the frequencies of raised triglyceride, cholesterol, and glucose concentrations were much higher in those taking efavirenz. There was some grade of lipodystrophy in 207 pretreated patients, but there was appreciable improvement after an NNRTI was introduced in patients taking efavirenz compared with those taking nevirapine.

Breasts Gynecomastia was diagnosed in 13/324 (4%) patients who took efavirenz, compared with 2/299 (0.7%) subjects taking nevirapine (44C). 

Susceptibility factors Genetic Plasma efavirenz concentrations were increased in 40 of 100 subjects with the polymorphic homozygous genotype 516G>T at the gene encoding cytochrome CYP2B6 and 19% of subjects with the heterozygous genotype; 20% of those with the wild-type genotype had subtherapeutic concentrations of efavirenz (45C). The CYP2B6-516 genotype, which is commoner in African–Americans, may help to identify subjects who will have plasma efavirenz concentrations that are outside the usual target range.

Drug–drug interactions In patients who were taking the NNRTIs efavirenz and nevirapine, the apparent oral clearance (CL/F) of lopinavir increased by 39% (46C). This is in line with an advised 33% dosage increment for lopinavir + ritonavir when combined with NNRTIs. There was a 41% increase in indinavir clearance when it was co-administered with nevirapine or efavirenz (47C).

The interactions of efavirenz, amprenavir, nelfinavir, indinavir, and ritonavir have been measured in 56 seronegative subjects (ACTG 5043) (48C). African–American non-Hispanics had higher efavirenz AUCs than white non-Hispanics on day 14. The authors concluded that efavirenz reduced the AUC of amprenavir, but nelfinavir, indinavir, or ritonavir compensated for the induction of amprenavir metabolism by efavirenz. There were rashes in 11% of subjects but none was worse than grade 1. There was no relation between rash and amprenavir plasma concentration, but there were higher efavirenz concentrations in those with rashes. Efavirenz concentrations did not correlate with nervous system symptoms, possibly because those with more severe symptoms dropped out before the efavirenz AUCs were obtained on day 14.

Nevirapine (SED-15, 2498; SEDA-27, 310; SEDA-28, 334, SEDA-29, 305) Observational studies In a Nigerian prospective, observational, cohort study, 50 antiretroviral drug-naive patients in stage 2 or stage 3 World Health Organization clinical classification were treated with generic brands of oral nevirapine (Nevimal, Cipla, Mumbai, India) 200 mg day, lamivudine (Lamivir, Cipla) 150 mg bd, and stavudine (Stavir, Cipla) 40 mg bd (49C). At week 48 the median CD4+ cell count increased by 186 × 10^6/l, the frequency of opportunistic infections fell by 82%, and the median body mass index increased by 4.8 kg/m^2. There were minor and transient adverse effects in 36%. The most comment adverse effect was a rash associated with nevirapine.

Liver Boehringer Ingelheim have conducted an analysis of hepatotoxicity in all of their past controlled and uncontrolled studies (50C). This analysis resulted in warnings that female sex and a higher CD4 cell count at the start of therapy increases the risk of hepatotoxicity, particularly during the first 6 weeks of treatment. They recommended against starting nevirapine
in women with CD4 cell counts over 250 × 10⁶/l or in men with CD4 cell counts over 400 × 10⁶/l.

**Lactation** In 20 mother-infant pairs in a pharmacokinetic study in Botswana, maternal serum concentrations of nevirapine were high (median 9534 ng/ml) at a median of 4 hours after nevirapine ingestion, and the median breast-milk concentration of nevirapine was two-thirds of the serum concentration. The median infant serum nevirapine concentration was 971 ng/ml, which is at least 40 times the 50% inhibitory concentration and similar to peak concentrations after a single 2-mg/kg dose of nevirapine. One infant had a rash 3 days after birth (and had also received oral nevirapine at birth), and four of the infants had either severe or life-threatening neutropenia or anemia at some time during breast-feeding.

**DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS: PROTEASE INHIBITORS**

*SED-15, 2965; SEDA-28, 335; SEDA-29, 306*

**Amprenavir** *(SED-15, 211, SEDA-29, 306)*

In a study of the pharmacokinetics of oral amprenavir administered as soft gelatin capsules to 20 HIV-positive children, the most common adverse event was nausea. The kinetics supported twice daily dosing with 20 mg/kg.

**Atazanavir**

**Metabolism** In an analysis of a randomized comparison of atazanavir and nelfinavir in 467 patients cardiovascular risk modelling was used to estimate the impact of dyslipidemia. Concentrations of total cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol increased significantly more among patients who used nelfinavir (24 and 28%) than among those who used atazanavir (4 and 1%). Overall, the relative risk of coronary disease, adjusted for risk status, age, and sex, was increased by 50% for nelfinavir versus atazanavir over the next 10 years in men or women, regardless of the presence or absence of other coronary risk factors.

**Indinavir** *(SED-15, 1735; SEDA-27, 313; SEDA-28, 335; SEDA-29, 307)*

**Drug-drug interactions** Co-administration of efavirenz or nevirapine increased the clearance of indinavir by 41%, irrespective of the presence or absence of ritonavir. Women had a 48% higher apparent systemic availability of indinavir than men. Population pharmacokinetic modeling supported ritonavir boosting of indinavir.

In a meta-analysis of three studies (total n = 26) and in a randomized study of 16 patients indinavir concentrations were not reduced significantly by the herbal treatment milk thistle.

**Lopinavir + ritonavir** *(SED-15, 2159; SEDA-27, 314; SEDA-28, 336; SEDA-29, 307, 308)*

**Endocrine** Six patients with pre-existing HIV-lipodystrophy developed symptomatic Cushing’s syndrome when treated with inhaled fluticasone at varying doses for asthma while concurrently taking low-dose ritonavir-boosted protease inhibitor antiretroviral regimens for HIV infection. Stimulation studies showed evidence of adrenal suppression in all patients. After withdrawal of inhaled fluticasone, four patients developed symptomatic hypoadrenalism, and three required oral glucocorticoid support for several months. Other complications included evidence of osteoporosis (n = 3), crush fractures (n = 1), and exacerbation of pre-existing type 2 diabetes mellitus (n = 1).

**Drug–drug interactions** See also efavirenz and nevirapine

From 122 outpatients, 748 lopinavir and 748 ritonavir plasma concentrations were available for analysis. The interaction between the
drugs was described by a time-independent inverse relation between exposure to ritonavir over a dosing interval and the apparent oral clearance (CL/F) of lopinavir. No patient characteristics, other than the use of NNRTIs had a significant effect on the pharmacokinetics of lopinavir combined with ritonavir.

From 186 patients in an Amsterdam clinic, 505 ritonavir plasma concentrations at a single time and 55 full pharmacokinetic profiles were available, resulting in a database of 1228 plasma ritonavir concentrations. The concomitant use of lopinavir resulted in a significant 2.7-fold increase in the clearance of ritonavir. No patient characteristics affected the pharmacokinetics of ritonavir.

In 45 HIV-positive patients taking lopinavir + ritonavir plus efavirenz and 24 patients taking lopinavir + ritonavir plus nucleoside/nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors, lopinavir metabolism was induced by efavirenz by about 25%.

Nelfinavir (SED-15, 2433; SEDA-27, 315; SEDA-28, 336; SEDA-29, 309)

Metabolism An insulin-modified frequent sampling intravenous glucose tolerance test was performed in HIV-infected children, of whom 33 were taking a protease inhibitor and 15 were not. The former were also taking ritonavir (n = 10), nelfinavir (n = 14), indinavir (n = 2), lopinavir + ritonavir (n = 5), ritonavir + nelfinavir (n = 1), and nelfinavir + saquinavir (n = 1). There were no differences between the two groups with respect to fasting serum insulin or C-peptide, homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance, or a quantitative insulin sensitivity check index. In a multiple regression analysis, the insulin sensitivity index and disposition index of children taking a protease inhibitor were significantly lower than in children who were not. In those taking a protease inhibitor, insulin sensitivity correlated inversely with visceral adipose tissue area and visceral to subcutaneous adipose tissue ratio. There was mildly impaired glucose tolerance in four of 21 subjects taking a protease inhibitor. These results suggest that protease inhibitor therapy reduces insulin sensitivity in HIV-infected children but also that it impairs the beta-cell response to this reduction in insulin sensitivity and, in a subset of children, leads to the development of impaired glucose tolerance.

In a cross-sectional analysis of existing databases, 17 children with HIV infection were identified as having taken protease inhibitors, either ritonavir 20–30 mg/kg/day (n = 9) or nelfinavir 60–90 mg/kg/day (n = 8) for an average of 711 days. They were matched with 112 apparently healthy children admitted for minor surgical procedures. Plasma concentrations of cholesterol, triglycerides, and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) tended to be high in those who had taken a protease inhibitor. The plasma concentrations of omega-6 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids and in particular of the highly unsaturated 22:4 omega-6 and 22:5 omega-6, were significantly increased. Infected children also had increased delta-6 and delta-4 desaturase activities and decreased delta-5 desaturase activity. The authors concluded that these children have a metabolic syndrome associated with significant changes in plasma fatty acid composition, similar to that observed in insulin resistance.

Drug–drug interactions There was a clinically non-significant interaction between nelfinavir and zidovudine in a pharmacokinetic study in 46 patients.

DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST INFLUENZA VIRUSES: NEURAMINIDASE INHIBITORS (SED-15, 2436; SEDA-27, 317; SEDA-28, 337; SEDA-29, 310)

Systematic review Recent trials of the neuraminidase inhibitors for influenza have been reviewed. The percentage of patients with serious or minor adverse effects associated with the administration of neuraminidase inhibitors was as follows for zanamivir: serious or life-threatening reactions were allergic or allergic-like reactions, dysrhythmias, bronchospasm, dyspnea, facial edema, rash, seizure, syncope, and urticaria (<1.5%). Minor adverse effects included headache (2%), dizziness...
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(2%), nausea (3%), diarrhea (adults, 3%; children, 2%), vomiting (adults, 1%; children, 2%), sinusitis (3%), bronchitis (2%), cough (2%), other nasal signs and symptoms (2%), and infections (ear, nose, and throat: adults, 2%; children, 5%).

For oseltamivir the serious or life-threatening events were aggravation of diabetes, dysrhythmias, confusion, hepatitis, pseudomembranous colitis, pyrexia, rash, seizures, swelling of the face or tongue, toxic epidermal necrolysis, and unstable angina (<1%). The minor effects were insomnia (adults, 1%), vertigo (1%), nausea (10%), and vomiting (9%). The adverse effects of oseltamivir prophylaxis were similar to those reported during treatment, but generally with lower incidences. More common with prophylactic use were headache (20%), fatigue (8%), cough (6%), and diarrhea (3%).

Oseltamivir

Observational studies In a large Japanese prospective multicenter study during the influenza season of 2002–3 oseltamivir was given to 803 patients with influenza A and 684 patients with influenza B; amantadine was given to 676 patients with influenza A. In each group, the duration of fever (body temperature over 37.5°C) was significantly shorter in patients who were treated within 12 hours after the onset of symptoms than in those who were treated more than 12 hours after the onset. The type of influenza, the highest body temperature, and the time between the onset of symptoms and the start of treatment independently affected the duration of fever. Only minor adverse reactions were reported by 19 patients with influenza A given oseltamivir, eight patients given amantadine, and one patient with influenza B given oseltamivir.

In a model of cost effectiveness comparing annual influenza immunization against empirical amantadine and rapid testing followed by oseltamivir if the results are positive, antiviral therapy without immunization was associated with the lowest overall costs ($234 per person per year for amantadine, $237 for oseltamivir). The cost of annual immunization was $239 per person and was associated with 0.0409 quality-adjusted days saved, for a marginal cost-effectiveness ratio of $113 per quality-adjusted day gained or $41,000 per quality-adjusted life-year saved compared with antiviral therapy (63H). Adverse effects were included in the model at estimated baseline probabilities from published work. The adverse effects of influenza vaccine included minor effects, such as local soreness at the injection site, estimated at a probability of 0.64, and rarely Guillain–Barré syndrome (10−6). The authors estimated that adverse effects other than Guillain–Barré syndrome lasted 2 days. Minor adverse effects due to drugs were also included with a probability of 0.09 for amantadine and 0.1 for oseltamivir.

Susceptibility factors

Liver disease A single oral dose of oseltamivir 75 mg has been studied in 11 subjects with (all with cirrhosis, seven alcohol-induced) and paired controls. Mean BMI and estimated serum creatinine clearance were matched. In hepatic impairment the values of oseltamivir and oseltamivir carboxylate Cmax were <6% and <19% lower and their AUCs 33% higher and <19% lower respectively. Thus, the metabolism of oseltamivir is not compromised in hepatic impairment and no dosage adjustment is required (64C).

DRUGS ACTIVE AGAINST RHINOVIRUSES

Pleconaril

In a placebo-controlled study of pleconaril in 827 patients with positive baseline nasal mucus cultures for rhinoviruses, those who were infected with viruses that are more highly susceptible to pleconaril (50% effective concentration <0.38 µg/ml) had a median 1.9–3.9 day reduction in symptom duration compared with placebo (65C). In contrast, subjects whose baseline virus isolate susceptibility was >0.38 µg/ml did not benefit from pleconaril. Adverse effects were not mentioned.
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The authors of an observational study in 367 HIV-infected patients with 372 episodes of culture-confirmed tuberculosis analysed the factors that complicate antituberculosis therapy (1C). In 25% there was hepatic disease at the time of the diagnosis of tuberculosis or during antituberculosis therapy, and there were rises in serum transaminases to at least twice the upper limits of the reference ranges during the first month of antituberculosis therapy in 116 (31%) of the episodes. The most commonly reported adverse effects were rash (28%), nausea (26%), leukopenia or neutropenia (20%), diarrhea (19%), vomiting (19%), and raised temperature (17%). There was co-prescription of rifampicin with medications that interact with rifampicin during 270 episodes (72%).

Dapsone (SED-15, 1050; SEDA-26, 340; SEDA-28, 343; SEDA-29, 315)

Hematologic Aplastic anemia is a rare complication of dapsone, but a fatal case has been reported (2A).

- A 23-year-old Brazilian man was given dapsone, clofazimine, and rifampicin for lepromatous leprosy. After 10 months he had a severe episode of epistaxis associated with pancytopenia (hematocrit 8.3%, white cell count $1.3 \times 10^9$/l, 28% neutrophils, platelet count $5 \times 10^9$/l). Aplastic anemia was confirmed by a bone marrow biopsy. Despite numerous transfusions of platelets and packed red cell concentrates, he died from bleeding and nosocomial infection.

Late-onset aplastic anemia, as in this case, does not depend on the dose and duration of exposure to dapsone and is irreversible. Therefore, periodic hematological monitoring is recommended and patients should be educated about suggestive symptoms.

Pure red cell aplasia has been attributed to dapsone (3A).

- A 75-year-old man with type 2 diabetes taking glibenclamide developed granuloma annulare and was given dapsone 100 mg/day. A full blood count was normal, but 4 weeks later his hemoglobin was 3.6 g/dl, reticulocyte count 0.54%, MCV 109 fl, serum iron 27 µg/l, and serum ferritin 711 ng/l. Vitamin B12 and folic acid concentrations were normal. A bone marrow aspirate showed a normocellular marrow with profound erythroid hypoplasia. Pure red cell aplasia was diagnosed and linked to dapsone, which was withdrawn. After blood transfusion the hematological profile gradually returned to normal by day 8.

The frequency of methemoglobinemia and reduced cytochrome b5 reductase (Cb5r) activity have been studied in 15 children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia taking dapsone prophylaxis for Pneumocystis jiroveci and 10 taking co-trimoxazole (4C). At a mean of 6.6 weeks, three children taking dapsone developed symptomatic methemoglobinemia, defined as increased concentrations of methemoglobin in association with hypoxemia (oxygen saturation <95%). The other 12 were all asymptomatic. All the controls had normal methemoglobin concentrations. Cb5 reductase activities in two of the three symptomatic children were below 50% of normal, suggesting heterozygosity, which was confirmed by assessment of their parent's Cb5 reductase activities.

Heterozygosity for Cb5 reductase deficiency can predispose to methemoglobinemia, and such patients tend to be symptomatic at low methemoglobin concentrations. Heterozygotes
should therefore be monitored closely for the possibility of methemoglobinemia.

**Ethambutol** *(SED-15, 1282; SEDA-29, 316)*

**Ethambutol-induced optic neuropathy**

**DoTS classification:**
- **Reaction:** Optic neuropathy due to ethambutol
- **Dose-relation:** Collateral
- **Time-course:** Intermediate
- **Susceptibility factors:** Renal impairment, zinc deficiency

Optic neuropathy, which is primarily retrobulbar, is the most important adverse effect of ethambutol and takes two forms central and peripheral. The commoner is axial neuritis (central type), which involves the papillomacular bundle and results in reduced visual acuity, cecocentral scotoma, and blue-yellow color vision impairment. In periaxial neuritis (peripheral type) there is peripheral visual field loss, especially bitemporal defects, with sparing of visual acuity and red-green color vision impairment (5A). Rarely damage to the retina and macula has also been reported (6A, 7A).

**Presentation** Ocular symptoms begin with bilateral progressive blurred vision or defects in color vision. However, some individuals are asymptomatic and abnormalities are detected only by tests of vision. A central scotoma is the most common visual field defect. Dyschromatopsia in the form of red-green color changes may be the earliest sign. Fundoscopy is usually normal.

**Mechanism** The exact mechanism of ethambutol-induced ocular toxicity is not known, but there is an association with low serum zinc concentrations and reduced renal function (8A, 9A).

**Dose relation** Ocular toxicity due to ethambutol is dose related in the therapeutic range. At doses of over 50 mg/kg/day, over 40% of adults develop toxicity, compared with 0–3% at a dose of 15 mg/kg/day (10M).

**Time course** The mean interval between the onset of therapy and the adverse effects is as short as 1.5 months or as long as 12 months after the start of therapy (10M).

**Ocular toxicity in elderly people** Of 299 patients, mean age 63 years, taking ethambutol-containing multidrug therapy for Mycobacterium avium complex lung disease for a mean period of 16 months, 42% consulted an ophthalmologist and 10% stopped taking ethambutol at least temporarily (11A). Ethambutol-associated ocular toxicity was present only in patients who took daily treatment (6%), while none of the patients who took ethambutol intermittently reported this complication. Baseline ocular function was restored on withdrawal of ethambutol.

Two elderly women taking ethambutol for atypical mycobacterial disease developed reduced visual acuity after 10 and 14 months (12A). At the start both developed severe bilateral visual loss with bitemporal hemianopic-like visual field disturbance, and ethambutol was withdrawn. However, there was no disc pallor or nerve fiber layer defect (NFLD) at any time during the follow-up period, and they both had good recovery of visual function at 18 and 19 months after the onset of optic neuropathy. The authors concluded that in patients with severe ethambutol optic neuropathy, as long as disc pallor and NFLD are not observed, good visual recovery can be expected even if severe visual loss persists for a long time.

**Ocular toxicity in children** There has been considerable reluctance to use ethambutol in young children, because of the potentially serious nature of ocular complications. Most international and national guidelines recommend that ethambutol should not be given to children younger than 5 or 7 years of age.

In a recent review of several studies that carefully evaluated significant numbers of children taking ethambutol 15–30 mg/kg/day there was no evidence of ocular toxicity. Moreover, the cases reported in those with tuberculous meningitis could not be attributed to the drug, as the disease itself would often have been responsible. In only two of 3811 cases (0.05%) was ethambutol stopped because of fears of poorly documented ocular toxicity. These results endorse the safety of ethambutol in children of all ages.
Comparative ethambutol pharmacokinetics in adults and children  The reason for the low toxicity observed in children could be attributed to differences in drug pharmacokinetics between children and adults.

In adults, peak ethambutol concentrations after daily doses of 25 and 50 mg/kg were 5 and 10 µg/ml respectively (13R). Serum concentrations were proportional to the dose. Less than 10% of the administered dose was present in the serum after 24 hours and there was no evidence of accumulation of the drug over more than 3 months.

There have been few studies of the pharmacokinetics of ethambutol in children. Serum concentrations in children taking doses of 15–35 mg/kg were lower than those in adults after similar doses (14c). Furthermore, serum ethambutol concentrations were lower in younger than in older children. The serum concentrations reached in adults and children given similar doses of ethambutol were clearly different, suggesting that in order to achieve serum concentrations equivalent to those reached in adults given 15 mg/kg a child would require a dose of 25 mg/kg or more. However, factors such as the ratio of extracellular to intracellular and total body water, biotransformation, and elimination have also to be considered in interpreting the results. The authors speculated that delayed absorption of ethambutol could be the reason, and slow and incomplete absorption of ethambutol has been observed in children.

Recommended dosages  In the absence of overt ocular toxicity in children aged from under 1 to 18 years, who had taken ethambutol 15–30 mg/kg/day the following dosage regimens have been recommended (15S):

- **Daily treatment**—20 mg/kg (range 15–25 mg/kg) for children of all ages. Increasing the dose beyond this range to compensate for deficiencies in serum concentrations might increase the risk of ethambutol ocular toxicity.
- **Intermittent treatment**—30 mg/kg (range 20–35 mg/kg) three times weekly or 45 mg/kg (range 40–50 mg/kg) twice weekly (as currently recommended for adults).

Just as in adults, care should be taken to establish that a child does not have renal disease, as this could lead to exposure to unacceptably high serum concentrations of ethambutol.

Isoniazid  (SED-15, 1923; SEDA-28, 343; SEDA-29, 317)

Liver  Hepatotoxicity, defined as aspartate transaminase activity more than five times the upper limit of the reference range, associated with the treatment of latent tuberculosis has been evaluated over 7 years in a retrospective study in adults (16'). Of 3377 patients taking isoniazid, 19 had high aspartate transaminase activities (5.6 per 1000 patients). Only one of the 19 had prodromal symptoms associated with hepatotoxicity. After 1, 3, and 6 months of therapy the numbers of hepatotoxic events per 1000 patients were 2.75, 7.20, and 4.10 respectively. Age over 49 years and a baseline aspartate transaminase activity above the upper limit of normal were susceptibility factors. Moderate to severe hepatotoxicity often occurs without symptoms, which emphasizes the value of transaminase monitoring.

Rifampicin  (SED-15, 3040; SEDA-27, 324; SEDA-28, 344; SEDA-29, 317)

Comparative studies  The efficacy and safety of rifampicin + pyrazinamide versus isoniazid for the prevention of tuberculosis among people with or without HIV infection has been evaluated in a meta-analysis of three trials in HIV infected patients and three in HIV non-infected persons (17M). The rates of tuberculosis and mortality were similar in the two groups, whether the subjects were HIV infected or not. However, both subgroup analyses showed a higher incidence of all severe adverse events in those who took rifampicin + pyrazinamide among non-HIV-infected persons (29 versus 7%) (see also Liver below).

Endocrine  Rifampicin-induced hypothyroidism has been reported in three euthyroid patients (18A).

- A 62-year-old man with recurrent non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma developed pulmonary tuberculosis, for which he received rifampicin. Within 2 weeks, his thyrotropin (TSH) concentration increased to 170 mU/l and the serum concentrations of thyrox-
ine (T₄) and triiodothyronine (T₃) fell to 24 ng/l and 180 ng/l respectively. He was given thyroxine. After the course of rifampicin therapy had been completed, thyroxine was withdrawn and he remained euthyroid for 4 years.

- A 66-year-old woman with tuberculous peritonitis was given rifampicin and developed hypothyroidism (thyrotropin concentration 12.5 mU/l, T₄ 48 µg/l, T₃ 8.7 ng/l). She was given thyroxine for 3 months. Hypothyroidism developed again, and thyroxine was resumed for the duration of the course of rifampicin therapy and then withdrawn, after which she remained euthyroid for 42 months.

- A 56-year-old woman with liver abscesses and tuberculous lymphadenitis was given rifampicin and 2 weeks later developed a raised thyrotropin concentration of 21 mU/ml, for which she was given thyroxine. The hypothyroidism resolved on withdrawal of rifampicin. However on re-starting rifampicin she developed hypothyroidism within 4 weeks. She was again given thyroxine, which was withdrawn on completion of the course of rifampicin. She remained euthyroid for 12 months.

Hypothyroidism developed within 2 weeks of rifampicin therapy in these patients and resolved when it was withdrawn. Rifampicin increases thyroxine clearance, possibly by enhancing hepatic thyroxine metabolism and the biliary excretion of iodothyronine conjugates. In healthy volunteers rifampicin reduces circulating thyroid hormone concentrations without affecting thyrotropin, suggesting that rifampicin directly reduces thyroid hormone concentrations.

Hematologic  **Thrombocytopenia** has been reported in a patient taking rifampicin (19⁴).

- A 40-year-old man with multiple anesthetic plaques due to Hansen’s multibacillary disease was given WHO multidrug therapy consisting of once-a-month supervised rifampicin 600 mg and clofazimine 300 mg along with unsupervised dapsone 100 mg/day and clofazimine 50 mg/day for 1 year. After 2 months he developed multiple ecchymoses and bleeding from the gums. His hemoglobin was 9.2 g/dl, total white cell count 10.5 × 10⁹/l, platelet count 17 × 10⁹/l; the bleeding and clotting times were normal. Dapsone was withdrawn and rifampicin and clofazimine were continued. However, within 24 hours he developed malaise and fatigue, with purpuric spots and ecchymoses all over the body. Although other hematological parameters were normal, the platelet count was 10 × 10⁹/l. Rifampicin was withdrawn and he was given minocycline with clofazimine and dapsone. The platelet count improved in 3 weeks and the purpura and ecchymoses resolved within 1 week.

Rifampicin-induced thrombocytopenia is rare, but even a single monthly supervised dose can cause life-threatening thrombocytopenia.

**Liver** Rifampicin + pyrazinamide for 2 months (n = 153) has been compared with a 6-month course of isoniazid (n = 199) for latent tuberculosis in HIV-negative contacts of patients with infectious pulmonary tuberculosis (20⁵). Treatment was withdrawn because of hepatotoxicity (transaminases over 5 times the upper limit of normal) in 10% of contacts who took rifampicin + pyrazinamide and in 2.5% of those who took isoniazid. This higher than expected rate of hepatotoxicity led to premature termination of the study. There were no cases of severe or fatal liver injury. Liver function tests normalized after withdrawal of treatment. The authors concluded that the use of rifampicin + pyrazinamide should only be considered when other regimens are unsuitable and that intensive monitoring of liver function is feasible.

**Urinary tract** Acute renal insufficiency is a rare life-threatening complication of rifampicin. The Tuberculosis Research Centre in India has treated more than 8000 patients with pulmonary and extrapulmonary tuberculosis, including three who developed rifampicin-induced acute renal insufficiency (21⁵).
mg, ethambutol 1200 mg and pyrazinamide 1500 mg. After 10 days he developed low back pain, anorexia, and vomiting. His blood urea concentration was 27 mmol/l and serum creatinine 356 µmol/l. Renal biopsy suggested immune complex deposition in the interstitium and blood vessels. Rifampicin was withdrawn, and isoniazid, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide were continued. Renal insufficiency was managed with peritoneal dialysis and salt, protein, and fluid restriction. His renal function returned to normal after 5 days (blood urea 9 mmol/l and serum creatinine 88 µmol/l).

- A 25-year-old man had taken irregular treatment with a rifampicin-containing regimen for 5 months about 1 year before being treated with thrice-weekly isoniazid 600 mg, rifampicin 450 mg, ethambutol 1200 mg, and pyrazinamide 1500 mg. After 10 days he complained of oliguria, facial puffiness, pedal edema, and vomiting. His blood urea concentration was 168 mg/dl and serum creatinine 1132 µmol/l. He refused renal biopsy. Rifampicin was withdrawn. With peritoneal dialysis and supportive measures, his renal function returned to normal in 1 month (blood urea 14 mmol/l and serum creatinine 88 µmol/l).

All three patients reported here had previously taken daily rifampicin-containing regimens. They developed acute renal insufficiency after re-treatment with an intermittent rifampicin regimen after 5 months to 11 years, which manifested within 10–20 days of starting re-treatment. Although rifampicin-dependent antibody titers in these patients were not measured, the sequence of events was highly suggestive of rifampicin-induced acute renal insufficiency. On withdrawal of rifampicin and dialysis and supportive care renal function returned to normal.

The mechanism postulated for immune-induced rifampicin nephrotoxicity is that antibodies accumulate during the antigen-free interval when there is a gap in treatment or during an intermittent dosage regimen. When rifampicin is re-administered there is an intense immune reaction. Immune complexes are deposited in the blood vessels or interstitium and cause glomerular endotheliosis, leading to tubular injury, thereby impairing renal function.

**Drug–drug interactions** Induction of cytochromes P450, uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyltransferases, monoamine oxidases, and glutathione S-transferases by rifampicin can lead to drug interactions when it is co-administered with drugs that are metabolized by these pathways.

**Atenolol** The effect of rifampicin on the pharmacokinetics of atenolol has been studied in healthy volunteers (22c). Rifampicin reduced the mean AUC of atenolol to 81% and increased renal clearance to 109%. Rifampicin pretreatment reduced the peak plasma concentration (C_{max}), AUC_{0–33h}, and the amount of atenolol excreted to 85, 81, and 86% of the respective placebo values. The average heart rate and diastolic blood pressure were slightly higher after rifampicin than after placebo. Thus, although the inducing effect of rifampicin may not have been at its maximum by day 6, it has only a minor effect on the pharmacokinetics of atenolol, evidenced by a slight reduction in its systemic availability.

**Mycophenolate mofetil** In a heart–lung transplant recipient long-term rifampicin caused a more than two-fold reduction in dose-corrected mycophenolic acid exposure; subsequent withdrawal of rifampicin resulted in reversal of these changes after 2 weeks of washout (23c). The effect of rifampicin on the metabolism of mycophenolate mofetil may be explained by simultaneous induction of renal, hepatic, and gastrointestinal uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyl transferases and organic anion transporters, with subsequent inhibition of enterohepatic recirculation.

**Ritonavir/saquinavir** The efficacy and safety of concomitant use of rifampicin and regimens containing ritonavir/saquinavir (400/400 mg bd) have been studied in HIV-positive patients with tuberculosis (24c). Of 20 patients 15 withdrew mainly because of adverse reactions. Therapeutic concentrations of the drugs were achieved in the other five patients, with reduction of viral load.

**Tenofovir disoproxil fumarate** Rifampicin has major pharmacokinetic interactions with HIV protease inhibitors and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTI), which complicates the management of those who are co-infected with HIV and tuberculosis. However, a pharmacokinetic study in 24 healthy subjects has shown no interaction of tenofovir 300 mg, an NNRTI, and rifampicin 600 mg (25c). The 95% confidence intervals for AUC and C_{min} were 0.84–0.92 and 0.80–0.91 respectively, while for C_{max} the confidence interval
was 0.78–0.90, suggesting pharmacokinetic equivalence when tenofovir was given with or without rifampicin. One patient had a grade 3 rise in hepatic enzymes, which led to withdrawal of therapy.
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Antihelminthic drugs

BENZIMIDAZOLES (SED-15, 424; SEDA-27, 326; SEDA-29, 320)

Albendazole, mebendazole, and thiabendazole

Comparative studies

Echinococcosis Human hydatid disease is caused by the metacestode of *Echinococcus granulosus*. There are few data on the treatment of pulmonary hydatid disease in children. Mebendazole and albendazole have been evaluated in 82 children with a total of 102 pulmonary hydatid cysts (1c). Mebendazole was given as 50 mg/kg/day in three divided doses and albendazole was given as 10 mg/kg/day in two divided doses continuously or in cycles consisting of 4 weeks of treatment alternating with 2-week drug-free intervals. The duration of treatment was 1–36 months. While taking benzimidazoles eight patients had raised liver enzymes, three had rash, and one had neutropenia; all were reversible on withdrawal.

Sensory systems Eye pain has been attributed to albendazole in a patient with ocular cysticercosis (2a).

- A 19-year-old Nepalese housewife with horizontal diplopia due to orbital cisticercosis was given albendazole 15 mg/kg/day for 8 days. After 3 days she developed nausea, vomiting, and distressing nocturnal left eye pain. She was reluctant to continue taking albendazole and her symptoms settled after a short course of oral analgesia. Later ocular examinations did not show any residual orbital cyst.

Hematologic Pancytopenia has again been attributed to albendazole (3a).

- A 68-year-old man with a large cystic lung mass due to echinococcosis was given albendazole and 2 weeks later developed septic shock with severe pancytopenia. He died after 10 days with no marrow recovery. Autopsy was consistent with albendazole-induced pancytopenia.

The clearance of albendazole sulfoxide is impaired in liver disease, which was relevant in this case. The authors suggested that frequent serial monitoring of blood counts is warranted in patients with liver disease.

Liver In 76 children *Trichinella britovi* infection was benign and milder than in adults who had consumed the same amount of infected meat (4c). The children were treated with mebendazole 25 mg/kg divided into three doses for 14 days. Those with severe symptoms were also treated with oral prednisolone 20 mg/day for 7 days. No child reported adverse effects attributable to mebendazole. *Liver enzymes rose* in a 14-year-old child after 10 days of treatment with mebendazole and returned to normal 7 days after withdrawal.

Teratogenicity The effects of mebendazole during pregnancy have been investigated in a case–control study in the mothers of babies born with congenital abnormalities and in matched control mothers of babies born without congenital abnormalities in the population-based data set of the Hungarian Case–Control Surveillance of Congenital Abnormalities between 1980 and 1996 (5c). Of 38 151 women whose neonates had no defects, 14 had taken mebendazole during pregnancy; of 22 843 women whose neonates had congenital abnormalities, 14 had taken mebendazole for intestinal parasites during pregnancy (OR = 1.67; 95% CI = 0.7, 4.2). In six groups of different congenital abnormalities there was no higher
prevalence of mebendazole use by the mothers. Mean gestational age was longer and mean birth weight higher in neonates born to mothers who had taken mebendazole. Thus, treatment with mebendazole during pregnancy was not significantly teratogenic or fetotoxic, although the numbers of treated cases and controls in this study were limited, which may have reduced the statistical power of this case-control study.

**Diethylcarbamazine** *(SED-15, 1115; SEDA-27, 328; SEDA-28, 348; SEDA-29, 322)*

**Drug dosage regimens** The dose of diethylcarbamazine is adjusted according to age, and the following regimen is used in the treatment of *Wuchereria bancrofti* microfilaria: 50 mg (1–2 years), 100 mg (3–4 years), 150 mg (5–8 years), 200 mg (9–11 years), 250 mg (12–14 years), and 300 mg for over 14 years. In the hope of improving adherence to therapy a simpler schedule has been studied: 100 mg (2–4 years), 200 mg (5–14 years), and 300 mg for over 14 years (6c). However, in asymptomatic carriers of microfilaria the incidence of adverse reactions in those aged 4–8 years was 50% with a dose of 150 mg and 67% with 200 mg. There were no life-threatening adverse reactions. Fever, headache, and myalgia, the most common adverse reactions, were mild and similar with both schedules.

**Ivermectin** *(SED-15, 1946; SEDA-27, 329; SEDA-28, 349; SEDA-29, 323)*

Refusal to take ivermectin by Ugandan villagers with onchocerciasis has been associated with age and intercurrent medical conditions—younger patients and those with intercurrent conditions were more likely to take it (7c). The adverse effects of treatment were not implicated.

**Observational studies** In a prospective open study in 20 Thai patients with cutaneous gnathostomiasis oral ivermectin 50, 100, 150, or 200 micrograms/kg was associated with the following adverse events: malaise (*n* = 7), myalgia (6), drowsiness (6), pruritus (4), nausea/vomiting (4), dizziness (3), diarrhea (3), a feeling of shortness of breath (2), palpitation (2), constipation (1), anorexia (1), and headache (1) (8c). These adverse events were self-limiting and there were no serious adverse events. There were laboratory abnormalities in three patients. *Transient microscopic hematuria,* pyuria, and mildly raised liver enzymes were found in one patient each.

**Sensory systems** Following the observation in a 3-year double-blind, randomized, controlled trial in Cameroon that transient visual problems can occur after treatment with ivermectin in onchocerciasis, ophthalmological examinations were carried out (9c). The visual complaints were significantly more frequent in those who had received high doses of ivermectin (for example 800 versus 150 microgram/kg annually).

**Immunologic** Ivermectin eradicates the microfilariae of *Onchocerca volvulus*. The major drawback is that treatment is associated with adverse host inflammatory responses. The association of proinflammatory chemokines with the intensity of infection and clinical adverse reactions has been studied (10c) by measurement of chemokine serum concentrations in patients with *Onchocerca volvulus* following a single dose of ivermectin or placebo (ivermectin 100 micrograms/kg, *n* = 13; ivermectin 150 micrograms/kg, *n* = 8; ivermectin 200 micrograms/kg, *n* = 24; placebo, *n* = 37). Adverse reactions scores in patients increased significantly on the third day after ivermectin treatment, and were unchanged in those who took placebo. The adverse reactions scores were significantly related to the microfilarial density but not the dose of ivermectin or serum concentrations of proinflammatory chemokines.

**Susceptibility factors**

**HIV infection** The adverse effects of a single dose of ivermectin 150 micrograms/kg for onchocerciasis have been compared in 1256 Ugandan patients with and without infection with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) (11c). In those aged over 15 years, the frequency of adverse reactions was higher among those who were HIV-1 seropositive (53 versus 46%), but the difference was not statistically
significant. However, the severity of the adverse reactions was significantly less in the HIV-1 positive patients.

**Levamisole** *(SED-15, 2028; SEDA-27, 330; SEDA-28, 350; SEDA-29, 324)*

**Observational studies**

*Colorectal cancer* Levamisole is used as an immunomodulating drug in colorectal cancer, usually in combination with 5-fluorouracil. The IGCS-COL multicenter randomized phase III study partly addressed the role of levamisole in the modulation of 5-fluorouracil as adjuvant systemic chemotherapy in patients with colorectal cancer *(12C)*. There was no evidence of improvement of disease-free survival or overall survival advantage by adding levamisole; nor did the addition of levamisole produce any statistically significant effect on the adverse effects profile of 5-fluorouracil.

In another study in 598 patients with stage III colon cancer the addition of levamisole to adjuvant fluorouracil significantly worsened the prognosis *(13C)*.

*Nephrotic syndrome* It has been stressed that levamisole is generally well tolerated by children with steroid-dependent nephrotic syndrome *(14r, 15r)*. Adverse effects are uncommon but include neutropenia, vasculitis, liver toxicity, and convulsions; they are reversible after withdrawal of levamisole. In 40 children with idiopathic steroid-dependent minimal-change nephrotic syndrome levamisole 2.5 mg/kg on alternate days was compared with intravenous cyclophosphamide 500 mg/m²/month for 6 months *(16r)*. Prednisolone was gradually tapered. After withdrawal of treatment, five children in the levamisole and cyclophosphamide groups stayed in remission at 6 months, four versus two respectively at 1 year, three versus one at 2 years, and one in each group at 3 and 4 years of follow-up. Adverse effects were mild, and none of the patients withdrew because of adverse effects. In the 20 patients who took levamisole, infections occurred in 13 but only when glucocorticoids were used in conjunction. Nine patients had respiratory infections (acute bronchitis), two had scalp infections, and one had a urinary tract infection. One developed *sialadenitis*. One had *personality changes* characterized by aggression and nervousness after the start of glucocorticoid therapy. None developed neutropenia but there was a *lower leukocyte count* during levamisole treatment.

**Comparative studies**

*Brucellosis* Adding levamisole to conventional antibiotic therapy may improve anergy against *Brucella*, bacteria that can survive in phagocytic cells. This hypothesis has been investigated in patients with chronic brucellosis in Turkey *(17C)*. A 6-week course of levamisole in addition to conventional antibiotic therapy in chronic brucellosis was not superior to conventional antibiotic treatment alone with respect to lymphocyte subgroup ratios and phagocytic function. Adverse effects were not reported.

**Skin** *Fever and rash* have been attributed to levamisole *(18A)*.

- A 33-year-old man with vitiligo was given oral betamethasone 5 mg/day and levamisole 150 mg/day on 2 consecutive days every week. After 3 months, topical fluocinolone acetonide cream (0.01%) was added. After 8 months, on one occasion, 12 hours after taking the oral drugs, he developed a fever (38.9°C) with chills and rigor, followed by itching and redness of the skin over the palms, soles, and both legs. The rash resolved in 8 days. He restarted betamethasone and levamisole after 1 month and developed similar symptoms within 4–5 hours. Rechallenge with oral levamisole 150 mg caused a fever (38.9°C) after 5 hours, followed by itching, redness and swelling of the lips, palms and soles.

**Teratogenicity** In an analysis of a large population-based data set in the Hungarian Case–Control Surveillance of Congenital Abnormalities, 1980–96, there was no evidence of a higher rate of congenital abnormalities in children born to mothers who had taken oral levamisole during pregnancy *(19C)*.

**Praziquantel** *(SED-15, 2911; SEDA-27, 331; SEDA-28, 351; SEDA-29, 324)*

**Pregnancy** In a prospective study eastern Sudan in 25 pregnant women with *Schistosoma*
mansonii infection were given a single oral dose of praziquantel at 40 mg/kg, six in the first trimester, 12 in the second trimester, and seven in the third trimester (20R). There were no maternal deaths, stillbirths, or congenital abnormalities.

Drug–drug interactions  Serum concentrations of praziquantel fall when glucocorticoids are used simultaneously, which is usually the case in moderate to heavy infections; no mechanism has been proposed for this effect (21R).

Suramin  (SED-15, 3249; SEDA-27, 331; SEDA-28, 352; SEDA-29, 325)

Because of serious toxicity suramin is rarely used nowadays as a macrofilaricidal drug for the treatment of onchocerciasis or for the treatment of African trypanosomiasis. However, its potential anti-tumor effects have renewed interest in suramin, in particular in the treatment of urological malignancies.

Observational studies

Bladder cancer  In a phase I open, non-randomized dose-escalation study intravesical suramin 10, 50, 100, and 150 mg/ml was studied in 12 patients with recurrent transitional cell bladder carcinoma (22R). Three patients had minor rises in fasting blood glucose and one had minor lymphopenia at the lowest dose. There were no serious adverse events and no patient complained of urinary symptoms related to treatment. There were no drug-related adverse events worse than grade 1. Systemic absorption of suramin was only found at the highest dose of 150 mg/ml.

Hormone-refractory prostate cancer  Combination chemotherapy with estramustine, docetaxel, and suramin has been studied in 42 patients with symptomatic progressive hormone-refractory prostate cancer (23R). Estramustine was given at an oral dosage of 10 mg/kg/day on days 1–21 every 28 days, docetaxel 70 mg/m² intravenously on day 2 every 28 days, and a total dose of 2150 mg of suramin was given in each cycle. Treatment was continued until disease progression or excessive toxicity. The median number of consecutive cycles was 8. The median time to progression was 57 weeks and median overall survival was 132 weeks. Most adverse events were moderate and were managed medically. Major adverse effects consisted of grade 3–4 anemia in 50%, leukopenia in 33%, and thrombocytopenia in 21%. The duration of leukopenia was generally less than 2 weeks and there were no deaths because of the sequelae of leukopenia. Severe neuropathy and gastrointestinal toxicity were uncommon, although there was moderate neuropathy in two patients. Six patients had a rash, a well-known adverse effect of suramin. Grade 3 or 4 non-hematological adverse effects included edema in three patients, malaise and/or fatigue in two, and dyspnea in three. Grade 1 or 2 adverse effects included hyperglycemia, malaise/fatigue, peripheral edema, nausea, and anorexia. Suramin dosage reduction was required in six patients because of adverse events (rash, weakness, and thrombocytopenia). There were no treatment-related deaths.
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Editor’s note: Abbreviations

- BCG: Bacillus Calmette Guérin
- DTaP: Diphtheria + tetanus toxoids + acellular pertussis
- HA: Hepatitis A
- HB: Hepatitis B
- HBV: Hepatitis B virus
- Hib: Hemophilus influenzae type b
- HPV: Human papilloma virus
- IPV: Inactivated polio vaccine
- MMR: measles + mumps + rubella
- MMRV: measles + mumps + rubella + varicella
- OPV: Oral polio vaccine
- Td: Diphtheria + tetanus toxoids (adult formulation)
- Tdap: Diphtheria + tetanus toxoids + acellular pertussis (adult formulation)

Combination vaccines/multiple immunizations (SEDA-29, 327)

Combination vaccines versus concomitant administration of single vaccines The safety and reactogenicity of a booster dose of hexavalent DTaP–HBV–IPV/Hib vaccine (GSK Biologicals; n = 4725) has been compared with the separate administration of DTaP–IPV/Hib and HBV vaccines (GSK Biologicals; n = 4474) in two open, randomized, multicenter studies (1C). In the first study (n = 1149), the incidences of symptoms were similar in the two groups; no serious adverse events were either reported within 4 days of immunization or considered to be causally related to immunization. In the second study (n = 8050), in which fever was the only solicited symptom, the rectal temperature was 39.5°C or over in 2.5 and 2.8% of the subjects respectively. Fever of 40.0°C or more was rare (0.6%), and only two cases of febrile convulsions were recorded during the 4 days after immunization, both in the control group. Extensive swelling (defined as local injection-site swelling with a diameter over 50 mm, noticeable diffuse injection-site swelling, or a noticeably increased circumference of the injected limb) was reported after 2.3% of the booster vaccine doses, regardless of the vaccine used. Extensive swelling involving an adjacent joint was reported in 0.1% of subjects.

The authors concluded that the hexavalent combination DTaP–HBV–IPV/Hib vaccine and the DTaP–IPV/Hib and HBV vaccines administered separately have similar good reactogenicity and safety profiles when given as booster doses in the second year of life.

Pentavalent and heptavalent vaccines and apnea or bradycardia The incidence and clinical significance of apnea or bradycardia after immunization with pentavalent (DTaP–Hib–IPV) and heptavalent (DTaP–Hib–IPV–HB) combination vaccines have been evaluated in respiratory stable preterm infants (2C). The medical records of 53 infants with a mean gestational age of 28 weeks, hospitalized in the neonatal intensive care unit of the University Children’s Hospital in Basel from January 2000 to June 2003, were analysed. Clinical data were recorded for 72 hours before and after the first immunization. Of the 53 infants, seven had a transient recurrence or an increase in episodes of apnea or bradycardia after immunization. Five of these seven required interventions, ranging from tactile stimulation to bag-and-mask ventilation, but there were no serious consequences. The rate of fever over 38°C after immunization was higher in affected
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infants than in those without recurrence of or increase in apnea or bradycardia. The authors recommended monitoring of all preterm infants after immunization in neonatal intensive care units.

**Sudden infant death shortly after the administration of hexavalent vaccines**

This was discussed at length in SEDA-29 (p. 327). The conclusion was that the evidence does not support a causal association between sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) and hexavalent vaccines. A case-control study on SIDS (GeSID) was carried out in Germany between 1998 and 2001 in 18 forensic pathology institutes covering half of Germany (3C). Infants who were immunized after the introduction of the hexavalent vaccines in October 2000 were analysed separately. There were 129 deaths from SIDS during the period October 2000 to October 2001. Of these, 22 (17%) had received a hexavalent vaccine compared with 100 of 378 controls (27%). If immunization increased the risk of SIDS one would expect a higher immunization rate among the SIDS cases than among the controls. In this study the opposite was the case. More controls were immunized and the control infants started their immunization schedule earlier. Even when the data were restricted to the 14 days before death/interview, there was no increased risk of SIDS in temporal relation to immunization. This study has provided further evidence that immunization is not a risk factor for SIDS.

**Nervous system**

The data from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System included 54 reports of Guillain–Barré syndrome after immunization that occurred in the USA in 2004 (4R). In 38 of the patients, Guillain–Barré syndrome occurred within 6 weeks, and the authors considered this suggestive of a causal association. The highest incidence within 6 weeks was observed in patients who received influenza vaccine (n = 23), followed by six cases after hepatitis vaccine (not distinguished into hepatitis A and hepatitis B). Two cases of Guillain–Barré syndrome were temporally related to Td vaccine (adult formulation). After other vaccines, including combination vaccines and concomitant administration of single vaccines, seven cases were reported. This study had many limitations, because it was based on data from a passive surveillance system and no attempt was made to determine the incidence of Guillain–Barré syndrome in vaccinees compared with the healthy population.

**Immunologic**

There has been a systematic review of the risk of allergic disease after infant immunization (5M). The authors searched MEDLINE from 1966 to March 2003 and bibliography lists from retrieved articles, and consulted experts in the field to identify all articles relating immunization (diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis, measles, mumps, and rubella, and BCG vaccine) to allergy. The design and quality of the studies varied considerably. Many did not address possible confounders, such as the lifestyle factors, leaving them susceptible to bias. The studies that offered the strongest evidence, including the only randomized controlled trial published to date, suggested that infant immunization does not increase the risk of allergic disease. Furthermore, BCG does not seem to reduce the risk of allergies.

**Drug formulations**

**Aluminium adsorbent**

During trials in Gothenburg, Sweden, of aluminium-adsorbed diphtheria–tetanus/acellular pertussis vaccines from a single producer, persistent itching nodules at the immunization site were observed in an unexpectedly high frequency: in 645 children out of about 76 000 immunized (0.8%) after both subcutaneous and intramuscular injection. The itching was intense and long-lasting. After a median of 4 years 75% still had symptoms. There was contact hypersensitivity to aluminium in 77% of the children with itching nodules and in 8% of their symptomless siblings who had received the same vaccines (6C). The authors suspected that the high incidence of itching nodules was related to the injection technique used. Post-marketing surveillance data from other regions in Sweden, Denmark, and Norway have suggested that the incidence of itching nodules is low after correct intramuscular administration of aluminium-adsorbed vaccines manufactured by Statens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen, Denmark (7R).

The effect of reducing the aluminium content of a combined reduced-antigen-content Tdap vaccine on immunogenicity and safety has been evaluated in 647 healthy adolescents...
aged 10–18 years (8C). Of those enrolled, 224 (35%) received a Tdap formulation with aluminium 0.5 mg, 209 (32%) a formulation with aluminium 0.3 mg, and 214 (33%) a formulation with aluminium 0.133 mg. One month after administration of the booster dose, all the subjects were seroprotected against diphtheria and tetanus toxoids. All were seropositive for antifilamentous hemagglutinin and anti-pertactin antibodies, but 4% of those who were initially seronegative in both reduced aluminium groups did not seroconvert for anti-pertussis toxin. Booster responses did not differ significantly between the groups for any antibody, but geometric mean concentrations of anti-pertussis toxin after booster immunization differed significantly between groups and fell when vaccine aluminium content was reduced. There were no clear differences between the study groups in local or general adverse effects. The most frequently reported symptoms after immunization were injection site pain (90–91%), fatigue (42–47%) and headache (41–45%). This study showed that the aluminium content has a specific influence on the immunogenicity of this Tdap vaccine.

Gelatine Since approval of live varicella vaccine (Oka strain) in 1986 in Japan, the effectiveness and safety of the vaccine has been investigated. From 1994, infants have been given acellular pertussis vaccine combined with diphtheria and tetanus toxoid (DTaP) until 12 months of age, before the administration of live vaccines, such as measles, rubella, mumps, and varicella vaccines. Increasing numbers of anaphylactic/allergic reactions to those vaccines have since been reported. Almost all of these subjects had previously been given three or four doses of DTaP containing gelatine. Gelatine-associated allergic reactions were also reported with varicella vaccine, and gelatine-free live varicella vaccine was introduced in 1999. Removal of gelatine from the live vaccine resulted in a dramatic reduction in anaphylactic/allergic reactions to this vaccine. The reported rates of anaphylactic/allergic reactions to gelatine-containing and gelatine-free varicella vaccines and titers of IgE antibodies to gelatine in those who developed anaphylactic/allergic reactions have been compared (9C). After the use of gelatin-containing varicella vaccine (1994–9, 1,410,000 distributed doses), 28 serious anaphylactic reactions and 139 non-serious allergic reactions were reported; in contrast, there were no serious and only five non-serious reactions after the use of gelatin-free vaccine (1999–2000, 1,300,000 distributed doses). All nine sera available from children with serious reactions tested positive for gelatin-specific IgE, whereas 55 of the 70 available from those with non-serious reactions were positive, with one false positive. There was no correlation between gelatin-specific IgE antibody titers and the severity of allergic reaction. Anti-varicella antibody titers after immunization were comparable.

Surveillance of adverse events following immunization

Standardized case definitions The Brighton collaboration was launched in 2000 as a voluntary international organization to facilitate the development of case definitions for adverse events following immunization and guidelines for collection, analysis, and presentation of immunization safety data. We have previously reported (SEDA-28, 356) the first six standardized case definitions and guidelines: fever, generalized convulsive seizures, hypotonic–hyporesponsive episodes, intussusception, nodules at injection sites, and persistent crying. New working groups have now finalized and published the case definitions and guidelines for anaphylaxis (10H), aseptic meningitis (11H), encephalitis, myelitis, and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) (12H), fatigue (13H), local reactions (abscesses (14H), cellulitis (15H), induration (16H), swelling (17H)), rash (18H), sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) (19H), idiopathic thrombocytopenia (20H), and smallpox vaccine-associated adverse events following immunization (eczema (21H), generalized vaccinia (22H), vaccinia progressive (23H), inadvertent inoculation (24H), and robust take (25H)).

Compensation for vaccine injuries

Modified Vaccine Injury Compensation Program in the USA The National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 established the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Programme as a federal no-fault compensation system for individuals who may have been injured by specific vaccines. This compensation program relies on a Vaccine Injury Table that lists the vaccines that are covered by the programme, as well as injuries, disabilities, illnesses, and conditions (including death) for which compensation may be awarded. To better reflect current scientific knowledge about vaccine injuries, the Vaccine Injury Table has been subsequently further modified. The last modification, which became effective on 1 February 2007, is shown in Table 1 (26S).

BACTERIAL VACCINES

Bacille Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccine (SED-15, 397; SEDA-27, 337; SEDA-28, 358)

Susceptibility factors

BCG immunization in infants at risk of HIV infection WHO has previously recommended that in countries with a high burden of tuberculosis, BCG vaccine should be given to all healthy infants as soon as possible after birth, unless the child presents with symptomatic HIV infection. However, recent evidence has shown that children who were HIV-infected when immunized with BCG at birth, and who later developed AIDS, were at increased risk of developing disseminated BCG disease. Further studies have contributed to updated WHO recommendations. In a prospective hospital-based surveillance study in the Western Cape Province, South Africa, the risk of disseminated BCG disease was found to be increased several hundred-fold in HIV-infected infants compared with the risk in HIV non-infected infants (27C).

In a retrospective study in the Hospital de Niños “R. Gutiérrez” in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 310 infants perinatally infected with HIV and immunized with BCG after birth, 28/310 (9 %) developed BCG disease, among them for cases of disseminated BCG (28C).

The updated WHO recommendations are as follows. Infants who are HIV-infected, with or without symptoms, and infants whose HIV infection status is unknown but who have signs suggestive of HIV infection and who are born to HIV-infected mothers should not be immunized (29S).

Meningococcal vaccine (SED-15, 2250; SEDA-27, 337; SEDA-28, 359; SEDA-29, 331)

Nervous system  Menactra®, a quadrivalent conjugated meningococcal vaccine (serogroups A,C,W135,Y), is licensed in the USA and recommended for routine immunization at age 11–12 years (SED-29, 331). To date, more than 12 million doses have been delivered. As of 30 April 2007, a total of 19 cases of Guillain–Barré syndrome, occurring within 6 weeks of immunization, had been reported to the US Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) (30S). Analysis of the data could not exclude a slightly increased risk of Guillain–Barré syndrome after immunization, but this finding should be viewed with caution, given the limitations of the reporting system and the uncertainty of the background rate of Guillain–Barré syndrome and its potential for seasonal fluctuation. The manufacturer of the vaccine is planning further studies to evaluate the possible risk of Guillain–Barré syndrome after immunization with Menactra®.

Pneumococcal vaccine (SED-15, 2873; SEDA-28, 360; SEDA-29, 332)

The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) has reviewed safety data from 62 studies, including randomized controlled trials and post-marketing studies (31MS). Since the 7-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine was licensed in 2000, and following its widespread use in the USA and more recently in Canada and some European countries, major safety concern have not been identified. The evidence on the safety of the vaccine is reassuring. However, as with the introduction of any new vaccine, further careful surveillance for possible rare and unexpected events is recommended.
Table 1. Vaccine Injury Table (265)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccine</th>
<th>Adverse event</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Tetanus toxoid-containing vaccines (for example DTaP, Tdap, DTP-Hib, DT, Td, TT)</td>
<td>A. Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock&lt;br&gt;B. Brachial neuritis&lt;br&gt;C. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above events</td>
<td>0–4 hours&lt;br&gt;2–28 days&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Pertussis antigen-containing vaccines (for example DTaP, Tdap, DTP, P, DTP-Hib)</td>
<td>A. Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock&lt;br&gt;B. Encephalopathy or encephalitis&lt;br&gt;C. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above events</td>
<td>0–4 hours&lt;br&gt;0–72 hours&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Measles, mumps, and rubella virus-containing vaccines in any combination (for example MMR, MR, M, R)</td>
<td>A. Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock&lt;br&gt;B. Encephalopathy or encephalitis&lt;br&gt;C. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above events</td>
<td>0–4 hours&lt;br&gt;5–15 days&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Rubella virus-containing vaccines (for example MMR, MR, R)</td>
<td>A. Chronic arthritis&lt;br&gt;B. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above event</td>
<td>7–42 days&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Measles virus-containing vaccines (for example MMR, MR, M)</td>
<td>A. Thrombocytopenic purpura&lt;br&gt;B. Vaccine-Strain Measles Viral Infection in an immunodeficient recipient&lt;br&gt;C. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above events</td>
<td>7–30 days&lt;br&gt;0–6 months&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Polio live virus-containing vaccines (OPV)</td>
<td>A. Paralytic polio&lt;br&gt;● in a non-immunodeficient recipient&lt;br&gt;● in an immunodeficient recipient&lt;br&gt;● in a vaccine associated community case&lt;br&gt;B. Vaccine-strain polio viral infection&lt;br&gt;● in a non-immunodeficient recipient&lt;br&gt;● in an immunodeficient recipient&lt;br&gt;● in a vaccine associated community case&lt;br&gt;C. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above events</td>
<td>0–30 days&lt;br&gt;0–6 months&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Polio inactivated virus-containing vaccines (for example IPV)</td>
<td>A. Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock&lt;br&gt;B. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above event</td>
<td>0–4 hours&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII Hepatitis B antigen-containing vaccines</td>
<td>A. Anaphylaxis or anaphylactic shock&lt;br&gt;B. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above event</td>
<td>0–4 hours&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX Hemophilus influenzae (type b polysaccharide conjugate vaccines)</td>
<td>A. No condition specified for compensation</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Varicella vaccine</td>
<td>A. No condition specified for compensation</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI Rotavirus vaccine</td>
<td>A. No condition specified for compensation</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII Vaccines containing live, oral, rhesus-based rotavirus</td>
<td>A. Intussusception&lt;br&gt;B. Any acute complication or sequel (including death) of the above event</td>
<td>0–30 days&lt;br&gt;Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII Pneumococcal conjugate vaccines</td>
<td>A. No condition specified for compensation</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV Any new vaccine recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for routine administration to children, after publication by the Secretary, HHS, of a notice of coverage</td>
<td>A. No condition specified for compensation</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VIRAL VACCINES

**Hepatitis B vaccine (including combination vaccines with HB component)**  (SED-15, 1600; SEDA-29, 332)

Liver  Severe jaundice and raised serum liver enzyme activities have been reported after a dose of Twinrix® (combination HA/HB vaccine) (32A).

- A 26-year-old man had a raised concentration of immunoglobulin G and an antinuclear antibody titer of 1:320. Liver biopsy showed marked bridging liver fibrosis and chronic inflammation, compatible with autoimmune hepatitis. Treatment led to complete normalization of liver function tests. The patient had never had jaundice or abnormal liver function tests.

The authors suggested that the vaccine had induced an acute exacerbation of an unrecognized autoimmune hepatitis.

**Human papilloma virus vaccine (HPV vaccine)**  (SED-15, 1699; SEDA-27, 338)

The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) has reviewed the safety of human papilloma virus vaccines (both the tetravalent Gardasil® and the bivalent Cervarix®). Data from prelicensing randomized controlled trials and post-licensing surveillance reports from the two vaccine manufacturers and from the European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA), the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) were included (33S). The current evidence on the safety of HPV vaccines is reassuring. The reviewed data covered short-term local and systemic events, and long-term events up to 6 years after immunization, including events in pregnancy. Injection-site reactions and muscle pain were common. During adolescent vaccine campaigns, some mass sociogenic illnesses, such as post-immunization dizziness and syncope, have been reported. These events have been prevented by observing adolescents for 15 minutes after immunization and encouraging good hydration. The Committee recommended good surveillance systems to identify possible rare adverse effects and specific adverse effects during pregnancy, as the target group includes women of reproductive age, although according to the Summary of Product Characteristics of the HPV vaccine Gardasil®, immunization of pregnant women is not recommended.

**Influenza vaccine**  (SED-15, 1753; SEDA-26, 358; SEDA-28, 361; SEDA-29, 332)

An update on Flumist®, a cold-adapted live attenuated influenza vaccine, was presented at the June 2007 meeting of the Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) (34S). Studies in young children showed that it is effective against circulating H1N1 and H3N2 strains, including H3N2 strains that are antigenically dissimilar to the strain that is included in the annual vaccine. Efficacy has also been demonstrated against circulating B strains. However, there was a significantly increased incidence of medically significant episodes of wheezing within 42 days of immunization among children aged 6–23 months. The manufacturer has applied to extend the indication to children under 5 years of age, and this is under review by the FDA.

Musculoskeletal Macrophagic myofasciitis has been observed in a patient who received annual injections of influenza vaccine for 4 years (35A).

- A 59-year-old woman developed slowly progressive pain in the right thigh over 2 years. She had previously complained of diffuse myalgia and polyarthralgia for 2 years. She had been immunized with influenza vaccines annually after the diffuse myalgia had developed. There was severe focal muscle tenderness in the right thigh without muscle weakness or wasting. Clinical chemistry and serology were all normal. Open biopsy of the right vastus lateralis muscle and fascia showed characteristics of macrophagic myofasciitis, with conspicuous infiltration of macrophages, stained with PAS and CD68, but not desmin and smooth muscle actin or CD1a and S100 protein. The macrophage infiltrates were multifocal, and lymphocytes were mostly CD8+ T cells. CD4+ T cells and CD45 cells were rare, and neither CD20+ B cells nor plasma cells were found. Prednisolone was given and the right thigh pain abated somewhat.
**Japanese encephalitis vaccine**
(SED-15, 1957; SEDA-26, 359; SEDA-28, 363; SEDA-29, 334)

The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) has considered a report from an Indian expert panel that assessed cases of serious adverse events after immunization campaigns (including about 9.3 million children aged 1–15 years) with the live attenuated SA-14-14-2 Japanese encephalitis vaccine (36S). A total of 65 serious adverse events were reported, 22 of which were fatal. Most of the serious adverse events were considered to be unrelated to the vaccine. Two clusters of encephalitis-like syndromes were detected; the cases in one cluster probably represented cases of natural Japanese encephalitis, and the cases in the second cluster were classified as acute encephalopathy syndrome of unknown cause. A thorough investigation into possible alternative causes was not conducted. The committee concluded that the type of clustering of encephalopathy/encephalitis cases made it unlikely that they had been related to the vaccine. The committee recommended that future immunization campaigns should be accompanied by better adverse event monitoring and investigations.

**Measles–mumps–rubella (MMR) vaccine**
(SED-15, 2207; SEDA-27, 338; SEDA-28, 363; SEDA-29, 335)

**Psychiatric**

The hypothesis that MMR vaccine can cause autism has been discussed at length (SED-15, 2207; SEDA-25, 387; SEDA-26, 359; SEDA-27, 338, SEDA-28, 363). To date, the hypothesis has not been confirmed. However, the controversy, particularly in the USA, has not ended. A survey commissioned by “Generation Rescue” (a parent-founded, parent-funded, and parent-led organization of more than 350 families) was published in June 2007. Data were gathered by Survey USA, a national market-research company, which carried out a telephone survey of the parents of more than 17 000 children, aged 4–17 years, in five counties in California (San Diego, Sonoma, Orange, Sacramento, and Marin) and four counties in Oregon (Multnomah, Marion, Jackson, and Lane) (37). They asked parents whether their child had been immunized, and whether that child had one or more of the following diagnoses: attention deficit disorder (ADD), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), Asperger’s syndrome, pervasive development disorder not otherwise specified, or autism. Among more than 9000 boys aged 4–17 years, they found that immunized boys were 155% more likely to have neurological disorders compared with their non-immunized peers. Immunized boys were 224% more likely to have ADHD, and 61% more likely to have autism. Older immunized boys in the 11–17 age bracket were 158% more likely to have a neurological disorder, 317% more likely to have ADHD, and 112% more likely to have autism. It is open for discussion whether these results, obtained by this method, can really make a substantial contribution to a scientific question.

**Measles inclusion-body encephalitis (MIBE) due to measles vaccine virus**

After natural measles infection, measles inclusion-body encephalitis (also referred to as subacute measles encephalitis, acute encephalitis of the delayed type, or immunosuppressive measles encephalitis) is a well-known complication associated with immunodeficiency. It typically develops within months of measles virus infection. Using RNA-templated sequencing, vaccine-strain measles virus has been implicated as the cause of death in three immunocompromised children with inclusion body encephalitis (SED-23, 350) and a further case has been reported (38A).
in the nucleoprotein and fusion gene regions was identical to that of the Moraten and Schwarz vaccine strains; the fusion gene differed from known genotype A wild-type measles viruses. Despite intensive medical interventions, neurological deterioration continued, and on hospital day 51, he died.

This is an excellent example of the fourth (“fingerprint”) type of definitive anecdotal adverse drug reaction (39H).

Measles–mumps–rubella–varicella vaccine
A recently developed quadrivalent measles–mumps–rubella–varicella vaccine (ProQuad®, referred to as MMRV), which includes a varicella component of increased potency, has been evaluated in a blind multicenter study in 480 healthy children aged 12–23 months, who were randomized to either MMRV + placebo or MMR + monovalent varicella vaccine (40C). Children who were randomized to MMRV + placebo received a second dose of MMRV 90 days later. Measles-like rash and fever during days 5–12 were more common after the first dose of combination MMRV (rash 5.9%; fever 28%) than after MMR + monovalent varicella vaccine (rash 1.9%; fever 19%). The incidences of other adverse events were similar between the groups. Response rates were over 90% to all vaccine components in both groups. Geometric mean titers to measles and mumps were significantly higher after one dose of MMRV than after MMR + varicella vaccine. The second dose of MMRV elicited slight to moderate increases in measles, mumps, and rubella antibody titers and a substantial increase in varicella antibody titer.

Mumps vaccine (SED-14, 1080; SEDA-27, 338)

The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) has reviewed the data on the safety of mumps vaccine strains, particularly regarding the risk of vaccine-derived meningitis (41S). They noted that cases of aseptic meningitis and estimates of incidence rates have been reported after the use of Urabe, Leningrad–Zagreb, Hoshino, Torii, and Miyahara strains from various surveillance systems and epidemiological studies. The data up to now have shown low rates of aseptic meningitis and no cases of virologically proven meningitis after the use of the Jeryl–Lynn and RIT 4385 strains. Information about the Leningrad-3 strain is limited. No data were available to assess the safety of the S79 strain. There is still a lack of carefully designed studies to discriminate between potential strain variability and age-specific risk in different populations. GACVS welcomed the establishment of a repository of mumps vaccine strains at the National Institute for Biological Standards and Control, Potters Bar, UK, and has urged the acceleration of work to gain insight into the biological determinants of risk from different strains.

Poliomyelitis vaccine (SED-15, 2881; SEDA-28, 365)

Nervous system

Imported vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis  The USA has eliminated indigenous wild poliovirus transmission and, through a vaccine policy change from oral polio vaccine (OPV) to inactivated polio vaccine (IPV), vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis (VAAP). The primary risk for polio disease for US residents is through travel abroad to countries where polio remains endemic or where polio outbreaks are occurring.

- A 22-year-old woman, who had never been immunized against poliomyelitis, was probably exposed during travel in Latin America through contact with an infant who had recently been immunized with OPV (42A). She developed paralytic poliomyelitis. Stool specimens were positive for Sabin-strain poliovirus type 2 and 3. Sixty days after the onset of weakness, she had residual weakness in both legs.

This is the first known occurrence of imported vaccine-associated paralytic poliomyelitis in an unimmunized US adult who travelled abroad.

Rotavirus vaccine (SED-15, 3082; SEDA-27, 338; SEDA-28, 365)

Hematologic The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has reported that five cases
of Kawasaki disease (mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome of unknown etiology) have been identified in children under 1 year of age who received the Rotavirus (RotaTeq®) vaccine during clinical trials conducted before the vaccine was licensed (43S). Three cases of Kawasaki disease were detected after the vaccine was approved in February 2006 through the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). After learning about these reports, CDC identified an additional unconfirmed case through its Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) Project. The number of reports of Kawasaki disease does not exceed the number of cases expected based on the usual occurrence of Kawasaki disease in children. There is not a known cause-and-effect relation between receiving RotaTeq® or any other vaccine and the occurrence of Kawasaki disease. The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) has recommended that current and future studies should incorporate surveillance for Kawasaki disease after immunization (44S).

Gastrointestinal  The Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine Safety (GACVS) has reviewed data presented by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the FDA related to the risk of intussusception, which had been identified as associated with a previous rotavirus vaccine. With respect to Rotarix®, there was no evidence from any of the studies, which included over 30,000 vaccinees in trials and worldwide usage (about 5 million doses distributed), that there was an excess incidence of intussusception. The cases of intussusception that were reported did not show a pattern with regard to the time of onset after immunization consistent with a causal relation. The overall number of cases reported was much smaller than would have been expected based on applying rates for the normal incidence of intussusception to a population of the size immunized.

A study of RotaTeq® in over 30,000 individuals has been reported, and an observational cohort study of 44,000 immunized children is planned. Most of the data, especially from post-marketing studies and spontaneous reporting, relate to developed countries. There is no evidence that the rate of intussusception is raised above background, and it is certainly much less than the rate previously observed with the vaccine that was withdrawn after an association with intussusception was described. The VAERS spontaneous reporting data also showed a lower than expected rate of intussusception. GACVS concluded that the data, particularly those from developed countries, are reassuring (45S). However, it was noted that the current data relate mainly to vaccines that are used in young children at the recommended age. It is important that intussusception should be monitored in developing countries as rotavirus vaccines are introduced, especially because infants are likely to present for their first dose of vaccine at slightly older ages on average than is the case in developed countries.

Smallpox vaccine  (SED-15, 3150)

Alternative smallpox vaccines have been developed because of concerns over biological weapons. Live, attenuated vaccinia virus vaccines derived from calf lymph were used to eradicate smallpox worldwide. However, well documented safety limitations prevent their widespread use in civilian in the absence of an outbreak. Of every million people immunized for smallpox, 14–52 had serious or life-threatening adverse reactions, and 1–2 per million primary vaccinees died. Furthermore, live attenuated vaccinia virus vaccine is contraindicated in up to 30% or more of the population, including infants, pregnant women, women who are breastfeeding, the immunocompromised, those with eczema or exfoliative skin disorders, people who live in the same house or are in intimate contact with people with the above conditions, and people with cardiovascular conditions.

A new smallpox vaccine derived from cell culture has been compared with a vaccine derived from calf lymph in 350 healthy adults (46C). All but one participant developed pock lesions. Vaccine-associated adverse reactions were similar between the groups. The cell-cultured vaccine was as immunogenic and safe as the calf-lymph-derived vaccine.
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ALBUMIN *(SED-15, 54; SEDA-28, 371; SEDA-29, 338)*

The outcome of the SAFE study has not ended the debate about the clinical use of albumin (SEDA-29, 369). It is not safety that is being questioned but the clinical benefit, in particular the use of albumin in neonates or for indications other than fluid resuscitation (1, 2, 3). The incidence of the adverse effects of albumin is low compared with artificial colloids (SEDA-29, 369). In particular, albumin does not impair coagulation (4).

ANTICOAGULANT PROTEINS *(SED-15, 266; SEDA-28, 371; SEDA-29, 338)*

**Drotrecogin alfa (recombinant human activated protein C)**

**Hematologic** The anticoagulant effects of drotrecogin alfa can cause bleeding and thrombocytopenia *(5)*.

- An 81-year-old woman with septic shock after laparotomy for ischemic bowel was given drotrecogin alfa (activated) 24 micrograms/kg/hour for 67.5 hours. Significant increases in activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) during infusion led to temporary discontinuation of the drug on two occasions. Coagulation parameters improved when the drug was withheld and worsened with each rechallenge.

Following this observation the medical records of 26 other patients who had received drotrecogin alfa were reviewed retrospectively. Nine had completed over 90% of the 96-hour course. Coagulopathy and bleeding resulted in early discontinuation in four and six patients respectively. There was an increase in aPTT from baseline to during infusion of drotrecogin alfa in 14 patients with complete data. There was a fall in median platelet count from baseline to during infusion in the six patients who bled during therapy, two of whom had platelet counts below 30 × 10^9/l during administration. The authors recommended that patients receiving drotrecogin alfa should be closely monitored for altered coagulation and that temporary withdrawal should be considered when the INR is greater than 3.0, the platelet count less than 15 × 10^9/l, and the aPTT longer than 100 seconds.

Of seven patients with severe sepsis after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation who were given activated drotrecogin alfa, two had serious bleeding events *(6)*. The first had a non-fatal diffuse alveolar hemorrhage 2 days after administration and the second had a severe coagulopathy and had a fatal intracranial hemorrhage on the third day of drug infusion.

BLOOD TRANSFUSION *(SED-15, 529; SEDA-28, 369; SEDA-29, 338)*

Transfusion of blood components (red cell concentrates, platelet concentrates, or fresh frozen plasma) is associated with adverse reactions, some of them serious (SEDA-29, 338). Non-hemolytic febrile transfusion reactions, acute hemolytic transfusion reactions, delayed hemolytic transfusion reactions, transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI), trans-
fusion associated graft-versus-host disease (TA-GVHD), transfusion-associated circulatory overload, severe acute anaphylactic transfusion reactions, anaphylactoid transfusion reactions, viral infections, bacterial contamination, and new allo-antibody formation are reported to organized national hemovigilance systems (7R, 8R, 9R, 10R). These national systems are in development and not all hospitals are participating, which makes comparison of reported data difficult.

In the Haemovigilance Report 2003 and 1993–2002 of the Japanese Red Cross Society, the frequency of reported adverse events was 1:1233 for platelets, 1:8074 for plasma, 1:7826 for red cells, and 1:2842 for whole blood for a total amount of 5 533 721 supplied units (platelets 706 346; plasma 1 461 312; red cells 3 357 538; whole blood 8525) (10R). In another country, the risk of reactions rated as grade 2 (moderate to severe) or worse (life-threatening reactions or death after a transfusion reaction) was 0.12 per 1000 blood components (8R).

In two countries, the most common adverse event related to transfusion was incorrect blood component transfusion (IBCT), termed “wrong blood” when a patient receives an incorrect group or a blood component intended for a different patient. Events of this type accounted for 55–81% of reported cases, with a risk of receiving a wrong red cell transfusion of about 1:31 959 units (7R, 9R). There were four transfusion related deaths; two were related to IBCT, of which one involved an ABO-incompatible red cell transfusion and one was caused by an inappropriate transfusion based on a result from the wrong patient. One patient died because of TRALI and one death was reported as an acute transfusion reaction (7R).

A patient who had autologous blood pre-deposited received only allogeneic blood; no adverse events were reported (7R). In this case blood was requested out of hours and no system was in place to alert the laboratory that autologous blood was available.

Respiratory The number of reports of transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI) after transfusion of a blood component containing anti-granulocyte antibodies, anti-HLA antibodies, or biological active lipids of donor origin is increasing (SEDA-29, 339). Most cases are related to transfusion of plasma containing blood components. One hemovigilance office reported that the 13 reported cases were related to platelets (n = 4), red cells (n = 2), fresh frozen plasma (n = 6), or whole blood (n = 1). In all 13 cases, the donors of the implicated component were female and all had leukocyte antibodies (7R). In another report, 1.7% of the 5810 non-hemolytic transfusion reactions reported over 6 years were cases of TRALI. Of these, 11 were fatal (10R). Retrospective computer-based screening showed that the incidence was 1:1000 to 1:2400 units of blood issued, supporting the view that TRALI is underdiagnosed and under-reported (11R). Acute transient leukopenia has been proposed as a premonitory sign, based on a report of two patients with TRALI accompanied by a precipitous drop in leukocyte count (12R). In critically ill patients with coagulopathy but without active bleeding, the benefit to harm balance of a liberal strategy of transfusion with fresh frozen plasma may not be favorable, and is particularly associated with acute lung injury (12R).

Hematologic Purpura after transfusion has been reported in two cases (7R).

Immunologic There have been reports of hemolysis, anaphylaxis, and severe allergic reactions to transfused red cells, fresh frozen plasma, or platelets. It was of particular concern that in 33% of the adverse reactions to fresh frozen plasma, including one death and two cases of serious morbidity, there did not appear to be a clear clinical indication for fresh frozen plasma (7R).

High levels of long-term microchimerism were detected in patients transfused with leukoreduced blood products after severe traumatic injury, which has implications for graft-versus-host disease and the safety of transfusion (13R).

- A 67-year-old woman had life-threatening adverse effects and thrombocytopenia caused by anti-CD36 antibodies present in fresh frozen plasma (14R).
- A 71-year-old immunocompetent man who underwent coronary artery bypass received 2 units of red cells and 22 days later was thought to have had transfusion-associated graft-versus-host disease (15R). The diagnosis was confirmed by short tandem repeat analysis in combination with HLA typing, which seems to be a useful method for rapid diagnosis of this problem. He died 25 days after transfusion because of multiorgan failure and sepsis.
Infection risk  Further cases of transmission of blood-borne pathogens by transfusion have been reported, including one case of hepatitis E (7\textsuperscript{R}), and one case of HIV infection, one case of HGV infection, and 12 cases of hepatitis B infection (10\textsuperscript{R}).

Hepatitis viruses  The contribution of past transfusions to the risk of hepatitis B or C infection has been determined in 2120 endoscopy patients (16\textsuperscript{C}). Although screening has almost completely eliminated hepatitis C, there was an unexpected association of infection with blood transfusion. The results suggested that other nosocomial risks for hepatitis C infection are involved, which should be actively investigated.

Parvovirus B19  In patients with hematological malignancies receiving 2123 blood cell preparations and blood products, 1% of the products tested positive for parvovirus B19, but there were no symptomatic infections probably because of the low viral load. Despite these results, testing for parvovirus B19 remains necessary because the disease caused by the infection can be severe (17\textsuperscript{C}).

Variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease  A case of probable infection with variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease transmitted by blood transfusion has been identified (18\textsuperscript{A}). The patient developed the infection 8 years after receiving a blood transfusion from a donor who developed variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease 20 months after donation. In animals leukodepletion does not reduce the infectivity of variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease but reduces the prion concentration in blood by 40% (19\textsuperscript{E}). Universal leukodepletion also offers other benefits, such as reduction of transmission of cell-based viruses, including cytomegalovirus and human T cell lymphotropic virus, reduced rates of alloimmunization, reduced immunomodulation, and reduced rates of graft-versus-host disease (19\textsuperscript{E}). A new filter has therefore been developed combining leukoreduction with removal of infectious prions from red blood cells (20\textsuperscript{R}).

Yersinia enterocolitica  Fatal septic shock followed the transfusion of red cells contaminated with Yersinia enterocolitica (biotype 4 serovar O:3) for refractory anemia in a 71-year-old woman (21\textsuperscript{A}).

Susceptibility factors  Current transfusion protocols in critically ill patients are associated with high rates of morbidity and mortality, transmission of infectious agents, and immunomodulation. Improvement of the clinical outcomes in critically ill patients after a restrictive transfusion strategy justifies revision of current transfusion protocols (22\textsuperscript{R}).

Transfusion of platelet-apheresis concentrates significantly increased the serum concentration of the plasticizer di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) in 12 adults with thrombocytopenia (23\textsuperscript{R}). Reduction of the DEHP concentration is therefore desirable and can be accomplished by reducing the storage time, storage in an additive solution, or exchange of the storage medium before transfusion.

BLOOD SUBSTITUTES  (SEDA-28, 370; SEDA-29, 340)

Perfluorocarbons  (SED-15, 3544; SEDA-29, 340)

Nervous system  In 36 adults who underwent cardiac surgery the perfluorocarbon emulsion, AF0144 (Perflubron, Alliance Pharmaceutical Corp, San Diego, CA) 1.8 or 2.7 g/kg, was used in conjunction with acute normovolemic hemodilution (24\textsuperscript{C}). Both doses of AF0144 increased cerebral blood flow but the numbers of cerebral emboli were greater in those who were given high-dose AF0144 compared with placebo during the time from aortic cannulation to aortic cross-clamp placement and from aortic cross-clamp placement to cross-clamp removal.

PLASMA PRODUCTS  (SED-15, 2847; SEDA-29, 340)

C1 inhibitor concentrate  Hereditary angioedema, caused by C1 inhibitor deficiency, causes recurrent angioedema of the skin, gastrointestinal tract, and other organs. Laryngeal edema can result in rapid asphyxiation, the most frequent cause of death.
in these patients. There are three possible emergency treatments: fresh frozen plasma, Solvent/Detergent-Plasma, and C1 inhibitor concentrate. The authors of a recent review have concluded that C1 inhibitor concentrate should be the preferred treatment for acute attacks (25R).

Allergic reactions can occur but are extremely rare.

**Fresh frozen plasma**

**Respiratory** Pulmonary embolism has been attributed to fresh frozen plasma that had been treated with methylthioninium chloride (methylene blue) in a 36-year-old obese man with homozygous factor V deficiency (26A). Solvent/Detergent FFP-related thrombosis seems to be associated with reduced activity of protein S and plasmin inhibitor. However, the concentrations of these factors in the fresh frozen plasma that was used in this case were not available.

**PLASMA SUBSTITUTES**

*(SEDA-27, 353; SEDA-28, 371; SEDA-29, 340)*

**Hematologic** Hemodilution with hydroxyethyl starch and dextrans can cause coagulopathy. Ex vivo addition of a fibrinogen concentrate improves the coagulopathy induced by hydroxyethyl starch and dextrans (27E), but in vivo studies are required to assess the clinical efficacy of doing this.

**Etherified starches** *(SEDA-15, 1237; SEDA-27, 353)*

Adverse reactions related to etherified starches are anaphylactic reactions, impaired coagulopathy, renal dysfunction, and pruritus (4R). Hetastarch can cause reactions (generalized pruritus, severe nausea, and hypotension) due to allergy to latex (29A).

**Polygelines** *(SEDA-15, 2888; SEDA-29, 341)*

The Australian Adverse Drug Reactions Advisory Committee (ADRAC) has received 83 reports about succinylated gelatin (Gelofusine) since the product was first registered in 1998, 70 of which were of hypotension and/or hypersensitivity reactions (30S). In 27 of these reports, hypotension or anaphylactoid reactions were the only feature listed, while the remaining 43 mentioned signs and symptoms consistent with anaphylactoid reactions, including cardiac (n = 10), respiratory (n = 18) or cutaneous (n = 35) manifestations. In 60 reports, recovery was documented; one patient died after a cardiac arrest. ADRAC has received similar reports associated with other plasma expanders, albumin (Albumex), polygeline (Haemaccel), and dextran. In all cases, the number of reports of anaphylactoid reactions, as a proportion of the total reports, was similar to the proportion of reports of such reactions received for gelatin (Gelofusine). In view of the fact that saline and albumin have equivalent efficacy, ADRAC has commented that “the safety of colloids such as gelatin should be considered carefully in the initial choice of resuscitation fluid”.

**Dextrans** *(SED-15, 1082; SEDA-27, 353)*

**Cardiovascular** Arterial hypotension following spinal anesthesia, possibly due to vasodilatation, relative hypovolemia, and reduced cardiac output, has been treated with a short-acting colloid, low-molecular weight (1 kDa) dextran, or Ringer’s solution in a bolus injection in a randomized, non-blind, controlled study in 75 patients (28E). Nausea or near-fainting associated with marked hypotension or bradycardia was recorded predominantly in the dextran-treated group (20%).

**GLOBULINS**

**Antithymocyte globulin** *(SEDA-29, 341)*

**Comparative studies** In renal transplant recipients who were treated with basiliximab (20 mg on days 0 and 4; n = 235) or pretransplant rabbit antithymocyte globulin (n = 115)
for a maximum of 2 weeks, the incidence of rejection was 15% with basiliximab and 8.5% with rabbit antithymocyte globulin (31C). Wound complications occurred in 26 and 39% respectively, incisional hernias in 11 and 18%, wound infections in 11 and 17%, and lymphoceles in 11 and 16%.

**Infection risk**  
*Mucormycosis* is a rare but potentially lethal fungal infection after renal transplantation. To date, only five cases have been reported.

- A renal allograft recipient developed mucormycosis 18 months after transplantation following treatment for acute rejection with high dose glucocorticoids and antithymocyte globulin (32A).

**Tumorigenicity**  
Lymphoproliferative disorders associated with Epstein–Barr virus infection after bone marrow transplantation can be fatal. Major risk factors are ex vivo T cell depletion or in vivo T cell depletion with either antithymocyte globulin or monoclonal anti-T cell antibodies. Of 23 transplant recipients who received equine (n = 20) or rabbit (n = 3) antithymocyte globulin as part of the preparatory regimen, all of those who received rabbit antithymocyte globulin developed a lymphoproliferative disorder associated with Epstein–Barr virus at 60–90 days after bone marrow transplantation; all three died of complications (33c). There were no cases in those who received equine antithymocyte globulin. This suggests that patients who receive rabbit antithymocyte globulin as part of their preparatory regimens require close monitoring of the Epstein–Barr virus load and possible early intervention with antiviral therapy.

**Immunoglobulins**  
*(SED-15, 1719; SEDA-28, 372; SEDA-29, 343)*

Intravenous immunoglobulin is used in different doses in neurology, hematology, rheumatology, dermatology, ophthalmology, and other areas for a wide variety of disorders. Its mechanisms of action depend on the dose and the pathogenesis of the underlying disease (34R). Intravenous immunoglobulin products (5 or 6%) are widely used for replacement therapy of immunoglobulin in patients with primary and secondary immune deficiencies and for immune modulation in patients with inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. Almost all formulations are produced by cold ethanol precipitation, but several methods are used to treat Cohn fraction II to obtain the different formulations. These products differ slightly, although they are therapeutically equivalent.

Additional antiviral steps are used in all formulations to prevent contamination of blood-borne agents, particularly with viruses. Viral transmission of hepatitis viruses and retroviruses has not been reported over the last years. Concern about transmission of variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease has not been justified by human-to-human transmission by intravenous immunoglobulin.

Because of the increased use of intravenous immunoglobulin, there has been an increased number of reports of serious adverse events, such as aseptic meningitis, renal insufficiency (mostly transient), transient hyperviscosity syndrome, thromboembolic events including myocardial infarction and stroke, immune hemolysis, disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), and transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI) (35R). The postulated mechanisms of action are speculative, and remain to be confirmed. These serious adverse events occur particularly in older patients, partly reflecting the increased use of intravenous immunoglobulin in higher dosages (2 g/kg) for anti-inflammatory or immunomodulatory indications, partly because a large proportion of patients with these diseases are significantly older than patients with immune deficiencies (usual doses of 400–600 mg/kg). In primary immune replacement therapy, adverse events such as headache, backache, chills, fever, chest tightness, and shortness of breath, are generally mild and transient and respond to anti-inflammatory/antipyretic drugs or adjustment of the infusion rate.

**Observational studies**  
Experience with monthly, high-dose intravenous immunoglobulin in patients with different connective tissue diseases who failed to respond to standard therapies or for whom immunosuppressive drugs were contraindicated, the success rate was 70%, without serious adverse effects (36A).
Placebo-controlled studies In a multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled, dose-escalating study of the safety and efficacy of an experimental plasma-derived, donor-selected, polyclonal antistaphylococcal immunoglobulin with high titer of IgG directed against staphylococcal fibrinogen-binding proteins (INH-A21), 2% of the 505 infants had 13 drug-associated adverse events, of which seven involved changes in vital signs (apnea, tachycardia, bradycardia, hypertension, and temperature changes) (37A).

Cardiovascular Diffuse venous thromboembolism was reported in a patient with streptococcal toxic syndrome after two courses of high-dose intravenous immunoglobulin (0.4 g/kg/day over 5 days and 8 days later 0.4 g/kg/day over 4 days) (38A). Several causes of immunoglobulin-mediated thrombosis have been postulated, including increased plasma and blood viscosity, platelet activation, cytokine-mediated vasospasm, and contamination with factor IX. The authors suggested that combined therapy, including other inhibitors of the inflammatory cascade such as analogues of activated protein C, should be administered to avoid relapse or complications such as thrombosis (38A).

Nervous system Stroke has been attributed to intravenous immunoglobulin (39A).

- An 82-year-old woman with chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy was treated over 10 years with 86 doses of intravenous immunoglobulin and had a stroke when she was given an 87th dose (increased from 40 to 50 g) over several hours.

Analysis of the factors that can contribute to the occurrence of stroke during or after the administration of intravenous immunoglobulin suggests that certain precautions need to be taken. Pre-existing thrombogenic susceptibility factors, such as age, atherosclerosis, and hypercoagulable and hyperviscosity conditions should be considered.

Hematologic Severe intravascular hemolysis, possibly complicated by disseminated intravascular coagulation, is rare but was detected during post-marketing surveillance of WinRho® SDF, an intravenous human rhesus D immunoglobulin, in patients with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (40).

The incidence of neutropenia during 110 treatment courses in 104 children (average age 6.5 years) with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura has been studied retrospectively (41). There were 64 courses of intravenous immunoglobulin (0.8–1 g/kg) and 46 treatment courses of anti-D immunoglobulin (50–75 micrograms/kg). Despite similar neutrophil counts at admission, 28% of those who were given intravenous immunoglobulin developed a neutrophil count below $1.5 \times 10^9/\text{l}$ compared with none of those who were given anti-D immunoglobulin. The disadvantages of treating idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura with intravenous immunoglobulin are the occurrence of acute adverse effects: flushing, headaches, chills, nausea, vomiting in 1–15% of recipients, aseptic meningitis in 4–23%, and renal insufficiency and failure in 6% (mostly with sucrose-containing formulations) (42R).

Hyperviscosity with pseudohyponatremia has been attributed to high-dose intravenous immunoglobulin in a full-term child with hemolytic disease of the newborn (43A).

Liver In 18 patients with Guillain–Barré syndrome standard high-dose intravenous immunoglobulin only has been compared with combined methylprednisolone plus high-dose intravenous immunoglobulin (44A). There were similar mild adverse effects in the two groups. There was altered liver function, the most common adverse effect, in two of those who were given intravenous immunoglobulin alone and in six in the combined treatment group. Headache occurred in two patients in both groups, suggesting that pre-infusion of a glucocorticoid does not prevent headache.

Drug formulations In a controlled study with a new 10% formulation the risk of mild adverse reactions was higher than the 5% product (number of infusions: 9.6 versus 2.5%; number of patients with adverse reactions: 17 versus 8.6%) (45A).

Drug dosage regimens In a double-blind randomized comparison of two different doses of intravenous immunoglobulin in myasthenia gravis (1 and 2 g/kg), there were many adverse events, such as fever, chills, myalgia, headaches, nausea or vomiting, skin reactions, increased serum creatinine concentration, and
increased serum transaminases. However, most were minor and self-limiting and occurrence rates were similar between the two groups, except for headache, which was the most frequent adverse event and more common at the higher dose (46C).

Musculoskeletal Of 217 children with Kawasaki disease retrospectively reviewed five developed a polyarthropathy after intravenous immunoglobulin at a mean of 10 days after the onset of fever and at a mean of 5.8 days after defervescence after the final dose of intravenous immunoglobulin (47A).

Interference with diagnostic tests Falsely high blood glucose readings have been attributed to interference by WinRho® SDF, an intravenous human rhesus D immunoglobulin, or other maltose-containing intravenous immunoglobulin products when using systems that are not glucose-specific. The FDA released a safety alert about this issue for all maltose-containing intravenous immunoglobulins (48S). Another case of false hyperglycemia induced by a maltose-containing immunoglobulin solution was reported where the monitoring device using the principle of bioamperometry created a falsely high blood glucose reading by interference from maltose in the blood (49R).
over 6 months or 50 exposure days \((58^c)\). Surgical prophylaxis was evaluated in seven patients who required elective surgery. No new safety concerns appeared, although one previously treated patient developed a high-titer inhibitor, one minimally treated patient developed a low-titer inhibitor, and one previously untreated patient developed a transient low-titer inhibitor.

**Factor IX**

**Hematologic** In a comparative study of two products containing double-inactivated factor IX, a high-purity factor IX concentrate and a prothrombin complex concentrate, in patients with hemophilia B, prothrombin complex concentrate caused increases in prothrombin fragment F1+2, and thrombin–antithrombin, illustrating the coagulation activation properties of the product. Although there were no thrombotic events, with repeated doses or in the presence of other thrombogenic susceptibility factors, such as liver disease, surgery, or prolonged immobilization, the potential thrombogenic activity of the concentrate should be considered \((59^c)\).

**Immunologic** A neonate with severe hemophilia B with subgaleal and subdural hemorrhages was treated with a continuous infusion of recombinant factor IX 30–35 U/kg/hour; no thrombosis or inhibitor formation occurred \((60^A)\).

**von Willebrand factor**

**Drug formulations** A new formulation of a von Willebrand factor concentrate containing only small amounts of factor VIII (Wilfactin\(^6\)) was tested for its pharmacokinetic profile in patients with von Willebrand disease. The three virus inactivation/removal steps did not change the pharmacokinetic profile \((61^c)\).

**ERYRTHROPOIETIN AND DERIVATIVES** \((SED-15, 1243; SEDA-29, 346)\)

Recombinant human erythropoietins (rHuEPO), epoetin alfa and epoetin beta (half-lives 8 hours) and darbepoetin alfa (half-life 49 hours), are used to treat anemia in patients with chronic renal insufficiency and malignant diseases \((SEDA-29, 346)\). Other uses include anemia in chronic heart failure, preoperative anemia, HIV treatment, and anemia after liver transplantation \((62^A)\).

The discovery that erythropoietin and its receptor play a significant role in tissues outside the hematopoietic system has fueled interest in other indications, including cerebral ischemia, myocardial infarction, and chronic congestive heart failure \((63^H)\). In oncology, epoetin alfa and darbepoetin alfa are approved for patients with solid tumors and non-myeloid malignancies receiving chemotherapy, while the indication for epoetin beta is restricted to patients with solid tumors undergoing platinum-containing chemotherapy.

There is wide variation in dosage regimens in all patients. In patients with renal anemia, strategies with proven efficacy to reduce the rHuEPO requirement include iron supplementation, subcutaneous administration, correction of hyperparathyroidism, treatment of infections, and correction of aluminum intoxication \((64^c)\). In oncology, there is limited evidence that epoetins improve symptoms, fatigue, or the quality of life \((62^R)\).

The adverse effects are thromboembolic complications, hypertension, and the production of anti-erythropoietin antibodies. Systematic reviews of the effectiveness of erythropoietin in the treatment of patients with cancer showed that rHuEPO can reduce the need for red blood cell transfusion and increase hematological response rates, and that transfusion before epoetin alfa therapy increases the risks of future transfusions \((65^M)\).

Many questions remain to be investigated, including the effects on quality of life and symptoms, the effect of baseline hemoglobin concentrations on the use of rHuEPO, the role of iron replacement, the use of rHuEPO concentrations to guide therapy, the effect on anemia due to the underlying hematological malignancy, the delay in the treatment of mild anemia, tumor response, and survival \((66^R, 67^R)\).

Although there have been reports of experience with rHuEPO on preoperative autologous blood donation in young patients undergoing spinal surgery, caution in this off-label use in different transfusion policies is required \((68^R)\).
Cardiovascular  Erythropoietin in patients with cancer was associated with a risk of hypertension (over 19% higher) and of thromboembolic events (over 58% more common) compared with controls, but the increases were not significant \((66^R, 69^R)\). Likewise, in patients with chronic renal anemia undergoing peritoneal dialysis, one of the most common adverse events was hypertension \((70^C)\).

Nervous system  There may be an association between headache and epoetin beta \((70^C)\).

Hematologic  Multiple doses of rHuEPO can produce adverse rheological effects, regardless of the increase in red cell mass; rHuEPO is procoagulant and predisposes to thrombosis \((69^R)\). Three trials of erythropoietin were stopped early because of a higher incidence of thrombotic events in the active treatment arm \((71^S)\).

Pure red cell aplasia has been reported after treatment with rHuEPO due to anti-erythropoietin antibodies \((72^A, 73^A)\). There was no ethnic difference in the risk. Switching rHuEPO products was not beneficial, because of cross-reactivity \((69^A)\). However, epidemiological data, together with chemical and immunological data, support the hypothesis that leachates in the polysorbate 80 formulation from uncotted rubber syringe stoppers increase the risk of pure red cell aplasia associated with epoetin alfa (Eprex) \((70^H)\).

There have been no reports of pure red cell aplasia associated with the use of rHuEPO in patients with cancer, probably because of a reduction in immune competence, other therapies, and reduced time of exposure to the drug \((69^R)\).

Skin  Fatal erythema multiforme and drug rash with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS) has been reported after a single subcutaneous dose of epoetin alfa \((74^A)\).

Infection risk  In patients with chronic renal anemia undergoing peritoneal dialysis, one of the most common adverse events was peritonitis \((68^C)\).

Tumorigenicity  There is increasing evidence that rHuEPO supports and extends tumor growth, since tumor cells can use the erythropoietin system for growth and angiogenesis \((67^R)\).

SERINE PROTEASE INHIBITORS

Serine protease inhibitors are found in the plasma and some are manufactured by fractionation from plasma obtained from blood donors. In a substrate-based development programme, a specific and potent peptidomimetic inhibitor, BILN-2061, of the hepatitis C virus NS3 protease has been shown to lower serum HCV-RNA markedly in patients chronically infected with the HCV genotype 1, and less pronounced and more variable in patients with HCV genotypes 2 and 3. In a small prospective, multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled, proof-of-principle study in eight patients, adverse events that were possibly drug related included mild constitutional symptoms, such as a drunken feeling, fatigue, somnolence, and mild gastrointestinal symptoms \((75^C)\).

STEM CELLS \((SEDA-29, 347)\)

Mesenchymal stem cells provide a source for models of differentiation, cell therapy, and regenerative medicine. There are increasing reports that they can be isolated from various adult mesenchymal tissues, such as synovium, periosteum, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue, as well as bone marrow. Their properties can be affected by their preparation, which has not been properly controlled for in some studies \((76^R)\). Umbilical cord blood is an alternative source of hemoipoietic stem cells.

Immunologic  Graft-versus-host disease has been reported after stem cell transplantation \((77^A)\).

- An 11-year-old boy with severe chronic active Epstein–Barr virus infection underwent successful cord blood transplantation after consecutive failure of peripheral blood and bone marrow transplants from his HLA-mismatched mother. Cord blood cells from an unrelated donor were infused after conditioning with total body irradiation (12 Gy), melphalan (120 mg/m\(^2\)), and etoposide (600 mg/m\(^2\)). Complete remission without circulating EB virus DNA continued for 15 months after delayed hematological recovery, with renal bleeding, skin graft-versus-host-disease (grade II).
dissemination of herpes zoster, and hepatosplenomegaly.

Increasing numbers of stem cell transplantations using non-myeloablative or reduced-intensity conditioning are being performed. Compared with conventional-intensity conditioning, reduced-intensity conditioning results in a higher incidence of Epstein–Barr viremia and lymphoproliferative disease after stem cell transplantation (78c). Graft failure is another serious complication (79c).

Immunologic The expression of the minor histocompatibility antigen UGT2B17 has been implicated in graft-versus-host disease after HLA-identical hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. In 435 stem cell recipients there was no association with graft-versus-host disease, but UGT2B17 was an independent susceptibility factor for transplant-related mortality and lower survival after allogeneic HLA-identical hematopoietic stem cell in UGT2B17-deleted recipients (80c).
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VITAMINS (SED-15, 3686)

Drug–drug interactions

Multivitamins The systemic availability of gatifloxacin may be reduced by multivitamin formulations (1A).

- A 77-year-old white woman was given gatifloxacin for a hospital-acquired bacterial pneumonia. She was also taking calcium carbonate 500 mg bd and a multivitamin formulation containing minerals once a day. Three days later she was still febrile, coughing, and not responding clinically. It was noted that the tablet of gatifloxacin was being administered at the same time as the multivitamin formulation. The time of administration of gatifloxacin was changed to 6 hours after the multivitamin formulation, and 2 days later she improved clinically.

The systemic availability of gatifloxacin is reduced by concurrent administration of antacids that contain aluminium or magnesium, by dietary supplements that contain zinc, magnesium, and iron, and by multivitamin formulations that contain minerals and sucralfate. This case illustrates the need to recognize this potential interaction, which was probably due to the mineral content of the multivitamin formulation.

VITAMIN C (ASCORBIC ACID) (SED-15, 351)

Drug–drug interactions A potentially life-threatening interaction between a complementary medicine, amygdalin, and vitamin C has been reported (2A). The case involved severe accidental cyanide poisoning after a single dose of amygdalin with therapeutic intent.

- A 68-year-old patient with cancer took a single dose of amygdalin 3 g and developed impaired consciousness, seizures, and severe lactic acidosis, and required intubation and ventilation. She was also taking vitamin C 4800 mg/day. She responded rapidly to hydroxocobalamin. The adverse drug reaction was rated probable on the Naranjo probability scale.

Amygdalin and laetrile (a synthetic form of amygdalin) are commonly used as alternative medicines in the treatment of cancer. Vitamin C increases the in vitro conversion of amygdalin to cyanide and reduces body stores of cysteine, which is used to detoxify cyanide. The authors concluded that an interaction with vitamin C was a plausible explanation for this life-threatening effect.

VITAMIN D ANALOGUES (SED-15, 3669; SEDA-28, 388; SEDA-29, 354)

Mineral metabolism In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in secondary hyperparathyroidism in children, intravenous calcitriol (1,25-dihydroxycalciferol) produced two consecutive \( \geq 30\% \) reductions in parathyroid hormone concentrations in 11/21 patients compared with 5/26 in the placebo group (3C). There was a greater effect in 12 patients aged 2–12 years than in 35 patients aged 13–18 years, but this may have been an artefact, because the children in the lower age group received a larger dose per kg body weight. The major adverse effect was hyperphosphatemia, which limited the total dose.
Vitamin E  
(SED-15, 3677;  
SED-29, 355)

**Cardiovascular** A possible link between long-term use of vitamin E and an increased risk of heart failure has been identified from an extensive analysis of experimental and epidemiological data related to the possible prevention of cancer and cardiovascular events by vitamin E supplementation (4C). In fact, clinical trials have generally failed to confirm benefits, possibly because of their relatively short duration. The objective of this study was to evaluate whether long-term supplementation with vitamin E reduces the risks of cancer, death from cancer, and major cardiovascular events. The study, HOPE-TOO (HOPE–The Ongoing Outcomes), was an extension of a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled international study (the Heart Outcomes Prevention Evaluation, HOPE, study) in patients aged at least 55 years with vascular disease or diabetes mellitus. Of the initial 267 centers that had enrolled 9541 patients in HOPE, 174 centers participated in HOPE-TOO. Of 7030 patients enrolled at these centers, 916 were already dead at the beginning of the extension study, 1382 refused to participate, 3994 continued to take part, and 738 agreed to passive follow-up (median duration 7.0 years). The intervention comprised a daily dose of natural source vitamin E 400 IU or matching placebo. The primary outcome measures were the incidences of cancer, cancer deaths, and major cardiovascular events (myocardial infarction, stroke, and cardiovascular deaths). Secondary outcomes included heart failure, unstable angina, and revascularization. Among all the HOPE patients, there were no significant differences in the primary analysis between vitamin E and placebo:

- for cancer incidence, 552 (11.6%) versus 586 (12.3%) respectively (RR = 0.94; 95% CI = 0.84, 1.06);
- for cancer deaths 156 (3.3%) versus 178 (3.7%) respectively (RR = 0.88; 95% CI = 0.71, 1.09);
- for major cardiovascular events 1022 (21.5%) versus 985 (20.6%) respectively (RR = 1.04; 95% CI = 0.96, 1.14).

However, one significant finding was that patients who took vitamin E had a higher risk of heart failure (RR = 1.13; 95% CI = 1.01, 1.26) and hospitalization for heart failure (RR = 1.21; 95% CI = 1.00, 1.47). Similarly, among patients enrolled at the centers that participated in HOPE-TOO, there were no differences in cancer incidence, cancer deaths, or major cardiovascular events, but higher rates of heart failure and hospitalization for heart failure. The authors concluded that in patients with vascular disease or diabetes mellitus, long-term vitamin E supplementation does not prevent cancer or major cardiovascular events and may increase the risk of heart failure.

**Pregnancy** Oxidative stress is related to an imbalance in the concentrations of harmful oxidants, such as free radicals. One condition in which oxidative stress may contribute is pre-eclampsia. It is therefore possible that the risk of pre-eclampsia is related to dietary intake of vitamins C and E, and this has been explored prospectively in 299 pregnant women who attended an antenatal clinic in Adelaide (5C). The median intake of vitamin C was 188 mg/day and of vitamin E 6.74 mg/day. There was no relation between the intake of vitamin C and hypertensive disorders of pregnancy. However, there was an association between low vitamin E intake and an increased risk of hypertensive disorders (RR = 1.75; 95% CI = 1.11, 2.75). This effect was confirmed after adjusting for the confounding factors of maternal age and parity.

**Drug–drug interactions** A potential interaction between vitamin E and ciclosporin has been reported in a retrospective study in heart transplant recipients (6C). In a chart review of the first 29 heart transplant recipients who received antioxidant agents (vitamin C 500 mg bd and vitamin E 400 IU bd), 22 were taking ciclosporin and seven tacrolimus. The baseline ciclosporin trough concentration was 137 ng/ml and it fell significantly to 99 ng/ml (average fall 30%) after the start of antioxidant therapy. There were no significant changes in tacrolimus concentrations. More detailed pharmacokinetic analysis is required to clarify the exact mechanism of this interaction, but the authors recommended that more frequent ciclosporin concentration monitoring is warranted in patients taking vitamins C and E.
AMINO ACIDS

Arginine

Placebo-controlled studies L-arginine is an amino acid that is commonly used to sustain and promote healthy heart function. According to Health Canada, patients who have previously had a heart attack should not use arginine supplements, because of recent evidence that there is an increased risk of death in these circumstances. In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, 153 patients were randomly assigned after a first ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction to L-arginine or matching placebo for 6 months. The dosage of arginine was 1 g tds for 1 week, 2 g tds in week 2, and 3 g tds in subsequent weeks for 6 months. Six (8.6%) of those who took L-arginine died during the 6-month study period compared with none in the placebo group. Because of concerns about safety, the data and safety monitoring committee closed enrolment to the study. The authors proposed several possible mechanisms. The proposed beneficial mechanism of arginine is increased nitric oxide synthesis by vascular endothelium, since arginine is a substrate for the endothelial-specific isoform of nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). However, if there is deficiency of tetrahydrobiopterin, a co-factor for nitric oxide synthase, instead of generating nitric oxide eNOS becomes a source of reactive oxygen species, and this could be enhanced by arginine. Arginine supplementation also increases homocysteine production, which can result in worsening of endothelial function and atherosclerosis. Furthermore, if there is atherosclerosis, the inducible isoform of nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) is expressed, resulting in the production of peroxynitrite and consumption of nitric oxide, potentially worsening atherosclerosis. All arginine products are now required to carry a warning on their label about the risk of using them after myocardial infarction. Health Canada has advised that for patients who have not had a previous heart attack, taking arginine is unlikely to present a risk and may provide benefits by helping the body repair damaged vessels in the heart.

ENTERAL NUTRITION (SED-15, 1221; SEDA-27, 355; SEDA-28, 383)

Comparative studies In a meta-analysis of 30 randomized controlled trials, enteral nutrition was compared with early parenteral nutrition in hospital in-patients. Early nutrition was defined as the initiation of nutrition support within 96 hours of hospital admission, ICU admission, or surgery. Only studies in which hospital mortality, length of stay, and/or complications had been reported were included. The analysis excluded all non-English language studies and those associated with “immunonutrition”, including arginine, nucleotides, omega-3 fatty acids, and glutamine; this poorly reflects recent practice in intensive care units, in which glutamine-containing parenteral nutrition solutions are being increasingly used. Of the 30 studies, 10 were in medical patients, 11 in surgical patients, and 9 in trauma patients. Parenteral nutrition was associated with a 7.9% increase in infective complications, a 3.5% increase in catheter-related blood-stream infections, a 4.9% increase in non-infective complications, and an increase in the length of stay by 1.2 days. There was no effect of nutrition type on mortality or on technical complications, but enteral nutrition was associated with an increased risk of diarrhea. The authors acknowledged that as nutritional support has become more interventional, the numbers of complications have increased, particularly in the more interventional forms of enteral nutrition. They also noted that enteral nutrition is generally associated with lower nutritional intake overall.

PARENTERAL NUTRITION (SED-15, 2700; SEDA-27, 355; SEDA-28, 383; SEDA-29, 353)

Comparative studies See above, under Enteral nutrition.

Management of adverse reactions Cholestasis and cholelithiasis are common complications of parenteral nutrition. The frequency of cholestasis in neonates on long-term parenteral
nutrition is still reported to be 7–13%, associated with increased mortality and septic complications. In a randomized, blind, controlled trial of parenteral nutrition in 38 neonates (25 premature, eight with necrotizing enterocolitis, and five after abdominal surgery), the hypothesis that cholecystokinin-octapeptide administered concurrently with parenteral nutrition would prevent gallstone formation was tested (10c). Parenteral nutrition was given for a mean of 33 days. Four patients developed gallstones, including three in the treatment group. Gallstone formation was not affected by cholecystokinin and was not related to the underlying diagnosis, birth weight, gestational age, or duration of parenteral nutrition. The four patients with gallstones and two others who were not in the study were then given a prolonged course of ursodeoxycholic acid (mean duration 11.6 months), with serial ultrasound examinations at 6-monthly intervals. In none was there any degree of gallstone dissolution. There were no reported adverse reactions to either cholecystokinin or ursodeoxycholic acid.

**Fat emulsions**

Fat emulsions were once considered to be primarily a high-density source of energy in parenteral nutrition, but attention is now being increasingly focussed on fat emulsions as a source of important biological precursors with wider effects. These may become particularly important in long-term therapy, such as parenteral nutrition at home. Clinoleic® (Baxter–Clintec, Maurepas, France) is prepared from a mixture of soy bean oil 20% and olive oil 80%. Compared with other fat emulsions on the market, it contains 60% monounsaturated fatty acids, around 20% less polyunsaturated fatty acids, and no medium-chain triglycerides. In a non-randomized observational study in 14 patients (median age 50, range 35–79, years; 8 men) receiving long-term parenteral nutrition at home the new emulsion produced significantly lower plasma $\alpha$-linolenic acid concentrations, but did not affect overall essential fatty acid status (11c). There were no adverse effects. In particular, some adverse effects that are commonly reported with other lipid emulsions (shivering, nausea, tachycardia, pyrexia, and hypertension) were not reported, although this is difficult to interpret as it was not stated whether any of these patients had had these symptoms during previous administration of other emulsions. However, five patients had reported migraine without aura during previous infusions; of these, three claimed to feel consistently better with the new emulsion at 3 months.
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Drugs affecting blood coagulation, fibrinolysis, and hemostasis

**Editor’s note:** The clotting factors, such as factor VIII, and anticoagulant proteins, such as activated factor C, are included in Chapter 33.

**Citrate** *(SED-15, 797)*

In recent years regional citrate has been used as an anticoagulant in hemodialysis and hemofiltration, particularly in patients with bleeding problems. Its clearance is not affected by renal insufficiency (1⁵).

**Mineral balance** The main adverse effect of citrate is hypocalcemia, which can be prevented by intravenous administration of calcium (2⁵, 3⁵). Regional citrate anticoagulation for single-needle hemodialysis has been evaluated in a retrospective study of its use in 41 single-needle hemodialysis procedures in 24 patients at risk of bleeding, using 4% trisodium citrate, CaCl₂ 1 mol/l, and calcium-free dialysate (4⁴). Safety was assessed by the percentage of procedures that were terminated prematurely or changed to another modality because of citrate-related complications and by the incidence of important hypocalcemia; efficacy was evaluated by visually assessing clot formation in the circuit. There was important hypocalcemia in 34% of the procedures and 5% were terminated prematurely. Anticoagulation was suboptimal in 17% of the procedures, but none of the systems clotted.

**Gastrointestinal** Small bowel obstruction due to bleeding in a patient taking long-term warfarin has been reported (5⁴).

- A 53-year-old woman developed abdominal pain and vomiting while taking warfarin after aortic and mitral valve surgery. There was jejunal narrowing consistent with a stricture, probably as a result of submucosal bleeding. Warfarin was withdrawn and she was given heparin, with complete resolution of symptoms.

**Hematologic** In the common database of the German spontaneous reporting system, 1164 reports of adverse drug reactions were registered that had been attributed to therapy with vitamin K antagonists during the period from 1990 to 2002 (phenprocoumon: 91%; warfarin: 8.3%; acenocoumarol: 0.9%) (6⁵). Among these reactions a reduction in prothrombin time was the most common (15%), followed by gastrointestinal hemorrhage (13%), cerebral hemorrhage (9.1%), melena (7.4%), and increased hepatic enzymes (7.3%). Unspecified hemorrhage, intracranial hemorrhage, and hematomas accounted for 6.0% each, hepatitis 5.7%, and hematuria 4.9%. There were 42 reports (3.0%) of skin necrosis and seven of hepatic necrosis. Altogether, there were 609 cases of drug-induced hemorrhage. On average 47 cases of hemorrhage were attributed to phenprocoumon or warfarin each year from 1990, with spikes in the numbers of cases in 1997 (107) and 2002 (110). During the entire period the amount of prescribing increased continuously. Total sales reached 132.2 million defined daily doses (DDDs) in 1997 and 190.0 million...
Interactions of herbal medicines with warfarin

In a meta-analysis of interactions of warfarin with other drugs, herbal medicines, Chinese herbal drugs, and foods 642 citations were retrieved, of which 181 eligible articles contained original reports on 120 drugs or foods (7M). Of all the reports, 72% described potentiation of the effect of warfarin, and the authors considered that 84% were of poor quality, 86% of which were single case reports. The 31 incidents of clinically significant bleeding were all single case reports. Relatively few anecdotal reports of adverse event–drug associations are followed up with formal studies (8M), and reports of interactions of warfarin with herbal medicines are no exception—most are based on anecdotal reports.

Drug interactions of warfarin with herbal preparations have been reviewed (9R, 10R). In a systematic review, warfarin was the most common cardiovascular drug involved in interactions with herbal medicines (11M). Medicines that resulted in increased anticoagulation include Allium sativum (garlic), Angelica sinensis (dong quai), Carica papaya (papaya), curcumin (from Cucurbita pepo seed and Serenoa repens fruit), Ginkgo biloba (maidenhair), Harpagophytum procumbens (devil's claw), Lycium barbarum (Chinese wolfberry), Mangifera indica (mango) (16A), Peumus boldus (boldo) (13A), Salvia miltiorrhiza (danshen), Trigonella foenum graecum (fenugreek), and PC-SPES (a patented combination of eight herbs). Medicines that resulted in reduced anticoagulation include Camellia sinensis (green tea), milk prepared from Hypericum perforatum (St John’s wort), and Panax ginseng (ginseng).

In a retrospective analysis of the pharmacutical care plans of 631 patients, 170 (27%) were taking some form of complementary or alternative medicine and 99 were using a medicine that could interact with warfarin, the commonest being cod-liver oil and garlic (14R).

Allium sativum (garlic) The interaction of garlic with warfarin has been reviewed (15R). Certain organosulfur components inhibit human platelet aggregation in vitro and in vivo; some garlic components have an anticoagulant effect and might thus enhance the effect of warfarin. However, there is only anecdotal evidence that this occurs. Two case reports have suggested that the combination of warfarin with garlic extract prolonged the clotting time and increased the international normalized ratio (INR). There have also been reports that garlic can cause postoperative bleeding and spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma. Garlic should be withdrawn 4–8 weeks before an operation or in those taking long-term warfarin.

Angelica sinesis (dong quai) Although Angelica sinesis is a commonly used herbal medicine, there are no clinical data on drug interactions except for one report of a 46-year-old African–American woman with atrial fibrillation stabilized on warfarin who had a greater than two-fold increase in prothrombin time and INR after taking Angelica sinesis for 4 weeks (16R). Angelica sinesis extract and its active ingredient, ferulic acid, inhibit rat platelet aggregation in vivo. In rabbits oral administration Angelica sinesis root extract (2 g/kg bd) significantly reduced the prothrombin time when combined with warfarin (2 mg/kg), while the pharmacokinetics of warfarin were not altered (17R). However, in rats an aqueous extract of Angelica sinesis increased the activities of CYP2D6 and CYP3A (18S), and in vitro studies components from Angelica sinesis root altered CYP3A4 and CYP1A activity, indicating a potential for drug interactions with CYP substrates. For example, a decoction or infusion of Angelica sinesis root inhibited CYP3A4-catalysed testosterone 6-beta-hydroxylation in human liver microsomes, whereas ferulic acid (0.5 µmol/l) from Angelica sinesis root significantly inhibited ethoxyresorufin O-methylase (CYP1A) activity. All of these findings suggest that precautionary advice should be given to patients who self-medicate with Angelica sinesis root preparations while taking long-term warfarin. Well-designed case-control studies are needed to evaluate these effects of Angelica sinesis root.
Camellia sinensis (green tea)  
Camellia sinensis has been anecdotally reported to reduce the effect of warfarin (19A).

- A 44-year-old white man taking warfarin had an INR of 3.8. He then drank green tea 0.5–1 gallon/day (4.5 l/day) for about 1 week and the INR fell to 1.37. He stopped drinking green tea and the INR rose to 2.55.

Green tea is a source of vitamin K. Dry green leaves contain 1428 micrograms of vitamin K per 100 g of leaves compared with only 262 micrograms per 100 g of dry black tea leaves (20r). The amount of vitamin K ingested will obviously depend on the dilution and amount of tea leaves used to brew the tea and the quantity of tea consumed.

Cucurbita pepo  
Curbicin has been anecdotally reported to cause altered coagulation in the absence of anticoagulant therapy and to enhance the anticoagulant action of warfarin; however, the authors attributed this effect to the vitamin E that was also present in the curbicin tablets (21A).

Ginkgo biloba  
There are anecdotal reports of possible interactions of ginkgo with warfarin (22A). However, formal, albeit small, studies in patients and healthy volunteers have not confirmed this. In an open, crossover, randomized study, 12 healthy men took a single dose of warfarin 25 mg either alone or after pretreatment with Ginkgo biloba for 7 days; ginkgo did not significantly affect clotting or the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of warfarin (23c). In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover study, oral ginkgo extract 100 mg/day for 4 weeks did not alter the INR in 24 Danish out-patients (14 women and 10 men) taking stable, long-term warfarin, and the geometric mean dosage of warfarin did not change (24C).

The mechanism for this interaction, if it occurs, is unknown, but both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic mechanisms may be involved, given that ginkgo extracts can modulate various CYP isoenzymes and exert antiplatelet activity. Ginkgolides are also potent inhibitors of platelet-activating factor (25A). There are reports of postoperative bleeding and spontaneous hemorrhage attributed to consumption of ginkgo (26A, 27A) and interactions have been described with antiplatelet drugs. For example, spontaneous hyphema occurred when ginkgo extract was combined with aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) (28A) and fatal intracerebral bleeding was associated with the combined use of ginkgo extract and ibuprofen (29A). Ginkgo extract also enhanced the antiplatelet and antithrombotic effects of ticlopidine in rats, resulting in prolongation of the bleeding time by 150% (30E). However, in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 32 young healthy men oral ginkgo extract 120, 240, or 480 mg/day for 14 days did not alter platelet function or coagulation (31A). Bleeding attributed to ginkgo often occurs in elderly or postoperative patients who may have had impaired platelet function before the use of ginkgo.

Hypericum perforatum (St John’s wort)  
An interaction of St John’s wort with warfarin has been reported anecdotally, including 22 spontaneous reports of reduced warfarin effect after treatment with St John’s wort submitted to regulatory authorities in Europe between 1998 and 2000 (32R). These interactions all resulted in unstable INR values, a reduction in INR being the most common effect. Although no thromboembolic episodes occurred, the reduction in anticoagulant activity was considered clinically significant. Anticoagulant activity was restored when St John’s wort was withdrawn or the warfarin dose was increased.

In a crossover study, healthy volunteers who took hypericum extract LI 160, 900 mg/day for 11 days before a single dose of phenprocoumon had a lower AUC of the unbound fraction than when they took placebo (33c). In an open, three-way, crossover, randomized study in 12 healthy men who took a single dose of warfarin 25 mg alone or after pretreatment for 14 days with St John’s wort, the apparent clearance of S-warfarin was 3.3 ml/minute before St John’s wort was added and 3.7 ml/minute after (34C). The respective apparent clearances of R-warfarin were 1.8 and 2.4 ml/minute. The mean ratios of the apparent clearances were 1.29 (95% CI = 1.16, 1.46) for S-warfarin and 1.23 (1.11, 1.37) for R-warfarin. St John’s wort did not affect the apparent volume of distribution or protein binding of either enantiomer of warfarin. The authors concluded that St John’s wort induces the clearance of both enantiomers of warfarin. INR was...
slightly reduced as a result, but platelet aggregation was not altered.

These observations suggest that St John’s wort increases the clearance of both warfarin and phenprocoumon, possibly because of induction of CYP isozymes, particularly CYP2C9 and CYP3A4.

Lycium barbarum (Chinese wolfberry) There has been a single anecdotal report of a possible interaction of Lycium barbarum with warfarin (35AE).

- A 61-year-old Chinese woman, previously stabilized on warfarin (INR 2–3), drank a concentrated Chinese herbal tea made from Lycium barbarum fruits (3–4 glasses/day) for 4 days; her INR rose to 4.1. Warfarin was withheld for 1 day and then restarted at a lower dose. She stopped drinking the tea, and 7 days later her INR was 2.4.

In vitro studies showed that Lycium barbarum tea inhibited S-warfarin metabolism by CYP2C9; however, the inhibition was weak, with a dissociation constant of 3.4 g/l, suggesting that the observed interaction may have been caused by other mechanisms.

Panax ginseng Ginseng can reduce the effect of warfarin (36R), and there have been anecdotal reports of such an interaction (37A, 38A). There have also been several formal studies of the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic effects of ginseng on warfarin.

The effects of American ginseng (Panax quinquefolium) have been studied in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial in 20 young healthy subjects (39C). Warfarin was given for 3 days during weeks 1 and 4, and starting in week 2 the subjects were assigned to either ginseng or placebo. The peak INR fell significantly after 2 weeks of ginseng administration compared with placebo; the difference between ginseng and placebo was −0.19 (95% CI = −0.36, −0.07).

However, in an open, three-way, crossover, randomized study in 12 healthy men who took a single dose of warfarin 25 mg alone or after pretreatment for 7 days with ginseng, there was no change in the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of either S-warfarin or R-warfarin (35C).

In 20 healthy volunteers who took 100 mg of an extract of Panax ginseng standardized to 4% ginsenosides twice daily for 14 days there were no effects on CYP3A and this result was confirmed in in vitro studies (40CE).

The discrepancies between these studies could be explained by differing susceptibilities of different populations or by different effects of ginseng from different sources.

Both pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic components could play a role in an interaction of ginseng with warfarin. Ginseng extracts have an antiplatelet effect. Ginsenosides Rg3 and protopanaxadiol-type saponins were platelet-activating factor antagonists with IC50 values of 49–92 µmol/l (41E). Modulation of various CYP isoenzymes could also be a mechanism. In rats the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of warfarin after a single dose and at steady state were not altered by co-administered ginseng (42E). However, extensive in vitro and in vivo animal studies have shown that constituents of ginseng can modulate various CYP isoenzymes that metabolize warfarin. Ginsenoside Rd was weakly inhibitory against recombinant CYP3A4, CYP2D6, CYP2C19, and CYP2C9, whereas ginsenoside Re and ginsenoside Rf (200 µmol/l) increased the activity of CYP2C9 and CYP3A4 (43E). In rats, the standardized saponin of red ginseng was inhibitory on p-nitrophenol hydroxylase (CYP2E1) activity in a dose-related manner (44E).

Salvia miltiorrhiza (danshen) There have been anecdotal reports of enhanced anticoagulation and bleeding when patients taking long-term warfarin therapy consumed Salvia miltiorrhiza root (45A, 46A, 47A). As these patients were also taking other medications, the contribution of Salvia miltiorrhiza to the interaction was difficult to determine. However, the author of a systematic review concluded that danshen should be avoided in patients taking warfarin (48M).

The direct anticoagulant activity of Salvia miltiorrhiza root itself may provide a partial explanation for the interactions. However, pharmacokinetic interactions may also play a role. Warfarin is mainly metabolized by CYP2C9 and to a smaller extent by CYP1A2 and CYP3A4. In mice oral, administration of an ethyl acetate extract of danshen caused a dose-related increase in liver microsomal 7-methoxyresorufin.
O-demethylation activity, with a three-fold increase in warfarin 7-hydroxylation \(^{(49E)}\). However, the aqueous extract had no effects. Immunoblot analysis of microsomal proteins showed that ethyl acetate extraction increased the proteins associated with CYP1A and CYP3A. At a dose corresponding to its content in the ethyl acetate extract, tanshinone IIA, the main diterpene quinone in Salvia miltiorrhiza, increased mouse liver microsomal 7-methoxyresorufin O-demethylation activity. These results suggest that there are inducing agents for mouse CYP1A, CYP2C, and CYP3A in ethyl acetate extracts but not in aqueous extracts of Salvia miltiorrhiza.

In rats treatment with Salvia miltiorrhiza root extract 5 g/kg bd for 3 days followed by a single oral dose of racemic warfarin increased the absorption rate constants, AUC, \(C_{\text{max}}\), and half-life of warfarin but reduced the clearances and apparent volumes of distribution of both (R)-warfarin and (S)-warfarin \(^{(50E)}\). A similar effect was observed during steady-state warfarin administration. The anticoagulant effect of warfarin was also potentiated. Salvia miltiorrhiza root extract itself had no effect on prothrombin time at this dose, suggesting that altered warfarin metabolism was a possible mechanism.

After a single oral dose of racemic warfarin 2 mg/kg in rats, an oral extract of Salvia miltiorrhiza 5 g/kg bd for 3 days significantly altered the pharmacokinetics of both R-warfarin and S-warfarin and increased the plasma concentrations of both enantiomers over a period of 24 hours and the prothrombin time over 2 days \(^{(51E)}\). Steady-state concentrations of racemic warfarin during administration of 0.2 mg/kg/day for 5 days with extract of Salvia miltiorrhiza 5 g/kg bd for 3 days not only prolonged the prothrombin time but also increased the steady-state plasma concentrations of R-warfarin and S-warfarin. These results suggested that Salvia miltiorrhiza increases the absorption rate, exposure, and half-lives of both R-warfarin and S-warfarin, but reduces their clearances and apparent volumes of distribution.

In addition, Salvia miltiorrhiza root extract might change the plasma protein binding of warfarin. Both (R)-warfarin and (S)-warfarin bind to the so-called site I of albumin with high affinity. Salvia miltiorrhiza root extract was 50–70% bound by albumin and in vitro Salvia miltiorrhiza root extract displaced salicylate from protein binding, thereby increasing the unbound salicylate concentration \(^{(52E)}\). However, kangen-karyu, a mixture of six herbs (peony root, Cnidium rhizome, safflower, Cyperus rhizome, Saussurea root, and root of Salvia miltiorrhiza), significantly increased the plasma warfarin concentration and prothrombin time in rats, but did not alter the serum protein binding of warfarin \(^{(53E)}\). Further studies are required to explore the effects of Salvia miltiorrhiza root extract on the metabolism and plasma protein binding of drugs such as warfarin in humans.

**Zingiber officinale (ginger)** Despite anecdotal reports of a possible interaction \(^{(54A,55A)}\), several studies in rats and humans have shown no effect of ginger on warfarin pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics \(^{(15R,24C,56E,57C)}\).

**Herbal mixtures** When mixtures of herbs are used, as is common practice in the far East, it is not possible to be sure which component was responsible for a reported interaction.

**PC-Spes** PC-Spes is a mixture of eight herbs: Chrysanthemum morifolium, Isatis indigotica, Glycyrrhiza glabra (licorice), Ganoderma lucidum, Panax pseudoginseng, Robdosia rubescens, Serenoa repens (saw palmetto), and Scutellaria baicalensis (skullcap). It has been reported to increase the INR in a 79-year-old man with prostate cancer taking warfarin, an effect that was attributed to inhibition of warfarin metabolism \(^{(58A)}\). However, warfarin has also been found in formulations of PC-Spes \(^{(59)}\).

**Quilinggao** Quilinggao, a popular Chinese mixture that contains a multitude of herbal ingredients (including Fritillaria cirrhosa and other Fritillaria species, Paeoniae rubra, Lonicer japonica, and Poncirus trifoliata, in many different brands), has been anecdotally reported to enhance the actions of warfarin \(^{(60A)}\).

- A 61-year-old man taking stable warfarin therapy developed gum bleeding, epistaxis, and skin bruising 5 days after taking quilinggao. His international normalized ratio was above 6. His warfarin was withdrawn and the international normalized ratio normalized. Days later he tried taking quilinggao again, with a similar result.

The authors pointed out that several herbs in this mixture have anticoagulant activity.
Supercoumarins (SED-15, 984)

Anticoagulant pesticides are used widely in agricultural and urban rodent control. The emergence of warfarin-resistant strains of rats led to the introduction of a group of anticoagulant rodenticides variously referred to as “supercoumarins”, “superwarfarins”, “single dose” rodenticides, or “long-acting” rodenticides (61R). This group includes the second generation 4-hydroxycoumarins brodifacoum, bromadiolone, difenacoum, and flocoumafen and the indanedione derivatives chlorophacinone and diphacinone. Most cases of anticoagulant rodenticide exposure involve young children, and so the amounts ingested are almost invariably small. In contrast, intentional ingestion of large quantities of long-acting anticoagulant rodenticides can cause anticoagulation for several weeks or months (62A). Occupational exposure has also been reported.

The greater potency and duration of action of long-acting anticoagulant rodenticides is attributed to: (i) their greater affinity for vitamin K epoxide reductase; (ii) their ability to disrupt the vitamin K epoxide cycle at more than one point; (iii) hepatic accumulation; and (iv) unusually long half-lives, due to high lipid solubility and enterohepatic recirculation. Substantial ingestion produces epistaxis, gingival bleeding, widespread bruising, hematomas, hematuria with flank pain, menorrhagia, gastrointestinal bleeding, rectal bleeding, and hemorrhage into any internal organ; anaemia can result. Spontaneous hemoperitoneum has been described. Severe blood loss can result in hypovolemic shock, coma, and death. The first clinical signs of bleeding can be delayed and patients can remain anticoagulated for several days (warfarin) or days, weeks, or months (long-acting anticoagulants) after ingesting large amounts.

There are now sufficient data in young children exposed to anticoagulant rodenticides to conclude that routine measurement of the international normalized ratio (INR) is unnecessary. In all other cases, the INR should be measured 36–48 hours after exposure. If the INR is normal at this time, even in the case of long-acting formulations, no further action is required. If active bleeding occurs, prothrombin complex concentrate (which contains factors II, VII, IX, and X) 50 units/kg, or recombinant activated factor VII 1.2–4.8 mg, or fresh frozen plasma 15 ml/kg (if no concentrate is available) and phytomenadione 10 mg intravenously (100 micrograms/kg for a child) should be given. If there is no active bleeding and the INR is under 4.0, no treatment is required; if the INR is 4.0 or higher phytomenadione 10 mg should be given intravenously.

HEPARINS (SED-15, 1590; SEDA-27, 358; SEDA-28, 391; SEDA-29, 361)

Observational studies A new entity of autoimmune sensorineural hearing loss has been proposed and treated with subcutaneous enoxaparin 2000 IU bd for 10 days in a placebo-controlled study in 30 patients (63C). All those who received enoxaparin had both subjective and objective improvement and there were no adverse effects.

Cardiovascular Cholesterol crystal embolism is a rare complication of anticoagulant treatment of ulcerative atheroma of the great arteries and has been attributed to low-molecular-weight heparins in three cases (64A).

Electrolyte balance Heparin-induced hyperkalemia is often forgotten until life-threatening dysrhythmias have occurred (65A).

Hematologic A spinal–epidural hematoma occurred after combined spinal–epidural anesthesia in a woman who had been taking clopidogrel and had received perioperative dalteparin for thromboprophylaxis (66A). This occurred despite adherence to standard guidelines on the administration of low-molecular-weight heparin perioperatively and withdrawal of clopidogrel 7 days before the anesthetic.

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia

DoTS classification:
Reaction: Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, type II
Dose-relation: Hypersusceptibility
Time-course: Early persistent
Susceptibility factors: Renal disease for some forms of heparin, pretreatment with heparin
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (67R) has been recognized in adults for some time, but only recently in neonates and children (68M). There are two types. Type I is non-immunogenic, mild, and self-limiting. Type II is a severe immune reaction that leads to thrombocytopenia and often thromboembolic complications. The incidence of type II thrombocytopenia is 2–5% in adults and may be equally high in neonates and children. The mortality rate in adults is 7–30% and is unknown but potentially high in neonates. The cardinal sign is a fall in platelet count by 50% or a platelet count below $70 \times 10^9/l$. Treatment is immediate withdrawal of heparin and introduction of alternative anticoagulants, such as the direct thrombin inhibitors lepirudin and argatroban. The literature on heparin-induced thrombocytopenia has been reviewed in the context of a case in a neonate after heart surgery (69AR).

**Dose relation** Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia can occur after minimal heparin exposure, including heparin flushes (70A).

**Time-course** The fall in platelet count usually occurs 5–10 days after the first exposure to heparin.

**Incidence** The most frequently suspected drug registered by the German spontaneous reporting system in cases of thrombocytopenia was unfractionated heparin (10S). Of 3291 adverse reactions reports 78% were associated with unfractionated heparin, 13% with enoxaparin, 11% with certoparin, 5.5% with dalteparin, 2.8% with heparin fractions, 2.5% with reviparin, and 1.2% with tinzaparin. Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia was the most common adverse effect (38%), followed by pulmonary embolism (11%), hematomas (6.8%), erythematous rashes (4.8%), and unspecified bleeding (4.5%). Injection site reactions were common (15%) and included skin necrosis and injection site necrosis in 1.8% of cases. Antibodies to heparin–platelet factor (PF)4 complex can be demonstrated in almost all patients with type II heparin-induced thrombocytopenia. There was a positive specific antibody result in 736 (59%) of 1245 cases.

The incidences of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia in surgical and medical patients receiving thromboprophylaxis with either unfractionated or low-molecular-weight heparin have been studied in a systematic review of all relevant randomized and non-randomized studies identified in MEDLINE (1984–2004), not limited by language, and from reference lists of key articles (71M). Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia was defined as a fall in platelet count to less than 50% or less than $100 \times 10^9/l$ and a positive laboratory diagnostic assay, including enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), (14C) serotonin release assay, or adenosine triphosphate lumi-aggregometry. There were 15 eligible studies (7287 patients). The odds ratios were as follows:

- two randomized controlled trials ($n = 1014$): OR = $0.10$ (95% CI = 0.01, 0.2);
- three prospective studies with non-randomized comparison groups ($n = 1464$): OR = $0.10$ (95% CI = 0.03, 0.33);
- all 15 studies (including ten in which only thrombocytopenia was measured): OR = $0.47$ (95% CI = 0.22, 1.02).

The absolute risks were 0.2% with low-molecular-weight heparin and 2.6% with unfractionated heparin.

In a retrospective study of 389 consecutive patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage, 59 (15%) met the clinical diagnostic criteria for heparin-induced thrombocytopenia type II (72c). The average platelet count nadir was $69 \times 10^9/l$. Women and patients with Fisher Grade 3 were at higher risk. There were systemic thrombotic complications in 37% compared with 7% of those without thrombocytopenia. There were more new hypodensities on CT scan in those with thrombocytopenia (66 versus 40%) and more deaths (29 versus 12%).

**Case reports** Thrombocytopenia has been reported in a patient who received intraperitoneal heparin (73A).

- A 52-year-old man with end-stage renal disease and peritonitis associated with CAPD was given intraperitoneal heparin 1000 U/day for 7 days. His platelet count 13 days before this had been $260 \times 10^9/l$, but 14 days after the last dose of heparin he developed epistaxis and petechiae on his trunk and lower legs and the platelet count was $25 \times 10^9/l$. His platelet count spontaneously normalized over the next 7 days.
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia was confirmed by detection of antibodies against the heparin–PF4 complex using a serotonin release assay.

Thrombosis can occur when heparin causes a fall in the platelet count within the reference range if there are associated antibodies (74A).

- A 45-year-old man with pulmonary embolism was given heparin and developed massive thrombosis after insertion of a filter on day 3; the platelet count was \(221 \times 10^9/l\). Heparin was replaced by argatroban on day 13 and the platelet count rose to \(355 \times 10^9/l\) on day 15. There were antibodies against complexes of heparin and platelet factor 4.

Since 1992, miniaturized pulsatile air-driven ventricular assist devices, the so-called “Berlin Heart”, have been used in children at many institutions (36 cases in North America in 19 different institutions). Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia can cause thrombosis in such devices (75A).

- A 13-month-old girl, weight 8.1 kg, who required support with a left ventricular assist device for cardiogenic shock of unclear cause, developed a persistent low-grade fever, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia, and impaired renal function. On post-implant day 10, the pump required replacement because of concerns about an inlet valve thrombus; the explanted device contained a nearly occlusive clot.

Susceptibility factors

Children There is less published experience with low-molecular-weight heparins in children than in adults, but the low frequency of significant bleeding appears to be similar. A child who received therapeutic doses of a low-molecular-weight heparin for a deep vein thrombosis spontaneously developed an intramural hemorrhage in the small bowel, leading to infarction, which required partial bowel resection (76A).

Renal disease Unlike unfractionated heparin, dalteparin is mainly cleared through the kidney and can therefore accumulate if renal function is impaired, increasing the risk of hemorrhage.

- An 84-year-old woman with chronic renal insufficiency had angioplasty for a stenosis in a femorofibular bypass, developed a deep vein thrombosis, and was given dalteparin (77A). After 4 days she developed a pronounced hematoma on her flank and her hemoglobin fell to 5.5 g/dl.

Dalteparin was withdrawn and she was given protamine 2500 U and packed red blood cells. She had no further bleeding during treatment with unfractionated heparin and an oral anticoagulant.

Dalteparin should be avoided in patients with severe renal impairment or used only with close monitoring of antifactor Xa activity. As an alternative, unfractionated heparin can be used, since renal impairment does not affect its short half-life.

Two patients with chronic kidney disease had retroperitoneal hematomas requiring blood transfusion after the administration of enoxaparin (78A). Enoxaparin should be administered with great caution in patients with chronic kidney disease, especially if antiplatelet agents or other anticoagulants are administered concomitantly.

Complications Heparin-induced skin necrosis is an immune-complex phenomenon associated with heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT); it can rarely occur in the presence of HIT IgG alone (serological HIT). It is thought to be caused by an antibody-mediated local prothrombotic condition associated with platelet activation and increased thrombin production. If skin necrosis occurs, treatment with an alternative thromboprophylactic agent should be considered.

Skin necrosis has been reported in patients receiving tinzaparin (79A), enoxaparin (80A), and unfractionated heparin (81A).

- A 76-year-old man with polycythemia vera, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyperuricemia, atrial fibrillation, and chronic bronchitis, taking hydroxyurea, digoxin, allopurinol, and enalapril, was given prophylactic subcutaneous enoxaparin 60 mg bd (80A). After 5 days he developed two symmetrical erythematous patches, 5 cm in diameter, on the abdominal wall at injection sites. The lesions enlarged over 24 hours and formed purplish-blue necrotic plaques 15 cm × 5 cm. The hemoglobin was 7.4 g/dl, the white blood cell count, \(29 \times 10^9/l\), and the platelet count \(1025 \times 10^9/l\); there was no significant change in the platelet count throughout the admission. The prothrombin time ratio was 1.17 and the thromboplastin time ratio 1.36. Protein C was normal but protein S was reduced to 56% (reference range 71–142%), with a low free protein S concentration (63%; reference range 72–139%) and normal total protein S (protein S deficiency type III). There were no IgG antiphospholipid antibodies, but IgM was raised. Heparin–platelet factor 4 (PF4) antibodies were also demonstrated. A skin biopsy showed
multiple fibrin thrombi in the dermal microvasculature with ischemic necrosis of the overlying epidermis. Enoxaparin was withdrawn, the lesions were treated locally, and there was complete healing after about 1 month.

- A 69-year-old woman with severe bronchopneumonia was given subcutaneous prophylactic unfractionated sodium heparin (5000 IU bd) (81A). By day 7 she had developed blistering skin lesions with central necrosis and surrounding erythema at the heparin injection sites. The platelet count was stable at $275 \times 10^9/l$ (range 196–338). There was a circulating IgG antibody against heparin–platelet factor 4 and anticardiolipin IgG antibodies. A skin biopsy showed extensive focal epidermal necrosis with marked neutrophil infiltration and extensive fibrin deposition within the small vessels of the dermis. All the lesions resolved within 5 days of withdrawal of heparin.

The association of heparin-induced skin necrosis with antibodies directed against heparin–PF4 is well-established, but the participation of other procoagulant factors has received little attention. The observation of heparin-induced skin necrosis should motivate a systematic search for the presence of anti-PF4 antibodies, but also for additional genetic or acquired procoagulant factors. Heparin-induced skin necrosis may be a marker of an increased risk of systemic arterial or venous thromboembolism.

Catastrophic antiphospholipid syndrome is a medical emergency characterized by thrombosis of multiple small vessels of the internal organs and the brain (82A). In one case hepatic, renal, and splenic artery thromboses, as well as cerebral venous thrombosis, were complicated by severe thrombocytopenia and hemolytic anemia. However, there were no anti-platelet-factor-4 antibodies, making heparin-induced thrombocytopenia unlikely.

**Management** Lepirudin has been used in patients with heparin-induced thrombocytopenia in a prospective study in 205 patients with 120 historical controls (HAT-3) and in a combined analysis of all HAT study data (83CM). Patients with laboratory-confirmed thrombocytopenia were treated with lepirudin in three different aPTT-adjusted dose regimens and during cardiopulmonary bypass. Mean lepirudin maintenance doses were 0.07–0.11 mg/kg/hour. End points were new thromboembolic complications, limb amputations, and death and major bleeding. The combined end point occurred in 43 (21%) of those treated with lepirudin; 30 died, 10 underwent limb amputation, and 11 had new thromboembolic complications. There was major bleeding in 40 patients, seven during cardiopulmonary bypass. Combining all the prospective HAT trials ($n = 403$), after the start of lepirudin treatment, the combined end point occurred in 82 patients (20%), with 47 deaths, 22 limb amputations, 30 new thromboembolic complications, and 71 episodes of major bleeding. Compared with the historical controls, the combined end point after the start of treatment was significantly reduced (30 versus 52%), primarily because of a reduction in new episodes of thrombosis (12 versus 32%). Major bleeding was more frequent in the lepirudin-treated patients (29 versus 9.1%). Thus, the rate of new thromboembolic complications in patients with heparin-induced thrombocytopenia is low after lepirudin treatment. The rate of major bleeding of 18% might be reduced by reducing the starting dose to 0.1 mg/kg/hour.

Argatroban has been used in 13 patients who developed heparin-induced thrombocytopenia after exposure to heparin 10–13 000 U from an intravascular catheter or filter flush, with a mean exposure of 8 days (84c). They were compared with 10 historical controls who had received no direct thrombin inhibitors. The platelet count recovered to a mean of $207 \times 10^9/l$ ($n = 12$) after 5.5 days of argatroban therapy and to a mean of $127 \times 10^9/l$ ($n = 8$) 5 days after baseline in the control group. A composite end point of death, amputation, or new thrombosis within 37 days occurred in five argatroban-treated patients and four controls. Death was the most common untoward outcome (about 30% in each group). No argatroban-treated patient and two control patients had new episodes of thrombosis. Major bleeding was comparable.

**Skin** Skin necrosis is a rare complication of subcutaneous low-molecular-weight heparin in association with thrombocytopenia (see special review above).

**Fat necrosis** Subcutaneous fat necrosis has been attributed to heparin (85A).

- A 91-year-old woman with diabetes, hypertension, and unstable angina was given subcutaneous enoxaparin. After 5 days she developed extensive
induration of the skin and subcutaneous fat of the upper part of the left breast and bruising of the overlying skin. There were a few patches of ecchymosis were over other parts of her body, but none at injection sites on the abdomen. Coagulation screen and platelet count were normal. Mammography showed asymmetrical nodular densities over the upper inner quadrant of the left breast and ultrasound of the area was consistent with fat necrosis.

Subcutaneous calcinosis Accumulation of calcium in the skin is usually classified as a group of disorders referred to as calcinosis cutis. Calcinosis has been attributed to subcutaneous nadroparin (86A).

- A 92-year-old man developed multiple cutaneous plaques and nodules on the abdomen and right thigh after daily subcutaneous administration of nadroparin calcium for 5 months. The lesions were asymptomatic, firm, and roundish and measured up to 3 cm. Some were isolated and others were confluent, forming annular shapes. Most were ulcerated. Some developed an erythematous, yellow, annular border, with a darker ring inside. Histopathology showed marked hyperkeratosis, mild epidermal acanthosis, and central ulceration. Within the superficial and mid-dermis there were marked regressive-degenerative changes of the collagen fibers, leading to artefactual dermo-epidermal and intradermal clefts, marked fragmentation of the elastic fibers, focal liponecrosis, and deposition of calcium salts.

Calcifying panniculitis is a rare form of calcinosis cutis that belongs to the spectrum of calciphylaxis that has almost invariably been described in patients with severe renal impairment. It has been reported in a patient with hyperparathyroidism and normal renal function who received subcutaneous nadroparin calcium and resolved after withdrawal (87A). The authors suggested that low-molecular-weight calcium-containing heparins should probably be used with caution in patients with hyperparathyroidism.

Immunologic Eczematous lesions resulting from type IV hypersensitivity reactions are common cutaneous adverse effects of subcutaneous heparin. If anticoagulation is further required, intravenous heparin, heparinoids, or lepirudin can be used instead. However, these alternatives are not optimal in terms of practicability and safety profiles. As variation in the molecular weights of different heparin formulations has repeatedly been implicated in determining the frequency of sensitization, it has been suggested that the pentasaccharide fondaparinux may provide a practicable and safe alternative, because of its low molecular weight (88A). Patients with cutaneous reactions after subcutaneous anticoagulant treatment (n = 12) underwent a series of in vivo skin allergy and challenge tests with unfractionated heparin, low-molecular-weight heparins (certoparin, dalteparin, enoxaparin, nadroparin, and tinzaparin), danaparoid, and fondaparinux. There was a high degree of cross-reactivity among heparins and heparinoids. In contrast, there was rarely cross-sensitization with fondaparinux. Molecular weight was a key determinant of sensitization to heparins and other oligosaccharides.

Lepirudin can be used safely for prophylaxis of recurrent venous thromboembolism throughout pregnancy in patients with hypersensitivity reactions to heparins (89A).

- A 26-year-old woman with recurrent venous thromboembolism, lupus pernio with antiphospholipid antibodies, and local intolerance to heparin, low-molecular-weight heparin, and danaparoid, was given phenprocoumon during pregnancy and was later switched to subcutaneous lepirudin 25 mg bid/day and acetylsalicylic acid 100 mg/day. At week 16 she developed lupus pernio, with painful lesions on the toes and fingers and later also on the cheeks and nose. Aspirin was withdrawn and she was given cortisone and morphine. Fetal examination was normal. At week 29, she was given intravenous lepirudin. At week 30 a healthy child was delivered by cesarean section. After delivery the lupus pernio resolved within 2 weeks and subcutaneous lepirudin was restarted, followed by phenprocoumon.

Infection risk Following a cluster of cases of unexpected hospital-acquired bacteremia suspected to be related to intravenous heparin infusion, all cases of hospital-acquired primary bacteremia in low-risk patients were analysed over 4 years (90A). Of 1618 episodes of hospital-acquired bacteremia a peripheral intravenous line was the only risk factor in 96 (6%). These patients were divided into two groups: 60 patients with phlebitis and 36 without local signs of inflammation. The baseline features in the two groups were comparable, but there was a significant association between intravenous heparin use, the predominance of Gram-negative organisms (especially Klebsiella, Serratia, and Enterobacter species), and the absence of phlebitis. However, in spite of a clear statistical association, the mechanism...
whereby the heparin solution became contaminated with Gram-negative organisms was unknown. Following implementation of infection control methods in handling heparin, there were no more cases.

Pregnancy There has been a systematic review of studies on the use of low-molecular-weight heparins for thromboprophylaxis and treatment of venous thromboembolism in pregnancy (91M). Data on recurrence of venous thromboembolism and adverse effects were extracted and cumulative incidences calculated. Of 81 reports, 64 reporting 2777 pregnancies were included. In 15 studies (174 patients) the indication for low-molecular-weight heparin was treatment of acute venous thromboembolism, and in 61 studies (2603 pregnancies) it was thromboprophylaxis or an adverse pregnancy outcome. There were no maternal deaths. Venous thromboembolism and arterial thrombosis (associated with antiphospholipid syndrome) were reported in 0.86% of pregnancies (95% CI = 0.55, 1.28) and 0.50% of pregnancies (95% CI = 0.28, 0.84) respectively. There was significant bleeding, generally associated with primary obstetric causes, in 1.98% of pregnancies (95% CI = 1.50, 2.57), allergic skin reactions in 1.80% (95% CI = 1.34, 2.37), heparin-induced thrombocytopenia in 0%, thrombocytopenia (unrelated to heparin) in 0.11% (95% CI = 0.02, 0.32), and osteoporotic fractures in 0.04% (95% CI < 0.01, 0.20). Overall, live births were reported in 94.7% of pregnancies, including 85% in those who received low-molecular-weight heparin for recurrent pregnancy loss.

Hematologic In a multicenter, parallel-group, double-blind study, 1973 patients undergoing total hip or knee replacement were randomized to oral dabigatran etexilate for 6–10 days starting 1–4 hours after surgery or to subcutaneous enoxaparin starting 12 hours before surgery (92C). Major bleeding with dabigatran was dose-related; it was significantly lower with dabigatran 50 mg bd than with enoxaparin (0.3 versus 2.0%) but higher at higher doses, nearly reaching statistical significance at a dose of 300 mg/day (4.7%).

Lepirudin (SEDA-29, 362)

Lepirudin, a recombinant hirudin, is a direct thrombin inhibitor approved world wide for the treatment of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia.

Immunologic Lepirudin rarely causes allergic reactions after re-exposure (SEDA-29, 362). In a retrospective analysis of the medical records of 43 adults who had received at least two courses of lepirudin there were no cases of anaphylaxis or allergic reactions (93c). On the first day of lepirudin therapy 10 patients had lower systolic blood pressures (by at least 20 mmHg) and four had systolic blood pressures of less than 100 mmHg. However, isolated asymptomatic falls in blood pressure after re-exposure to lepirudin most probably do not reflect anaphylactic reactions. Isolated and uncommon cases of anaphylaxis temporally related to lepirudin exposure should not preclude its use in patients with heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and past lepirudin exposure.

In two patients with a history of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and anti-lepirudin antibodies who received argatroban and lepirudin intravenously, IgG reacting against lepirudin was not generated, in contrast to two patients on lepirudin, in whom anti-lepirudin antibodies developed (94c).

Drug dosage regimens Nine patients received lepirudin for thromboembolic disease according to the dosage recommendations approved by the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products (EMEA): a 0.4
mg/kg bolus followed by 0.15 mg/kg/hour by intravenous infusion, adjusted to the activated partial thromboplastin time, aPTT, in order to maintain a patient:mean normal aPTT ratio of 1.5–2.5 (95%). However, this dosage regimen turned out to be excessive. There were episodes of overdosage in eight cases, usually within the first 4 hours, after which the infusion was stopped for 2 hours and restarted at 50% of the previous dose. The dosage was then gradually reduced until equilibrium was achieved in the target range. The minimal maintenance infusion rate could be as low as 0.01 mg/kg/hour and the median rate was 0.04 mg/kg/hour. There were neither hemorrhagic nor thrombotic events. The authors suggested that a bolus dose of lepirudin should be omitted in patients who do not have massive, life-threatening thrombosis, especially in elderly patients, and that therapy should start with an initial infusion rate of 0.10 mg/kg/hour only.

**Monitoring therapy**  
The robustness and sensitivity of the different methods of monitoring therapy with direct thrombin inhibitors have been assessed in an international collaborative study using a panel of plasma samples spiked with lepirudin and argatroban (96E). Activated partial thromboplastin time and the TAS analyser with ecarin clotting time cards gave the most reproducible results.

The ecarin clotting time (ECT) specifically reflects inhibition of meizothrombin by direct thrombin inhibitors (97E) and is prolonged by vitamin K antagonists. Concomitant use of vitamin K antagonists with direct thrombin inhibitors may affect the two published ecarin clotting time methods differently. In 12 samples of normal plasma and 12 samples of plasma from patients taking stable warfarin, to which lepirudin (100–3000 ng/ml), argatroban (300–3000 ng/ml), and melagatran (30–1000 ng/ml) were added, two different assay methods produced different results. Use of the ecarin clotting time ratio improved but did not abolish the differences between the methods.

**Ximelagatran**  
*SEDA-29, 363*

**Product withdrawal**  
Treatment with ximelagatran has been associated with mainly asymptomatic rises in alanine transaminase activity during long-term use (>35 days), in a mean of 7.9% of patients in long-term clinical trials. Nearly all of the cases occurred within the first 6 months of therapy. Rare symptomatic cases have occurred. Owing to the unexplained relation between raised alanine transaminase, and in some cases a raised bilirubin, with a fatal outcome in three patients, as well as the occurrence of a cute coronary syndrome after termination of therapy, the US Food and Drug Administration did not license ximelagatran. Consequently, the manufacturers withdrew ximelagatran from the European market.

**Comparative studies**  
Ximelagatran 36 mg bd has been compared with standard enoxaparin + warfarin for prevention of recurrent venous thromboembolism in a 6-month, double-blind, randomized, non-inferiority study, the Thrombin Inhibitor in Venous Thromboembolism (THRIVE) Treatment Study in 2489 patients with acute deep vein thrombosis, of whom about one-third had a concomitant pulmonary embolism (98C). Major bleeding occurred in 1.3 and 2.2% of those who used ximelagatran and enoxaparin + warfarin respectively, and the deaths rates were 2.3 and 3.4%. Alanine transaminase activity rose to more than three times the upper limit of normal in 119 patients (9.6%) and 25 patients (2.0%) respectively. The increased enzyme activity was mainly asymptomatic. Retrospective analysis of locally reported adverse events showed a higher rate of serious coronary events with ximelagatran (10/1240 patients) compared with enoxaparin + warfarin (1/1249 patients).

**Hematologic**  
In a meta-analysis of 12 randomized controlled trials of ximelagatran there was an absolute risk of major venous thromboembolism of 4.04 and 1.69% and of major bleeding episodes of 1.68 and 1.03% in prophylaxis and treatment trials respectively (99M). In prophylaxis trials, there was significant excess mortality (OR = 2.5; 95% CI = 1.02, 6.13) and an excess of major bleeding episodes (OR = 1.41; 95% CI = 0.93, 2.14) in the whole ximelagatran group. There was an increase in the absolute risk of bleeding (from 1.04 to 3.03%) between postoperative
and preoperative administration of ximelagatran.

Hepatotoxicity of ximelagatran

DoTS classification:
Reaction: Liver damage due to ximelagatran
Dose-relation: Collateral
Time-course: Intermediate, with tolerance
Susceptibility factors: Other diseases (simultaneous acute illnesses)

In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, THRIVE III, patients with venous thromboembolism who had taken an anticoagulant for 6 months were randomized to extended secondary prevention with ximelagatran 24 mg bd or placebo for 18 months without monitoring (100C). Death from any cause occurred in six patients who took ximelagatran and seven who took placebo; bleeding occurred in 134 and 111 patients respectively (HR = 1.19; 95% CI = 0.93, 1.53). The cumulative risk of a transient rise in the alanine transaminase activity to more than three times the upper limit of the reference range was 6.4% with ximelagatran compared with 1.2% with placebo. The main reason for withdrawal from the study was a rise in serum alanine transaminase activity (101C).

In a double-blind, randomized study in 254 patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation, ximelagatran (n = 187) 20, 40, or 60 mg bd was compared with warfarin (n = 67) (102C). Alanine transaminase increased in eight patients taking ximelagatran and seven who took placebo; bleeding occurred in 134 and 111 patients respectively (HR = 1.19; 95% CI = 0.93, 1.53). The cumulative risk of a transient rise in the alanine transaminase activity to more than three times the upper limit of the reference range was 6.4% with ximelagatran compared with 1.2% with placebo. The main reason for withdrawal from the study was a rise in serum alanine transaminase activity (101C).

Adjusted-dose warfarin and fixed-dose oral ximelagatran 36 mg bd have been compared in a double-blind, randomized, multicenter study in 3922 patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation and additional risk factors for stroke (103C). There was no difference between the groups in the rates of major bleeding, but there was more total bleeding (major and minor) with warfarin (37 versus 47% per year; 95% CI for the difference = 6, 14). Serum alanine transaminase activities rose to greater than three times the upper limit of the reference range in 6% of the patients who took ximelagatran, usually within 6 months, and typically improved whether or not treatment continued; however, there was one clear case of fatal liver disease and one other suggestive case.

In a prospective analysis of 6948 patients randomized to ximelagatran and 6230 patients randomized to a comparator (warfarin, low-molecular-weight heparin followed by warfarin, or placebo), the alanine transaminase activity rose to more than three times the upper limit of the reference range in 7.9% of the patients who received ximelagatran and 1.2% in the comparator group (104C). The increase in alanine transaminase occurred at 1–6 months after the start of therapy, and there was recovery to less than twice the upper limit of the reference range in 96% of patients, whether they continued to take ximelagatran or not. A raised alanine transaminase activity was more common in those with simultaneous acute illnesses (acute myocardial infarction or venous thromboembolism). Combined rises in alanine transaminase activity (to three times the upper limit of normal) and total bilirubin concentration (to twice the upper limit of normal within 1 month of the rise in alanine transaminase), regardless of cause, were infrequent, occurring in 37 patients (0.5%) taking ximelagatran, of whom one had a severe hepatic illness that appeared to be resolving when the patient died from a gastrointestinal hemorrhage. No deaths were directly related to hepatic failure caused by ximelagatran.

DIRECT FACTOR Xa INHIBITORS

Rivaroxaban

Rivaroxaban, 5-chloro-N-((5S)-2-oxo-3-[4-(3-oxomorpholin-4-yl)phenyl]-1,3-oxazolidin-5-yl)methyl thiophene-2-carboxamide, an oral direct inhibitor of factor Xa, has been investigated in a single-center, placebo-controlled, single-blind, parallel-group, multiple-dose escalation study in healthy men aged 20–45 years, body mass index 19–31 kg/m², who took rivaroxaban (n = 8 per dosage regimen) or placebo (n = 4 per dosage regimen) on days 0 and 3–7 (105C). Dosage regimens were 5 mg once, twice, or three times a day, and 10, 20,
or 30 mg twice a day. There were no clinically relevant changes in bleeding time or other safety variables across all doses and regimens. There was no dose-related increase in the frequency or severity of adverse events. Maximum inhibition of factor Xa activity occurred after about 3 hours and inhibition was maintained for at least 12 hours at all doses. Prothrombin time, activated partial thromboplastin time, and HepTest were prolonged to a similar extent to inhibition of factor Xa activity. The half-life of rivaroxaban was 5.7–9.2 hours at steady state.

**Hematologic**  In a multicenter, parallel-group, double-blind, double-dummy study, 621 patients undergoing elective total knee replacement were randomly assigned to oral rivaroxaban (2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 30 mg bd), starting 6–8 hours after surgery, or subcutaneous enoxaparin (30 mg bd, starting 12–24 hours after surgery) (106C). Treatment was continued for 5–9 days. The frequency of major postoperative bleeding increased with increasing doses of rivaroxaban. Bleeding end points were lower for the 2.5–10 mg bd dosages compared with higher dosages.

**Otamixaban**

**Placebo-controlled studies** The effects of otamixaban have been studied in 10 consecutive parallel groups of healthy men, of whom eight received escalating intravenous doses of otamixaban as 6-hour infusions (1.7–183 micrograms/kg/hour) and two received a bolus dose (30 or 120 micrograms/kg) with a 6-hour infusion (60 or 140 micrograms/kg/hour) (107C). Otamixaban was said to be “well tolerated”. Plasma concentrations increased with increasing dose, were maximal at the end-of-infusion, and fell rapidly as the infusion was stopped. Anti-factor Xa activity coincided with otamixaban plasma concentrations and clotting time measurements followed the same pattern.

**INDIRECT FACTOR Xa INHIBITORS** (SEDA-27, 359; SEDA-28, 392; SEDA-29, 362)

**Fondaparinux** (SED-15, 1437; SEDA-29, 362)

Fondaparinux is a synthetic analogue of the unique pentasaccharide sequence that mediates the interaction of unfractionated heparin and low-molecular-weight heparin with antithrombin. Once the pentasaccharide–antithrombin complex binds factor Xa, the pentasaccharide dissociates from the antithrombin and can be reused. Thus, the indirect inhibitors are catalytic and result in antithrombin-mediated irreversible inhibition of free factor Xa. Fondaparinux binds antithrombin with high affinity, has nearly 100% availability after subcutaneous injection, and has a half-life of 17 hours, permitting once-daily administration. It is excreted unchanged in the urine, and dosages should be adjusted in patients with severe renal insufficiency.

**Immunologic** In patients with delayed-type hypersensitivity to heparin, cross-reactions often occur. Ultra-low-molecular-weight heparins may be a therapeutic alternative in some cases, but not in all patients with delayed-type hypersensitivity skin reactions at subcutaneous heparin injection sites (108A).

- A 59-year-old woman developed localized pruritic skin lesions after receiving nadroparin for 3 days. Patch tests and prick and intracutaneous tests with heparin, low molecular weight heparins, fondaparinux, heparinoid, and xylanolpolyhydrogensulfates were positive to all except pentosanpolysulfate, a recombinant form of desirudin. Fondaparinux produced a progressive itchy erythematous infiltrated patch at the injection site. Hirudin was well tolerated.

**THROMBOLYTIC AGENTS** (SED-15, 3402; SEDA-28, 392; SEDA-29, 361)

**Streptokinase**

**Cardiovascular** The prognostic value of ventricular late potentials and the character of
rhythm disturbances have been studied in 64 patients with acute coronary syndrome (109c). The overall rate of ventricular late potentials increased 8 hours after admission from 69 to 86%. In all cases of reperfusion dysrhythmias there was deterioration of signal-averaged electrocardiographic parameters and ventricular late potentials. However, in those who received thrombolysis the rate of ventricular late potentials was lower than in those who did not: 31 versus 48% on day 10 and in 11 versus 41% by the end of hospital treatment. Beta-blockers improved signal-averaged electrocardiography and cardiac rhythm variability in both groups.

Hemorrhage Various bleeding complications have been reported after thrombolysis, including atraumatic compartment syndrome in the thigh (110A), bleeding into the neck (111A), and a duodenal hematoma (112A). Hemorrhagic stroke due to streptokinase is not uncommon and has again been reported (113A).

Immunologic Antistreptokinase antibody titers have been determined in 47 consecutive streptokinase-naive patients with the acute coronary syndrome from Australian communities with endemic group A streptococcal infection, because of the implications for streptokinase thrombolysis (114A). Antistreptolysin O and anti-DNAse B titers were also determined. Indigenous patients were significantly more likely to have anti-streptokinase antibodies than the non-indigenous patients. Anti-streptokinase antibody titers also correlated well with antistreptolysin O and anti-DNAse B titers. The authors concluded that streptokinase should not be used for thrombolysis in populations with endemic group A streptococcal infection.

In a double-blind, randomized study in 50 consecutive patients with acute myocardial infarction who were given streptokinase 1.5 or 2.5 million units and underwent angiography within 24 hours, the presence of antistreptokinase antibodies or the administration of an increased dose of streptokinase had no effect on improving the patency rate of the infarct-related artery (115C). A larger study is needed to confirm these observations.

The use of streptokinase as a preflush in non-heart-beating kidney donors did not cause the production of anti-streptokinase antibodies in 18 recipients of renal transplants (116A). Angioedema is a rare acute and potentially fatal reaction to streptokinase, which should be diagnosed and treated quickly to guarantee the best prognosis (117A).

- A 65-year-old white man with a myocardial infarction was given streptokinase 1 500 000 U intravenously. After infusion of 1/6th of the dose, he developed progressive hoarseness and nasal obstruction, secondary to angioedema. The infusion was stopped immediately and he was given adrenaline and hydrocortisone. He rapidly developed respiratory difficulty and wheezing, requiring intubation. He also had edema of the eyebrows, lips, and tongue and later developed hemolytic anemia, which was attributed to activation of complement as part of the anaphylactic reaction.

DRUGS THAT ALTER PLATELET FUNCTION (SEDA-25, 412; SEDA-27, 360; SEDA-28, 396; SEDA-29, 363)

Anagrelide (SEDA-29, 364)

Cardiovascular High-output heart failure has been attributed to anagrelide in a patient with essential thrombocytosis; there was dramatic improvement after withdrawal of anagrelide (118A). Of 577 patients taking anagrelide, 14 developed CHF; 2 died suddenly (119C). In another study of 942 patients taking anagrelide for thrombocytosis, 15 died of cardiac causes (120C). The authors suggested that increased cardiac output was due to the positive inotropic activity through phosphodiesterase inhibition.

Urinary tract Renal tubular damage has been attributed to anagrelide in a 60-year-old man with Crohn’s disease and essential thrombocytosis (121A).

Dipyridamole (SED-15, 1140; SEDA-28, 397; SEDA-29, 365)

Respiratory A 69-year-old non-smoking woman with stable asthma developed sudden bronchospasm within minutes of receiving intravenous dipyridamole during a thallium stress test; it responded to intravenous aminophylline 150 mg (122A). The authors proposed that dipyridamole had increased circulating concentrations of adenosine, a bronchoconstrictor.
### Glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors
(SED-15, 4; SEDA-27, 360; SEDA-28, 396; SEDA-29, 363)

**Nervous system**  The safety of abciximab in patients with prior stroke undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention has not previously been adequately studied. In a database review of 7244 consecutive interventions, 6190 had been performed with abciximab, including 515 in patients with a history of stroke, either recent (n = 101) or remote (>2 years; n = 414) (123c). The rate of stroke after intervention was significantly higher in those with a prior stroke (2.06 versus 0.35% for all stroke; 0.38 versus 0.03% for intracerebral hemorrhage). However, the incidence of intracerebral hemorrhage among the abciximab-treated patients was 0.065%, and a history of prior stroke did not increase the incidence.

Distal embolization is the main potential risk of carotid stenting, and techniques to minimize the risk are evolving. Between July 1998 and March 2002, 305 consecutive patients who underwent elective or urgent percutaneous carotid intervention at The Cleveland Clinic were followed. During this period, the practice of carotid stenting evolved from the routine use of glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors to the routine of an emboli-prevention device (124c). In all, 199 patients received adjunctive glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors (91% abciximab), and 106 patients had an emboli-prevention device inserted (85% filter design, 15% occlusive balloon). At 30 days, the composite end point of neurological death, non-fatal stroke, and major bleeding, including intracranial hemorrhage, was significantly less among patients treated with emboli-prevention device than in those treated with glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors (0 versus 5.1%).

**Hematologic**  Splenic rupture with massive intra-abdominal hemorrhage, as a consequence of secondary bleeding into multiple pre-existing splenic infarctions, has been reported in a patient taking a glycoprotein IIb-IIIa antagonist (125a).

Acute thrombocytopenia, which is sometimes severe and life-threatening, is a recognized adverse effect of the glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DoTS classification:</th>
<th>Reaction: Abciximab and thrombocytopenia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dose-relation:</td>
<td>Hypersusceptibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-course:</td>
<td>First dose or early persistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptibility factors:</td>
<td>Female sex; drug–drug interactions (heparin, acetylsalicylic acid, ticlopidine); renal disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to other types of drug-induced thrombocytopenia, this complication can occur within a few hours of first exposure. Accumulating evidence has suggested that drug-dependent antibodies, which can be naturally occurring, are the cause of platelet destruction in such cases. The clinical aspects of thrombocytopenia that results from sensitivity to glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors and the evidence that the platelet destruction is antibody-mediated have been reviewed (126R).

There have been 2780 international reports of adverse events in patients taking abciximab, including 1046 cases of thrombocytopenia (38%). Of 250 adverse events reports of patients treated with abciximab in Germany, there were 76 (30.4%) cases of thrombocytopenia and 93 (37%) of hemorrhage; 44 patients (18%) had both thrombocytopenia and hemorrhage (6s). Abciximab is often used in combination with heparin, acetylsalicylic acid, or ticlopidine, and combination therapy leads to a greater risk of severe and lethal bleeding.

Thrombocytopenia that develops after percutaneous coronary intervention can cause hemorrhagic complications, requirement for blood product transfusions, and potentially thrombotic or ischemic complications. Thrombocytopenia in patients with acute myocardial infarction who undergo primary percutaneous coronary intervention has not previously been evaluated. In the CADILLAC study, 2082 patients who had an acute myocardial infarction within 12 hours without shock were prospectively randomized to receive balloon angioplasty with or without abciximab versus stenting with or without abciximab (127c). Acquired thrombocytopenia, defined as a nadir platelet count below 100 × 10⁹/l in patients who did not have baseline thrombocytopenia, developed in 50 of 1975 patients (2.5%). The independent predictors of acquired thrombocytopenia were a platelet count below 200 × 10⁹/l on admission.
(OR = 5.35; 95% CI = 2.91, 9.81), non-insulin-requiring diabetes mellitus (4.42; 2.19, 8.91), previous statin administration (OR = 3.19; 1.55, 6.57), and use of abciximab (2.06; 1.11, 3.83). Thrombocytopenia was less likely in those with a greater body mass index (0.90; 0.84, 0.97) and previous aspirin use (0.27; 0.11, 0.63). Patients who developed thrombocytopenia had significantly higher rates of major hemorrhagic complications than those who did not (10 versus 2.7%), greater requirements for blood transfusions (10 versus 3.9%), and longer hospital stays (median 4.8 versus 3.6 days), and they incurred higher costs (median $14,466 versus $11,629). Thrombocytopenia was less likely in those with a greater body mass index (0.90; 0.84, 0.97) and previous aspirin use (0.27; 0.11, 0.63). Patients who developed thrombocytopenia had significantly higher rates of major hemorrhagic complications than those who did not (10 versus 2.7%), greater requirements for blood transfusions (10 versus 3.9%), and longer hospital stays (median 4.8 versus 3.6 days), and they incurred higher costs (median $14,466 versus $11,629). All-cause mortality was markedly increased at 30 days in patients who developed thrombocytopenia (8.0 versus 1.6%) and at 1 year (10 versus 3.9%).

Bleeding complications were prospectively recorded in 344 consecutive patients who underwent percutaneous coronary intervention with adjunctive use of abciximab (1285). There was major bleeding in six patients (1.7%) one of whom had pulmonary hemorrhage and one intracranial hemorrhage. There was minor bleeding in 20 (5.8%). There was thrombocytopenia in 13 (3.9%), mild in four cases, severe in four, and profound in five. Female sex and the “bail-out” use of abciximab were susceptibility factors for bleeding complications.

Profound thrombocytopenia occurring 1 week after administration of abciximab is uncommon, self-limiting, and mostly uneventful (129Ar). However, a quick diagnosis is essential, since other forms of thrombocytopenia associated with concomitant antithrombotic therapies may be much more severe and require prompt treatment. Awareness of this reaction may avoid unnecessary and risky withdrawal of other antiplatelet drugs in the critical phase after coronary stenting.

Drug–drug interactions In 30 patients with acute myocardial infarction undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention, abciximab significantly increased the concentration of the platelet activation marker P selectin, and reduced the dosage of unfractionated heparin that was required to prolong the aPTT by over 60 seconds (130C). When abciximab was withdrawn the heparin dosage requirement increased to a greater extent and reached the level found in the untreated patients, even when platelet aggregation was still inhibited. The authors concluded that the increased platelet activation found at the end of abciximab treatment points to a procoagulant condition that should be carefully monitored and treated by altering the doses of anticoagulants and antiplatelet drugs.

THIENOPYRIDINES (SED-15, 821; SEDA-28, 397; SEDA-29, 365)

From 1990 to 2002, 475 reports of adverse reactions due to clopidogrel and 691 due to ticlopidine were registered in the database of the German spontaneous reporting system (6S). The breakdowns are reported under separate headings below.

Clopidogrel

Hematologic

Bone marrow Clopidogrel, an analogue of ticlopidine, was developed because it seemed to have fewer bone marrow adverse effects. In the German pharmacovigilance database thrombocytopenia was the most frequent adverse event attributed to clopidogrel (60 cases; 13%), followed by gastrointestinal hemorrhage (56 cases; 12%), anemia (38 cases; 8.0%), hematoma (29 cases; 6.1%), and melena (27 cases; 5.7%) (6S). White cell disorders were reported in only 8.9% of cases compared with 42% with ticlopidine: There were three reports of clopidogrel-associated thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (0.6%).

Hemorrhage The use of antiplatelet agents in elderly patients with trauma significantly increases the risk of death when head injury involves intracranial hemorrhage. In a retrospective analysis, patients older than 50 years who had had a traumatic intracranial hemorrhage over the previous 4 years associated with the use of aspirin, clopidogrel, or a combination of the two were compared with a control group of patients who had had a hemorrhage but were not taking antiplatelet drugs (131C). There were no significant differences between the 90 patients...
and the 89 controls in terms of demographics, mechanism of injury, Injury Severity Score, Glasgow Coma Score, or hospital length of stay. The patients who were taking antiplatelet drugs had significantly more co-morbid conditions (71 versus 35%); 21 patients and eight controls died (23 versus 8.9%) and age over 76 years and a Glasgow Coma Score lower than 12 correlated significantly with increased mortality.

An epidural hematoma occurred after combined spinal–epidural anesthesia in an 80-year-old woman who was given clopidogrel and dalteparin (66A).

Liver Hepatotoxicity has been attributed to clopidogrel (132A).

- A 74-year-old man with acute coronary syndrome was given clopidogrel 75 mg/day and pantoprazole 40 mg/day and 4 weeks later developed tea-coloured urine and jaundice. The serum bilirubin concentration was 91 µmol/l, alkaline phosphatase 172 IU/l, and alanine transaminase 212 IU/l; serum albumin concentration and coagulation tests were normal, but there was mild thrombocytopenia (135 × 10⁹/l) and a low white cell count (3.8 × 10⁹/l). Serological tests for acute viral causes of hepatitis were negative, as were autoantibody tests. Clopidogrel was withdrawn. After 5 days the liver biochemistry started to improve gradually and became normal after 4 weeks.

Immunologic Allergic rashes are common in patients taking clopidogrel and can require withdrawal.

A severe hypersensitivity syndrome in a patient taking clopidogrel resolved on dechallenge and recurred on rechallenge (133A). The reaction included neutropenia, rash, fever, tachycardia, nausea, and vomiting. This presentation is very similar to the frequently reported hypersensitivity reactions to ticlopidine and very similar to a case involving clopidogrel reported previously.

In another case hypersensitivity to clopidogrel in a 62-year-old man was associated with fever, severe pruritus, raised liver enzymes, pancreatitis, and a rash, with erythematous macules and papules symmetrically distributed on the face, trunk, and limbs, but without mucosal lesions (134A).

Drug resistance Resistance to aspirin and clopidogrel, which can have serious consequences, such as recurrent myocardial infarction, stroke, or death, has been reviewed (135B).

In its broadest sense, resistance refers to the continued occurrence of ischemic events despite adequate antiplatelet therapy and adherence to therapy. However, the lack of a standard definition of resistance and the lack of standard diagnostic methods has hampered identification and treatment. Attempts have been made to develop a more useful definition, with the goal of correlating laboratory tests with clinical outcomes, but there is no current definition that unites biochemical and clinical expressions of failed treatment. Rates of aspirin resistance are reported at 5–45%, depending on the study and the method of determining therapeutic failure. However, rather than characterizing patients as resistant or sensitive to a medication, resistance is probably better regarded as a continuous variable, similar to blood pressure. The mechanisms of resistance to antiplatelet drugs are incompletely defined, but there are specific clinical, cellular, and genetic factors that affect therapeutic failure, including failure to prescribe these medications despite appropriate indications and polymorphisms of platelet membrane glycoproteins. As new bedside tests are developed for the rapid and accurate measurement of the response to antiplatelet drugs, it may become easier to individualize antiplatelet drug therapy.

Management of adverse reactions Type I allergic reactions to drugs may be amenable to desensitization. A protocol for clopidogrel desensitization over 8 hours has been described, using 15 doubling doses of oral clopidogrel to achieve a maintenance dose of 75 mg/day (Table 1) (136A).

- A 71-year-old man with a history of allergy to penicillin was given clopidogrel after intracoronary stenting. After 7 days he developed generalized pruritic erythematous macules, without dyspnea, hypotension, or mucosal or vesiculobullous lesions. Clopidogrel was withdrawn and he was given ticlopidine instead. However, 2 weeks later he developed severe neutropenia, fever, and sinusitis, and ticlopidine was withdrawn. IgE-mediated drug allergy to clopidogrel was diagnosed and he was deemed suitable for desensitization, which was successfully completed without adverse effects. He continued to take clopidogrel and had no recurrence.

- A 68-year-old woman with a history of allergy to penicillin was given clopidogrel after intracoronary stenting and after 3 days developed a pruritic maculopapular rash on her lower abdomen. Clopidogrel was withdrawn and the rash resolved with
Table 1. Clopidogrel desensitization protocol (136A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desensitizing dose (mg)</th>
<th>Concentration (mg/ml)</th>
<th>Volume (ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>75 mg tablet</td>
<td>1 tablet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Doses are given orally every 30 minutes if no adverse reaction occurs. The patient is monitored closely during the procedure, with equipment available to treat anaphylaxis. If any adverse reactions occur the protocol is adjusted. The patient is kept under observation for at least 1 hour after the last dose.

This case series suggests that patients who have had a type I allergic reaction to clopidogrel can be rapidly desensitized. Further studies in a larger number of patients are needed to confirm the safety and efficacy of this regimen.

**Ticlopidine**

Hematologic In the German spontaneous reporting system there were 107 cases (16%) of agranulocytosis, 79 of leukopenia (111%) and 48 of thrombocytopenia (6.9%) (6). Other important hematological adverse effects were granulocytopenia (43 cases; 6.2%), anemia (29 cases; 4.2%), pancytopenia (18 cases; 2.6%), thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (14 cases; 2.0%), and bone marrow depression (14 cases; 2.0%).

Liver In the German spontaneous reporting system there were 283 cases (41%) of liver and biliary system disorders (6). These included increases in hepatic enzymes (123 cases; 18%), hepatitis and cholestatic hepatitis (65 cases; 9.4%), and jaundice (23 cases; 3.3%).

**Protamine (SED-15, 2964)**

Cardiovascular Coronary artery spasm has been attributed to protamine (137A).

- A 65-year-old man suddenly developed severe systemic hypotension, with electrocardiographic ST segment elevation and widening of the QRS interval after receiving protamine to reverse heparin anticoagulation following cardiopulmonary bypass. He had a similar reaction after another small dose of protamine.

The authors suggested that this event was due to coronary artery spasm associated with an anaphylactic reaction induced by protamine, despite the absence of other evidence of anaphylaxis, such as cutaneous manifestations and bronchospasm.
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Fetotoxicity  Gastroesophageal reflux disease is a common problem in pregnancy. In an open multicenter study of a low-sodium formulation of Gaviscon (alginate acid, aluminium hydroxide, magnesium trisilicate, sodium bicarbonate) there were 10 adverse events out of 150 pregnancies, including three episodes of fetal distress (1c). Other studies of formulations that contain magnesium trisilicate have reported fetal nephrolithiasis, hypotonia, respiratory distress, and cardiovascular impairment if used in high doses and long term.

Domperidone  (SED-15, 1178)

Nervous system  Central adverse effects of domperidone, such as oculogyric crisis, are thought to be more common in infants because of the immature blood–brain barrier. However, in a systematic review of four trials of the use of domperidone in children with gastroesophageal reflux disease no adverse events were reported, implying that the risk is relatively low (2M).

Metoclopramide  (SED-15, 2317; SEDA-27, 362; SEDA-28, 401; SEDA-29, 371)

Nervous system  Tardive dyskinesia in an infant has been described for the first time after a 17-day course of metoclopramide for gastroesophageal reflux disease (3A). The dyskinesia lasted for 9 months after drug withdrawal.

Alosetron  (SED-29, 372)

Gastrointestinal  In 662 men with diarrhea-predominant irritable bowel syndrome treated with alosetron, constipation was the most frequent adverse event and it occurred most often at higher doses (4c). Constipation was mild to moderate in most cases and there were no reported complications; however, 4% withdrew from the study because of constipation. There were no cases of ischemic colitis.

Liver  Symptomatic liver damage has been reported in a patient taking alosetron (5A).

• A 39-year-old white woman developed right upper quadrant pain, nausea, and malaise. Blood tests showed raised transaminases with a normal bilirubin. After withdrawal of therapy the enzymes returned to normal and there were no long-term complications.
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ANTACIDS  (SED-15, 243; SEDA-28, 401)

Metoclopramide  (SED-15, 2317; SEDA-27, 362; SEDA-28, 401; SEDA-29, 371)

Nervous system  Tardive dyskinesia in an infant has been described for the first time after a 17-day course of metoclopramide for gastroesophageal reflux disease (3A). The dyskinesia lasted for 9 months after drug withdrawal.

5-HT3 RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS  (SED-15, 1365; SEDA-27, 363; SEDA-28, 402; SEDA-29, 372)

Alosetron  (SED-29, 372)

Gastrointestinal  In 662 men with diarrhea-predominant irritable bowel syndrome treated with alosetron, constipation was the most frequent adverse event and it occurred most often at higher doses (4c). Constipation was mild to moderate in most cases and there were no reported complications; however, 4% withdrew from the study because of constipation. There were no cases of ischemic colitis.

Liver  Symptomatic liver damage has been reported in a patient taking alosetron (5A).

• A 39-year-old white woman developed right upper quadrant pain, nausea, and malaise. Blood tests showed raised transaminases with a normal bilirubin. After withdrawal of therapy the enzymes returned to normal and there were no long-term complications.

HISTAMINE H2 RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS  (SED-15, 1629; SEDA-27, 363; SEDA-28, 403; SEDA-29, 373)

Drug tolerance  Tachyphylaxis occurs during prolonged intravenous use of histamine H2 re-
PROTON PUMP INHIBITORS
(SED-15, 2973; SEDA-27, 364; SEDA-28, 403; SEDA-29, 373)

Comparative studies In a comparison of omeprazole and ranitidine in 390 patients with symptoms of heartburn, there were no serious adverse events thought to be related to either treatment (7C). The most common adverse events were *headache* (7.5%), *respiratory infections* (8.2%), *diarrhea* (7.0%), and *abdominal pain* (6.6%), with similar frequencies in the two groups.

In a comparison of omeprazole and rabeprazole in 80 patients with gastric ulcers, adverse effects were similar in the two groups (5%) and included *abdominal pain*, *nausea*, *headache*, and, with omeprazole, *diarrhea* (8%).

Lymphatic tissues Adenomatoid hyperplasia occurred in two patients treated with proton pump inhibitors for 5 years (9A). In both cases the hyperplasia was transient and did not recur despite continuation of PPI therapy.

Immunologic In reports of *allergy* to proton pump inhibitors there seems to be some degree of cross-reactivity. Anaphylaxis in a patient taking lansoprazole was confirmed by skin prick testing; the patient cross-reacted to rabeprazole but no other PPIs (10A). Only two other cases of allergy to lansoprazole have been reported, one with cross-reactivity to omeprazole. This is also the first report of sensitization to rabeprazole.

Susceptibility factors

Genetic Proton pump inhibitors are metabolized in the liver by CYP2C19 and there are rapid, intermediate, and slow metabolizers. When omeprazole was used to treat recurrent reflux esophagitis in 119 patients in whom CYP2C19 status had been identified there was no significant difference in serious adverse events across the different groups (11C). Adverse events that required withdrawal were aggravation of allergic granulomatous angiitis, an acute cardiac disorder, colorectal cancer, neurosensory deafness, pruritus, and rash. The last three resolved on withdrawal. Adverse events were reported in 70% of patients and included nasopharyngitis (14%), upper respiratory tract inflammation (9%), diarrhea (8%), headache (5%), arthralgia (4%), back pain (3%), insomnia (3%), and cystitis (3%).

Teratogenicity In a study of the effects of omeprazole, lansoprazole, and pantoprazole in 53 pregnant women there was no increased risk of congenital malformations (12C). However, the rate of elective termination of pregnancy was significantly higher in those who had taken omeprazole and lansoprazole. The reason for this is unknown.

Management of adverse drug reactions Omeprazole delays gastric emptying by up to 40%, potentially causing a worsening of dyspeptic symptoms and increasing proximal gastrointestinal bacterial overgrowth. In a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of the effect of co-administration of tegaserod, a 5-HT4 receptor agonist, to aid gastric emptying in 40 patients, there were only a few minor adverse effects (diarrhea, anorexia, abdominal bloating, flu-like symptoms, joint pains, and vomiting) (13C).

Esomeprazole (SED-15, 1252; SEDA-28, 403; SEDA-29, 373)

Comparative studies Cysteamine is used to treat cystinosis, an autosomal dominant condition that causes renal insufficiency before the age of 10 if left untreated. However, it is ulcerogenic (and is used to stimulate duodenal ulcers in laboratory animals by causing hypergastrinemia). Symptoms are normally controlled with omeprazole. In 12 children esomeprazole was as effective as omeprazole in symptom control; the only adverse effects were *headache* and *oral sores* in one patient, not requiring withdrawal (14C).
**Omeprazole** (SED-15, 2615; SEDA-28, 403)

In eradication of *Helicobacter pylori* in 23 patients, omeprazole 40 and 80 mg had a similar incidence of adverse effects (20%), including diarrhea, taste disturbances, and dyspepsia (15c).

**Nutrition** *H. pylori* positive patients have significantly reduced daily vitamin C intake and significantly low vitamin C plasma concentrations. Treatment for 1 month with omeprazole 40 mg/day reduced the mean plasma vitamin C concentration by 12% in 29 patients, irrespective of whether they were *H. pylori* positive or negative (16c). The reason for this is not known.

**Teratogenicity** Omeprazole is a class C drug according to the FDA classification of teratogenicity (animal studies show a risk but human studies are inadequate). The other PPIs are classified by the FDA as class B (animal studies show no risk and human studies are inadequate). There have been 12 reports to the FDA of birth defects after the mothers took omeprazole during pregnancy. These included anencephaly and hydrocephaly. However, a meta-analysis of omeprazole exposure during pregnancy showed no significant difference in the incidence of major malformations compared with the general population (13m).

**Rabeprazole** (SED-15, 3011; SEDA-28, 404; SEDA-29, 374)

In a randomized open study in 176 patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease taking rabeprazole as required, adverse events were reported as diarrhea (6%), bronchietasis (5%), gastroenteritis (5%), cystitis (4%), abdominal pain (3%), nausea (2%), headaches (2%), vertigo (2%), and lower back pain (2%) (17c).

**Sucralfate** (SED-15, 3209)

Gastrointestinal The only adverse effect of sucralfate when used to treat radiation proctitis in 51 patients was diarrhea, but the incidence was not reported (18c).

**HELICOBACTER PYLORI ERADICATION REGIMENS** (SED-15, 1586; SEDA-27, 366; SEDA-28, 405)

**Observational studies** Adverse effects of triple therapy (clarithromycin 500 mg bd + amoxicillin 1 g bd + omeprazole 20 mg/day or esomeprazole 40 mg/day) for *Helicobacter pylori* eradication occurred in about 30% of 200 patients. Common adverse effects included nausea and vomiting, constipation and diarrhea, metallic and bitter taste sensations, headache, and mild abdominal pain (19c).

In 582 patients the most common adverse effects of the most popular eradication regimen (omeprazole + amoxicillin + clarithromycin) were mild only; they included bitter taste, diarrhea, dizziness, and malaise (20c).

Eradication therapy with rabeprazole + clarithromycin + metronidazole was well tolerated; only two of 10 patients in an observational study reported a metallic taste alone (21c).

Rabeprazole + amoxicillin + metronidazole was well tolerated when used for *H. pylori* eradication in 120 patients in a randomized controlled study (22c). Adverse effects occurred equally in those given rabeprazole 10 or 20 mg (30%). Common adverse effects included diarrhea (17%), dizziness (10%), and nausea (3%).

When a low-dose eradication regimen of omeprazole + amoxicillin (1.5 g/day) + clarithromycin (800 mg/day) was compared with a high-dose regimen of omeprazole + amoxicillin (2 g/day) + clarithromycin (1 g/day) in 225 patients, 1.8% of patients in the low-dose group withdrew because of adverse effects (sleep disorder and vertigo) and 0.9% of patients in the high-dose group withdrew because of diarrhea (23c). There were adverse events in 66% of the low-dose group and 61% of the high-dose group. These comprised diarrhea, bitter taste, and reflux symptoms. There were four severe adverse events, all in the low-dose group; these were esophageal cancer, pyelonephritis, myelopathy, and erythrocytosis and bronchitis, which were not thought to be due to the trial drugs.

*Helicobacter pylori* eradication therapy was evaluated in 458 patients using rabeprazole 20 mg/day + clarithromycin + amoxicillin for either 7 or 10 days (24c). There was no signif-
icant difference in adverse effects between the two groups. The most common adverse effects were a metallic taste sensation (19%), oral mucositis (19%), and diarrhea (7%). Symptoms were limited to the duration of treatment.

In 55 patients Helicobacter pylori eradication with lansoprazole + amoxicillin + clarithromycin (LAC) was compared with LAC and subsequently lying in the left lateral position and LAC plus cetraxate (25c). Adverse events were more common in the group treated with LAC alone (70%). There were two serious adverse events, one case of diarrhea in the LAC plus cetraxate group and one case of abdominal pain in the LAC group. Common adverse events were diarrhea, taste disturbances, nausea, constipation, eczema, headache, abdominal pain, and indigestion.

In a randomized study of the treatment options for patients allergic to penicillin the regimens studied were: omeprazole + clarithromycin + metronidazole for 7 days (group 1, n = 12); ranitidine + bismuth + tetracycline + metronidazole for 7 days (group 2, n = 17); omeprazole + rifabutin + clarithromycin for 10 days (group 3, n = 9); and levofloxacin + clarithromycin + omeprazole for 10 days (group 4, n = 2) (26c). Group 1 tolerated the treatment best—only 17% of patients had adverse events, these being nausea and diarrhea. In group 2 adverse events occurred in 53%, including nausea, heartburn, diarrhea, and abdominal pain. In group 3 there was a drop-out rate of 33%, primarily because of the adverse events experienced by 89%, including arthralgia (55%) and myelosuppression (44%). Group 4 had an adverse event rate of 50%, including anorexia and arthralgia.

Rescue therapy for 12 patients who had two previous failed courses of H. pylori eradication therapy was studied using rabeprazole + levofloxacin + furazolidone; 17% of patients stopped taking the medication because of nausea and vomiting; 33% had nausea and dizziness but did not need to stop taking therapy (27c).

Other combinations have been used, such as rifabutin + amoxicillin + omeprazole, but this regimen has significant adverse effects, including leukopenia and thrombocytopenia (27c).

ANTIDIARRHEAL AGENTS
(SEDA-27, 367; SEDA-28, 406; SEDA-29, 374)

Placebo-controlled studies L-histidine, an essential amino acid with antisecretory properties, has been evaluated in combination with a rice-based oral rehydration solution in a placebo-controlled study in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 126 men with cholera (28c). Transaminase activities rose significantly in both groups and there was no significant difference between the two groups.

LAXATIVES AND ORAL BOWEL PREPARATIONS
(SEDA-15, 2008; SEDA-27, 367; SEDA-28, 406; SEDA-29, 374)

A carbon dioxide-releasing suppository containing sodium bicarbonate and potassium bitartrate in a polyethylene glycol base has been evaluated in 29 patients with chronic constipation (29c). There was anal irritation in 14% of the patients, but there was no statistical difference from placebo. There was mild to moderate pain in 38% of those who took the active suppository compared with 14% of those who took placebo.

Ispaghula has been compared with a combination of polyethylene glycol + electrolytes in the treatment of chronic constipation (30c). The main adverse effect of the former was a dry mouth (5% of patients) and of the latter dizziness (also in 5%). There were no serious adverse events.

The management of chronic constipation has been reviewed (31c, 32c). Psyllium can be associated with bloating if used in large quantities. Mechanical obstruction of the esophagus and colon has been reported and anaphylactic reactions occur occasionally. Lactulose has been associated with an increase in abdominal discomfort compared with placebo. Polyethylene glycol is used to treat chronic constipation, but causes multiple electrolyte abnormalities, hypovolemia, and excessive stool frequency; the precise incidence of these adverse effects is unclear. Stimulant laxatives, such as
senna and bisacodyl, showed no significant difference in adverse events compared with other treatments for chronic constipation. Tegaserod, a 5-HT4 receptor agonist used in chronic constipation, can also cause diarrhea; however, this tends to be mild and transient, and only 1% of patients discontinue treatment as a result.

**Phosphates** *(SED-15, 2820; SEDA-29, 375)*

Of 30 patients who underwent bowel preparation with sodium phosphate tablets (INKP-101) before colonoscopy, five had adverse events, including abdominal tightness, headache, nausea and vomiting, and bradycardia (33c). The endoscopist rated bowel preparation as good in all cases, but it took up to 4 minutes per endoscopy to suction microcrystalline cellulose deposits from the tablets off the mucosa.

Adverse effects reported from the use of a low residue diet with LoSo bowel prep in 506 patients compared favorably with the more conventional clear liquid diet with a standard sodium phosphate regimen (34c). There were adverse effects in 59%, commonly cramping, bloating, vomiting, headaches, rectal burning, indigestion, flatulence, and fatigue.

**Electrolyte balance** Polyethylene glycol, polyethylene glycol plus bisacodyl, and sodium phosphate have been compared for bowel preparation in 231 patients (35c). The most significant electrolyte changes occurred in those who received sodium phosphate, who had a significant fall in serum potassium (mean −1.06 mmol/l) and an increase in serum phosphate (mean 1.6 mmol/l) compared with patients who took the other bowel preparations. There was also an increase in serum sodium and a fall in serum calcium, although these were less marked and not statistically significant. There was no statistically significant difference in the number of patients with cardiac dysrhythmias, although only 50% of patients had cardiac monitoring. One patient who took polyethylene glycol alone had a cardiac arrest, preceded by a sinus bradycardia; there was spontaneous reversion to sinus rhythm; this event was not related to any electrolyte abnormality. There were minor adverse reactions in all three groups, including nausea and vomiting, insomnia, abdominal pain, bloating, and anal irritation; there was no difference in incidence across the groups.

**Urinary tract** The US FDA has issued an alert that acute phosphate nephropathy is a rare but serious adverse event associated with the use of oral sodium phosphates for bowel cleansing (368). Acute phosphate nephropathy has been documented in 21 patients who used an oral sodium phosphate tablet; older individuals, those with kidney disease or reduced intravascular volume, and those taking medicines that affect renal perfusion or function (diuretics, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin receptor antagonists, and possibly non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) are at higher risk.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Renal disease** Bowel preparation before colonoscopy can cause major fluid shifts and significant electrolyte disturbances, most commonly hyperphosphatemia, hypocalcemia, and hyponatremia. Deaths have also been reported. Pre-existing renal impairment is the most significant susceptibility factor for adverse events. Of 100 patients undergoing routine colonoscopy using sodium phosphate bowel preparation, 45 developed hyperphosphatemia (37c). This effect correlated with increasing age, creatinine clearance, and the use of diuretics and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin II inhibitors. Patients with very high serum phosphate concentrations were more likely to have their colonoscopy in the afternoon; the reason for this is uncertain. There was hypokalemia in 26 patients and hypocalcemia in 16, all asymptomatic.

Two patients, one with end-stage renal disease and the other with moderate renal impairment developed hypocalcemia and hyperphosphatemia after treatment with phosphates (38a).

- A 51-year-old woman took two 45-ml doses of Fleet Phospho-Soda and developed severe hypocalcemia and hyperphosphatemia, causing generalized weakness, perioral tingling, a positive Chvostek’s sign, and a prolonged QT interval. The patient recovered after intravenous calcium and dialysis.
A 57-year-old man took two 45-ml doses of oral sodium phosphate and developed significant hypocalcaemia and hyperphosphatemia. He remained asymptomatic and received oral supplementation.

The authors suggested that hypocalcemia had occurred secondary to hyperphosphatemia and recommended that care should be taken when choosing bowel preparation for patients with renal impairment.

Polyethylene glycol  

(SED-15, 1516; SEDA-29, 375)

See Chapter 49.

AMINOSALICYLATES  

(SED-15, 138; SEDA-27, 367; SEDA-28, 408; SEDA-29, 377)

Radiotherapy for prostatic carcinoma can cause proctitis, and it is thought that the chronic inflammation puts the patient at increased risk of rectal carcinoma, just as patients with ulcerative colitis are at risk of colorectal carcinoma. However, trials with mesalazine and olsalazine have failed to record any improvement in symptoms in patients with prostatic carcinoma and can on occasions exacerbate symptoms (39).

Mesalazine (5-aminosalicylic acid, mesalamine)  

(SED-28, 408; SEDA-29, 378)

Placebo-controlled studies  In 16 patients with ulcerative colitis of recombinant peptides such as trefoil factor 3 enemas versus placebo and in combination with oral mesalazine there were no adverse events (40).

In a randomized, double-blind study in 127 patients with mild to moderate ulcerative colitis, all of whom received oral mesalazine plus either mesalazine enemas or placebo enemas, 34% of those who were given mesalazine enemas had adverse events (41). The most common of these were diarrhea (4%), headache (4%), and vomiting (3%). 50% of patients in the placebo group had adverse effects, most commonly abdominal pain (4%). There were three serious adverse events (bloody diarrhea and abdominal pain), 4% in those given Pentasa and 2% in those given placebo. These were thought to be related to ulcerative colitis rather than adverse drug effects.

Urinary tract  The incidence of nephrotoxicity due to mesalazine has been estimated at one in 4000 treated patients in a retrospective case series compiled through a questionnaire system sent to renal physicians and gastroenterologists (42). This is higher than previous estimates. Nephrotoxicity can occur at any time during therapy. Of patients who developed abnormal renal function after starting treatment 32% regained normal renal function on withdrawal, 53% had partial resolution, and 17% had persistent renal impairment. Of those with renal impairment secondary to mesalazine 10% progressed to end-stage renal insufficiency requiring renal replacement therapy. There was an increased chance of returning to normal renal function if the mesalazine had been started within the preceding year. Patients with mesalazine nephrotoxicity develop recurrent deterioration in renal function when rechallenged. The authors recommended regular monitoring of renal function, particularly within the first year of treatment.

In 153 patients the duration of treatment with mesalazine and increasing age were the most important significant predictors of creatinine clearance, the mean fall in which was estimated to be 0.3 ml/minute/year (43). There were no cases of interstitial nephritis.

Skin  In a recent study of mesalazine, adverse effects occurred in only 1.5% of 156 patients; one patient had to stop the taking the drug because of a rash (44).

Immunologic  Although mesalazine (5-aminosalicylic acid) and aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) are structurally related, combined hypersensitivity is rare.

A 28-year-old woman with Crohn’s disease and combined aspirin and mesalazine hypersensitivity was successfully treated with a 3-day course of desensitization and was then able to tolerate a full dose of mesalazine (45).
Drug formulations Two mesalazine delivery systems, Asacol and Ipcol, have been compared (46C). Ipcol is an enteric-coated tablet that contains the same dose of mesalazine as Asacol and has a similar but slightly thinner enteric coating. Adverse effects were reported in 73% of 88 patients in each group and were mostly mild. However, two patients who took Asacol reported severe adverse events and a further two developed severe abdominal pain thought to be related to Asacol and necessitating withdrawal.

A formulation of mesalazine for once-daily dosing in ulcerative proctitis has been compared with twice-daily dosing of a conventional formulation in a randomized study in 99 patients (47C). Adverse events were reported in equal numbers of patients in the two groups, including abdominal pain, bloating, diarrhea, and rectal haemorrhage. Other symptoms included headache (17–18%) and bronchospasm.

Mesalazine pellets and tablets have been compared in a randomized trial in 233 patients with mild to moderate ulcerative colitis (48C). Adverse events were reported in 32% of patients taking the pellets and 36% of those taking the tablets. The drug had to be withdrawn in one patient taking the pellets and in four patients taking the tablets.

Rectal formulations of mesalazine are well tolerated, with only minor adverse events such as dizziness (3%) and rectal pain (1%) (49M).

Drug–drug interactions Oral mesalazine potentiates the effect of oral 6-mercaptopurine, although the mechanism is not known. In 17 patients taking mercaptopurine oral mesalazine increased the concentrations of 6-thioguanine nucleotides (50F). This interaction could cause increased myelosuppression, although this was not observed in this small case series.

BILE ACIDS (SED-15, 515; SEDA-27, 369; SEDA-28, 409; SEDA-29, 378)

Pregnancy In a retrospective analysis of 12 years of experience of the use of ursodeoxycholic acid 15 mg/kg/day in women with intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy 32 patients were compared with 16 historical controls; there were no adverse effects in the mothers or their infants (51C).

PANCREATIC ENZYMES (SED-15, 2670; SEDA-26, 389)

Immunologic In a study of the role of pancreatic enzyme supplements in causing IgE-mediated allergic reactions, skin prick testing in 69 patients showed no significant difference between enzyme supplement recipients and controls (52C).

Orlistat

Orlistat is used in obese patients as an aid to weight reduction. The most frequent adverse effects that necessitate withdrawal include increased frequency and urgency of stools, fecal spotting, and incontinence. The latter occurs in about 25% of patients but usually responds well to loperamide (53C).

Systematic reviews In a systematic review of 23 placebo-controlled or comparative trials the incidence of gastrointestinal adverse events was consistently higher in those taking orlistat (54C). The adverse events associated with orlistat included loose and/or fatty stools, fecal urgency, uncontrolled oily discharge, increased defecation, fecal incontinence, flatus with discharge, nausea/vomiting, and abdominal pain. Orlistat was sometimes associated with lower serum concentrations of fat-soluble vitamins and/or a requirement for vitamin supplements. Most of the adverse effects were transient and mild to moderate in intensity, occurred early in treatment, and resolved spontaneously. There were no reports of changes in bone density or bone mineralization.

Olsalazine

The use of olsalazine is limited by dose-related adverse effects, the most common being diarrhea, which occurred in 10% of 156 patients (44M). It is believed to be secondary to the action of intact olsalazine on the small intestine, causing stimulation of secretion of bicarbonate, chloride, and water and inhibiting their absorption.
In a systematic review of 28 randomized trials, 17 of which (10,041 patients) compared orlistat 120 mg tds with placebo or an inactive control along with a hypocaloric diet over 1 year, gastrointestinal adverse events were more common with orlistat than with placebo (RR = 1.46; 95% CI = 1.37, 1.55) (55C).

**Comparative studies** Orlistat 360 mg/day (n = 71) and sibutramine 10 mg/day (n = 70) have been compared in a double-blind, randomized study in obese patients with diabetes mellitus, who had had diabetes for at least 6 months and who were taking diet alone or diet plus oral hypoglycemic drugs (56C). Of the 133 patients who completed the study, 22 (34%) of those taking orlistat and nine (13%) of those taking sibutramine had adverse effects. All the adverse effects of orlistat were gastrointestinal, occurred early in treatment, were mild to moderate in intensity, were generally transient, and resolved spontaneously.

In a similar double-blind, randomized, controlled comparison of orlistat and sibutramine by the same authors in 115 obese hypertensive patients, adverse effects occurred in 48% of the patients who took orlistat; all were gastrointestinal (57C). The changes in vitamin concentrations were small and all mean vitamin and beta-carotene concentrations stayed within the reference ranges. No patients required vitamin supplements.

**Nutrition** There have been contradictory results in studies of the effects of orlistat on the absorption of various vitamins.

In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 103 men and 70 women who took 30, 90, 180, or 360 mg or orlistat or for 8 weeks, plasma concentrations of vitamins D and E fell, although both remained within the reference ranges (58C).

In an open, placebo-controlled, randomized, two-way, crossover study in 48 healthy volunteers aged 19–58 years orlistat reduced the absorption of beta-carotene by about one-third (59C). The authors concluded that two-thirds of a supplementary dose of beta-carotene will be absorbed during orlistat treatment; and that this may be sufficient to achieve physiological concentrations of beta-carotene.

In an open, placebo-controlled, randomized, two-way, crossover study in 12 healthy volunteers (aged 20–44 years) orlistat significantly reduced the absorption of vitamin E by about 43% according to the effect on Cmax and 60% according to AUC (60C). The absorption of vitamin A was not affected.

In 17 adolescents with body mass indexes above the 95th percentile for age, race, and sex who also had at least one obesity-related co-morbid condition orlistat 120 mg tds was given with a daily multivitamin supplement containing vitamin A 5000 IU, vitamin D 400 IU, vitamin E 300 IU, and vitamin K 25 micrograms (61C). The absorption of vitamin A was not significantly altered, but absorption of alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E) was significantly reduced compared with baseline. Serum concentrations of vitamins A, E, and K did not change significantly. However, mean vitamin D concentrations were significantly reduced after 1 month of orlistat therapy, despite multivitamin supplementation. The authors concluded that it may be prudent to monitor vitamin D concentrations in patients who take orlistat, even when a multivitamin supplement is prescribed.

**Liver** Subacute liver failure has been reported in a patient taking orlistat (62A).

**Drug–drug interactions**

Ciclosporin Orlistat reduces the systemic availability of ciclosporin (63A, 64A, 65A, 66A, 67M, 68A), perhaps by interfering with its absorption in the small intestine (69A), although the effect may be mediated indirectly by via reduced fat absorption rather than a direct drug–drug interaction (70A). Co-administration of orlistat with ciclosporin is not recommended. However, if concomitant use is unavoidable, ciclosporin blood concentrations should be monitored more often, both after the addition of orlistat and on withdrawal.

Levothyroxine It has been suggested that orlistat may inhibit the absorption of levothyroxine and thus cause hypothyroidism in patients taking replacement therapy (71A).

Metformin A possible interaction of orlistat with metformin has been reported.

- A 59-year-old obese woman with normal renal function, taking metformin 500 mg tds, took orlistat 120 mg tds for 3 months (72A). She developed abdominal pain and diarrhea, for which she was...
given cimetidine, and became weak and dizzy, with blurred vision, reduced consciousness, agitation, and confusion. Her pH was 6.5, bicarbonate 2 mmol/l, base deficit 38 mmol/l, and lactate 21 mmol/l. She required rehydration, bicarbonate, inotropic support and renal replacement therapy.

The authors suggested that chronic diarrhea induced by orlistat could have led to impaired renal function or that orlistat could have increased the absorption of metformin by reducing fat absorption.

Management of adverse drug reactions
In a double-blind, randomized placebo-controlled study in 10 obese patients, loperamide improved stool consistency and reduced continence problems during treatment with orlistat (73%).
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COLONY-STIMULATING FACTORS (SEDA-26, 398; SEDA-27, 391; SEDA-28, 415; SEDA-29, 383)

Granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) (SED-15, 1542)

Cardiovascular  Capillary leak syndrome is caused by damage to endothelial cells, resulting in extravasation of plasma proteins and fluid from the capillaries into the extravascular space. This results in large amounts of extravascular lung water and pulmonary vascular permeability, necessitating mechanical ventilation. Capillary leak syndrome in which serial extravascular lung water measurements were performed has been reported in a patient receiving granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (1M).

- A 68-year-old woman with a stage IIIIB diffuse large B cell lymphoma developed severe capillary leak syndrome during treatment with G-CSF after autologous hematological stem cell transplantation, having received chemotherapy before transplantation. She was given subcutaneous G-CSF 480 micrograms/day and treatment was withdrawn on day 11 when the absolute neutrophil count exceeded $500 \times 10^6/l$. She developed renal impairment from day 2, became somnolent, and developed leg edema. Her blood pressure was 98/45 mmHg, pulse 137/minute, central venous pressure 14 mmHg, respiratory rate 20/minute, and temperature 38.4°C. A chest X-ray showed marked pulmonary congestion. She was given slow extended daily dialysis, noradrenaline, and dobutamine, but became more hypoxic and required mechanical ventilation. Her liver function deteriorated and she became icteric without hepatomegaly or ascites. Liver biopsy showed drug-induced hepatitis without veno-occlusive disease. Her extravascular lung water volume was increased. Continuous venovenous hemofiltration and hydrocortisone 100 mg tds were ineffective. Hypoxia, respiratory and metabolic acidosis, and hemodynamic instability worsened and she died.

Five other cases have been reported before. The white blood cell count at the onset was 0–90 $\times 10^9/l$. The symptoms started on days 5–9 after the start of G-CSF treatment, and all the patients had fever. Mechanical ventilation was required in three and renal replacement therapy in four; two died.

Respiratory  Exacerbation of prior pulmonary involvement can occur during recovery from neutropenia. G-CSF-related pulmonary toxicity has been documented in patients with cancers, and experimental models have suggested a therapeutic role for G-CSF. Of 20 patients who developed non-cardiac acute respiratory failure during G-CSF-induced recovery from neutropenia, all had pulmonary infiltrates during neutropenia followed by respiratory deterioration coinciding with recovery from neutropenia (2c). Half of the patients had received hemopoietic stem cell transplants. Mechanical ventilation was required in 16 patients, including 14 with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), five of whom died. Recommended therapy includes eliminating other causes, withdrawal of G-CSF, and early supportive management, including diagnostic confirmation and mechanical ventilation.
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INTERFERONS  (SED-15, 1841; SEDA-26, 393; SEDA-27, 383; SEDA-28, 416; SEDA-29, 384; see also Chapter 29)

Interferon alfa  (SED-15, 1793; SEDA-29, 386)

Nervous system  Multifocal leucoencephalopathy and sensory-motor polyneuropathy have been reported after long-term interferon alfa therapy (3A).

- A 77-year-old man developed a progressive exercise-induced gait disturbance with right-sided predominance, non-systemic vertigo, muscle pain in both thighs after exercise, restless legs, stocking-type sensory disturbances bilaterally, and hypesthesia in the left arm. He had received intramuscular interferon alfa 2b 4.5–5 million units 3 times weekly for 18 years for hairy cell leukaemia. A brain MRI scan showed multiple non-enhancing T2-hyperintense lesions supratentorially, interpreted as vascular lesions. He was also taking pramipexole, levodopa, cabergoline, diltiazem, molsidomine, finasteride, and allopurinol. There was bilateral hypacusis, bilateral dysmetria, exaggerated biceps tendon reflexes on the right side, reduced biceps reflexes on the left, discrete proximal weakness in the left arm, proximal weakness in both legs, reduced ankle reflexes on the right, extensor plantar reflexes bilaterally, left-sided hemihypesthesia, stocking-type sensory disturbances bilaterally, and a tendency to fall during Romberg’s test and Unterberger’s treadmill test. Serum IgG antibodies against Borrelia burgdorferi were positive, but the cerebrospinal fluid was negative.

Interferon can cause multifocal leucoencephalopathy and sensorimotor polyneuropathy, in which case long-term interferon alfa therapy should be reviewed.

Psychological  Neurocognitive performance has been studied in 70 patients receiving interferon alfa 2b (pegylated or conventional) and ribavirin, because impairment of concentration is common during antiviral therapy of chronic hepatitis C (4c). Repeated computer-based testing showed significantly increased reaction times. Accuracy measures, reflected by the number of false reactions, were affected only for the working-memory task. Cognitive performance returned to pre-treatment values after the end of therapy. Cognitive impairment was not significantly correlated with the degree of concomitant depression.

Psychiatric  Patients with a wide variety of medical illnesses have behavioral alterations, including depression, at rates 5–10 times higher than in the general population. Recent theories have proposed that inflammatory mediators, notably cytokines, are involved. Interferon alfa causes behavioral symptoms, including depression, fatigue, and cognitive dysfunction. The psychiatric effects of low-dose interferon alfa on brain activity have been assessed using functional MRI during a task of visuospatial attention in patients infected with hepatitis C virus (5c). Despite having symptoms of impaired concentration and fatigue, the 10 patients who received interferon alfa had similar task performance and activation of parietal and occipital brain regions to 11 control subjects infected with hepatitis C. However, in contrast to the controls, the patients who received interferon alfa had significant activation in the dorsal part of the anterior cingulate cortex, which correlated highly with the number of task-related errors; there was no such correlation in the controls. Consistent with the role of the anterior cingulate cortex in conflict monitoring, this activation of the anterior cingulate cortex suggests that interferon alfa might increase the processing of conflict or reduce the threshold for conflict detection, thereby signalling the need for mental effort to maintain performance.

Hematologic  Since 1994, there have been four case reports and one study of the development of inhibitors directed against factor VIII in patients receiving interferon alfa. However, all of the patients had additional risk factors for the development of factor VIII inhibitors—either a hematological malignancy or a history of hemophilia A. Thus, there has not been unequivocal evidence that interferon alfa alone is associated with the development of an autoantibodies to factor VIII.

- A 53-year-old black man with a 30-year history of asymptomatic hepatitis C infection developed cryoglobulinemic glomerulonephritis and was given peginterferon, ribavirin, and prednisone (6c). After 6 months he noted scleral bleeding, easy bruising, and large ecchymoses after minor trauma. There was no history of a bleeding disorder and he had never had blood transfusions. Other medications included hydrochlorothiazide, labetalol, furosemide, amlodipine, and pantoprazole, and he had no known drug allergies. The hematocrit was 28%, platelet count $200 \times 10^9/\text{l}$,
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Genetic  Genotype 4a hepatitis C virus is the 

most prevalent type in patients with Egyptian 

chronic active hepatitis, and confers poor sen-

sitivity to standard interferon and interferon + 

ribavirin. Pegylated interferon alfa-2b (n = 30) 

and interferon alfa-2b (n = 31), both in 

combination with ribavirin 800–1200 mg/day, 

resulted in comparable safety and tolerability, 

but poor responses to antiviral therapy, which 

may be related to intrinsic resistance to the di-

rect antiviral effect of interferon (7c).

Management of adverse drug reactions  Ant-

tiviral pegylated interferon + ribavirin in pa-

patients with hepatitis C virus infection can result 

in thrombocytopenia, which has been successful-

ly treated with rituximab (8A).

• A 43-year-old Caucasian woman with hepati-

tis C infection (genotype 1b) received pegylated 

interferon + ribavirin for 11 months, during which 

time her platelet count remained above 150 × 

10^9/l. After 1 year the platelet count fell to 

31 × 10^9/l and she developed bruising and pe-

techiae. Interferon + ribavirin was withdrawn 

without improvement in the platelet count. After 

1 month, the platelet count fell to 13 × 10^9/l. She 

was given intravenous immunoglobulin, with tran-

sient improvement, but the platelet count fell again 

and she had bruising and petechiae. She was given 

intravenous anti-Rhesus D 50 mg/kg and four in-

fusions of rituximab 375 mg/m²/week. After the 

second dose her platelet count rose to 249 × 10^9/l 

and after the fourth dose it was 156 × 10^9/l. Pegy-

lated interferon + ribavirin was restarted after the 

third infusion of rituximab.

Interferon beta  (SED-15, 1831; 

SEDA-29, 393)

Nervous system  There is an association be-

between multiple sclerosis and central nervous 

system tumors.

• A 19-year-old woman with multiple sclerosis had 

a concomitant right intraventricular tumor, consis-

tent with meningoia on an MRI scan (9A). Two 

years after the start of treatment with interferon 

beta, a brain MRI scan showed enlargement of the 

intraventricular mass and a relative increase in the 

number of white matter lesions without significant 

clinical deterioration. She underwent almost total 

resection of the mass. A papillary meningoia was 

confirmed histologically.

Endocrine  Conflicting data have been re-

ported on the association between interferon 

beta therapy in multiple sclerosis and thyroid 

disease. In 106 patients (76 women) with multi-

ple sclerosis who received interferon beta-1a or 

beta-1b for up to 84 (median 42) months, there 

was baseline thyroid autoimmunity in 8.5% and 

hypothyroidism in 2.8% (11c). Thyroid dysfunc-

tion (80% hypothyroidism, 92% subclinical, 

56% transient) developed in 24% (68% with 

autoimmunity) and autoimmunity in 23% (46% 

with dysfunction), without a significant differ-

ence between the two cytokines; 68% of the 

cases of dysfunction occurred within the first 

year. Thyroid dysfunction was generally sub-

clinical and was transient in over half of cases. 

Autoimmunity was the only predictive factor 

for the development of dysfunction (relative 

risk = 8.9), but sustained disease was also sig-

ificantly associated with male sex.
Immunologic  An international panel specialized in the treatment of multiple sclerosis has summarized the question of whether neutralizing antibodies to interferon beta develop in patients with multiple sclerosis. They concluded that interferon beta can induce the development of antibodies that reduce or "neutralize" the biological activity of interferon beta. The extent of development of these antibodies differs amongst the available interferon beta products. Interferon beta-1b is associated with the highest incidence; of interferon beta-1a products, Avonex is associated with the lowest incidence. Neutralizing antibodies are clinically important, since the efficacy of interferon is reduced in patients with persistent and significant titers. Thus, optimal management of patients with multiple sclerosis should not only consider the relative efficacy and safety of interferon beta, but also their immunogenic potential. An international standardized assay for neutralizing antibodies is required and all patients with multiple sclerosis who receive interferon beta should be evaluated for their presence.

INTERLEUKINS (SED-15, 1842; SEDA-26, 397; SEDA-27, 390; SEDA-28, 424; SEDA-29, 394)

Interleukin-2 (IL-2) (SED-29, 394)

Interleukin-2 or interferon alfa are often used as first-line treatments in progressive metastastic renal cell carcinoma, which usually does not respond to chemotherapy and is only moderately sensitive to radiotherapy.

Drug dosage regimens  High-dose intravenous IL-2 can induce a 14% response rate with 5–8% durable complete remission, but toxicity frequently requires hospitalisation. Toxicity can be limited by subcutaneous administration but that is less effective. Therefore, efficacy of the combination of continuous subcutaneous low-dose IL-2 1 mIU/m² + thalidomide 200 mg/day has been investigated in 22 patients with progressive metastatic renal cell cancers. Adverse effects included fatigue (n = 17), sensory neuropathy (n = 9), dizziness (n = 4), deep vein thrombosis (n = 4) and constipation (n = 3). Fatigue was mainly mild. Sensory neuropathy required a reduction in the dosage of thalidomide to 100 mg/day in three patients. Deep venous thrombosis was treated with anticoagulants in three of four cases. In one patient extensive caval thrombosis developed in the first week of treatment despite anticoagulant treatment for a deep vein thrombosis.

Denileukin diftitox

Denileukin diftitox is a genetically engineered fusion protein combining the enzymatically active domains of diphtheria toxin and the full-length sequence for interleukin-2 (IL-2). It targets lymphoma cells that express the high-affinity IL-2 receptor. In vitro, the retinoid X receptor retinoid bexarotene upregulated both the p55 and p75 subunits of the IL-2 receptor and enhanced five- to ten-fold the susceptibility of T cell leukemia cells to denileukin diftitox.

Hematologic  In a phase I trial, 14 adults with relapsed or refractory cutaneous T cell lymphomas received bexarotene 75, 150, 225, or 300 mg/day beginning 7 days before the first dose of denileukin diftitox 18 micrograms/kg/day for 3 days every 21 days. The overall response rate was 67% (four complete responses, four partial responses). There was modulation of IL-2 receptor expression at or above a bexarotene dose of 150 mg/day. Four patients had grade 2 or 3 leukopenia and two had grade 4 lymphopenia.

Interleukin-11 (IL-11)

Observational studies  In a phase I/II trial in 47 children (median age 11, range 0.7–26, years) with solid tumors or lymphomas following chemotherapy, recombinant human interleukin-11 (25–125 micrograms/kg/day) was given subcutaneously on days 6–33. The median numbers of days to an absolute platelet count of at least 50 x 10⁹/l and platelet transfusions were 19, 21, 20, and 18 days and 3, 3, 4, and 2 days at dosages of 25, 50, 75 and 100 micrograms/kg/day respectively. The most common adverse events probably related
to treatment included tachycardia (46%), conjunctival injection (46%), edema (30%), pain (23%), rhinitis (21%), diarrhea (21%), cardiomegaly (21%), papilledema (16%), and periosteal bone changes (11%). Increased plasma volume was thought to be the cause of the cardiomegaly.

**Cardiovascular**  Low-dose recombinant IL-11 therapy was associated with one case of dysrhythmia and one transient ischemic attack in 32 patients with bone marrow failure due to myelodysplastic syndromes, graft failure, chemotherapy, or aplastic anemia (16c).

**Hematologic**  Interleukin-11 was identified in 1990 (17E). It is a 19 kD protein consisting of 199 amino acids. The gene for IL-11 is located on chromosome 19q13.3-q13.4 and acts synergistically with IL-3, thrombopoietin, or stem cell factor to stimulate megakaryopoiesis (18E, 19E, 20E, 21R, 22R). Recombinant human interleukin-11 has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for adults with solid tumors and lymphomas associated with severe chemotherapy-induced thrombocytopenia. However, thrombocytopenia is still the major dose-limiting adverse effect of myelosuppressive chemotherapy in children with solid tumors.

**Interleukin-12 (IL-12)**  Interleukin 12 is a cytokine with important regulatory functions, bridging innate and adaptive immunity. It has been proposed as an immune adjuvant for immunization therapy in infectious diseases and malignancies.

**Immunologic**  Dose-dependent systemic activation of multiple inflammatory mediator systems in humans has been studied after subcutaneous injection of recombinant human IL-12 (0.5 micrograms/kg/day) in 26 patients with renal cell cancers (23E). IL-12 induced degranulation of neutrophils, with significant rises in the plasma concentrations of elastase and lactoferrin at 24 hours. It also caused release of lipid mediators, as shown by a sharp increase in the plasma secretory phospholipase A2 activity. The dose of IL-12 should therefore not exceed 0.1 micrograms/kg/day, in order to avoid severe systemic inflammatory responses.

**TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF) ANTAGONISTS**  (SEDA-26, 399; SEDA-27, 393; SEDA-28, 425; SEDA-29, 395)

Various treatments for psoriasis, including adalimumab, efalizumab, and infliximab, alefacept and etanercept, and pimecrolimus, have been reviewed in the light of clinical data, including the results of phase II and/or III studies (24R).

**Adalimumab**  (SEDA-15, 2380; SEDA-28, 426; SEDA-29, 397)

Adalimumab has been approved alone or in combination with methotrexate for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis in the EU and USA; approval for the treatment of psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, and ankylosing spondylitis is expected in the near future (25M). Adverse effects that have been reported in trials include worsening or initiation of congestive heart failure, raised transaminases, medically significant cytopenias, including pancytopenia, and a lupus-like syndrome. Other adverse effects include asthma (26A), paresthesia in the leg and foot drop (27A), and severe oral epithelial dysplasia (28A). Adalimumab increases the risk of rare serious infections two-fold, and it should not be used during periods of active infection. Its most notable infectious complication is reactivation of tuberculosis and screening is recommended. Deep fungal and other serious and atypical infections can also be promoted.

- A 61-year-old man with rheumatoid arthritis receiving adalimumab developed a sore throat (29A). Screening for tuberculosis using PPD was positive, and isoniazid was prescribed prophylactically for 6 months. After taking adalimumab for 8 months he developed tonsillar enlargement and nodular pulmonary lesions. Histopathological and microbial investigations established the diagnosis of tonsillar tuberculosis.

**Tumorigenicity**  Promotion of lymphoma is a rare adverse effect of adalimumab. There has been a report of follicular mucinosis associated with mycosis fungoides in a patient taking adalimumab (30A).
Alefacept

**Tumorigenicity** Lymphoproliferative disorders are more common in individuals taking immunosuppressive drugs, and mycosis fungoides has been reported in a 72-year-old patient with a psoriasiform dermatitis taking alefacept (31A). The authors suggested that alefacept should be used with caution in patients with known mycosis fungoides or an unclassified atypical lymphocytic infiltrate of the skin.

Etanercept (SED-15, 1279; SEDA-29, 397)

Favorable safety data have been observed in a phase III randomized controlled study (24-week studies) of etanercept in patients with chronic plaque psoriasis (32C).

**Infection risk** Etanercept has been used in two children with severe atopic dermatitis: it was minimally effective and was associated with complications. One patient developed a superinfection with methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) and the other had viral-like symptoms followed by a generalized urticarial eruption (33c). This was a limited study, which the authors suggested should not rule out the use of biologicals for severe atopic dermatitis, but should encourage a larger controlled study.

Infliximab (SED-15, 1747; SEDA-29, 398)

Infliximab is a chimeric monoclonal antibody to tumor necrosis factor (TNF). It was initially approved by the Food and Drug and Administration in August 1998 for the treatment of moderately to severely active Crohn’s disease in patients with an inadequate response to conventional therapies and those with enterocutaneous fistulae. The indications were expanded in June 2002 and April 2003 to include maintenance of clinical remission, treatment of enterocutaneous and rectovaginal fistulae, and maintaining fistula closure.

Infliximab is well tolerated in most patients, but can be associated with serious adverse effects. The major concerns are infusion reactions, infections, autoimmune disorders, and malignancies. Acute infusion reactions occur in 3.8–27% of patients and can cause flushing, palpitation, sweating, chest pain, hypotension/hypertension, or dyspnea (34M).

**Observational studies** In 23 patients with refractory autoimmune uveitis, who were given three infusions of inflixiamb at weeks 0, 2, and 6, 78% had clinical success, but only 50% continued infliximab therapy for at least 1 year (35c). There was an unexpectedly high rate of adverse events. Seven patients had serious adverse events, including three cases of serious thrombosis, two vitreous hemorrhages, one malignancy, one new-onset congestive heart failure, and two possible cases of drug-induced lupus-like syndrome.

**Metabolism** Body composition was assessed in patients with Crohn’s disease before and after treatment with infliximab at 1 and 4 weeks (36c). There were significant increases in body weight at 4 weeks and serum leptin concentrations at 1 and 4 weeks. The increase in serum leptin occurred at 1 week, when there were no significant changes in weight and fat mass, and was associated with down-regulation of TNF alfa-regulated mediators, soluble TNF receptor type II, and soluble intercellular antiadhesion molecule-1. Moreover, infliximab significantly increased cholesterol concentrations at 1 week compared with the control patients, who received methylprednisolone.

**Immunologic** Profound immunomodulation induced by blockers of TNF alfa is associated with a relatively low incidence of immune-related complications, such as demyelinating disease and lupus-like syndrome. This contrasts sharply with the prominent induction of autoantibodies such as antinuclear antibodies (ANA) and anti-doublestranded DNA (anti-dsDNA) antibodies by TNF alfa blockers. This phenomenon has been recognized for several years, but the clinical and biological correlates of this antibody induction in autoimmune arthritis are not yet fully understood.

**Antibody formation** has been studied in patients with spondylarthropathy (n = 34)
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or rheumatoid arthritis (n = 59) who were treated with infliximab for 2 years and in 20 patients with spondylarthropathy who were treated with etanercept for 1 year (37°). After 1 year, the infliximab-treated patients with spondylarthropathy or rheumatoid arthritis had new antinuclear antibodies in 41 and 62% respectively and anti-dsDNA antibodies in 49 and 71%. Only 10% of etanercept-treated patients with spondylarthropathy developed antibodies. Isotyping showed almost exclusively IgM or IgM/IgA anti-dsDNA antibodies, which disappeared on withdrawal of treatment. Neither infliximab nor etanercept induced other lupus-related antibodies, such as anti-ENA antibodies, antihistone antibodies, or antinucleosome antibodies, and there was no clinical evidence of lupus-like syndrome. Similarly, infliximab, but not etanercept, selectively increased IgM but not IgG anticardiolipin antibody titers. Thus, the prominent antinuclear antibody and anti-dsDNA autoantibody response is not a pure class effect of TNF alfa blockers, is largely restricted to short-term IgM responses, and is not associated with other serological or clinical signs of lupus. Similar findings with anticardiolipin antibodies suggest that modulation of humoral immunity may be a more general feature of infliximab treatment.

The overall incidence of infusion reactions to infliximab is about 5%. However, severe infusion reactions have been observed (38A).

- A 53-year-old woman with a 13-year history of rheumatoid arthritis received infliximab 5 mg/kg for 9 months, with a 20% improvement. Infliximab was replaced by methotrexate 12 mg/week but was restarted about 2 years later. She developed a fever and skin rash 10 days after the first infusion, which responded to hydrocortisone 100 mg. Before the next infusion she was given an antihistamine, olopatadine hydrochloride 10 mg/day. The infusion rate of infliximab was lowered to less than half of the usual rate during the next infusion, but 15 minutes after the infusion, she had a skin rash and pruritis, followed by dyspnea and a swollen throat. The infusion was immediately stopped and she was given 50% oxygen, and intravenous hydrocortisone 200 mg and methylprednisolone 125 mg. Her symptoms resolved completely within 2 hours.

- A 49-year-old woman with a 16-year history of rheumatoid arthritis received infliximab for 10 months and then methotrexate 10.5 mg/week; 2 years later she was switched to infliximab again. During the first infusion, her body temperature rose from 35.6 to 37.6°C and then steadily fell to baseline after the end of treatment. There were no adverse events during the second and third infusions, but 10 minutes after the start of the fourth infusion she started to sweat and looked pale. Her systolic blood pressure fell from 150 to 78 mmHg, but her heart rate was unchanged. There were no skin lesions or laryngeal swelling. The infusion was immediately stopped. She was given intravenous hydrocortisone 100 mg and recovered.

The mechanisms of these immunological reactions are unclear. Development of a human antichimeric antibody against infliximab has been speculated. Antichimeric antibody titers are often not measured when infliximab is given at intervals of 8 weeks or less, because the antibody is undetectable when infliximab is present in the serum. However, an antichimeric antibody was detected retrospectively in the serum of both patients immediately before infliximab was resumed.

Susceptibility factors

Genetic factors Genetic studies have identified potential predictors of the response to infliximab. A −308 polymorphism in the promoter of the TNF alfa gene influences TNF alfa transcription. The association between the response to infliximab and the polymorphism in the TNF region at the lymphotoxin A locus is controversial. Allelic and genotype frequencies for the −308 TNF gene polymorphism have not been shown to be significantly different between responders and non-responders to infliximab, but non-responders tended to have a higher frequency of the rare TNF2 allele, which has been associated with increased production of TNF.

The NOD2 (or NOD2/CARD15) gene has recently been identified as a Crohn’s disease susceptibility gene, and mutations in NOD2/CARD15 are associated with Crohn’s disease. However, the hypothesis that mutations in NOD2/CARD15 indirectly alter TNF production and thereby influence differences in response to infliximab has not been substantiated.

The IgG Fc receptor gene, FCGR3A, encodes FcgRIIIa receptors expressed on macrophages and natural killer cells, and polymorphism in this gene is associated with varying affinity for IgG1 and potency in antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, which has been
implicated as one mechanism of action of infliximab in Crohn’s disease. Therefore, polymorphism in FCGR3A has been suggested to predict the response to infliximab, which is an IgG1 antibody. Individuals with the FCGR3A genotype that is associated with a high affinity for IgG1 were more likely to have a biological and possibly a clinical response to infliximab (34M).

**Age**  
Older age was associated with reduced response to infliximab in patients with Crohn’s disease in a European multicenter study, but a clear correlation between age and response could not be confirmed by other studies in the USA and UK (34M). It is not clear why younger patients have a better response to infliximab.

**Drug dosage regimens**  
In carefully selected patients, infliximab infusion administered at home is safe and cost-effective. Infliximab infusion was performed at home in 10 children, who received 59 infusions of 7.5–10 mg/kg/dose. The calculated average savings per patient were $1335/100 mg infliximab (39c). Home infusions lasted 2–5 hours. Infusions could be performed on any day of the week, and school absenteeism was reduced. The average patient satisfaction rating for home infusions was 9 on a scale from 1 to 10 (10 = most satisfied). Three patients had difficulty with intravenous access and required multiple attempts, but all were able to receive their infusions. One infusion was stopped because of arm pain above the infusion site. This patient had his next infusion in the hospital before returning to the home infusion program. There were no severe adverse events (palpitation, blood pressure instability, hyperemia, respiratory symptoms) during home infusion.

**Interactions with smoking**  
A negative affect of smoking on the response to infliximab therapy has been reported in two studies from the USA and UK (34M). Smokers with Crohn’s disease had lower response rates to infliximab than non-smokers (22 versus 73%) and were more likely to relapse within 1 year of therapy. However, a large European study failed to confirm this association.

**MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES**  
(SED-15, 2380; SEDA-26, 402; SEDA-27, 378; SEDA-28, 434; SEDA-29, 404)

**Abciximab**  
See Chapter 35.

**Adalimumab**  
See TNF antagonists above.

**Alemtuzumab (Campath-1H®)**  
(SED-15, 71; SEDA-29, 404)

Alemtuzumab, an anti-CD52 monoclonal antibody, is effective in B cell and T cell lymphoproliferative disorders.

**Hematologic**  
In a phase II trial in 11 patients alemtuzumab was given in a dose of 3 mg intravenously on day 1, followed by 10 mg on day 3; if it was tolerated the dose was increased to 30 mg on day 5 and was continued thrice weekly for 12 weeks (40c). Five patients developed severe neutropenia and thrombocytopenia, and three had prolonged cytopenias, including two with severe marrow hypoplasia. Three had trilineage morphological myelodysplasia, two with new clonal cytogenetic abnormalities. The exact mechanism of alemtuzumab-associated hematological toxicity is unclear. Cytomegalovirus infection can rarely cause cytopenias, but this by itself is not enough to explain the severe cytopenias or myelodysplasia in this series, as not all patients with these complications had cytomegalovirus reactivation or disease. Four of five patients with grade IV cytopenias had PCR-confirmed cytomegalovirus reactivation, either at the time of or within 2 weeks of clinical reactivation. In two cases the pancytopenia occurred before ganciclovir had been given. There was no apparent relation between the dose of alemtuzumab and the development of cytomegalovirus reactivation. It has been postulated that activated CD4+ T cells are required for normal hemopoiesis, which may be one mechanism for the cytopenias that
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are associated with alemtuzumab, especially in T cell lymphoproliferative disorders (41E). Regular monitoring for cytomegalovirus and, if cytopenias develop, for parvovirus and Epstein–Barr virus reactivation/infection and marrow examination (including cytogenetics) is recommended.

Alemtuzumab (30 mg subcutaneously thrice weekly for 12 weeks) has been reported to be active against HTL-1-induced chemoresistant adult T cell leukemia in a 63-year-old woman who had responded poorly to chlorambucil, cyclophosphamide, antiretroviral drugs, thalidomide, interferon alfa, and denileukin difitox (42A). Neutropenia and asymptomatic cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation occurred during treatment and responded to filgrastim and valganciclovir respectively.

Infection risk Infectious complications due to adenoviruses are of increasing concern after allogeneic stem cell transplantation. Recent reports in adults have implicated alemtuzumab as a risk factor for adenovirus infection. Of 111 children, 54 received antithymocyte globulin and 57 received alemtuzumab. In all, 35/111 patients (32%) were infected with an adenovirus, and 9/111 (8%) had adenovirus disease (43E). Adenovirus infection was more common in those who received alemtuzumab (23/57 versus 12/54), and disseminated adenovirus disease was more frequent in those who received alemtuzumab (8/57 versus 1/54). The presence of grade 3–4 graft-versus-host disease was a risk factor for adenovirus infection. These findings highlight the fact that adenovirus infection in children is a frequent complication after stem cell transplantation from donors and that alemtuzumab carries a higher risk of infection than antithymocyte globulin.

Anti-human CD40 Mab chimeric 5D12

Ligation of CD40 by CD154 is a critical step in the interaction between antigen presenting cells and T cells. In animals, antagonizing CD40L–CD40 reduced the severity of several autoimmune and inflammatory disorders, including experimental colitis (44E). The non-stimulatory antagonistic activity of Mab 5D12 (anti-human CD40) has been demonstrated in various in vitro studies using different CD40-bearing cell types and ch5D12 antagonist activity has been validated in vivo using various non-human primate disease models (45E, 46E, 47E, 48E). Chimeric 5D12 (ch5D12) is a molecularly engineered human IgG4 antibody that contains the variable domains of the heavy and light chains of 5D12 (49E). It was constructed to reduce the potential for immunogenicity and to enhance the in vivo half-life of the 5D12 monoclonal antibody when used in humans.

Observational studies In an open dose-escalation phase I/IIa study, ch5D12 was given to 18 patients with moderate to severe Crohn’s disease in single intravenous doses of 0.3, 1, 3, and 10 mg/kg (50E). The most common adverse effects were pyrexia, arthralgia, myalgia, and headache. Arthralgia was common at baseline and during follow-up, and fell in frequency during follow-up. No subjects withdrew from the study because of adverse events. There was no clear dose relation for any single adverse event, with the possible exception of headache/migraine.

Gastrointestinal There were serious adverse events in six patients who were given ch5D12 (three at a dose of 1 mg/kg, two at 3 mg/kg, and one at 10 mg/kg) (44E). Five events were considered possibly related to ch5D12. Five of six events were gastrointestinal, including two cases of subileus both in patients taking 1.0 mg/kg, two cases of Crohn’s disease aggravated by 1.0 and 3.0 mg/kg, and one case of abdominal pain aggravated by 3.0 mg/kg. However, two events occurred at a time that suggested that a causal relation was very unlikely.

Basiliximab (SED-15, 418; SEDA-29, 407)

Basiliximab, an anti-IL2 receptor antibody, is effective in combination with different maintenance regimens, reduces the incidence of acute transplant rejection, allows safe reduction of doses of glucocorticoids, and is associated with economic savings (51M). However, there is no evidence that it prolongs either patient or graft
survival. Initial administration of basiliximab is associated with fewer adverse events than T cell depleting agents. However, life-threatening reactions have been reported after re-exposure to basiliximab in recipients who lost graft function early after transplantation and therefore stopped taking all immunosuppressive agents.

### Susceptibility factors

**Age**  In children induction therapy with basiliximab may provide potential benefits by preventing early episodes of acute rejection and allowing delayed administration of calcineurin inhibitors or avoidance of glucocorticoids (52M). Whether this results in better long-term graft survival has still to be confirmed. However, induction therapy has beneficial effects in high-risk recipients and allows avoidance of glucocorticoids and minimization of doses of calcineurin inhibitors. Anti-IL-2 receptor antibodies are increasingly preferred to rabbit antithymocyte globulin, because they are very well tolerated. However, anti-IL-2 receptor antibodies have not yet been proven to be more effective or to have less late toxicity than polyclonal agents. Benefits in early outcomes and no increase in adverse events commend the use of IL-2 receptor antagonists as induction therapy after organ transplantation in children.

**Infection risk**  Septic arthritis typically occurs in young children, often from staphylococcal infection. However, with chronic immunsuppression pathogens may be atypical. Although reported in adult transplant recipients, infection with *Mycoplasma hominis* has not previously been described in children.

- A 15-year-old African–American girl developed septic arthritis due to *Mycoplasma hominis* in her right hip 2 months after kidney transplantation (53A). The presentation was subtle and indolent, without fever or leukocytosis. Early immunosuppression with basiliximab, prednisone, tacrolimus, mycophenolate mofetil, and thymoglobulin may have increased her susceptibility. She underwent joint incision and drainage, treatment for 8 weeks with doxycycline and levofloxacin guided by in vitro sensitivities, and reduced immunosuppression. She was subsequently free of infection for 3 years with stable graft function on moderate immunosuppression with prednisone, tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil.

### Bevacizumab  (SED-15, 2380; SEDA-29, 407)

Bevacizumab is an anti-angiogenic agent that has been rationally designed to target vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), a key mediator in angiogenesis. The principal adverse events seen in clinical trials are hypertension, proteinuria, arterial thrombosis, effects on wound healing, bleeding, and gastrointestinal perforation. These events are for the most part mild to moderate intense and clinically manageable (hypertension, proteinuria, minor bleeding) or are uncommon (wound healing complications, gastrointestinal perforation, and arterial thrombosis). The adverse effects profile of bevacizumab makes it a suitable adjunct to standard chemotherapy, and it is now approved for use in the USA, the European Union, and other markets worldwide (54M). For the use of bevacizumab in the treatment of choroidal neovascularization see Chapter 47.

Hypertension has been associated with bevacizumab (55).

### Skin  Bevacizumab significantly prolongs survival when it is added to intravenous fluorouracil-based chemotherapy in first-line metastatic colorectal cancer. Bevacizumab in combination with chemotherapy that included fluorouracil + leucovorin 28–60 days after primary cancer surgery caused no increased risk of wound healing complications compared with chemotherapy alone (56). However, wound healing complications were more common in patients who had major surgery during bevacizumab therapy. Most of the patients who received bevacizumab had no complications.

### Daclizumab  (SED-15, 1047; SEDA-29, 408)

Daclizumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody against the interleukin-2 receptor. It is used to prevent acute rejection without increasing the risk of infection after kidney transplantation.
**Observational studies**  Daclizumab 2 mg/kg was given subcutaneously to 15 patients with sight-threatening, non-infectious intermediate uveitis, posterior uveitis, or panuveitis (57c). Subcutaneous daclizumab 1 mg/kg every 2 weeks was then continued for 6 months. The initial immunosuppression load was tapered over 8–12 weeks in a staggered fashion beginning with the first induction treatment. Ten of the patients reduced their concomitant immunosuppression load by at least 50% while maintaining their baseline visual acuity at 12 and 26 weeks. Subcutaneous daclizumab was well tolerated with no serious adverse events during the 6 months, although three patients had non-serious adverse events that were possibly related to daclizumab.

**Infection risk**  After heart transplantation, 434 recipients received ciclosporin, mycophenolate mofetil, and glucocorticoids as standard immunosuppression (58c). They were randomized to induction with five doses of daclizumab (n = 216) or placebo (n = 218). The primary end point, defined as moderate or severe cellular rejection, hemodynamically significant graft dysfunction, second transplantation, or death or loss to follow-up after 6 months, was reached by 48% of the placebo and 36% of the daclizumab group. The rate of rejection was lower with daclizumab (26%) than placebo (41%). However, more of those who were given daclizumab (six versus none) died of infections. Daclizumab is therefore not recommended after heart transplantation.

**Efalizumab**  (SEDA-29, 409)

Efalizumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody that binds to CD11a, the alpha subunit of lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1, and consequently inhibits T-cell activation (59k). Favorable safety data have been observed in a 24-week, phase III, randomized, controlled study of efalizumab in patients with chronic plaque psoriasis (60c).

**Hematologic**  Immune thrombocytopenia has been reported in association with the use of efalizumab for psoriasis (61a).

**Skin**  Although cutaneous adverse effects of efalizumab are common the pathogenic mechanisms have yet to be identified. Precise diagnosis is required, considering that cutaneous adverse events pose a challenge about whether treatment should be withdrawn (62m).

Dermatitis has been reported in a patient with psoriasis vulgaris taking efalizumab (63a).

**Musculoskeletal**  In randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials, subcutaneous efalizumab 1 mg/kg once a week for 12 weeks significantly reduced disease activity in patients with chronic moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis (60m). There were few serious adverse events or treatment withdrawals. The most common adverse events were headache, chills, myalgia, pain, and fever; these most often occurred within 2 days of administration, were most frequent after the first or second dose, and reduced in frequency over time.

**Infection risk**  In phase III clinical trials, patients with moderate-to-severe chronic plaque psoriasis received subcutaneous efalizumab 1 or 2 mg/kg/week or placebo (64m). The incidence and severity of infections during 12 weeks of therapy were comparable to those observed in patients who received placebo (29 versus 26%). Infections did not appear to increase in frequency with extended therapy of up to 27 months. Serious infections requiring hospitalization occurred in 1.1% of patients who received efalizumab.

In four placebo-controlled trials patients who received efalizumab for 13–60 weeks the most common adverse events were mild to moderate, self-limiting, flu-like symptoms that were most frequent after the first two doses of efalizumab (65m). By the third dose, the incidence was comparable to that with placebo. There were serious adverse events in 2.2 and 1.7% with efalizumab and placebo respectively. Non-serious adverse events that led to withdrawal were infrequent and similar to placebo (2.8 versus 1.8%).

**Tumorigenicity**  Cervical cancer occurred in a woman taking long-term efalizumab (66a).
99mTc fanolesomab

The FDA has issued a public health advisory note to inform patients and health-care providers that Palatin Technologies, the manufacturer of technetium-labelled (99mTc) fanolesomab (NeutroSpec) has voluntarily suspended marketing of this product, owing to serious safety concerns (67S). Technetium fanolesomab is indicated for radiological imaging in patients with unclear signs and symptoms of appendicitis who are 5 years of age and older. The FDA received reports from Palatin Technologies of two deaths and 15 additional life-threatening adverse events within minutes of the administration of technetium fanolesomab. The symptoms included shortness of breath, low blood pressure, and cardiopulmonary arrest. The patients required resuscitation with intravenous fluids, blood pressure support, and oxygen. Most of them had pre-existing cardiac and/or pulmonary conditions that may have put them at higher risk. A review of all post-marketing reports showed an additional 46 patients who had adverse events that were similar but less severe. There is no evidence that patients who have already safely received the drug are at long-term risk.

Gemtuzumab ozogamicin (SED-15, 1488; SEDA-29, 409)

Gemtuzumab ozogamicin is composed of a humanized anti-CD33 antibody conjugated with a cytotoxic antitumor antibiotic, calicheamicin. Binding of the anti-CD33 antibody portion of mylotarg to the CD33 antigen, a sialic acid-dependent adhesion protein found on the surface of more than 90% of leukemic myeloblasts but not on normal hemopoietic stem cells, results in the formation of a complex that is internalized. The calicheamicin derivative is then released in the lysosomes of the myeloid cell, resulting in breaks in double-stranded DNA and cell death. Gemtuzumab ozogamicin (Mylotarg®) was approved for monotherapy by the FDA in May 2000 for the treatment of patients over 60 years old with CD33+ acute myeloid leukemia in first relapse.

Observational studies When combined with chemotherapy, gemtuzumab ozogamicin is currently used in lower doses, owing to the risk of hepatotoxicity and veno-occlusive disease. This could explain why there was no difference between combined therapy and gemtuzumab alone in terms of complete remission or overall and relapse free survival rates. When gemtuzumab ozogamicin was given in a full dose of 9 mg/m² 4 days after the start of intermediate-dose aracytin and mitoxantrone (MIDAM) in 17 patients with refractory (n = 4) or relapsed (n = 13) acute myeloid leukemia, there was complete remission in 12 patients and partial remission in one (68S). However, the median time to relapse and overall survival were short (3.3–6.8 and 5.4–5.9 months respectively). All the patients developed grade 4 neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. There was hyperbilirubinemia in 10 patients (two grade 1, four grade 2, two grade 3, and two grade 4). One patient died on day 29 with veno-occlusive disease, not having received low-dose prophylactic heparin. Of five patients who had received a previous autologous transplant, three developed hepatotoxicity (two grade 2 and one grade 3). All had fever during hospitalization except one. There were documented infections in nine patients, including infections with Aspergillus (n = 2) and Fusobacterium (n = 1). One patient died on day 12 with multiple organ failure.

Cardiovascular Gemtuzumab ozogamicin was used as initial treatment in 12 patients with acute myeloid leukemia over the age of 65; the response rate was 27% (69S). The adverse effects were acceptable, although five patients developed cardiac toxicity, three of whom had grade 3 and/or 4. One of these patients had underlying coronary artery disease and required coronary stent placement. Another developed hypoxia related to pulmonary edema several hours after completing the initial infusion and eventually died of respiratory and ventilatory complications. Another had a myocardial infarction after the second infusion, and one had chest pains half an hour after the initial infusion. It is therefore recommended that elderly patients be screened for cardiac diseases. Patients with coronary artery disease or cardiac dysfunction should not receive gemtuzumab ozogamicin.
Infliximab

See *Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) antagonists* above.

MLN02 (humanized monoclonal antibody to alpha_4 beta_7 integrin)

Selective blockade of interactions between leukocytes and vascular endothelium in the gut is a promising strategy for the treatment of inflammatory bowel diseases. MLN02 (0.5 and 2 mg/kg intravenously on days 1 and 29) was more effective than placebo in inducing clinical and endoscopic remission in patients with active ulcerative colitis in a multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in 181 patients with active ulcerative colitis (70^c). Eligible patients also received concomitant mesalazine or no other treatment. Clinical remission rates at week 6 were 33, 32, and 14% in those who received 0.5, 2 mg/kg, and placebo respectively. The corresponding proportions of patients who improved by at least 3 points on the ulcerative colitis clinical score were 66, 53, and 33%. There was endoscopic remission in 28, 12, and 8%. There were no substantial differences among the three groups in the prevalence of adverse events, but three patients who received MLN02 had noteworthy adverse events, as listed below.

**Immunologic** *Antihuman antibodies* developed by week 8 in 44% of the patients who received MLN02 and 24% of patients were positive for antibody at a titer of greater than 1:125 (31^c). One 50-year-old woman developed hives and mild angioedema during a second infusion of MLN02; she had MLN02 antibodies in a titer of 1:3125. However, out of 103 participants who received two infusions of MLN02, this patient was the only one in whom a clinically relevant infusion reaction developed.

**Infection risk** *Primary cytomegalovirus infection* developed in a patient who was given MLN02 but improved without antiviral therapy (70^c). Another patient developed lobar pneumonia 3 days after spinal surgery and was treated successfully.

Natalizumab

Natalizumab is a monoclonal antibody that targets alpha-4 integrin and inhibits leukocyte adhesion and migration into inflamed tissues.

**Nervous system** Natalizumab was withdrawn from the market 3 months after its approval in February 2005 and was suspended from all clinical trials because of reports of a rare neurological disease, *progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy*, associated with the JC virus, a human polyomavirus, in patients with multiple sclerosis being treated with natalizumab (71^A, 72^A, 73^A, 74^C). The Food and Drug Administration asked that all clinical trials involving drugs that target a4b1/VLA-4 be suspended until the full results of the Tysabri™ safety data were completed (75^R).

Omalizumab *(SED-15, 2614)*

The safety of the anti-IgE monoclonal antibody omalizumab, given subcutaneously in a dose adjusted for body weight and serum IgE every 2 or 4 weeks, was given as an add-on treatment in 419 asthmatic patients in a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study (76^C). Suspected drug-related adverse effects were similar between the groups, with the exception of events classified as "general and administration site conditions", including *injection site reactions* (4.9% with omalizumab and 1.7% with placebo). The total incidence of injection site reactions (a known effect of omalizumab) was higher with omalizumab than with placebo (5.3 versus 1.3% respectively). There was one case of omalizumab-related severe pruritus, rash, and petechiae. There were no clinically important changes in laboratory tests or vital signs related to omalizumab. Overall, omalizumab was generally well tolerated, the most common drug-related adverse events being local injection site reactions.

Ranibizumab

See Chapter 47.
Rituximab (SED-15, 3069; SEDA-29, 410)

Rituximab is a monoclonal anti-CD20 antibody.

Tumorigenicity Merkel cell carcinoma after therapy with rituximab and cladribine has been reported (77A).

• A 51-year-old woman with chronic lymphatic leukemia received 4 courses of cladribine and then another four courses in combination with rituximab. She developed a red lump on the right cheek 2 months after the last course. A Merkel cell carcinoma was diagnosed histologically and immunohistologically. It was treated by surgically resection followed by local adjuvant radiochemotherapy.
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Drugs that act on the immune system: immunosuppressive and immunostimulatory drugs

**Ciclosporin** *(SED-15, 743; SEDA-27, 374; SEDA-28, 452; SEDA-29, 426)*

**Cardiovascular** Calcineurin inhibitors potentially contribute to the risk of cardiovascular events through the development of new-onset diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia. Trials have consistently shown a higher incidence of new-onset diabetes mellitus with tacrolimus, which has been borne out in large-scale registry analyses. However, the risk of hypertension is about 5% higher with ciclosporin than tacrolimus, as is the risk of hyperlipidemia *(1R)*.

**Nervous system** Neuropathies and myopathies have been reported in patients taking ciclosporin, particularly in combination with statins, and can occur with ciclosporin alone.

- A 67-year-old woman taking ciclosporin developed rapidly progressive sensorimotor changes a few months after kidney transplantation *(2A)*. The symptoms improved after ciclosporin withdrawal. Other causes were ruled out.

**Electrolyte balance** Drug-related potassium-channel syndrome is a rare disorder that can occur after the administration of drugs that open K_ATP channels, such as ciclosporin, nicorandil, or isoflurane. It can cause severe life-threatening complications, including hyperkalemia and cardiovascular disturbances. Administration of the K_ATP channel blocker glibenclamide can promptly reverse these abnormalities *(3A)*.

**Urinary tract** Ciclosporin nephrotoxicity leads to impaired renal function and chronic allograft nephropathy, which is a major predictor of graft loss. P glycoprotein contributes substantially to ciclosporin nephrotoxicity. The TT genotype at the ABCB1 3435C→T polymorphism is associated with reduced expression of P glycoprotein in renal tissue and has been implicated as a susceptibility factor for ciclosporin nephrotoxicity. Ciclosporin nephrotoxicity in 18 of 97 patients completely recovered after switching to a calcineurin inhibitor-free regimen *(4F)*. The P glycoprotein low expessor genotype 3435TT in the kidney donors, but not in the recipients, was over-represented in the cases of ciclosporin nephrotoxicity. Ciclosporin dosage, trough concentrations, and the concentration per dose ratio were not different between the groups. In a multivariate model that included several other non-genetic covariates, only the donor’s ABCB1 3435TT genotype was strongly associated with ciclosporin nephrotoxicity.

**Drug–drug interactions**

**Amisulpride** The antipsychotic drug amisulpride is a substrate of P glycoprotein. Co-administration of ciclosporin in rats resulted in a larger and significantly longer antipsychotic effect, with higher amisulpride AUC in serum and brain; renal clearance was not affected *(5E)*. Amisulpride is not metabolized by rat liver and so this interaction was probably caused by inhibition of P glycoprotein.

**Ketamine** Various neurological symptoms have been reported in liver transplant recipients taking ciclosporin. However, seizures in the perioperative period can be due to other factors.
Many anesthetics have been reported to have both proconvulsant and anticonvulsant properties. Perioperative seizures occurred after liver transplantation in a child who was taking ciclosporin and who was given ketamine (6A).

- A 6-year-old boy weighing 12 kg underwent living related left lateral segment liver transplantation for cryptogenic cirrhosis with portal hypertension. Immunosuppression consisted of microemulsion ciclosporin 10 mg/kg/day, azathioprine, and prednisolone. One month after transplantation, the transaminase activities rose, without derangement of other liver function tests. He was cheerful and spontaneously breathing with a respiratory rate of 18/minute (oxygen saturation 98–100% on air), accepting oral feeding, moving around, and febrile. For liver biopsy he was given intravenous ketamine 7 mg/kg and intramuscular glycopyrrolate 0.01 mg/kg. He developed generalized tonic–clonic seizures, which were treated with intravenous midazolam 1 mg and thiopental 60 mg. A CT scan on the day after the event did not show any abnormality.

In this case ketamine was given 2 hours after the last dose of ciclosporin, close to its $t_{\text{max}}$. Caution is therefore recommended when ketamine is given to patients who are taking ciclosporin.

Vitamins Supplementation with vitamin C 500–1000 mg/day and vitamin E 300 mg/day reduced the trough concentrations of ciclosporin in a single-blind, crossover, randomized, placebo-controlled study in 10 renal transplant recipients (7C) and in a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 56 renal transplant recipients (8C). Although this could have led to transplant rejection, in fact glomerular filtration rate improved significantly and serum creatinine concentrations fell slightly. Changes in vitamin C and vitamin E concentrations did not correlate with changes in ciclosporin trough concentrations or changes in serum creatinine concentrations. The mechanism of this effect is not known.

Management of adverse drug reactions Switching from ciclosporin to tacrolimus is an alternative strategy in kidney transplant patients with chronic allograft dysfunction or ciclosporin intolerance, particularly since tacrolimus may be less nephrotoxic than ciclosporin and may prolong transplant function despite ciclosporin failure. Tacrolimus replaced ciclosporin-based immunosuppression in 133 transplant patients (114 kidney, 15 kidney–pancreas, 4 pancreas after kidney) who had progressive loss of renal function (71%) or ciclosporin intolerance (29%) not responding to ciclosporin dosage reduction (9C). Tacrolimus was begun in an oral dosage of 0.1 mg/kg bd and was adjusted to trough concentrations of 6–10 ng/ml. Tacrolimus was well tolerated but needed to be withdrawn in 23 cases—21 graft failures, one case of diabetes, and one case of clinical intolerance. Differential creatinemia fell significantly and tacrolimus improved symptoms of ciclosporin intolerance in all cases. Blood urea, creatinine clearance, blood total cholesterol, and triglycerides improved significantly, and the number of hypertensive patients was unchanged. During follow-up, four patients died, one had acute rejection, and 21 transplants failed. Graft failure was significantly more frequent in patients with advanced renal impairment before tacrolimus.

Cyclophosphamide (SED-15, 1025; SEDA-27, 375; SEDA-28, 456; SEDA-29, 433)

Pregnancy Cyclophosphamide is a pregnancy category D agent (see Table 1).

- A 37-year-old Caucasian woman with an infiltrating ductal breast carcinoma in situ was given doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide in the second and third trimesters and delivered a premature baby boy at 31 weeks (10A). The neonate had respiratory distress and failure. There were no physical anomalies, but the baby had neutropenia and anemia probably because of the chemotherapy. The infant grew and developed normally during his first year of life and remained in good health.

Everolimus (SDZ-RAD) (SED-15, 1306; SEDA-28, 457; SEDA-29, 433)

Everolimus is a mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor used in immunosuppressive therapies for the prevention of acute and chronic rejection after solid organ transplantation.
Table 1. The FDA’s classification of teratogenic drug risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description of risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>No fetal risk shown in controlled human studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>No human data available and animal studies show no fetal risk or Animal studies show a risk but human studies do not show fetal risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>No controlled studies on fetal risk available for humans or animals or Fetal risk shown in controlled animal studies but no human data available (the benefit of drug use must clearly justify the potential fetal risk in this category)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Studies show fetal risk in humans (use of the drug may be acceptable even with risks such as in life-threatening illness or when safer drugs are ineffective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Risk to fetus clearly outweighs any benefits from the drug</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparative studies Everolimus 1.5 or 3 mg/day has been compared with mycophenolate mofetil 2 g/day in 523 de novo renal-transplant recipients (11C). Antibody-treated acute rejection at 36 months was significantly lower with everolimus 1.5 mg (9.8%) than mycophenolate mofetil (18%). Withdrawal after adverse events was more frequent with everolimus; *hemolytic–uremic syndrome, lymphoproliferative disease, proteinuria*, and *higher serum creatinine concentrations* occurred at increased frequency compared with mycophenolate mofetil. The mean rise in creatinine over the first 6 months was 3 µmol/l or more with everolimus and 7 µmol/l with mycophenolate mofetil. However, serum creatinine concentrations were lower throughout in those who received mycophenolate mofetil. Death and graft loss were more frequent with everolimus.

Management of adverse drug reactions
The mTOR-inhibitors (for example everolimus, sirolimus) are associated with certain adverse events such as lymphocele, arthralgia, edema, and hyperlipidemia, the management of which has been discussed (12C). Withdrawal of everolimus is usually not necessary. Moderate lymphoceles can resolve spontaneously or after instillation of povidone-iodine; severe lymphocele may require surgical intervention. Eyelid and ankle edema respond to low-dose furosemide, preferably coupled with ciclosporin and everolimus dosage reduction. Hyperlipidemia responds to a statin. Everolimus dosage reduction, maintaining trough blood concentrations at about 3 ng/ml, was effective in a case of bilateral multiple arthralgia.

Monitoring therapy Monitoring everolimus plasma concentrations may improve efficacy and reduce adverse effects (13M). There is a good relation between the concentration of everolimus and the pharmacological response. The recommended target for trough concentration is 3–8 ng/ml; concentrations over 3 ng/ml have been associated with a reduced incidence of rejection and concentrations over 8 ng/ml with increased toxicity. African–Americans have higher apparent clearance rates. Hepatic dysfunction reduces clearance and inhibitors or inducers of CYP3A4 reduce or increase clearance.

Leflunomide (SED-15, 2015; SEDA-28, 457; SEDA-29, 435)

Leflunomide is licensed in France for “active psoriatic rheumatism”. Pharmacovigilance studies have confirmed some severe adverse effects (hepatic, cutaneous, and hematological) and have uncovered other previously unrecognized effects, such as *interstitial pneumonia, hypertension, weight loss*, and *peripheral neuropathies*. In France, leflunomide costs nearly 10 times more than methotrexate and it has been suggested that it should not be used to treat psoriatic arthropathy (14r).

Respiratory Imaging findings in 26 cases of leflunomide-related acute lung injury were similar to those caused by other drugs, including diffuse or widespread patchy *ground-glass opacities* and/or *consolidation*, often accompanied by *septal thickening and intralobular reticular opacities* (15C). Of 23 cases 13 had pre-existing *interstitial pulmonary disease* on chest X-ray or CT scan. The imaging findings were classified into four patterns: diffuse...
alveolar damage, acute eosinophilic pneumonia, a hyper-reaction, and cryptogenic organizing pneumonia. Those with diffuse alveolar damage had a higher mortality rate, which did not reach conventional statistical significance.

**Nervous system**  Two patients taking leflunomide developed severe *sensorimotor axonal polyneuropathy* starting 5 months after the start of leflunomide therapy; the symptoms rapidly improved after withdrawing leflunomide (16c). Of 12 patients with leflunomide-related neuropathy 10 were older than 60 years. The mean delay to the onset of neuropathy was 9 months. The neuropathy improved after withdrawal in seven patients.

**Gastrointestinal**  *Diarrhea and weight loss* are common adverse events in patients with rheumatoid arthritis taking leflunomide (17a, 18c). They occur mostly during the first 6 months of treatment, are generally mild, and rarely require treatment withdrawal. Two patients with rheumatoid arthritis developed severe diarrhea and important weight loss more than 12 months after starting to take leflunomide. The symptoms were caused by colitis, but one had ulcerative colitis and the other microscopic colitis. The symptoms improved after withdrawal of leflunomide, making a causal relation probable. However, the heterogeneous histopathological findings did not allow any definitive conclusions about mechanism.

Leflunomide-associated persistent diarrhea or weight loss can be more serious than has previously been reported. In such cases leflunomide should be withdrawn and colonic endoscopy is recommended. Given the long half-life of leflunomide a washout procedure with colestyramine should be considered whenever the problem is severe or persistent (17b, 18c).

**Hair**  In 51 patients with proliferative lupus nephritis major adverse events in those who were taking leflunomide were infections (mainly herpes zoster) and *alopecia* (18c).

**Teratogenicity**  Leflunomide increases the risks of fetal death and teratogenic effects in animals. However, no major or minor malformations have been reported in humans, and leflunomide is classified in category X of fetal risk (Table 1) (19b). A wash-out regimen may reduce the risk of fetal harm. Conception scheduling or early pregnancy detection is required for better clinical counselling and the avoidance of unnecessary risk.

**Mycophenolate mofetil**  (SED-15, 2402; SEDA-27, 376; SEDA-28, 458; SEDA-29, 445)

**Gastrointestinal**  Adverse effects, mainly gastrointestinal, occur in up to 45% of patients who take mycophenolate mofetil. Dosage changes resulting from these adverse events may lead to subtherapeutic dosing and poor clinical outcomes. In a retrospective study, 772 renal transplant patients from 10 US transplant centers took mycophenolate mofetil and 50% (n = 382) had at least one gastrointestinal complication within the first 6 months after transplantation; 67% (n = 255) of these had multiple gastrointestinal complications (20c). Of the patients with gastrointestinal complications, the dosage was adjusted or the drug was withdrawn in 39%, and they had a significantly higher incidence of acute rejections than patients without gastrointestinal complications (30 versus 19%). Mean treatment costs were higher in patients with gastrointestinal complications than in those without. The mean incremental cost for patients with gastrointestinal complications was US$3700 per patient during the 6 months after transplant, which was mainly attributable to costs of hospitalization.

In another series, 79% of 403 patients with 407 kidney transplants taking ciclosporin or tacrolimus, mycophenolate mofetil, and glucocorticoids had adverse events during the 100 days after transplant (21c). In half of all cases serum alanine transaminase activity was raised, and in 21% it was over three times the upper limit of the reference range. Patients with delayed graft function showed increased incidences of gastrointestinal symptoms and thrombocytopenia. There were more cases of increased alanine transaminase activity and thrombocytopenia in patients taking ciclosporin and more gastrointestinal symptoms in patients taking tacrolimus. The dose of mycophenolate mofetil was reduced or the drug was withdrawn in 34% of all cases. In patients taking
ciclosporin and a reduced dose of mycophenolate mofetil by day 21, the incidence of rejection during the next 21 days was 10 versus 0.6% in patients who took full-dose mycophenolate mofetil until day 21. Patients taking tacrolimus had no increased rejection frequency after the dose of mycophenolate mofetil was reduced.

**Liver** Hepatotoxicity associated with mycophenolate mofetil has not previously been reported, and has been assessed after kidney transplantation in 79 patients taking 2 g/day (22c). There was a progressive increase in liver enzymes in 11 patients. The median age of those with hepatotoxicity was 29 (19–54) and 73% were men. None of the patients had hepatitis B or C, cytomegalovirus infection, or other possible causes of raised liver enzymes, and abdominal ultrasonography was normal. The liver enzyme activities normalized after withdrawal (n = 6) or a reduction in dosage (n = 5). The median time to the increase in liver enzymes was 28 (4–70) days and after a 50% reduction in dose or withdrawal, they returned to normal in 16 (4–210) days. There was a significant positive correlation between the duration of the abnormal activity and the recovery time.

**Mycophenolate sodium**

**Gastrointestinal** Gastrointestinal adverse effects have been assessed in a prospective questionnaire study in de novo renal-transplant patients (n = 130) taking either mycophenolate mofetil (n = 93) or enteric-coated mycophenolate sodium (n = 37) (23c). During the first year after transplantation, there were gastrointestinal disorders in 31 patients taking mycophenolate mofetil (33%) and 12 taking enteric-coated mycophenolate sodium (34%). The incidences of upper gastrointestinal disorders (19 versus 14%) and diarrhea (19 versus 14%) were not significantly different.

Gastrointestinal symptoms have been analysed in 22 de novo kidney transplant recipients receiving basiliximab, enteric-coated mycophenolate sodium, ciclosporin microemulsion, and prednisolone with a mean follow-up of 7.9 months (24c). Gastrointestinal adverse effects at a mean daily dose of enteric-coated mycophenolate sodium of 1422 mg included dyspepsia 27%, acid regurgitation 18%, epigastralgia 9%, nausea 9%, vomiting 4.5%, and poor appetite 4.5%. In comparison, in historical studies mycophenolate mofetil 2 g/day caused dyspepsia in 3.1–40%, epigastralgia in 10%, nausea in 3.7–34%, and vomiting in 0.6%–11%.

**Drug–drug interactions** Rifampicin induces the expression of a number of genes involved in multidrug resistance (P glycoprotein and multidrug resistance proteins 1 and 2), CYP3A4, uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyltransferases, monoamine oxidases, and glutathione S-transferases. In a heart-lung transplant recipient long-term rifampicin caused a more than two-fold reduction in dose-corrected exposure to mycophenolic acid; after withdrawal of rifampicin the effect reversed after 2 weeks (25c). The effect of rifampicin on the metabolism of mycophenolate can, at least in part, be explained by simultaneous induction of renal, hepatic, and gastrointestinal uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyltransferases and organic anion transporters, with subsequent functional inhibition of the enterohepatic recirculation of mycophenolic acid.

The pharmacokinetics of mycophenolic acid at 2 weeks, 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months after kidney transplantation have been studied in recipients who took additional sirolimus (n = 13) or ciclosporin (n = 17) (26c). Those who took sirolimus had significantly higher values of dose-normalized mycophenolic acid AUC0–12 than those who took ciclosporin. Plasma concentration monitoring of mycophenolic acid is therefore advised in kidney recipients co-treated with sirolimus.

**Pimecrolimus** (SED-15, 2833; SEDA-28, 460; SEDA-29, 449)

The benefits associated with pimecrolimus (Eli-del) and tacrolimus (Protopic/Protopy) outweigh their risks, but the Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) of the European Medicines Agency (EMEA) has advised that caution is required, in order to reduce the risks of skin cancer and lymphoma (27c). The CHMP began its safety review after reports of skin cancer and lymphoma in patients using pimecrolimus and tacrolimus, but was unable...
to establish a casual relation, and has asked for more long-term safety profile data. Meanwhile, the CHMP has advised that patients using the products should not stop using them or alter their treatment without first consulting their physician. Product information changes recommended by the CHMP aim to raise patient and prescriber awareness of the potential long-term risks associated with these drugs.

**Placebo-controlled studies**  The efficacy and the adverse effects of pimecrolimus in the treatment of moderate to severe atopic dermatitis have been investigated in a randomized controlled trial (28C). The short-term adverse events profile was favorable, with no apparent adverse effects in any major organ system. The study consisted of a pre-treatment phase, a 12-week, double-blind treatment phase (placebo or pimecrolimus tablets 10, 20, or 30 mg twice daily), and a 12-week post-treatment phase. The only adverse events that were related to the dose of pimecrolimus were nausea and a hot feeling.

**Sirolimus (rapamycin)**  (SED-15, 3148; SEDA-27, 377; SEDA-28, 460; SEDA-29, 449)

**Respiratory**  Sirolimus-associated pneumonitis has been described in renal transplant patients, but only in two cases after cardiac transplantation; one had a fatal outcome. In another heart recipient, sirolimus-associated interstitial pneumonitis resolved completely after sirolimus withdrawal and treatment with corticosteroids (29A).

**Liver**  Hepatotoxicity associated with sirolimus has been reported in a kidney graft recipient (30A).

- A 30-year-old man underwent kidney transplantation and immunosuppression with a glucocorticoid, ciclosporin, and sirolimus. Serum transaminase activities increased 16 months after transplantation. Liver biopsy showed non-specific changes consistent with drug-induced damage. Sirolimus was switched to mycophenolate mofetil, and the serum transaminase quickly normalized.

**Skin**  The cutaneous adverse effects of sirolimus are not well described and may have been underestimated. They include acne, rash, and a leukocytoclastic vasculitis. Sirolimus caused follicular acneiform eruptions in two renal allograft recipients (31A). It was severe and difficult to treat and resolved only after withdrawal of sirolimus. After liver transplantation, 23 of 60 recipients took sirolimus in dosages adjusted to target trough concentrations of 30 to < 100 ng/l, combined with a calcineurin inhibitor and/or mycophenolate mofetil (32C). There were non-specific rashes in three patients, including one case of leukocytoclastic vasculitis, one of exfoliative forearm dermatitis requiring change of medication, and one of perivascular lymphocytic eosinophilic dermatitis that subsided after dosage reduction. There were mouth ulcers in three cases, associated with trough concentrations exceeding 100 ng/l. Acne improved in six patients after dosage reduction. Sirolimus was continued in 18 patients.

The skin, mucous membranes, nails, and hair were evaluated in 80 renal transplant recipients taking sirolimus (mean duration 18 months); 74 patients were also taking mycophenolate mofetil and a glucocorticoid (33C). There were cutaneous adverse events in 72 patients, and 20 had serious adverse events; six stopped taking sirolimus as a result. The most frequent effects were pilosebaceous apparatus involvement, including acne-like eruptions (46%), scalp folliculitis (26%), and hidradenitis suppurativa (12%); edematous complaints, including chronic edema (55%) and angioedema (15%); and mucous membrane disorders, including aphthous ulceration (60%), epistaxis (60%), chronic gingivitis (20%), and chronic fissure of the lips (11%). Nail disorders included chronic onychopathy (74%) and periungual infections (16%).

**Urinary tract**  Evidence that sirolimus can cause nephrotoxicity has been accumulating in the last few years, including observations of thrombotic microangiopathy (34A). Kidney recipients taking ciclosporin had higher creatinine concentrations when sirolimus was added compared with placebo or azathioprine (175 versus 137 µmol/l). There was delayed graft function in kidney recipients taking tacrolimus almost three times more often with than without sirolimus. Sirolimus may cause direct tubular
or, to a lesser degree, glomerular toxicity and may also potentiate nephrotoxicity due to a calcineurin inhibitor.

**Proteinuria** associated with sirolimus has been reported after renal transplantation (35A). Three patients with type 1 diabetes developed proteinuria (1, 2, and 7 g/day) while taking sirolimus and low-dose tacrolimus after islet cell transplantation. The proteinuria resolved after sirolimus that was replaced by mycophenolate mofetil combined with an increased dosage of tacrolimus. Renal biopsy in one case showed only diabetic glomerulopathy. Five other islet cell recipients developed microalbuminuria while taking sirolimus; all resolved after switching to tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil.

**Infection risk** Infection due to *Mycobacterium xenopi* is rare in renal transplant recipients but occurred in two renal transplant patients, one of whom had interstitial pneumonitis and one a pulmonary nodule (36A). Both had recently started to take sirolimus, which inhibits interleukin-12-induced proliferation of activated T lymphocytes, which is critical for the development of the cell-mediated immunity that protects against mycobacterial infection.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Liver disease** Hepatic impairment can alter the clearance of sirolimus. In 18 adults with mild to moderate hepatic impairment who took a single oral dose of sirolimus 15 mg, the mean whole-blood sirolimus weight-normalized oral-dose clearance was significantly lower than in healthy controls (32 versus 36%) (37C).

**Drug–drug interactions**

The pharmacokinetics of sirolimus have been studied in 22 kidney transplant recipients taking either ciclosporin microemulsion or tacrolimus capsules twice a day (38A). Sirolimus (6 mg as a loading dose followed by 2 mg/day for at least 7 days) was given 6 hours after the morning dose of the calcineurin inhibitor. Ciclosporin produced higher sirolimus AUC, $C_{\text{max}}$, and $C_{\text{min}}$ than tacrolimus.

**Tacrolimus** (SED-15, 3279; SEDA-27, 377; SEDA-28, 463; SEDA-29, 453)

In a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of pimecrolimus and tacrolimus in the treatment of atopic dermatitis, the authors concluded that in the absence of studies that show long-term safety gains, any advantages over topical glucocorticoids is unclear (39M).

**Ear, nose, throat** Hearing impairment in patients after organ transplantation has been reported in association with different immunosuppressants, and has a high incidence after liver transplantation. Of 521 patients with liver transplants, 25 had hearing aids, of whom only nine had either had hearing loss before transplantation or had risk factors such as ototoxic drugs (40A). Hearing loss occurred early (eight patients required an aid within 2 years after transplantation) and was bilateral in 14 patients. Nine patients had tinnitus and three had otalgia. Four reported a history of sudden deafness associated with high concentrations of calcineurin inhibitors. The proportion of patients taking tacrolimus was higher than those taking ciclosporin. The mechanism is not known.

**Skin** Topical tacrolimus can cause flushing, caused by the small amount of alcohol that it contains. This reaction can be mistaken for allergy. Three patients using topical tacrolimus developed a flushing reaction after ingesting alcohol; withdrawal of topical tacrolimus resolved the alcohol-related skin reaction (41A).

**Drug–drug interactions**

Itraconazole After lung transplantation in 40 patients, itraconazole 200 mg bd for 6 months reduced the mean dosage requirement of tacrolimus from 5.74 to 3.26 mg/day (42A). Monitoring of tacrolimus trough concentrations is therefore advised during co-administration of itraconazole.

Micafungin Micafungin is a mild in vitro inhibitor of CYP3A, of which tacrolimus is a substrate. However, micafungin 100 mg intravenously had no effect on the pharmacokinetics of oral tacrolimus 5 mg in 26 patients (43A).
Temsirolimus (cell cycle inhibitor-779; CCI-779)  (SED-15, 1306; SEDA-29, 460)

Temsirolimus (CCI-779), an ester analogue of sirolimus, is an inhibitor of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR).

Observational studies  Two intravenous doses of temsirolimus (75 or 250 mg weekly) have been compared in 109 heavily pretreated patients with locally advanced or metastatic breast cancer (44c). Efficacy was similar with the two doses but toxicity was more common with the higher, especially grade 3 or 4 depression (10% of patients at the 250 mg dose, 0% at the 75 mg dose). The most common temsirolimus-related adverse events of all grades were mucositis (70%), maculopapular rash (51%), and nausea (43%). The most common clinically important grade 3 or 4 adverse events were mucositis (9%), leukopenia (7%), hyperglycemia (7%), somnolence (6%), thrombocytopenia (5%), and depression (5%).

Susceptibility factors  In 50 patients with advanced renal cancer given intravenous temsirolimus 25, 75, or 250 mg once a week, single versus multiple doses and body surface area were significant pharmacokinetic co-variates (45c). For sirolimus, dose and hematocrit were significant co-variates. Age, sex, and race did not affect temsirolimus disposition. AUC correlated with adverse event severity for thrombocytopenia, pruritus, and hyperlipidemia. Exposure correlated with a specific subset of gene transcripts in peripheral blood monocytes after 16 weeks of therapy. Pharmacogenomic profiling of monocytes showed that altered ribonucleic acid transcript expression correlated with exposure, and these transcripts represent potential biomarkers of exposure to temsirolimus in peripheral blood.

THIOPURINES

Tumorigenicity  The risk of lymphoma may be increased by about fourfold in patients with inflammatory bowel disease taking thiopurines, as a result of the medications, the severity of the underlying disease, or a combination of the two (46c).

Azathioprine  (SED-15, 377; SEDA-27, 373; SEDA-28, 450; SEDA-29, 424)

Psychiatric  Azathioprine has been newly associated with psychiatric adverse events (47a).

- A 13-year-old boy with Wegener’s granulomatosis developed incapacitating obsessive–compulsive symptoms and severe panic attacks 4 weeks after switching from cyclophosphamide to azathioprine. He had obsessions about dying, committing suicide, and harming others, obsessive negative thoughts about himself and others, compulsive behavior, severe panic attacks more than once a day, and sleep disturbances. He was given fluvoxamine 100 mg/day, but 18 months later the symptoms suddenly disappeared, 3 weeks after he switched from azathioprine to methotrexate. In the next 4 years, he had no relapse.

Psychiatric adverse effects have not previously been reported with azathioprine. Neither does the database of the WHO Uppsala Monitoring Centre mention obsessive–compulsive symptoms or panic attacks as a possible adverse effect of azathioprine. However, the time course in this case and the absence of symptoms before and after azathioprine therapy suggest a causal relation. It is possible that the combination of subtle cerebral dysfunction as a result of the vasculitis and the use of azathioprine may have caused the symptoms in this patient.

Liver  Thiopurines can cause liver damage, and the incidence varies in different studies. Hepatotoxicity, defined as alanine transaminase or alkaline phosphatase activities greater than twice the upper normal limit, was studied in 161 patients with inflammatory bowel disease over a median follow-up of 271 days (48c). There was abnormal liver function in 21 patients (13%), hepatotoxicity in 16 (10%) after a median of 85 days, and thiopurines were withdrawn in five patients because of hepatotoxicity.

Nodular regenerative hyperplasia of the liver can occur with any of the purine analogues (azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine, and 6-thioguanine). It has again been described in four patients with inflammatory bowel disease taking azathioprine (49c). All had either abnormal liver function tests and/or a low platelet count. The biochemical and hematological abnormalities resolved after azathioprine withdrawal. Male sex was a major susceptibility factor. In another series, two patients
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taking azathioprine developed nodular regenerative hyperplasia; both were heterozygous for the TPMT*3A mutation (50A).

Susceptibility factors

Genetic  Deficiency of thiopurine S-methyltransferase (TPMT) predisposes to myelotoxicity, but its association with other adverse effects is less clear. Polymorphisms in the inosine triphosphatase (ITPA) gene may also be involved in thiopurine metabolism and tolerance. In a 6-month prospective study in 71 patients with Crohn’s disease taking azathioprine, early drop-out within 2 weeks was associated with the ITPA polymorphism 94C→A and low TPMT activity (<10 nmol/ml of erythrocytes/hour) (51c). High-risk individuals, defined by the 94C→A polymorphism or low TPMT activity, were significantly more likely to drop out at any stage. Drop-outs attributed to azathioprine-related adverse effects (n = 16) were significantly associated with the 94C→A polymorphism. A time-to-event analysis over the 24-week study period showed a significant association between the time to drop-out and carriage of the ITPA 94C>A mutant allele. Therefore, patients with ITPA 94C→A mutations or low TPMT activity constitute a pharmacogenetic high-risk group for drop-out from azathioprine therapy and ITPA 94C→A appears to be a promising marker of predisposition to azathioprine intolerance.

6-Thioguanine

Thioguanine is used as an escape thiopurine for treating inflammatory bowel disease patients intolerant or refractory to azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine, or methotrexate.

Liver  Out of 95 patients with inflammatory bowel disease who were intolerant of azathioprine or 6-mercaptopurine 20 stopped taking low-dose 6-thioguanine maintenance therapy (mean 25 mg) (52c). The reasons for withdrawal of 6-thioguanine were gastrointestinal complaints (31%), malaise (15%), and hepatotoxicity (15%). Of 75 patients who continued to take 6-thioguanine, seven had hepatotoxicity. Therefore, 6-thioguanine should be administered only in prospective trials.

Pregnancy  Data on the use of 6-thioguanine in pregnancy are rare and controversial. Two patients with Crohn’s disease took low doses of 6-thioguanine throughout their pregnancies (53A). The two infants were healthy, without congenital abnormalities and or laboratory signs of myelosuppression or hepatocellular injury. The infants had significantly lower concentrations of 6-thioguanine nucleotides in their erythrocytes (ratio 1:12) than the mothers.
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Corticotrophins, corticosteroids, and prostaglandins

Editor's note: In this chapter adverse effects arising from the oral or intravenous administration of corticosteroids (glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids) are covered in the section on systemic administration. Other routes of administration are dealt with in the sections after that; inhalation and nasal administration are dealt with in Chapter 16, topical administration to the skin in Chapter 14, and ocular administration in Chapter 47.

SYSTEMIC GLUCOCORTICOIDS
(SED-15, 906; SEDA-27, 414; SEDA-28, 471; SEDA-29, 480)

Placebo-controlled studies Patients taking glucocorticoids have an increased risk of infections, including those produced by opportunistic and rare pathogens. However, it has been suggested that glucocorticoid administration in severe community-acquired pneumonia could attenuate systemic inflammation and lead to earlier resolution of pneumonia and a reduction in sepsis-related complications. In a placebo-controlled study in 46 patients with severe community-acquired pneumonia who received protocol-guided antibiotic treatment hydrocortisone (intravenous 200 mg bolus followed by infusion at a rate of 10 mg/hour) for 7 days produced significant clinical improvement (15). Adverse effects were not described.

Cardiovascular Obstructive cardiomyopathy has been attributed to a glucocorticoid in a child with subglottal stenosis (2).

• A 4-month-old boy (weight 4 kg) developed fever, nasal secretions, and stridor due to a subglottal granuloma. Dexamethasone 1 mg/kg/day was started and tapered over 1 week. The mass shrank to 25% of its original size but the symptoms recurred 2 weeks later. The granuloma was excised and dexamethasone 1 mg/kg/day was restarted. After 5 days he developed a tachycardia (140/minute) and a new systolic murmur. Echocardiography showed severe ventricular hypertrophy with dynamic left ventricular outflow tract obstruction. The dexamethasone was weaned over several days. Over the next 3 weeks several echocardiograms showed rapid resolution of the outflow tract obstruction and gradual improvement of the cardiac hypertrophy. After 8 months there was no further problem.

Nervous system Glucocorticoid-induced spinal epidural lipomatosis is not very common in children. Spinal magnetic resonance imaging was performed in 125 children with renal diseases (68 boys); they either had back pain or numbness, were obese, or had taken a cumulative dose of prednisone of more than 500 mg/kg; there was lipomatosis in five patients (3).

Psychological and psychiatric Chronic glucocorticoid exposure is associated with reduced size of the hippocampus, resulting in impaired declarative memory. In 52 renal transplant recipients (mean age 45 years, 34 men and 18 women) taking prednisone (100 mg/day for 3 days followed by 10 mg/day for as long as needed; mean dose 11 mg/day) there was a major reduction in immediate recall but not delayed recall (4). However, there was a significant correlation between mean prednisone dose and delayed recall.
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In animals, phenytoin pretreatment blocks the effects of stress on memory and hippocampal histology. In a double blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial 39 patients (mean age 44 years, 8 men) with allergies or pulmonary or rheumatological illnesses who were taking prednisone (mean dose 40 mg/day) were randomized to either phenytoin (300 mg/day) or placebo for 7 days (5c). Those who took phenytoin had significantly smaller increases in a mania self-report scale. There was no effect on memory. Thus, phenytoin blocked the hypomanic effects of prednisone, but not the effects on declarative memory.

Endocrine Iatrogenic Cushing’s syndrome is a well-known adverse effect of glucocorticoids. It usually develops after prolonged exposure to excessive doses and its development after a single low dose is exceptional (6c).

- A 45-year-old woman was given a single-dose of intramuscular triamcinolone acetonide 40 mg for acute laryngitis and 1 month later was noted to have a cushingoid appearance. Endocrinological tests confirmed hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis suppression. Eight months later, the cushingoid appearance had completely disappeared and HPA function had spontaneously recovered.

Musculoskeletal Doses of prednisone of 7.5 mg/day can cause premature or exaggerated osteoporosis. However, it is unclear whether a dose of 5 mg/day has the same effect. In a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, 8-week trial 50 healthy postmenopausal women (mean age 57 years) were randomly assigned to prednisone 5 mg/day or matching placebo for 6 weeks, followed by a 2-week recovery period (7c). Prednisone rapidly and significantly decreased serum concentrations of propeptide of type I N-terminal procollagen, propeptide of type I C-terminal procollagen, and osteocalcin, and free urinary deoxypyridinoline compared with placebo. These changes were largely reversed during the recovery period. In conclusion, low-dose prednisone significantly reduced indices of bone formation and bone resorption in postmenopausal women.

Osteoporosis is common in Crohn’s disease, often because of glucocorticoids. Budesonide as controlled-release capsules is a locally acting glucocorticoid with low systemic availability. In a randomized study in 272 patients with Crohn’s disease involving the ileum and/or ascending colon, budesonide and prednisolone were compared for 2 years in doses adapted to disease activity (8c). There was active disease in 181, of whom 98 were glucocorticoid-naive; 90 had quiescent disease and were corticosteroid-dependent. Efficacy was similar in the two groups, but treatment-related adverse effects were less frequent with budesonide. The glucocorticoid-naive patients who took budesonide had smaller reductions in bone mineral density than those who took prednisolone (mean −1.04 versus −3.84%).

Pregnancy The effects of a single antenatal dose of a glucocorticoid on prostanoids have been evaluated in 43 singleton pregnancies in women who were taking betamethasone or not (9c). Betamethasone (dose not described) reduced maternal PGE2 concentrations, with concomitant increases in the fetoplacental compartment. Umbilical cord thromboxane B2 concentrations in the treated group were significantly lower than the non-treated group, resulting in a higher ratio of 6-ketoPGF1α to thromboxane B2. Considering the regulatory role of PGE2 and PGI2 in fetal lung development and neonatal transition homeostasis, these results suggest a mechanism, at least in part, for the beneficial effects of antenatal glucocorticoids on fetal lung maturation and neonatal cardiopulmonary homeostasis at birth.

In a retrospective study of the use of betamethasone every 12 hours versus 24 hours for anticipated preterm delivery in 909 pregnancies, three groups were identified: those who had not received antenatal glucocorticoids, those who had received betamethasone 12 hours apart, and those who received 24-hour dosing (10c). There was significantly more maternal antibiotic use (90 versus 84%) and more neonatal surfactant use (40 versus 26%) in the 12-hour group compared with the 24-hour group. For all other outcomes there was no clinically significant difference.

Single versus multiple courses of antenatal glucocorticoids have been compared retrospectively in 704 pregnancies that resulted in preterm births at 24–32 weeks. There three groups: 294 neonates whose mothers had not received glucocorticoids, 257 who had received a single dose, and 153 who had received multiple doses. Multiple doses compared with a single dose was associated with increased positive maternal cultures (44 versus 31%), small for gestational age.
infants (35 versus 21%), and intraventricular haemorrhage (45 versus 34%) (11c).

**Fetotoxicity** The long-term consequences of antenatal glucocorticoids have been evaluated in two studies. One evaluated the effects on psychological functioning and health-related quality-of-life in adulthood and the other assessed if the treatment could affect cardiovascular risk factors in adulthood.

In 192 adult offspring (mean age 31 years) of mothers who had taken part in a randomized controlled trial of antenatal betamethasone for the prevention of neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (87 exposed to betamethasone two doses 24 hours apart, and 105 exposed to placebo) there were no alterations in cognitive functioning, working memory and attention, psychiatric morbidity, handedness, or health-related quality-of-life in adulthood (12c).

In 534 individuals aged 30 years, whose mothers had participated in a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial of antenatal betamethasone (two intramuscular doses 24 hours apart) for the prevention of neonatal respiratory distress syndrome, there were no differences between those exposed to betamethasone and placebo in body size, blood lipids, blood pressure, plasma cortisol, prevalence of diabetes, or history of cardiovascular disease (13c). After the oral glucose tolerance test, those who had been exposed to betamethasone had higher plasma insulin concentrations at 30 minutes (61 versus 52 mIU/l) and lower glucose concentrations at 120 minutes (4.8 versus 5.1 mmol/l) than did those exposed to placebo. Antenatal exposure to betamethasone might result in insulin resistance in adult offspring, but has no effect on cardiovascular risk factors at 30 years of age.

### Drug–drug interactions

**Ritonavir** In healthy volunteers a low dose of ritonavir increases the plasma concentrations of fluticasone and reduces cortisol concentrations, probably due to increased systemic availability of fluticasone. Five cases of iatrogenic Cushing’s syndrome with osteoporosis and secondary adrenal failure have been described in patients with HIV taking oral ritonavir and inhaled glucocorticoids (four fluticasone and one budesonide) (14A).

**Diagnosis of adverse drug reactions** Osteoporosis and osteopenia are usually evaluated by measuring bone density using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). However, there is increased interest in measuring not only bone density but also some structural properties of the bone, such as elasticity and trabecular stiffness and connectivity, which are more closely related to bone strength. Quantitative ultrasound could theoretically provide information on bone structure, as has been suggested by a prospective study in patients with glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis (15c), but further studies are needed to define the role of quantitative ultrasonography in the prediction of fracture and in the clinical management of glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis.

### PROSTAGLANDINS AND ANALOGUES

**Epoprostenol** (SED-15, 1228)

**Drug–drug interactions** Anticoagulants and continuous intravenous infusion of epoprostenol are the standard treatments for primary pulmonary hypertension. However, their combined use increases the likelihood of hemorrhagic complications, as demonstrated in a retrospective study of 31 consecutive patients with primary pulmonary hypertension (mean age, 29 years, 10 men, 21 women), nine of whom had 11 bleeding episodes; nine episodes were cases of alveolar hemorrhage and two patients had severe respiratory distress (16A). The mean dose of epoprostenol at the time of the first bleeding episode was 89 ng/kg/minute. More of the patients who had a bleeding episode died (67 versus 41%).

**Latanoprost** (SED-15, 2002)

**Cardiovascular** Coronary spasm has been attributed to latanoprost (17A).

- A 58-year-old man with stable angina pectoris started to use latanoprost eye drops and over the next few days his angina worsened and occurred at rest. After 15 days, he had syncope during physical exercise. Angiography showed coronary spasm.
Sweat glands  Profuse sweating has been attributed to latanoprost (18A).

• A 55-year-old woman with primary chronic angle glaucoma was given latanoprost ophthalmic solution (0.005%, 1 drop/day). After 3 days, 1–2 hours after administration, she reported severe sweating involving the entire body and drenching all her clothes. The excessive sweating disappeared on withdrawal of latanoprost and did not occur when she was given bimatoprost. One month later, latanoprost was restarted and the severe sweating recurred on the first day of therapy. Latanoprost was withdrawn and bimatoprost was started again.

Misoprostol  (SED-15, 2357)

Observational studies  In a retrospective study in patients with pre-eclampsia undergoing cervical ripening the complications associated with vaginal misoprostol (n = 95) and dinoprostone (n = 108) vaginal inserts before induction of labor have been reported (19c). The incidence of uterine hyperstimulation requiring emergency cesarean section because of fetal heart rate abnormalities was significantly higher among patients who received misoprostol (18 versus 8.3%). The overall incidence of abruptio placenta was also significantly higher among those who received misoprostol (14 versus 1.9%).

Reproductive system  Several cases of uterine rupture due to misoprostol after second trimester have been reported. However, unexpectedly, administration of misoprostol for cervical ripening before surgical evacuation of a missed abortion reportedly produced uterine rupture in the first trimester (20A).

• A 30-year-old woman with amenorrhea for 8 weeks had vaginal bleeding probably secondary to a missed abortion. Transvaginal ultrasonography showed a single fetus of 6 weeks without cardiac activity. She was scheduled for dilatation and evacuation but 1 hour after a single oral dose of misoprostol 400 micrograms she developed severe abdominal pain, hypotension (70/40 mmHg), and abdominal distension and rebound tenderness. The hemoglobin concentration was 6.5 g/l. Emergency laparoscopy showed a 1.5 cm rupture of the left uterine horn. She had had a previous cesarean section, but it is very unlikely that that contributed, because the uterine rupture occurred at a different site to the cesarean incision (low-flap transverse section).

Infection risk  There were four deaths in previously healthy women due to endometritis and toxic shock syndrome within 1 week after medically induced abortions with oral mifepristone 200 mg and vaginal misoprostol 800 micrograms; in two cases Clostridium sordellii was found (21A). Another similar case was reported in Canada in 2001. Endometritis and toxic shock syndrome associated with C. sordellii are rare. Of 10 cases identified by authors in the previous literature, eight occurred after the delivery of live-born infants, one after a medical abortion, and one was not associated with pregnancy. The cases produced an FDA alert with a “Dear Health Care Provider” letter from the manufacturer and publication of a “Dispatch” in the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (22S).

Travoprost

Gastrointestinal  Abdominal cramp has been attributed to travoprost (23A).

• A 34-year-old woman with primary open-angle glaucoma began topical application of travoprost ophthalmic solution (0.004%, 1 drop/day) and 30 minutes later developed abdominal cramp that lasted for 2 hours. The same symptoms appeared on 3 days after drug administration. The pain disappeared after travoprost withdrawal.

In order to investigate this adverse effect, a series of single-blind trials were carried out with the informed consent of the patient (including rechallenge with travoprost and other prostaglandin analogues and dechallenges). Abdominal cramp did not develop after substitution of travoprost with latanoprost or isotonic saline, but recurred on rechallenge with travoprost.
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Sex hormones and related compounds, including hormonal contraceptives

Author’s note: Sex hormones, particularly estrogens and progestogens, can be used separately or in combination, and for various purposes. It is often not possible to determine to which compound or combination a particular adverse reaction can be attributed; information on particular types of adverse effects may therefore need to be sought under a series of differing headings.

The year 2008 will mark the completion of half a century of use of hormonal contraceptives. It is true that in 1958 no national regulatory had yet approved the sale of these products, but in that year the first large-scale phase III trials with the pioneering product, which was to become known as Enovid, were under way, and when marketing licences began to be handed down from 1960 onwards many thousands of the women who were already involved in clinical trials became established users; experimentation merged silently into practice. It had of course already been known for two decades that progesterone could suppress ovulation in rabbits, and that finding was soon confirmed in other species. However, substantial progress towards the exploitation of this effect in humans had been delayed both by difficulties in developing a synthetic analogue to progesterone that could be taken orally and by forebodings (both toxicological and moralistic) about what effects the lifelong use of such a product might have.

Concerns ranging from possible carcinogenesis or teratogenesis to delay of the menopause or a universal collapse of moral standards were aired and could hardly be dismissed lightly, since there was no trustworthy means of predicting the long-term outcomes. Never before had vast populations of entirely healthy subjects been exposed for much of their adult lives to potent and almost continuous medication designed to interfere with physiological function. Because they were healthy there was no strictly medical benefit to outweigh whatever long-time harms might emerge. There had been virtually no opportunity to identify possible risk groups, susceptibility factors, or interactions.

After half a century of experience one is perhaps justified in breathing a sigh of relief on most counts. Yes, thromboembolism proved within the first 10 years to be a disagreeable and sometimes highly dangerous complication, but that risk was to a large extent contained by progressive reductions in dosage and by recognition of the susceptibility factors. Yes, there were contraindications and susceptibility factors that had not at first been recognized. However, many millions of women benefited very greatly from having taken, arm in arm with their innumerous sisters across the world, what was at first very much a step into the unknown.

GONADOTROPINS AND OVULATION-INDUCING DRUGS
SED-15, 1536; SEDA-27, 420; SEDA-28, 480; SEDA-29, 493

Reproductive system Efforts continue to identify and reduce the risk of ovarian hyperstimulation in individual cases of in vitro
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fertilization, but it remains difficult to assess in advance the chance of this complication. In a study of the relevance of the serum concentration of human chorionic gonadotrophin in 849 IVF cycles there were no significant relations between hCG concentrations and the proportion of follicles yielding oocytes, the fertilization rate, blastulation rate, or the probabilities of embryo transfer, implantation, or clinical pregnancy. This result again stresses the desirability of using moderate doses of hCG, which seems to reduce the risk of ovarian hyperstimulation while maintaining efficacy.

Urine-derived urofollitropin and recombinant FSH appear to be equally effective and well tolerated for induction of ovulation. However, it is unclear whether human menopausal gonadotropins have a higher risk of overstimulation and ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome than urofollitropin in women with polycystic ovary syndrome.

Pregnancy A US group, working prospectively, has sought to develop a prediction model to assess the risk of inducing high-order multiple pregnancies (triplets or more) by gonadotrophic stimulation of the ovaries in 849 consecutive infertile women who underwent a total of 1542 cycles of treatment with gonadotrophins without the use of in vitro fertilization. Using a series of criteria considered to point to an increased risk of multiple pregnancy, treatment was cancelled in those cycles in which there appeared to be a substantially increased risk of multiple pregnancy. The use of this predictive routine was estimated to have reduced the number of overall treatment successes by some 8% (95% CI = 6.8, 9.2), but it very markedly reduced the number of high-order multiple pregnancies, by 285% (95% CI = 279, 291).

Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) (SED-15, 1684, 1686, 1692; SEDA-27, 423; SEDA-28, 483; SEDA-29, 496)

Assessment of the efficacy and safety of hormonal replacement therapy has always been bedevilled by the question of adherence to therapy, which is often poorly recorded. Particularly after the acute symptoms of the menopause have passed and been forgotten, some women lose their motivation to continue hormonal treatment. Added to this is the now incontrovertible evidence that HRT can in some cases be harmful, and presentation of the risks in the mass media has undoubtedly further reduced adherence. An Italian group examined this problem prospectively in 138 women who agreed to be enrolled in a longitudinal study intended to last for 24 months. Only 72 were still taking the treatment after 1 year and only 56 at the end of the study, although only three reported that they had experienced no benefit. Type of work, surgical menopause, and previous use of oral contraceptives were significantly associated with better adherence. The occurrence of real or supposed adverse effects and a fear of breast cancer were the commonest reasons cited for early discontinuation.

Cardiovascular A paradoxical finding in the Women’s Health Initiative (WHI) study (SED-29, 496-7) was that while HRT resulted in
an improvement in blood lipid concentrations there was no reduction in the incidence of coronary heart disease. A re-examination of the findings in 2005 generated the hypothesis that the key to the paradox could lie in effects on specific lipid subgroups rather than on lipids as a whole (6cH). This hypothesis was tested by an evaluation of differences in coronary calcification, lipids, and lipoprotein subclasses among menopausal HRT users and non-users in a longitudinal study. Lipoprotein subclasses and coronary artery calcification (the latter measured using electron beam computed tomography) were studied in HRT users (49%) and non-users in a total of 243 women from the Healthy Women Study, who were about 8 years postmenopausal. The distribution of calcification scores was not significantly different between users and non-users and neither were there differences between the groups as regards any LDL subclass. However, regardless of HRT use, women with detectable calcification of the coronary arteries had higher concentrations of VLDL and small LDL particles, higher LDL particle concentration, and smaller mean LDL size compared with women with no detectable calcification. The fact that HRT users had higher concentrations of VLDL particles (triglycerides) and did not have a better LDL subclass distribution could explain the fact that HRT was not associated with a difference in coronary calcification in this study or with a reduction in coronary heart disease risk in randomized clinical trials.

In 2001, as recalled in an earlier volume in this series (SEDA-26, 437), the randomized Heart and Estrogen/progestin Replacement Study (HERS) produced some evidence that in women with clinically manifest heart disease HRT might produce some early harm but confer some later benefit as regards coronary events. The picture is still incomplete, but it has been filled in to some extent by a prospective study of the effects of HRT on cardiovascular function over 1 year of treatment in 46 healthy postmenopausal women, mean age 55 years, who took either estrogen replacement therapy alone \( (n = 23) \) or progestogen + estrogen replacement therapy \( (n = 23) \) (7c). The doses used were 0.625 mg/day of conjugated equine estrogen with or without medroxyprogesterone acetate 2.5 mg/day. The controls were 25 healthy premenopausal women, mean age 35 years. Long-term estrogen-only replacement increased the \( QT \) interval, \( QT \) dispersal, and the index of parasympathetic activity; there was also a small non-significant increase in the incidence of dysrhythmias. Long term use of progestogen + estrogen did not affect the \( QT \) interval, \( QT \) dispersion, or the frequencies of ventricular dysrhythmias or parasympathetic activity, but it did increase the incidence of supraventricular tachycardias. These findings support the idea that estrogen may directly modulate ventricular repolarization and that progestogens do not. Obviously, further work on a larger scale is required if the HERS study is to be followed up adequately.

**Psychological** The mechanisms underlying the mood changes that are often associated with menstruation, the menopause, and hormonal therapy are not understood, but there is now some evidence that they have an association with the response to the neuroactive steroid pregnanolone and that progestogens and estrogens might alter this response. In a randomized, double-blind, crossover study 26 postmenopausal women with climacteric symptoms took oral estradiol 2 mg/day continuously for two cycles and either vaginal progesterone 800 mg or a placebo during the last 14 days of each cycle (8c). Before treatment and again at the end of each treatment cycle pregnanolone was administered intravenously, and its effects on saccadic eye velocity, saccade acceleration, saccade latency, and self-rated sedation were examined. During treatment with either estradiol alone or with added progesterone the effect of pregnanolone on saccadic eye movements and self-rated sedation was increased. Saccadic eye velocity, saccade acceleration, and sedation responses to pregnanolone were also increased in women who usually experienced cyclicity of mood during HRT treatment, but not in those with no history of mood cyclicity.

**Hematologic** In 27 postmenopausal subjects who took estradiol for 8 weeks, either alone or in combination with the progestogen norethisterone, there was an increase in plasma thromboxane \( \beta_2 \) concentration, possibly determined by platelet activation, which suggests an increased short-term risk of thrombosis; P-selectin expression was not affected (9c).

It is not surprising to see further evidence emerging, this time from Japan, as to why the
risk of venous thromboembolism during HRT is likely to be greater in hypertensive women than in others. In 38 hypertensive (but treated) women and 32 normotensive subjects, who took a course of conjugated equine estrogen 0.625 mg/day + medroxyprogesterone acetate 2.5 mg/day for 12 months, and 19 other hypertensive subjects and 15 normotensive women who took no hormone replacement at all, antithrombin concentrations in the hypertensive and normotensive women who took HRT fell significantly at 6 and 12 months, their D-dimer concentrations fell at 12 months, and their plasminogen concentrations fell at 6 and 12 months (10c). There were no changes in hemostatic factors in either control group. This meticulous study must lead one to conclude that this form of HRT activates blood coagulation and fibrinolysis in both hypertensive and normotensive postmenopausal women. This may well be related to the risk of thromboembolic events.

Urinary tract At various times evidence has appeared that HRT reduces the risk of urinary infections, while other reports have suggested that the risk is increased. The same seems to apply to urinary incontinence; it has often been stated that incontinence is reduced by HRT, but a brief report has shown that in some cases existing urinary incontinence becomes more frequent and severe (11a).

Tumorigenicity

Breast cancer Whatever the level of breast cancer risk presented by postmenopausal hormonal cancer therapy, there is little doubt that it varies with the precise regimen. It is true that this does not come clearly to the fore in all the relevant studies, but that may simply be because the question was not specifically examined. In a thoughtful study of data from the E3N-EPIC cohort investigation, the risk of breast cancer associated with HRT was assessed in 54,548 postmenopausal women (mean age at inclusion 53 years) who had not taken any HRT in the year before entering the investigation. There were 948 primary invasive breast cancers during follow-up over an average of 5.8 years, and a modestly increased overall breast cancer risk compared with non-users (RR = 1.2) (12M). However, while the relative risk was only 1.1 (CI = 0.8, 1.6) for estrogens used alone it was 1.3 (1.1, 1.5) when estrogens were used in combination with oral progestogens. The risk was significantly greater with HRT containing synthetic progestins than with HRT containing micronized progesterone, the relative risks being 1.4 (1.2, 1.7) and 0.9 (0.7, 1.2) respectively. When combined with synthetic progestins, both oral estrogen and transdermal/percutaneous estrogen were associated with a significantly increased risk; for transdermal/percutaneous estrogen, this was the case even when exposure was less than 2 years. These findings suggest that when estrogens used for HRT are combined with synthetic progestogens even short-term use may increase the risk of breast cancer. It also seems that micronized progesterone may be preferable to synthetic progestins for short-term HRT. Findings such as these need more follow-up if the safest form of HRT is to be clearly identified.

Meanwhile in Australia an attempt has been made to estimate the national incidence of breast cancer due to hormone replacement therapy and to come to grips with it. The investigators used the attributable fraction technique, with prevalence data derived from the 2001 Australian Health Survey and published rates of breast cancer relative risks from HRT. In Australia 12% of adult women are current HRT users, and 11,783 breast cancers were reported in 2001, of which 1,066 (9%) were potentially attributable to HRT (13MR). Restricting HRT to women under 65 years, withdrawing HRT after 10 years, or limiting combined estrogen and progesterone HRT to 5 years (but otherwise keeping prescription patterns to 2001 levels) were considered to be approaches that could reduce the annual national breast cancer case load by 280 (2.4%), 555 (4.7%), and 674 (5.7%) cases respectively.

Endometrial cancer It has long been thought that HRT can reduce the risk of endometrial cancer (SEDA-29, 498), but that the effect is likely to vary with the drugs and doses used. It is conceivable that some forms of HRT might actually increase the risk of endometrial malignancy or that this could be a risk in certain subjects.

In a critical review of all the relevant evidence on combined estrogen + progestogen HRT about 15% of the endometrial biopsies taken from women on sequential HRT showed
proliferative activity, including atypical endometrial hyperplasia in up to 1% of the cases (14R). Most biopsies taken from women taking continuous combined HRT show endometrial atrophy. About 2–3% of these women will have proliferative activity, usually without atypical hyperplasia. There was no increased risk of endometrial cancer in the extensive WHI and HERS studies, but various endogenous factors, such as obesity, diabetes mellitus, the distribution of estrogen receptors alpha and beta, and genetic polymorphisms for receptors and enzymes, might alter the endometrial effects of various types of HRT. These authors considered that there should be a liberal indication for endometrial biopsies when HRT is used. Since the incidence of atypical hyperplasia or carcinoma under unopposed estrogen therapy is 2–10%, this type of HRT should not be used in non-hysterectomized women. As far as the risk of endometrial cancer from any kind of HRT is concerned, the different molecular pathways of endometrial carcinogenesis (types 1 and 2 cancers) should be taken into account. These authors noted that tibolone leaves the endometrium unaffected.

Drug dosage regimens The variety of hormonal replacement products is considerable, and many have closely similar records as regards both efficacy and safety. The principal merit of many of them is simply that they offer alternatives—a woman who does not react well to one may fare better with another, sometimes for no apparent reason. Some of the published comparisons serve little more than promotional purposes and the basic data produced merely underline the similarity of the various products.

One study illustrates the point and is typical of many—a comparison of three sequential regimens in what is described as a randomized double-blind study; however, the 1218 women involved during the first year and the 531 subjects who continued for a further year were spread over multiple centers in eight countries, which makes valid comparisons difficult (15C). The first regimen was 17-beta-estradiol 1 mg on days 1–14 and then either 17-beta-estradiol 1 mg + trimestogestone 0.125 mg or 17-beta-estradiol 1 mg + trimestogestone 0.25 mg on days 15–28. The authors thought that the bleeding profile was more favorable with 17-beta-estradiol 1 mg + trimestogestone 0.25 mg than with the lower dose of trimestogestone. However, both of the trimestogestone regimens had a good protective effect on endometrial proliferation, and the higher dose had a lower incidence of proliferative endometrium with an overall favorable bleeding profile. The mean percentage of women who reported withdrawal bleeding during the week after withdrawal of progestogen was higher with 17-beta-estradiol 1 mg + trimestogestone 0.25 mg, which had a more efficient progestogen effect on the endometrium and good predictability of bleeding. Although the authors expressed a preference for one product, the data showed that the mean numbers and average lengths of bleeding episodes were similar in the three groups.

Drug administration route

**Intrauterine administration** The effects of the Fibroplant intrauterine device, which releases some 14 micrograms/day of levonorgestrel and is given alongside estrogen therapy, have been evaluated in an open study over 3 years in 150 perimenopausal and postmenopausal women, most of whom also took an estimated 1.5 mg of estradiol, released from a percutaneous administration form (16C). In all, 132 women (88%) were satisfied with the treatment and wanted to have a further intrauterine device inserted at the end of the study. Histological examination of endometrial biopsies from 101 women showed a predominantly inactive endometrium characterized by a pseudodecidual reaction of the endometrial stroma with endometrial atrophy, which is in keeping with the effects seen with progestogens. No specimens showed signs of proliferation. Although progestogens are less likely than other forms of administration to produce such systemic adverse effects as those involving the breast and cardiovascular system; it is hard to see how this could be so.

**Transdermal administration** On current evidence it seems clear that in women with osteoporosis an increase in bone density can be
obtained by giving estrogens transdermally in such low doses that there is little risk of endometrial hyperplasia (17cr).

HORMONAL CONTRACEPTIVES
(SED-15, 1642 et seq; SEDA-27, 426; SEDA-28, 487; SEDA-29, 499)

Oral contraceptives

Cardiovascular Much of the evidence on the occurrence of thromboembolic complications with oral contraceptives or hormone replacement therapy has been gathered from European or American populations, and it can be helpful to identify data from other parts of the world, where factors such as body weight, climate, or diet could affect the incidence. When a Japanese group sought to obtain national data by mailing questionnaires to a large number of institutes monitoring these forms of treatment, 771 (71%) of 1083 institutes responded (18M). Follow-up questionnaires were sent to 39 institutions that reported having experienced in all 53 cases of thromboembolism during hormone therapy; 29 cases related to oral contraceptives and 13 to hormone replacement therapy, while 11 had taken other forms of hormone treatment. Of the 29 patients taking contraceptives, eight had developed arterial thromboembolism (including two with myocardial infarctions).

Nervous system Headache was a prominent complaint during the use of the high-dose combined oral contraceptives that were originally introduced, and it often led users to become discouraged and to abandon the method. A systematic review of published data on the occurrence of headache with the more modest combination products now used has shown little indication that they have a clinically important effect on headache in most women (19M). Headache that occurs during early cycles of oral contraceptive use tends to improve or disappear with continued use. No clear evidence supports the common clinical practice of switching from one oral contraceptive to another in the hope of attaining a lower incidence of headache. However, manipulating the extent or duration of estrogen withdrawal during the cycle may provide benefit.

Urinary tract There has always been some uncertainty as to whether the sporadic reports of urinary tract infections among users of hormonal contraceptives reflect an adverse effect or simply a different pattern of sexual behavior among major users of these products. Some have found an increased incidence of urinary infections, others have not. The effect of local estrogens has been explored in a pilot study in 30 young women taking oral contraceptives, mean age 23 years, with a long-standing history of recurrent urinary tract infections (20c). Vaginal estrogen therapy consisted of estradiol 1 mg/day for 2 weeks and then twice a week for 2 weeks. The patients had a mean history of infection over 2.3 years, while the mean period of oral contraceptive use was 3.2 years. In the follow-up period of 11 months after treatment, 24 of the 30 reported no symptoms of cystitis and used no additional medications. There was normal bladder epithelium at control cystoscopy after estradiol in all patients in whom trigonal metaplasia although vulnerable highly vascularized urothelium had been found at the initial investigation. These findings led the authors to conclude that in most young women taking oral contraceptives with a long-standing history of recurrent urinary infections a considerable infection-free period can be achieved after vaginal application of estrogen, perhaps because of improved bladder perfusion. However, they did not provide any new evidence as to whether urinary infections are a significant problem in young users of oral contraceptives.

Skin Many types of skin reaction have been attributed to hormonal contraceptives, and it is not always clear which component of a product is responsible. However, a recent Japanese report has suggested that erythema multiforme may be induced by a product based on a progestogen alone (21a).

Male hormonal contraception

Endocrine Attempts to develop a hormonal contraceptive for men have been in progress for at least 40 years, with only limited success. The most common problems have related to unreliability, slow onset of the effect, and loss of libido. It has been postulated that the
addition of dutasteride, a combined inhibitor of 5-alpha-reductase type I and type II, or a long-acting gonadorelin receptor antagonist (acyline) to combination testosterone + levonorgestrel treatment may be advantageous in suppressing spermatogenesis (22H). In a phase I study, 22 men received intramuscular testosterone enanthate 100 mg weekly for 8 weeks combined with one of the following: (1) oral levonorgestrel 125 micrograms/day; (2) oral levonorgestrel 125 micrograms/day + dutasteride 0.5 mg/day; (3) subcutaneous acyline 300 micrograms/kg every 2 weeks (as a comparator for any additional progestogenic effects); or (4) oral levonorgestrel 125 micrograms/day plus subcutaneous acyline 300 micrograms/kg every 2 weeks. Serum gonadotropin concentrations were suppressed to a similar degree by all four treatments, falling to nadirs of 1.2–3.4% for FSH and 0.5–0.8% for LH. Serum dihydrotestosterone concentrations were significantly reduced by dutasteride to a nadir of 31% at week 7. There were no significant differences in sperm concentrations across the groups.

Sexual function In the study mentioned above under Endocrine, there was severe oligospermia (0.1–3 million/ml) or azoospermia in none of five and four of five men taking testosterone + levonorgestrel; two of six and four of six of those taking testosterone + levonorgestrel + dutasteride; two of six and four of six of those taking testosterone + acyline; and one of five and three of five of those taking testosterone + levonorgestrel + acyline. There was one non-responder each with testosterone + levonorgestrel and testosterone + levonorgestrel + acyline.

ANTIESTROGENS AND SELECTIVE ESTROGEN RECEPTOR MODULATORS (SERMS) (SEDA-27, 429; SEDA-28, 490; SEDA-29, 502)

Clomiphene (SED-15, 812)

Teratogenicity Various older reports suggested that when clomiphene is used to induce ovulation, which may sometimes result in its inadvertent use in unsuspected early pregnancy, the fetus might be adversely affected or that there might be a change in the sex ratio of the offspring. In 1995 a US group produced evidence of a possible link between clomiphene and hypospadias in male offspring (23). This possible link has been further examined in a case-control study, based on records of 319 cases of hypospadias recorded in four counties of Denmark over 30 years and prescribing records over that time, and a comparable control group (24). There was no evidence of a link between clomiphene and hypospadias.

RALOXIFENE (SED-15, 3019; SEDA-29, 503)

Observational studies Raloxifene was the first selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) to be approved for use in the prevention and treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis. An extensive literature review has now provided a useful assessment of the benefit to harm balance of raloxifene (25). The findings were reassuring. One large fracture prevention trial provided the best evidence that raloxifene 60 mg/day for 3 years reduced the relative risk of vertebral fractures by 30–50% in women with prevalent fractures or osteoporosis. The extraskeletal effects of raloxifene include a reduction in total cholesterol and low density lipoprotein cholesterol concentrations. Raloxifene was not associated with endometrial hyperplasia, and there was a 72% reduction in the incidence of invasive breast cancer. Adverse events associated with raloxifene included an increase in the absolute risk of venous thromboembolism and increased risks of hot flushes (flushes) and leg cramps. Compared with other therapies for osteoporosis, raloxifene has a smaller impact on bone mineral density, a similar effect on the occurrence of vertebral fractures, and no effect on the frequency of non-vertebral fractures. In the present state of knowledge it seems clear that raloxifene can be recommended for prevention of vertebral fractures in women with osteopenia/osteoporosis who are not at high risk of non-vertebral fractures and who do
Tamoxifen (SED-15, 3296; SEDA-29, 503)

Tamoxifen versus aromatase inhibitors

While tamoxifen is still widely regarded as the standard adjuvant endocrine treatment for postmenopausal women with localized breast cancer, provided it is hormone receptor positive, there are problems with recurrence and adverse effects. Reservations have recently been expressed about the future place of tamoxifen, and the case has been made that it is time to move from tamoxifen to the oral aromatase inhibitors (26r).

There has been a brief report of some of the results of the ATAC trial (part of the CORE study) in 9366 women, which was designed to continue for 5 years, part of which involved directly comparing tamoxifen with the aromatase inhibitor anastrozole (27c). The conclusion was that anastrozole should be the preferred treatment in such cases. After a median follow-up of 68 months, anastrozole significantly prolonged disease-free survival (575 events with anastrozole versus 651 with tamoxifen; hazard ratio = 0.87; 95% CI = 0.78, 0.97), prolonged time to recurrence, and significantly reduced distant metastases (324 versus 375) and contralateral breast cancers. There were fewer withdrawals with anastrozole than with tamoxifen, apparently reflecting the fact that anastrozole was also associated with fewer adverse effects (especially gynecological problems and vascular events), although arthralgia and fractures were increased.

The roles of tamoxifen and the aromatase inhibitors as adjuvant therapy for early breast cancer in postmenopausal women have been reviewed, distinguishing three approaches: replacement of tamoxifen as adjuvant therapy for 5 years (early adjuvant therapy); sequencing of tamoxifen before or after an aromatase inhibitor during the first 5 years (early sequential adjuvant therapy); or the use of an aromatase inhibitor after 5 years of tamoxifen (extended adjuvant therapy) (28r). Briefly, the conclusions were that at the time of the survey there was little to choose between the three methods in terms of the balance of benefit and harm. However, like others, the authors stressed that agents of this type are proving to be superior to tamoxifen in preventing recurrence of the disease.

There may well be a role for combined therapy with both tamoxifen and an aromatase inhibitor if an optimal benefit to harm balance is to be attained, as suggested by a study of a combination of tamoxifen and exemestane for 8 weeks in 33 postmenopausal women with breast cancer (29r). There was a striking absence of endocrine adverse effects.

Others have suggested that patients be treated for a period with tamoxifen and then switched to anastrozole for follow up. A report on the ABCSG 8 trial and the ARNO 95 trial (both of which were prospective open studies) has provided information on this approach (30r). Women with hormone-sensitive early breast cancer who had taken adjuvant oral tamoxifen 20 or 30 mg/day for 2 years were randomized to oral anastrozole 1 mg/day (n = 1618) or tamoxifen 20 or 30 mg/day (n = 1606) for the remainder of their adjuvant therapy. At a median follow-up of 28 months, there was a highly significant 40% reduction in the risk of an event with anastrozole compared with tamoxifen (67 versus 110 events; hazard ratio = 0.60; 95% CI = 0.44, 0.81). There were significantly more fractures but significantly fewer case of thrombosis in those who took anastrozole than in those who took tamoxifen. These data lend support to a switch from tamoxifen to anastrozole in patients who have taken adjuvant tamoxifen for 2 years.

Reproductive system

The unwanted effects of tamoxifen on the endometrium (including induction of fibroids, polyps, and endometrial cancer) have long been of concern, and attempts are now being made to find ways of preventing or reversing these complications, or finding an alternative treatment that does not involve these risks. Again, promising experience with the aromatase inhibitors features prominently in current recommendations.

In a prospective study in 77 consecutive women with postmenopausal breast cancer scheduled to start endocrine treatment for
breast cancer, using either tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor tamoxifen treatment significantly increased endometrial thickness and uterine volume after 3 months (31c). In addition, tamoxifen induced endometrial cysts and polyps and increased the size of pre-existing fibroids. In contrast, aromatase inhibitors did not stimulate endometrial growth and were not associated with endometrial pathology. Furthermore, they reduced endometrial thickness and uterine volume in patients who had previously taken tamoxifen.

This study has again confirmed that endometrial problems can be induced by tamoxifen early in the course of treatment; and that these problems do not arise with aromatase inhibitors, which may actually reduce the endometrial changes induced by tamoxifen. The idea that the new oral aromatase inhibitors might well replace tamoxifen in breast cancer was tentatively advanced in SEDA-26 (p. 445) and has now been supported by some of the material cited above, as well as by a panel consensus (32R). Citing efficacy and safety data on anastrozole, exemestane, and letrozole, the authors concluded that third-generation aromatase inhibitors may be considered first-line therapy of hormone-receptor-positive advanced breast cancer in postmenopausal women and may also be used for preoperative therapy of breast cancer.

Comparative studies One of the many controversies surrounding the use of tamoxifen in elderly women is whether after lumpectomy it should be accompanied by radiotherapy to potentiate the desired effect. It has been suggested that there is not a great deal of merit in adding radiotherapy to tamoxifen, since radiotherapy plus tamoxifen reduces local recurrence of breast cancer in elderly women compared with tamoxifen alone, but survival rates are not improved and benefits are offset by an increase in adverse effects (33c).

Cardiovascular While tamoxifen has often been held responsible for cases of thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, some such incidents may have been attributable to the primary condition being treated, and the risk must not be over-estimated (34K).

The effect of tamoxifen 20 mg/day on the incidence of venous thromboembolism has been assessed in a placebo-controlled breast cancer prevention trial for 5 years in 5408 hysterectomized women (35C). There were 28 incidents of thromboembolism on placebo and 44 on tamoxifen (hazard ratio = 1.63; 95% CI = 1.02, 2.63), 80% of which involved only superficial phlebitis, which accounted for all of the excess due to tamoxifen within 18 months from randomization. Compared with placebo, the risk of venous thromboembolism with tamoxifen was higher in women aged 55 years or older, those with a body mass index of 25 kg/m² or more, those with a raised blood pressure or a total cholesterol of 6.50 mmol/l (250 mg/dl) or greater, current smokers, and those with a family history of coronary heart disease, all familiar risk factors for venous complications. Of the 685 women with a coronary heart disease risk score of 5 or greater, one in the placebo arm and 13 in the tamoxifen arm developed venous thromboembolism. In a multivariate regression analysis, age in excess of 60 years, height of 165 cm or more, and a diastolic blood pressure of 90 mmHg or higher all had independent detrimental effects on the risk of venous thromboembolism during tamoxifen therapy, whereas transdermal estrogen therapy concomitant with tamoxifen was not associated with any excess risk (HR = 0.64; 95% CI = 0.23, 1.82). The authors concluded that the increased risk of venous thromboembolism during the use of tamoxifen was largely associated with the well-known risk factors for this condition, and that this information should be part of pre-treatment counselling.

Susceptibility factors

Genetic Since tamoxifen is metabolized by CYP450 enzymes, including CYP3A5, and bearing in mind two genetic polymorphisms in CYP3A5 (CYP3A5*3 and CYP3A5*6), it has been suggested that the presence of such polymorphisms in some patients might have an effect on the incidence of adverse effects of tamoxifen. However, a recent study seems to have shown that this is not the case—the metabolism and adverse effects of tamoxifen were the same in subjects with these polymorphisms as in other women (36c).
PROGESTOGENS  
(SED-15, 2930; SEDA-27, 433; SEDA-28, 493; SEDA-29, 505)

See Implantable contraceptives above.

PROGESTERONE ANTAGONISTS  
(SEDA-27, 433; SEDA-28, 494; SEDA-29, 506)

Observational studies  Various anti-progestogenic routines for the termination of pregnancy continue to be compared. Of 354 women who were given mifepristone 200 mg in the clinic and then sent home with two tablets of misoprostol 200 micrograms to take 48 hours later, 324 (91.5%) had a successful termination (37c). The most common adverse effects were pain or cramps (93%), followed by weakness (55%), headache (46%), and dizziness (44%). Overall acceptability of the regimen was high: 63% of women reported that it was “very satisfactory” and another 23% found it “satisfactory”. There were no serious complications and the simplified routine, with a much reduced duration of hospital care, was considered acceptable.

Mifepristone  
(SED-15, 2344; SEDA-29, 506)

Gastrointestinal  The safety and effectiveness of a combination of mifepristone + misoprostol in dealing with late uterine death have been studied using two different regimens, each in 20 women (38c). In one, misoprostol was administered both vaginally and orally and in the other it was given only vaginally. There was no difference in the efficacy of the two regimens, but oral misoprostol was associated with a higher incidence of gastrointestinal adverse effects.

Pregnancy  When dealing with pre-term rupture of the membranes it is important to know the relative safety records of oxytocin alone or oral mifepristone 200 mg followed by oxytocin infusion if there had been no induction within 18 hours, the average interval from start of induction to delivery was 1194 minutes for mifepristone + oxytocin and 771 minutes for oxytocin given alone (39c). Successful induction of labor with vaginal delivery was achieved within 24 hours in 78% of those who were given mifepristone compared with 52% of those given oxytocin alone. However, there was more fetal distress with mifepristone+oxytocin (9 versus 2; RR = 4.36; 95%; CI = 1.02, 19) and a trend toward more cesarean births (7 versus 3; RR = 2.26; 95% CI = 0.64, 7.99). Eleven infants of women who had been given mifepristone (33%) but only three infants of women who had been given oxytocin alone (9.4%) had to be admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit because of a generally poor condition (RR = 3.56; 95% CI = 1.09, 12). The authors concluded that oral mifepristone 18 hours before oxytocin infusion did not improve the stimulation of labor in women with premature rupture of membranes near term and was associated with more adverse fetal outcomes than oxytocin alone.

ANABOLIC STEROIDS, ANDROGENS, AND RELATED COMPOUNDS  
(SED-15, 216; SEDA-27, 434; SEDA-28, 495; SEDA-29, 507)

Androgenic anabolic steroids  
In earlier volumes in this series we have pointed to the serious doubt that now exists about whether so-called “androgen supplementation” in older men confers benefits that outweigh the potential harms. Much of the evidence adduced to support this treatment, such as an attempt to demonstrate its use as a supportive treatment in depression (40c), is also far from convincing. Current evidence of the continuing misuse of anabolic steroids in professional sport is now more readily accessible in the popular media than in medical journals. Whether recent press reports of cardiomegaly among professional cyclists reflect an effect of training or the known cardiac effects of anabolic steroids is not clear.
Psychological In a useful new review of the entire field there is particular reference to the contested evidence on the behavioral effects of these compounds (41R). The authors observed that certain of these complications, in particular hypomania and increased aggressiveness, have been confirmed in some, but not all, randomized controlled studies. Epidemiological attempts to determine whether anabolic steroids trigger violent behavior have failed, primarily because of high rates of non-participation. Studies of the use of anabolic steroids in different populations typically report a prevalence of repeated use of 1–5% among adolescents. The symptoms and signs of the use of anabolic steroids seem to be often overlooked by healthcare professionals, and the number of cases of complications is virtually unknown. The authors suggested that future epidemiological research in this area should focus on retrospective case-control studies and perhaps also on prospective cohort studies of populations selected for a high prevalence of anabolic steroid use, rather than large-scale population-based studies.

Oxandrolone

Susceptibility factors

Children However much the medical use of anabolic steroids may have declined, when these products were introduced in the 1960s there were some seriously documented claims for efficacy in a very few conditions—in the treatment of aplastic anemia and to promote general recovery in victims of severe burns. In these circumstances the tissue-building properties of these compounds were said to promote recovery of tissue, countering the catabolic process that can follow injury or severe illness. This was thought to outweigh the undesired androgenic effects, which were especially marked in women and children. The use of oxandrolone has been restudied in a prospective comparative investigation in 61 children with 40% total body surface area burns (42C). They were randomized to receive oral oxandrolone 0.1 mg/kg bd (n = 30) or placebo (n = 31) for 12 months after the injury. Oxandrolone significantly improved lean body mass, bone mineral content, and muscle strength. Serum IGF-1, T3 uptake, and free thyroxine index were significantly increased by oxandrolone. There were significant increases in height and weight during and after the end of treatment. A broader view of these problems from burns experts is needed for final assessment. The conclusion regarding effects on height must be regarded with some caution, since androgens can result in early closure of the epiphyses. However, the essential question must be whether recovery was accelerated or rendered more complete.

Testosterone

Placebo-controlled studies A well-founded indication for the cautious use of androgens in women is to treat those who have much reduced sexual desire after a surgical menopause and are troubled by it. In a 24-week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group, study, 447 women aged 24–70 years were randomized to receive placebo or transdermal testosterone patches in dosages of 150, 300, or 450 micrograms twice weekly, and 318 subjects completed the study (43C). There were marginally significant successes in restoring sexual desire and activity, but only in the two higher dose groups. There were no serious safety concerns, but adverse effects were not discussed in detail.

Tumorigenicity It has been stressed in a recent and very extensive American review that the benefit to harm balance of androgen replacement has still not been adequately examined (44R). In an otherwise positive review of this form of treatment, it has been pointed out that androgens are growth factors for pre-existing prostate cancer (45R). Before therapy is begun, careful digital rectal examination and determination of the serum concentration of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) should be performed, in order to exclude evident or suspected prostate cancer. The first 3–6 months after starting testosterone therapy is the most critical time for monitoring effects on the prostate. It is therefore important to monitor PSA concentrations every 3 months for the first year of treatment; thereafter, regular monitoring during therapy is mandatory, primarily to ensure prostate safety but also with
a view to cardiovascular and hematological safety.

In this connection it may also be noted that, following a joint meeting in 2004, the International Society of Andrology, the International Society for the Study of the Aging Male, and the European Association of Urology revised their earlier recommendations on the definition, diagnosis, and management of late onset hypogonadism. While by no means rejecting androgen replacement therapy, the recommendations remain cautious and are explicitly intended to be regarded as provisional until larger-scale, long-term studies are available.

A particular reason for caution is the fact that in this age group there will be a fair proportion of subjects at risk of prostate cancer. It is possible that in these subjects testosterone might further increase the risk or actually precipitate the neoplasm. In a review of the medical records of six urology practices, men undergoing testosterone supplementation for sexual dysfunction or “rejuvenation” who were found to have prostate cancer after initiation of exogenous testosterone supplementation were identified. Cases were analysed to determine the clinical and pathological parameters that characterized the presentation of prostate cancer. A total of 20 men were found to have prostate cancer after the start of testosterone therapy. Prostate cancer was detected within 2 years in 11 men (55%) and from 28 months to 8 years in the rest. The tumors were of moderate and high grade, being of Gleason sums 6, 7, and 8–10 in nine men (45%), six men (30%), and five men (25%) respectively. The median serum prostate specific antigen (PSA) concentration at diagnosis tended to be low, at 5.1 (range 1.1–329) ng/ml, and digital rectal examination was generally more sensitive than PSA in detecting the cancer. Patients seen by non-urologist physicians were monitored less often for prostate cancer during use of testosterone than those followed by urologists. The authors therefore concluded that prostate cancer may become clinically apparent within months to a few years after the start of testosterone treatment. In their view, physicians who prescribe testosterone supplements and patients who take them should be cognizant of this risk, and serum PSA testing and digital rectal examination should be performed frequently during treatment.

**ANTIANDROGENS** (SEDA-27, 435; SEDA-28, 497; SEDA-29, 510)

**Drug dosage regimens** The difficulty in weighing benefit against harm when selecting a regimen for patients with hormone-refractory prostate carcinoma is compounded by the fact that patients differ markedly in their needs and responses. This is underlined by the outcome of a panel study undertaken by the Society of Urologic Oncology. However, its only firm recommendation, after considering all the medicinal alternatives, was that “management strategies should be targeted toward the individual patient”.

Androgen suppression therapy is now increasingly being used intermittently in the hope of attaining an adequate effect on prostate cancer with a lower incidence of adverse effects. In a phase II study of this approach, 95 patients with recurrent or metastatic prostate cancer received cyclical 8-month periods of treatment with leuprolide acetate and nilutamide, with intermittent rest periods. Recovery periods were progressively lengthened until the treatment failed to achieve normal prostate-specific antigen (PSA) concentrations. The 95 subjects received 245 cycles of treatment. The median duration of rest periods was 8 months and the median time to treatment failure was 47 months. There was testosterone recovery during rest periods in 117 cycles (61%). There was mild anemia in 33, 44, and 67% of cycles 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Sexual function recovered during the rest periods in 47% of cycles. There was no significant overall change in body mass index at the end of the treatment period. Osteoporosis was documented in at least one site, evaluated in 41 patients (37%). The results of this study suggest that intermittent use of androgen suppression has the potential to reduce adverse effects, allowing recovery of the hemoglobin concentration, permitting return of sexual function, and avoiding weight gain.

**Bicalutamide**

Endocrine Thyroid function has been studied in 183 patients with prostate cancer who were being treated with continuous androgen deprivation therapy; 64 were being treated...
with a luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) agonist alone and 119 others with an LHRH agonist + bicalutamide 50 mg/day (50%). Treatment lasted an average of 43 months. Mean concentrations of T3 and free T4 were very similar to those in a control group of postsurgical patients without medicinal treatment or recurrence. However, the mean TSH concentration was 16 (4.4–120) mU/l in the controls and 18 (1.5–66) mU/l in the treated group, and the serum concentration of TSH was higher than 5 mU/l in six treated patients (2.1%). There was also a mild reduction in the free T4 serum concentration in treated patients. It therefore seems that androgen deprivation therapy with bicalutamide alters some thyroid function tests.

Breasts In a series of studies from Italy an attempt was made to determine whether giving anastrozole 1 mg/day and/or tamoxifen 20 mg/day could prevent gynecomastia and breast pain due to bicalutamide 150 mg/day (51C). In a 48-week double-blind study tamoxifen reduced the symptoms but anastrozole did not. Longer-term work has to be performed.

Tumorigenicity Adenocarcinoma of the breast due to flutamide has been reported (SEDA-29, 513). One can now add to this the case of a man taking bicalutamide who developed gynecomastia, which proceeded to male breast cancer (52A).

Finasteride

Finasteride is a selective inhibitor of 5-alpha-reductase. It thereby reduces prostatic concentrations of dihydrotestosterone and so reduces prostatic size (53R, 54R, 55R). It is therefore used to treat benign prostatic hyperplasia (56C, 57R, 58M, 59M) and in the prevention and treatment of prostate cancer (60R). It is poorly effective in patients with prostatic obstruction and small prostate glands (61R), but in patients with glands larger than 40 ml it produces significant symptomatic improvement.

The ability of finasteride to block the conversion of testosterone to dihydrotestosterone also makes it useful in both male-pattern baldness (62R) and hirsutism related to hyperandrogenism (for example, in polycystic ovary syndrome) in women (63M).

Many of the problems seen with finasteride have undoubtedly been due to its use in unnecessarily high doses. Particularly when it is used for cosmetic purposes there has been doubt as to how far dosages can be reduced while maintaining acceptable effects. Long-term information on its safety in women with hirsutism is sparse, and in principle it might adversely affect an unborn child (63R). The dose should certainly be kept as low as possible.

Observational studies

Prostate cancer The effect of adding finasteride 5 mg/day to high-dose bicalutamide 150 mg/day has been studied in 41 men with advanced prostate cancer treated over a mean of 3.9 years (64C). The serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) concentration was measured every 2 weeks until disease progression. At the first nadir of PSA, the median fall from baseline was 96.5%; a second nadir occurred in 30 of 41 patients, with a median fall of 98.5% from baseline. The median times to each nadir were 3.7 and 5.8 weeks respectively. The median time to treatment failure was 21 months. Adverse effects were minor, including gynecomastia. Sex drive was normal in 17 of 29 men at baseline and in 12 of 24 men at the second PSA nadir; but one-third of the men had spontaneous erections at both times. The authors concluded that finasteride provided additional intracellular androgen blockade when added to bicalutamide. The duration of control was comparable to that achieved with castration, with preserved sexual function in some patients.

Hirsutism In women with hirsutism low doses of finasteride (2.5 mg/day) are generally well tolerated (65R). However, in a randomized study in 38 hirsute women finasteride 2.5 mg every 3 days was as effective as 2.5 mg/day and better tolerated (66C).

Comparative studies

Benign prostatic hyperplasia The benefit of combining an alpha-adrenoceptor antagonist with a 5-alpha-reductase inhibitor has been assessed in men with benign prostatic hyperplasia (67C). Modified-release alfuzosin was more effective than finasteride, with no additional benefit in combining the drugs. The adverse effects
Table 1. Adverse effects of finasteride with or without dibenyline in benign prostatic hyperplasia (68C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse effect</th>
<th>Finasteride (%)</th>
<th>Dibenylene (%)</th>
<th>Combination (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light-headedness</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal stuffiness</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impotence</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of alpha-blockade were postural hypotension, hypotension, headache, dizziness, and malaise; the adverse effects of finasteride were ejaculatory disorders and impotence.

The therapeutic and adverse effects of dibenyline, finasteride, and a combination of the two in 190 patients with symptomatic benign prostatic hyperplasia have been evaluated (68C). Adverse effects were more common with dibenyline than with finasteride alone or in combination with dibenyline. The drop-out rate was higher with dibenyline (16%) reported adverse effects are listed in Table 1.

In short-term studies the herbal preparation saw palmetto (Serenoa repens) and finasteride seem to give a similar degree of relief in benign prostatic hyperplasia (69C). However, in a prospective 1-year comparative randomized trial in 64 men with category III prostatitis or chronic pelvic pain syndrome, in which finasteride 5 mg/day was compared with saw palmetto 325 mg/day, the mean NIH Chronic Prostatitis Symptom Index score fell from 24 to 18 with finasteride, but scarcely or not at all with saw palmetto (70C). Adverse events included headache (n = 3) with saw palmetto and reduced libido (n = 2) with finasteride. Although one might envisage even more prolonged studies, these findings hardly suggest that saw palmetto is a serious replacement for finasteride, even though it is well tolerated.

Male-pattern baldness In an open study in male-pattern baldness in 90 men, oral finasteride (1 mg/day for 12 months; n = 65) was compared with 5% topical minoxidil solution twice daily (n = 25); the cure rates were 80 and 52% respectively (71C). The adverse effects were all mild and did not lead to withdrawal of treatment. Of the 65 men who took oral finasteride, six had loss of libido and one had an increase in body hair at other sites. There was irritation of the scalp in one of those who used minoxidil. These adverse events disappeared as soon as the treatment was withdrawn. The laboratory data did not show any statistically or clinically significant changes from baseline values to the end point, except for the serum total testosterone concentration, which was increased, and free testosterone and serum prostate-specific antigen in the finasteride group, which were reduced from baseline.

Polycystic ovary syndrome In 44 women with polycystic ovary syndrome treated with finasteride or flutamide for 6 months the adverse effects of flutamide were reduced libido, gastrointestinal disorders, and dry skin (72C). Finasteride caused reduced libido, headache, and dry skin. Dry skin was reported in 68% of users of flutamide and in only 27% of users of finasteride.

Placebo-controlled studies

Benign prostatic hyperplasia The effects of finasteride and placebo on quality of life have been evaluated for 12 months in a diverse population of 2342 men with benign prostatic hyperplasia (73C). Symptom scores fell significantly at month 3 in those taking finasteride and continued to improve throughout the study. The incidence of drug-related sexual adverse experiences was significantly higher in the finasteride group, but led to withdrawal in only 1.5% of patients.

Prostate cancer In 9060 men who had participated in the randomized, placebo-controlled Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial in the USA for 7 years, finasteride 5 mg/day either prevented or delayed the appearance of prostate cancer, with an overall reduction in cancer incidence of 25% (74C). However, of the 757 tumors that occurred with finasteride, no less than 37% were classified as relatively malignant (Gleason grades 7, 8, 9, or 10), whereas in the placebo group of 1068 tumors only 22% received this grading. The absolute number of high-grade tumors was also rather higher in the finasteride group (n = 280) than in the placebo group (n = 237). Sexual adverse effects (reduced volume of ejaculate, erectile dysfunction, loss of libido, gynecomastia) were also significantly
more common in the treated group than in those taking placebo, but in the finasteride group urinary problems, such as prostatic hyperplasia or problems with micturition, were markedly reduced. The authors suggested that “physicians can use these results to counsel men regarding the use of finasteride” but it is hard to see that it provides a simple choice.

Male-pattern baldness In an unusual study, finasteride 1 mg/day was used for 1 year to treat male-pattern baldness in nine subjects; each had an identical twin who received placebo (75C). Finasteride significantly improved hair growth. There were no drug-related adverse events, either clinical or biochemical.

Of 1553 men with male-pattern baldness who took finasteride 1 mg/day, all of whom had initially taken part in one of two 1-year placebo-controlled studies, 1215 continued into further controlled studies over another 4 years (76C). There was durable improvement in scalp hair over 5 years and no new safety concerns were identified.

Hirsutism The effects of finasteride for 9 months on hirsutism and serum concentrations of basal gonadotropins, androgens, estrogen, and sex hormone-binding globulin have been studied in 18 women with idiopathic hirsutism (77C). Nine took oral finasteride 7.5 mg/day and the other nine took placebo. Hirsutism improved significantly with finasteride after 6 and 9 months; placebo had no significant effect. Adverse effects were headache and modest depression during the first month. Libido did not change. Hirsute patients who took finasteride had a marked fall in dihydrotestosterone from the third month and a significant increase in serum testosterone concentrations from the sixth month of treatment.

Cardiovascular The long-term effects and adverse effects of finasteride have been studied in a multicenter study of 3270 men (78C). There was a background history of cardiovascular disease in 40% of the patients at baseline, and myocardial infarction was reported in 1.5% of those who took finasteride and 0.5% of those who took placebo, a significant difference.

Sensory systems Cataract has been associated with finasteride therapy (79A).

- A 43-year-old man developed impaired vision in both eyes over 3 months. Anterior subcapsular opacities were found in both eyes, necessitating cataract extraction. He had been taking finasteride 1 mg/day for 3 years to treat the early stage of male-pattern baldness.

Endocrine In men finasteride had no affect on serum concentrations of luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, cortisol, or estradiol (80C). In women finasteride had no effect on basal and gonadorelin-stimulated gonadotropin secretion, the pulsatility of luteinizing hormone secretion, or the concentrations of estradiol, prolactin, free testosterone, androstenedione, dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate, or sex hormone-binding globulin; there were significant reductions in plasma concentrations of cortisol, dihydrotestosterone, and 3-alpha-androstanediol glucuronide (81C).

Metabolism In men finasteride did not affect serum lipids, including total cholesterol, low density lipoproteins, high density lipoproteins, or triglycerides (80C).

Pancreas The incidence of acute pancreatitis as a suspected complication of finasteride treatment has been examined in a case-control study in a Danish regional population of 490,000 over 7 years (82M). Of 302 men aged 60 and older with incident acute pancreatitis, three had been exposed to finasteride; of 2994 controls 37 had been exposed. After adjusting for alcohol-related diseases, gallstone disease, hyperlipidemia, hypercalcemia, and hyperparathyroidism, the authors found no evidence of an increased risk of acute pancreatitis in users of finasteride.

Musculoskeletal Reversible severe myopathy during treatment with finasteride has been described in a 70-year-old man (83A).

Sexual function The main adverse effects associated with finasteride are loss of libido, erectile dysfunction, and reduced ejaculate volume. At an oral dose of 1 mg/day finasteride has no major adverse effects on measures of semen production or quality (84B), although it can cause a slight reduction in the volume of ejaculate (62B).

In clinical trials 4.4% of patients taking finasteride and 2.2% of patients taking placebo
experience sexual adverse effects. However, there is evidence that sexual adverse effects are less common in practice. In a multicenter questionnaire study of 186 Italian patients with androgenetic alopecia sexual adverse effects occurred in under 0.5% of subjects, as judged by the five-item International Index of Erectile Function; there was no adverse effect on erection after 4–6 months, making this an adverse effect of intermediate time course (85C).

There is a higher incidence of impaired sexual function in men who take finasteride compared with placebo (86C, 87C) and there are reports of reduced libido (62R, 88r). The incidence of erectile dysfunction has been estimated at 5% (89R), but it is difficult to estimate, since in many users of the drug other causes are present, including advanced age, heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, smoking, and hypercholesterolemia. Benign prostatic hyperplasia itself can also aggravate or even induce erectile dysfunction. A questionnaire study in New Jersey suggested that such pathological factors have a greater role in inducing erectile dysfunction than drugs such as finasteride and alpha-adrenoceptor antagonists, although the latter can clearly contribute (90F).

The long-term efficacy and safety of finasteride have been studied in 3040 men, all of whom took finasteride (92C). At screening, 46% of all the patients reported some history of sexual dysfunction. During the first year of the study, 15% of the finasteride-treated patients and 7% of the placebo-treated patients had sexual adverse events that were considered to be drug-related; during years 2–4 there was no between-group difference in the incidence of new sexual adverse events (7% in each group). Sexual adverse events resolved during continued therapy in 12% of those taking finasteride and 19% of those taking placebo.

In a long-term multicenter study of finasteride in 3270 men the numbers of serious adverse events and withdrawals because of adverse events were significantly higher with placebo (78F). Drug-related adverse effects in 1% or more of patients were reduced libido, ejaculation disorders, and impotence. A total of 273 patients, 165 (10%) taking finasteride and 108 (7%) taking placebo, reported a sexual adverse event during the treatment period, including change in libido, ejaculation disorders, impotence, or orgasmic dysfunction.

The effects of finasteride (n = 545), tamsulosin, or the proprietary herbal remedy Permixon on sexual function have been studied in patients with lower urinary tract symptoms due to benign prostatic hyperplasia (93F). At 6 months tamsulosin and finasteride caused slight increases in sexual disorders and Permixon caused a slight improvement. Ejaculation disorders were the most frequently reported adverse effects after tamsulosin or finasteride.

Reproductive system Of 65 women with idiopathic hirsutism who took either finasteride 5 mg/day or the long-acting gonadorelin agonist leuprorelin (3.75 mg monthly as an intramuscular depot), none had either menstrual abnormalities or other adverse effects (94C). However, adequate doses may not have been used, since the hirsutism score improved in only 36% of the patients who took leuprorelin and 14% of those who took finasteride. Serum concentrations of total testosterone, free testosterone, androstenedione, and dehydroepiandrosterone fell in patients treated with leuprorelin, but only serum total testosterone and free testosterone concentrations fell significantly with finasteride.

Breasts Reversible painful gynecomastia has been reported as an adverse effect of finasteride in a dose as low as 1 mg/day (95C); it can be unilateral (96A) or bilateral (97A).

- A 23-year-old man who was taking finasteride 1 mg/day for 2 months for androgenetic alopecia developed painful enlargement of his right breast (98A). Treatment was withdrawn and resolution occurred after 2 months.

However, breast cancer can be misdiagnosed as benign gynecomastia (see below).
**Tumorigenicity** Striking evidence of the association of finasteride with male breast cancer comes from the Medical Therapy of Prostatic Symptoms (MTOPS) study, a National Institutes of Health (NIH)-sponsored comparison of finasteride, doxazosin, and the combination for the treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia in about 3000 men. The rate of breast cancer among men who took finasteride either alone or with doxazosin was four in 1554, or nearly 200 times that of the general population; one man in the finasteride + doxazosin group and three in the finasteride-alone group developed male breast cancer (99Cr).

- A 53-year-old man developed unilateral gynecomastia following finasteride therapy for alopecia (100A). On needle biopsy the mammary mass was diagnosed as adenocarcinoma on the basis of nuclear atypia and particularly because of cytoplasmic vacuolization, but excision biopsy showed only benign gynecomastia with no evidence of malignant change.

**Susceptibility factors**

**Age** In 3040 men with benign prostatic hyperplasia the effects of finasteride 5 mg/day for 4 years were studied in those over and under 65 years (101C). In both groups the drug was effective and there were no significant differences in cardiovascular adverse events between placebo and finasteride. There were significant differences between placebo and finasteride in the overall incidence of typical drug-related adverse events, but there were no specific differences associated with age. The principal events were impotence (8.8%), reduced libido (6.8%), reduced volume of ejaculate (3.5%), other disorders of ejaculation (1.5%), rash (0.6%), breast enlargement (0.5%), and breast tenderness (0.2%).

**Drug–drug interactions** An interaction of finasteride with sibutramine has been described (102A).

- A 30-year-old man who was being successfully treated for obesity with sibutramine started to take finasteride to treat alopecia. Soon afterwards he developed paranoid psychotic behavior. The reaction abated and disappeared when finasteride was withdrawn.

The suggested mechanism of this interaction was that finasteride inhibited the hepatic metabolism of sibutramine, which then displaced finasteride from its plasma protein binding sites; inhibition of 5HT (serotonin) and noradrenaline reuptake by sibutramine then triggering the psychotic event.

**Interference with diagnostic routines** Finasteride reduces serum prostate-specific antigen concentrations (84R, 89R). In participants in the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial who had an end of study biopsy (928 with cancer and 8620 with a negative biopsy) or an interim diagnosis of prostate cancer (n = 671) those who took finasteride had a median fall in PSA of 2% after year 1, while the controls had an increase of 3% (103A). By the end of the study PSA had increased annually by 6% (placebo) and 7% (finasteride). In those with interim diagnoses PSA increased by 11% (placebo) and 15% (finasteride) each year before diagnosis. Cases with high grade disease (Gleason 7 and above) had greater increases in PSA than cases with low grade disease. The authors concluded that in men who have taken finasteride for more than 1 year the PSA concentration will need to be adjusted to determine whether it is in the reference range. In the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial the adjustment factor required to preserve a median PSA concentration increased from 2 at 24 months to 2.5 at 7 years after the start of finasteride treatment.

**Flutamide** (SED-15, 1427; SEDA-29, 513)

**Metabolism** A marked rise in blood glucose concentration must be a very rare effect of antiandrogen therapy, but a Japanese group has described two patients with prostate cancer with this complication (104A).

- A 61-year-old man who was being successfully treated for obesity with sibutramine started to take finasteride to treat alopecia. Soon afterwards he developed paranoid psychotic behavior. The reaction abated and disappeared when finasteride was withdrawn.

- An 81-year-old man with no history of diabetes developed diabetes mellitus after using leuprorelin for prostate carcinoma for 6 months. His fasting glucose was 19 mmol/l and his HBa1c was 9.9%.
In both cases the blood glucose concentration was successfully corrected with a brief course of insulin and was thereafter maintained in the reference range using pioglitazone. This is encouraging, but the toxicity of pioglitazone must surely be borne in mind (see Chapter 42), especially in this type of elderly patient.

Liver Flutamide causes hepatotoxicity in some 0.36% of patients, and for this reason alone it should not be used in the absence of a serious indication. Whether bulimia nervosa in women justifies its use is open to doubt, since non-pharmacological methods of treatment are available. Furthermore, bulimia nervosa in women can be associated with raised serum testosterone concentrations. In a small double-blind study of the use of flutamide, citalopram, a combination of the two, or placebo in 31 women over 3 months, all the active treatments reduced the tendency to binge eating (105c). However, there was a moderate and reversible increase in serum transaminase activities, leading to withdrawal in two of the 19 subjects who were taking flutamide either alone or in combination.

MISCELLANEOUS COMPOUNDS

Tibolone (SEDA-27, 437; SEDA-28, 499; SEDA-29, 514)

Placebo-controlled studies Despite the still uncertain adverse effects profile of tibolone, it continues to be used in relieving the hot flushes caused by anti-estrogen therapy, and does so in doses that cause no additional problems. In a further double-blind, placebo-controlled study of oral tibolone 2.5 mg/day in 70 postmenopausal women taking tamoxifen after breast cancer surgery tibolone reduced the severity of hot flushes and perhaps also their incidence (106c).
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Thyroid hormones, iodine, and antithyroid drugs

THYROID HORMONES (SED-15, 3409; SEDA-27, 442; SEDA-28, 505; SEDA-29, 520)

Thyroid hormones (liothyronine, T3, and levothyroxine, T4) are prescribed for about 1% of the adult population in developed countries, and for 5–10% in those aged over 60 years (1R, 2c, 3c). Large studies have suggested that about 25% of those who take levothyroxine use doses sufficient to suppress serum TSH (3c, 4c), and much attention has focused on the potential adverse effects of this degree of over-treatment.

Psychiatric There is a well recognized association between hypothyroidism and psychiatric illness, and previous case reports have suggested that psychosis and mania can be the result of starting thyroid hormone replacement at too high a dosage (5c). Two further cases of mania associated with levothyroxine have been reported (6A, 7A), suggesting that caution should be exercised when prescribing levothyroxine, especially in elderly people.

Musculoskeletal Large meta-analyses (8M, 9M) have shown that levothyroxine in TSH-suppressive doses is associated with a minor but statistically significant reduction in bone mineral density. However, the evidence that suppressive doses of levothyroxine represent a risk factor for clinically relevant end points, such as the incidence of fractures and mortality, is scanty (18). Two small studies have shown that low doses of levothyroxine have no adverse effects on bone mass and do not lead to a higher prevalence of vertebral fractures, even if the serum TSH is fully suppressed (10c, 11c).

Drug–drug interactions There has been a report that orlistat, used in the management of obesity, reduced the systemic availability of levothyroxine (12A).

In a small study, imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor used in the treatment of a number of neoplastic diseases, increased the doses of levothyroxine necessary for adequate replacement therapy (13c).

IODINE AND IODIDES (SED-15, 1896; SEDA-28, 506)

Gastrointestinal Lugol’s iodine spray is being increasingly used during diagnostic endoscopy to detect early mucosal changes of esophageal carcinoma. Transient acute gastric mucosal damage induced by iodine spray has been reported (14A).

ANTITHYROID DRUGS (SED-15, 3387; SEDA-27, 442; SEDA-28, 506; SEDA-29, 520)

Hematologic DoTS classification:

- Reaction: Agranulocytosis due to thionamides
- Dose-relation: Collateral
- Time-course: Intermediate
- Susceptibility factors: Not known

Drug-induced agranulocytosis is the most serious and indeed life-threatening disorder associated with thionamide therapy, with a reported mortality of 5–15%. In a previous study it was estimated that the incidences of neutropenia...
and agranulocytosis in England and Wales were 120 and 7 cases per million per year respectively (15C). Current users of drugs classed as “thyroid inhibitors” had the highest risks of neutropenia (adjusted OR = 35; 95% CI = 12, 100) and agranulocytosis (OR = 21; 95% CI = 3.3, ∞) compared with other classes of drug associated with this complication. In a further UK-based study between 1981 and 2003 there were 5.23 million prescriptions for thionamide drugs in England and Scotland, 94% of which were for carbimazole (16C). Neutrophil dyscrasias (agranulocytosis and neutropenia) accounted for 49% of all deaths ascribed to these drugs. They were more frequently fatal in those over 65 years, and from 1981 reports of neutrophil dyscrasias were significantly more frequent per prescription of propylthiouracil than carbimazole. These findings confirm that agranulocytosis is the most important complication of antithyroid drugs, remembering that neutropenia may in part reflect underlying hyperthyroidism rather than an adverse drug effect.

Administration of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) is the standard treatment for antithyroid drug-induced agranulocytosis and is reported to shorten the recovery period (17C), although others have reported it to be ineffective in severe agranulocytosis (18C). In a further study the efficacy of G-CSF has been investigated in 109 patients with agranulocytosis caused by antithyroid drugs (19C). G-CSF significantly reduced the recovery period from 9.2 to 2.3 days. However, it was ineffective in symptomatic patients with granulocyte counts below 0.1 × 10⁹/l.

**Immunologic**

**Hypersensitivity syndrome** Allergic reactions manifesting as fever, urticaria or other rashes, and arthralgia occur in 1–5% of patients taking antithyroid drugs. There has been a report of methimazole-induced hypersensitivity syndrome associated with reactivation of human herpes virus 6 and cytomegalovirus (20A).

**Vasculitis** Antithyroid drugs, especially propylthiouracil, can be associated with the development of antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-positive vasculitis, often manifesting as renal disease. Atypical presentations, with pulmonary capillaritis (21A) and lupus-like syndrome (22A), have been described in individual cases. Furthermore, two cases of vasculitis have been associated with carbimazole, one presenting with eosinophilic granulomatous vasculitis localized to the stomach (23A) and another with p-ANCA positive vasculitis causing simultaneous acute renal insufficiency and massive pulmonary hemorrhage (24A).

The long-term effects of antithyroid drug treatment on the prevalence of ANCA has been examined in 209 consecutive patients with hyperthyroidism who had been treated with antithyroid drugs, radioactive iodine, thyroidectomy, or a combination of these treatment options (25C). Overall 12 patients who were taking antithyroid drugs were positive for antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies to myeloperoxidase, proteinase-3, or human leukocyte elastase; four of these had ANCA-associated vasculitis. When 77 of the 209 patients who were retested after 3–6 years (and antithyroid drug treatment had been withdrawn), ANCA could still be detected in three of six who had previously tested positive; in addition one patient who had not taken antithyroid drugs had developed myeloperoxidase-associated ANCA. The presence of ANCA was highly associated with treatment with antithyroid drugs (OR = 12; 95% CI = 1.5, 93). This study highlights the fact that the presence of ANCA with or without vasculitis is associated with previous treatment with antithyroid drugs, possibly after years.

The mechanism of propylthiouracil-induced vasculitis has been investigated in two separate studies, suggesting that the avidity of myeloperoxidase-associated ANCA (26C) or the presence of anti-endothelial cell antibodies (AECA) (27C) may be associated with vasculitic disease activity.

**Teratogenicity** Concerns about the safety of carbimazole in pregnancy have been raised, but the association between antithyroid drug administration in early pregnancy and congenital abnormalities remains unclear. Aplasia cutis congenita and choanal atresia have been reported in association with maternal carbimazole therapy, suggesting a causative link either with the drug or with underlying hyperthyroidism. Two further cases of choanal atresia in association with carbimazole treatment during the first trimester of pregnancy have been reported.
(28A, 29A); in one case there were marked facial dysmorphic features and failure of breast development, thought to be secondary to maternal use of carbimazole during pregnancy (28A). These cases continue to highlight a possible link between carbimazole, or its active metabolite methimazole, and congenital abnormalities, and they reinforce the view that propylthiouracil is the drug of choice in early pregnancy. However, it should be noted that one of the major hazards of antithyroid drug use in pregnancy is over-treatment, and hence induction of fetal hypothyroidism and goiter. It is therefore important to monitor maternal thyroid status carefully and to use the lowest possible dose of antithyroid drug sufficient to maintain maternal euthyroidism.

Drug–drug interactions In a small randomized controlled study the combination of propylthiouracil 100 mg bd with colestyramine 4 g bd for 4 weeks led to a more rapid and complete fall in thyroid hormone concentrations in 30 patients with Graves’ disease (30E). The authors proposed that colestyramine reduced the total body pool of thyroid hormone by enhanced fecal loss, thus inducing a more rapid response to propylthiouracil.
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Insulin, other hypoglycemic drugs, and glucagon

INSULIN (SED-15, 1761; SEDA-27, 446; SEDA-28, 509; SEDA-29, 523)

Cardiovascular In 215 subjects with type 1 diabetes atherosclerosis was assessed using carotid intima media thickness (1c). There was a positive correlation with cumulative short-acting insulin exposure but no correlation with intermediate-acting insulin. There was no power to distinguish between analogues and regular insulin. A review of insulin therapy has suggested that hyperglycemia is important, based on the results of the DCCT study, in which the intensive control group had less progression of atherosclerosis than the conventional group. Most studies have shown a beneficial or neutral effect of exogenous insulin on cardiovascular disease and atherosclerosis, which is different to the epidemiological data on endogenous insulin, which show an increased cardiovascular risk with increasing insulin concentrations (2R).

Metabolism Hypoglycemia In a systematic review of short-acting analogues, 42 randomized controlled trials in 7933 patients with type 1, type 2, and gestational diabetes showed only minor differences in overall hypoglycemia (3M). The standardized mean differences of episodes per patient per month were −0.05 and −0.04 in adults with type 1 and type 2 diabetes respectively, comparing short-acting analogues with regular insulin. There were no differences between children and pregnant women with type 1 diabetes and women with gestational diabetes. The change in HbA1c was small. Hypoglycemia remains a clinical problem whether analogue or regular insulin is used.

Susceptibility factors

Age The management of very young children with type 1 diabetes remains a challenge. The incidence of hypoglycemia has been assessed in 6309 children with type 1 diabetes living in Germany and Austria (4C). Despite modern care, young children aged 0–5 years had frequent episodes of severe hypoglycaemia (31/100 patient-years), significantly more than in children aged 5–7 and 7–9 years (20/100 and 22/100 patient-years respectively). The youngest children also had higher rates of severe hypoglycemia, regardless of treatment regimen. Of children under 5 years 71% were using three or more injections per day or a pump.

Drug administration route

Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) The use of CSII for 6 or more months has been reported in 70 children aged 2–12 (mean 9.1) years (5c). A retrospective review of charts compared with the year before CSII showed a non-significant reduction in severe hypoglycaemia associated with a slight fall in HbA1c. There were two episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis, compared with none during the control period. There were no practical problems; the children did not play with the pumps.

In 100 children aged 1.6 to 18 years who had used a pump for 6 or more months data were obtained from the insulin pump memory: 10% missed meal-time boluses and 7% had programming and adjusting errors (6c). One child aged 16 years had an episode of severe hypoglycemia
due to overdosing on meal boluses. There were no episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis.

Children under the age of 10 years often do well, as the pumps are under the control of their carers. The use of pumps in 10 preschool children aged 6 years and under appeared to be safe (\(^7\)). Hypoglycemia appeared to be reduced compared with twice-daily mixed insulin. The use of pumps in children appears to be safe with appropriate commitment from the patients and their carers.

**Administration of insulin by inhalation**

Exubera, an insulin powder with a particle size of \(<7.5 \, \mu m\) combined with a dry powder carrier, is commercially available in the UK. Other inhaled formulations are in development, including AERx, which is a liquid, and ProMaxx, which uses proprietary technology to produce microspheres of 1–5 \(\mu m\). Regardless of the system used for delivery, systemic availability is low (under 20%), and so high dosages are required. There is also variation in absorption and the intraindividual coefficient of variation can be about 34%, although the absorption of subcutaneously administered insulin is also variable. Smoking can increase the absorption rate by as much as 50%; this is reversed on stopping smoking but will recur when smoking is restarted (\(^8\)).

In this and other reviews, the lack of long-term data, which is particularly important for understanding the management of a chronic disease that requires many years of therapy for an individual, has been discussed. Data from 4-year open studies suggest that lung function does not deteriorate compared with subcutaneous insulin. However, patients with lung disease have usually been excluded from such studies (\(^9\), \(^10\)).

In a single-dose comparison of healthy individuals with those with asthma the latter had reduced insulin absorption and greater intra-subject variation in insulin concentrations (\(^10\)). Antibodies to inhaled insulin continue to be a concern, although there has been no correlation with antibody titer and insulin dosage or the development of hypoglycemia. Presensitization may be important. Patients with type 2 diabetes who had not used insulin before starting to use inhaled insulin had a lower antibody response, despite the addition of subcutaneous insulin in 32% of participants by the end of the study (\(^11\)).

In 10 non-diabetic volunteers with upper respiratory tract infections there were no differences in insulin pharmacokinetics after a single dose of inhaled insulin (AERx) given during the infection compared with recovery (\(^12\)). The authors suggested that this shows that AERx can be continued safely in patients with upper respiratory tract infections. The dose used was small (equivalent to 6 units of short-acting insulin). Insulin dosage often increases substantially during illness and further experience in patients with diabetes would be required before establishing safety.

**Management of adverse drug reactions**

Secondary growth hormone insensitivity syndrome is thought to develop when chronic insulin deficiency and poor metabolic control occur in people with type 1 diabetes. High growth hormone concentrations are found in conjunction with low concentrations of IGF1.

Intensifying insulin therapy in people with poor metabolic control exacerbates retinopathy. In three cases progressive retinopathy followed intensified insulin therapy, and the authors suggested that subcutaneous octreotide may be of benefit in management (\(^13\)). The cases were managed concurrently with standard therapy, including laser photocoagulation. Octreotide reduced IGF1 concentrations and reduced insulin requirements. However, its role in managing retinopathy was unclear. There was speculation that it may be helpful for macular edema.

Training for patients in diabetes management to allow for dietary flexibility improves glycemic control without increasing the risk of severe hypoglycemia. In an analysis of data from 96 hospitals in Germany, a low concentration of HbA1c was associated with a high risk of hypoglycemia before treatment (\(^14\)). After treatment hypoglycemia did not correlate with HbA1c; there were 0.11 episodes of severe hypoglycemia per patient per year in the highest quintile of HbA1c compared with 0.16 in the lowest. Before treatment the figures were 0.18 and 0.54 respectively.
ALPHA-GLUCOSIDASE INHIBITORS  \( (\text{SEDA-15, 85; SEDA-27, 452; SEDA-28, 514; SEDA-29, 526}) \)

Three alpha glucosidase inhibitors, acarbose, miglitol, and voglibose, have been reviewed \( (15^R) \).

**Comparative studies** In a comparison of voglibose and acarbose in 21 in-patients with type 2 diabetes who took part in a randomized crossover study of acarbose 150 mg/day and voglibose 0.9 mg/day, there was marked interindividual variation in response \( (16^c) \). For both drugs efficacy was better in those with gastrointestinal adverse effects, such as abdominal distention and flatulence.

### Acarbose

**Observational studies** In a post-marketing surveillance study in 27,803 patients with diabetes mellitus (94% type 2), data were reported after 12 weeks. The doses of acarbose were low: 4.1% took less than 100 mg/day, 64% 100–250 mg/day, 32% 250–300 mg/day, and 0.1% more than 300 mg/day. Only 2.1% stopped therapy, mainly because of gastrointestinal adverse events. Tolerability appeared to be good and independent of age. Abnormal liver function was reported in 0.01%. The difference between these results and those of many controlled trials may in part be explained by the fact that higher doses have been used in most trials \( (17^C) \).

**Nutrition** In a 56-week study there was an association between the use of acarbose and low vitamin \( B_6 \) concentrations, which occurred in 33% of 240 patients taking acarbose compared with 23% of 119 patients taking placebo \( (18^c) \). Calcium concentrations fell more often in those who took acarbose (28 versus 16%) but returned to normal by the end. These findings have not been reported elsewhere and do not appear to be clinically significant.

**Liver** In a 78-week double-blind single center study 139 patients with type 2 diabetes were randomized to acarbose or placebo in addition to their usual therapy \( (19^C) \). The mean dose of acarbose at the end of the study was 680 mg. Two patients taking 600 mg or more developed raised liver enzymes, to more than three times the upper limit of normal.

In a 56-week study there was an association between the dose of acarbose in the range 50–300 mg tds and the development of abnormal liver function in 359 patients with type 1 (21%) and type 2 diabetes \( (18^c) \). The patients took the maximum tolerated dose, and 30% took doses of 100 mg or less. Of the patients who were randomized to acarbose \( (n = 240) \), 8% developed abnormal liver function tests (alanine transaminase activity more than three times the upper limit of normal) compared with 1% of those who took placebo \( (n = 119) \). The dose of acarbose was 200–300 mg tds in those who developed abnormal liver function. Liver function recovered promptly on withdrawal.

### AMYLIN ANALOGUES  \( (\text{SEDA-27, 453; SEDA-28, 514; SEDA-29, 526}) \)

#### Pramlintide

**Placebo-controlled studies** In three studies in 477 patients with type 1 diabetes, pramlintide 30 or 60 micrograms three or four times a day \( (n = 281) \) was compared with placebo \( (n = 196) \) \( (20^M) \). The patients continued to take insulin in a mean daily dose of 50 units/day (pramlintide) or 48 units/day (placebo). After 26 weeks 43% of those using pramlintide had problems with nausea and 16% had anorexia compared with 10 and 2% of those who used placebo \( (21^B) \). A review of other studies showed that the rate of mild to moderate nausea was 9.5–59%, and that severe nausea was 0.7–8.5%. Most studies suggested that the nausea was transient (2–8 weeks) although most did not document the reduction in nausea.

**Gastrointestinal** Pramlintide slows gastric emptying and it should not be used in those with gastroparesis. The manufacturer also recommends that analgesics should not be taken less than 1 hour before or 2 hours after pramlintide.
Drug–drug interactions  Pramlintide buffers to a pH of 4.0 and precipitates at a pH at above 5.5 and would not be expected to be compatible with insulin, which is buffered at pH 7.8. In an open study of 51 patients with type 1 diabetes, pramlintide was mixed in the same syringe as insulin (regular insulin and isophane insulin) (22c). The pharmacokinetics of insulin and pramlintide were not significantly altered. However, mixing pramlintide and insulin is not recommended.

BIGUANIDES  (SED-15, 506; SEDA-27, 453; SEDA-28, 514; SEDA-29, 526)

Metformin

Sensory systems  Altered vision has been attributed to metformin (23a).
- A 62-year-old man with diabetes was given metformin 750 mg bd and his blood glucose concentration fell from 22 to 15 mmol/l within 4 days. The dose of metformin was increased to 850 mg bd and the blood glucose concentration fell to 8.7 mmol/l over the next week. Within 2 days of starting therapy his vision became blurred. Slit lamp examination 2 weeks later showed cracked shaped lines on the lens. The cracks resolved spontaneously by 3 months.

Although the timing made metformin a possible candidate in this case, it is much more likely that the problem was caused by rapid changes in blood glucose concentration and the associated fluid shifts.

Liver  Reports of metformin-induced hepatotoxicity are rare.
- A 73-year-old Japanese woman, weight 33.5 kg, took nateglinide 270 mg/day and pioglitazone 15 mg/day for 6 months (24c). Her HbA1c concentration was 8.6% and fasting glucose 11.4 mmol/l. Metformin 250 mg bd was added and 3 weeks later she developed jaundice and fatigue. A few months before her liver function tests had been normal. Aspartate transaminase activity was 689 IU/l, alanine transaminase 772 IU/l, alkaline phosphatase 639 IU/l, and bilirubin 6.5 mg/dl. All oral therapy was withdrawn and insulin started. Her liver function improved over the next few weeks.

Pregnancy  Fetuses are exposed to therapeutic concentrations of metformin, which for part of the day may be higher than those found in the mother (25c). Although many women have become pregnant while taking metformin, until recently most have stopped taking it during pregnancy. A review of the safety of metformin therapy for the management of polycystic ovary syndrome has shown an increased frequency of malformations in children born to mothers who took metformin during pregnancy. This was a personal communication and no information was given about the malformations, the numbers, or how the data were collected. It was also not stated who gave the communication. Animal studies with excessive doses have shown anophthalmia, anencephaly, and delayed blastocyst development (26a).

Susceptibility factors

Renal disease  When to stop metformin in people with diabetes mellitus and abnormal renal function continues to be debated. It has been suggested that it should not be used in those with an eGFR (MDRD) of less than 60 ml/minute (27c). However, this would exclude many people who have been taking metformin for many years without apparent ill effect. Others have recommended using the Cockcroft–Gault equation (SEDA-29, 527), which is preferable.

Liver disease  The use of metformin in patients with non-alcoholic fatty liver disease has been reported in two trials (28c, 29c). Patients had abnormal liver function tests, which improved during the studies. No-one withdrew because of worsening of liver function tests or lactic acidosis.

Drug formulations  Metformin XR uses a modified-release system to allow once-daily dosing. In 16 healthy volunteers aged 18–40 years, 1-week regimens of metformin XR 500, 1000, and 1500 mg/day, followed by either metformin XR 2000 mg/day or metformin IR 1000 mg bd during weeks 4 and 5, produced 137 adverse events (30c). These were mainly gastrointestinal, including abdominal pain, reduced appetite, diarrhea, nausea, and vomiting. There were similar adverse effects with metformin XR and IR. There was no relation between the dose of metformin XR and the number of events.
Drug overdose  Lactic acidosis associated with metformin continues to be reported and reviewed. Two children developed lactic acidosis when they took metformin for attempted suicide.

- A 40-kg 14-year-old girl was thought to have taken up to 63 g of metformin, 1050 mg of diclofenac, and 1400 mg of atenolol. She had a Glasgow coma scale score of 5, a blood glucose concentration of 1.9 mmol/l, a pH of 7.1, a bicarbonate concentration of 10.6 mmol/l, and a base excess of −18.6 mmol/l. The peak lactate concentration was 38 mmol/l.

- A 15-year-old girl took 38 g of metformin. Her pH was 7.29, bicarbonate 17 mmol/l, base excess −10 mmol/l, and blood glucose 9.2 mmol/l after receiving glucose from the rescue team. Her condition worsened—the bicarbonate fell to 15 mmol/l, the pH to 7.2, and the blood glucose to 2.7 mmol/l; the lactate rose to 8.7 mmol/l. The lactate concentration subsequently peaked at 21 mmol/l.

These two cases show that although metformin at recommended doses is not usually associated with hypoglycemia, severe hypoglycemia can occur at higher doses. Overdosage is also associated with lactic acidosis in people with normal renal function. Metformin interferes with the production and clearance of lactate by a variety of mechanisms, including a shift in intracellular redox potential from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism, increasing lactate production. In both of these cases lactate concentrations peaked several hours after ingestion of metformin. This needs to be considered when managing metformin overdose.

Dipeptidyl peptidase IV inhibitors

Dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP IV) is an enzyme that is involved in the rapid metabolism of incretins, such as glucagon-like peptide. Inhibitors of DPP IV therefore extend the action of incretins. The incretins increase glucose-dependent insulin secretion from the pancreas, and so inhibition of DPP IV is a new therapeutic approach in the treatment of type 2 diabetes. Unlike the incretin mimetic analogues of glucagon-like peptide, which are given subcutaneously, inhibitors of DPP IV can be given orally.

Sitagliptin ([2R]-4-oxo-4-[3-(trifluoromethyl)-5,6-dihydro(1,2,4)triazolo(4,3-a)pyrazin-7(8H)-yl]-1-[2,4,5-trifluorophenyl]butan-2-amine) (33c) is the first inhibitor of DPP IV to have received a licence in the UK (in 2007). There are other closely related DPP enzymes, such as DPP 8 and DPP 9. When these enzymes are inhibited in experimental animals multiorgan toxicity occurs. Sitagliptin appears to be highly selective for DPP IV and has 2600 times selectivity for DPP IV compared with DPP 8 and DPP 9. Compared with placebo, sitagliptin produces an approximately two-fold increase in postprandial active glucagon-like peptide 1 concentrations (34R).

Pharmacokinetics  Sitagliptin is well absorbed and about 80% is excreted unchanged in the urine; the half-life is 8–14 hours (34R). Renal clearance averages 388 ml/minute and is largely uninfluenced by dose. The AUC is dose-dependent and is not affected by food. The pharmacokinetics are not affected by obesity (35C).

Observational studies  In 34 healthy men, mean age 33 years, weight 77 kg, single doses of sitagliptin 1.5–600 mg resulted in 79 adverse events, of which 19 were thought to be drug related; 14 occurred in those taking sitagliptin and five in those taking placebo (33c). Adverse events were reported to be mild to moderate and resolved without treatment. The study was designed to investigate the single-dose pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of sitagliptin, and data on the nature of the adverse events were not given. However, it was reported that there were no cases of hypoglycemia, and blood counts and liver and renal function tests were reported as unaffected.

Placebo-controlled studies  In a placebo-controlled study in 521 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus aged 27–76 years, sitagliptin 100 or 200 mg/day for 18 weeks significantly improved glycemic control (36C). Hypoglycemia and gastrointestinal adverse events were not significantly different between sitagliptin and placebo.

Metabolism  In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in 741 patients sitagliptin 100 or 200 mg for 24 weeks caused no
changes in body weight, although those who took placebo lost 1.1 kg (37C). However, in other similar studies, body weight fell similarly with sitagliptin and placebo (36C, 38C).

**Drug–drug interactions** In a placebo-controlled, multiple-dose, crossover study in 13 patients with type 2 diabetes, sitagliptin 50 mg bd and metformin 1000 mg bd did not alter the pharmacokinetics of each other (39C).

**INCRETIN MIMETICS**

(SEDA-29, 528)

**Exenatide**

**Metabolism** Weight loss has been reported with exenatide. It occurs regardless of initial weight and does not relate to the degree of nausea (see below), but exenatide reduces food intake (40C). In a 30-week study those who took 10 micrograms bd lost 2.8 kg and those who took 5 micrograms bd lost 1.6 kg compared with 0.3 kg in those who took placebo.

Mild or moderate hypoglycemia occurred with a similar frequency in patients with type 2 diabetes who took exenatide or placebo: 5.3% in those who took 10 micrograms bd, 4.5% in those who took 5 micrograms bd, and 5.3% in those who took placebo (41C). However, in a study in which exenatide was combined with metformin and a sulfonylurea in 733 subjects the incidence of hypoglycemia was greater in those who took exenatide (13% placebo, 19% 5 micrograms bd, and 28% 10 micrograms bd) (42C). The incidence of hypoglycemia was lowest in those who were taking the lowest dose of sulfonylurea. The effect of exenatide to stimulate insulin production is glucose dependent, and it is likely that the hypoglycemia observed in this study related to the non-glucose-dependent actions of sulfonylureas superimposed on the effect of exenatide. It is therefore appropriate in patients whose HbA1c concentration is close to target to reduce their dose of sulfonylurea when they start to take exenatide and to make further adjustments depending on response.

Gastrointestinal

**Nausea** due to exenatide has been reviewed.

**DoTS classification:**

- **Reaction:** Nausea due to exenatide
- **Dose-relation:** Collateral
- **Time-course:** Intermediate
- **Susceptibility factors:** None known

The mechanism is not fully established, but possible mechanisms include delay in gastric emptying, activation of afferent nerves, and or central effects of GLP-1 receptor activation (43R). It is dose related in the therapeutic range of doses and is more likely to occur in the first eight weeks (44R, 45R). Gradually increasing the dose of exenatide may be helpful (46R).

During continuous subcutaneous infusion of exenatide at different doses in 12 patients with type 2 diabetes nausea was the most common adverse effect (47R). The dose of exenatide appears to be important. In a placebo-controlled study in 156 patients (mean age 52 years, BMI 33–36 kg/m²) with type 2 diabetes who received exenatide for 28 days, nausea varied with dose 23% of those who took 2.5 micrograms bd, 26% of those who took 5 micrograms bd, 61% of those who took 7.5 micrograms bd, and 52% of those who took 10 micrograms bd (48R). The nausea was maximal during the first week (33%), falling to 6% by the end of the study.

In another placebo-controlled study, the incidence of nausea also fell with time (42C). Patients with type 2 diabetes (mean age 55 years; \( n = 733 \)) taking metformin and a sulfonylurea took either exenatide 5 micrograms bd or placebo for 4 weeks. Those taking exenatide were then randomized to either 5 micrograms bd or 10 micrograms bd for 30 weeks. Nausea, the most frequent severe adverse event, occurred at similar rates in both groups—5% of those taking 5 micrograms bd and 3% of those taking 10 micrograms bd. The overall incidence of nausea was slightly higher at all times in those who took 10 micrograms bd, about 31% at the start of the study falling to about 10% compared with about 24% in those who took 5 micrograms bd, falling to 7%.

In 336 patients with type 2 diabetes who took metformin, 36% of those who were randomized to exenatide 5 micrograms bd and 45% of those who took 10 micrograms bd had nausea compared with 23% of those who took placebo.
The frequency of nausea fell during the study in all groups.

**Immunologic** Antibodies to exenatide have been found in several studies, with an incidence of 43% and 49% (41, 42). The development of antibodies did not appear to alter glycemic control or adverse events. The titers of antibodies were low (1/125). The long-term effects of these antibodies are unknown, but could include a reduced response to exenatide. There appears to be no cross-reaction between exenatide antibodies and native human GLP-1 (49).

**Tumorigenicity** GLP-1 increases beta-cell mass in animals. Thus, exenatide has the potential to cause increased beta-cell mass through augmented differentiation of precursor cells and inhibition of apoptosis (43). No malignant islet cell tumors were found in 130 mice and rats who received the equivalent human dose of 20 micrograms/day for 2 years (50). Long-term follow-up is required to ensure safety.

**Drug administration route** The concentration versus time profiles after subcutaneous injection of 10 micrograms of exenatide into the abdomen, arm, and thigh were similar in 28 people with type 2 diabetes, mean age 56 years (51). Long-term injection of insulin can cause local problems such as lipohypertrophy, and so rotation of injection sites is recommended. Similar problems have also been reported with growth hormone. It would therefore be wise to vary the injection site of exenatide, as systemic availability is comparable.

**Drug–drug interactions**

**Digoxin** In 21 healthy Asian men who took digoxin and exenatide there was no important change in digoxin exposure; C_max fell by 17% and t_max was prolonged by a median of 2.5 hours. No digoxin concentrations increased to more than 2.0 μg/l (52). The summary of product characteristics (SPC) for exenatide specifies that dosage adjustment is not required for paracetamol or digoxin.

**Paracetamol** In 40 healthy people aged 18–65 years the absorption of exenatide 10 micrograms was unaffected by paracetamol 1000 mg (53). However, the absorption of paracetamol was reduced, depending on the timing of ingestion in relation to the injection of exenatide. When paracetamol was taken 1 hour before exenatide there was no change in plasma paracetamol concentrations. However, when it was taken at the same time as the injection or 1 or 2 hours after there was up to a 56% reduction in C_max and the t_max was prolonged from 0.6 hours to a maximum of 4.2 hours. Exenatide reduces the rate of gastric emptying.

**Liraglutide**

**Gastrointestinal** Of 210 patients with type 2 diabetes, 179 completed a randomized study of the effects of five different doses (0.045, 0.225, 0.45, 0.6, and 0.75 mg) or metformin 100 mg bd for 12 weeks after a 4-week metformin run-in phase. The numbers of people who reported nausea and vomiting were small (4%) and comparable to the incidence with metformin (6%). Careful upwards titration allows higher doses (2 mg/day) to be tolerated (49).

**Immunologic** After the end of 12 weeks treatment no antibodies to liraglutide were detected (54).

**SULFONYLUREAS** (SED-15, 3230; SEDA-27, 456; SEDA-28, 518; SEDA-29, 530)

**Management of adverse drug reactions** Octreotide inhibits the secretion of various neuropeptides, including insulin. It thus helps reduce the hyperstimulation of endogenous insulin production by sulfonylureas. The use of octreotide to manage sulfonylurea-induced hypoglycemia has been reviewed (55). Intravenous or subcutaneous octreotide was used over a period of days as necessary in young children and adults. The authors suggested a management guideline based on the use of intravenous glucose supplemented with octreotide either to treat or prevent relapse of hypoglycemia.
Glibenclamide

Pregnancy In 70 patients with gestational diabetes randomized to insulin \((n = 27)\), glibenclamide \((n = 24)\), or acarbose \((n = 19)\) satisfactory blood glucose concentrations were not achieved in five of the women allocated to glibenclamide compared with eight of those allocated to acarbose \((56c)\). Babies who were large for gestational age were found in 3.7% (insulin), 25% (glibenclamide), and 10% (acarbose). Neonatal hypoglycemia occurred in eight of the babies whose mothers had taken glibenclamide compared with one each of those whose mothers had taken acarbose or insulin. There was therefore more macrosomia and hypoglycemia in the babies of women taking glibenclamide. However, glibenclamide is inexpensive and may be useful if other more appropriate therapies are unavailable during pregnancy.

Glimepiride

Liver Hepatotoxicity is a rare but recognized adverse effect of sulfonylureas \((57a)\).

- A 65-year-old man developed jaundice 2 weeks after presenting with type 2 diabetes. He had been given glimepiride 2 mg/day. There was a stone in the common bile duct, which was treated with sphincterotomy. However, his liver function tests remained abnormal. Glimepiride was withdrawn, his liver function gradually normalized, and glimepiride was restarted. Liver function became abnormal once more and returned to normal within 1 month of withdrawal of glimepiride.

THAZOLIDINEDIONES (GLITAZONES) \((SED-15, 3380; SEDA-27, 457; SEDA-28, 519; SEDA-29, 531)\)

The use and safety of thiazolidinediones have been reviewed. Liver damage is rare, while weight gain and fluid retention are common. The mechanisms for fluid retention are suggested to be a change in intestinal ion transport resulting in an increased plasma volume, vasodilatation causing reflex sympathetic activity activation, and increased vascular permeability \((58a)\).

Pioglitazone

Metabolism In a randomized placebo-controlled study in 48 people with type 2 diabetes, aged 35–75 years, who took pioglitazone 45 mg/day or placebo for 24 weeks, those taking pioglitazone gained 3.88 kg at 6 months, compared with a reduction of 0.79 kg in those who took placebo \((59a)\). Scans showed that this was mainly due to a generalized increase in subcutaneous fat. Visceral adipose tissue did not change significantly. Subjective ratings of hunger did not change and neither was there a change in metabolic rate. However, more sensitive measures are probably required, as the calorie change to cause this sort of weight gain is small \((175 \text{ kcal/day})\).

Drug–drug interactions Pioglitazone is metabolized in vitro by several cytochrome P450 isozymes, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, and CYP3A4 \((60a)\). The metabolites have about 40–60% of the hypoglycemic activity of pioglitazone and longer half-lives.

Gemfibrozil inhibits CYP2C8 and CYP2C9 in vitro, but in vivo it inhibits CYP2C8 but not CYP2C9. Itraconazole inhibits CYP3A4. In 12 volunteers aged 20–27 years weight 55–85 kg, who took gemfibrozil 600 mg, itraconazole 100 mg, both, or placebo at 0800 h and 2000 h for 4 days and a single dose of 15 mg of pioglitazone on day 3, gemfibrozil increased the mean AUC of unchanged pioglitazone about three-fold and the half-life from 8 to 23 hours \((61a)\). There was no change in those taking itraconazole. In those taking the combination the mean AUC of pioglitazone increased four-fold and the half-life from 8 to 40 hours. Gemfibrozil inhibited the oxidative metabolism of pioglitazone, whereas itraconazole appeared to have no effect. This suggests that in vivo CYP2C8 may be more important than CYP3A4 in the metabolism of pioglitazone. Gemfibrozil should be used cautiously when it is combined with pioglitazone.

Rosiglitazone

Neuromuscular A myopathy has been reported in a man taking rosiglitazone, fenofibrate, and metformin \((62a)\).
A 75-year-old man with type 2 diabetes and no history of muscle injury or viral illness presented with a creatine kinase of 6897 (reference range 0–171) U/l, MB fraction 1%, myoglobin 902 (0–110) ng/ml, and creatinine 116 (30–70) µmol/l. He had had diabetes for 11 years and his creatine kinase had been 250–350 U/l during the previous 4 years. Simvastatin had been changed 15 weeks before to fenofibrate 200 mg/day for raised triglycerides, and rosiglitazone 2 mg bd had been added 3 weeks before. He was also taking metformin 1 g bd, phenprocoumon, valsartan, and inhaled sympathomimetics. The metformin was withdrawn because of the increased creatinine. Fenofibrate and rosiglitazone were withdrawn because of a suspected drug interaction.

It is possible that the combination of rosiglitazone with fenofibrate was responsible for the severe myopathy, although the possibility of a single drug cannot be excluded. Raised creatine kinase activity has been reported with troglitazone, and there has been a report of rhabdomyolysis in a patient with type 2 diabetes taking pioglitazone when fenofibrate was added.

Sensory systems Macular edema has been associated with rosiglitazone (63A).

A 55-year-old man with diabetes, taking regular insulin, glargine, rosiglitazone, atorvastatin,amlodipine, quinapril, hydrochlorothiazide, and sertraline, had proliferative retinopathy, neuropathy, and nephropathy. His vision was 20/30 OD and 20/25 OS. The dose of rosiglitazone was increased from 2 to 8 mg bd and 1 month later his vision was 20/80 OD and 20/70 OS. At the same time he developed peripheral edema. The dose of rosiglitazone was reduced to 2 mg bd and his vision improved to 20/25 OU and the macular edema resolved over the next 3 weeks.

There have been several other reports of this rare adverse effect of rosiglitazone, which has been added to the SPC. Caution should be taken and appropriate follow-up should take place when rosiglitazone is added to the therapy of someone at risk of macular edema.

A 53-year-old Hispanic woman developed bilateral, painless, slowly progressive proptosis over 12 months (64A). She had taken rosiglitazone 8 mg for 18 months. She had also noticed weight gain of 9 kg and an increase in abdominal girth of 4 inches. The dose of rosiglitazone was gradually reduced, with no change in appearance. A CT scan of the orbits showed normal extraocular muscles. Thyroid function was normal.

The authors postulated that there had been an increase in orbital fat in parallel to the increase in abdominal fat. Rosiglitazone can reactivate thyroid inflammatory orbitopathy and treatment of orbital fibroblasts in culture with PPARγ agonists can stimulate thyrotropin hormone receptor expression and subsequently promote adipogenesis (65E).

Mineral balance In 20 people with type 2 diabetes and hypertension taking glibenclamide 15 mg/day rosiglitazone 4 mg/day was added; serum calcium and magnesium concentration rose slightly at 26 weeks (66c). The significance of this is unknown.

Liver Cholestatic hepatitis has been attributed to rosiglitazone (67A).

A 52-year-old man with a history of heavy alcohol use took rosiglitazone for at least 30 days before developing jaundice. Liver histology showed cholestatic hepatitis with enlarged xanthomatous Kupffer cells and no evidence of cirrhosis.

Fertility In a study of women with polycystic ovary syndrome, 23 of 25 women with oligomenorrhea, four of five with secondary amenorrhea, and two of three with polymenorrhea achieved regular menstrual cycles after taking rosiglitazone 4 mg/day for 24 weeks. It may be worth informing women that their fertility may increase (69c).

Drug–drug interactions Rosiglitazone is not metabolized by CYP3A4 and interactions with drugs such as ciclosporin and tacrolimus are therefore not expected. Several studies have confirmed this.

Rosiglitazone 4 mg/day, increased to 8 mg/day after 1 week, was given to 10 patients with glucose intolerance who had received a renal transplant; ciclosporin and tacrolimus whole blood concentrations were unchanged (70c).
In 40 patients with post-transplant diabetes using rosiglitazone 4 mg/day, with increased doses as necessary, there were no significant interactions with tacrolimus or ciclosporin; the patients were followed for 3–12 months (mean 26 weeks) (71c).

In 22 patients with recent renal transplants using rosiglitazone 4 and 8 mg/day there were no significant changes in blood ciclosporin and tacrolimus concentrations (72c).

Rosiglitazone is mainly metabolized by the CYP2C8, and CYP2C9 has a minor role. Trimethoprim is a competitive inhibitor of CYP2C8 and it increases rosiglitazone concentrations, with increased risks of peripheral edema and pulmonary edema. Genotype may influence the ability of trimethoprim to inhibit CYP2C8 (73cE).
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Miscellaneous hormones

Calcitonin  
(SED-15, 595; SEDA-27, 465; SEDA-29, 539)

Mineral balance  Calcitonin can cause abnormalities of calcium balance.

- A 46-year-old woman with low back pain and osteoporosis took salmon calcitonin subcutaneously 100 U/day and calcium carbonate orally 1.5 g/day for 7 days before developing nausea and facial flushing (1A). Calcitonin was continued for a further 8 days and then stopped. The next day she developed intermittent generalized convulsions. She was subsequently found to have breast cancer with skeletal metastases and hypercalcemia (3.9 mmol/l) without a reduced parathyroid hormone concentration (115 pg/ml). She was given fluids and the hypercalcemia promptly resolved. The authors suggested that this was the first report of exogenous calcitonin causing hypercalcemia. There were several unknowns in this case, including the calcium concentration before treatment and the concentration of PTHrp, which would have helped to determine the cause of the hypercalcemia. Calcitonin is usually associated with a reduction in calcium concentration rather than a rise. The authors postulated that calcitonin could alter PTHrp concentrations, with different effects depending on cell type. They also provided evidence of hypocalcemia caused by calcitonin in non-human models (2E).

- A 72-year-old woman received calcitonin 100 IU twice a week intramuscularly, calcitriol 0.25 micrograms bd, and daily calcium supplements for 3 years, before presenting with a raised calcium concentration (2.7 mmol/l) and linear calcification in the knee joints. The parathormone concentration was raised (151 pg/ml; reference range 7–53) and a parathyroid adenoma was demonstrated on ultrasound (3A).

Primary hyperparathyroidism was the likely explanation in this patient, rather than a direct effect of calcitonin.

Gonadotropins (gonadorelin and analogues)  
(SED-15, 1536; SEDA-27, 465; SEDA-28, 528; SEDA-29, 539)

Placebo-controlled studies  In a randomized, placebo-controlled study in women who received leuprolide acetate depot 11.25 mg intramuscularly with tibolone 2.5 mg/day (n = 36), leuprolide acetate depot 11.25 mg with placebo (n = 37), or a placebo injection with placebo tablets (n = 39), irritable bowel syndrome related to the menstrual cycle improved in those who received leuprolide (4C). There were hot flushes in those who took leuprolide compared with placebo; no data were given about the frequency of hot flushes, but there were no withdrawals because of this symptom. Amenorrhea also occurred. Both flushing and amenorrhea are expected adverse effects of leuprolide.

Endocrine  Gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogues initially stimulate the pituitary gland, resulting in increased concentrations of luteinizing hormone and testosterone in men. Subsequently, the pituitary receptors down-regulate and testosterone concentrations fall. On withdrawal of the agonist the effects have been thought to be reversible. However, they can be sustained for substantial periods in men receiving prolonged courses for prostate cancer (5R). Patients receiving intermittent androgen therapy for prostate cancer were treated with leuprolide acetate 7.5 mg monthly and nilutamide orally for 8 months. Full testosterone recovery during the off treatment period was documented in 61% of cycles. In cycles during which recovery occurred, the median time to recovery was 23 (4–61) weeks (6E).
In Japanese children with precocious puberty treated with leuprolide the time between the last injection and the median onset of menarche was 15 (range 3.6–63) months (7C). The age at menarche was higher than that of the healthy population (13 versus 12 years).

For in vitro fertilization the use of triptorelin 0.1 mg/day, with early withdrawal, caused suppressed endogenous luteinizing hormone for 10–14 days after withdrawal (8C).

Metabolism Two men developed hyperglycemia after using leuprolide acetate.

- A 61-year-old Japanese man with prostate cancer had had well controlled diabetes for 6 years (HbA1c less than 6.4%). He received leuprolide acetate subcutaneously 3.75 mg/month and oral flutamide 250 mg/day. Three weeks after the second injection his fasting glucose was 18 mmol/l and HbA1c 8.0%.
- An 81-year-old Japanese man not known to have diabetes developed prostate cancer. His HbA1c concentration was 5.1%. He received three injections of leuprolide acetate 3.75 mg/month subcutaneously then 11.25 mg every 3 months. After 7 months he complained of thirst and his blood glucose had increased to 19 mmol/l and HbA1c to 9.9%.

There is increasing evidence of a link between low testosterone concentrations and type 2 diabetes mellitus (9A).

Hematologic A coagulopathy has been attributed to leuprolide (10A).

- A 65-year-old man, with metastatic carcinoma of the prostate was treated with flutamide 250 mg/day orally followed after 6 days by 7.5 mg leuprolide intramuscularly. Two days later he developed bleeding and hematomas. His hemoglobin fell from 12.4 to 7.8 g/dl and he had a disseminated intravascular coagulopathy.

The timing in this case suggested that testosterone release may have occurred despite androgen blockade by flutamide. As a result, tumor cell growth and coagulopathy may have occurred. In some patients with prostate cancer taking fluoxymesterone (an androgenic hormone) there was activation of clotting (11C).

Skin Granulomatous reactions at leuprolrelin injection sites have been previously reported. Three further cases in Japanese men have led to speculation that they occur more often in Japan because of the use of subcutaneous injection rather than intramuscular injection, which is used in Western countries (12A). The exact mechanism of this reaction is unknown, and whether it is due to the co-polymer or leuprolrelin itself is debated. Local reactions can cause reduced efficacy (13A).

Pregnancy Of 34 women who conceived while receiving triptorelin acetate for infertility, five developed gestational diabetes (17%) compared with a background rate of 5% (14C). The increased incidence could not be explained by obesity, as only one of these five women had a BMI over 35 kg/m²; nor could it be explained by polycystic ovary syndrome. Larger studies are required to confirm this finding.

Teratogenicity There was one case of polydactyly with no major defects (3.4%) in the children of 35 women who had conceived while using triptorelin (14C). This was probably coincidental.

Drug dosage regimens Intermittent courses of gonadotropin analogues for prostate cancer may reduce the frequency of adverse effects. In 95 patients who received 245 cycles of leuprolide acetate and nilutamide for 8 months, testosterone concentrations recovered during the rest periods (61% of cycles) and sexual function improved (47%) (6C).

Somatropin (human growth hormone, hGH) (SED-15, 3163; SEDA-27, 466; SEDA-28, 528; SEDA-29, 540)

Cardiovascular Of 23 adolescent patients with growth hormone deficiency in childhood who were reassessed when they had reached adult bone age and completed puberty, eight were no longer thought to be growth hormone deficient and therapy was withdrawn (15C). The other 15 had a 6-month break from growth hormone therapy and then restarted. Compared with a control group at the time of withdrawal, the eight patients without growth hormone deficiency had increased thickness of the intima media, which fell to normal values by 12 months. These results support the recommendation that children with idiopathic growth
hormone deficiency should be retested after completion of growth to assess the need for continued administration of growth hormone.

**Musculoskeletal** Of 35 children with achondroplasia randomized to either low-dose growth hormone (0.1 IU/kg/day) or high-dose growth hormone (0.2 IU/kg/day), two in the low-dose group developed worsening of bow legs, requiring surgery; one in the high-dose group developed incomplete paraplegia, requiring thoracic laminectomy, and another had surgery for a narrow foramen magnum (16). There was no control group, and although it was thought that all the events had been related to the achondroplasia rather than the growth hormone, it is not known whether problems had been exacerbated.

- A girl with floating harbor syndrome (short stature, delayed bone age, typical facies, and delayed speech development) received growth hormone from the age of 3.5 years for 14 months (17). At 6 years she developed an abnormal gait due to a tethered cord.

A tethered cord is a developmental abnormality that does not usually manifest until mid-childhood. Floating harbor syndrome is associated with severe short stature, and tethered cord is not usually a manifestation. It is possible that altered growth velocity associated with growth hormone may have been implicated.

**Death** Sudden unexplained death in Prader–Willi syndrome has been reported with and without growth hormone treatment. The reports in association with growth hormone have been in boys. Two deaths in girls have now been reported (18).

- A 4-year-old girl with Prader–Willi syndrome had an adenoidectomy for severe snoring, and growth hormone was started at a dose of 0.24 mg/kg/week. Suddenly, 7 weeks later, she died at home of cardiorespiratory failure.
- A 9-year-old girl with trisomy 21 and Prader–Willi syndrome started growth hormone treatment 0.14 mg/kg/week. She had previously received growth hormone 0.28 mg/kg/week for 12 months at the age of 7 years, but therapy had been stopped at the family’s request. Six months later she developed a respiratory infection and died.

In a review of sudden death in patients with Prader–Willi syndrome, those who received growth hormone were compared with those who had not (19). Death between the ages of 3 and 15 years seemed to be more common in those who had received growth hormone than in those who had not. The dose of growth hormone, obesity, and respiratory problems may have been contributing factors. Six of seven patients who had received growth hormone died within 4 months of starting treatment.

**Tumorigenicity** The safety of growth hormone treatment for idiopathic short stature has been discussed in two reports of studies involving pharmaceutical companies. The doses and durations of therapy varied. Comparison of adverse event rates with those in the background population did not show an increased risk of new malignancies. However, this was a post-marketing surveillance study and it is uncertain that it had sufficient power to detect a small increase in risk (20). In a similar report, adverse events in patients with idiopathic short stature were compared with those in patients with growth hormone deficiency and Turner’s syndrome (21). While malignancy was not attributed to the use of growth hormone, long-term safety data are essential to establish whether there is a small increased risk of life-threatening events.

Japanese patients with growth hormone deficiency who had taken part in a placebo-controlled study (n = 64) were entered into an open 48-week study of growth hormone; one had a recurrence of craniopharyngioma and required withdrawal from the study (22). Whether growth hormone was contributory is not known.

**Drug formulations** The proprietary product hGH-Biosphere is a dry powder containing microspheres of growth hormone, which is reconstituted and injected subcutaneously. In eight patients with growth hormone deficiency who took part in a phase I/II study, there were two peaks of growth hormone concentration: the first was 0.83 µg/l at 7.7 hours and the second was 1.2 µg/l after 7.2 days (23). The concentrations fell to baseline from days 10 to 28. There were no serious adverse events. One patient had fatigue, headache, and cramps, which resolved over 28 hours, one had myalgia, and two had erythema. The long-term suitability of long-acting growth hormone replacement is not known.
Growth hormone receptor antagonists  (SEDA-28, 529)

Metabolism  Fasting glucose concentrations fell and HbA1C concentrations improved in people with acromegaly who used pegvisomant (24c). This occurred in those with and without diabetes, although there was a larger change in the former. However, this was an uncontrolled study and some change may have occurred because of closer monitoring. Pegvisomant does not alter insulin concentrations directly but does so through its action in blocking the effects of growth hormone. Monitoring blood glucose concentrations in those with diabetes receiving pegvisomant is advisable, in order to ensure appropriate treatment when necessary.

Liver  In a non-randomized, open, 32-week study in 53 people with acromegaly, 48 of whom had previously received pegvisomant, all of whom had used octreotide LAR for at least 3 months, pegvisomant 10 mg/day subcutaneously was given 4 weeks after the last dose of octreotide and the dose was adjusted depending on IGF1 concentrations; 51 completed 12 weeks of the study and 49 completed 32 weeks (24c). Three patients developed abnormal liver function tests but continued the study. In one the alanine transaminase activity rose to more than 7 times the upper limit of the reference at week 20, and in another it rose to more than 4.5 times at week 24; a third had fluctuating activity, but never more than 3.5 times the upper limit of the reference range. The dose of pegvisomant was not reduced and liver function returned to normal with continued therapy.

Tumorigenicity  In one patient who switched to pegvisomant, a large aggressive pituitary tumor continued to grow (24c). A second patient, who had been treated initially with surgery and then with a dopamine receptor agonist and octreotide LAR for 4 years, switched to pegvisomant for 21 months and subsequently octreotide LAR for 18 months and had stable disease with a tumor volume of 1.33 cm³. When pegvisomant was given again at week 32 the tumor increased in size to 2.24 cm³. When pegvisomant was continued for a further 12 months there was no further growth. Regular long-term follow-up by scanning when using pegvisomant is advisable.

Somatostatin (growth hormone release-inhibiting hormone) and analogues  (SED-15, 3160; SEDA-27, 467; SEDA-28, 530; SEDA-29, 541)

Endocrine  Of 7 infants with congenital chylothorax whose cases were reviewed, one had been treated with continuous intravenous somatostatin (60 micrograms/kg/day) at 33 days (25Ac). Therapy was withdrawn after 10 days as the symptoms had improved. Thyroid function had been normal at 13 days but was found to be abnormal at 57 days, during routine screening for congenital hypothyroidism (T4 26 µg/l, TSH 116 mU/l). The infant had recurrent sepsis and received further somatostatin. Levothyroxine was given and thyroid function was monitored over several months. At 11 months thyroid function was normal, levothyroxine having been withdrawn at 8 months. The other six infants with chylothorax did not receive somatostatin and did not develop hypothyroidism. It was therefore thought that the somatostatin could have been responsible, although the mechanism was unclear. Somatostatin inhibits TSH secretion and is useful for treating TSH-secreting adenomas.

Octreotide

Hematologic  Thrombosis of a splenic artery pseudoaneurysm has been reported in a patient receiving octreotide (26A).

- A 55-year-old woman with a history of chronic pancreatitis developed epigastric pain and melena and was found to have a splenic artery pseudoaneurysm expanding a pseudocyst. She was given an intravenous bolus of octreotide followed by an infusion of 50 micrograms/hour. A CT scan subsequently suggested thrombosis of the pseudoaneurysm, with segmental splenic infarction. Nine months later the pseudoaneurysm had recanalized.

The octreotide may have contributed by causing vasoconstriction. A case of thrombosis in a splenic artery pseudoaneurysm in a patient receiving somatostatin has previously been reported (27c).
**Gastrointestinal** Of 24 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma receiving octreotide LAR, 11 had mild diarrhea (28c). The effect of octreotide on bowel transit appears to be variable. In some patients, such as those with carcinoid syndrome, it is useful for the management of diarrhea.

In 10 non-acromegalic controls, 11 patients with acromegaly not receiving octreotide, and 11 receiving long-term octreotide subcutaneously, large bowel transit time was increased in acromegaly and prolonged further in those receiving octreotide (29c). The total fecal count of anaerobic bacteria was higher and bile acid activity was increased in those who received octreotide. The use of octreotide in acromegaly increases the risk of gallstones.

**Skin** There have been three cases of lipoatrophy in women taking subcutaneous octreotide for acromegaly (30A). One had used octreotide 600 micrograms/day for 6 years, another had used octreotide 300 micrograms/day for 30 months, and the third developed problems 4 years after using octreotide 800 micrograms/day. The patients were given intramuscular octreotide instead; in one the lipoatrophy regressed. The mechanism is not known. Long-term subcutaneous octreotide has been used less often since the development of long-acting somatostatin analogues, but when it is used follow-up for lipoatrophy is appropriate. No data were given as to whether the lipoatrophy affected the absorption of octreotide.

**Urinary tract** Of 12 patients with ascites due to cirrhosis of the liver, who received subcutaneous octreotide 300 micrograms bd for 11 days, 11 had increased renal plasma flow and 10 had a reduced GFR (31c). Creatinine concentrations did not change. The effects of octreotide on the kidneys have been variably reported in previous studies. In patients with cirrhosis the effects are likely to be affected by the activated renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system.

**Electrolyte balance** Hyponatremia has been attributed to vasopressin in children undergoing cardiac surgery (35A).

- A 36-week-old 2.3 kg girl undergoing cardiac surgery received vasopressin 0.0003 units/kg/minute, titrated up to a maximum dose of 0.0012 units/kg/minute. After 82 hours vasopressin was discontinued because of hyponatremia (sodium 117 mmol/l).
- A 3.6 kg boy born at term underwent cardiac surgery and received similar doses of vasopressin, which was discontinued after 60 hours because of a sodium concentration of 119 mmol/l.

The falls in sodium were gradual and resolved on withdrawal of vasopressin. The authors recommended that when vasopressin is used for more than 24 hours sodium concentrations should be monitored.

**Oxytocin and analogues** (SED-15, 2657; SEDA-27, 468; SEDA-28, 531)

A review of the use of vasopressin and terlipressin for the management of septic shock has shown that the available data are limited and that randomized controlled trials are needed (33b). The possible adverse effects of vasopressin on organ function require further clarification. Vasopressin 0.23 U/minute in patients with hepatorenal syndrome did not appear to be associated with the adverse effects that occur at the lower doses that are used to treat other critically ill patients (34c). A maximum dose of 0.04 U/minute is recommended for the management of septic shock (33b).

**Pregnancy** High-dose and low-dose oxytocin have been compared in augmentation or induction of labor (32b). There was large variation in the doses given in the studies reviewed, particularly among the high doses used. In some studies low-dose oxytocin resulted in higher rates of cesarean section but fewer fetal heart rate abnormalities. In one study women given high-dose oxytocin had a higher rate of cesarean sections as a result of fetal distress. Studies were often underpowered.
Desmopressin
(N-deamino-8-D-arginine vasopressin, DDAVP) (SED-15, 1076; SEDA-29, 543)

Electrolyte balance Electrolyte abnormalities are well described with desmopressin. However, further reports on the use of desmopressin in nocturnal enuresis have suggested that significant hyponatremia is rare, provided that guidelines are adhered to (36c) (37c).

- A 3.5-year-old girl with mild hemophilia A received desmopressin 0.3 micrograms/kg intravenously 30 minutes before adenotonsillectomy. She drank 600 ml of fluid within the first 10 hours and then received 300 ml of intravenous 5% dextrose in 0.45% saline. She developed hyponatremia, headache, nausea, and seizures.

This case is a reminder that even one dose can result in problems if fluid intake is inappropriate (38A).

The pharmacokinetics of one dose of desmopressin 400 micrograms have been investigated in 15 men and nine women with nocturia aged over 65 years (39c). They then entered a placebo-controlled crossover evaluation period. Peak concentrations occurred at 1–2 hours after administration and gradually fell over 6–7 hours. The women had significantly higher concentrations than the men, even after adjustment for body weight. Four women were withdrawn from the crossover period because of hyponatremia. Hyponatremia has been reported to be more common in elderly patients using desmopressin. Particular caution should be taken when treating older women.

Terlipressin (SED-29, 544)

Cardiovascular In 32 patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy treated with renin–angiotensin inhibitors hypotension developed under general anesthesia (40c). They were randomized to received terlipressin 1 mg (n = 16) or noradrenaline infusion. Compared with baseline those who received terlipressin had reduced gastric mucosal perfusion for at least 4 hours. There was also reduced oxygen delivery and oxygen consumption index at 30 minutes and 4 hours in those who received terlipressin.
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Drugs that affect lipid metabolism

Ezetimibe  
(SED-15, 1308; SEDA-27, 473; SEDA-28, 534; SEDA-29, 546)

Ezetimibe selectively and potently blocks intestinal absorption of dietary and biliary cholesterol. In studies so far it has had an adverse events profile similar to that of placebo (SEDA-28, 534). Co-administration with statins has also been well tolerated (SEDA-29, 546).

Liver  
In several studies of co-administration of ezetimibe with a statin there have been small numbers of patients with raised serum transaminase activities at or above three times the upper limit of the reference range.

- A 50-year-old woman with previous autoimmune thyroid disease taking atorvastatin developed acute hepatitis when she also was given ezetimibe (1A). Further investigations, including liver biopsy, showed a probable drug-induced autoimmune hepatitis.

Ezetimibe was considered to be the most likely causal agent, although atorvastatin could not be ruled out.

Fibrates  
(SED-15, 1358; SEDA-27, 473; SEDA-28, 534; SEDA-29, 546)

Liver  
Fibrates are associated with raised liver enzyme activities and occasional reports of acute hepatitis and hepatic fibrosis. Cirrhosis has been reported for the first time with fenofibrate (2A).

Fish oils  
(SED-15, 1364; SEDA-28, 535)

Cardiovascular  
Some of the beneficial effects of fish oils after acute myocardial infarction have been attributed to an antidysrhythmic effect on the heart (3C). However, the results of a randomized trial in 200 patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators are at variance with this: the rate of cardioversion was higher in those taking fish oils 1.8 g/day than in a control group who took olive oil (4C). The lack of benefit and the suggestion that fish oil supplementation may increase the risk of ventricular tachycardia or ventricular fibrillation in some patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators can reasonably be interpreted as evidence that the routine use of fish oil supplementation in patients with implantable cardioverter defibrillators and recurrent ventricular dysrhythmias should be avoided.
The adverse effects of statins, especially as reported during 2005 and 2006, have been reviewed in the light of the ever increasing dosages that are being used to lower LDL cholesterol to a minimum (5R). In another review high doses of atorvastatin and simvastatin were specially emphasized (6R).

Observational studies
In a multicenter, open, phase III study in 104 Korean patients there were eight adverse drug reactions in six patients taking pitavastatin and 19 adverse drug reactions in 12 patients taking simvastatin (7C). However, there were no reports of serious reactions in either group.

Psychiatric
Some studies have shown increased risks of violent death and depression in subjects with reduced serum cholesterol concentrations. Serum and membrane cholesterol concentrations, the microviscosity of erythrocyte membranes, and platelet serotonin uptake have been determined in 17 patients with hypercholesterolemia (8c). There was a significant increase in serotonin transporter activity only during the first month of simvastatin therapy. This suggests that within this period some patients could be vulnerable to depression, violence, or suicide. This is an important paper, in that it explains why mood disorders are not regularly seen in clinical trials with statins, as has been summarized in a recent review (6R).

Hematologic
Leukopenia with oral ulceration has been attributed to atorvastatin in a patient with insulin allergy who had received a pancreatic transplant; the symptoms resolved on withdrawal (9c).

Liver
The results of randomized trials do not suggest that statins in standard doses are hepatotoxic. In none of the large randomized studies in which standard doses were assessed (atorvastatin 10 mg/day, fluvastatin 40–80 mg/day, pravastatin 40 mg/day, simvastatin 20–40 mg/day) was there any clear excess risk of hepatitis or any other serious liver-related adverse events. Long-term large randomized trials have confirmed an excess of persistent rises in transaminases with atorvastatin 80 mg/day compared with lower doses or placebo, and similarly some excess with simvastatin 80 mg/day, but hepatitis and liver failure were not reported (5R).

Muscculoskeletal
DoTS classification:
Reaction: Myopathy and rhabdomyolysis due to statins
Dose-relation: Collateral
Time-course: Intermediate
Susceptibility factors: Drug interactions (for example, with fibrates)

All statins can cause myopathy and rhabdomyolysis, but not all statins are alike. For example, the evidence to date, based on almost 2 decades of experience, points to an extremely low risk of myopathy and rhabdomyolysis with lovastatin, and lovastatin 20 mg tablets are being considered for non-prescription availability in several countries (10R). Furthermore, muscle adverse effects do not necessarily occur after a change from one statin to another (11A).

• A 59-year-old woman taking pravastatin 20 mg/day tolerated immunosuppression with ciclosporin, prednisone, and mycophenolate mofetil for 4 years after heart transplantation. After switching from pravastatin to simvastatin she developed severe muscle weakness and laboratory evidence of muscle breakdown. The biochemical markers of rhabdomyolysis did not normalize until after repeat hemodialysis. Clinical improvement did not occur until after 5 months.

For all types of statin the risk is higher with higher doses in the therapeutic range. The risk is not clearly related to LDL-lowering efficacy; for example, cerivastatin was not particularly effective but was much more likely than other statins to cause rhabdomyolysis. Despite the fact that they can cause a myopathy, there is no clear evidence from randomized trials that statins cause myalgia, and reports of muscle cramp do not seem to be increased (5R). However, these assertions, which are based on results from randomized clinical trials, are difficult to reconcile with observations made in the Primo study (12c). This was an observational study in an unselected population in France taking high doses of various statins. Muscle symptoms were reported by 832 of 7924 patients (11%), with
a median time of onset of 1 month after the start of statin therapy. Muscle pain prevented even moderate exertion during everyday activities in 315 patients (38%), while 31 (4%) were confined to bed or unable to work. Among individual statins fluvastatin was associated with the lowest rate of muscular symptoms (5.1%). Creatine kinase activity was not measured.

**Drug dosage regimens** In a comparison of atorvastatin 80 and 10 mg/day in 10,001 patients adverse events related to treatment occurred in 406 of those who took 80 mg/day ($n = 4955$) compared with 289 of those who took 10 mg/day ($n = 5006$) (8.1 versus 5.8%) (13\textsuperscript{5}). The respective rates of withdrawal because of treatment-related adverse events were 7.2 and 5.3%. Treatment-related myalgia was reported by 241 patients taking 80 mg/day and by 234 patients taking 10 mg/day (4.8 and 4.7% respectively). There were persistent rises in the activities of alanine transaminase, aspartate transaminase, or both in 60 patients taking 80 mg/day compared with nine taking 10 mg/day. There were five cases of rhabdomyolysis, two in those taking 80 mg/day and three in those taking 10 mg/day. At the start of the study 131 patients were excluded because of abnormal liver function tests, but in all the study showed that high-dose atorvastatin is relatively safe. This finding has been supported by the results of another study, in which the proportion of patients who developed rises in liver enzymes with atorvastatin 80 mg/day was low and comparable to the results of other similar studies (14\textsuperscript{5}).

**Drug interactions with statins**

Pharmacokinetic interactions with statins can occur by inhibition or induction of CYP isozymes. Pharmacodynamic interactions can occur through additive effects on muscle. There have been more reports of both types of interactions.

**Clarithromycin** Macrolide antibiotics are potent inhibitors of CYP3A4 and amiodarone less potent. Severe myopathy has been attributed to the combination of simvastatin with clarithromycin and amiodarone (15\textsuperscript{4}).

- A 56-year-old man taking simvastatin was given clarithromycin and amiodarone for pneumonia and a supraventricular tachycardia. He found it difficult to move and complained of general weakness and muscle pain. The blood creatine kinase activity was over 20,000 IU/l. Simvastatin was withdrawn on day 19 and during days 22–31 he steadily improved.

**Clopidogrel** Clopidogrel is a prodrug that is converted to its active form by CYP3A4. The active drug irreversibly blocks one specific platelet adenosine 5'-diphosphate (ADP) receptor (P2Y\textsubscript{12}). As certain lipophilic statins (atorvastatin, lovastatin, simvastatin) are substrates of CYP3A4, drug interactions are possible. However, previous studies with atorvastatin have given variable results (SEDA-28, 536; SEDA-29, 548). In a recent study the inhibitory potency of clopidogrel on ADP-induced platelet activation was not attenuated when it was co-administered with atorvastatin (20 mg/day) for 5 weeks in 51 patients with acute coronary syndromes (16\textsuperscript{A}). Atorvastatin had no effect on either clopidogrel-induced inhibition of platelet aggregation initiated by ADP 5 or 10 pmol/l or clopidogrel-induced reduction of the membrane expression of P-selectin and CD40L induced by ADP. The same authors found a similar result in a previous study with a lower dosage of atorvastatin (10 mg/day) (SEDA-29, 548).

**Colchicine** Interactions of statins with colchicine have been reported.

- A 70-year-old man with hyperlipidemia and gout had been taking fluvastatin 80 mg/day for 2 years (17\textsuperscript{A}). After taking colchicine 1.5 mg/day for acute gouty arthritis for 3 days he developed stomach ache and nausea followed by severe pains and weakness in his arms and legs. After 10 days he developed rhabdomyolysis and non-oliguric myoglobinuric acute renal insufficiency.

- A 65-year-old woman who had been taking pravastatin 20 mg/day for 6 years developed acute gout (18\textsuperscript{A}). Her blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine concentrations were 48 and 1.3 mg/dl respectively. She was given colchicine 1.5 mg/day but 20 days later developed symmetrical proximal muscle weakness in the legs. Examination, laboratory findings, and electromyelography suggested myopathy. The weakness improved 7 days after withdrawal of colchicine and pravastatin and the enzyme activities returned to normal. Colchicine 1 mg/day was restarted 5 days later and the myopathy did not recur.

Colchicine is cleared by a different CYP450 isozyme than fluvastatin and pravastatin are,
but another possible mechanism is synergistic myotoxicity, since colchicine causes myopathy by disrupting tubular function with subsequent vacuolization. Patients taking colchicine should be informed about possible muscular and gastrointestinal adverse effects and advised to stop.

**Fluconazole** Azoles are potent inhibitors of drug metabolism, and fluconazole has previously been reported to interact with simvastatin. A similar interaction with atorvastatin has now been reported (19^A).

- A 76-year-old man taking antimicrobial drug treatment including fluconazole switched from pravastatin to atorvastatin 40 mg/day. After 1 week he began to feel tired and became oliguric, and on day 2 the serum myoglobin concentration was 16 120 µg/l. After 8 days in intensive care he died in multiorgan failure.

**Gemfibrozil** In a randomized crossover study gemfibrozil increased the AUC of atorvastatin and its metabolites (20^B). Low doses of atorvastatin should be used if gemfibrozil is co-administered.

**Rifampicin** In a randomized crossover study rifampicin reduced the total AUC of atorvastatin and increased the C_{max} of 2-hydroxylatorvastatin acid by 68% (20^B). It is advisable to increase the dosage of atorvastatin and preferable to administer it in the evening to guarantee adequate concentrations during the period of rapid cholesterol synthesis that occurs at night when rifampicin or other potent inducers of CYP3A4 are co-administered.
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Editor’s note: The wide range of cytostatic and cytotoxic drugs, the multitude of their adverse effects, and the fact that they are generally used in combinations of several agents all make it impossible to provide as detailed a review of the adverse effects of all the drugs in this field as the Annual gives in others. This year this chapter is devoted to a special review of the tyrosine kinase inhibitors.

Previous special reviews in this chapter have been as follows:

- Anthracyclines (SEDA-25, 533)
- Antimetabolites (SEDA-29, 551): Purine antagonists, pyrimidine antagonists, antifolate drugs, phosphatidylcholine antagonists, adenosine deaminase inhibitors
- Fluorouracil (SEDA-23, 476)
- Inhibitors of topoisomerase I and topoisomerase II (SEDA-27, 477)
- Paclitaxel (SEDA-21, 463)
- Platinum compounds (SEDA-26, 490)
- Vinca alkaloids (SEDA-28, 538)

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors are effective in the targeted treatment of various malignancies. Imatinib was the first to be introduced into clinical oncology, and it was followed by drugs such as gefitinib, erlotinib, sorafenib, sunitinib, and dasatinib. Although they share the same mechanism of action, namely competitive ATP inhibition at the catalytic binding site of tyrosine kinase, they differ from each other in the spectrum of targeted kinases, their pharmacokinetics, and their adverse effects (11).

Skin and hair

With variations from drug to drug, tyrosine kinase inhibitors cause skin toxicity, including folliculitis, in more than 50% of patients (25). Among the tyrosine kinase inhibitors that are so far commercially available, the agents that target EGFR, erlotinib and gefitinib, have the broadest spectrum of adverse effects on the skin and hair, including folliculitis, paronychia, facial hair growth, facial erythema, and varying forms of frontal alopecia. In contrast, folliculitis is not common during administration of sorafenib and sunitinib, which target VEGFR, PDGFR, FLT3, and others, whereas both agents have been associated with subungual splinter hemorrhages. Periorbital edema is a common adverse effect of imatinib (28).

Imatinib mesylate

Imatinib (STI571), an inhibitor of bcr-abl tyrosine kinase, has become the first-line agent in the treatment of the chronic phase of chronic myeloid leukaemia and of locally advanced and metastatic gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) that express the CD117 antigen. The recommended dosage is 400 mg/day for patients with chronic myeloid leukaemia and for GIST and 600 mg/day in the accelerated phase or blast crisis of chronic myeloid leukaemia. The dose should be taken once a day with a meal and a large glass of water.

Pharmacokinetics

The mean absolute systemic availability of imatinib is about 98% (35). CYP3A4 plays a pivotal role in imatinib metabolism; N-demethylated imatinib is the main metabolite and is active (45). The plasma AUC for this metabolite is about 15% of the AUC of imatinib. Drug elimination is
primarily mediated via the feces (5R, 6R). The half-lives of imatinib and N-demethylimatinib are 18–27 hours and 40–74 hours respectively. The peak concentrations average 3340 and 781 ng/ml, and trough concentrations 1540 and 508 ng/ml respectively (7A). These values were not changed significantly in patients with end-stage renal disease or on hemodialysis. Dosage adjustment is not therefore necessary in patients with renal impairment (8A). Imatinib can also be used in patients with even severely impaired hepatic function (9F).

- A 58-year-old patient with decompensated alcoholic liver cirrhosis developed a well-differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma (10A). Because of in vitro sensitivity of the cells to antibodies against c-kit and cytokeratin 7, imatinib was given in a dosage of 100 mg bd based on increased transaminases and cholestasis. A year later the tumor mass had disappeared as assessed by histology, perhaps because of tumor necrosis.

Imatinib is generally well tolerated. Besides mild to moderate hematological toxicity, its adverse effects include fluid retention, edema, nausea, and some skin disorders (11A, 12c). There have also been case reports of hepatitis.

**Cardiovascular** It has been suggested that imatinib may have caused severe heart failure and left ventricular dysfunction in 10 patients with pre-existing conditions such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and coronary heart disease (13R). Experimental studies have shown that imatinib induces apoptosis in isolated cardiac myocytes (13R). Several trials and a database of six registration trials have therefore been reviewed.

- The Italian Cooperative Study Group—four consecutive studies of imatinib therapy in 833 patients with Philadelphia chromosome-positive chronic myeloid leukemia, observed for a median of 19–64 months (14F). The overall cardiac mortality rate was 0.3%.
- The MD Anderson experience—clinical trials of imatinib from July 1998 to July 2006, with median follow-up of 5 years (15F). In all the imatinib protocols, standard research monitoring procedures were conducted before treatment and at regular intervals. Electrocardiography, echocardiography, and chest radiography were conducted routinely before treatment and as clinically indicated during follow-up. The eligibility criteria excluded patients with cardiac problems (NYHA classes III and IV). After reviewing all reported adverse events, particularly those that could be considered as having a cardiac origin, 22 patients (1.8%) were identified as having symptoms that could be attributed to congestive heart failure, of whom 12 had previously received interferon and three had received anthracyclines. They included nine patients reported elsewhere (13R). Their median age was 70 (range 49–83) years. The median time from the start of imatinib therapy to a cardiac adverse event was 162 (range 2–2045) days. Eighteen patients had previous medical conditions that predisposed them to cardiac disease: congestive heart failure (n = 6), diabetes mellitus (n = 6), hypertension (n = 10), coronary artery disease (n = 8), dysrhythmias (n = 3), and cardiomyopathy (n = 1). Of the 22 patients, 15 underwent echocardiography or multiple gated acquisition (MUGA) scanning at the time of the event: nine of these 15 patients had low ejection fractions, and six of these nine had significant conditions that predisposed them to cardiac disease (three had coronary artery disease, two congestive heart failure, and one a cardiomyopathy). Of the 22 patients with symptoms of congestive heart failure, 11 continued to take imatinib with dosage adjustments and management of congestive heart failure without further complications. However, with the host of confounding factors involved in these patients, the occurrence of congestive heart failure related to the use of imatinib was reasonably unambiguous in only seven of the 1276 patients reviewed (0.5%).
- Novartis clinical database—six registration trials comprising 2327 patients who took imatinib as monotherapy. These trials represented 5595 patient-years of exposure to imatinib (average exposure 2.4 years). Twelve cases of congestive heart failure (0.5%) were considered to be incident cases (with no previous history of congestive heart failure or left ventricular dysfunction) with a possible or probable relation to imatinib. If these cases are related to the 5595 patients-years of imatinib exposure the incidence of congestive heart failure is 0.2% per year across all trials.
• In the largest international, randomized phase III study reported to date, 1106 patients with newly diagnosed chronic myeloid leukemia were randomized to either initial therapy with imatinib or the previous standard treatment of interferon plus cytosine arabinoside (16r). Both regimens were examined for cardiac safety according to an analysis of adverse events as described above. The incident cases of cardiac failure and left ventricular dysfunction, possibly or probably related to exposure to the study medication, was 0.04% per year (1 case in 2309 patient-years) for patients taking imatinib versus 0.75% per year (four cases in 536 patient-years of exposure) in patients taking interferon + cytosine arabinoside. Imatinib therapy as a cause of congestive heart failure seems to be rare. When it occurs, the symptoms most commonly occur in elderly patients with pre-existing cardiac conditions and may often reflect predisposing cardiac compromise compounded by some element of fluid retention. Patients with a previous cardiac history should be monitored closely and treated aggressively with diuretics if they develop fluid retention.

Sensory systems Imatinib often causes facial edema. In some patients, intense eyelid edema can result in ophthalmologic symptoms, including ptosis, blepharoconjunctivitis, visual obstruction, or even retinal edema. Inhibition of PDGFR leads to dysregulation of the tension between endothelial cells and the extracellular matrix. Severe periorbital edema may need surgical debulking of excess skin, fat, and edema of the lower eyelids, and can produce immediate improvement in visual function. In one case there was no recurrence 6 months after surgery (17A).

Mineral metabolism

Hypophosphatemia In a retrospective analysis imatinib caused hypophosphatemia more often than expected. Hypophosphatemia was more pronounced in younger patients, who had taken higher doses imatinib. The underlying mechanism may include reduced activity of PDGFR. Impairment of bone turnover and osteomalacia may therefore be expected during imatinib therapy. Whether phosphate and vitamin D concentrations should be measured routinely during imatinib therapy, with the aim of prescribing phosphate if necessary, is a matter of current debate (18r).

Hematologic Patients can develop myelosuppression during imatinib therapy, perhaps because of inhibition of c-kit, a cytokine that is involved in early hemopoiesis, inhibition of which can result in more than expected suppression of normal progenitors. It has not yet been elucidated why patients with hypereosinophilic syndrome or atypical chronic myelomonocytic leukemia experience imatinib-related neutropenia very rarely compared with patients with advanced chronic myeloid leukemia. However, there is some evidence that the more severe the myelosuppression with imatinib, the larger the response, suggesting that this adverse effect is a prognostic factor. It has therefore been proposed that imatinib-related myelosuppression may be a therapeutic effect on Philadelphia chromosome-positive clones rather than inhibition of normal hemopoiesis. Whereas empirical interruption of treatment or dosage modification may affect the outcome in chronic myeloid leukemia, some authors have suggested the use of G-CSF (for example filgrastim 300 micrograms subcutaneously 2 or 3 times a week) in patients who have myelosuppression at doses of imatinib of 300 mg/day (19R).

Liver There have been a few case reports of hepatotoxicity in patients taking imatinib, so far exclusively in women. It has been proposed that high drug concentrations of imatinib may predispose to an increased risk of liver damage; however, it is not clear whether immunological idiosyncrasy (i.e. a hypersusceptibility reaction) or a metabolic disorder is the underlying reason.

• A 40-year-old woman with chronic myeloid leukemia in the chronic phase took imatinib mesylate because of resistance to interferon (20A). She achieved a complete clinical remission after 3 months but the molecular response was incomplete. Six months later she developed hepatitis without any evidence of active viral infection. Serum concentrations of imatinib were markedly raised (8107 ng/ml), although she had stopped taking it 6 days before. At that stage there was a complete molecular response. Several weeks later her hepatic function had recovered and she had a normal blood count with a normal differential count. Rechallenge with imatinib was not performed.
**Skin**  There is some evidence that the severity of skin reactions due to imatinib is dose-related in the therapeutic range of doses. Mild forms are common at doses of 200–600 mg/day, whereas severe eruptions have been described in patients taking higher doses (600–1000 mg/day) (21c). Re-exposure to higher doses resulted in relapse of skin eruptions, which highlights the need for adequate dosage reduction in affected patients. In case series, imatinib mesylate has been reported to cause reversible hypopigmentation of the skin, which may be dose-related in the therapeutic range(22c,23c). This benign adverse effect occurred within the first month of treatment. The underlying mechanism may involve a regulatory disorder in melanocyte development and survival, which depends on KIT and SCF(2R).

- A 60-year-old white woman with a GIST took imatinib 400 mg/day for 2 months with lansoprazole 15 mg/day (24c). She developed bilateral palpebral edema with hyperemic conjunctivae and labial edema. After withdrawal and reintroduction of both drugs, she developed generalized skin reactions, even at a low dose of imatinib and a concomitant glucocorticoid plus lansoprazole. When imatinib and lansoprazole were withdrawn, the skin toxicity did not progress.

The authors suggested that the skin effect may have resulted from (1) the well-known drug-related adverse effects of imatinib and lansoprazole on the skin and (2) inhibition of lansoprazole clearance by imatinib.

**Drug–drug interactions**  Imatinib is an inhibitor of some cytochrome P450 isozymes, such as CYP3A4, CYP2C9, and CYP2D6, and may affect the pharmacokinetics of substrates such as ciclosporin, warfarin, and some tricyclic antidepressants (25E).

**Management of adverse drug reactions**  Supportive management of common imatinib-related adverse effects has been described (26). Severe nausea may require antiemetics (for example a 5HT3 receptor antagonist or prochlorperazine). Diarrhea can be controlled by loperamide. Rashes may need topical or systemic steroids. Muscle cramps may need electrolyte substitution with magnesium and calcium. Bone aches may be alleviated with coxibs.

**Dasatinib**

Dasatinib (BMS-354825), a thiazole carboximide derivative, is structurally related to imatinib. It targets src kinase and imatinib-resistant bcr-abl kinase and has impressive activity in patients with chronic myeloid leukemia or Philadelphia chromosome-positive acute lymphoblastic leukemia (27E,28C).

Although dasatinib has been approved for these indications in a dosage of 70 mg bd, the search for the optimal dose regimen continues (29E). Preliminary data suggest that 100 mg/day may offer a more favorable benefit to harm balance in patients with chronic myeloid leukemia that is resistant to imatinib or in whom imatinib causes unacceptable adverse effects. Compared with conventional twice daily dosing, intermittent tyrosine kinase inhibition produces clinical remissions with improved safety, with the lowest incidence of pleural effusion (all grades), neutropenia (grades 3–4), and thrombocytopenia (grades 3–4). In addition, the use of dasatinib 100 mg/day makes dosage reductions less necessary than dosage schedules based on 50 mg bd (30E), 140 mg/day, or 70 mg bd. However, the accelerated phase or blast crisis makes doses of up to 100 mg bd necessary.

The main adverse effects of dasatinib include grade 3/4 hematological toxicity (for example neutropenia and thrombocytopenia), liver abnormalities, diarrhea, headache, peripheral edema, and hypocalcemia. In addition, pleural effusion is of clinical concern and may need treatment with diuretics and thoracentesis or pleurodesis.

**Pharmacokinetics**  Dasatinib is well absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract (28C). However, its solubility is pH dependent, and the AUC of dasatinib can be reduced significantly when antacids or famotidine are used concomitantly (by 55 and 61% respectively). Dasatinib undergoes extensive metabolism by CYP3A4 and has an active metabolite. Further enzymes involved in the metabolism of dasatinib include FMO3 and UGT isozymes. Exposure to the active metabolite, which is equipotent with the parent compound, represents about 5% of the AUC of dasatinib. Dasatinib and its metabolites are primarily excreted via the feces. The half-life of the parent compound is 3–5 hours.
Skin  The difference in targets between imatinib and dasatinib may explain the observed risk of panniculitis with the latter.

- A 55-year old woman with chronic myeloid leukemia did not have a major cytogenetic response to imatinib mesylate, even in a dose of 800 mg/day, because of the activation-loop mutation H396R. When she was given dasatinib (70 mg bd) for 4 weeks she developed a fever (38.1°C) and painful subcutaneous nodules with overlying erythema on her thighs. After withdrawal of dasatinib the rash resolved within 1 week. However, her symptoms recurred when dasatinib was restarted, with manifestations on the arms, legs, and vulva. Biopsy of the skin lesions showed a lobular panniculitis, with massive infiltration by polymorphonuclear leukocytes. Withdrawal and reintroduction together with prednisone (50 mg/day) successfully controlled the panniculitis.

Nilotinib  Nilotinib (AMN 107) is a second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors with structural similarity to imatinib. It does not affect src kinase at therapeutic doses. Nilotinib is 20–50 times more potent than imatinib, which may encourage its use in patients who are refractory to imatinib. Nilotinib is generally well tolerated, as has been shown in recent phase II studies. The most frequent grade 3/4 laboratory abnormalities in 316 patients included thrombocytopenia (29%), neutropenia (28%), and asymptomatic increases in lipase activity (15%). Pleural and pericardial effusions and pulmonary edema were rare (under 1%). Growth factors or platelet transfusions were required very rarely.

Gefitinib  Gefitinib is an anilinoquinazoline derivative, the first agent to have been introduced as a potent inhibitor of EGFR tyrosine kinase for the treatment of advanced non-small-cell lung cancer refractory or resistant to cytotoxic chemotherapy. Case series have shown significant radiographic regression and improvement of symptoms. A history of never smoking cigarettes and bronchoalveolar histology are significant predictors of a radiographic response to gefitinib. In addition, there are higher response rates in Japanese versus non-Japanese subjects, in those of performance status 0 to 1, in women, and in those with adenocarcinoma histology and prior immunotherapy or hormonal therapy. If several of these characteristics are present simultaneously, higher response rates and a longer median survival time with gefitinib, or the structurally related erlotinib, can be expected.

The recommended dose of gefitinib is 250 mg/day, and 500 mg/day causes increased toxicity without additional efficacy.

Pharmacokinetics  The mean absolute systemic availability after oral administration averages 60% (35°). Gefitinib probably crosses the blood-brain barrier, which is favorable in patients with metastatic disease (36°). Its half-life is about 48 hours, and steady-state concentrations are achieved within 10 days. Hepatic metabolism via CYP3A4 and biliary excretion are the major routes of elimination, and renal excretion is of minor importance.

Respiratory  The most serious adverse effect of gefitinib is lung toxicity, including rapidly progressive dyspnea with a risk of severe hypoxemia and bilateral ground-glass attenuation on chest CT.

Of 110 patients with non-small-cell lung cancer who took gefitinib over 3 months, 12 developed significant lung toxicity and five died from progressive complications, including chronic pulmonary fibrosis. The mechanism may involve impairment of healing of epithelium, since EGF is needed to regenerate damaged alveolar epithelial cells. Thus, any underlying lung damage (for example pre-existing pulmonary fibrosis) may predispose to lung toxicity (37°, 38°).

- A 70-year-old woman with a long history of smoking developed a non-small-cell lung cancer, stage IV (39°). She was given radiotherapy and chemotherapy consisting of cisplatin and gemcitabine. However, she developed hemolytic–uremic syndrome, with raised LDH activity, hypoalbuminemia, reticulocytosis, and a high blood urea nitrogen concentration. When the disease progressed she was given gefitinib 250 mg/day, which resulted in improvement in tumor-related bone pain after several days. However, she developed a characteristic drug-related acneoid reaction and after 2 months developed progressive dyspnea and a dry cough, which gradually worsened. She had
interstitial infiltrates in both lungs. Despite high-dose glucocorticoids, her condition worsened and she needed mechanical ventilation. She then developed hemodynamic instability and died.

**Gastrointestinal** During treatment with eftinib 250 mg/day about 40% of patients develop diarrhea grade 2, which can be successfully controlled in most cases by symptomatic treatment with loperamide. Patients are advised to take loperamide 4 mg immediately, followed by 2 mg after every loose bowel movement (up to a maximum of 10 mg/day). If the response is inadequate, withdrawal of gefitinib may be warranted (40R).

**Skin** Gefitinib-associated skin reactions correlate with an increased likelihood of radiographic tumor response and symptomatic improvement, similar to the structurally related erlotinib and the monoclonal antibody cetuximab. However, durable radiographic regression and improvement of symptoms have also been observed in patients with only mild forms of rash and diarrhea.

The combination of clindamycin 1% and benzoylperoxide 5% gel has been used with some success for the treatment of inflammatory pustular lesions. If gel formulations are not well tolerated, oral minocycline 100 mg bd can be used instead. The roles of topical retinoids, topical or systemic corticosteroids, or topical pimecrolimus creams have not been clearly elucidated. In patients with very dry skin, Eucerin cream, Cetaphil cream, Aquaphor healing ointment, or Big Balm can be helpful in treating fissures on the palms and soles (40R).

EGFR ligands (for example TGFα, EGF, HB-EGF) are cytokines that are excreted by keratinocytes during wound healing. It is therefore possible that wound healing may be impaired during the administration of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors. However, in contrast to some preclinical results, no interference with wound healing was seen with gefitinib in a series of patients who underwent laparotomy with concomitant lysis of adhesions and skin incisions (41A).

- A 72-year-old man with a history of metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer required internal fixation for bone metastasis 2 months after he started to take gefitinib. A 4 cm skin incision on the left forearm was made for the procedure. He continued to take gefitinib until the day before surgery and resumed 24 hours after surgery. His skin wound healing was unremarkable.

**Hair** EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors can cause a folliculitis, with a median time to onset of 7–10 days. Follicular papules and pustules rarely reach grade 3/4 severity, including the facial area, the forehead, and the upper chest and back. In contrast to juvenile acne, bacterial cultures of the initial primary lesions are usually negative (42R). The mechanism has not been clearly elucidated but it may involve disordered regulation of keratinocyte biology and homeostasis of hair follicles related to EGFR inhibition. A further mechanism may be increased expression of p27Kip1 in basal and follicular keratinocytes and modified chemokine expression, resulting in greater skin inflammation. Withdrawal usually leads to rapid improvement and in some cases spontaneous reduction of symptoms has been observed in spite of continued treatment (2R).

Inhibitors of EGFR tyrosine kinase can change scalp hair, slow hair growth, and cause frontal alopecia. In contrast, facial hair and eyelashes can grow progressively, particularly in women. It has been speculated that modification of the interaction between the EGFR-dependent and androgen-dependent signalling pathways may be the underlying mechanism (2R).

**Nails** Inhibitors of EGFR tyrosine kinase can cause paronychial inflammation with symptoms such as erythema, painful lateral fingernails or toenails and pyogenic granuloma-like lesions. These can resolve spontaneously and commonly disappear after treatment is withdrawn. Topical glucocorticoids, local antiseptics, avoiding cutting nails too short, and avoiding the use of shoes that are too tight have been advised to minimize paronychial inflammation (40R).

**Management of adverse drug reactions** Increased thromboxane B2 and sP-selectin has been observed in patients taking gefitinib. In one study there were fewer adverse effects in 12 patients who took low-dose aspirin with gefitinib than in 28 who took gefitinib alone (43R). The addition of reduced the frequencies of rash and diarrhea while therapeutic efficacy was not affected. The authors suggested that some gefitinib-related adverse effects may be due to platelet activation.
**Erlotinib**

Erlotinib is the second inhibitor EGFR tyrosine kinase to have been approved for the treatment of locally advanced non-small-cell lung cancer after failure of at least one prior cytotoxic drug regimen (44C). It has also been approved for the first-line treatment of metastatic pancreatic cancer in combination with gemcitabine (45C).

Erlotinib should be taken in a dosage of 150 mg/day on an empty stomach at least 1 hour before or 2 hours after a meal.

The most common adverse effects of erlotinib include grade 3/4 rashes and diarrhea, which occur in 9 and 6% of patients respectively, and which warrant drug withdrawal in 1% of patients. Sun protection is generally recommended, because inhibition of EGFR in the skin potentiates the harmful effects of ultraviolet radiation. In patients with lower constitutive concentrations of melanin in the skin, for example Fitzpatrick skin phototypes I and II, higher sensitivity to ultraviolet radiation and a higher probability of more severely graded rash are expected (46c). Withdrawal of erlotinib has been recommended when signs of new or progressive unexplained pulmonary symptoms are observed, such as dyspnea, cough, and fever, in order to reduce the risk of interstitial lung disease.

**Pharmacokinetics**

The absolute systemic availability of erlotinib averages 59% and is significantly increased by a meal. Antacids, proton pump inhibitors, and histamine H2 receptor antagonists impair the absorption of erlotinib, because its solubility is reduced at pH values exceeding 5.0. More than 90% of a dose is metabolized in the liver, primarily by CYP3A4 and CYP1A2. OSI-420, the major metabolite, has antineoplastic activity. Excretion is mainly via the feces. The half-life averages 36 hours, and steady-state concentrations are reached within 7–8 days.

**Skin**

In 42 patients with either unresectable or metastatic biliary cancer, erlotinib 150 mg/day orally produced mild (grade 1/2) rashes in all those who responded; three had grade 2/3 rashes, which required dosage reductions (47c).

**Drug–drug interactions**

In a small study in patients with gliomas, the median plasma AUC of erlotinib was significantly reduced by enzyme-inducing antiepileptic drugs, although the dose of erlotinib had been doubled beforehand from 450 to 900 mg/day (48C). In contrast, the AUC of the active metabolite OSI-420 increased about threefold, which may have compensated for the reduction in exposure to the parent compound. Drug concentrations in the cerebrospinal fluid were 1–3% of the peak plasma concentrations.

Erlotinib is a potent inhibitor of CYP1A1 and UGT1A1 and a moderate inhibitor of CYP3A4 and CYP2C8. However, the relevance of these in vitro data to clinical practice has not been elucidated.

**Lapatinib**

Lapatinib, a 4-anilinoquinazoline derivative, is the first dual tyrosine kinase inhibitor. In contrast to erlotinib and gefitinib, it inhibits both the ErbB1/HER1 (EGFR) tyrosine kinase and the ErbB2/HER 2 tyrosine kinase simultaneously. It is used in patients with advanced metastatic breast cancer who are refractory to anthracyclines or taxanes together with trastuzumab (49R). It is given orally in a dose of (1.25 g/day on days 1–14 every 21 days) together with capecitabine (1.0 g/m2 bd on days 1–14 every 21 days).

Lapatinib is generally well tolerated. Grade 3 diarrhea is dose-limiting, whereas adverse effects such as acneiform rash, nausea, and fatigue are moderate (grades 1–2).

**Pharmacokinetics**

Lapatinib peak concentrations are reached after 3–4 hours (50’). Absorption is increased about three-fold when it is given with a meal, and administration on an empty stomach has been recommended, in contrast to the co-administered capecitabine, which should be taken with food. The half-life of lapatinib increases significantly from about 11 hours to 24 hours during repeated administration, probably because of inhibition of CYP3A4. Lapatinib crosses the blood–brain barrier, which may help in the treatment of brain metastases, which are of concern in about one-third of women with ErbB2 overexpression. Elimination is primarily by hepatic
metabolism and biliary excretion; renal excretion is minor. Recovery of lapatinib in the feces accounts for about 27% (3–67%) of an oral dose.

**Cardiovascular** The incidence of cardiac toxicity with lapatinib appears to be low; in one study only 37 of 2812 women (1.3%) had a fall in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) of at least 20% from baseline (50). The onset of reduced LVEF occurred within 9 weeks of treatment in 68% of cases and was rarely symptomatic and generally reversible and non-progressive. The duration of reduction in LVEF averaged 42 days.

**Drug–drug interactions** Lapatinib is a substrate of CYP3A4, and successive increases in dose may be necessary up to 4.5 g/day in patients who take inducing agents, such as carbamazepine 200 mg bd, which reduced the AUC of lapatinib by about 72% (51). Lapatinib may inhibit the metabolism of other CYP3A4 substrates, including SN38, resulting in a significant increase in AUC and Cmax (52).

**Sunitinib**

Sunitinib (SU 11248) is a multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor which is highly active in patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma and gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) (53). The recommended dose is 50 mg/day, in a schedule of 4 weeks on treatment followed by 2 weeks off (54, 55, 56, 57). An alternative is continuous dosing with 37.5 mg/day.

The most commonly reported adverse effects related to sunitinib include fatigue, stomatitis, hypertension, dermatitis, depigmentation of the hair and skin (probably due to the yellow color of the drug itself), subungual splinter hemorrhages, bleeding events (for example epistaxis), and gastrointestinal discomfort (for example nausea and diarrhea). Grade 3/4 laboratory abnormalities include neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, anaemia, and raised plasma lipase activity. Dosage modifications (for example from 50 to 37.5 or 25 mg/day) were primarily based on severe forms of fatigue or increased amylase and lipase activities (53).

**Pharmacokinetics** Oral sunitinib is well absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. Drug exposure is slightly increased after food, but administration is generally feasible with or without food (58).

Sunitinib is mainly metabolized by CYP3A4, producing a major metabolite with comparable antineoplastic activity and comprising 23–37% of total exposure. The active metabolite and other CYP3A4-mediated biotransformation products are mostly excreted via the feces; the renal route accounts for less than 20% of the dose. The half-lives of sunitinib and its major metabolite are 40–60 hours and 80–110 hours respectively. Accumulation of the parent compound and its active metabolite occurred during repeated daily administration up to 3- to 4-fold and 7- to 10-fold respectively. Steady-state concentrations are commonly achieved after 10–14 days (24, 54, 58).

The AUC of sunitinib and total drug exposure correlated significantly with the probability of a partial response in cytokine-refractory patients with renal cell carcinoma and with the time to progression and overall survival, according to pharmacokinetic and efficacy data from three studies. These data suggest that there is an association between increased exposure to the active drug in the plasma and the probability of clinical benefit.

**Drug–drug interactions** Sunitinib and its major metabolite do not appear to cause clinically important drug–drug interactions. However, the concomitant use of potent inducers of CYP3A4 (for example rifampicin) or inhibitors of CYP3A4 (e.g. ketoconazole) may warrant an increase in dosage to a maximum of 87.5 mg/day or a dosage reduction to a minimum of 37.5 mg/day. The concomitant use of St. John’s wort is generally not recommended because of unpredictable drug concentrations (53).

**Endocrine** Sunitinib has been related to an increasing frequency of hypothyroidism. Screening for signs of hypothyroidism is recommended, with frequent measurements of TSH concentrations every 2–3 months in order to start levothyroxine in time.

In a prospective, observational cohort study in a tertiary-care hospital, there were abnormal serum TSH concentrations in 26 of 42 patients.
who took sunitinib for renal cell carcinoma or GIST. Persistent primary hypothyroidism, isolated TSH suppression, and transient mild rises in TSH were found in 36, 10, and 17% of patients respectively. There appears to be a correlation between the duration of use of sunitinib and suppressed TSH concentrations as well as a risk of hypothyroidism. Whether sunitinib induces destructive thyroiditis through follicular cell apoptosis has not been fully elucidated (59c, 60a, 61c).

**Sorafenib**

Sorafenib (BAY 43-9006) is a multi-targeted inhibitor of tyrosine kinase that inhibits c-RAF and b-RAF kinases as well as VEGFR-2, VEGFR-3, FLT-3, c-kit, and the PDGFR tyrosine kinase in vitro (53g). Sorafenib is effective in pretreated renal cell carcinoma and advanced Child A hepatocellular carcinoma.

The incidence of treatment-related grade 3/4 adverse events in phase I studies with sorafenib (n = 179) included hand–foot skin reactions (8%), hypertension (4%), diarrhea (2%), reduced hemoglobin concentration (3%), and fatigue (5%). There is some evidence that grade 2–3 hand–foot syndrome and/or diarrhea correlates with the increase of time to progression compared with patients without such signs of toxicity (62c).

**Pharmacokinetics**

The recommended oral dose, 400 mg bd, should not be taken with a fat-rich meal, because of reduced absorption by about 38–49% compared to intake on an empty stomach. Sorafenib is metabolized to some extent by CYP3A4, resulting in a pyridine-N-oxide derivative with similar antineoplastic activity to the parent compound. Elimination is primarily via the feces, about 51% of the dose being excreted as unchanged drug (53g, 63g).

**Cardiovascular**

Grade 3 hypertension is very common in patients taking sorafenib. The median time of onset in patients taking the anti-VEGF antibody bevacizumab was 131 (range 7–316) days. Twelve of 20 patients who took with sorafenib had a rise in systolic blood pressure of at least 20 mmHg compared with baseline, with a median change of 21 mmHg after 3 weeks (42c). There as a significant inverse relation between increased systolic blood pressure and a reduction in catecholamines, suggesting a secondary response to the increase in blood pressure.

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors of the VEGF and PDGF receptor pathways may target the VHL hypoxia-inducible gene pathway, which results in inhibition of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-induced gene products. The latter mediate physiological responses of the myocardium to ischemia, including myocardial remodelling, peri-infarct vascularization, and vascular permeability.

Tyrosine kinase inhibitor-induced inhibition of HIF may be associated with more severe myocardial damage than previously expected. Of 73 patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma and normal creatine kinase MB fraction and cardiac troponin T at baseline, 23% had a significant increase in creatine kinase and troponin T after 2–32 weeks, with symptoms in seven (64c). One patient had an acute coronary artery occlusion and myocardial infarction. Electrocardiographic changes and biochemical markers are important indicators, and both should be measured regularly irrespective of whether sunitinib or sorafenib is used.

**Endocrine**

Patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma commonly develop mild biochemical thyroid function test abnormalities while taking sorafenib. However, compared with sunitinib, which is associated with a high incidence of thyroid dysfunction, making routine monitoring necessary, patients taking sorafenib need thyroid function monitoring only if clinically indicated (65c).

**Drug–drug interactions**

Theoretically, important drug interactions can be expected during the co-administration of potent CYP3A4 inducing agents (for example rifamycins, St. John’s wort, phenytoin, carbamazepine) and CYP3A4 inhibitors (for example triazole antifungal drugs). However, the co-administration of ketoconazole 400 mg/day with sorafenib 50 mg/day did not result in changes in sorafenib pharmacokinetics, perhaps because sorafenib is a low-clearance drug (66c). It is also possible that reduced N-oxide formation may be compensated by a small increase in UGT1A9-mediated glucuronidation. Therefore,
no dose adjustment appears to be warranted during co-administration of sorafenib with ketoconazole and probably structurally related triazole antifungal drugs.

In vitro, sorafenib inhibits some CYP isozymes, such as CYP2C9, CYP2B6, CYP2C8, and some UGT isozymes, such as UGT1A1 and UGT1A9 (63R). Co-administration of sorafenib with CPT-11, paclitaxel, or propofol is therefore not recommended until further data are available.

**Pazopanib**

Pazopanib is a potent, selective, broad-spectrum, multi-targeted inhibitor of receptor tyrosine kinases, including VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, VEGFR-3, PDGFR-α/β, and c-kit. It is still under clinical investigation. Total disease control in patients with advanced renal cell carcinoma was 82%. The most common adverse events included rises in transaminases, diarrhea, fatigue, nausea, hair depigmentation, and hypertension. According to a recent interim analysis, adverse effects led to drug withdrawal in 5% of patients. Preliminary data suggest additional activity of the drug in ovarian cancer, with a comparable spectrum of adverse effects (67c, 68c).

**OTHER DRUGS**

**Doxorubicin** *(SED-15, 245; SEDA-25, 533)*

**Cardiovascular** Repeated cycles of doxorubicin 75 mg/m² intravenously followed by bevacizumab 15 mg/kg intravenously every 3 weeks have been studied in 17 patients with metastatic soft-tissue sarcomas (69c). Dextrazoxane was also given when the total dose of doxorubicin was over 300 mg/m². In all, 85 cycles of doxorubicin + bevacizumab were administered; the median number of cycles was four. Six patients developed cardiac toxicity of grade 2 or worse: four had grade 2 (cumulative doxorubicin dose 75, 150, 300, 300 mg/m²), one had grade 3 (total doxorubicin dose 591 mg/m²), and one had grade 4 (total doxorubicin dose 420 mg/m²). One patient with extensive lung disease died of recurrent bilateral pneumothorax, possibly related to treatment. The 12% response rate for these patients was no greater than that observed for single-agent doxorubicin.

**References**


Radiological contrast agents

TYPES OF CONTRAST AGENTS

Iodinated water soluble contrast media are of four types:

(a) high-osmolar ionic monomers (e.g. diatrizoate, iothalamate, metrizoate);
(b) low-osmolar ionic dimers (e.g. ioxaglate);
(c) low-osmolar non-ionic monomers (e.g. iopitridole, iohexol, iomeprole, iopamidole, iopromide, ioversol);
(d) iso-osmolar non-ionic dimers (e.g. iodoxonal, iotrolan).

They are mainly used intravascularly, but can also be injected into body cavities, particularly the low-osmolar contrast agents. They are also suitable for oral or rectal administration. The high-osmolar water-soluble contrast agent diatrizoate (Gastrografin) is suitable only for oral or rectal administration.

There are also contrast agents that enhance the diagnostic information provided by ultrasound scanning and magnetic resonance imaging. The latter are mainly gadolinium-based, but new non-gadolinium paramagnetic contrast agents have recently become available. Ultrasound contrast agents are microbubbles that provide acoustic enhancement.

Adverse reactions to contrast media are generally few, and serious reactions are uncommon. Ultrasound contrast agents are particularly safe.
alone or in combination with iopromide. The authors concluded that while combining ionic and non-ionic contrast agents in the same procedure was not associated with any more adverse reactions than using an ionic contrast agent alone, the ionic contrast agent ioxaglate was associated with the majority of allergy-like reactions. They suggested that the lowest risk of an adverse event in coronary intervention is associated with the non-ionic agent iopromide used alone.

Nervous system Intravenous iodinated contrast media can be associated with the minor adverse effects of heat sensation and local pain. In a prospective study of the incidence of these reactions with iodinated contrast media in a high concentration (370 mg I/ml, 342 patients, mean age 60 years) or a medium concentration (300 mg I/ml, 387 patients, mean age 62 years), the mean score for heat sensation was 4.46 with the high concentration and 3.44 with the medium concentration (2c). There was no significant difference in the incidence of adverse reactions (five of 342 patients with the high concentration, and two of 387 with the medium concentration) between the two groups. The authors concluded that high and medium concentrations of iodinated contrast medium can be used for CT studies with comparable safety, even though the heat sensation produced by a high concentration is greater than that produced by a medium concentration.

• An 18-month-old boy had a focal seizure and cerebral contrast mediation retention 12 hours after cardiac catheterization (3A). An unenhanced cranial CT scan 1 hour after the seizure showed general cerebral edema and unilateral focal cerebral contrast retention, with sparing of the area supplied by the middle cerebral artery. The contrast medium disappeared over 48 hours, the cerebral edema resolved over several days, and he recovered fully 4 days after the seizure.

The authors concluded that contrast toxicity should be considered in any case of a new-onset neurological deficit arising after angiography or enhanced CT.

Gastrointestinal Iodinated water-soluble contrast media can be used for imaging the gastrointestinal tract without important adverse effects (SEDA-26, 512). The safety of using different concentrations of the high-osmolar ionic contrast agent diatrizoate (Gastrografin) in MR imaging of the small bowel has been investigated in 24 healthy volunteers (median age 24 years) (4c). They were randomized into four groups, and received 350 ml of diatrizoate in concentrations of 50, 25, 10, or 0%. The most frequent adverse reactions were diarrhea, nausea, and lack of palatability. There was a graded relation between increasing osmolality and the adverse effects score.

Pancreas CT scanning enhanced with intravenous iodinated contrast medium which is widely used to diagnose acute pancreatitis, can lengthen the duration of pancreatitis and increase the incidence of local or systemic complications. However, the authors of a review of the literature concluded that there are no well-substantiated data to incriminate contrast media in worsening the course of acute pancreatitis (5c).

Skin Fatal toxic epidermal necrolysis with involvement of the gastrointestinal tract after cardiac angiography has been reported (6A).

• A 62-year-old white man with chest pain underwent cardiac angiography which showed three-vessel coronary artery disease. He had a history of type 2 diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, peripheral vascular disease, chronic renal insufficiency, and significant alcohol abuse in the distant past. He was allergic to penicillin. Two days after the procedure, he developed an extensive rash with blistering, which resolved spontaneously. He developed abdominal distension 2 months later and a CT scan showed only mild hepatomegaly. After the CT examination he developed a rash and became febrifus; the rash resolved over several days. Before subsequent catheterization he was pretreated with prednisone 60 mg, diphenhydramine 25 mg, and ranitidine 150 mg. He was also given intravenous fluids and N-acetylcysteine (4 doses of 600 mg) because of pre-existing renal insufficiency (baseline creatinine 130 µmol/l). About 6 hours after catheterization, he developed a rash and became febrifus but his vital signs remained normal. Within 2 days his skin began to slough near the folds in his neck and upper back in spite of treatment with diphenhydramine and sulfadiazine cream. The lesions progressed to involve 70% of the body surface area. His renal function also deteriorated and the serum creatinine rose to 210 µmol/l. Skin biopsies showed toxic epidermal necrolysis. A few days later he developed gastrointestinal bleeding, and endoscopy showed extensive sloughing of the esophageal and gastric mucosa. His general condition continued to deteriorate and he became oliguric and died.
Delayed allergy-like skin reactions can occur within a few days of contrast injection and tend to be commoner with non-ionic dimers than other types of contrast media (SEDA-22, 499). However, severe cases of toxic epidermal necrolysis complicating contrast medium injection are rare. It is now widely accepted that these reactions are T-cell mediated and represent type IV hypersensitivity reactions. Unfortunately, the case report did not include details of the type or the dose of the contrast medium used and whether the same contrast agent or different ones were used in the CT and angiographic examinations. Skin tests are useful in identifying the culprit agent, which should be avoided in future examinations and replaced by a different contrast agent that does not induce a reaction on skin testing. Glucocorticoid prophylaxis, even in a high dose, according to some reports, cannot prevent the occurrence of toxic epidermal necrolysis.

Contrast medium-induced nephrotoxicity

DoTS classification:
Reaction: Contrast medium-induced nephrotoxicity
Dose-relation: Collateral
Time-course: Intermediate
Susceptibility factors: Endogenous factors (pre-existing renal insufficiency, particularly if it is secondary to diabetes mellitus congestive heart failure, dehydration); drugs (nephrotoxic drugs, such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; metformin; mannitol and diuretics, particularly loop diuretics); multiple repeat exposures to contrast media within a short period of time (72 hours)

Contrast medium-induced nephrotoxicity has been extensively covered in previous issues of SEDA, and only reports with important new information have been included here.

Differences between agents One contentious issue is whether there is an important difference in the renal effects of iso-osmolar and low-osmolar contrast agents. In 129 patients with diabetes and pre-existing renal impairment undergoing angiography (the NEPHRIC study) there was a 3% incidence of nephrotoxicity with ioxidanol (an iso-osmolar non-ionic dimer) and 26% with the low-osmolar non-ionic monomer iohexol (SEDA-27, 501). Several new comparative studies have been carried out since the NEPHRIC study, with mixed outcomes.

Apart from two new reports concordant with the outcome of the NEPHRIC study, other studies have not confirmed a lower incidence of nephrotoxicity with ioxidanol compared with low-osmolar contrast media. In one study there was a higher incidence of nephrotoxicity after the administration of ioxaglate (25%) compared with ioxidanol (8.2%) in patients with renal impairment undergoing coronary angiography (7C). In a meta-analysis of 2727 patients from 16 double-blind, randomized, controlled studies (intra-arterial ioxidanol or low-osmolar contrast media) the incidence of nephrotoxicity was 1.4% with ioxidanol and 3.5% with low-osmolar contrast media (8M). Analysis of a subgroup of patients with diabetes mellitus and chronic kidney disease showed that the incidence of nephrotoxicity was 3.5% with ioxidanol and 16% with low-osmolar contrast media. The authors concluded that renal impairment appears to be significantly less with ioxidanol than low-osmolar contrast media in patients undergoing angiography. However, there were certain limitations to this study, including the dose of contrast agent, which was significantly higher in the low-osmolar contrast group (59 g I/ examination) compared with ioxidanol (55 g I/ examination) and no data on the state of hydration in each group were available.

In a retrospective analysis of 52 526 patients who underwent coronary angiography and intervention the incidence of renal impairment within 12 months was significantly higher with ioxidanol (1.8%) than ioxaglate (1%) (9M).

In 285 patients undergoing cardiac angiography iopamidol and ioxidanol-320 produced the same incidence of nephrotoxicity: 19% with iopamidol and 12% with ioxidanol (10f).

In a retrospective study of 225 patients with moderate to severe kidney disease, there were no differences in the rates of nephrotoxicity between ioxidanol and the low-osmolar non-ionic monomer iobitridol (11c).
In a prospective randomized study of 414 patients with renal impairment (eGFR 45 ml/minute) undergoing cardiac angiography there was no significant difference in the incidence of nephrotoxicity between iopamidol and iodixanol (12C). The incidence of nephrotoxicity, defined as a fall in eGFR by at least 25% from baseline, was 5.8% with iopamidol-370 and 10% with iodixanol.

In a randomized, multicenter trial (IMPACT) of 155 patients with renal impairment (GFR less than 60 ml/minute) undergoing CT examinations there was no difference in the rates of nephrotoxicity between equal of doses iodine (40 g) as either iopamidol-370 or iodixanol-320 intravenously at 4 ml/second: 2.6% after iodixanol and 0% after iopamidol (13C).

In a prospective, randomized, double-blind comparison of iodixanol and iopromide (a non-ionic monomer) in 64 patients with moderate to severe renal insufficiency undergoing excretory urography, one non-diabetic patient developed nephrotoxicity after iodixanol; there were no cases among those who were given iopromide (14C).

In a study of the same design, iodixanol was compared with the non-ionic monomer iobitridol in 50 patients with severe chronic kidney disease undergoing cranial or body CT (15C). The two groups received similar volumes of contrast (113 ml of iobitridol, 113 ml of iodixanol) and had similar baseline renal function. The incidence of nephrotoxicity was 17% in both groups.

The rate of nephrotoxicity in 100 consecutive patients with renal impairment undergoing multidetector row-computed tomography (MDCT) angiography with intravenous iodixanol 100 ml was 9%; all recovered renal function (16C).

The cost-effectiveness of iodixanol was investigated in 125 patients at high risk of nephrotoxicity (17C). The analyses were based on a randomized, prospective, multinational comparison of the nephrotoxic effects of iodixanol with those of a low-osmolar non-ionic contrast medium, iohexol. There were seven contrast media-related serious adverse reactions, of which six cases of acute renal failure developed after iohexol. Two patients who were given iodixanol had one non-serious reaction each. The mean hospitalization costs per patient were €489, €573, and €393 lower after iodixanol than after iohexol using Swedish, German, and French unit prices respectively. The mean per-patient costs of treating adverse drug reactions were €371, €399, and €445 lower after iodixanol than after iohexol, using the respective unit prices. The authors concluded that the iodixanol appears to be cost-effective when compared with iohexol in patients at risk of nephrotoxicity.

Prevention: CO2 gas has been proposed for use instead of iodinated contrast media in angiographic examinations in patients at risk of nephrotoxicity (18C). The effect of intra-arterial CO2 with added ioxaglate (a low-osmolar ionic dimer) or ioxaglate alone on renal function in patients with suspected renal artery stenosis has been studied in a prospective randomized study in 123 patients who underwent re-vascular intervention (n = 83) and/or renal angiography (n = 40). Patients with a serum creatinine concentration under 200 µmol/l (n = 82) were randomized prospectively to receive CO2 with small added amounts of ioxaglate (200 mg I/ml, n = 37) or only ioxaglate (n = 45). Patients with serum creatinine concentrations over than 200 µmol/l (n = 41) were not randomized and initially received CO2. Serum creatinine concentrations were measured 1 day before and 1 day, 2 days, and 2–3 weeks after the procedure. The amount of injected CO2 did not relate to an increase in serum creatinine concentration. However, the amount of injected iodine correlated significantly with an increase in serum creatinine concentration and a reduction in estimated creatinine clearance after 2 days. Among the randomized patients, one in the CO2 group and three in the ioxaglate group had a more than 25% increase in serum creatinine concentration within the first 2 days after the intervention. The authors concluded that the risk of nephrotoxicity is lower after injection of CO2 with small amounts of added ioxaglate compared with a larger dose of ioxaglate alone. The larger the dose of administered iodinated contrast medium, the greater the risk of renal impairment.

There is accumulating evidence that reactive oxygen species have a role in renal damage. Prophylactic administration of antioxidant drugs could prevent this. The correlation between the antioxidant capacity of the serum and the risk of nephrotoxicity has been examined in a prospective study of 193 patients...
with normal renal function who underwent cardiac catheterization. Eleven patients developed mild renal insufficiency. There was no significant difference in the baseline concentrations of antioxidant species between the patients who developed renal impairment and those who had no change in renal function. The authors concluded that baseline concentrations of antioxidant material do not predict the possible development of nephrotoxicity (19c).

Isotonic bicarbonate starting 1 hour before given at a rate of 3 ml/kg/hour and continued for 6 hours after exposure to contrast at a rate of 1 ml/kg/hour reduced the incidence of nephrotoxicity in 119 patients compared with isotonic saline hydration (SEDA-29, 577). The mechanism by which bicarbonate is protective is not fully understood, but it has been suggested that increasing the pH of the renal medulla and urine reduces the production of free radicals and protects the kidney from the oxidant injury that can be associated with contrast medium-induced nephrotoxicity.

A recent report has suggested that combining bicarbonate infusion with N-acetylcysteine, in a dose of 1200 mg bd for 48 hours starting 24 hours before administration of contrast medium (iodixanol ~170 ml) in 219 patients with pre-existing renal impairment offers better protection against nephrotoxicity than 0.9% saline (20c). The incidence of nephrotoxicity after angiography was 9.9% in the patients who received isotonic saline and acetylecysteine (n = 111) and 1.9% in those who received sodium bicarbonate and acetylecysteine (n = 108).

**Immunologic** The mechanisms responsible for the allergy-like adverse effects of contrast media are uncertain. A possible role for cysteiny1-leukotrienes (cys-LT) in adverse reactions induced by non-ionic contrast media has been investigated in 39 patients who received iopromide (a non-ionic monomer) or iotrolan (a non-ionic dimer) for routine CT examination and whose leukocytes were analysed for the production of cysteiny1-leukotrienes (21c). Three patients who received iopromide and five who received iotrolan had adverse reactions. The reactors had increased concentrations of cysteiny1-leukotrienes in samples obtained before contrast injection (6764 pg/ml). In vitro iopromide and iotrolan induced significant production of cysteiny1-leukotrienes compared with IL-3 stimulation. In vivo both media caused a significant rise in the concentrations of cysteiny1-leukotrienes 6 hours after contrast administration. This study has provided some evidence that cysteiny1-leukotrienes play a significant role in contrast reactions and suggests that leukotriene receptor antagonists could be used to treat or prevent these reactions.

The role of T cells in mediating contrast reactions has been investigated in 12 patients, 11 of whom had had delayed adverse reactions at 1–48 hours after contrast injection (22c). The reactions including generalized maculopapular eruptions, drug hypersensitivity syndrome with rash and eosinophilia, fever, and late-onset urticaria, and in one patient an acute reaction (facial edema and respiratory distress) shortly after contrast administration. Skin tests (skin prick, intradermal, and patch tests) were performed with various iodinated contrast media (high-osmolar ionic contrast agents, sodium meglumine amidotrizoate and meglumine ioxitalamate; a low-osmolar ionic dimer, ioxaglate; low-osmolar non ionic monomers, iopamidol, iobitridol, iopentol, iohexol, ioversol, and iopromide; and an iso-osmolar non-ionic dimer, iodoxanol) and were read after 15 minutes, 24 hours, and 48 hours. Skin biopsies of positive test sites in 11 patients were evaluated immunohistologically. An immune reaction was inferred from a positive skin prick test (n = 2), a positive patch test (n = 10), or a positive intradermal test (n = 9) at 24 and 48 hours. Skin biopsies showed a T-cell infiltrate in the dermis with predominantly CD4+ T cells in 8 patients, CD8+ T cells in one patient, and equal numbers in another. Cross-sensitivities to several iodinated contrast media were observed in nine patients. Other drug allergies were noted in six. The authors concluded that delayed reactions to contrast media are most likely to be T-cell mediated immune reactions to these drugs.

**Fetotoxicity** Transplacental passage of water-soluble contrast media can occur after intravascular administration. Iopromide, a non-ionic monomer, has been detected in the bowel and urine of a preterm infant, born 10 days after intravenous administration to his mother (23A).

- An obese 26-year-old primipara had threatened preterm labour at 27 weeks and 2 days later, because of acute dyspnea and low oxygen saturation, pulmonary CT angiography was performed.
with intravenous iopromide 370 mg I/ml (200 ml) to exclude pulmonary embolism, which was not detected. Ten days after angiography, the membranes ruptured spontaneously and 1 hour later a preterm boy was born vaginally. The baby had only mild respiratory distress and no goiter. A plain abdominal X-ray showed intraluminal gastrointestinal opacifications consistent with the presence of radiographic contrast material. The iopromide concentration was 0.13 ng/ml in a urine sample. The iopromide concentration in the CSF was 0.1 ng/ml. The urinary iodine concentration on day 8 of life was 880 µg/l (reference range <200 µg/l). Iodine containing solutions had not been used in the delivery room or during neonatal care. Serum free thyroxine concentrations were 11 and 12 ng/l on days 7 and 31 of life respectively (reference range 9–17 ng/l). The corresponding concentrations of TSH were 2.7 and 6.2 mU/l (95% age-specific confidence intervals 0.45–4.12 mU/l). Apart from persistent apnea, the further hospital course was uneventful. On follow-up at the corrected age of 4 months, the child showed normal neurodevelopment and thyroid function was normal.

The authors of the report concluded that contrast media can cross the placenta and accumulate in various fetal tissues in significant amounts, causing possible neonatal toxicity.

**MRI CONTRAST MEDIA**

**Gadolinium salts**  
(SED-15, 1469; SEDA-27, 504; SEDA-28, 561; SEDA-29, 578)

**Gadolinium-based contrast agents and nephrogenic systemic fibrosis**

Seven extracellular gadolinium-based contrast agents are currently available for use in ionic and non-ionic forms (Table 1). They are all chelates containing gadolinium ion (Gd³⁺). The configuration of the molecules is either linear or cyclic.

The incidence of adverse events with these agents is low and serious reactions are rare. Their general safety has been discussed in detail in previous issues of SEDA. However, since January 2006 several reports have appeared suggesting that there may be a causal relation between their use and the condition of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis, which was originally known as nephrogenic fibrosing dermopathy. This condition is characterized by scleroderma-like skin changes that mainly affect the limbs and trunk. The lesions can be itchy and painful. Induration of the skin can progress to flexion contractures of joints. The fibrotic changes can also affect other organs, such as skeletal muscle, heart, liver, and lungs. The disease can be aggressive in some patients, leading to serious physical disability or even death. No effective treatment is available. The gold standard for diagnosing nephrogenic systemic fibrosis is deep skin biopsy, which shows irregularly thickened bundles of collagen and increased deposition of mucin in the dermis. Between these bundles are deposited numerous spindle-shaped fibroblastic cells and large dendritic cells. The total number of cases of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis associated with gadolinium is currently about 120 patients of all ages, including children. Nephrogenic systemic fibrosis has been reported only in patients with acute or chronic severe renal insufficiency (glomerular filtration rate below 30 ml/minute), including patients on dialysis, patients with renal dysfunction due to the hepatorenal syndrome, or in the perioperative liver transplantation period. There have been no reports in patients with normal kidney function or with mild to moderate renal insufficiency. The dose of the agent varied from 0.1 to 0.50 mmol/kg. The onset of the disease varies from a few days to a few months after exposure (24⁴, 25⁴, 26⁴, 27⁴, 28⁴, 29⁴, 30⁴, 31⁴, 32⁴). The overwhelming majority (~90%) followed the administration of the non-ionic linear chelate gadodiamide (Omniscan); the other cases were observed with the non-ionic linear chelate gadoversetamide (OptiMark) and the ionic linear chelate gadopentate dimeglumine (Magnevist).

The strong association between nephrogenic systemic fibrosis and gadodiamide suggests that the stability of the chelate complex could be an important factor in triggering the development of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis. Extracellular gadolinium-based agents are eliminated from the body through the kidneys and half-life in patients with normal renal function is 1.5 hours. In patients with advanced renal impairment the half-life can be prolonged to 30 hours or more. Patients on hemodialysis would require three consecutive dialysis sessions over 6 days to remove 97% of the administered dose. Continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis for 20 days
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Table 1. Physicochemical characteristics of clinically available extracellular gadolinium-based contrast agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extracellular gadolinium-based contrast agent</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Thermodynamic stability constant</th>
<th>Conditional stability</th>
<th>Amount of excess chelate (mg/ml)</th>
<th>Kinetic stability (dissociation half-life at pH 1.0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gadoversetamide, Gd-DTPA-BMEA (OptiMark, Tyco, USA)</td>
<td>Non-ionic linear</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadodiamide, Gd-DTPA-BMA (Omniscan, GE, USA)</td>
<td>Non-ionic linear</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadobutrol, Gd-BT-DO3A (Gadovist, Schering, Berlin)</td>
<td>Non-ionic cyclic</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadoteridol, Gd-HP-DO3A (Prohance, Bracco, Italy)</td>
<td>Non-ionic cyclic</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadopentetate, Gd-DTPA (Magnevist, Schering, Berlin)</td>
<td>Ionic linear</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadobenate, Gd-BOPTA (MultiHance, Bracco, Italy)</td>
<td>Ionic linear</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gadoterate, Gd-DOTA (Dotarem, Guerbet, France)</td>
<td>Ionic cyclic</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>&gt;1 month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eliminates 69% of the injected dose. Transmetallation is likely to occur when the gadolinium–chelate complex remains in the body for a long period, as is the case in patients with end-stage renal disease, including those on dialysis. Transmetallation leads to release of free gadolinium through replacement of the Gd$^{+++}$ within the chelate molecule by cations such as zinc or copper. Free gadolinium is highly toxic, and in animals it causes splenic degeneration, central lobular necrosis of the liver, and a variety of hematological abnormalities. It is therefore crucially important that Gd$^{+++}$ should be strongly attached to a chelate to avoid toxicity.

The binding between the ligand and Gd$^{+++}$ is weaker in the linear chelates (Magnevist, Omniscan, MultiHance, Optimark) than in the macrocyclic chelates (Dotarem, Gadovist, Prohance), and weaker in the non-ionic linear chelates (Omniscan and Optimark) than in the ionic linear chelates (Magnevist and MultiHance) (Table 1). The following measurements are used to assess the stability of the chelate molecules: thermodynamic stability constant, conditional stability, and kinetic stability (dissociation half-life under very acidic conditions, pH 1.0). The higher these measurements the higher is the stability of the molecule. In addition, the presence of excess chelate in the formulation is an indirect marker of low stability (Table 1). These markers indicate that the least stable formulations are the non-ionic linear chelates, which have the lowest thermodynamic and constant stability values and the highest amount of excess chelate compared with the other types of chelate. The most stable chelates are the macrocyclic ones, particularly the ionic macrocyclic chelate Dotarem, which has the highest stability values and no excess chelate.
The most likely hypothesis of the pathogenesis of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis so far is that free Gd$^{+++}$ released from an unstable chelate deposits in the dermis and other organs, attracting circulating fibrocytes to these sites to initiate the process of fibrosis (33H). Gadolinium has been found in the skin biopsies of patients with nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (34A).

In response to the steady increase in the number of cases of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis after the administration of gadolinium-based agents the UK Commission on Human Medicines (CHM) together with the European Pharmacovigilance Working Party (PhVWP) of the Committee on Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) recommended in a letter to health professionals on 7 February 2007 “Do not use Omniscan (gadodiamide) in patients with severe renal impairment (i.e. GFR below 30 ml/minute/1.73 m$^2$) or in patients who have had, or who are awaiting, liver transplantation. Prescribers are also warned that gadodiamide should be used in neonates and infants up to 1 year of age only after careful consideration. Careful consideration should be given to the use of other gadolinium-based MRI contrast agents in patients with severe renal impairment (i.e. GFR below 30 ml/minute/1.73 m$^2$)” (35S). The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA first notified health-care professionals and the public about the gadolinium-related risks of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in June 2006. Information on the risks was updated in December 2006. On 23 May 2007 the FDA asked manufacturers of all gadolinium-based contrast agents to add a new boxed warning to the product label, highlighting the risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis after exposure to a gadolinium-based contrast agent in patients with acute or chronic severe renal insufficiency (glomerular filtration rate below 30 ml/minute/1.73 m$^2$) and patients with acute renal insufficiency of any severity due to the hepatorenal syndrome or in the perioperative liver transplantation period. In these patients, avoid the use of a gadolinium-based contrast agent unless the diagnostic information is essential and not available with non-contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging. Nephrogenic systemic fibrosis can cause fatal or debilitating systemic fibrosis. Patients should be screened for kidney problems (history and or laboratory tests) before being given one of these imaging agents. The recommended dose should not be exceeded and enough time should elapse to ensure that a dose has been eliminated from the body before the agent is used again (36S).

Ultrasound contrast agents

Ultrasound contrast agents approved for clinical use are well tolerated, and serious adverse reactions are rare. Adverse events are usually minor (for example headache, nausea, altered taste, sensation of heat) and resolve spontaneously. These symptoms may not be related to the ultrasound contrast materials, as they have also been observed in placebo groups. Generalized allergy-like reactions are rare. To reduce the risks, the ultrasound scanning time and the acoustic output should be kept to the lowest level consistent with obtaining diagnostic information (37R).

Cardiovascular

In a post-marketing analysis of more than 157,838 studies of the ultrasound contrast agent Sonovue$^\text{®}$ there were three (0.002%) fatal and 19 (0.012%) severe, non-fatal adverse reactions; of the latter, nine were cardiac events (four bradycardia, two tachycardia, three myocardial ischemia); 11 of these 19 patients received Sonovue for echocardiography (38c). These results led to the addition of several contraindications to the use of Sonovue. Although a strong relation was established between the non-fatal cases and administration of Sonovue, a causal relation with the fatal cases is debatable. Therefore, the risk associated with the use of Sonovue should be judged carefully, taking into consideration the prevalence of adverse effects of other contrast media and diagnostic procedures used, particularly in cardiology.

Dobutamine stress echocardiography is widely used after myocardial infarction. It is safe, and severe adverse reactions are uncommon. However, cardiac rupture has been reported (39A).

- A 57-year-old man with a history of hypertension had an inferior myocardial infarction and was referred for dobutamine stress echocardiography. An unnamed intravenous ultrasound contrast agent was used to improve endocardial visualization.
Resting echocardiographic images showed akinesia of the inferior and posterior basal segments without a pericardial effusion. At the peak dobutamine dose (40 µg/kg/minute), he had chest pain and ST segment elevation in the inferior leads. Simultaneously, extravasation of the contrast material into the pericardial cavity was detected by echocardiography. A few seconds later, electromechanical dissociation with cardiopulmonary arrest occurred. All attempts at cardiopulmonary resuscitation failed and he died.

This seems to have been the first report of acute cardiac rupture during dobutamine stress testing, diagnosed by the use of intravenous contrast echocardiography.

The ultrasound contrast agent ECHOVIST-200 has been used for hysterosonography with diagnostic success in 195 cases (40º). The most common adverse effect during the procedure was abdominal pain, which was well tolerated by the patients. There were no other important adverse effects.
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Angiostatic drugs are currently used intravitreally in the treatment of age-related macular degeneration and other exudative and proliferative diseases. The risk of serious adverse events after intravitreal injection is low, but careful attention to injection technique and appropriate peroperative and postoperative monitoring are essential. The general risks of intravitreal injection of drugs were discussed in SEDA-29 (p. 581).

Bevacizumab  

Bevacizumab (Avastin®), a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody against all isoforms of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), was originally developed to treat metastatic carcinoma of the colon and the rectum. It is effective after intravitreal injection in patients with age-related macular degeneration and has been used off-label for neovascular and exudative ocular diseases in thousands of intravitreal injections worldwide.

Observational studies  In an internet-based survey of the adverse effects of bevacizumab, a web address was distributed to the international community of vitreoretinal surgeons via e-mail; 70 centers from 12 countries participated and reported on 5228 patients (7113 injections) (1c). Adverse events included corneal abrasions, lens injury, endophthalmitis, retinal detachment, inflammation or uveitis, cataract progression, acute loss of vision, central retinal artery occlusion, subretinal hemorrhages, retinal pigment epithelial tears, increased blood pressure, transient ischemic attacks, strokes, and death. None of these adverse events exceeded a frequency of 0.21%. There did not seem to be an association between intravitreal bevacizumab and an increased risk of thromboembolic events, myocardial infarction, stroke, or hypertension, which can be associated with systemic administration of bevacizumab.

There were no cases of severe loss of vision or other adverse effects in a retrospective study of 48 patients, of whom 72% had previously been treated with either pegaptanib or photodynamic therapy, who received one or more intravitreal injections of bevacizumab for exudative age-related macular degeneration (2c). The average number of injections over the mean follow-up period of 34 weeks was 3.5, and mean visual acuity increased by 6.5 letters at 4 weeks and 5.3 letters at 24 weeks after the first injection.

Intravitreal bevacizumab improved visual acuity in 10 eyes with idiopathic choroidal neovascularization in which posterior subtenon triamcinolone injections over more than 3 months were not efficacious (3c). In one patient conjunctival swelling developed after the injection, but it resolved and did not occur after another injection.

In a prospective case series 102 eyes of 102 patients with neovascular age-related macular degeneration received monthly intravitreal bevacizumab (1.25 mg) until there was resolution of macular edema, subretinal fluid, and/or pigment epithelial detachment (4c). Most patients attained stability or improvement of their visual acuity. The injections were well tolerated in all and there were no cases of uveitis, glaucoma, or endophthalmitis, or systemic cardiovascular events.
These observations suggest that there are no major serious problems with bevacizumab in the short term.

**Ranibizumab**

Ranibizumab (Lucentis®) is a specific, affinity-mature, recombinant, humanized, antivascular endothelial growth factor-A (anti-VEGF-A) antibody fragment, which binds all isoforms of VEGF-A, rendering them inactive; it is effective in the treatment of age-related macular degeneration after intravitreal injection (5R).

**Observational studies**  Two patients with serous pigment epithelial detachment and occult choroidal neovascularization associated with age-related macular degeneration developed retinal pigment epithelial tears within 4 weeks after intravitreal injection of ranibizumab (6c). In another observational study two patients had retinal pigment epithelial tears on follow-up visits at 1 month, confirmed by optical coherence tomography and by fluorescein or indocyanine green angiography (7c). The tears developed within 4 weeks after intravitreal injection of ranibizumab, a time course that suggested a causal role.

**Placebo-controlled studies**  In a 2-year, phase I/II, multicenter, randomized, single-masked, controlled study, patients with predominantly classical choroidal neovascularization secondary to age-related macular degeneration received either monthly intravitreal ranibizumab 0.5 mg (n = 106) or sham injections (n = 56); photodynamic therapy was performed 7 days before the injection (8c). At 12 months, 91% of the treated patients and 68% of the control patients had lost fewer than 15 letters of visual acuity. In those who had received ranibizumab there was a relatively high incidence of endophthalmitis (1.9%), which rose to 4.8% when all patients with presumed endophthalmitis were included; furthermore, 11% of those who received ranibizumab had intraocular inflammation. The numbers of strokes were similar in the two groups: 3.6% (photodynamic therapy) and 3.8% (ranibizumab).

In a multicenter, 2-year, double-masked, sham-controlled study 716 patients with age-related macular degeneration, with either minimally classical or occult choroidal neovascularization, were randomized to receive monthly intravitreal injections of ranibizumab 0.3 or 0.5 mg for 2 years or sham injections (9c). At 1 year, 95% of those who received ranibizumab 0.3 mg and 95% of those who received ranibizumab 0.5 mg had lost fewer than 15 letters, compared with 62% of those who received sham injections. Visual acuity improved by 15 letters or more in 25% of the 0.3 mg group and 34% of the 0.5 mg group, compared with 5% of the sham group. In those who received ranibizumab presumed endophthalmitis was identified in five patients and serious uveitis in six.

In a 2-year, multicenter, double-masked study 423 patients with predominantly classical neovascular age-related macular degeneration were assigned in a ratio of 1:1:1 to receive monthly intravitreal injections of ranibizumab 0.3 mg or 0.5 mg plus sham verteporfin therapy, or monthly sham injections plus active verteporfin therapy (10c). In all, 94% of those treated with ranibizumab 0.3 mg and 96% of those treated with ranibizumab 0.5 mg lost fewer than 15 letters, compared with 64% of those who were treated with verteporfin. Visual acuity improved by 15 letters or more in 36% of those who received 0.3 mg and 40% of those who received 0.5 mg, compared with 5.6% of those who received verteporfin. Presumed endophthalmitis occurred in two of those given ranibizumab 0.5 mg and serious uveitis in one.

**Verteporfin and photodynamic therapy**

Photodynamic therapy is a procedure that exploits the physical properties of chemical compounds that are activated by [laser] light and cause tissue oxidation and destruction (11c). It has antiangiogenic effects on subfoveal choroidal neovascular membranes, such as occur in age-related macular degeneration. Verteporfin (Visudyne®) is a photosensitizing protoporphyrin derivative, which has a high affinity for choroidal neovascular membranes and has been used intravenously in
the treatment of subfoveal neovascularization secondary to age-related macular degeneration (12R), pathological myopia (13C), angioid streaks (14C), and toxoplasmic retinochoroiditis (15C). It has also been used to treat pterygium (16).

Photodynamic therapy with verteporfin over 1 and 2 years reduces the decline in visual acuity in patients with subfoveal neovascularization secondary to age-related macular degeneration. In choroidal neovascularization secondary to pathological myopia, verteporfin was also significantly better than placebo in reducing visual acuity after 1 year, but not after 2 years; however, choroidal lesions were significantly smaller in verteporfin recipients after 2 years.

Verteporfin has been generally well tolerated by most patients in randomized trials. Common adverse events were injection-site reactions, pain in the back, chest, and elsewhere, nausea, photosensitivity reactions, weakness, and hypercholesterolemia, each affecting 1–10% of patients (17R).

Placebo-controlled studies The adverse effects of verteporfin have been studied in a systematic review of three similar multicenter, 24-month, double-masked, randomized, placebo-controlled trials in 948 patients (18M). The percentages of patients who had at least one ocular or non-ocular adverse event were similar with verteporfin and placebo (92 and 89% respectively). The only clinically relevant ocular adverse events that had a higher incidence with verteporfin were visual disturbances (22 versus 16% in one study and 42 versus 23% in another). There were acute severe reductions in visual acuity in 14 patients. Systemic adverse events that had a higher incidence with verteporfin compared with placebo, most of which were transient and mild or moderate, were injection site reactions (13 versus 5.6%), photosensitivity reactions (2.4 versus 0.3%), and infusion-related back pain (2.4 versus 0%).

Respiratory Acute respiratory distress has been attributed to verteporfin (19M).

- A 50-year-old woman with a history of food allergy was given intravenous verteporfin for a myopic choroidal neovascular membrane and 8 minutes later reported a feeling of warmness from her neck to the ears, and a throbbing sensation in her throat causing a dry cough. Her face became red and sweaty while she was trying to swallow and breathe with difficulty. Her heart rate was 80/minute and her blood pressure 145/85 mmHg. She was thought to have laryngospasm and was given oxygen and intravenous chlorphenamine maleate 10 mg and betamethasone 4 mg. She recovered within a few minutes.

Nervous system Loss of consciousness has been reported in a patient who had received intravenous verteporfin (20A).

- An otherwise healthy 43-year-old woman underwent photodynamic therapy and 2 minutes after verteporfin infusion had begun felt light-headed and nauseated and subsequently lost consciousness and had a tonic-clonic seizure. The infusion was stopped immediately. She was cyanotic, had no palpable pulse, and was not breathing. She recovered after cardiopulmonary resuscitation. An electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm without ischemic changes and cardiac enzymes were normal.

The authors thought that this incident may have been due to a severe vasovagal reaction, but the underlying mechanisms were uncertain.

Sensory systems Choroidal ischemia and infarction can occur when photodynamic therapy affects normal blood vessels, which are usually less sensitive than new vessels. In a retrospective review of all patients who developed choroidal ischemia after photodynamic therapy with verteporfin there was choroidal ischemia in eight (2.1%) of 373 eyes of patients with choroidal neovascularization in age-related macular degeneration and in one (0.9%) of 114 eyes with pathological myopia (21C). Choroidal infarction has been reported in eight patients with age-related macular degeneration after the use of photodynamic therapy with verteporfin (22C). Although this complication is related to the dose of verteporfin and the intensity of light used, these were not excessive in these patients, and the authors suggested that these patients may have had especially sensitive vessels. Four of the eight patients had also received intravitreal triamcinolone and an interaction could not be ruled out.

Retinal pigment epithelium tears have been reported in two eyes after initial verteporfin therapy combined with intravitreal triamcinolone 4 mg in a prospective case series of 45 patients with choroidal neovascularization in
age-related macular degeneration (23c). A retinal pigment tear was also reported a few weeks after photodynamic therapy with verteporfin in a patient with choroidal neovascularization secondary to pathological myopia (24c). In a retrospective review of 343 patients treated with photodynamic therapy, one had a serous pigment epithelial detachment and tear (25c).

Large submacular hemorrhages have been reported after photodynamic therapy with verteporfin in 55 eyes of 52 patients with age-related macular degeneration and occult subfoveal choroidal neovascularization (26c). Submacular hemorrhages, which precluded determining whether additional verteporfin therapy should be given, developed in five eyes. Visual acuity 3 months later was 8.5 lines worse than before treatment.

New subfoveal hemorrhage and its effect on visual acuity 2 weeks after verteporfin photodynamic therapy in predominantly classic subfoveal choroidal neovascularization has been studied retrospectively in 104 eyes of 97 patients (27c). New subfoveal hemorrhage was found in 22% (23/104) of the eyes; in 17% (4/23) of the eyes with new subfoveal hemorrhage there was moderate or severe loss of visual acuity. After 12 weeks there was considerable resorption of the new subfoveal hemorrhage and some improvement in visual acuity.

Skin The incidence, duration, and time course of skin photosensitivity due to verteporfin has been studied in 17 healthy volunteers, 30 patients with skin cancers, and patients in three phase III trials (28Mc). The frequency of photosensitivity was high at 1.5 hours after dosing and fell rapidly thereafter. The duration was dose-related, 2.0–6.7 days at doses of 6–20 mg/m². Photosensitivity reactions occurred in only 2.2% of patients in the phase III trials, including two severe events, one secondary to extravasation. All treatment-related reactions in the phase III trials occurred within the first 2 days after dosing, with the exception of two mild reactions and one moderate reaction that occurred 3 days after treatment.

Urinary tract Nephrotic syndrome has been attributed to verteporfin (29c).

- After four cycles of photodynamic therapy, general weakness with generalized edema developed in an otherwise healthy 66-year-old woman, resulting in dyspnea and ascites. There was heavy proteinuria, reduced serum total protein and albumin, and increased total cholesterol. Renal biopsy showed normal glomeruli and tubulointerstitium by light microscopy, with no deposition of immunoglobulins or complement. Transmission electron microscopy showed diffuse effacement of the foot processes of visceral epithelial cells, the characteristic finding in minimal change nephrotic syndrome.

Musculoskeletal Infusion-related pain, usually back pain, occurs in 2–10% of patients. The mechanism may involve a high concentration of circulating thromboxane induced by the liposomal composition of verteporfin (30C). It has also been suggested that it is associated with neutrophil margination (31c). Prevention includes halving the infusion rate, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and antihistamines (32c). In one study of 250 patients, hydration had no preventive effect (33C).

Immunologic Hypersensitivity reactions to verteporfin are uncommon, but can be severe (34c).

Drug–drug interactions The risk of submacular hemorrhage may be increased by concomitant anticoagulant therapy. In a review of the charts of all patients who developed large submacular hemorrhages following photodynamic therapy for choroidal neovascular membranes secondary to age-related macular degeneration three met the criteria for a large submacular hemorrhage; all three had exudative age-related macular degeneration and were taking warfarin although the international normalized ratios were not excessively high (1.2–1.6) (35c).

Management of adverse drug reactions Although photodynamic therapy preferentially affects abnormal vessels, it can also damage the overlying retina. Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) reportedly reduced this damage in adult rats (36E). In another study the combination of brain-derived neurotrophic factor with ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) was even more effective (37E).
OTHER OCULAR MEDICAMENTS

Glucocorticoids

**Sensory systems** Intravitreal triamcinolone for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration can cause raised intraocular pressure and cataracts. In a longitudinal study in 111 phakic eyes, 57 were treated with intravitreal triamcinolone 4 mg and 54 were controls (38c). The eyes treated with triamcinolone that had no increase in intraocular pressure were unlikely to have posterior subcapsular cataracts (1%). In contrast, eyes in which intraocular pressure rose in response to triamcinolone had a high risk of accelerated progression to posterior subcapsular cataracts (51%).

**Retinal breakage** after intravitreal injection of triamcinolone acetonide has been reported in a 58-year-old man with proliferative diabetic retinopathy and diffuse macular edema (39A).

**Phosphate-buffered eye drops**

Corneal calcification is a complication of chronic eye diseases, such as uveitis, severe glaucoma, keratitis, and burns. In some cases of eye burns, corneal calcification has been found to be related to the use of calciferous caustic agents and phosphate-buffer-containing fluids. A total of 176 burnt eyes of 98 patients has therefore been retrospectively reviewed, and the following data were acquired: the type of caustic agent, the timing of exposure, the time and type of first-aid, the delay and type of immediate treatment, subsequent medications, the clinical grade, and sequelae (40c). Exposure to calciferous burning agents correlated with corneal calcification. Initial single rinsing with phosphate did not produce corneal calcification, but corneal calcification was correlated with chronically administered phosphate-buffered eye drops. Eye burns followed by calcification were of two different major patterns: either the corrosive substance contained calcium or phosphate-buffered eye drops were used in treatment. A proposed mechanism is the low content of calcium ion stabilizing proteins, such as hyaluronate or fetuin, in treatments for severe eye burns. Exceeding the solubility product of calcium and phosphate results in precipitation of calcium phosphate. In chronic corneal disturbance, it is recommended that phosphate-buffered medications should not be used.
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Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) remains popular with consumers and patients (1R). The often-voiced assumption that it is natural and therefore safe has for a long time hindered systematic research of its risks (2R). However, surveys suggest that adverse effects undoubtedly do occur (3R). As patients often do not discuss their use of complementary and alternative forms of medicine with doctors (4R) the risks are somewhat of a blind spot to both doctors and patients.

**HERBAL MEDICINES** (SED-15, 1609; SEDA-27, 512; SEDA-28, 573; SEDA-29, 583)

Recent review articles have focused on the safety of herbal medicines, either in general (5R) or related to specific herbal traditions (6R, 7R). Other reviews have addressed the potential of herbal medicines to damage specific organs, for example the kidneys (6R, 7R, 8R, 9R), or during treatment of specific conditions (10R), or in defined populations, for example, children (7R). Several reviews have also addressed herb–drug interactions (11R, 12R, 13R, 14R).

**ASIAN HERBAL MEDICINES**

A small survey of adverse events after routine practice of Chinese herbal medicine included the data of 144 patients (15c). A total of 20 patients reported 32 adverse events associated with Chinese herbal medicines during the 4 weeks after treatment. There were no serious adverse events. The most commonly reported adverse events were diarrhea, fatigue, and nausea.

**Shou wu pian**

See Polygonum multiflorum.

**Qing zhisan tain shou**

(SEDA-29, 584)

**Drug contamination** Asian herbal remedies are commonly adulterated with prescription drugs. Qing zhisan tain shou is used as a Chinese slimming aid and may contain the prescription-only medicine sibutramine, which can cause increased blood pressure (16S). Qing zhisan tain shou is supplied in a bicolored cream and a brown capsule formulation. The capsules are presented in a white and green carton with various lettering and imagery. Two other Chinese slimming products, Li da dai hua and Meizitang have also been found to contain sibutramine.

**AYURVEDIC MEDICINES**

**Jambrulin**

**Drug contamination** Health Canada has issued an advisory notice to consumers, warning against the use of Jambrulin, an Ayurvedic
medicinal product with a high content of lead \(^{17S}\). Jambrulin tablets are not authorized for sale in Canada and have not been found in the country’s market. However, according to Health Canada, they can be purchased over the Internet, and travellers may have brought them into the country for personal use. Consumption of heavy metals, including lead, has potentially serious health risks because of accumulation in vital organs. Pregnant women, children, and infants are particularly susceptible to the toxic effects of lead.

SPECIFIC PLANTS

**Agnus castus (Verbenaceae)**

(AVG-15, 3622)

*Agnus castus* is a deciduous shrub that is native to Mediterranean Europe and Central Asia. It has been used in the treatment of many female conditions, including menstrual disorders, premenstrual syndrome, corpus luteum insufficiency, hyperprolactinemia, infertility, acne, menopause, and disrupted lactation.

A systematic review of all clinical reports of adverse events in clinical trials, post-marketing surveillance studies, surveys, spontaneous reporting schemes, and to manufacturers and herbalist organizations has suggested that the adverse events are mild and reversible \(^{18M}\). The most frequent adverse events are nausea, headache, gastrointestinal disturbances, menstrual disorders, acne, pruritus, and erythematous rashes. No drug–drug interactions were reported.

**Cannabis sativa (Cannabaceae)**

(SED-15, 613)

See Chapter 4.

**Cimicifuga (Actaea) racemosa (Ranunculaceae)**

(SED-15, 3025; SEDA-27, 516; SEDA-28, 575; SEDA-29, 586)

Liver  *Cimicifuga racemosa* (or *Actaea racemosa*, common name black cohosh) is popular for menopausal problems \(^{19R}\). It has been reported to cause hepatitis \(^{19R, 20R}\). However, evaluation of reports of acute liver disease is difficult, owing to the use of combination preparations and failure to analyse suspected products for purity and identity. Causality has not therefore been established.

Nevertheless, the Committee on Herbal Medicinal Products of the European Medicines Agency (EMEA) has reviewed case reports of hepatotoxicity in patients taking *Cimicifuga racemosa* root, and considers that there is a potential association between hepatotoxicity and herbal medicines containing *Cimicifuga* \(^{21S}\). The Committee reviewed 16 of the 42 case reports of hepatotoxicity to assess if *Cimicifuga* is linked to liver damage. Five cases were excluded, seven were thought to be unlikely to be related, and in four cases there was a temporal association between the start of *Cimicifuga* treatment and the occurrence of the hepatic reaction. EMEA has advised patients to stop using *Cimicifuga*, to consult their doctor immediately if symptoms of liver injury develop, and to inform their doctor if they are using herbal medicine products. EMEA has advised healthcare professionals to ask their patients about the use of *Cimicifuga*-containing products and to report suspected hepatic reactions to their national adverse reactions reporting schemes.

**Citrus aurantium (Rutaceae)**

(SED-15, 3087; SEDA-29, 586)

*Citrus aurantium* (bitter orange) contains synephrine, which has ephedrine-like effects on the cardiovascular system (see Chapter 13).

- A 52-year-old woman developed a tachydysrhythmia shortly after taking 500 mg of an extract of *Citrus aurantium* titrated to contain 6% synephrine \(^{22A}\). The extract was withdrawn and she remained in good health until she again started taking the same herbal supplement. She was admitted to hospital with a tachydysrhythmia and was again treated and discharged. She had not taken any other medication, except levothyroxine. After 6 months follow up the patient she was in good health.
**Echinacea species (Asteraceae)**  
(SEDA-15, 363; SEDA-27, 516; SEDA-28, 576; SEDA-29, 587)

*Echinacea* is recommended for the prevention and treatment of the common cold. *Echinacea* species are native to North America, and the three most commonly used species are *E. angustifolia*, *E. pallida*, and *E. purpurea*.

A systematic review of all clinical reports of adverse events in clinical trials, post-marketing surveillance studies, surveys, spontaneous reporting schemes, and to manufacturers, the WHO, and national drug safety bodies has suggested that short-term use of *Echinacea* is associated with a relatively good safety profile, with a slight risk of transient, reversible, adverse events, of which gastrointestinal upsets and rashes occur most often (23M). In rare cases, *Echinacea* is associated with allergic reactions, which can be severe.

**Ephedra**  
(SEDA-15, 1221)

See Chapter 13.

**Eugenia caryophyllus (Myrtaceae; oil of cloves)**

Oil of cloves contains about 80% eugenol, its active component. Initially used to treat gastrointestinal disturbances, it has more recently been used to treat toothache.

**Liver** It has been suggested that eugenol-induced hepatotoxicity is similar to that seen with paracetamol poisoning.

- A 15-month-old boy accidentally took 10–20 ml of oil of cloves (24A). On arrival at the emergency department 1 hour later he was agitated and tachypneic, with biphasic stridor. Serial measurements of alanine transaminase activities showed evolving hepatic impairment 15 hours after ingestion. After 24 hours, the transaminase activity was in excess of 13 000 U/l, with blood urea and creatinine concentrations of 11.8 mmol/l and 134 µmol/l respectively, indicating evolving acute renal insufficiency. He improved slowly over the next 8 days, during which his urine output and blood urea returned to normal, although the transaminase activity remained moderately raised.

The authors pointed out that a substantial number of cases involving aromatherapy oils are on record. However, most are cases of poisoning, rather than true adverse effects following correct usage. Nevertheless, these cases do stress that such oils are not free of risks.

**Ginkgo biloba (Ginkgoaceae; maidenhair tree)**  
(SEDA-15, 1507; SEDA-27, 517; SEDA-28, 576; SEDA-29, 587)

**Hematologic** A few new cases of bleeding have been reported in patients undergoing a variety of surgical interventions after taking extracts of *Ginkgo biloba* regularly (25c, 26c, 27c). Contrary to previous belief, this augmented bleeding tendency may not be related to inhibition of platelet-activating factor by ginkgolides. The concentration required to inhibit PAF-mediated aggregation of human platelets exceeds by more than 100 times the peak values measured after the oral administration of *Ginkgo biloba* leaf extracts in recommended doses (28c).

In a systematic review of bleeding with *Ginkgo biloba* 15 reports were found in which there was a temporal association between administration and a bleeding event, including eight episodes of intracranial bleeding (29M). In 13 cases additional risk factors for bleeding were identified. In only six cases did the bleeding not recur after *Ginkgo* was withdrawn. Bleeding times were measured in three patients only and were prolonged.

**Drug–drug interactions** In an open, crossover, randomized study, 12 healthy men took a single dose of *warfarin* 25 mg either alone or after pretreatment with *Ginkgo biloba* for 7 days; *Ginkgo* did not significantly affect clotting or the pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics of warfarin (30C).

- A 55-year-old man with epilepsy had a fatal breakthrough seizure. He was considered to be compliant with his anticonvulsant therapy but the autopsy report showed subtherapeutic serum concentrations of sodium valproate and phenytoin. He had also taken herbal supplements, including *Ginkgo biloba* (31A).
Induction of CYP2C19 is one possible mechanism to explain the subtherapeutic concentrations of the anticonvulsant drugs in this case. *Ginkgo* nuts (but not the leaves) are also said to contain a potent neurotoxin, which can cause seizure activity.

**Hypericum perforatum** (Clusiaceae)  
(SED-15, 842; SEDA-27, 517; SEDA-28, 577; SEDA-29, 587)

**Drug–drug interactions** The effects of *Hypericum perforatum* on oral contraceptive therapy have been evaluated in 16 healthy women who took a low-dose oral contraceptive containing ethinylestradiol 20 micrograms and norethindrone acetate 1 mg or a placebo for two consecutive 28-day cycles in a single-blind sequential study (32G). Treatment with *H. perforatum* 900 mg/day was added for two additional 28-day cycles and was associated with a significant 13–15% reduction in the dose exposure from the contraceptive. Breakthrough bleeding increased in the treatment cycles, as did evidence of follicle growth and probable ovulation. The authors suggest that *H. perforatum* is associated with increased metabolism of norethindrone and ethinylestradiol, breakthrough bleeding, follicle growth, and ovulation.

**Morinda citrifolia** (Rubiaceae)  
(SED-15, 3085)

**Liver** *Morinda citrifolia,* a Polynesian herbal remedy also known as noni, is a tropical fruit that has been implicated in liver damage.

- A 45-year-old man developed very high liver transaminase activities and raised lactate dehydrogenase activity (33L). His medical history was unremarkable and he took no regular medications. There was no evidence of viral hepatitis, Epstein–Barr virus or cytomegalovirus infection, autoimmune hepatitis, Budd–Chiari syndrome, hemochromatosis, or Wilson’s disease. The patient said that he had been drinking the juice of *M citrifolia* for prophylactic reasons for 3 weeks. A liver biopsy confirmed acute hepatitis and there was an inflammatory infiltrate with numerous eosinophils in the portal tracts. Other causes were excluded and the histology suggested a causal role of the herb. He stopped taking noni and his transaminase activities normalized quickly and were within the reference ranges 1 month later.

**Piper methysticum** (Piperaceae)  
(SED-15, 2837; SEDA-27, 518; SEDA-28, 578)

Preparations of *Piper methysticum* (kava) are used as anxiolytics and sedatives. However, they have been withdrawn from many European and North American markets because of safety concerns, and in particular hepatotoxicity. Depending on the preparation and dose used, adverse effects have been reported in 1.5–2.3% of subjects (34R).

**Cardiovascular** Tachycardia and electrocardiographic abnormalities have been reported in heavy users of kava (34R). Whether these observations represent true adverse effects or are due to other factors is unclear.

**Respiratory** Shortness of breath has been reported in heavy aboriginal kava users; pulmonary hypertension has been proposed as a possible cause (34R).

**Nervous system** Neurological adverse effects are uncommon after kava ingestion. However, torticollis, oculogyric crises, and oral dyskinesias in young to middle-aged people, exacerbation of the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, and three episodes of abnormal body movements have been reported (34R). Three cases of meningism have been reported after kava consumption, two of them with focal manifestations (34R).

**Sensory systems** There has been a case of impaired accommodation and convergence following one-time use of kava (34R).

**Liver** A large number of cases implicating *P methysticum* in liver damage have been reported (SEDA-28, 578). These include hepatitis, cirrhosis, and liver failure. Although these reports are of varied quality and the association is not completely convincing, precautionary measures were taken and products were withdrawn from many European and North American markets.
The dose and duration of administration that increases the risk of liver damage is not clear. Pipermethystine, found in leaves and stem peelings, and kavalactones may contribute to the hepatotoxic effects (35E).

Gastrointestinal Mild and infrequent epigastric pain and nausea have been reported with use of kava (34R).

Hematologic Increased erythrocyte volume, reduced platelet volume, reduced lymphocyte count, and reduced serum albumin have been reported in chronic heavy kava users (34R). Kavain has antiplatelet effects, due to inhibition of cyclo-oxygenase and thromboxane synthesis.

Skin “Kava dermopathy”, a dry, scaly skin and/or yellow skin discoloration, which seems to be reversible after withdrawal, has been reported in chronic heavy users. It can cover underlying liver damage and therefore requires a thorough clinical assessment. Regular kava use can also cause urticaria (36A).

- A young boy who had not previously consumed kava developed an itchy urticarial rash a day after exposure; the rash dissipated in about 24 hours. A week later he again drank kava and again had marked urticaria the next morning. His skin was generally and markedly flushed and edematous, with raised itchy wheals on his arms and back. The eruption resolved 2–3 days after withdrawal.
- A kava bar owner was noted to be flushed with edematous skin and wheals on his arms. His eruption was itchy and he said that this skin reaction always developed after he consumed kava.

Musculoskeletal Rhabdomyolysis has been reported after ingestion of the herbal combination preparation Guaranaginko Plus (37A). Each flacon contains guaraná 500 mg, Ginkgo biloba extract 200 mg, and kava 100 mg.

- A 29-year-old man took a combination preparation containing Ginkgo biloba, guaraná, and kava and developed rhabdomyolysis. He had diffuse severe muscle pain and passed dark urine after an overnight fast. He had been a regular body builder from age 18 to age 27 years, had just resumed weight training at low intensities, and was taking Guaranaginko Plus. His creatine kinase activity was 100 500 IU/l and myoglobin 10 000 ng/ml. There were no renal complications, and the muscle pain and creatine kinase gradually subsided over 6 weeks. An underlying metabolic myopathy as the cause of myoglobinuria was excluded.

\[ \text{Polygonum multiflorum (Polygonaceae) (SED-15, 2890)} \]

**Polygonum multiflorum** (Polygonaceae) is also known by the Chinese name He shou wu, and may be an ingredient of other traditional health products including, Shou wu pian, Shou wu wan, and Shen min. It is marketed for the relief of a variety of conditions, including early graying of the hair and baldness.

Liver Although *Polygonum multiflorum* has been recommended for “enrichment of the liver” it has itself been implicated in liver damage.

- A 5-year-old previously healthy Caucasian girl developed jaundice, dark urine, and pale stools (38A). Liver biochemistry showed a raised serum bilirubin concentration and raised liver enzymes. After 1 month, the jaundice disappeared and the liver function tests normalized. However, 1 month later she relapsed with jaundice. Serum bilirubin and liver enzymes were again raised. She had used Shou wu pian three tablets daily for 4 months before the first episode of jaundice and had stopped using it after the first presentation. However, she had again taken it in a lower dose for a further month. The remedy was withdrawn and after 5 months, her liver function normalized and she made an uneventful recovery.

After receiving several reports of liver disorders, including jaundice and hepatitis, the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) issued a warning about the risks of using *Polygonum multiflorum*, advising members of the public who experience symptoms of liver disorders while taking products that contain *Polygonum multiflorum* to see their doctor and to stop taking the product immediately if a liver disorder is diagnosed (39S).

\[ \text{Zingiber officinale (Zingiberaceae; ginger) (SED-15, 3720)} \]

Ginger is used as a broad-spectrum antiemetic. However, although clinical and experimental studies suggest that it has some antiemetic properties, definitive clinical evidence is only available for pregnancy-related nausea and vomiting (40R, 41R). Its anti-inflammatory properties (42R) have not been well studied clinically.
Pharmacokinetic data are only available for 6-gingerol and zingiberene. Preclinical safety data have not ruled out potential adverse effects, and therapy should be carefully monitored, especially during consumption of ginger over longer periods.

Systematic reviews In a systematic review of 24 randomized controlled trials in 1073 patients ginger had no beneficial effects in post-operative nausea and vomiting (43M). Of 777 patients in 15 studies, 3.3% had mild adverse effects, mainly mild gastrointestinal symptoms and sleepiness, not requiring specific treatment. There was one serious adverse event, abortion in the 12th week of gestation, but that could not clearly be attributed to the ginger.

Pregnancy Ginger and vitamin B6 have been compared in the treatment of nausea and vomiting in pregnancy (44c). They were equally well tolerated but belching was more common in those who took ginger. The live birth rate was significantly lower in those who took vitamin B6. The safety of ginger in pregnancy has been confirmed in a meta-analysis of six trials (45M).

PLANT TOXINS

Amygdalin

Amygdalin and laetrile (a synthetic form of amygdalin) have been used in the treatment of cancer.

Drug–drug interactions An interaction of amygdalin with vitamin C has been suggested.

- A 68-year-old woman with cancer became comatose, with a reduced Glasgow Coma Score, seizures, and severe lactic acidosis, requiring intubation and ventilation shortly after taking amygdalin 3 g (46A). She also took vitamin C 4800 mg/day. She responded rapidly to hydroxocobalamin. The adverse drug reaction was rated probable on the Naranjo probability scale.

Vitamin C increases the in vitro conversion of amygdalin to cyanide and reduces body stores of cysteine, which detoxifies cyanide; the authors suggested that this was a plausible explanation for this adverse event.

Haematitium

Liver Haematitium, a component of some herbal preparations, which contains zinc, tin, iron, magnesium, and diferic acid, has been implicated in liver damage.

- A 4-year-old boy was given a herbal mixture containing 20 g of burnt clay, ginger, licorice, mandarin skin, Chinese date, Inula britannica, bitter orange, Codonopsis root, and “haematitium” 10 ml tds for 3 days for vomiting (47A). The vomiting stopped for a few days but then recurred. He had jaundice and cervical lymphadenopathy. Investigations showed the pattern of acute hepatitis. Liver biopsy showed a severe acute hepatitis with portal-to-portal bridging necrosis and a significant number of eosinophils, raising the possibility of drug-induced hepatitis. He had signs of increasing liver dysfunction, with a worsening coagulopathy and an encephalopathy after 10 days. He underwent orthoptic liver transplant 19 days after the first onset of jaundice.

The authors reported a probable association between the hepatic failure and the herbal preparation, based on the World Health Organization definition of causality assessment.

Pyrrolizidine alkaloids

Liver Two sets of twins who were treated with traditional remedies developed liver disease (48c). One pair survived, albeit with hepatic damage. Of the other pair, one twin died within 24 hours and the second died 1 month after admission, with a diagnosis of veno-occlusive liver disease. In both cases, the pyrrolizidine alkaloid retrorsine was identified.

ACUPUNCTURE (SED-15, 890; SEDA-27, 520; SEDA-28, 581; SEDA-29, 589)

Cardiovascular Vasovagal syncope has been reported after routine use of acupuncture; the authors suggested that this is an uncommon complication (49A).

- A 72-year-old man visited an acupuncture clinic in Taipei, Taiwan because of pain over the right
forearm for 5 months. He had no previous history of neurological deficits. He received six sessions of manual acupuncture with limited improvement. During the seventh session acupuncture and electro-acupuncture stimulation, 2 Hz, was applied at points of Li-11 and TP-5. After 5 minutes he complained of dizziness. He then experienced cold sweating and suddenly lost consciousness. Irregular tonic–clonic movements of the right arm, upward rolling of the eyes, and batting of both eyelids lasted 20–30 seconds after the attack of syncope. All needles were immediately removed. Strong needling stimulation at Du-26 (Renzhong) was performed. He remained confused for 2–3 minutes. About 10 minutes after this episode, his supine blood pressure was 144/82 mmHg with a pulse rate of 62/minute. He felt well, except for fatigue, after 40 minutes of rest. His laboratory tests, including blood chemistry, blood glucose, thyroid function, a complete blood count, and urinalysis, were normal. An electrocardiogram showed mild ST-T wave depression, implying myocardial ischemia. Further evaluation was suggested but he refused.

- A 63-year-old woman received acupuncture for pain over the left ankle for 5 days. She had been well in the past and denied systemic diseases and use of medications. She received manual needling at GB-34 and GB-40 points. After a 3-minute session she complained of dizziness and nausea, and then experienced cold sweating and suddenly lost consciousness. She had irregular tonic–clonic movements of the left arm with batting of both eyelids lasting for 10–15 seconds and lip cyanosis after the episode of syncope. All needles were immediately removed and she received strong needling stimulation at Du-26. The event lasted for 1 minute and she remained confused for 2–3 minutes. About 15 minutes after the episode, her supine blood pressure was 126/74 mmHg with a pulse rate of 56/minute. After 60 minutes of rest, she felt chest tightness and fatigue. She was referred to a cardiologist for further evaluation. Laboratory tests, including blood chemistry, blood glucose, thyroid function, a complete blood count, and urinalysis, were normal. Electroencephalography was also normal. However, electrocardiography showed mild ST-T depression in V3–5. A treadmill test was positive and 24-hour Holter monitoring showed intermittent ischemic ST segment depression.

CUPPING

Skin Therapeutic cupping is a traditional treatment in Oriental countries, where it is used for treating low back pain, shoulder and leg pain, and cough and asthma. A jar is attached to the skin surface to cause local congestion through negative pressure, which is created by introducing heat.

- A 36-year-old woman developed a pruritic eruption on her back, with four annular, mildly erythematous macules (50°). One of the lesions was fibrotic at the edge and a diagnosis of keloid was made. There was no prior history of keloid formation on any other part of her body. She had been treated by cupping for a long-standing cough. She was given combination therapy, including cryotherapy, an intralesional glucocorticoid, and Contractubex gel (heparin, onion extract, allantoic). After four treatments the lesions became softer and less pruritic.

HOMEOPATHY (SED-15, 892; SEDA-28, 582; SEDA-29, 591)

Observational studies In an observational study of the adverse effects of homeopathic remedies in 181 patients, 50-millesimal dilutions were assessed (51°). The medicines prescribed were: Pulsatilla pratensis, Lachesis mutus, Silicea terra, sulfur, Arsenicum album, Sepia officinalis, and Ignatia amara, followed by Natrum muriaticum, Lycopodium clavatum, Nux vomica, and phosphorus. Nine adverse events were recorded, including one case of allergy to an excipient (lactose). The frequency of adverse reactions during classical homeopathic treatment was 2.7%. Adverse effects were generally mild and did not require specific treatment.

SPINAL MANIPULATION (SED-15, 893; SEDA-27, 521; SEDA-28, 582; SEDA-29, 591)

Comparative studies In 336 patients with neck pain who were randomized to manipulation or mobilization, the most common chiropractic treatments for neck pain, 85 patients reported 212 adverse events (52°). Increased neck pain or stiffness was the most common symptom, reported by 25%. Patients randomized to manipulation were more likely than those randomized to mobilization to have an adverse symptom within 24 hours of treatment.
The authors suggested that adverse reactions to chiropractic care for neck pain are common and are more likely to follow cervical spine manipulation than mobilization. Chiropractors should consider a conservative approach to manipulation, especially in patients with severe neck pain.

**Sensory systems** In a systematic review of the recent literature (1995–2003) 14 case reports were found in which chiropractic upper spinal manipulation was associated with ophthalmological adverse effects (53\textsuperscript{M}). The patients were of both sexes, usually middle-aged, and frequently healthy, who had consulted chiropractors for minor complaints. The ophthalmic consequences included nystagmus, Wallenberg’s syndrome, loss of vision, hemianopsia, ophthalmoplegia, diplopia, Horner’s syndrome, and ptosis. In many cases visual deficits were the first signs. The onset of symptoms was frequently instant. In several cases, the eventual clinical outcome entailed a permanent deficit. In most cases, causality between upper spinal manipulation and the ophthalmological adverse effect was certain or likely.

**References**
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Bisphosphonates (SED-15, 523; SEDA-28, 590; SEDA-29, 602)

Bisphosphonates reduce the incidence of new fractures in patients with established osteoporosis (1, 2). They remain in the body for decades and are not metabolized, but are either excreted renally or deposited within the bones, accumulating with continued use. Since there is no known method of removing them from the bones, a major question is: can long-term inhibition of bone turnover be harmful? Two separate but related consequences of this inhibition are increased mineralization and accumulation of microdamage. As bone mineralization increases, the bone becomes brittle (3M). This has been demonstrated by biomechanical measurements in bones with a wide range of mineralization. Brittle bones are more likely to fracture, but the optimal mineralization density for the human skeleton is not known. Microcracks occur in normal bone after the kind of stresses that are encountered in day-to-day life. These cracks are detected by the osteocytes, which initiate a bone-remodelling unit to repair the damage. If bone resorption is strongly inhibited, the damage cannot be repaired, because the osteoclasts won’t dissolve the bone.

Thus, current knowledge of bone physiology suggests that bisphosphonates should increase bone strength by preventing trabecular plate perforation and improving bone mineralization in undermineralized bone. However, after prolonged severe suppression of bone formation, negative effects could occur. Bone could become too brittle and/or accumulate microdamage. It is not known if or when these conditions occur in humans, but it is important to pay attention to reports that provide clues to long-term effects.

Nine patients sustained spontaneous non-spinal fractures while taking alendronate, six of whom had either delayed or absent fracture healing for 3 months to 2 years during therapy (4). Histomorphometric analysis of the cancellous bone showed markedly suppressed bone formation, with a reduced or absent osteoblastic surface in most cases. The osteoclastic surface was low or low-normal in eight patients and the eroded surface was reduced in four. Matrix synthesis was markedly reduced, with absence of double-tetracycline labelling and absent or reduced single-tetracycline labelling in all cases. The same trend was seen in the intracortical and endocortical surfaces. It is important to note that these patients did not have osteomalacia, as has been described with etidronate, a first-generation bisphosphonate. Instead, the biopsies resembled the “adynamic bone disease” that has been described in some patients with renal insufficiency.

These findings raise the possibility that severe suppression of bone turnover may develop during long-term alendronate therapy, resulting in increased susceptibility to, and delayed healing of, non-spinal fractures. Although co-administration of an estrogen or a glucocorticoid appears to be a predisposing factor, this apparent complication can also occur with monotherapy. These observations emphasize the need for increased awareness and monitoring for the potential development of excessive suppression of bone turnover during long-term alendronate therapy. Physicians should not be reassured that newer-generation bisphospho-
nates are safe just because they don’t cause osteomalacia.

### Bisphosphonates and osteonecrosis of the jaw

*DoTS classification:*

- **Reaction:** Bisphosphonates and osteonecrosis of the jaw
- **Dose-relation:** Collateral
- **Time-course:** Late
- **Susceptibility factors:** Intravenous therapy, trauma, infection

In September 2003, painful bone exposure in the mandible, maxilla, or both, unresponsive to surgical and medical treatments, was reported in 36 patients who were receiving intravenous pamidronate or zoledronate (5c). Of these, 24 had received monthly pamidronate (Aredia) 90 mg intravenously, six had received pamidronate in the past but were receiving monthly zoledronate (Zometa) 4 mg intravenously at the time of presentation, and six had received only zoledronate; 22 were also taking dexamethasone, 24 were receiving maintenance chemotherapy, and four had received radiotherapy in the past. They presented with painful, exposed, avascular bone, simulating a dental abscess, in the mandible (n = 29), maxilla (n = 5), or both (n = 2). Removal of painful teeth was often the initiator of the exposed non-healing bone (n = 28); the other eight patients developed exposed bone spontaneously.

At about the same time, two other reports appeared. In one, published in September 2003, osteonecrosis was reported in 36 patients with breast cancers receiving pamidronate (6h). In the other, published in November 2003, five further cases of osteonecrosis of the jaw were reported in patients taking pamidronate or zolendronic acid. Three had spontaneous bone necrosis of the mylohyoid plate (internal posterior mandible) and two in the molar region after a tooth extraction (7h).

In retrospect, an early case of failure of dental implants to osseointegrate may have been due to osteonecrosis due to etidronate (8h), and there have also been reports in patients taking bisphosphonates other than pamidronate and zoledronate, such as oral alendronate (9h), ibandronate (10h), and risedronate (11h). In a retrospective review of 63 patients aged 43–89 years (45 women), 57% were taking pamidronate, 31% zoledronate, and 12% other bisphosphonates; 24 had maxillary bone involvement (19 unilateral and five bilateral), 40 had mandibular bone involvement (37 unilateral and three bilateral), and one had exposed necrotic bone in all four quadrants (11h). All but nine had a history of a recent dentoalveolar procedure.

Many case series have been reported (12l, 13l, 14l, 15l, 16l, 17l, 18l, 19l). About 96% of published cases were associated with intravenous pamidronate and zoledronate, about two dozen with alendronate, and only occasional cases with other bisphosphonates (20h).

**Incidence**

The incidence of osteonecrosis is 9.4–10% among patients taking zoledronate and 4–14% among patients taking pamidronate (20h). It can occur in any patient receiving a bisphosphonate, but the risk seems to be higher in patients with multiple myeloma than in those with solid tumors.

In a prospective study of 252 patients who had received bisphosphonates 17 (6.7%) developed osteonecrosis of the jaw: 11 of 111 (9.9%) with multiple myeloma, two of 70 (2.9%) with breast cancer, three of 46 (6.5%) with prostate cancer, and one of 25 (4%) with other neoplasms (21c). The median number of treatment cycles and time of exposure to bisphosphonates were 35 infusions and 39 months for patients with osteonecrosis compared with 15 infusions and 19 months in patients without osteonecrosis. The incidence increased with time to exposure, from 1.5% among patients treated for 4–12 months to 7.7% for treatment of 37–48 months. The cumulative hazard was significantly higher with zoledronic acid than with pamidronate alone or pamidronate and zoledronic acid sequentially. All but two patients with osteonecrosis had a history of dental procedures within the last year or used dentures.

**Mechanism**

The mechanisms whereby bisphosphonates cause osteonecrosis are not known, but some factors and processes are illustrated in Figure 1. Bisphosphonates inhibit bone remodelling (22h) and reduce intraosseous blood flow. They are taken up by
osteoclasts and internalized in the cell cytoplasm, where they inhibit osteoclastic function and cause apoptosis (23\textsuperscript{R}). They also inhibit osteoblast-mediated osteoclastic resorption and have antiangiogenic properties (24\textsuperscript{R}). It is not clear why local damage is accentuated in the maxilla and mandible, but it may be related to constant stress from mastication (25\textsuperscript{R}). Trauma caused by dental procedures and prosthodontic appliances can initiate the complication. However, it can occur in edentulous mouths.

**Presentation** To date about 900 cases of bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis have been reported. Bone involvement can be unilateral or bilateral; 63–68\% of cases affect the mandible exclusively, 24–28\% affect the maxilla exclusively, and 4.2\% affect both jaws (20\textsuperscript{R}). The mean number of areas of exposed bone is 2.3 per affected patient, and each site averages 2 cm in size.

The most common presentation is absent or delayed hard-tissue and soft-tissue healing after dental extraction (26\textsuperscript{R}). Discomfort in the mouth is common, and severe pain and paresthesia, sometimes due to nerve compression, can occur because of secondary infection. Progression can lead to exposure and dehiscence of bone. Bisphosphonate-associated osteonecrosis of the auditory canal has also been reported (27\textsuperscript{A}).

Based on clinical observations in 141 patients the following staging system has been proposed (28\textsuperscript{C}):

- **Stage 1**: Exposed necrotic bone that is asymptomatic.
- **Stage 2**: Exposed necrotic bone associated with pain and infection.
- **Stage 3**: Exposed necrotic bone in patients with pain, infection, and pathological fracture, extraoral fistula, or osteolysis extending to the inferior border.

The radiographic features of osteonecrosis have been demonstrated in 11 patients with conventional radiography, computed tomography, magnetic resonance image scanning, and bone scanning (29\textsuperscript{C}). There were osteolytic lesions with involvement of cortical bone (plain X-ray) and the characteristic features of osteonecrosis and edema of the soft tissues (MRI). Both CT and MRI defined the extent of the lesions. Bone scanning was the most sensitive tool in detecting the osteonecrosis at an early stage.

**Pathology** Bisphosphonate-induced osteonecrosis resembles infected osteoradionecrosis, and the two have been compared histologically in eight patients (30\textsuperscript{C}). There were diffuse patchy areas of necrosis in bisphosphonate-induced osteonecrosis, while in infected osteoradionecrosis the necrosis was more widespread. In several cases there was pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia and numerous osteoclasts were seen close to regenerating bone. In all cases Actinomyces organisms were attached to the necrotic bone tissue.

**Time course** Osteonecrosis is uncommon before 6 months after the start of therapy and the risk increases with duration of therapy (31\textsuperscript{C}).

**Susceptibility factors** All patients who are receiving bisphosphonates are at risk, and intravenous therapy carries a higher risk than oral (26\textsuperscript{R}). About 80\% of cases develop after a dental extraction. It has been suggested that hypocalcaemia and secondary hyperparathyroidism may also be predisposing factors (32\textsuperscript{C}).

**Prevention and treatment** The following preventive measures have been recommended (26\textsuperscript{R}):

- a dentist should see all patients before intravenous bisphosphonate therapy begins;
those who have been given an oral bisphosphonate within the last 3 months should also undergo dental evaluation;

- all potential sites of infection must be eliminated;
- good oral and dental health should be achieved within 3–6 months.

The following dental procedures are recommended:

- comprehensive extraoral and intraoral examination;
- full-mouth radiography, including pantomography, to identify caries and periodontal disease;
- evaluation of third molars and identification of metastatic cancer and other bony pathology;
- periodontal health should be determined and appropriate therapy provided;
- plaque accumulation should be reduced;
- chronic periodontal inflammation and acute periodontal infections should be minimized;
- restorative dentistry should be performed to eliminate caries and defective restorations;
- extraction of teeth, if necessary, should be completed as soon as possible;
- the patient should be instructed about oral hygiene;
- the patient should be told about osteonecrosis and its early signs;
- there should be periodic follow-up visits to reinforce the importance of oral hygiene and to monitor progress.

Patients with asymptomatic exposed bone should be given systemic antimicrobial drugs, such as clindamycin or penicillin + metronidazole, and an oral antimicrobial rinse, such as chlorhexidine gluconate. When there are purulent exudates or sinus tracts, culture and microbial sensitivity testing will guide therapy. Extensive debridement and local flap closure are generally unsuccessful, and can produce even larger areas of exposed and painful infected bone. Patients with draining sinuses, extensive areas of necrotic bone, or large sequestra may require extensive surgery.

Neodymium-YAG laser stimulation has been used to treat patients with bisphosphonate-induced osteonecrosis. Six patients were treated with surgery plus antibiotics, six with antibiotics only, six with laser stimulation associated with antibiotics, and eight with laser stimulation after surgical debridement, removal of necrotic bone, and antibiotics. Of the 14 patients who underwent laser stimulation, nine reported complete success (no pain, symptoms of infections, or signs of exposed bone or draining fistulas), with a follow-up of 4–7 months. Only three patients reported no clinical improvement.

Camphor  (SED-15, 612)

Anecdotal reports  Health Canada has warned against the use of the Triaminic Vapour Patch, which contains camphor, eucalyptus oil, and menthol, because of serious adverse effects that could occur if the product were accidentally ingested by children. Reported adverse effects from products that contain camphor or eucalyptus oils range from minor symptoms, such as a sensation of mouth burning, headache, nausea, and vomiting, to more severe and life-threatening reactions, such as seizures. The Agency is aware of one child who had a seizure after chewing the patch. The product has been recalled and Health Canada has advised that consumers should stop using it; those who have used the patch and have health concerns should contact their physician or health-care practitioner. A nationwide voluntary recall of all Triaminic Vapour Patch products has also been conducted in the USA by Novartis Consumer Health.

Drug administration route  The systemic availability of camphor is very low after transdermal administration; the average $C_{\text{max}}$ after the application of eight patches in eight subjects was only 41 ng/ml; the mean terminal half-life was 5.6 hours.

Carbamates

Methomyl  (S-methyl-N((methylcarbamoyl)-oxy)thioacetimidate) is a water-soluble carbamate insecticide that has a half-life in soil of about 6 weeks. It inhibits cholinesterases.
Drug contamination  Poisoning with methomyl through contamination in food has been reported.

Repeated attacks of dizziness, nausea, or vomiting occurred in 107 patrons of a Thai restaurant in central California and were attributed to methomyl (37°). The median latency period was 40 minutes from beginning eating to the first symptom and 2 hours to the onset of diarrhea. The median duration of symptoms was 6 hours. Patients reported nausea (95%), dizziness (72%), abdominal cramps (58%), headache (52%), vomiting (51%), chills (48%), and diarrhea (46%). In 51 cases (48%) dizziness, lightheadedness, or a feeling of disequilibrium was the initial symptom. The illness was statistically associated with several foods and ingredients, but no single dish or ingredient. However, there was an association with salt to the food, stronger with increasing amounts of salt. Methomyl was identified in a sample of vomitus (20 ppm) and in salt taken from containers in the storeroom (mean 5600 ppm) and the stovetop (mean, 1425 ppm). The oral toxic dose that caused illness in 50% of those exposed to methomyl was estimated to be 0.15 (range 0.09–0.31) mg/kg.

Of 124 diners who took ill while eating lunch at a seafood restaurant in the town of Chiching in the Kaohsiung municipality of Taiwan, 69 were sent to emergency departments (38°). The source of the outbreak was methomyl contamination. The median latent period from beginning eating to the first symptoms was 5 minutes. The most common clinical effects were general weakness (84%), ataxia (82%), dizziness (82%), vomiting (80%), sweating (75%), a floating sensation (71%), headache (69%), dyspnea (69%), and blurred vision (67%); 31 patients had residual symptoms 7 days after ingestion. Of the six residual symptoms reported, the most frequent were dizziness (40%), poor appetite and dry mouth (11%), and gastrointestinal disturbances (11%). The presence of residual symptoms correlated with the severity of the initial complaints. Almost all of the patients had eaten cooked rice (93%) and leaf vegetables stir-fried with crab claw (93%). High concentrations of methomyl were found in the leaf vegetables (380 ppm) and in fried mussels (1113 ppm).

Drug overdose  There have been reports of the effects of methomyl in cases of self-poisoning, including acute pancreatitis, an effect that the carbamate and organophosphorus insecticides share.

In 1995–96, the Occupational Medicine Service of the province of Ragusa, Sicily, examined all cases of pesticide poisoning in those who had been seen in two local emergency departments, and identified 86 cases of unintentional pesticide exposure (39°). Methomyl was involved in 51%. The most common symptoms were nausea and vomiting (48%), excessive sweating (33%), and dyspnea (16%); and 39 patients (69%) were hospitalized, five in intensive care. Methomyl poisoning was more common during the summer, while poisoning with all other pesticides showed no seasonal pattern.

- An 18-year-old Caucasian man developed a cholinergic crisis after taking an unknown amount of methomyl. His pseudocholinesterase activity was 2 kU/l (reference range: 5.4–13 kU/l) (40°). Two days later an abdominal CT scan showed blurring of the peripancreatic fat planes, inflammation and swelling of the pancreas, and a substantial amount of ascitic fluid in the left anterior pararenal space and pelvis. Paracentesis and analysis of the ascitic fluid showed it to be pancreatic ascites. After 11 days the pseudocholinesterase activity returned to normal, and an abdominal CT scan showed an intrapancreatic fluid collection, which was considerably smaller 1 month later.
- Two cases of acute pancreatitis complicating methomyl self-poisoning have been compared with five cases of pancreatitis after dichlorvos poisoning (41°). Both patients who took methomyl had deep coma and respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation. Acute pancreatitis occurred 24–72 hours after overdose and was characterized by painless abdominal paralytic ileus and vomiting. The clinical features and laboratory findings normalized by the fifth day. In one case an intrapancreatic fluid collection was found several days later.
- A 50-year-old man developed chest tightness, sweating, and vomiting 60 minutes after drinking a 30 ml volume nutrition supplement (42°). He had myosis and reduced serum cholinesterase activity. His serum methomyl concentration was 0.63 µg/ml and the urine concentration 0.10 µg/ml.
- A 35-year-old man died in cardiopulmonary arrest (43°). At autopsy his stomach contained 170 g of a greenish liquid with a small amount of shredded tobacco leaves. His serum cholinesterase activity was 47–90 IU (reference range 200–440 IU). There was nicotine (22 mg), methomyl (304 mg), and triazolam (1.7 mg) in his stomach. He had consumed tobacco leaves, Lannate™, which contains methomyl 45%, and Halcion™ tablets containing triazolam 0.25 mg. Methomyl concentrations...
in blood were 3–8 ng/ml. There were substantial amounts of methomyl (2260–2680 ng/ml) in the cerebrospinal fluid and vitreous humor. Blood nicotine concentrations were 222–733 ng/ml. Small amounts of triazolam were detected in the bile (176 ng/ml) and liver (23 ng/g). The cause of death was respiratory paralysis produced by the additive effects of methomyl and nicotine shortly after consumption.

- In five cases of fatal ingestion of methomyl analysis of samples of blood plasma and serum showed more than 90% inhibition of cholinesterase (44c). The mean blood methomyl concentration was 27 (range 5.6–57) mg/l. These values are much higher than those previously reported in similar cases (0.57–1.4 mg/l). Methomyl concentrations in organs and tissues were significantly lower than those in blood and vitreous humor.

Methomyl has also been used for homicidal purposes (45c). Mean plasma cholinesterase activity in 105 healthy Thai children aged 5–6 years of age was 7417 U/l; it was lower in girls than in boys. Children whose parents were farmers had lower activity than those whose parents were employees, merchants, government officers, unemployed parents, or private business owners. Two victims of child homicide had cholinesterase activities 6 and 9% of average. The authors concluded that a plasma cholinesterase activity in a child lower than 10% of normal could suggest insecticide poisoning.

DYESTUFFS

**Indocyanine green** *(SED-15, 2595)*

**Sensory systems** Indocyanine green has been used to stain and visualize the internal limiting membrane during vitreectomy. *Visual field defects* on the nasal side can occur after the surgery by an unknown mechanism. In one patient nasal visual field defects occurred after indocyanine green-assisted peeling of the internal limiting membrane (46d).

- A 60-year-old woman with an epiretinal membrane in her right eye had indocyanine green-assisted peeling of the internal limiting membrane. The preoperative best corrected visual acuity was 20/60 in the right eye. Indocyanine green 25 mg was dissolved in distilled water 10 ml, which was further diluted with a viscoelastic material to give a 0.16% solution. To stain the internal limiting membrane, indocyanine green was injected into an air filled eye and the dye was washed out 2 minutes later. There were no complications during surgery, but 17 days later she noticed nasal visual field loss, which worsened at 22 days. At 60 days detailed examination showed that the superior and inferior retinal nerve fibres were severely damaged.

In another study, 39 eyes of 38 patients with a macular hole underwent pars plana vitrectomy (47c). Indocyanine green-assisted peeling of the internal limiting membrane was performed on 22 eyes, using one of three techniques:

- indocyanine green 0.5%, with a 3-minute exposure to the retina (group 1; \(n = 12\));
- indocyanine green 0.5%, with immediate washout (group 2; \(n = 4\));
- indocyanine green 0.25%, with immediate washout (group 3; \(n = 6\)).

The other 17 eyes underwent vitrectomy without indocyanine green-assisted peeling of the internal limiting membrane (group 4). Postoperatively, all 12 eyes in group 1 and one of four eyes in group 2 had visual field defects. None of the eyes in group 3 had a visual field defect. Only one eye in group 4 had an inferotemporal defect. The visual field defects included nasal defects (\(n = 10\)), an inferotemporal defect (\(n = 1\)), and an extensive visual field defect (\(n = 1\)). These results suggest that visual field defects, specifically nasal defects, can occur after macular hole surgery with indocyanine green-assisted peeling of the internal limiting membrane, and that the risk depends on the concentration of indocyanine green and the retinal exposure time.

**Isosulfan blue** *(SEDA-29, 607)*

**Immunologic** Severe anaphylactoid reactions to isosulfan blue dye requiring resuscitation are reported to occur in 1.1% of patients with breast carcinoma undergoing sentinel lymphadenectomy. Of 1013 consecutive patients who underwent sentinel lymphadenectomy for breast carcinoma, 667 received prophylaxis and isosulfan blue dye, 33 received prophylaxis but no dye, 12 received dye but no prophylaxis, and 301 received no prophylaxis or dye (48c). Blue urticaria and facial edema were observed in 3 (0.5%) of 667 patients receiving prophylaxis.
and dye and in 1 (8.3%) of 12 patients receiving dye but no prophylaxis; prophylaxis was with a glucocorticoid, diphenhydramine, and famotidine intravenously just before or at induction of anesthesia. There were no episodes of hypotension, and no patients required vaso pressors, ventilatory support, or intensive care observation. There were adverse reactions to agents other than blue dye in two of 667 patients who received prophylaxis and dye and in three of 301 who received no prophylaxis and no dye. Preoperative prophylaxis reduced the severity, but not the overall incidence, of adverse reactions to isosulfan blue dye. There were no life-threatening reactions in patients treated with preoperative prophylaxis. Based on these results, prophylaxis is now recommended for patients who receive isosulfan blue for lymphatic mapping and sentinel lymph node biopsy.

GLYCOLS  (SED-15, 1516; SEDA-29, 375)

Diethylene glycol

Urinary tract  Several cases of acute renal insufficiency, many of them fatal, have recently been reported in Panama in patients taking lisinopril. The Panama Ministry of Health investigated these cases and has concluded that the reactions resulted from the concomitant use of a cough syrup that contained diethylene glycol and were not due to lisinopril at all, as had previously been feared (498). Diethylene glycol is a highly toxic organic solvent that causes acute renal insufficiency and death. The US Congress passed the Federal Food, Medicines & Cosmetic Act in 1938 in reaction to toxicity due to diethylene glycol, which was used as a diluent for sulfanilamide (508). The WHO issued an Alert in 1996 when several children died in Haiti after consuming diethylene glycol-contaminated paracetamol syrup (518). The Panama Ministry of Health is currently performing a root-cause analysis of the events that led to the presence of a poisonous substance such as diethylene glycol in a pharmaceutical formulation for human consumption.

Polyethylene glycol  (SED-15, 1516; SEDA-29, 375)

Comparative studies  There have been conflicting results regarding the adverse effects of established bowel cleansing regimens. In a comparison of the effects of three bowel cleansing regimens on subjective well-being, electrolyte balance, cardiac dysrhythmias, and the microscopic post-cleansing appearance of the colonic mucosa, 231 consecutive out-patients were randomly assigned to receive bowel preparation for colonoscopy with either polyethylene glycol 4 liters (PEG; group 1, n = 76); polyethylene glycol 2 liters plus bisacodyl 10 mg (group 2, n = 71); or sodium phosphate 90 ml (group 3, n = 84) (52C). Bowel preparation in group 2 was significantly poorer than in groups 1 and 3. The frequency of cardiac dysrhythmias and post-cleansing mucosal inflammation was similar in the three groups. There were lower serum potassium and higher serum phosphate concentrations in group 3. The authors concluded that there were no differences in the effectiveness and safety of bowel preparation with polyethylene glycol alone and sodium phosphate in individuals without cardiac, renal, or hepatic failure, despite a significantly larger effect of sodium phosphate on electrolyte balance.

Glycosaminoglycans  (SED-15, 239)

Anecdotal reports  The Swedish Adverse Drug Reactions Database contains 86 reports of suspected adverse reactions associated with glucosamine products from 2001 until February 2006. The majority of these cases were reported after 2002, when the first glucosamine product, Artrox, was approved as a drug. According to the Agency, there are now just over 10 glucosamine products approved in Sweden, including Artrox, Glucosine, Glukosamin Copyfarm, and Glukosamin Pharma (538). Previously unknown adverse reactions of particular interest included the following: angioedema (n = 2), urticaria (n = 1), colitis (n = 2), gastric/duodenal ulceration (n = 3), edema/lower limb edema (n = 3), dizziness (n = 4), arthralgia (n = 2), bronchial asthma/bronchial
asthma aggravated \((n = 3)\), diabetes aggravated \((n = 2)\), and hypercholesterolemia \((n = 2)\). There were also three cases of increased effect of warfarin during concomitant treatment with glucosamine.

**Comparative studies** In a comparison of glucosamine hydrochloride 1200 mg/day and diclofenac 100 mg/day for 2 months in 54 patients with osteoarthritis, glucosamine relieved pain, improved function of the affected joints, and reduced the need for NSAIDs; adverse effects were not observed \((54^C)\).

**Placebo-controlled studies** In a systematic review of double-blind, randomized, controlled trials in osteoarthritis of the knee glucosamine was more effective than placebo in delaying structural progression and caused no more adverse effects than placebo \((55^M)\).

**Lactose** \((SED-15, 3737)\)

**Skin** Lactose as an excipient in tablets has been associated with a rash \((56^A)\).

- A 54-year-old woman taking cilazapril for hypertension, developed eyelid pruritus and a hyperpigmented edematous erythematous rash on both eyelids; she had had a similar eruption after consuming dairy products over at least 10 years. The lesions remitted after avoidance of cilazapril and administration of a glucocorticoid, but recurred after the separate administration of estriol for menopausal symptoms, clotiazepam for insomnia, and enalapril maleate for hypertension.

The single common excipient in these medications was lactose, and a subsequent oral provocation test with lactose provoked similar lesions on her eyelids after 24 hours. A fixed eruption was therefore diagnosed as being caused by the excipient lactose.

**Menthol and peppermint oil** \((SED-15, 2254; SEDA-26, 543; SEDA-29, 610)\)

Peppermint oil \(\text{(Menthae piperitae aetheroleum)}\) is obtained from the fresh leaves of peppermint, *Mentha piperita* L. by steam distillation. As a calcium channel blocker, \((-\)menthol is responsible for the spasmylytic effect of peppermint oil. The FDA has listed peppermint and peppermint oil as being “generally recognized as safe” \((57^S)\).

**Gastrointestinal** Heartburn is one of the major adverse effects of oral peppermint oil, mostly because of inappropriate release of the oil in the upper gastrointestinal tract \((58^C)\), resulting in relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter, thus facilitating reflux. This effect is minimized by the use of modified-release formulations.

**Drug administration route** The pharmacokinetics of peppermint oil and its effects on the gastrointestinal tract have been reviewed, with a focus on irritable bowel syndrome \((59^M)\). In nine studies 269 subjects were exposed to peppermint oil either orally or by topical intraluminal (stomach or colon) administration in either single doses of 0.1–0.24 ml or daily for 2 weeks. With the exception of one study, in which peppermint oil potentiated neostigmine-stimulated colon activity \((60^C)\), the data showed that it has a substantial spasmylytic effect. This effect begins as early as 0.5 minutes after topical (intestinal tract) administration and can last for up to 23 minutes. This is too short a duration of action for the treatment of, for example, irritable bowel syndrome. To expose the target organ, i.e. the large bowel, to a constant concentration of peppermint oil, in order to maintain the beneficial effect, a modified-release formulation is needed.

The systemic availability of menthol is very low after transdermal administration; the average \(C_{\text{max}}\) after the application of eight patches in eight subjects was only 30 ng/ml; the mean terminal half-life was 4.7 hours \((30^C)\).

**Drug interactions**

**Bupropion** In 600 African–American smokers taking part in a study of smoking cessation with bupropion, menthol \((n = 471)\) and non-menthol \((n = 129)\) smokers were compared \((61^C)\). Menthol smokers were younger (41 versus 53 years), more likely to be female (74 versus 57%) and more likely to smoke their first cigarette within 30 minutes of waking up (82
versus 70%). Seven-day point-prevalence abstinence rates from smoking for menthol and non-menthol smokers respectively were 28 and 42% at 6 weeks and 21 and 27% at 6 months. Among those under 50 years old, non-menthol smokers were more likely to quit smoking (OR = 2.0; 95% CI = 1.03, 3.95) as those who took bupropion (OR = 2.12; 95% CI = 1.32, 3.39). The authors concluded that menthol attenuated the beneficial effects of bupropion.

Caffeine  The kinetics and effects of a single oral dose of caffeine 200 mg in coffee taken together with a single oral dose of menthol 100 mg or placebo capsules have been studied in a randomized, double-blind, two-way, crossover study in 11 healthy women (62C). Co-administration of menthol increased the t\text{max} of caffeine 44 to 76 minutes but did not significantly reduce the C\text{max}, AUC, terminal half-life, or oral clearance. Menthol reduced the reduction in heart rate due to caffeine. The authors concluded that a single oral dose of pure menthol 100 mg delayed caffeine absorption and blunted the heart rate response without altering caffeine metabolism.

Felodipine  The effects of menthol on a single oral dose of felodipine in a modified-release tablet (Plendil) 10 mg have been studied in a randomized, double-blind, two-way, crossover study in 10 healthy subjects (63C). Felodipine was given at the start of the study with menthol 100 mg or placebo, and menthol 50, 25, and 25 mg or placebo were given at 2, 5, and 7 hours respectively. Menthol co-administration did not significantly change the pharmacokinetics of felodipine or its effects on blood pressure and heart rate.

Warfarin  A possible interaction of menthol cough drops (Halls) with warfarin has been reported (64A).

- A 57-year-old white man awaiting cardioversion for atrial fibrillation was given warfarin. The dosage was adjusted to 7 mg/day and the target international normalized ratio (INR) was 2.28–2.68. About 1 week later his INR fell to 1.45. He reported that he had had a flu-like illness during the previous week and had used menthol cough drops. No other potential causes for the reduced INR were found. The dosage of warfarin was increased to 53 mg/week. After withdrawal of the menthol cough drops, the dosage of warfarin returned to what it had been before and the INR remained stable.

An objective causality assessment suggested that the reduced INR was possibly related to the use of menthol cough drops during warfarin therapy. The mechanism was not elucidated, but menthol may have slowed the absorption of warfarin.

**Methylthioninium chloride** (methylen blue)  (SED-15, 2314; SEDA-27, 531; SEDA-28, 595; SEDA-29, 610)

**Interaction of methylthioninium chloride with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors**

There have been several recent case reports of encephalopathy in patients who were given methylthioninium chloride at the time of parathyroid or thyroid surgery; in all cases the patients had also taken an SSRI (Table 1) (65A, 66A, 67A, 68A, 69A, 70A, 71A, 72c). In one series of 132 patients who received an infusion of methylthioninium chloride at parathyroidectomy, 17 were taking medications that affected serotonin and five of them developed an encephalopathy postoperatively (Table 1); of the other 115, none developed an encephalopathy (72c). In a retrospective study of 193 patients, 12 had postoperative neurological sequelae (including confusion, agitation, delirium, hallucinations, reduced consciousness, blurred vision, loss of vision, sluggish pupils, inappropriate speech, singing, weak grip, tremor, and jerking limb movements); all 12 were taking an SSRI compared with only 16 (8.8%) of the other 181 (73c). There is also experimental evidence that methylthioninium potentiates the action of venlafaxine in mice (74E).

There are at least three possible mechanisms for this interaction, each of which might contribute:

- Methylthioninium chloride inhibits nitric oxide synthase, reducing the amount of nitric oxide formed. Nitric oxide normally inhibits tryptophan hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of 5HT, so methylthioninium chloride could cause increased 5HT synthesis (75E).
Table 1. Twelve cases of encephalopathy after the administration of methylthioninium chloride to patients taking an SSRI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, sex</th>
<th>Clinical circumstances</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Time of onset and reaction</th>
<th>Duration and course</th>
<th>Concomitant SSRI treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for primary hyperparathyroidism</td>
<td>7.5 mg/kg pre-operatively</td>
<td>During recovery from anesthesia; confusion, nystagmus, myoclonic jerks, increased muscular tone in all limbs</td>
<td>48 hours</td>
<td>Fluoxetine (64A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, M</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy secondary to renal insufficiency</td>
<td>7.5 mg/kg by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>During recovery from anesthesia; agitation, intense shivering, hyperpyrexia, consciousness reduced (Glasgow Coma score 7), hypercapnia, raised arterial pressure, tachycardia with extra beats, ST segment depression, left bundle branch block, raised potassium concentration (6.7 mmol/l)</td>
<td>Temperature fell after hemodialysis and infusion of dantrolene; mechanical ventilation discontinued on day 3; mental status returned to normal after 2 weeks</td>
<td>Citalopram (65A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59, M</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for adenoma</td>
<td>700 mg (about 6 mg/kg) by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>During recovery from anesthesia; aphasia, slow speech, ?clonus, disorientation</td>
<td>48 hours (aphasia started improving much earlier); blue discoloration of urine persisted beyond 2 days</td>
<td>Paroxetine (66A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50, F</td>
<td>Subtotal thyroidectomy</td>
<td>500 mg (5.5 mg/kg) intravenously</td>
<td>In post-anesthetic care unit; agitation, tachycardia, sweating, hypoxia (SpO2 88%), severe leg rigidity; required intubation</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>Sertraline (67A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for single adenoma</td>
<td>650 mg (7.5 mg/kg) pre-operatively by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>During recovery from anesthesia; delayed recovery from anesthesia, nystagmus, expressive aphasia, confusion, disinhibition</td>
<td>48 hours</td>
<td>Venlafaxine (68A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for adenoma</td>
<td>4 mg/kg (5 mg/kg intended) pre-operatively by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>2 hours after surgery; vomiting during infusio, generalized tonic–clonic seizure</td>
<td>Discharged taking antiepileptic treatment</td>
<td>(69A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for adenoma</td>
<td>200 mg (1.75 mg/kg) intravenously during surgery</td>
<td>During recovery from anesthesia; agitation and restlessness, unable to speak or respond to verbal commands</td>
<td>Following slow improvement discharged after 7 days</td>
<td>Paroxetine (69A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for single adenoma</td>
<td>5 mg/kg by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>After 5 hours; vertigo, confusion, lethargy, expressive aphasia; required intubation</td>
<td>72 hours</td>
<td>Fluoxetine (69E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, sex</th>
<th>Clinical circumstances</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Time of onset and reaction</th>
<th>Duration and course</th>
<th>Concomitant SSRI treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for four-gland hyperplasia</td>
<td>5 mg/kg by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>After 5 hours; lethargy, expressive aphasia, reduced level of consciousness</td>
<td>48 hours</td>
<td>Escitalopram (69c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for a single adenoma</td>
<td>3 mg/kg by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>After 5 hours; agitation, confusion, expressive aphasia; required intubation</td>
<td>72 hours</td>
<td>Venlafaxine (also bupropion) (74c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for a single adenoma</td>
<td>3 mg/kg by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>After 3 hours; confusion, vertigo</td>
<td>48 hours</td>
<td>Fluoxetine (also mirtazapine and quetiapine) (74c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34, F</td>
<td>Parathyroidectomy for double adenoma</td>
<td>3 mg/kg by intravenous infusion</td>
<td>After 1 hour; confusion, disorientation</td>
<td>48 hours</td>
<td>Venlafaxine (also bupropion) (74c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **5HT receptors** (apart from 5HT\textsubscript{2} receptors) are G protein coupled receptors, and methylthioninium chloride inhibits guanylyl cyclase. It could thus increase the action of 5HT at its receptors. In mice methylthioninium chloride markedly enhanced head twitch (a serotonergic behaviour) induced by intracerebral injection of 5HT (76E).
- **Methylthioninium chloride inhibits monoamine oxidase** (77E).

_It would be wise to withdraw drugs that affect serotonin at least a few days before the administration of methylthioninium chloride and to use a dose below 3 mg/kg._

**Nicotine** *(SED-15, 2508; SEDA-28, 596; SEDA-29, 610)*

**Comparative studies** In a multicenter, community-based, prospective, longitudinal study of the safety of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT; \(n = 370\)), bupropion (\(n = 413\)), and the combination (\(n = 121\)) for smokers seeking to quit, adverse effects were reported by 3.8, 33, 22, and 5.7% of subjects at 15, 30, 60, and 90 days respectively (78c). Adverse effects were significantly more common in those who used the combination therapy or bupropion alone than in those who used NRT alone. A total of 83 smokers (9.3%) withdrew from treatment and 116 (13%) stopped temporarily because of adverse effects. There were no differences in the percentages of withdrawals among the different treatment options. Adverse effects were rarely severe (\(n = 10\)). Nevertheless, 41 subjects (4.5%) discontinued drug therapy indefinitely and 55 (6.1%) discontinued temporarily because of mild adverse effects. Pharmacological therapies for smoking cessation are safe as long as they are appropriately prescribed and supervised by clinicians according to clinical practice guidelines. Adverse effects are mostly mild, but may be unacceptable to patients.

**Silicone** *(SED-15, 3137; SEDA-29, 611)*

**Observational studies** Silicone has been trialled as a sphincter-bulking agent. It was injected into the anal sphincter in 82 patients with...
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severe fecal incontinence and low anal resting pressure (79c). Improvements were modest and follow up was limited. Long-term safety is not known.

Sodium metabisulfite  *(SEDA-29, 611)*

**Respiratory** There is epidemiological evidence of an increased prevalence of occupational asthma among radiographers (80R, 81R). Symptoms in the eyes, nose, and airways (darkroom disease) suggest irritation or allergy caused by chemicals. However, these have not been defined.

- A 37-year-old female radiographer developed asthma 2 years after starting work in the department of radiology of a regional hospital (82Ac). There was a complex exposure to powdered latex gloves, as well as various disinfectants, developers, and fixing agents. She had developed seasonal rhinitis 5 years earlier, which disappeared when work-related shortness of breath occurred. She noticed the asthma almost exclusively on exertion and while loading radiographic processing chemicals into an automatic processing machine in a small poorly ventilated darkroom. She left her job 6 years later because of increasing airway symptoms and medication with beta-adrenoceptor agonists. The diagnosis was made 2 years later when she had a positive immediate bronchial reaction on two separate days after inhalation of metabisulfite 48 and 96 mg.

The authors concluded that sodium metabisulfite exposure should be recognized as a cause of dark room asthma. Primary and secondary preventive measures should be taken. In industrialized countries, this occupational hazard will disappear with time owing to increasing use of digital radiography and dry laser imaging.

**ANIMAL PRODUCTS**

**Bee sting venom**

**Management of adverse drug reactions** Immunotherapy of bee stings with venom can be associated with anaphylaxis. Of 1682 patients with Hymenoptera venom allergy seen during 34 months for immunotherapy, 11% had cardiovascular disease and 44 of these were taking a beta-blocker before immunotherapy (83R). In 31 of those, the drug was replaced before starting treatment. In three with coronary heart disease and one with severe ventricular dysrhythmias the drug was continued throughout immunotherapy. In nine it was reintroduced after reaching the maintenance dose. In another 12 patients, beta-blockers were newly started during immunotherapy. Of 25 patients who took beta-blockers during immunotherapy, three (12%) developed allergic adverse effects, compared with 23 (17%) of 117 with cardiovascular disease who were not taking beta-blockers. There were systemic allergic symptoms after re-exposure by sting challenge or field sting in one of seven (14%) with and four of 29 (14%) without beta-blockade. There were no severe reactions to treatment or sting re-exposure in patients taking beta-blockade. The authors concluded that beta-blockers might be beneficial in patients with severe cardiovascular disease receiving bee venom immunotherapy.

**References**
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Further reviews of medication errors have appeared (1R, 2R).

Defining errors  In a two-stage Delphi study of errors in pediatric practice, using 40 scenarios that might be classified as prescribing errors, there was a consensus that 27 of the 40 scenarios should be included as prescribing errors, 10 should be excluded, and three might be considered to be errors depending on the individual clinical circumstances (3R). Failure to communicate essential information, transcription errors, and the use of drugs, formulations, or doses that were inappropriate for the individual patient were considered to be prescribing errors. Deviations from policies or guidelines, the use of unlicensed and off-label drugs, and omission of non-essential information were not considered to be prescribing errors.

Sources of medication errors  Errors in taking the medication history can lead to prescribing errors. In a systematic review of medication history errors described in articles published from 1966 to April 2005, 22 studies involving a total of 3755 patients (range 33–1053, median 104) were identified (4M). Errors in prescription medication histories occurred in up to 67% of cases: 10–61% had at least one error of omission (deletion of a drug used before admission), and 13–22% had at least one error of commission (addition of a drug not used before admission); 60–67% had at least one error of omission or commission. Only five studies (545 patients) explicitly distinguished between unintentional discrepancies and intentional therapeutic changes. In these studies 27–54% of patients had at least one medication history error and 19–75% of the discrepancies were unintentional. In six of the studies (588 patients), the investigators estimated that 11–59% of the medication history errors were clinically important.

Transferring patients from one type of care to another can result in medication errors (5c). During 758 transfers of medications between primary and secondary care there were 142 medication errors, and on average there were two medication errors each time a patient was transferred. When patients were discharged from the hospital, the use of a specific medication dispensing system constituted a significant risk for medication errors. The most common error when patients were transferred to the hospital was inadvertent withdrawal of drugs. When patients left the hospital the most common error was erroneous addition of drugs. The authors suggested that improved documentation and transferring data about elderly patients’ medications could reduce these errors. Specific medication dispensing systems did not seem to be useful in reducing the numbers of errors.

Frequency of errors

Hospital  In a study of 4951 prescriptions written during 25 weeks in a Croatian hospital, medication errors were classified as: incorrect dose, incorrect dose interval, duplication of therapy, and drug interactions (6R). The incidence of medication errors in the entire sample, including all potential drug interactions, was 15%. Excluding all but eight potentially serious interactions, the incidence was 7.7%. Dosage errors were the most frequent errors, followed by incorrect interval, drug duplication, and drug interactions. There was a large difference between the incidence of potential and clinically significant drug interactions (7.2 versus 0.2%).

In a UK eye hospital 144 out of 1952 prescription sheets (8%) had errors; 7% of the total errors were errors of prescription writing and 1% were drug errors (7c). Most of the errors were made by junior doctors and none was made by a senior doctor. The out-patient department had by far the highest prevalence of errors.
In a cross-sectional study using three methods to detect medication errors, direct observation, unannounced control visits, and chart review in a medical and surgical department in Denmark, there were 1065 errors in 2467 opportunities for errors (43%) (8c). In the worst-case scenario 20–30% of all evaluated errors were assessed as potential adverse events. The frequencies of medication errors were as follows:

- ordering 167/433 (39%);
- transcription 310/558 (56%);
- dispensing 22/538 (4%);
- administration 166/412 (41%);
- discharge summaries 401/526 (76%).

The most common types of error throughout the medication process were: lack of drug form, unordered drug, omission of drug/dose, and lack of identity control.

Primary care The Linnaeus Collaboration was formed in 2001 to study medical errors in primary care. General practitioners in six countries, Canada, Australia, England, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and the USA, anonymously reported errors in their practices between June and December 2001 (9c). In Canada, 15 family doctors reported 95 errors, of which 25 were treatment errors. In the other five countries, 64 doctors reported 413 errors, of which 85 were treatment errors. All countries reported similar proportions of laboratory and prescribing errors. Canadian doctors reported harm to patients from 39% of errors; doctors in other countries thought them very serious in 7.1% of instances.

In a prospective cohort study of 1879 prescriptions from 1202 patients in four adult primary care practices in Boston, 661 were surveyed (10c). There were 143 prescribing errors (7.6%). Three led to preventable adverse events, 62 had a potential for harm, of which one was potentially life-threatening and 15 were serious. Errors in frequency ($n = 77$) and dose ($n = 26$) were common. The rates of medication errors and potential adverse events were not significantly different at basic computerized prescribing sites (4.3 versus 11%) compared with handwritten sites. Advanced checks (including dose and frequency checking) could have prevented 95% of potential adverse events.

In 78 US practices both the culture and the structure of the practice affected prescription drug error rates (11c). Seeing more patients per hour, issuing more prescriptions per patient, and being cared for in a rural clinic were all strongly associated with more errors. Even by the strictest definition, there were about 13 errors per 100 prescriptions.

Of 77,511 prescriptions dispensed in primary health care in Bahrain, 5959 (7.7%; for 16,091 medication items) contained errors (12c). Minor errors of omission, such as absence of the physician’s stamp (34%), date (9.8%), and information about the patient’s address (3.8%), age (3.5%), and sex (0.5%) were not specified. Major errors of omission accounted for 93.6% and were as follows: strength/dose (31%), length of therapy/quantity (30%), dosage form (20%), and frequency of dosing (13%). In 6.3% errors of commission (incorrect information) the most common was strength/dose (3.3%), followed by frequency of dosing (2.6%), dosage form (0.3%), and length of therapy/quantity (0.1%). Major errors of omission associated with topical formulations were significantly more common than those with systemic formulations. However, prescriptions for systemic formulations had a higher rate of errors of commission. In 9.2% of prescriptions with errors, there were potential drug–drug interactions.

Children Copies of 358 prescriptions written by residents in a pediatric emergency department during 6 months were matched with pediatric emergency department records (13c). In all, 212 prescriptions (59%) contained 311 errors. Minor omissions were the most common errors (62%), followed by incomplete directions (23%), dose/directions errors (6%), and unclear quantities to dispense (5%). Prescriptions written by pediatric residents were less likely to have an error (48%) than those written by emergency medicine residents (81%), family medicine residents (76%), or combined internal medicine/pediatrics residents (100%). Most of the errors (77%) were insignificant; under 5% were significant, and none was serious or severe.
In a prospective cohort study performed in a pediatric unit the hospital’s computer clinical decision support system was modified so that doctors could choose the traditional prescription method or the enhanced method of computer calculated doses when prescribing paracetamol or promethazine (14C). All prescriptions issued to children under 16 years of age in the out-patient clinic, in the emergency department, and at discharge from the in-patient service were analysed. A medication error was defined as an underdose (below the agreed value), an overdose (above the agreed value), no frequency of administration specified, no dose given, or an excessive total daily dose. Of 4274 prescriptions issued during 6 months the error rate in the emergency department was 16%, for out-patients 22%, and for discharge medication 24%. Most errors were the result of an underdose (64%). The computer-calculated dose error rate was 13% compared with the traditional prescription error rate of 28%. Calculated dose was an important and independent variable influencing the error rate (adjusted relative risk \(= 0.436, 95\% \text{ CI } = 0.336, 0.520\)). Other important independent variables were the type of drug prescribed and the seniority and pediatric training of the prescriber.

**Elderly people** In a study of Dutch patients, aged 65 and over, for inappropriate prescriptions, the 1-year risk of receiving at least one inappropriate drug prescription was 17–19% according to the 1997 Beers criteria and 19–20% according to the updated criteria (15C). The most frequently prescribed inappropriate drugs were nitrofurantoin, long-acting benzodiazepines, amitriptyline, promethazine, and cimetidine. Temazepam and zolpidem were mostly prescribed in supratherapeutic doses. Conventional NSAIDs in people with a history of peptic ulceration were the most frequently prescribed contraindicated drugs.

**Renal insufficiency** Failure to reduce the dose of a drug that is eliminated by the kidneys in patients with chronic renal insufficiency can lead to drug toxicity. In a study of the electronic records of 224 patients with estimated creatinine clearance values below 50 ml/minute, 157 (70%) received one or more of 17 drugs with high rates of renal elimination (16C). In all, 207 drugs requiring dose adjustment were prescribed, 52 in an inappropriately high dose. In 127 of the 224 patients (57%), chronic renal insufficiency was not documented. However, patients in whom it was documented were equally likely to be given an inappropriately high dose of a drug.

**HIV infection** Of 400 medication errors that involved at least one single or combined HIV antiretroviral product that had been reported to a national medication error reporting program, 3% were harmful (17C). Most of the errors (45%) were dispensing errors; the most frequent were wrong dose (38%) and wrong medication (32%). Similar brand and generic names were associated with many of the errors. Lamivudine (Epivir®) was the most common product involved. Errors were more likely in community hospitals than teaching hospitals.

In a retrospective study in 5473 HIV-infected patients the incidence of confirmed errors was 9.80 errors per 1000 new prescriptions dispensed for incorrect dosing, 9.51 errors per 1000 for contraindicated medications, and <1.00 for all other categories of error (18C).

**Preventing errors** The methods that have been used to prevent or reduce the risk of errors have been reviewed (19R). Computerized alerts can be used to prevent errors. However, practitioners sometimes override alerts because of poor specificity and excessive numbers of alerts (alert fatigue or overload). To tackle this, a system has been developed in which alerts were given only if they were related to potential effects of high severity, to which clinicians were required to respond (20C). Over 6 months there were 18 115 potential drug alerts, of which 5182 (29%) were selected to be interruptive; 67% were accepted. The clinicians most commonly accepted duplicate drug class alerts (77%) and drug–disease alerts (53%), followed by drug–drug (42%), drug–laboratory (40%), and drug–pregnancy (10%) contraindication alerts.

Computerized entry without decision support has been compared with hand-written prescribing in an intensive care unit (21C). The total proportion of errors was significantly lower with computerized entry (117 errors in 2429 prescriptions, 4.8%) than with hand-written prescribing (69 errors in 1036 prescriptions, 6.7%). The proportion of errors reduced with time after the introduction of computerized entry. Two errors in computerized entry led to
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patient harm, requiring an increased length of stay and, if they had been administered, three prescriptions with computerized entry could have led to permanent harm or death. There was a reduction in major/moderate patient outcomes with computerized entry when intercepted and non-intercepted errors were combined. However, the mean baseline APACHE II score did not differ significantly between the two methods.

In a sequential open comparison of electronic prescribing and traditional manual prescribing in two hospitals, errors regarding medications, diet, and/or nursing orders were assessed in four stages: medical prescription, pharmacy transcription/validation, nursing transcription, and dispensing (22c). With manual prescription there were 1576 errors in 18 539 orders (8.5%), and with electronic prescription there were 827 errors in 18 885 orders (4.38%). Pharmacy transcription/validation errors were significantly reduced (1.73 versus 0.13%), as were nursing transcription errors (2.54 versus 0.81%), and dispensing errors (2.13 versus 0.96%); however, the number of prescription errors increased (2.10 versus 2.40%).

In a prospective study of medication errors after experience for 2 years of a computerized entry system, 2268 orders were monitored (162 patients) (23c). There were 73 medication errors (22% of the patients) (59 prescribing errors and 14 monitoring errors). The most common prescribing errors were deficiencies related to the right class but wrong drug (28%), an incorrect dose (30%), and unclear orders (13%). Other errors related to incorrect frequency of administration (5%), maintenance of the intravenous route (5%), duplicated drug therapy (11.7%), drug interactions (1.7%), and length of therapy (3.3%). The 14 monitoring errors were failures to review a prescribed regimen for appropriateness and detection of problems. The authors concluded that although computerized entry has the potential to reduce medication errors, particularly those related to transcribing and patient identification, errors related to prescription and monitoring still occur.

As an alternative to computerized entry systems, computerized medication charts may be helpful in reducing errors. In a comparison of a traditional medication distribution system (611 prescriptions) with the use of a computerized medication chart updated daily by pharmacy assistants (598 prescriptions), the total prescription error rate was significantly higher with the computerized charts (30 versus 20%; OR = 3.80; 95% CI = 2.94, 4.90) (24c). However, this increase was caused by an increase in administrative prescription errors of low potential clinical significance (mainly omission of the prescriber’s name and the prescription date). The error rate for errors with a potential clinical significance was significantly lower because of elimination of a specific error involving duplicate therapy (3.4% with the traditional medication chart versus 0% with the computerized chart). For errors in administration (1122 drugs before the intervention and 1175 drugs after), the total administration error rate was significantly lower after the intervention (6.1 versus 11%; OR = 0.61; 95% CI = 0.45, 0.84), as was the rate of errors with potential clinical significance. The contribution of handwritten medication orders to the total amount of medication orders was significantly reduced after the intervention (13 versus 21%) and the administration of a drug ordered by a handwritten order resulted in a significantly higher rate than with administration of a drug ordered by a printed order.

Medication errors might also be prevented by the use of standardized order forms. In a study of prescription of anti-emetics in oncology during two consecutive 4-month periods (control followed by test) a standardized form significantly reduced the number of prescribing errors, from 53 errors in 3592 medication orders in the control period to 12 errors in 3585 medication orders during the test period (25c).

A completely different approach to the problem of eliminating errors is hierarchical task analysis, which involves breaking a task down into its component parts. The so-called systematic human error reduction and prediction approach (SHERPA) has been applied in theory to medication errors, using the actions derived from a hierarchical task analysis as inputs, and showing how it could be possible to identify the likely causes of error and thus to eliminate them (26c).

Anecdotal reports  In a previous study there was large random variation in the administered dosage of intravenous infusions of N-acetylcysteine in patients with paracetamol self-poisoning (27c). Systematic calculation errors occur in about 5% of cases, and major
errors in drawing up in a further 3%, with inadequate mixing in 9%. However, there was no evidence that patients were adversely affected. In two patients errors in the administration of acetylcysteine have been reported (28A). In one patient, a 73-year-old woman, only 10% of the recommended doses were ordered for each of the infusion bags; the error was not detected until 40 hours after presentation, when it was corrected; she had a prolonged stay in the intensive care unit, complicated by aspiration pneumonia and sepsis, but recovered fully. In the other, a 28-year-old woman, a similar error occurred; she recovered without problems. The authors suggested that such problems could be avoided if acetylcysteine were prescribed in milliliters rather than mg/kg.
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Algeria
Prof Abdelkader Helali
Tel: +213-21-96 5059
E-mail: pharmacomateriovigilancedz@hotmail.com
Centre National de Pharmacovigilance et Matérovigilance
Ministère de la Santé et de la Population
BP 247, CHU de Bab El Oued
DA-16009 Alger, Algeria

Argentina
Dr Inés Bignone
Departamento de Farmacovigilancia (ANMAT)
Tel: +54-11-4340-0800, ext 1154
E-mail: ibignone@anmat.gov.ar
1084 Buenos Aires, Argentina

Armenia
Dr Anahit Ayvazyan
Department of Rational Therapy, Monitoring of Adverse Reactions, and Professional Information
Tel: +374-1-584020, 584120
Fax: +374-1-542406
E-mail: anaida@pharm.am
Website: www.pharm.am
Scientific Centre of Drug & Medical Technology Expertise
15 Moskoyyan Street
Yerevan 375001, Armenia

Australia
Dr Gary Lacey
Adverse Drug Reactions Unit
Tel: +61-2-6232 8310
Fax: +61-2-6232 8392
E-mail: gary.lacey@tga.gov.au
Therapeutics Goods Administration
PO Box 100
Woden, ACT 2606, Australia

Austria
Dr Bettina Schade
AGES PharmMed
Tel: +43-50555 36240
Fax: +43-50555 36207
E-mail: bettina.schade@ages.at
Institut Pharmakovigilanz
Schnirchgasse 9
A-1030 Vienna, Austria
### Address list of national centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>National Center</th>
<th>Ministry</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>Ms Layla Abdur-Rahman</td>
<td>Pharmacy and Drug Control</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>Dr Gennady V Godovalnicov</td>
<td>Center for Examinations and Test</td>
<td>Health Service Republican Unitary Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Mr. Xavier De Cuyper</td>
<td>Federal Agency for Medicines and Health</td>
<td>Victor Hortaplein 40, bus 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>Mr Tashi Tobgay</td>
<td>National Pharmacovigilance Centre</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>Mr Ugyen Dendup</td>
<td>Traditional Medicines Pharmacovigilance Centre</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical and Research Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>Ms Motshegwana Olenkie Tebogo</td>
<td>Drug Regulatory Unit</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Dr Anthony Wong</td>
<td>CEATOX</td>
<td>Sao Paulo Regional Poison and Pharmacovigilance Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Mr Murilo Freitas Dias</td>
<td>Agência Nacional de Vigilância Sanitária – ANVISA</td>
<td>Unidade de Farmacovigilância – UFARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>Ms Asma A’tiyah Haji Abdul Hamid</td>
<td>Ms Asma A’tiyah Haji Abdul Hamid Drug and Poison Information Section Ministry of Health RIPAS Hospital Commonwealth Drive Jalan Menteri Besar BB3910 Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Dr Kapka Kaneva</td>
<td>Dr Kapka Kaneva Pharmacovigilance Unit Bulgarian Drug Agency 26 Yanko Sakazov Boulevard BG-1504 Sofia Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Dr Barbara Law</td>
<td>Dr Barbara Law Immunization &amp; Respiratory Infections Division Centre for Infectious Disease Prevention &amp; Control, Public Health Agency of Canada PL 0602C Bldg # 6, Tunney’s Pasture 0603EI Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Ms Heather Sutcliffe</td>
<td>Ms Heather Sutcliffe Marketed Health Products Safety &amp; Effectiveness Information Division Marketed Health Products Directorate Health Canada Tunney’s Pasture, A/L 0701C Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Dra Q F Cecilia Morgado-Cadiz</td>
<td>Dra Q F Cecilia Morgado-Cadiz Jefa Centro Nacional de Informacion de Medicamentos y Farmacovigilancia – CENIMEF Instituto de Salud Publica de Chile Pharmacovigilance Centre Avenida Marathon 1000, 3 piso, Nuñoa Casilla 48 Santiago, Chile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Dr Shaohong Jin</td>
<td>Dr Shaohong Jin Division of ADR Monitoring Center for Drug Reevaluation State Food and Drug Administration Building 11, Fa-Hua-Nan-Li Chongwen District, Beijing 100061, China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Dr José Rodrigo Valcárcel Vela</td>
<td>Dr José Rodrigo Valcárcel Vela Grupo de Farmacovigilancia, Subdirección de Medicamentos y Productos Biológicos Instituto Nacional de Vigilancia de Medicamentos y Alimentos – INVIMA Carrera 68 D No. 17-11/21 Bogota, DC, Colombia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Congo, the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Mr Franck Biayi Kanumpepa
Tel: +242-81-812 5838
E-mail: biayifranck@yahoo.fr

Centre National de Pharmacovigilance
Ministère de la Santé
c/o Programme d’Approvisionnement en Médicaments Essentiels
Avenue de Pharmacie No. 39
Barumbu
BP 3088 Kin 1
Kinshasa Gombe
Democratic Republic of the Congo

Costa Rica

Dr Adolfo Ortiz Barboza
Tel: +506-221 1662
Fax: +506-221 1167
E-mail: adolfooritzbarboza@yahoo.com

Ministero de Salud Oficinas Centrales
Dirección de Vigilancia de Salud
Centro Nacional de Farmacovigilancia
PO Box 10123-1000, San José, Costa Rica

Croatia

Dr Sinisa Tomic
Tel: +385-146 93 830
Fax: +385-146 73 175
E-mail: sinisa.tomic@almp.hr
Website: www.almp.hr

Croatian Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical Devices
Ksaverska Cesta 4
H 10000 Zagreb
Croatia

Cuba

Dra Giset Jiménez López
Tel: +53-7-2065603
Fax: +53-7-2023513
E-mail: giset@medf.sld.cu
Website: cdf.sld.cu/farmacovigilancia

Pharmacovigilance Department
Pharmacoepidemiology Development Center
Calle 44 esq. 5ta Ave No 502
Miramar, Playa, Havana CP 11300, Cuba

Cyprus

Dr. Christos Petrou
Tel: +357-22-407 179
Fax: +357-22-407 149
E-mail: cpetrou@phs.moh.gov.cy

Pharmaceutical Services
Ministry of Health
1475 Lefkosia
Cyprus

Czech Republic

Dr Jana Mladá
Tel: +42-2-72185848/72185111
Fax: +42-2-71432377/72185816
E-mail: farmakovigilance@sukl.cz
Website: www.sukl.cz

State Institute for Drug Control
Pharmacovigilance Unit
Srobarova 48
10041 Prague 10
Czech Republic

Denmark

Ms Elin Andersen
Tel: +45-44-88 92 87
Fax: +45-44-88 95 99
E-mail: ela@dkma.dk
Website: dkma.dk

Danish Medicines Agency
Medicines Control Division
Axel Heides gade 1
DK-2300 Köbenhavn
Denmark

Egypt

Dr Radwa Abou-Zeid
Tel: +20-354 5151
Fax: +20-354 5159
E-mail: dynamic1409@yahoo.com

Technical Research & Training Department
Central Administration of Pharmaceutical Affairs, Ministry of Health and Population
22 Falky street, Magles el Shaab-Cairo
Cairo, Egypt
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**Eritrea**
Mr Seare Ghebreyesus  
Drug Information Unit  
Mr: +291-1-120297/122429  
Tel: Ministry of Health  
Fax: +291-1-122899  
E-mail: seareg@mon.gov.ER  
PO Box 212  
Asmara, Eritrea

**Estonia**
Dr Maia Uusküla  
Ravimiamet  
Tel: +372-7-374 140  
Fax: +372-7-374 142  
E-mail: maia.uuskula@sam.ee  
1 Nooruse Street  
50411 Tartu  
Estonia

**Ethiopia**
Mr Abraham Geberegiorgis Kahsay  
Drug Administration and Control Authority of Ethiopia  
Tel: +251-1-52 41 22  
Fax: +251-1-52 13 92  
E-mail: daca@telecom.net.et  
PO Box 5681  
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

**Fiji**
Ms Vasiti Nawadra-Taylor  
Pharmacy Department  
Fax: +679-33 88 003  
E-mail: vnawadra@health.gov.fj  
Fiji Pharmaceutical Services  
PO Box 106  
Suva, Fiji

**Finland**
Prof Erkki Palva  
National Agency for Medicines  
Tel: +358-9-4733-4288/+358-50-5521154  
Fax: +358-9-4733 4297  
E-mail: erkki.palva@nam.fi  
PO Box 55  
Mannerheimintie 103B  
SF-00301 Helsinki, Finland

**France**
Dr Carmen Kreft-Jaïs  
Agence Francaise de Securité Sanitaire des Produits de Santé  
Tel: +33-1-5587 3533  
Fax: +33-1-5587 3532  
E-mail: carmen.kreft-jaïs@afssaps.sante.fr  
PO Box 143-147 Boulevard Anatole France  
F-93285 Saint-Denis, Cedex, France

**Georgia**
Pharmacological Committee  
Pharmacological Committee  
Tel: +995-99-563 451  
Fax: +995-99-399 947  
E-mail: pharmcom@posta.ge  
29a Mitskevich Street  
380060 Tbilisi, Georgia

**Germany**
Dr Ulrich Hagemann  
Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices  
Tel: +49-228-207-3480  
Fax: +49-228-207-4636  
E-mail: hagemann@bfarm.de  
Bundesinstitut für Arzneimittel und Medizinprodukte  
Website: www.bfarm.de  
Kurt-Georg-Kiesinger-Allee 3  
DE-53175, Bonn, Germany
Germany
Dr Dirk Mentzer
Tel: +49-6103771011
E-mail: mendi@pei.de
Pharmacovigilance Unit
Facharzt für Kinderheilkunde
Paul Ehrlich Institut
Bundesamt für Sera und Impfstoffe
Paul Ehrlich Strasse 51-59
D-66235, Langen, Germany

Ghana
Mr Jonathan Martey
Tel: +233-21-67 30 90
Fax: +233-21-66 0389
E-mail: jmartey@qmail.com
Food and Drugs Board
PO Box CT 2783
Cantonments
Accra, Ghana

Greece
Ms Georgia Terzi-Vaslamatzi
Tel: +30-210-6507337
Fax: +30-210-6549585
E-mail: adr@eof.gr
Adverse Drug Reactions Department
National Organization for Medicines
284 Mesogeion Av
GR-155 62 Athens-Holargos, Greece

Guatemala
Dr José María Del Valle
Tel: +502-24752121-5, ext 136
Fax: +502-24406454
E-mail: jdelvalle@mspas.gob.gt
Programa Nacional de Farmacovigilancia
Asesoría de Medicamentos, MSPAS
6a. Avenida. 3-45 zona 11
Guatemala
Website: www.mspas.gob.gt/farmacovigilancia

Hungary
Dr Mariann Virányi
Tel: +36-1-266 6073
Fax: +36-1-266 6073
E-mail: viranyi.mariann@ogyi.hu
National Institute of Pharmacy
Adverse Drug Reactions Monitoring Centre
Zrínyi u. 3-1051
PO Box 450
H-1372 Budapest, Hungary

Iceland
Prof. Magnús Jóhannsson
Tel: +354-5-20 2114
Fax: +354-5-61 2170
E-mail: magnus.johannsson@lyfjastofnun.is
Lyfjastofnun
The Icelandic Medicines Control Agency
Eidistorg 13-15
172 Seltjarnarnes
Iceland
Website: www.lyfjastofnun.is

India
Dr. M. Venkateshwaru
Tel: +91-11-3018806
Fax: +91-11-23012648
E-mail: dci@nb.nic.in
Directorate General of Health Services
Nirman Bhawan
New Delhi 110011, India

Indonesia
Dra. Engko Sosialine M.
Tel: +62-21-4244744 Ext. 111
Fax: +62-21-42883485
E-mail: Indonesia-MESO-BadanPOM@hotmail.com,
ditwas_dist_ptpkrt@pom.go.id
Website: pom.go.id
National Agency for Drug and Food Control
Jalan Percetakan Negara 23
Jakarta 10560, Indonesia
Address list of national centers

**Iran, Islamic Republic of**

Dr Kheirollah Gholami
Tel: +98-21-640 4223
Fax: +98-21-641 7252
E-mail: kheirollah_gholami_2000@yahoo.com

Ministry of Health and Medical Education
Research and Development Office
Iranian ADR Centre
Building no. 3, Fakhr-e-Razi Street, Enghlab Ave
Teheran 13145, Islamic Republic of Iran

**Ireland**

Ms Niamh Arthur
Tel: +353-1-676 4971
Fax: +353-1-676 2517
E-mail: niamh.arthur@imb.ie
Website: www.imb.ie

Pharmacovigilance Unit
Kevin O’Malley House
Earlsfort Centre
Earlsfort Terrace
Dublin 2, Ireland

**Israel**

Dr Dina Hemo
Tel: +972-2-568 1219
Fax: +972-2-672 58 20
E-mail: dina.hemo@moh.health.gov.il

Drug Monitoring Center
Department of Clinical Pharmacology
Ministry of Health
29 Rivka Street, PO Box 1176
Jerusalem 91010, Israel

**Italy**

Dr Mauro Venegoni
Tel: +39-6-596 841 16
Fax: +39-6-597 841 42
E-mail: m.venegoni@sanita.it

Ufficio Farmacovigilanza
AIFA
Via Sierra Nevada 60
IT-00144 Roma, Italy

**Japan**

Mr Tamaki Fushimi
E-mail: fushimi-tamaki@mhlw.go.jp

Safety Division
Pharmaceutical and Food Safety Bureau
Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare
1-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100-8916, Japan

**Jordan**

Ms Nidaa Bawaresh
Tel. +962-6-4602000
Fax +962-6-4618425
E-mail: Nidaa.Bawaresh@jfda.jo

Jordanian Pharmacovigilance Centre
PO Box 811951, PC 11181
0096 Amman, Jordan

**Kazakhstan**

Dr Shinara Kulieva
Tel: +7-3172-317414
Fax: +7-3172-317594
E-mail: sh.kulieva@mz.gov.kz

Pharmacy Committee
Ministry of Health of the Republic of Kazakhstan
66 Moskovskaya St
437000 Astana, Kazakhstan

**Korea, Republic of**

Ms Kyoung-Min Myoung
Tel: +82-2-382 1658 60
Fax: +82-2-382-2870
E-mail: kendy@kfda.go.kr
Website: www.kfda.go.kr

Pharmaceutical Management Team
Korean FDA
Eunpyeong-gu
Seoul 122-704, Republic of Korea
Kyrgyzstan
Dr Zamir Akaev
Tel: +996-312-54 29 10
Fax: +996-312-54 29 10
E-mail: ddp-me@elcat.kg
Website: www.pharm.med.kg

Latvia
Dr Inese Studere
Tel: +371-6-707 8442
Fax: +371-6-707 8428
E-mail: inese.studere@zva.gov.lv
Website: www.zva.gov.lv

Lithuania
Mindaugas Buta
Tel: +370-5-2124059
Fax: +370-5-2639265
E-mail: MindaugasButa@vvkt.lt
Website: www.vvkt.lt

Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Ms Vesna Nasteska-Nedanovska
Tel: +389-2-311 25 00
Fax: +389-2-323 08 57
E-mail: mgu@who.org.mk

Madagascar
Dr Donat P.E. Rakotomanana
Tel: +261-20-22 365 22
Fax: +261-20-22 365 22
E-mail: donat.agmed@blueline.mg

Malaysia
Mrs Tan Lie Sie
Pharmacovigilance
National Pharmaceutical Control Bureau
Ministry of Health
Malaysia

Malta
Dr Patricia Vella Bonanno
Medicines Authority
198 Rue D’Argens
Gzira GZR 03
Malta

Mexico
Dra Ma. Del Carmen Becerril Martinez
Ministry of Health
Río Rhin No. 57 Col. Cuauhtémoc
Del. Cuauhtémoc
06700 Mexico City 06500, DF
Mexico
Address list of national centers

Moldova, Republic of
Dr Lucia Turcan
Tel: +373-22-73 7000
Fax: +373-22-73 7000
E-mail: pharmacovigilance@front.ru
Website: www.amed.md

Drug Authorization, Evaluation, and Pharmacovigilance Department of the Republic of Moldova Medicines Agency
Str. Korolenko 2/1
Chisinau 2028, Republic of Moldavia

Mongolia
Mrs Nanjaa Tsogzolmaa
Tel: +976-11-321 093
Fax: +976-11-320 633
E-mail: iltbih@yahoo.com

Department of Pharmacy and Medical Equipment
Government Building 8
Ministry of Health
Olimpic Street 2
Sukhbaatar district
Ulaanbaatar 210648, Mongolia

Morocco
Prof Rachida Soulaymani-Bencheikh
Tel: +212-37-6110 47 45 (gsm)
Fax: +212-37-77 71 79
E-mail: rsoulaymani@sante.gov.ma

Centre Anti Poisons et de Pharmacovigilance
Rue Lamfedel Cherkaoui
Rabat Institute
Al Irfane, BP 6671 Rabat, Morocco

Mozambique
Dr Esperanca Julia Sevence
Tel: +258-1-32 52 27 / 32 42 10
Fax: +258-1-32 52 55
E-mail: esesevene@health.uem.mz

Drug Information Center (CI Med)
Faculty of Medicine, Department of Pharmacology
Eduardo Mondlane University
Av. Salvador Allende n. 702
PO Box 257, Maputo, Mozambique

Nepal
Mr Gajendra Bahadur Bhuju
Tel: +977-1-4780 432
Fax: +977-1-4780 572
E-mail: irishbhuju@hotmail.com
Website: www.dda.gov.np

Department of Drug Administration
Ministry of Health and Population
Bijulibazar, Nayabaneshwor
Kathmandu
Nepal

Netherlands
Prof. Dr A.C. van Grootheest
Tel: +31-73-646 9700
Fax: +31-73-642 6136
E-mail: ac.vangrootheest@lareb.nl
Website: www.lareb.nl

Netherlands Pharmacovigilance Centre Lareb
Goudsloomvallei 7
NL-5237 MH ’s-Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands

New Zealand
Dr Michael Tatley
Tel: +64-3-479 7247
Fax: +64-3-479 0509
E-mail: michael.tatley@stonebow.otago.ac.nz
Website: www.otago.ac.nz/carm

New Zealand Pharmacovigilance Centre (N2 PhuC)
Department of Preventive & Social Medicine
University of Otago
PO Box 913, Dunedin 9000
New Zealand

Nigeria
Mrs Adeline Osakwe
Tel: +234-09-6702823
Fax: +234-09-5241108
E-mail: nafdac_npc@yahoo.com
addyosakwe@yahoo.com

National Agency for Food & Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC)
Plot 2032 Olusegun Obasanjo Way
Wuse Zone 7
Abuja, Nigeria
Address list of national centers

Norway
Ms Ingebjorg Buajordet Tel: +47-22-89 77 00
Fax: +47-22-89 77 99
E-mail: Ingebjorg.Buajordet@legemiddelverket.no
Website: legemiddelverket.no
Norwegian Medicines Agency
Statens Legemiddelverk
Pharmacovigilance Section
Sven Oftedals vei 8
N-0950 Oslo
Norway

Oman
Dr Sawsan Ahmad Jaffar Tel: +968-24-600 016
Fax: +968-24-602 287
E-mail: mohphar@omantel.net.om
Website: moh.gov.om
Directorate General of Pharmaceutical Affairs and Drug Control
Ministry of Health
PO Box 393
Muscat, PC-113, Sultanate of Oman, Oman

Pakistan
Prof Akhlaque Un-Nabi Khan Tel: +92-21-588 2997/589 2801
Fax: +92-21-588 1444/589 3062
College of Physicians & Surgeons Pakistan (CPSP)
Department of Clinical Pharmacology
Phase II, Defence Housing Authority
Karachi 75500, Pakistan

Panama
Indira Credidio Tel: +507-2129404
Fax: +507-2129196
E-mail: icredidio@minsa.gob.pa
Ministerio de Salud
Calle Gorgas. Edificio 237
PO Box 2048
Panama, Panama

Peru
Dra Susana Vasquez Lezcano Tel: +51-1-471 62 46
Fax: +51-1-470 59 97
E-mail: svasquez@digemid.gob.pe
Centro Nacional de Farmacovigilancia
Equipo de Farmacoepidemiologia
Coronel E odriozola N 103 – San Isidro
(Alt Cdra 32 Av Arequipa)
Lima 11, Peru

Philippines
Dr. Sonia Aqui Tel: +63-2-8070700
Product Service Division
Bureau of Food and Drugs
Department of Health
Fилинвест Corporate City, Alabang
Muntinlupa 1770, Philippines

Poland
Dr Agata Maciejczyk Tel: +48-22-4921 300
Fax: +48-22-4921 309
E-mail: agata.maciejczyk@urpl.gov.pl
Website: www.urpl.gov.pl
Pharmacovigilence Unit
The Office for Registration of Medicinal Products, Medical Devices and Biocidal Products
41 Zabkowska Street
PL-03736 Warsaw, Poland

Portugal
Dr Regina Carmona Tel: +351-21-798 7153
Fax: +351-21-798 7155
E-mail: regina.carmona@infarmed.pt
Website: www.infarmed.pt
National Pharmacovigilance Centre
INFARMED
Parque de Saúde de Lisboa
Avenida do Brasil, no. 53
1749-004 Lisboa, Portugal
Address list of national centers

Romania
Dr Iuliana Daniela Stanciu
Tel: +40-1-224 1102/224 1710
Fax: +40-1-2243 497
E-mail: daniela.stanciu@anm.ro
Website: www.anm.ro

Adverse Reactions Section
National Medicines Agency
Str Aviator Sanatescu no 48, Sector 1
R-71 324 Bucuresti, Romania

Russian Federation
Prof Victor Cheltsov
Tel: +7-095-1905 427/1903 490
Fax: +7-095-434 02 92
E-mail: ikolesnikova@regmed.ru

Department of Clinical Pharmacology
Miklukho-Maklay Street 8
117198 Moscow
Russian Federation

Serbia
Ms Milena Miljkovic
Tel: +381-11-395 1145
Fax: +381-11-395 1130
E-mail: milena.miljkovic@yahoo.com,
milena.miljkovic@alims sr.gov.yu
Website: www.alims sr.gov.yu

Medicines and Medical Devices Agency of Serbia
National Pharmacovigilance Center
Vojvode Stepe 458
11152 Belgrade, Republic of Serbia

Sierra Leone
Mr Wiltshire C.N. Johnson
Tel: +232-22-225983/228497
Fax: +232-22-224526
E-mail: infopharm_pbsl@yahoo.com

Drug Information and Pharmacovigilance Unit
Pharmacy Board of Sierra Leone
64 Siaka Steven Street
Freetown, Sierra Leone

Singapore
Ms Cheng Leng Chan
Tel: +65-6-866 3528
Fax: +65-6-478 9069
E-mail: chan_cheng_leng@hsa.gov.sg
Website: hsa.gov.sg/hsa/cpa/CPA_pharma_about.htm

Pharmacovigilance Unit
Centre for Drug Administration
Health Sciences Authority
11 Biopolis Way, #11-03 Helios
Singapore 138667

Slovak Republic
Dr Pavol Gibala
Tel: +421-2-50701 239
Fax: +421-2-50701 237
E-mail: gibala@sukl.sk
Website: sukl.sk

Section of Drug Safety and Trials
State Institute for Drug Control
Kvetná 11
825 08 Bratislava 26, Slovak Republic

South Africa
Mr Mukesh Dheda
Tel: +27-12-3120526
E-mail: dhedam@health.gov.za

Pharmacovigilance Unit
Medicine Regulatory Affairs
National Department of Health
Private Bag X828
Pretoria 0001, South Africa

Spain
Dr Francisco José de Abajo
Tel: +34-91-822 5330
Fax: +34-91-822 5386
E-mail: fabajo@agemed.es
Website: www.agemed.es

Agencia Española de Medicamentos y Productos Sanitarios
División de Farmacoepidemiología y Farmacovigilancia
C/ Campezo 1, Edif. 8
E-28022 Madrid, Spain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Fax Numbers</th>
<th>E-mail</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Dr Shalini Sri Ranganathan</td>
<td>Faculty of Medicine</td>
<td>Tel: +94-1-695 300 ext 41 03 17</td>
<td>Fax: +94-1-695 300</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:sshalini14@hotmail.com">sshalini14@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td>Colombo 8, Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>Ms Naomi T Jessurun</td>
<td>Pharmacovigilance Centre Surinam</td>
<td>Tel: +597-597 422 222, ext 376</td>
<td>Fax: +597-1-597 440 331</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:hospitalpharmacy@azp.sr">hospitalpharmacy@azp.sr</a></td>
<td>Paramaribo, Surinam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c/o Pharmacy Department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic Hospital Paramaribo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flusstraat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PO Box 389</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Dr Gunilla Sjölin-Forsberg</td>
<td>Pharmacovigilance Unit</td>
<td>Tel: +46-18-17 47 98</td>
<td>Fax: +46-18-54 85 66</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:gunilla.sjolin-forsberg@mpa.se">gunilla.sjolin-forsberg@mpa.se</a></td>
<td>S-751 03 Uppsala, Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medical Products Agency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Box 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Mr Ruedi Stoller</td>
<td>Swissmedic</td>
<td>Tel: +41-31-322 0348</td>
<td>Fax: +41-31-322 0418</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:Rudolf.Stoller@swissmedic.ch">Rudolf.Stoller@swissmedic.ch</a></td>
<td>CH-3000 Bern 9, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Schweizerisches Heilmittelinstitut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacovigilance Zentrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Erlachstrasse 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania, United Republic of</td>
<td>Mr. Adelard Bartholomew Mtenga</td>
<td>Pharmacovigilance Unit</td>
<td>Tel: +255-22-245 0512 / 245 07 93</td>
<td>Fax: +255-22-245 0793</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:amtengab@yahoo.com">amtengab@yahoo.com</a></td>
<td>Dar Es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National ADR Monitoring Centre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Tanzania Food and Drug Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PO Box 77150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Mrs Wimon Suwankesawong</td>
<td>Thai National ADRM Centre</td>
<td>Tel: +66-2-590 7261/53</td>
<td>Fax: +66-2-590 7269/591 8459</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:wimon@fda.moph.go.th">wimon@fda.moph.go.th</a></td>
<td>Nonthaburi 11000, Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ti-wa-nondh Road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Professor Chalbi Belkhavia</td>
<td>Centre National de Pharmacovigilance</td>
<td>Tel: +216-71-56 47 63/57 84 88</td>
<td>Fax: +216-71-57 13 90</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:chalbi.belkhavia@rns.tn">chalbi.belkhavia@rns.tn</a></td>
<td>9, Avenue Dr Zouheir Essafi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1006 Tunis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Mrs Demet Aydinkarahaliloglu</td>
<td>Turkish Pharmacovigilance Center, TUFAM</td>
<td>Tel: +90-312-309 1141/1192</td>
<td>Fax: +90-312-309 7118</td>
<td>E-mail: <a href="mailto:tufam@saglik.gov.tr">tufam@saglik.gov.tr</a></td>
<td>Cankiri Caddesi, No 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of Quality Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>06060 Diskapi, Ankara, Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Directorate of Pharmaceutical and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacy, Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cankiri Caddesi, No 57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Address list of national centers

Uganda
Ms Helen Byomire-Ndagije
Tel: +256-41-347391/2
Fax: +256-41-342921/222496/222881
E-mail: hbyomire@nda.or.ug
Website: www.nda.or.ug

National Drug Authority
Plot 46/48 Lumumba Avenue
PO Box 23096
Kampala
Uganda

Ukraine
Prof Alexey Viktorov
Tel: +380-44-4249 7001
Fax: +380-44-4249 7001
E-mail: vigilance@pharma-center.kiev.ua
Website: www.pharma-center.kiev.ua

Pharmacovigilance Department
State Pharmaceutical Center
Ministry of Health of Ukraine
18 Chygorina Street, 01042 Kiev
Ukraine

United Kingdom
Dr June Raine
Tel: +44-20-7084 2400
Fax: +44-20-7084 2675
E-mail: june.raine@mhra.gsi.gov.uk
Website: www.mhra.gov.uk

Vigilance and Risk Management of Medicines Division
Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
Market Towers
1 Nine Elms Lane
London SW8 5NQ, UK

United States of America
Dr M Miles Braun
Tel: +1-301-827 3974
Fax: +1-301-827 5218
E-mail: miles.braun@fda.hhs.gov

Division of Epidemiology, HFM-222
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
Food and Drug Administration
1401 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852, USA

United States of America
Dr Gerald Dal Pan
Tel: +1-301-827 3172
E-mail: dalpang@fda.hhs.gov

Office of Drug Safety
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
Food and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers Lane, Room 15 B33
Rockville, MD 20857, USA

Uruguay
Dra Maria Cristina Alonzo
Tel: +598-2-408032
Fax: +598-2-4028032
E-mail: farmacovigilancia@msp.gub.uy

Ministerio de Salud Publica
Direccion General de la Salud
Avenida 18 de Julio 1892, P. 2, Of. 219
CP 11.200 Montevideo, Uruguay

Uzbekistan
Dr Bakhtiyor Shoislamov
Tel: +998-711-444823
Fax: +998-711-444825
E-mail: bshaislamov@yandex.ru

Pharmacological Committee of HDDMEQC
Curator of Adverse Reaction Monitoring Commission
Usmankhodjaev St
K Umarov passage 16
700002 Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Venezuela
Drs María Aguilar
Tel: +58-212-662 4797
Fax: +58-212-693 1455
E-mail: liurdaneta@inhrr.gov.ve

Instituto Nacional de Higiene “Rafael Rangel”
Centro Nacional de Vigilancia Farmacológica (CENAVIF)
Ciudad Universitaria
Caracas 1010, Venezuela
**Address list of national centers**

**Vietnam**
Mrs. Nguyen Thu Thuy  
Tel: +84-4-823 5812  
Fax: +84-4-823 1253  
E-mail: thuy_adr@yahoo.com  
Centre of ADR Monitoring of Viet Nam  
138 A – Glang Vo Street – Ba Dinh Dist.  
Hanoi  
Vietnam
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5-aminosalicyclic acid

see mesalazine

6-mercaptopurine

potentiation, + mesalazine, 429

6-thioguanine

liver effects, 461
during pregnancy, 461

adapalene

see tazarotene

adefovir

observational studies, 344

adren undermined
general effects, 552

airway anesthesia

laryngospasm, 152

ajmaline and derivatives

Brugada syndrome, 213

albendazole

eye pain, 364

pancytopenia, 364

albumin
general effects, 381

albuprofen

see salbutamol

alfacette

tumorogenicity, 440

alectuzumab

hematologic effects, 442–443

infection risk, 443

alcoholin

general effects, 246

aliskiren

see direct renin inhibitors

Allium sativum (garlic)

comitant warfarin, 400

alosetron

captopril, 423

alpha-glucosidase inhibitors

comparative studies, 496

alprazolam

comparative studies, 49

endocrine effects, 49–50

psychological effects, 49

withdrawal, 50

aluminium

macrophagic myofasciitis, 262

susceptibility factors, 262–263

amifostine

general effects, 370–371

amisulpride

general effects, 245

amfebutamone

see bupropion

aminolevulinic acid

nervous system effects, 184

amiodarone

ataxia, 214

cardiovascular effects, 214

comparative studies, 213–214

diagnosis of reactions, 216

eye function, 214–215

hepatic damage, 215

immunologic effects, 216

low back pain, 216

metronidazole clearance, 216

respiratory effects, 214

skin, 215–216

susceptibility factors, 216

anisulpride

clearance, + cloclosporin, 452

amlodipine

anasarca, 225–226

nails, 225

anomobarbital

ineffectiveness, + zonisamide, 100

anphetamines

cardiovascular effects, 1

interactions, 2

nervous system effects, 1

amphotericin B deoxycholate (DAMB)
formulations, 319

urinary tract, 319

amphotericin B lipid complex (ABLC)

monitoring therapy, 318–319

susceptibility factors, 318

urinary tract, 317–318

amygdalin

interactions, 556

toxicity, + vitamin C, 394

angrelide

cardiovascular effects, 413

renal tubular damage, 413

androgenic anabolic steroids

psychological effects, 478

Angelica sinensis (dong quai)

comitant warfarin, 400

angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors

see ACE inhibitors
Index of drugs

calcium

calcitonin

calcipotriol

calciferol

caffeine

C1 inhibitor concentrate

general effects, 245

botulinum toxins

adverse reactions management, 167–168

immunologic effects, 167

myofascial necrosis, 166–167

nervous system effects, 166

observational studies, 165–166

parasympathetic dysfunction of the visual system, 166

skin, 166

susceptibility factors, 167

systemic reviews, 167

tolerance, 167

brinzolamide

metabolic acidosis, 256

brotizolam

erthyromycin concentration, 50

budesonide

fetotoxicity, 193–194

formulations, 195–196

during pregnancy, 193

susceptibility factors, 194–195

buprenorphine

death, 119

Gamella morbillorum infection, 118–119

gastrointestinal effects, 118

immunologic effects, 118

interactions, 119

during lactation, 119

liver effects, 118

placebo-controlled studies, 118

during pregnancy, 119

psychiatric effects, 118

respiratory depression, 118

sexual function, 118

susceptibility factors, 119

bupropion

concentration, + erythromycin, 303

concomitant menthol, 568–569

concomitant metamfetamine, 3

CYP2D6 inhibition, 20

hyponatremia, 20

psychiatric effects, 20

C1 inhibitor concentrate

general effects, 383–384

caffeine

absorption, + menthol, 569

overdose, 5

calciferol

see vitamin D

calcipotriol

nails, 186

skin, 186

calcitonin

mineral balance, 507

calcium

absorption, + gatifloxacin, 299

calmpotriol blockers

see also specific drugs

overdose, 225

calcium dobesilate

hematologic, 231

Camellia sinensis (green tea)

concomitant warfarin, 401

camphor

general effects, 564

candesartan

cholelastis, 241

hyperkalemia, + spironolactone, 241

pancreatitis, 241

cannabinoids

angle-closure glaucoma, 33

cardiovascular effects, 31–32

fetotoxicity, 34

nervous system effects, 32

psychiatric effects, 33

psychological effects, 33

respiratory effects, 33

tumorigenicity, 34

carbamazepine

asthenozoospermia, 79

erthema multiforme, 79

hyponatremia, 78–79

interactions, 79

nervous system effects, 78

oxybutynin concentration, 178

susceptibility factors, 79

carbapenems

valproate concentration, 97

cardiac glycosides

cardiovascular effects, 209

diagnostic test interference, 211

interactions, 210–211

monitoring therapy, 211

necrotic enterocolitis, 209–210

overdose, 210

platelet activation, 209

susceptibility factors, 210

caspofungin

interactions, 330–331

observational studies, 330

susceptibility factors, 330

caudal anesthesia

susceptibility factors, 152

cefaclor

anaphylactic reaction, 284–285

cefepime

nervous system effects, 285

cefoperazone

agranulocytosis, 285

cefprozil

rash, 285

ceftriaxone

hemolytic anemia, 285

immunologic effects, 286

nephrolithiasis, 285

pseudotumor cerebri, 285

cefuroxime

cardiovascular effects, 286

during lactation, 286

celecoxib

urinary tract, 130

cephalexin

hemolytic anemia, 284

cetirizine

interactions, 189

Chinese wolfberry

see Lycium barbarum

chiropractic

see spinal manipulation

chloral hydrate

susceptibility factors, 52–53

chloramphenicol

paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria, 298

chlorhexidine

mouth, 278–279

placebo-controlled studies, 278

chlorothiazide

+ proguanil

liver, 336

chlorphenesin

contact allergy, 279

chlorpromazine

interactions, 210

concomitant micafungin, 332

concomitant ketoconazole, 321–322

concomitant miconazole, 332

interactions, 452–453

nervous system effects, 452

potassium channel syndrome, 452

seizures, + ketamine, 452–453

urinary tract, 452

cidofovir

skin, 343

urinary tract, 343

cilazapril

hypotension, 235

uremia, 235

cilostazol

interactions, 231

Cimicifuga racemosa (black cohosh)

general effects, 552
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>device failure, 265</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>cocaine</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
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<td>cochleovestibular deficit, 34</td>
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</tr>
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<td>concomitant modafinil, 7</td>
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<td>cytotoxicity</td>
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<td>liver effects</td>
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<tr>
<td>hematologic, 357</td>
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<tr>
<td>daptomycin</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>myopathy, 309</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>nervous system effects, 309</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>susceptibility factors, 310</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>dasatinib</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>dosage regimens, 523</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deferasirox</td>
<td>599</td>
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<tr>
<td>general effects, 273</td>
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<tr>
<td>deflazacort</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>observational studies, 273–274</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>deferoxamine</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during pregnancy, 274</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dental anesthesia</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visual disturbances, 154</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desflurane</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardiac arrest, 137</td>
<td>599</td>
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<tr>
<td>liver damage, 138</td>
<td>599</td>
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<tr>
<td>malignant hyperthermia, 138</td>
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<tr>
<td>respiratory effects, 138</td>
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<tr>
<td>sister chromatid exchange, 138</td>
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<tr>
<td>desloratadine</td>
<td>599</td>
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<tr>
<td>biliary colic, 189</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>susceptibility factors, 189</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desmopressin</td>
<td>599</td>
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<tr>
<td>electrolyte balance, 512</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dextropropoxyphene</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overdose, 109–110</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dexamphine</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abuse, 110</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asthma, 110</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contamination, 110</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toxic leukoencephalopathy, 110</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diazepam</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genotoxicity, 51</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis suppression, 50–51</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placebo-controlled studies, 50</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-aggressive behavior, 50</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diclofenac</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE inhibitor inhibition, 236</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>didanosine</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration, + tenofovir, 348</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placebo-controlled studies, 348</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diethylcarbamazine</td>
<td>599</td>
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<td>dosage regimens, 365</td>
<td>599</td>
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diethylene glycol
renal insufficiency, 567
digoxin
concomitant exenatide, 500
diltiazem
gingival enlargement, 226
skin, 226
dipeptidyl peptidase IV inhibitors
metabolism effects, 498–499
observational studies, 498
pharmacokinetics, 498
placebo-controlled studies, 498
diphenhydramine
overdose, 189–190
dipyridamole
bronchospasm, 413
dipyridamole
agranulocytosis, 132–133
direct renin inhibitors
clinical studies, 243
combination therapy, 243–244
general effects, 242–243
hyperkalemia, 244
interactions, 244
mechanism of action, 243
pharmacokinetics, 243
during pregnancy, 244
susceptibility factors, 244
disopyramide
observational studies, 217
diuretic sulfonamides
hypersensitivity, 252–254
diuretics
open-angle glaucoma, 252
divalproex
see also valproate
vs. lithium, 24
dobutamine
ventricular tachycardia, 173
dofetilide
torsade de pointes, 217
domperidone
nervous system effects, 423
donepezil
cardiovascular effects, 9
comparative studies, 8–9
endocrine effects, 9–10
observational studies, 8
placebo-controlled studies, 9
susceptibility factors, 10
dopamine receptor agonists
gambling, 174–175
dorzolamide
allergic contact dermatitis, 256
anosmia, 256
toxic epidermal necrolysis, + timolol, 224
doxazosin
overdose, 246
doxorubicin
cardiovascular effects, 529
doxycycline
esophageal ulcers, 289–290
nail discoloration, 290
placebo-controlled studies, 289
tooth discoloration, 289
drometrium trisiloxane
contact dermatitis, 184–185
droperidol
concomitant morphine, 113
general effects, 64
drotrecogin alfa
hematologic effects, 381
duloxetine
cardiovascular effects, 19
E
Echinacea species
general effects, 553
echinocandins
general effects, 329–330
eclampsia
ecstasy
cardiovascular effects, 39–40
cognitive deficits, 40
death, 42
depression, 40–41
epidemiology, 37–39
hyperthermia, 41–42
immunosuppression, 41
susceptibility factors, 43
tolerance, 42–43
EDTA
see ethylene diamine
teta-acetic acid (EDTA)
efalizumab
cervical cancer, 445
infection risk, 445
musculoskeletal effects, 445
skin, 445
thrombocytopenia, 445
efavirenz
breasts, 350
indinavir clearance, 350
interactions, 350
metabolism effects, 349–350
nervous system effects, 349
susceptibility factors, 350
eflornithine
comparative studies, 341
Eleutherococcus senticosus
(Siberian ginseng)
digoxin readings, 211
EMLA cream
skin, 157
enalapril
allergic reaction, + sirolimus, 236
fetotoxicity, 236
hyperkalemia, 236
pancreatitis, 236
syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion, 235
entacavir
general effects, 344
ten spotlight
comparative studies, 396
Ephedra and ephedrine
vasospasm, 171
epidural analgesia
general effects, 108
epidural anesthesia
hypersensitivity, 153
epilone
susceptibility factors, 259
epoetin
see erythropoietins
epoprostenol
hemorrhage, + anticoagulants, 465
eprosartan
general effects, 241
erlotinib
interactions, 526
pharmacokinetics, 526
rash, 526
erapenem
seizures, 284
erythromycin
brotizolam concentration, 50
interactions, 303
liver effects, 302–303
erythropoietins
cardiovascular effects, 389
general effects, 388
headache, 389
hematologic effects, 389
peritonitis, 389
skin, 389
tumorigenicity, 389
escitalopram
see citalopram
esomeprazole
comparative studies, 424
estrogens
administration route, 469
etanercept
infection risk, 440
ethambutol
optic neuropathy, 358–359
etherified starches
general effects, 384
ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA)
general effects, 276
etomidate
endocrine effects, 141
nervous system effects, 140–141
Eugenia carophyllus
liver effects, 553
everolimus
adverse reactions management, 454
removal, + ketonazole, 322
comparative studies, 454
monitoring therapy, 454
exenatide
administration route, 500
concomitant digoxin, 210
gastrointestinal effects, 499
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immunologic effects, 500
interactions, 500
metabolism effects, 499
tumorigenicity, 500
ezetimibe
liver effects, 515

F
factor VIIa
cardiovascular effects, 387
susceptibility factors, 387
factor VIII
immunologic effects, 387–388
factor IX
hematologic effects, 388
immunologic effects, 388
fanolesomab
marketing withdrawal, 446
fat emulsions
general effects, 397
felodipine
concomitant menthol, 569
gingival enlargement, 226
fenfluramines
overdose, 7
fentanyl
abuse, 111
during breast feeding, 111
gastrointestinal effects, 111
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis suppression, 111
observational studies, 110–111
respiratory effects, 111
susceptibility factors, 111
fexofenadine
clearance, + itraconazole, 322–323
general effects, 190
fibates
liver effects, 515
flagaristim
see granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
finasteride
breast effects, 483
cataract, 482
comparative studies, 480–481
diarrhea, 481
endoctrine effects, 482
metabolism effects, 482
myocardial infarction, 482
myopathy, 482
observational studies, 480
pancreatic effects, 482
psychosis, + sibutramine, 484
reproductive system effects, 483
sexual function, 482–483
fish oils
cardiovascular effects, 515
flecainide
monitoring therapy, 217–218
neuropathy, 217
susceptibility factors, 217
ventricular tachycardia, 217
fluconazole
concomitant statins, 518
erythema multiforme, 325
liver effects, 325
rhabdomyolysis, + atorvastatin, 322
susceptibility factors, 325–326
teratogenicity, 325
fluoroquinolones
hyperglycemia, 298
teratogenicity, 298
flutamide
lido, reduced, 481
metabolism effects, 484–485
fluticasone propionate formulations, 197
susceptibility factors, 197
fluvoxamine
clearance, + sildenafil, 18
metabolism effects, 325
susceptibility factors, 387
G
G-CSF
see granulocyte-colony stimulating factor
gabapentin
concomitant morphine, 113
overdose, 80
placebo-controlled studies, 80
gadolinium-based contrast agents
neuropathic systemic fibrosis, 538–540
gallium
general effects, 265
garlic
see Allium sativum
gatifloxacin
absorption, + calcium, 299
availability, + multivitamins, 394
metabolism effects, 299
susceptibility factors, 299
gefitinib
adverse reactions management, 525
clearance, + ketoconazole, 323
diarrhea, 525
hair, 525
nails, 525
pharmacokinetics, 524
respiratory effects, 524–525
skin, 525
gelatine
anaphylactic reactions, 371
gemfibrozil
atorvastatin clearance, 518
pioglitazone clearance, 501
gemtuzumab ozogamicin
cardiovascular effects, 446
observational studies, 446
gentamicin
retinal damage, 297
urinary tract, 297
ginger
see Zingiber officinale
Ginkgo biloba
concomitant warfarin, 401
hematologic effects, 553
interactions, 553–554
intracerebral bleeding, + ibuprofen, 401
ginseng
see Panax ginseng
glibenclamide
during pregnancy, 501
glimepiride
liver effects, 501
globulins
comparative studies, 384–385
lymphoproliferative disorder, 385
mucormycosis, 385
glucocorticoids
praziquantel concentration, 367
gastrointestinal effects, 367
Glaucosamine
comparative studies, 568
general effects, 567–568
placebo-controlled studies, 568
glyburide
see glibenclamide
glycerol trinitrate
headache, 225
migraine, 225
oxygen desaturation, 225
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors
hematologic effects, 414–415
gold
dermatitis, 181
gold and gold salts
cardiovascular effects, 265
comparative studies, 265
observational studies, 265
gonadotropins
ovarian hyperstimulation, 468–469
during pregnancy, 469
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF)
cardiovascular effects, 435
respiratory effects, 435

H
H. pylori eradication regimens
general effects, 340–341
observational studies, 425–426
haematitium
liver effects, 556
hair dyes
asthma, 181
genotoxicity, 181–182
immunologic effects, 181
teratogenicity, 182
tumorigenicity, 182
halogenated vapors
comparative studies, 137
endocrine effects, 137
metabolism effects, 137
haloperidol
dyskinesia, 61
extrapyramidal symptoms, 69
he shou wu
see Polygonum multiflorum
Hemophilus influenzae vaccine
injury compensation, 373
heparins
cholesterol crystal embolism, 404
hematoma, 404
hyperkalemia, 404
infection risk, 408–409
observational studies, 404
during pregnancy, 409
skin, 407–408
thrombocytopenia, 404–407
hepatitis B vaccine
injury compensation, 373
liver effects, 374
heroin
dose-dependence, 397
see diaphorine
histamine H₂ receptor antagonists
tachyphylaxis, 423–424
HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors
dosage regimens, 517
interactions, 517–518
liver effects, 516
musculoskeletal effects, 516–517
myopathy, + colchicine toxicity, 134
observational studies, 516
psychiatric effects, 516
homeopathy
observational studies, 557
hormonal contraceptives
equifol, 468
hormone replacement therapy
(HRT)
admission route, 472–473
cardiovascular effects, 469–470
dosage regimens, 472
hematologic effects, 470–471
psychological effects, 470
immunologic effects, 471–472
urinary tract, 471
human papilloma virus vaccine
(HPV vaccine)
general effects, 374
hydrazine
encephalopathy, + linezolid, 305
hydrochlorothiazide
angle-closure glaucoma, 257
necrotizing pancreatitis, 257
hydroxychloroquine
see also chloroquine
monitoring therapy, 337
musculoskeletal effects, 337
Hypericum perforatum (St. John’s wort)
concomitant warfarin, 401–402
digoxin clearance, 210–211
interactions, 554
I
ibuprofen
intracerebral bleeding, + Ginkgo biloba, 401
imatinib
adverse reactions management, 523
cardiovascular effects, 521–522
eye function, 522
hematologic effects, 522
interactions, 523
levothyroxine availability, 390
liver effects, 522
pharmacokinetics, 520–521
pustular eruption, + voriconazole, 323
skin, 523
imidapril
eosinophilic pleurisy, 236–237
pemphigus foliaceus, 236
imipenem
metabolism effects, 284
observational studies, 284
pure white cell aplasia, 284
immunoglobulins
cardiovascular effects, 386
diagnosis test interference, 387
dosage regimens, 386–387
formulations, 386
general effects, 385
hematologic effects, 386
liver effects, 386
musculoskeletal effects, 387
observational studies, 385
placebo-controlled studies, 386
stroke, 386
indapamide
cardiovascular effects, 258
interactions, 351
indocyanine green
visual field defects, 556
infiltration anesthesia
hemodynamic changes, 155
nervous system effects, 155
sensory system effects, 155
infliximab
dosage regimens, 442
immunologic effects, 440–441
metabolism effects, 440
observational studies, 440
smoking, 442
susceptibility factors, 441–442
influenza vaccine
macrophagic myofasciitis, 374
infusion pumps
death, 107
inhaled glucocorticoids
local general effects, 193
systemic availability, 193
inhaled insulin
general effects, 495
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase

I
cardiovascular effects, 232
hepatitis, 232
non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION), 232
orthostatic hypotension, 246
rash, 232
insulin
administration route, 494–495
adverse reactions management, 495
cardiovascular effects, 494
concomitant pramlintide, 497
hypoglycemia, 494
susceptibility factors, 494
interferon
concomitant ribavirin, 344–347
interferon alfa
adverse reactions management, 437
hematologic effects, 436–437
nervous system effects, 436
psychological effects, 436
susceptibility factors, 437
interferon beta
immunologic effects, 438
nervous system effects, 437
interferon + ribavirin
adverse reactions management, 347
hematologic effects, 346–347
nervous system effects, 346
psychological effects, 346
susceptibility factors, 347
interleukin-2 (IL-2)
dosage regimens, 438
interleukin-11 (IL-11)
cardiovascular effects, 439
hematologic effects, 439
observational studies, 438–439
interleukin-12 (IL-12)
immunologic effects, 439
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interpleural anesthesia
bronchospasm, 155–156
intrauterine hormone replacement therapy (HRT)
general effects, 472
intravenous regional anesthesia
rash, 156
iodine and iodides
gastrointestinal effects, 490
irbesartan
angle-closure glaucoma, 241
hepatitis, 241
pancreatitis, 241
toxicity, + lithium, 241–242
irinotecan
concomitant ciclosporin, 321
iron salts
immunologic effects, 265–266
isoflurane
hypertension, 138
memory impairment, 138
isoniazid
liver, 359
isosulfan blue
anaphylactic reaction, 566–567
isotretinoin
hoarseness, 185
port wine stain, 185–186
psychiatric effects, 185
ispaghula
dry mouth, 426
itraconazole
antacids absorption, 321
clearance, + aripiprazole, 321
clearance, + fexofenadine, 322–323
concomitant
cyclophosphamide, 322
immunologic effects, 326
liver failure, 326
neuropathy, 326
neurotoxicity, + vincristine, 324
tacrolimus concentration, 458
ivermectin
immunologic effects, 365
observational studies, 365
susceptibility factors, 365
vision disturbance, 365

J
jambrulin
contamination, 551–552
Japanese encephalitis vaccine
general effects, 375

K
kava
see Piper methysticum
ketamine
abuse, 141–142
concomitant morphine, 113
memory impairment, 141
nervous system effects, 141
overdose, 142
placebo-controlled studies, 141
seizures, + ciclosporin, 452–453
systemic reviews, 141
ketonazole
antihistamines (H1) clearance, 321
cardiovascular effects, 326
clearance, + dexl Coxiglumide, 322
clearance, + gefitinib, 323
concomitant ciclosporin, 321–322
susceptibility factors, 327
ketorolac
concomitant morphine, 113–114
L
L-dopa
L-dopamine receptor agonists
fibrotic reactions, 176
metabolism effects, 175–176
lactose
skin, 568
lactulose
abdominal discomfort, 426
laetrile
see amygdalin
lamivudine
comparative studies, 344
liver, 344
lamotrigine
aseptic meningitis, 81
comparative studies, 80
hematologic, 81
interactions, 81–82
interstitial pneumonitis, 81
vs. lithium, 24
observational studies, 80
placebo-controlled studies, 81
toxic epidermal necrolysis, 81
visual impairment, 81
lapatinib
cardiovascular effects, 527
interactions, 527
pharmacokinetics, 526–527
lasix
concomitant digoxin, 211
latanoprost
coronary spasm, 465
sweating, 4656
laxatives
general effects, 426–427
leflunomide
gastrointestinal effects, 455
hair, 455
nervous system effects, 455
respiratory effects, 454–455
teratogenicity, 455
lepirudin
dosage regimens, 409–410
immunologic effects, 409
monitoring therapy, 410
lercanidipine
susceptibility factors, 226–227
leukotriene modifiers
Churg–Strauss syndrome, 203
leuproide
dosage regimens, 508
endocrine effects, 507
gestational diabetes, 508
hematologic effects, 508
metabolism effects, 508
placebo-controlled studies, 507
skin, 508
levabuterol
see levalbuterol
levamisole
comparative studies, 366
observational studies, 366
skin, 366
teratogenicity, 366
levetiracetam
comparative studies, 82–83
hyponatremia, 83
interactions, 83
nervous system effects, 83
observational studies, 82
levo-α-acetylmethadol (LAAM)
interactions, 112
QT interval prolongation, 111
levobupivacaine
overdose, 160
levocetirizine
fixed drug eruption, 190
susceptibility factors, 190
levodopa
dyskinesia, 174
levofloxacin
anaphylactic reaction, 300
clearance, + acecamide, 300
clearance, + procamidine, 300
hepatic failure, 299
nervous system effects, 299
procamidine clearance, 219
rhabdomyolysis, 300
skin, 299
levosalbutamol (levalbuterol)
susceptibility factors, 201
levothyraxine
absorption, + orlistat, 430
li da dai dai hua
contamination, 551
lidocaine (lignocaine)
immunologic effects, 160
sensory system effects, 218
somnolence, 160
linezolid
encephalopathy, + hydrazine, 305
hematologic, 304–305
interactions, 305
leukocytoclastic vasculitis, 305
metabolism effects, 304
nervous system effects, 304
obsessional studies, 304
sensory system effects, 304
serotonin syndrome, + selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, 305
liposomal amphotericin (L-amB)
liver effects, 319–320
observational studies, 319
susceptibility factors, 320
irigluclode
gastrointestinal effects, 500
lisinopril
toxicity, + lithium, 237
lithium
amphetamine inhination, 2
encephalopathy, 26
comparative studies, 23–24
depth, 26
drug-procedure interactions, 27
endocrine effects, 25
fetotoxicity, 26
interactions, 26
monitoring therapy, 27
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, 25
overdose, 26
parathyroid hormone increase, 26
pharmacogenetics, 23
placebo-controlled studies, 23
psychiatric effects, 24–25
QT interval prolongation, 24
toxicity, + irbesartan, 241–242
toxicity, + lisinopril, 237
lobeline
cough, 4
loop diuretics
death, 259
fractures, 258–259
mineral balance, 258
sensorineural hearing loss, 258
loranavir
clearance, + efavirenz, 350
loranavir, + ritonavir
interactions, 351–352
lorazepam
light-headedness, 51
lorMetazepam
dizziness, 51
lorxicam
gastrointestinal effects, 132
losartan
headache, 242
hematologic, 242
zinc deficiency, 242

**Lyricium barbary** (Chinese wolfberry)
concomitant warfarin, 402

**M**
Ma-huang
see Ephedra/ephedrine
magnesium salts
adverse reactions management, 267
cardiovascular effects, 266
hematologic, 266
osteoporosis, 266–267
male hormonal contraception
libido loss, 473–474
sexual function, 474
manganese
parkinsonism, 267
mannitol
hyperkalemia, 260
marijuana
see cannabinoids
razepam
concentration, + clarithromycin, 302
MDMA
see ecstasy
measles-mumps-rubella (MMR)
vaccine
psychiatric effects, 375–376
measles vaccines
injury compensation, 373
methylprednisolone
liver effects, 364
teratogenicity, 364–365
mefloquine
clearance, + ketoconazole, 323
comparative studies, 337
psychiatric effects, 337–338
Meizitang
contamination, 551
melsartan
dose regimen, 341
meningococcal vaccine
Guillain–Barré syndrome, 372
methylprednisolone
see peppermint oil
mepitidine
see pethidine
mepivacaine
allergic skin reactions, 160–161
mercury and mercurial salts
gastrointestinal effects, 268
immunologic effects, 268
mesalazine (mesalamine)
formulations, 429
immunologic effects, 428
placebo-controlled studies, 428
potentiation, + 6-mercaptopurine, 429
rash, 428
urinary tract effects, 428
metformin
abuse, 2
concomitant bupropion, 3
management of adverse reactions, 3
nervous system effects, 2
metformin
concentration, + orlistat, 430–431
concomitant sitagliptin, 499
methadone
cardiovascular effects, 112
fetotoxicity, 113
immunologic effects, 113
observational studies, 112
psychiatric effects, 112
methomyl
general effects, 565
overdose, 565–566
methotrexate
concomitant piperacillin, 287–288
methylene blue
see methylthioninium chloride
methylenedioxymethamphetamine
see ecstasy
methylergonovine
cardiac arrest, 176
methyphenidate
comparative studies, 4
overdose, 5
placebo-controlled studies, 4
susceptibility factors, 5
methylthioninium chloride
encephalopathy, + selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs), 569–571
methyserygide
scleroderma-like skin changes, 176–177
metoprolol
delirium, 223
metronidazole
amiodarone clearance, 216
interactions, 339–340
nervous system effects, 339
pancreatic effects, 339
teratogenicity, 339
Mexiletine
hypersensitivity syndrome, 218
micafungin
concomitant tacrolimus, 458
interactions, 331–332
observational studies, 331
susceptibility factors, 331
Midazolam
comparative studies, 51–52
observational studies, 51
placebo-controlled studies, 52
mifepristone (RU-486)
gastrointestinal effects, 477
during pregnancy, 477
milrinone
hematologic effects, 212
systemic review, 212
minocycline
- intracranial hypertension, 290
- lupus-like syndrome, 290–291
- mouth discoloration, 290
- pseudotumor cerebri, + lithium, 26
- respiratory effects, 290
- skin effects, 290

mirtazapine
- agranulocytosis, 20–21

misoprostol
- infection risk, 466
- observational studies, 466
- uterine rupture, 466

MLN02
- immunologic effects, 447
- infection risk, 447

modafinil
- placebo-controlled studies, 6
- weight loss, + clozapine, 6

molsidomine
- formulations, 225

mometasone furoate
- adrenal suppression, 198
- comparative studies, 197
- dosage regimens, 198

montelukast
- immunologic effects, 203
- susceptibility factors, 204

Morinda citrifolia (noni)
- liver effects, 554

morphine
- abuse, 114
- cognitive impairment, 114
- comparative studies, 113
- death, 114
- dosage regimens, 115
- drug combination studies, 113–114
- herpes simplex reactivation, 107
- immunologic effects, 114
- pruritus, 107, 114
- susceptibility factors, 115

morxifloxacin
- coma, 300
- immunologic effects, 300
- INR increase, + warfarin, 300

moxonidine
- general effects, 247
- 99mTc fanolesomab marketing withdrawal, 446

mumps
- availability, 394
- mumps vaccine
  - see measles-mumps rubella vaccine
- general effects, 376

mupirocin
- general effects, 307
- mycophenolate mofetil clearance, + rifampin, 361

mycophenolate mofetil
- clearance, + rifampicin, 361
- gastrointestinal effects, 455–456
- liver effects, 456
- mycophenolate sodium gastrointestinal effects, 456
- mycophenolic acid clearance, + norfloxacin, 300

N
- N-deamino-8-d-arginine vasopressin see desmopressin

nalbuphine
- cardiovascular effects, 119

naloxone
- placebo-controlled studies, 119–120
- dependence, 120
- formulations, 120
- susceptibility factors, 120

naltrexone
- dependence, 120
- formulations, 120
- susceptibility factors, 120

natalizumab
- marketing withdrawal, 447

nelfinavir
- concomitant zidovudine, 352
- metabolism effects, 352
- during lactation, 352
- observational studies, 350

neomycin
- eighth nerve damage, 297

neuraminidase inhibitors
- systemic reviews, 352–353

nevirapine
- concomitant fluconazole, 323
- indinavir clearance, +, 351
- during lactation, 351
- observational studies, 350
- nicardipine
  - pulmonary edema, 227
- nickel
  - immunologic effects, 268–269
- skin, 268

nicotine
- comparative studies, 570

nifedipine
- gastrointestinal effects, 227
- hypotension, + clarithromycin, 228
- interactions, 228
- during pregnancy, 227–228
- shock, + clarithromycin, 302

nilotinib
- general effects, 524

nitrofuran toin
- agranulocytosis, 303
- parotitis, 303

nitric oxide
- device interactions, 140

NSAIDs see also specific drugs
- gastrointestinal bleeding, 125–127
- gastrointestinal bleeding, + SSRIs, 16–17
- lithium concentration, 26
- urinary retention, 128

noni see Morinda citrifolia

norpinephrine
- clearance, + mycophenolic acid, 300
- toxic epidermal necrolysis, 300

nSAIDs see non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

ocd
- gastroenteritis, 125–127
- gastrointestinal bleeding, 125–127
- gastrointestinal bleeding, + SSRIs, 16–17
- lithium concentration, 26
- urinary retention, 128

noni see Morinda citrifolia

norpinephrine
- clearance, + mycophenolic acid, 300
- toxic epidermal necrolysis, 300

NSAIDs see non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

oral contraceptives
- cardiovascular effects, 473
- administration routes, 106–108
- bone mineral density reduction, 108
- concomitant COX-2 inhibitors, 108–109
- interactions, 108–109
clearance, + Hypericum perforatum, 554
effectiveness, + antiepileptic drugs, 78
erythema multiforme, 473
headache, 473
ineffectiveness, + zonisamide, 100
urinary tract infections, 473
valproate concentration, 97
oral tist
adverse reactions management, 431
comparative studies, 430
interactions, 430–431
levothyroxine availability, 490
liver failure, 430
nutrition, 430
systemic reviews, 429–430
oseltamivir
observational studies, 353
susceptibility factors, 353
otamixaban
placebo-controlled studies, 412
oxandrolone
susceptibility factors, 478
oxazepam
tolerance, 52
oxcarbazepine
comparative studies, 84
hyponatremia, 84
observational studies, 83–84
priapism, 84
priapism, + lithium, 26
susceptibility factors, 84–85
teratogenicity, 84
oxybutynin
carbamazepine concentration, 79, 178
oxycodeone
abuse, 115
oxytocin
during pregnancy, 511
P
paclitaxel
concomitant ketoconazole, 323
Panax ginseng (ginseng)
concomitant warfarin, 402
pancreatic enzymes
immunologic effects, 429
papaverine
cardiovascular effects, 115
sexual function, 115
paracetamol (acetaminophen)
absorption, + exenatide, 500
asthma, 129–130, 129–130
paraphenylenediamine
allergic contact dermatitis, 182
parecoxib
bronchospasm, 130
parenteral nutrition
adverse reactions management, 396–397
paroxetine
fetal heart defects, 19
metabolism effects, 18
pazopanib
general effects, 529
PC-Spes
concomitant warfarin, 403
pegfilgrastim
see granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
pegvisomant
liver effects, 510
metabolism effects, 510
tumorigenicity, 510
penicillamine
hematologic effects, 274–275
observational studies, 274
skin, 275
penicillins
jaundice, 286–287
during lactation, 287
pentoxifylline
urticaria, 231
during lactation, 237
perindopril
administration route, 568
heartburn, 568
interactions, 568–569
perfluorocarbons
cerebral emboli, 383
perindopril
pancreatitis, 237
pulmonary eosinophilia, 237
pertussis vaccines
injury compensation, 373
polio vaccine
injury compensation, 373
poliomyelitis vaccine
pneumococcal vaccine
general effects, 372
injury compensation, 373
polyethylene glycol
+ electrolytes
dizziness, 426
polygelines
general effects, 384
Polygonum multiflorum
liver effects, 555
polyethylene sulfonates
abuse, 276
pneumonitis, 275–276
polyvinylpyrrolidone
hypothyroidism, 279
posaconazole
general effects, 327
susceptibility factors, 327–328
postsynaptic α-adrenoceptor antagonists
drug–drug interactions, 246
pramlintide
concomitant insulin, 497
gastric emptying slowing, 496
placebo-controlled studies, 496
praziquantel
concentration, + glucocorticoids, 367
during pregnancy, 366–367
pregabalin
interactions, 88
nervous system effects, 88
placebo-controlled studies, 86–88
pimecrolimus
placebo-controlled studies, 457
pioglitazone
interactions, 501
metabolism effects, 501
Piper methysticum (kava)
cardiovascular effects, 554
gastrointestinal effects, 555
hematologic effects, 555
liver effects, 554–555
musculoskeletal effects, 555
nervous system effects, 554
respiratory effects, 554
sensory system effects, 554
skin, 555
pipercillin
acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis (AGEP), 287
concomitant methotrexate, 287–288
plasma substitutes
couagulopathy, 384
plecanaril
general effects, 353
pneumococcal vaccine
general effects, 372
polyethylene glycol
drug–drug interactions, 246
pleconaril
general effects, 353
pneumococcal vaccine
general effects, 372
polio vaccine
ingenital infections, 273
poliomyelitis vaccine
general effects, 372
pneumococcal vaccine
general effects, 372
polio vaccine
injury compensation, 373
poliomyelitis vaccine
pneumococcal vaccine
general effects, 372
polyethylene glycol
+ electrolytes
dizziness, 426
polyethylene glycol
+ electrolytes
dizziness, 426
polygelines
general effects, 384
Polyergus multiflorum
liver effects, 555
polyethylene sulfonates
abuse, 276
pneumonitis, 275–276
polyvinylpyrrolidone
hypothyroidism, 279
posaconazole
general effects, 327
susceptibility factors, 327–328
postsynaptic α-adrenoceptor antagonists
drug–drug interactions, 246
pramlintide
concomitant insulin, 497
gastric emptying slowing, 496
placebo-controlled studies, 496
praziquantel
concentration, + glucocorticoids, 367
during pregnancy, 366–367
pregabalin
interactions, 88
nervous system effects, 88
placebo-controlled studies, 86–88
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pristinamycin

skin effects, 307

procainamide

clearance, + levofloxacin, 300

levofloxacin clearance, 219

pure red cell aplasia, 219

progesterone antagonists, 477

observational studies, 477

propafenone

exanthematous pustulosis, 218

propofol

formulations, 143

hypotension, 142

interactions, 143

metabolism effects, 142–143

myopathy, 143

nervous system effects, 142

pain on injection, 143–146

remifentanil effectiveness, 117

propranolol

Brugada syndrome, 224

mesenteric ischemia, 223

protamine

coronary artery spasm, 417

proton pump inhibitors

adenomatoid hyperplasia, 424

adverse reactions management, 424

comparative studies, 424

immunologic effects, 424

susceptibility factors, 424

teratogenicity, 424

pseudoephedrine

see also Ephedra/ephedrine

cardiocvascular effects, 171–172

toxic epidermal necrolysis, 172

psilocybin

hallucinogen persisting perception disorder (HPPD), 46

psychotropic drugs

clearance, + valproate, 97

psyllium

anaphylactic reaction, 426

PTH

see parathyroid hormone (PTH)

PUVA

skin cancer, 184

pyrrolizidine alkaloids

veno-occlusive liver disease, 556

Q

qat

see khat

qing zhi'an tain shou

contamination, 551

quetiapine

abuse, 68

auditory hallucinations, 68

concentration, + erythromycin, 303

interactions, 68

vs. lithium, 24

nervous system effects, 68

observational studies, 67

placebo-controlled studies, 67

withdrawal, 68

quillinggao

concomitant warfarin, 403

quinapril

skin, 237

quinidine

QT interval prolongation, 219

quinupristin/dalfopristin

general effects, 307

R

rabeprazole

general effects, 425

racivir

general effects, 348–349

raloxifene

observational studies, 474

ramipril

agranulocytosis, 237–238

edema, 236

hyperkalemia, 237

polyserositis, 238

sialadenitis, 238

ramoplanin

gastrointestinal effects, 310

ranibizumab

observational studies, 545

placebo-controlled studies, 545

ranolazine

clearance, + ketoconazole, 323

rampamol

gastrointestinal effects, 310

ranibizumab

observational studies, 545

placebo-controlled studies, 545

ranolazine

clearance, + ketoconazole, 323

rampamol

gastrointestinal effects, 310

rapamycin

see sirolimus

reboxetine

anorexia, 21

weight loss, 21

remifentanil

cardiocvascular effects, 116

gastrointestinal effects, 117

hyperalgesia, 116

observational studies, 116

during pregnancy, 117

propofol effectiveness, 117

respiratory effects, 116

susceptibility factors, 117

ribavirin

concomitant interferon, 344–347

rifampicin

atorvastatin clearance, 518

caspofungin clearance, 331

comparative studies, 359

endocrine effects, 359–360

hematologic effects, 360

interactions, 361–362

liver effects, 360

mycophenolate sodium clearance, 456

urinary tract, 360–361

risperidone

cardiocvascular effects, 70

comparative studies, 69

concentration, + itraconazole, 324

formulations, 70–71

hyperprolactinemia, 70

overdose, 71

placebo-controlled studies, 69

rabbit syndrome, 70

rabbit syndrome, + lithium, 27

susceptibility factors, 70

tardive dyskinesia, 70

ritonavir

see lopinavir, + ritonavir

systemic glucocorticoids concentration, 465

ritonavir/saquinavir

concomitant rifampicin, 361

rituximab

Merkel cell carcinoma, 448

rivaroxaban

general effects, 411–412

hematologic effects, 412

rivastigmine

comparative studies, 10

placebo-controlled studies, 10–11

rofecoxib

immunologic effects, 131

inflammatory bowel disease, 131

oral lesions, 131

Stevens–Johnson syndrome, 131

visual impairment, 130–131

rotrucvaccine

tonic-clonic seizure, 161

ventricular fibrillation, 161

rosiglitazone

clearance, + trimethoprim, 308–309

fertility effects, 502

interactions, 502–503

liver effects, 502

mineral balance, 502

myopathy, 501–502

sensory system effects, 502

rotavirus vaccine

intussusception, 377

Kawasaki disease, 377

roxithromycin

onycholysis, 303

RU-486

see mifepristone

rubella vaccine

see measles-mumps-rubella vaccine

injury compensation, 373

S

salbutamol

lactic acidosis, 201–202

salmeterol

combinations, 202

Salvia mitiorrhiza (danshen)

concomitant warfarin, 402–403
saw palmetto
headache, 481
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)
concomitant digoxin, 211
encephalopathy, + methylthioninium chloride, 569–571
gastrointestinal bleeding, + non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 128
lactation effects, 16
liver effects, 16
serotonin syndrome, + linezolid, 305
sexual dysfunction, 18
teratogenicity, 16
selenium
general effects, 269
serine protease inhibitors
general effects, 389
sertindole
metabolism effects, 72
sevoflurane
hepatotoxicity, 140
observational studies, 138
QT interval prolongation, 138–139
tonic convulsions, 139
shou wu pian
see Polygonum multiflorum
sibutramine
contamination of herbal medicines, 551
during pregnancy, 8
psychosis, + finasteride, 484
sildenafil
clearance, + fluvoxamine, 18
concomitant metformin, 499
sodium stearoyl lactylate
clearance, + fluvoxamine, 18
psychosis, + finasteride, 484
sodium metabisulfite
general effects, 377
sodium sulfacetamide
urinary tract, 457–458
sitagliptin
concomitant metformin, 499
sitaxsentan
general effects, 245
smallpox vaccine
general effects, 377
sodium metabisulfite
dark room asthma, 572
sodium stearyl lactylate
clearance, + fluvoxamine, 18
psychosis, + finasteride, 484
sodium valproate
general effects, 412–413
sodium valproate
concomitant verapamil, 301
hyperkalemia, + candesartan, 241
hyperkalemia, 259
gynecomastia, 259
endocrine effects, 528
statins
see HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors
stavudine
fetotoxicity, 349
stem cells
immunologic effects, 389–390
streptokinase
cardiovascular effects, 412–413
hematologic effects, 413
stevia
sorption
immunologic effects, 301
tacrolimus
concentration, + metronidazole, 340
concomitant itraconazole, 324
concomitant micaflugin, 332
flushing, 458
interactions, 458
tamoxifen
cardiovascular effects, 476
comparative studies, 475–476
reproductive system, 475–476
susceptibility factors, 476
tamsulosin
intraoperative floppy iris syndrome (IFIS), 246
overdose, 247
tazarotene
skin, 186
tadalafil
see Camellia sinensis
tegaserod
diarrhea, 427
tecaprin
immunologic effects, 301
telithromycin
clearance, + itraconazole, 324
concomitant verapamil, 301
hypotension, + verapamil, 229
observational studies, 301
placebo-controlled studies, 301
skin, 301
telmisartan
susceptibility factors, 242
temazepam
sedation, 52
temocapril
sympathetic nervous system, 238
teniposide
obsesional studies, 459
susceptibility factors, 459
tenoforiv
clearance, + lopinavir, + ritonavir, 349
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concomitant rifampicin, 361–362
didanosine concentration, 348
renal insufficiency, 349
terbinafine
interactions, 317
skin effects, 316
susceptibility factors, 316
taste loss, 316
terlipressin
cardiovascular effects, 512
testosterone
placebo-controlled studies, 478
tumorigencity, 478–479
tetanus vaccines
injury compensation, 373
tetracaine
contact dermatitis, 161
tetracyclines
intracranial hypertension, 291
non-antimicrobial properties, 288–289
ocular pigmentation, 291
tooth staining, 291
theophylline
stuttering, 5–6
therapy (HRT)
general effects, 472–473
tiagabine
gastric disturbances, 89
observational studies, 89
timolol
placebo-controlled studies, 485
ticlopidine
hematologic, 417
liver effects, 417
tigecycline
comparative studies, 292
food interactions, 293
gastrointestinal effects, 292

timolol
bronchial reactivity increase, 223
toxic epidermal necrosis, + dorzolamide, 224
tiotropium bromide
cardiovascular effects, 203
titraxamine
general effects, 270
tobramycin
sensory system effects, 297
urinary tract, 297–298
tocopherols
see vitamin E
tolerodine
hypertension, 177–178
topic anaesthesia
anosmia, 157
death, 158
seizures, 157
topiramate
comparative studies, 89–90
erection dysfunction, 91
hyperthermia, 91–92
interactions, 92
metabolic acidosis, 91
metabolism effects, 91
observational studies, 89
placebo-controlled studies, 90
psychiatric effects, 91
retrospective studies, 90
vision effects, 90–91
tramadol
comparative studies, 117
pericarditis, 117–118
transdermal hormone replacement therapy (HRT)
general effects, 472–473
travoprost
abdominal cramp, 466
tretinoin
hypercalcemia, + voriconazole, 324
tumorigencity, 459
thioridazine
risperidone concentration, 71
thiotepa
metabolism, + phenytoin, 86
thyroid hormones
interactions, 490
musculoskeletal effects, 490
psychiatric effects, 490
tiagabine
abdominal cramp, 466
tobramycin
sensory system effects, 297
urogenital system, 297–298
tocopherols
see vitamin E
tolbutamide
interactions, 503
skin, 308
triptans
serotonin syndrome, 232
triptorelin
polydactyly, 508
tyrosine kinase inhibitors
general effects, 520
skin and hair, 520
U ultrasound contrast agents
cardiovascular effects, 540–541
unfractionated heparin
interference, + abciximab, 415
V vaccines
allergic disease, 370
formulations, 370–371
Guillain–Barré syndrome, 370
injury compensation, 371–372, 373
standardized case definitions, 371
valdecoxib
anuric renal insufficiency, 132
cardiovascular effects, 132
carpal tunnel syndrome, 132
skin, 132
valproate
administration route, 96
adverse reactions management, 97–98
amphetamine inhibition, 2
color vision defects, 93
dosage regimens, 96
hematologic effects, 93–94
interactions, 96–97
vs. lithium, 24
observational studies, 92–93
overdose, 96
sialadenosis, 94
vitamin B12 concentration, 93
valproic acid
concentration, + apenems, 283–284
valsartan
pneumonitis, 242
vancomycin
immunologic effects, 301
varicella vaccine
injury compensation, 373
vasopressin
hypotension, 511
venlafaxine
ejaculatory delay, 19
nervous system effects, 19
verapamil
concomitant telithromycin, 301
cutaneous lupus erythematosus, 228
gingival enlargement, 228
hyperprolactinemia, 228
hypotension, + telithromycin, 229
interactions, 228–229
overdose, 228
verteporfin
  adverse reactions management, 547
eye function, 546–547
general effects, 545–546
hypersensitivity reaction, 547
musculoskeletal effects, 547
nervous system effects, 546
photosensitivity, 547
placebo-controlled studies, 546
respiratory effects, 546
submacular hemorrhage, +
  warfarin, 547
urinary tract, 547
vigabatrin
  visual field defects, 98–99
vincristine
  neurotoxicity, + itraconazole, 325
virginiamycin
  tolerance (antibacterial resistance), 307
vitamin A (retinoids)
  teratogenicity, 185
vitamin C
  amygdalin metabolism effects, 556
  amygdalin toxicity, 394
vitamin D analogues
  mineral metabolism, 394
vitamin E
  cardiovascular effects, 395
  ciclosporin concentration, 395
  interactions, 395
during pregnancy, 395
vitamins
ciclosporin concentration, 453
von Willebrand factor formulations, 388
voriconazole
  comparative studies, 328
  hypercalcemia, + tretinoin, 324
  monitoring therapy, 329
  peripheral neuropathy, 328
  pustular eruption, + imatinib, 323
  skin, 328
  susceptibility factors, 329
warfarin
  clearance, + St. John’s wort, 401–402
  concomitant Ginkgo biloba, 553
gastrointestinal bleeding, + SSRIs, 16–17
herbal interactions, 400–403
INR increase, + moxifloxacin, 300
submacular hemorrhage, +
virtoporfin, 547
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents
  comparative studies, 533–534
  fetotoxicity, 537–538
  immunologic effects, 537
X
ximelagatran
  comparative studies, 410
  hematologic effects, 410
  hepatotoxicity, 411
  product withdrawal, 410
Z
zaleplon
  observational studies, 53
zidovudine
  concomitant nelfinavir, 352
zinc
  copper deficiency, 270
Zingiber officinale (ginger)
  concomitant warfarin, 403
  during pregnancy, 556
  systemic reviews, 556
ziprasidone
  comparative studies, 72
  lithium toxicity, 27
  observational studies, 72
  overdose, 74
  rhabdomyolysis, 72–73
zolpidem
  postural sway, 53
zonisamide
  concomitant valproate, 96–97
  dosage regimens, 99–100
  interactions, 100
  placebo-controlled studies, 99, 99
  renal calculi, 99
  susceptibility factors, 99
Index of adverse effects

A
abdominal cramp
cefaclor, 284
travoprost, 466
abdominal discomfort
lactulose, 426
rofecoxib, 131
abdominal distension
alpha-glucosidase inhibitors, 496
diltiazem, 226
abdominal pain
adenosine receptor agonists, 213
anti-human CD40 Mab chimeric 5D12, 443
biguanides, 497
cannabinoids, 31
anti-human CD40 Mab chimeric 5D12, 443
biguanides, 497
cannabinoids, 31
abnormal thoughts
pregabalin, 87, 88
abnormal episodes
valproate, 94
acute phosphate nephropathy
phosphates, 427
acute reactive encephalopathy
melarsoprol, 341
acute renal insufficiency
ciprofloxacin, 298
rifampicin, 360–361
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
cocaine, 35
immunoglobulins, 385
lamotrigine, 81
acute tubular necrosis
colistin, 306
genamicin, 297
adenomatoid hyperplasia
proton pump inhibitors, 424
adenovirus infection
alamuzumab, 443
adrenal insufficiency
etomidate, 141
adrenal suppression
budesonide, 194
mometasone furoate, 198
adult respiratory distress syndrome
see acute respiratory distress syndrome
after-taste
naltrexone, 120
AGEP
see acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis (AGEP)
aggression
androgenic anabolic steroids, 478
diamorphine, 110
levamisole, 366
levetiracetam, 82
agitation
ketamine, 141
meftomin + orlistat, 431
methylphenidate, 5
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 569, 570, 571
rivastigmine, 10
zonisamide, 99
agnosia
cannabinoids, 32
agranulocytosis
see also leukopenia, neutropenia
antithyroid drugs, 216
calcium dobesilate, 216
cefoperazone, 285
clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
dipyone, 132–133
mirtazapine, 20–21
nitrofurantoin, 303
ramipril, 237–238
thiomamides, 490–491
ticlopidine, 216, 417
airway obstruction
ACE inhibitors, 235
akathisia
olanzapine, 65
alertness
khat, 44
allergic contact dermatitis
dorzolamid, 256
paraphenylenediamine, 182
valdecoxib, 132
allergic disease
vaccines, 370
allergic granulomatous angiitis
proton pump inhibitors, 424
allergic rash
clopidogrel, 416
allergic reaction
blood transfusion, 382
botulinum toxins, 166
chlorhexidine, 278
Echinacea species, 553
lepirudin, 409
Index of adverse effects

anencephaly
biguanides, 497
omeprazole, 425
anesthesia prolongation
spinal anesthesia, 154
angina
see also cardiac ischemia
cefuroxime, 286
latanoprost, 465
oseltamivir, 353
angioedema
ACE inhibitors, 234–235
ticlopidine, 417
glutaryl acid, 129
angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 238–240
cefaclor, 284
glucosamine, 567
iron salts, 266
itraconazole, 326
MLN02, 447
pholcodine, 116
ramipril, 238
sirolimus (rapamycin), 457
streptokinase, 413
angina
see also myocardial ischemia
clobazam, 87
pregabalin, 87
angioedema
ACE inhibitors, 234–235
cannabinoids, 33
hydrochlorothiazide, 257
irbesartan, 241
topiramate, 90–91
ankle edema
levetiracetam, 82
anaphylactic shock
beta-lactam antibiotics, 281
anaphylaxis
bee sting venom, 572
beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 224
blood transfusion, 382
proton pump inhibitors, 424
tetanus vaccines, 373
anasarca
amiodipine, 225–226
ANCA
see antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA)
anemia
antiandrogens, 479
clopidogrel, 415
cyclophosphamide, 453
interferon + ribavirin, 345, 346, 347
linezolid, 304, 305
nevirapine, 350
sunitinib, 527
supercoumarins, 404
suramin, 367
ticlopidine, 417
trimethoprim, 308
anxiety
ketamine + morphine, 113
levetiracetam, 82
mefloquine, 337
modafinil, 6
quetiapine, 68
risperidone, 71
ziprasidone, 72
aphasia
adrenaline (epinephrine), 170
cannabinoids, 32
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570, 571
aphthous ulceration
sirolimus (rapamycin), 457
aplasia cutis congenita
antithyroid drugs, 491
aplastic anemia
dapson, 357
apnea
combination vaccines, 369
ecstasy, 41
fentanyl, 111
immunoglobulins, 386
levetiracetam, 82
obstetric anesthesia, 156
sevoflurane, 139
appetite, poor
methomyl, 565
appetite increase
olanzapine, 64, 65
risperidone, 69
appetite loss
tartaricaine, 158
biguanides, 497
furazolidone, 341
H. pylori eradication regimens, 340, 426
interferon + ribavirin, 345
ivermectin, 365
khat, 45
lamotrigine, 80
methylphenidate, 4
modafinil, 6
mycophenolate sodium, 456
naltrexone, 120
pramlintide, 496
reboxetine, 21
rifampicin, 361
rofecoxib, 131
suramin, 367
terbinafine, 316–317
topiramate, 89, 90
ziprasidone, 65
zonisamide, 99
ARDS
see acute respiratory distress syndrome
areflexia
cocaine, 34
argyria
silver salts and derivatives, 269–270
arterial thrombosis
bevacizumab, 444

arthralgia
anti-human CD40 Mab
chimeric 5D12, 443
antithyroid drugs, 491
ceftroxone, 285
defeprinpro, 274
everolimus, 454
glucosamine, 567
H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
interferon + ribavirin, 346
micafungin, 331
minocycline, 290
montelukast, 203
proton pump inhibitors, 424
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307

arthritis
rubella vaccine, 373

ascites
methomyl, 565
verteporfin, 547

aseptic meningitis
ciprofloxacin, 299
immunoglobulins, 386
lamotrigine, 81
mumps vaccine, 376
trimethoprim, 308

Aspergillus infection
genatumumab ozogamicin, 446
pregalanlin, 88

asthenozoospermia
carbamazepine, 79

asthma
adalimumab, 439
beta-adrenoceptor agonists, 198–199
diamorphine, 110
glucosamine, 567
hair dyes, 181
paracetamol, 129–130
sodium metabisulfite, 572

asystole
olanzapine, 67

ataxia
acetaizolamide, 255
amiodarone, 214
artemisinin, 338
colistin, 306
methomyl, 565
pregabalin, 87, 88
raqualine, 89
valproate, 92
zonisamide, 99

atherosclerosis
insulin, 494
atrial fibrillation
cannabinoids, 31
donepezil, 9

atrial arrhythmia
donepezil, 9

atrial arrhythmia
bevacizumab, 214
atrioventricular block
cannabinoids, 31
donepezil, 9

auditory disturbance
see entries at hearing-

auditory hallucination
quetiapine, 68

autism
manganese, 268
measles-mumps-rubella vaccine, 375

back pain
fentanyl, 111
liposomal amphotericin (L-amB), 320
proton pump inhibitors, 424
systemic glucocorticoids, 463
verteporfin, 546, 547

backache
immunoglobulins, 385

behavior change
amphetamine, 376
behavior problem
coctaine, 36
toximethamphetamine, 82

belching
Zingiber officinalis, 556

benign prostatic hyperplasia
exacerbation
bisoprolol, 223
bezol
nifedipine, 227

biliary colic
desflurane, 138

biliary sludge
desflurane, 189

birth weight reduction
cocaine, 35
ketamine, 141

bleeding
bevacizumab, 444
dabigatran, 409
danshen + warfarin, 402
drotrecogin alfa, 381
garlic, 400
Ginkgo biloba, 553
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 415
heparins, 405
leuprolide, 508
streptokinase, 413
suminim, 527
ximelagatran, 410

blepharitis
imatinib mesylate, 522

blepharitis
postoperative
rivaroxaban, 412

blepharitis conjunctivitis
imatinib mesylate, 522

blistering
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534

bloating
mesalazine, 429
phosphates, 427

blood pressure increase
see also hypertension
amphetamine, 1
bevacizumab, 544
duloxetine, 19
ectasy, 39
fluoxamine + quetiapine, 68
ketamine, 141
olanzapine, 64
pseudoephedrine, 171

BNP increase
digoxin, 211

body movements
desflurane, 138

bone ache
imatinib mesylate, 523

bone marrow suppression
hydroxychloroquine, 337
penicillamine, 274
ticlopidine, 417

bone mineral density reduction
opioids, 108
thyroid hormones, 490

Bong lung
cannabis, 33
brachial neuritis
beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 223

bradycardia
beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 223
bupivacaine, 159

cannabinoids, 32
choloral hydrate, 52–53
combination vaccines, 369
dextrems, 384
immunoglobulins, 386
levobupivacaine, 160
methadone, 112
obstetric anesthesia, 156
phosphates, 427
propafenone, 218
propofol, 142
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remifentanil, 116
tamsulosin, 247
ultrasound contrast agents, 540

brain edema
pregabalin, 88

brainstem encephalopathy
artemisinin, 338

brainstem herniation
acetazolamide, 255

breast cancer
biculatamide, 480
hormone replacement therapy, 471

breast enlargement
finasteride, 484

breast pain
bicalutamide, 480

breast tenderness
finasteride, 484

breathing difficulty
suxamethonium, 164

broad complex tachycardia
cardiac glycosides, 209

bronchial reactivity increase
timolol, 223

bronchiectasis
rabeprazole, 425

bronchitis
zanamivir, 353

bronchoconstriction
colin, 305

dipyridamole, 413

interpleural anesthesia,
155–156
mesalazine, 429
parecoxib, 130
zanamivir, 352

Brugada syndrome
ajmaline and derivatives, 213
cibenzone, 217
propranolol, 224

brunishing
botulinum toxins, 165
heparins, 408
inhaled glucocorticoids, 193
interferon alfa, 436, 437
quilinggao + warfarin, 403
supercoumarins, 404

bullae
pseudoephedrine, 172

bundle branch block
methylthionium chloride +
statins, 570

burning
aminolevulinic acid, 184
chlorhexidine, 279

cosmetics, 180
talciotol, 186

C
calcifying panniculitis
heparins, 408
calcinositis cutis
heparins, 408
candidiasis
flaconazol, 32
fluticasone propionate +
salmeterol, 202
mometasone furoate, 198
capillary leak syndrome
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
cardiac
see also entries at coronary-, heart-
cardiace arrest
see also myocardial infarction
antipsychotic drugs, 60
cannabinoids, 31

cardiac glycosides, 209
desflurane, 137
methylergonovine, 176
phosphates, 427
cardiace rupture
ultrasound contrast agents, 540–541
cardiace toxicity
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
cardiographic U waves
phenylephrine, 172–173
cardiomegaly
interleukin-11, 439
cardiomyopathy
clozapine, 62
sibutramine, 7
systemic glucocorticoids, 463
cardiovascular collapse
bismuth, 264
bupivacaine, 159
carotid sinus syndrome
donepezil, 9
carpal tunnel syndrome
dualex, 132
cataract
finasteride, 482
triacminolone, 548
cataract progression
bevacizumab, 544
cauda equina syndrome
bevacizumab, 544
central retinal artery occlusion
bevacizumab, 544
cerebral edema
acatizolamide, 255
eczasy, 42

cerebral hemorrhage
coumarin anticoagulants, 399
cerebral vasculitis
methanfetamine, 2
cerebrovascular disease
cannabinoids, 32
cheilitis
voriconazole, 328
chest pain
adenosine receptor agonists, 213
adrenaline (epinephrine), 170
butulinum toxins, 166
cannabinoids, 31
diamorphine, 110
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
inflixiimab, 440
triptans, 232
verteporfin, 546
chest tightness
acupuncture, 557
colinsti, 305
ecast, 40
immunoglobulins, 385
levetiranacetam, 82
methomyl, 565
chills
aztreonam, 286
efalizumab, 445
immunoglobulins, 385, 386
levamisole, 366
methomyl, 565
choanal atresia
antithyroid drugs, 491
choleilithiasis
see gall stones
cholestatic hepatitis
candesartan, 241
fluvoxamine, 16
parenteral nutrition, 396–397
cholestatic hepatitis
rosiglitazone, 502

ticlopidine, 417
cholesterol crystal embolism
heparins, 404
cholesterol increase
paroxetine, 18

cholestatic hepatitis
verteporfin, 546

choroidal infarct
verteporfin, 546

choroidal ischemia
verteporfin, 546

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)

beta-adrenoceptor antagonists,
223

ciracetamol (acetaminophen), 130

chronic pulmonary fibrosis
geltinib, 524

chrysiasis
gold and gold salts, 265

Churg–Strauss syndrome

eukotide modifiers, 203

circulatory transfusion reactions
blood transfusion, 382

cirrhosis
fibrates, 515

Piper methysticum, 554
cleft palate
valproate, 95
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clonus
methylythioninium chloride + statins, 570

cogulation activation
factor IX, 388

cogulopathy
drotrecogin alfa, 381
etherified starches, 384
leuprolide, 508
plasma substitutes, 384

cochleovestibular deficit
cocaine, 34
cognitive deficit
cannabinoids, 33
cognitive impairment
interferon alfa, 436
ketamine, 141
morphine, 114
phenytoin, 85
tiagabine, 89
topiramate, 90
valproate, 95
cogwheel rigidity
manganese, 267–268
cold sensation
valproate, 96
colitis
gleucosamine, 567
levetiracetam, 82
pregabalin, 88
rofecoxib, 131

color vision impairment
ethambutol, 358
levetiracetam, 82
pregabalin, 88
rofecoxib, 131
component syndrome
streptokinase, 413
concentration impairment
carbamazepine, 78
efavirenz, 349
interferon alfa, 436
topiramate, 89, 90
confusion
adrenaline (epinephrine), 170
carbamazepine + oxybutynin, 178
colistin, 306
diamorphine, 110
ketamine + morphine, 113
metformin + olsartan, 431
methadone, 112
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 569, 570, 571
naltrexone, 120
olanzapine, 64
oseltamivir, 353
pregabalin, 88
tiagabine, 89
venlafaxine, 19
congenital heart defect
fluconazole, 325
congestion
actretin, 185
congestive heart failure
adalimumab, 439
infliximab, 440
conjectival cyst
ocular anesthesia, 156
conjectival hemorrhage
chloroquine + proguanil, 336
conjectival injection
interleukin-11, 439
conjectival swelling
bevacizumab, 544
consciousness, loss of
cefaclor, 285
verteporfin, 546
consciousness alteration
silver salts and derivatives, 269
constipation
alosetron, 423
clozapine, 62
dlubavacin, 301
daptomycin, 309
dextromethorphan, 109
fentanyl, 111
gabapentin + morphine, 113
H. pylori eradication regimens,
425, 426
interleukin-2, 438
ivermectin, 365
khat, 45
levetiracetam, 82
methadone, 112
naltrexone, 120
sibutramine, 7
contact allergy
corticosteroids, topical, 183
cosmetics, 180
sodium stearoyl lactylate, 183
contact dermatitis
see also allergic contact dermatitis
colophony, 183
hair dyes, 181
minoxidil, 183–184
nickel, 268, 269
paraphenylenediamine, 182
tetracaine, 161
contact hypersensitivity
aluminium adsorbent, 370
convulsions
calcitonin, 507
colistin, 306
combination vaccines, 369
levamisole, 366
obstetric anesthesia, 156
ropivacaine, 161
statins, 16
coordination impairment
metronidazole, 339
copper deficiency
zinc, 270
cornea verticillata
amiodarone, 214
corneal calcification
phosphate-buffered eye drops, 548
corneal deposits
deshloromazine, 61
corneal edema
acetazolamide, 255
cannabinoids, 33
coronary
see also entries at cardi-, heart-
coronary artery disease
cannabinoids, 31
coronary artery spasm
ecstasy, 39–40
latanoprost, 465
prostamine, 417
pseudoephedrine, 172
coronary syndrome, acute
cannabinoids, 31
cortisol concentration
alprazolam, 49
cough
ACE inhibitors, 234
arsenic, 263
colistin, 305
desflurane, 138
erlotinib, 526
fentanyl, 111
interferon + ribavirin, 345
lobeline, 3
nitrofurantoin, 303
oseltamivir, 353
verteporfin, 546
zanamivir, 353
cramps
imatinib mesylate, 523
phosphates, 427
progesterone antagonists, 477
somatropin, 509
cranioopharyngioma
somatropin, 509


crush fractures

cushing’s syndrome


cutaneous lupus erythematosus


cutaneous sarcoidosis


cyanosis


cystitis


proton pump inhibitors, 424
rabeprazole, 425
cytomegalovirus infection
MLN02, 447

cytomegalovirus reactivation
alemtuzumab, 442, 443
cyteopenia
clopidogrel, 416

dark room asthma
sodium metabisulfite, 572
dark urine
clopidogrel, 416

dark urine
chloroquine + proguanil, 336
deafness
cocaine, 34
death
antipsychotic drugs, 60–61
beta2-adrenoceptor agonists, 198–199
bevacizumab, 544
caffeine, 5
infusion pumps, 107
loop diuretics, 259
99mTc fanolesomab, 446
opioids, 107
propofol, 142
somatropin, 509
deep vein thrombosis
interleukin-2, 438
dehydration
cilazapril, 235
clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
delirium
bupropion, 20
eketamine, 141
lithium, 24
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 569
metoprolol, 223
olanzapine, 67
pregabalin, 88
risperidone, 71
delusions
bupropion, 20
dementia
lithium, 24–25
demyelinating disease
infliximab, 440
depersonalization
cocaine, 34
depression
ecstasy, 40–41
finasteride, 482
HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors, 516
interferon alfa, 436
levetiracetam, 82
mefloquine, 337
risperidone, 71
temsirolimus, 459
tiagabine, 89
topiramate, 91
derealization
psilocybin, 46
dermatitis
see also contact dermatitis, exfoliative dermatitis
efalizumab, 445
gold, 181
gold and gold salts, 265
teriflunomide, 346
nail cosmetics, 183
sunitinib, 527
desquamation
ceftoxime, 285
diltiazem, 226
voriconazole, 328
desquamation of the oral mucosa
chlorhexidine, 278–279
device failure
cobalt, 265
diabetes mellitus
antipsychotic drugs, 58
fluoxetine, 484
folic acid, 568
risperidone, 71
diabetes, gestational
leuprolide, 508
diabetic ketoacidosis
antipsychotic drugs, 58
insulin, 494
diarrhea
azithromycin, 302
biguanides, 497
cefaclor, 284
citalopram, 17
clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
dalbavancin, 301
daptomycin, 309
dextromethorphan, 109
direct renin inhibitors, 244
donepezil, 9
erlotinib, 526
gefitinib, 525
H. pylori eradication regimens, 340, 425, 426
imatinib mesylate, 523
interleukin-11, 439
ivermectin, 365
leflunomide, 455
glucosamine, 567
H. pylori eradication regimens, 425
ramoplanin, 310
rivastigmine, 10
rofecoxib, 131
sorafenib, 528
sucralfate, 425
sunitinib, 527
telithromycin, 301
verapamil, 292
topiramate, 90
trichloroethylene, 140
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534
zanamivir, 353
DIC
see disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC)
diffuse venous thromboembolism
immunoglobulins, 386
diplopia
artemisinin, 338
citalopram, 17
pregabalin, 87
spinal manipulation, 558
suxamethonium, 164
discolored stools
chloroquine + proguanil, 336
disinhibition
levetiracetam, 82
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
disorientation
diamorphine, 110
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570, 571
disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC)
immunoglobulins, 385, 386
disturbed dreaming
ketamine, 141
dizziness
acupuncture, 557
adenosine receptor agonists, 213
alfuzosin, 246, 481
baclofen, 165
carbamazepine + oxybutynin, 178
cefaclor, 284
citalopram, 17
colistin, 306
dextromethorphan, 109
direct renin inhibitors, 244
efavirenz, 349
endothelin receptor antagonists, 245
fentanyl, 110, 111
fluticasone propionate + salmeterol, 202
gabapentin, 80
glucosamine, 567
H. pylori eradication regimens, 425
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human papilloma virus
  vaccine, 374
interleukin-2, 438
iron salts, 266
ivermectin, 365
lamotrigine, 80
levetiracetam, 82
lormetazepam, 51
mesalazine, 429
metformin + orlistat, 431
methomyl, 565
modafinil, 6
naltrexone, 120
nifedipine, 228
oxcarbazepine, 84
penicillamine, 275
pethidine, 116
polyethylene glycol + electrolytes, 426
pregabalin, 86, 87, 88
progesterone antagonists, 477
quetiapine, 68
rivaroxabine, 10
tamsulosin, 247
terbinafine, 317
tigecycline, 292
utopropion, 304
verapamil, 228
verteporfin, 547
zanamivir, 352
ziprasidone, 65
zonisamide, 99

dream disturbance
donepezil, 9
ketamine, 141

Dreams, abnormal
efavirenz, 349

Dreams, vivid
dextromethorphan + morphine, 113

DRESS see drug rash with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS)

Drowsiness
dextromethorphan, 109
doxazosin, 246
ivermectin, 365
levetiracetam, 82
naltrexone, 120
oxcarbazepine, 84
penicillamine, 274
topiramate, 90

Drug hypersensitivity syndrome
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 537

Drug rash with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS)
erythromycin, 389

Dry mouth
citalopram, 17
dextromethorphan, 109
gabapentin + morphine, 113
isapghula, 426
mefloquine, 337
methylnal, 565
methylenidate, 4
modafinil, 6
naltrexone, 120
pregabalin, 86, 87
terbinafine, 317
tiotropium bromide, 203

Dry skin
finasteride, 481
interferon + ribavirin, 345
Piper methysticum, 555

Duodenal ulcer
khat, 45

Dysarthria
acetaozolamide, 255
arteremisinin, 338
manganese, 267–268
metronidazole, 339

dysesthesia
cefaclor, 285
linoxidol, 304

dyskinasia
haloperidol, 61
levodopa, 174

Dyslipidemia
atazanavir, 351

Dyspepsia
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
interferon + ribavirin, 345
mycophenolate sodium, 456
ometroprazole, 425
ramoplanin, 310	
tigecycline, 292

Dysphagia see swallowing difficulty

dysphonia
acitretin, 185
fluconazole, 325

Dyspepsia inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
interferon + ribavirin, 345
mycophenolate sodium, 456
ometroprazole, 425
ramoplanin, 310
tigecycline, 292

Dystonia
cannabinoids, 32
levetiracetam, 83
olanzapine, 67
ziprasidone, 72
zonisamide, 99

Ear infection
oxcarbazepine, 83

Ecchymosis see bruising

Ectopic contact dermatitis
nail cosmetics, 183

Eczema
calcipotriol, 186
corticosteroids, topical, 183
EMLA cream, 157
H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
interferon + ribavirin, 346

Edema
aminolevulinic acid, 184
arsenic, 263–264
articaine, 158
ceftroxone, 285
everolimus, 454
glucosamine, 567
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
imatinib mesylate, 521, 522
interleukin-11, 439
isosulfan blue, 566
lactose, 568
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307
sirilimus (rapamycin), 457
streptokinase, 413
tobramycin, 297
verteporfin, 547
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 537

Eighth nerve damage
neomycin, 297

Ejaculatory delay
venlafaxine, 19

Ejaculatory disorder
citalopram, 17
finasteride, 481, 483, 484

Elastosis perforans serpiginosa
penicillamine, 275

Electrolyte abnormality
amphotericin, 317
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index of adverse effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>emblyosyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embryopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluconazole, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valproate, 95–96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emergence reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ketamine, 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see vomiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotional instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toprimate, 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enmphysema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encephalitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pertussis vaccines, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encephalitis-like syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese encephalitis vaccine, 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encephalopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cefepime, 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hydrone + lineozol, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methylthioninium chloride +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>statins, 569–571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pertussis vaccines, 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregabalain, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encephalopathy, acute reactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melarsoprol, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end-stage renal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acetylsalicylic acid, 128–129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endocarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta-lactam antibiotics, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endometrial cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hormone replacement therapy, 471–472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endometritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misoprostol, 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endophthalmitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bevacizumab, 544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranibizumab, 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enuresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acitretin, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eosinophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epidural anesthesia, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leukotriene modifiers, 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vancomycin, 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water-soluble intravascular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iodinated contrast agents, 537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eosinophilic pleursy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imidapril, 236–237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eosinophilic pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minocycline, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epidermal hematoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clopidogrel, 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epidermiditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botulinum toxins, 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epigastria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mycophenolate sodium, 456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epigastric pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piper methysticum, 555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epistaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heparins, 405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micafungin, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quillinggao + warfarin, 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sirolimus (rapamycin), 457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunitinib, 527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercoumarinins, 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toprimate, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erectile dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta-adrenerceptor antagonists, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finasteride, 481, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toprimate, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agerm castus, 552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aminolevulinic acid, 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>articaine, 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aztreonam, 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta-lactam antibiotics, 281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clarithromycin, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clopidogrel, 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dasatinib, 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epidural anesthesia, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fondaparinux, 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gefitinib, 525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lactose, 568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mangansse, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>somatropin, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tobramycin, 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trimethoprim, 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tyrosine kinase inhibitors, 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voriconazole, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythema multiforme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbamazepine, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythropoietins, 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flavonazole, 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oral contraceptives, 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terbinafin, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vancomycinin, 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythema multiforme-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dilitiazem, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythoma toxicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terbinafin, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythodermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aztreonam, 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceftriaxone, 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dilitiazem, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esophageal reflux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botulinum toxins, 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esophageal ulcer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doxycecline, 289–290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esophagitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khat, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esotropia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetracycline, 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>euphoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khat, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregabalain, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exanthema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corticosteroids, topical, 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nickel, 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terbinafin, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valdecoxib, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exanthematous eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dilitiazem, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exanthematous pustulosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propafenone, 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exfoliative dermatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dilitiazem, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extrapyramidal disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olanzapine, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extrapyramidal effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cannabinoids, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extrapyramidal movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>citalopram, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extrapyramidal symptom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amisulpride, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluvoxamine + quetiapine, 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haloperidol, 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quetiapine, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risperidone, 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amiodarone, 214–215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anticholinergic drugs, 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>albendazole, 364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyelid edema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imatinib mesylate, 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facial paralysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infiltration anesthesia, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factor VIII inhibitor production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interferon alfa, 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fainting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donepezil, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human papilloma virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaccine, 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indapamide, 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latanoprosop, 465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methadone, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temocapril, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zanamivir, 352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanconi syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valproate, 93–94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat necrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heparins, 408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see also hyposthenia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malaise, tiredness,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acupuncture, 557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alfuzosin, 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antimony, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>azithromycin, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta-adrenerceptor antagonists, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dextrans, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donepezil, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human papilloma virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaccine, 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indapamide, 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latanoprosop, 465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methadone, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temocapril, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zanamivir, 352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interleukin-2, 438
lamivudine, 344
lamotrigine, 80
lapatinib, 526
levetiracetam, 7
levomethadone, 112
oxcarbazepine, 85
pazopanib, 529
phosphates, 427
sibutramine, 509
suramin, 367
valproate, 92, 96

febrile transfusion reaction
blood transfusion, 381

fetal death
leflunomide, 455
nifedipine, 227
fetal distress
antacids, 423
fetal growth impairment
angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 240
cannabinoids, 34
fetal heart defect
paroxetine, 19
fever
see also hyperthermia
antithyroid drugs, 491
botulinum toxins, 165
carbamazepine, 79
ceftroxone, 285
clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
clopidogrel, 416
cocaine, 35
colistin, 306
combination vaccines, 369
dalbavancin, 301
efalizumab, 445
fluvoxamine + quetiapine, 68
immunoglobulins, 385
infliximab, 441
levalisole, 366
levofloxacin, 290
measles-mumps-rubella vaccine, 375, 376
melarsoprol, 341
minocycline, 290
ofloxacin, 300
penicillamine, 275
phenytoin, 85
propofol, 143
thiopental sodium, 147
vancomycin, 301

water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534
fibrinolysis
hormone replacement therapy, 471
fibrosis
nitrofurantoin, 303
fibrotic reaction
dopamine receptor agonists, 176
fixed drug eruption
clarithromycin, 302
furazolidone, 341
levocetirizine, 190
flank pain
supercoumarins, 404
flares
penicillins, 287
flashback
psilocybin, 46
flatulence
alpha-glucosidase inhibitors, 496
phosphates, 427
pregabalin, 86
ramoplanin, 310
flatus
botulinum toxins, 166
orlistat, 429
floating sensation
methomyl, 565
flu-like symptoms
botulinum toxins, 166
efalizumab, 445
interferon + ribavirin, 345
minocycline, 290
olanzapine, 65
tiagabine, 89
topiramate, 90
fluid retention
imatinib mesylate, 521
flushing
adenosine receptor agonists, 213
calcitonin, 507
immunoglobulins, 386
infliximab, 440
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
nifedipine, 228
tacrofumub, 458
focal brain edema
pregabalin, 88
folic acid
gefitinib, 525
tyrosine kinase inhibitors, 520
foot drop
adalimumab, 439
fracture
antiepileptic drugs, 78
bisphosphonates, 561
loop diuretics, 258–259
lopinavir + ritonavir, 351
fulminant hepatic failure
Ephedra and ephedrine, 171
Fusobacterium and ephedrine, 446
G
gait disturbance
interferon alfa, 436
levetiracetam, 83
ziprasidone, 72
galactorrhea
amisulpride, 64
antipsychotic drugs, 58
aripiprazole, 61
risperidone, 69
gallstones
ceftroxone, 285
doxytocide, 511
parenteral nutrition, 396–397
gambling
dopamine receptor agonists, 174–175
Gamela morbillorum infection
buprenorphine, 118–119
gastric disturbance
tiagabine, 89
gastric/duodenal ulceration
glucosamine, 567
gastric emptying slowing
pramlintide, 496
gastric mucosal damage
iodine, 490
gastritis
khat, 45
gastroenteritis
montelukast, 203
rabeprazole, 425
gastrointestinal bleeding
acytysalicylic acid, 128
clopidogrel, 415
coumarin anticoagulants, 399
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 125–127
risperidone, 71
statins, 16
gastrointestinal discomfort
deferoxprine, 274
gastrointestinal disturbance
Agnus castus, 552
hydroxychloroquine, 337
linezolid, 304
pristinamycin, 307
gastrointestinal effects
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307
gastrointestinal perforation
bevacizumab, 444
gastrointestinal symptoms
Zingiber officinale (ginger), 556
gastrointestinal upsets
Echinacea species, 553
genital tumors
UVB, 184
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index of adverse effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gestational diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leuprolide, 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giddiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antimony, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cocaine, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gingival bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quilngao + warfarin, 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercoumarins, 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gingival enlargement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diltilazem, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>felodipine, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verapamil, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gingivitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sirolimus (rapamycin), 457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glaucoma, open-angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diuretics, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glioblastoma multiforme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hair dyes, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hair dyes, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glomerular nephrotoxicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amphotericin B deoxycholate (DAMB), 319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glove-and-stocking neuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linezolid, 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graft-versus-host disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stem cells, 389–390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>granulocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ticlopidine, 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>granulomatous reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leuprolide, 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground-glass attenuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gefitinib, 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ground-glass opacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amiodarone, 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arsenic, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leflunomide, 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valsartan, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growth delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>budesonide, 194–195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growth hormone insensitivity syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insulin, 495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillain–Barre syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meningococcal vaccine, 372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaccines, 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gynecomastia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antipsychotic drugs, 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicalutamide, 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efavirenz, 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finasteride, 481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risperidone, 69, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spironolactone, 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H hair depigmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pazopanib, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunitinib, 527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hair loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botulinum toxins, 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leflunomide, 455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tyrosine kinase inhibitors, 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valproate, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voriconazole, 329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hallucinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ketamine + morphine, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methylthioninium chloride + statins, 569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propofol, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topiramate, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tramadol, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voriconazole, 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halucinogen persisting perception disorder (HPPD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psilocybin, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halo dermatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interferon + ribavirin, 346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand-foot skin reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorafenib, 528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adenosine receptor agonists, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adrenaline (epinephrine), 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnus castus, 552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>albuzosin, 481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-human CD40 Mab chimeric 5D12, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botulinum toxins, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camphor, 564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cannabinoids, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceftrouxone, 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chloroquine + proguanil, 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daptomycin, 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desmopressin, 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dextromethorphan, 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct renin inhibitors, 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efaluzimab, 445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endothelin receptor antagonists, 244, 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erythropoietins, 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>esomeprazole, 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finasteride, 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluticasone propionate + salmeterol, 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formoterol, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gabapentin, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gatifloxicin, 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glyceral trinitrate, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. pylori eradication regimens, 425, 426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immunglobulins, 385, 386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irbesartan, 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivermectin, 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khat, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamotrigine, 80, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>levetiracetam, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>losartan, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melarsoprol, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mesalazine, 428, 429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methymyl, 565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>micafungin, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>molsidomine, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mometasone furoate, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nifedipine, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olanzapine, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oral contraceptives, 477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oseltamivir, 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxcarbazepine, 84, 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phosphates, 427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pregabalin, 86, 87, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>progesterone antagonists, 477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proton pump inhibitors, 424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quetiapine, 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabeprazole, 425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risperidone, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saw palmetto, 481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sibutramine, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>somatropin, 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tamsulosin, 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terbinafine, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiagabine, 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topiramate, 89, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valproate, 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zanamivir, 352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ziprasidone, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zonisamide, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hearing impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clarithromycin, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop diuretics, 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psilocybin, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tacrolimus, 458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see also entries at coronary-, cardi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risperidone, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart beat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see cardiac dysrhythmias, tachycardia; specific conditions, such as sinus node dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nifedipine, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anagrelide, 413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imatinib mesylate, 521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vitamin E, 395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart failure worsening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heart rate increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desflurane, 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duloxetine, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudoephedrine, 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heartburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. pylori eradication regimens, 426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppermint oil, 568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat sensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heavy eyelids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suxamethonium, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemangioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>valproate, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hematoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botulinum toxins, 166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clopidogrel, 415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
coumarin anticoagulants, 399
heparins, 404, 405
leuprolide, 508
streptokinase, 413
supercoumarins, 404
hematuria
coumarin anticoagulants, 399
heparins, 404, 405
leuprolide, 508
streptokinase, 413
supercoumarins, 404
hemianopsia
spinal manipulation, 558
hemiparesis
cannabinoids, 32
pregabalin, 88
hemodynamic changes
infiltration anesthesia, 155
hemoglobinuria
chloramphenicol, 298
hemolysis
blood transfusion, 382
immunoglobulins, 385
interferon + ribavirin, 346
hemolytic anemia
ceftroxone, 285
cannabinoids, 399
penicillamine, 274
streptokinase, 413
penicillamine, 274
hemolytic transfusion reaction, acute
blood transfusion, 381
hemolytic-uremic syndrome
everolimus, 454
hepatitis
blood transfusion, 383
immunoglobulins, 387
risperidone, 69, 71
suramin, 367
temsirolimus, 459
hyperglycemia
efavirenz, 350
fluoroquinolones, 298
formoterol, 201
gatifloxacin, 299
immunoglobulins, 387
risperidone, 69, 71
suramin, 367
tamsulosin, 459
hyperkalemia
valproate, 93
hypercholesterolemia
efavirenz, 350
glucosamine, 568
verteporfin, 546
hyperexcitability
ketamine, 141
hyperglycemia
efavirenz, 350
fluoroquinolones, 298
formoterol, 201
gatifloxacin, 299
immunoglobulins, 387
risperidone, 69, 71
suramin, 367
tamsulosin, 459
hyperkalemia
candesartan + spironolactone, 241
cilazapril, 235
direct renin inhibitors, 244
enalapril, 236
heparins, 404
losartan + spironolactone, 242
mannitol, 260
propofol, 143
spironolactone, 259
stavudine, 349
thiopental sodium, 146
hyperkinesia
lamotrigine, 80
hyperlactatemia
linezolid, 304
hyperlipidemia
antipsychotic drugs, 58
clozapine, 63
Hutchinson’s sign
amiodipine, 225
hydrocephalus
metronidazole, 339
omeprazole, 425
hydrodrops
enalapril, 236
hypacusis
interferon alfa, 436
hyperalgesia
remifentanil, 116
hyperammonemia
acetazolamide, 255
valproate, 96, 97–98
hyperbilirubinemia
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307
hypercalcemia
calcitonin, 507
gentamicin, 297
thiazide diuretics, 256–257
tretinoin + voriconazole, 324
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
hypertension
gentamicin, 297
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse Effect</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>leflunomide, 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>melarsoprol, 341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>methadone, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>pazopanib, 529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>polystyrene sulfonates, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>pseudoephedrine, 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>sorafenib, 528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>statins, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>sunitinib, 527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>venlafaxine, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hyperthermia, see also fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>ecstasy, 41–42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>ketamine, 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>khat, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>topiramate, 91–92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hyperthyroidism, amiadodarone, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>sunitinib, 527–528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypertonia, bet2-adrenoreceptor agonists, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>fenfluramine, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>obstetric anestesia, 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypertriglyceridemia, efavirenz, 349–350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>propofol, 142–143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hyperviscosity, immunoglobulins, 385, 386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hyposthenia, adenosine receptor agonists, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>interferon alfa, 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>topiramate, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hyphema, aspirin + Ginkgo biloba, 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypocalcemia, citrate, 399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>methadone, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>phosphates, 427, 428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>tolistra, 177–178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>vasopressin, 511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypercalcemia, efavirenz, 349–350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>propofol, 142–143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypoplasia, adenosine receptor agonists, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>interferon alfa, 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>topiramate, 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypoplastic midface, valproate, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypertensia, see also fatigue, malaise,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>tiredness, weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>butulinum toxicis, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypotension, alfuzosin, 481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>beta-adrenoreceptor antagonists, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>bupivacaine, 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>cannabinoinds, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>cefaclor, 284, 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>cilazapril, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>clarithromycin + colchicine, 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>clarithromycin + nifedipine, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>cocaine, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>cocaine + modafinil, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>dextrans, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>doxazosin, 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>etherified starches, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>fentanyl, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>infliximab, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>levobupivacaine, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>misoprostol, 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>molsidomine, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>nifedipine, 227–228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>obstetric anestesia, 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>polygelines, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>propafenone, 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>propofol, 142–143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>protamine, 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>remifentanil, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>spinal anesthesia, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>tamsulosin, 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>telithromycin + verapamil, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>terlipressin, 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>trichloroethylene, 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>ziprasidone, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>alprazolam, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>phentolamine, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>metoprolol, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>prazosin, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>tramadol, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>acetazolamide, 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>adrenaline (epinephrine), 170–171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>bevacizumab, 444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>cannabinoinds, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>efavirenz, 349–350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>gilbenclamide, 501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>insulin, 494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>leuprolide, 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>statins, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>stavudine, 349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypokalemia, formoterol, 200, 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>gentamicin, 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>liposomal amphotericin (L-amB), 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>methadone, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>valproate, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypomagnesemia, gentamicin, 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypomania, androgenic anabolic steroids, 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>topiramate, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hyponatremia, bupropion, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>carbamazepine, 78–79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>desmopressin, 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>levetiracetam, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>oxcarbazepine, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>phosphates, 427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>tolistra, 177–178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>vasoopressin, 511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>alprazolam, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>hydrocortisone, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetazolamide</td>
<td>diazepam, 50–51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fentanyl, 111
systemic glucocorticoids, 464
hypothermia
statins, 16
hypothyroidism
lithium, 25
polyvinylpyrrolidone, 279
rifampicin, 359
somatostatin, 510
hypofonia
antacids, 423
hypouricemia
valproate, 93
hypothyroidism
lithium, 25
polyvinylpyrrolidone, 279
rifampicin, 359
somatostatin, 510
hypotonia
antacids, 423
hypoxemia
amiodarone, 214
gelatin, 524
hypoxia
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
remifentanil, 116
sevoflurane, 138
IBCT
see incorrect blood component transfusion (IBCT)
IFIS
see intraoperative floppy iris syndrome (IFIS)
immunosuppression
ecstasy, 41
impotence
finasteride, 481, 484
incoordination
pregabalin, 87
infectious component transfusion (IBCT)
blood transfusion, 382
indigestion
H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
phosphates, 427
induration of the skin
heparins, 408
inebriation
levetiracetam, 82
infarction
see cerebral infarction, myocardial infarction
infection
adalimumab, 439
epidural analgesia, 108
pregabalin, 87
tiagabine, 89
inflammatory bowel disease
rofecoxib, 131
infusion reactions
amphotericin, 317
infliximab, 440, 441
infusion-related pain
verteporfin, 547
infection-site reaction
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307
infection site pain
naltrixone, 120
propofol, 143
risperidone, 71
ziprasidone, 72
infection site reaction
daptomycin, 309
heparins, 408
intussusception
rotavirus vaccine, 377
vaccines, 373
iritability
efavirenz, 349
levetiracetam, 82
methylphenidate, 5
oxcarbazepine, 83, 84
irritation
calcipotriol, 186
Ischemic stroke
metamfetamine, 2
itching
Agnus castus, 552
aluminium, 262
aluminium adsorbent, 370
aminolevulinic acid, 184
aztreonam, 286
calcipotriol, 186
cefaclor, 285
ceftoxzone, 285
clarithromycin, 302
clopidogrel, 416
colistin, 306
cosmetics, 180
cupping, 557
diltiazem, 226
epidural analgesia, 108
etherified starches, 384
fentanyl, 110
fondaparinux, 412
gold and gold salts, 265
hydroxychloroquine, 337
infliximab, 441
interferon + ribavirin, 345, 346
ivermectin, 365
ketamine + morphine, 113
lamotrigine, 80
levamisole, 366
levocetirizine, 190
levofloxacin, 299
lidocaine, 160
manganese, 268
mepivacaine, 161
morphine, 107, 114, 115
omalizumab, 447
penicillins, 287
proton pump inhibitors, 424
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307
rofecoxib, 131
sufentanil, 107
tacalcitol, 186
telithromycin, 301
temsirolimus, 459
tramadol, 118
vancomycin, 301

J
jaundice
azithromycin, 302
biguanides, 497
ceftroxone, 285
ciclosporin, 321
clopidogrel, 416
cocaine, 35
glimepiride, 501
hepatitis B vaccine, 374
penicillins, 286–287
Polygonum multiflorum, 555
rofecoxib, 131
rosiglitazone, 502
ticlopidine, 417

K
Kawasaki disease
rotavirus vaccine, 377
kidney
see also entries at nephro-, renal-
kidney stones
ceftroxone, 285
topiramate, 89
Kounis syndrome
ceftroxime, 286

L
lacrimation
vancomycin, 301
lactation reduction
khat, 45
lactic acidosis
amygdalin, 556
biguanides, 498
salbutamol, 201–202
laryngeal dystonia
antipsychotic drugs, 57–58
laryngospasm
airway anesthesia, 152
verteporfin, 546
left bundle branch block
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
left ventricular dysfunction
imatinib mesylate, 521
lens injury
bevacizumab, 544
lethargy
entecavir, 344
lovetiracetam, 82, 83
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570, 571
leukemia, acute
valproate, 94
leukocytoclastic vasculitis
linezolid, 305
sirolimus (rapamycin), 457
ticlopidine, 301
leukocytosis
see also agranulocytosis, neutropenia
atorvastatin, 516
clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
denileukin difitox, 438
H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
interferon + ribavirin, 434
linezolid, 304
penicillamine, 275
suramin, 367
temsirolimus, 459
ticlopidine, 417
libido loss
finasteride, 481, 482, 483, 484
flutamide, 481
male hormonal contraception, 473–474
methadone, 112
lichenoid lesions
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
lightheadedness
efavirenz, 349
lorazepam, 51
methomyl, 565
lingual paresthesia
lidocaine (lignocaine), 218
lipatrophy
octreotide, 511
lipohypertrophy
exenatide, 500
liver
see also entries at hepat-
liver damage
alosetron, 423
desflurane, 138
liver dysfunction
carbamazepine, 79
liver failure
itraconazole, 326
orlistat, 430
Piiper methysticum, 554
trimethoprim, 308
longitudinal melanonychia
amlodipine, 225

Index of adverse effects
loose stools
orlistat, 429
low back pain
amiodarone, 216
rabeprazole, 425
rifampicin, 361
lung injury
arsenic, 263
lupus erythematosus, cutaneous
acebutolol, 223–224
terbinafine, 316
verapamil, 228
lupus-like syndrome
adalimumab, 439
antithyroid drugs, 491
infliximab, 440
minocycline, 290–291
nitrofurantoin, 303
lupus pernio
heparins, 408
lymphoc李白
everolimus, 454
lymphotocytosis
carbamazepine, 79
lymphoma
adalimumab, 439
pimecrolimus, 457
thiopurines, 459
lymphopenia
denileukin difitox, 438
suramin, 367
lymphoproliferative disorder
alefacept, 440
everolimus, 454
globulins, 385
M
macrophagic myofasciitis
aluminium, 262
influenza vaccine, 374
macular edema
rosiglitazone, 502
macular rash
melarsoprol, 341
terbinafine, 316
maculopapular eruption
manganese, 268
temsirolimus, 459
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 537
maculopapular lesions
nickel, 269
maculopapular rash
mepivacaine, 161
meficafungin, 331
pseudoephedrine, 172
trimethoprim, 308
vancomycin, 301
madarosis
botulinum toxins, 166
malaise
see also fatigue, hyposthenia, tiredness, weakness
Index of adverse effects

6-thioguanine, 461
alfuzosin, 481
alosetron, 423
aztreonam, 286
 cannabinoids, 33
H. pylori eradication regimens, 425
  ivermectin, 365
lamivudine, 344
rofecoxib, 131
suramin, 367
malar hypertrichosis lanuginosa
interferon + ribavirin, 346
male breast cancer
bicalutamide, 480
malignant hyperthermia
desflurane, 138
mania
antidepressants, 15
systemic glucocorticoids, 464
thyroid hormones, 490
manic psychosis
isotretinoin, 185
marrow hypoplasia
alemtuzumab, 442
mask-like face
manganese, 267–268
venlafaxine, 19
measles inclusion-body encephalitis (MIBE)
measles-mumps-rubella vaccine, 375–376
melena
coumarin anticoagulants, 399
memory impairment
alprazolam, 49
isotretinoin, 185
manganese, 267–268
venlafaxine, 19
meningioma
interferon beta, 437
menorrhagia
supercoumarins, 404
menstrual abnormality
Anogus castus, 552
antipsychotic drugs, 58
valproate, 94–95
Merkel cell carcinoma
rituximab, 448
mesenteric ischemia
propranolol, 223
metabolic acidosis
acetazolamide, 255
brinzolamide, 256
clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
gentamicin, 297
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
linezolid, 304
propofol, 142, 143
thiopental sodium, 147
topiramate, 91
valproate, 93
metallic taste
H. pylori eradication regimens, 425, 426
methemoglobinemia
benzocaine, 158–159
dapsone, 357
mecthillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
tenectercept, 440
Meyerson’s syndrome
interferon + ribavirin, 346
MI
see myocardial infarction
MIBE
see measles inclusion-body encephalitis
microangiopathy
cocaine, 35
microchimerism
blood transfusion, 382
migraine
glyceril trinitrate, 225
milia
interferon + ribavirin, 346
miosis
fentanyl, 111
mood change
efavirenz, 349
hormone replacement therapy, 470
mood disorder
fluticasone propionate + salmeterol, 202
mood lability
topiramate, 91
moodiness
methylphenidate, 4
motor block
epidural analgesia, 108
motor effects
ketamine, 141
motor polyneuropathy
aminolevulinic acid, 184
mouth burning
camphor, 564
mouth discoloration
minocycline, 290
MRSA
see mecthillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
mucinosis
adalimumab, 439
mucormycosis
globulins, 385
mucositis
temsirolimus, 459
multifocal leukoencephalopathy
interferon alfa, 436
multiorgan dysfunction
thiopental sodium, 147
multiorgan failure
nifedipine, 228
muscle cramps
see also cramps
imatinib mesylate, 523
muscle pain
daptomycin, 309
human papilloma virus vaccine, 374
interferon alfa, 436
Piper methysticum, 555
muscle rigidity
ecstasy, 43
venlafaxine, 19
muscle rupture
ciprofloxacin, 298
myalgia
anti-human CD40 Mab chimeric 5D12, 443
ceftroxone, 285
efalizumab, 445
immunoglobulins, 386
ivermectin, 365
quinupristin/dalfopristin, 307
somatropin, 509
suxamethonium, 164
Mycobacterium hominis infection
basiliximab, 444
Mycobacterium xenopi infection
sirolimus (rapamycin), 458
mycosis fungoides
alefacept, 440
myelodysplasia
alemtuzumab, 442
myelopathy
nitrous oxide, 140
myelosuppression
H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
imatinib mesylate, 522
interferon + ribavirin, 346
linezolid, 304
myelotoxicity
H. pylori eradication regimens, 340
myocardial infarction
see also cardiac arrest
botulinum toxins, 165, 166
cefuroxime, 286
cocaine, 35
finasteride, 482
gentuzumab ozogamicin, 446
immunoglobulins, 385
khat, 44
myocardial ischemia
ultrasound contrast agents, 540
myoclonic jerk
methylothionium chloride + statins, 570
myoclonic movement
etomidate, 140
propofol, 142
myoclonic seizure  
pregabalin, 88
myoclonus  
ecstasy, 41  
olanzapine, 66  
tiagabine, 89
myofascial necrosis  
botulinum toxins, 166–167
myopathy  
ciclosporin, 452  
clarithromycin + statins, 517  
hydroxychloroquine, 337  
propofol, 143  
rosiglitazone, 501–502
myopia  
acetazolamide, 255  
chlorthalidone, 257  
topiramate, 90
myosis  
methomyl, 565
nail discoloration  
doxycycline, 290  
sparfloxacin, 300
NAION  
see non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION)
nasal congestion  
endothelin receptor antagonists, 245  
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
nasopharyngitis  
naltrexone, 120
nausea  
acupuncture, 557  
Agnus castus, 552  
alosetron, 423  
baclofen, 165  
biguanides, 497  
bismuth, 264  
calcitonin, 507  
camphor, 113  
cefalexin, 284  
cefotaxime, 285  
chloroquine + proguanil, 336  
citalopram, 17  
clonidine, 416  
cocaine + modafinil, 7  
cosmetics, 180  
daptomycin, 309  
deferrimercaptide, 274  
deslormatadine, 189  
desmopressin, 512  
dextromethorphan, 109  
diuretic sulfonamides, 252  
donepezil, 9  
droperidol + morphine, 113  
epidermal analgesia, 108  
etherified stanches, 384  
exenatide, 499  
fentanyl, 111  
gabapentin, 80  
H. pylori eradication regimens, 340, 425, 426  
imatinib mesylate, 521, 523  
immunoglobulins, 386  
interferon + ribavirin, 345  
irbesartan, 241  
salt, 266  
ivermectin, 365  
ketamine + morphine, 113  
labetalin, 526  
levetiracetam, 82  
liraglutide, 500  
mefloquine, 337  
metformin, 565  
modafinil, 6  
morphine, 107, 115  
mycophenolate sodium, 456  
naltrexone, 120  
nifedipine, 228  
opiates, 107  
orlistat, 429  
osalatavir, 353  
oxcarbazepine, 85  
pazopanib, 529  
metadrine, 116  
phosphates, 427  
physostigmine, 114  
pramilintide, 496  
pregabalin, 87  
progesterone antagonists, 477  
pseudoephedrine, 172  
quetiapine, 68  
rabeprazole, 425  
ramoplanin, 310  
suminib, 527  
suramin, 367  
telithromycin, 301  
temozolomide, 459  
terbinafine, 317  
tiagabine, 89  
tigecycline, 291, 292  
topiramate, 89, 90  
valproate, 92, 96  
verapamil, 546  
voriconazole, 329  
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534  
zanamivir, 353  
ziprasidone, 72  
zonisamide, 99
neck pain  
spinal manipulation, 557
necrotic enterocolitis  
cardiac glycosides, 209–210
necrotizing pancreatitis  
hydrochlorothiazide, 257
necrotizing vasculitis  
miconazole, 291
nephr-  
see also entries at kidney-, renal-
nephratitis, interstitial  
celecoxib, 130  
rofecoxib, 131  
vancomycin, 301
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus  
lithium, 25
nephrogenic systemic fibrosis  
gadolinium-based contrast agents, 538–540
nephrolithiasis  
see kidney stones
nephropathy, acute  
phosphates, 427
nephrotic syndrome  
celecoxib, 130  
verteporfin, 547
nephrotoxicity  
aminoglycoside antibiotics + colistin, 297  
amphotericin B deoxycholate (DAMB), 319  
ciclosporin, 452  
colistin, 306  
contrast media, 535–537  
mesalamine, 428  
sirolimus (rapamycin), 457
nervousness  
efavirenz, 349  
lamotrigine, 80  
levamisole, 366  
naltrexone, 120  
pregabalin, 88  
topiramate, 90, 91
neuroblastoma  
hair dyes, 182
neuroleptic malignant syndrome  
fluvoxamine + quetiapine, 68  
olanzapine, 65  
venlafaxine, 19
neurological soft signs  
antipsychotic drugs, 57
neuromuscular blockade  
colistin, 306
neuropathy  
ciclosporin, 452  
daptomycin, 309  
flecainide, 217  
itraconazole, 326
neuropsychiatric disorder  
efavirenz, 349
neurosensorial deafness  
proton pump inhibitors, 424
neurotoxicity  
aciclovir, 343  
itraconazole + viricristine, 325
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metronidazole, 339
neutropenia
  see also agranulocytosis, leukopenia
alemtuzumab, 442, 443
beta-lactam antibiotics, 280
clopidogrel, 416
cyclophosphamide, 453
dasatinib, 523
deriferiprone, 274
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
imatinib mesylate, 522
immunoglobulins, 386
interferon + ribavirin, 346
levamisole, 366
linezolid, 304
nevirapine, 350
nilotinib, 524
stavudine, 349
sunitinib, 527
trimethoprim, 308

nodal rhythm
  levobupivacaine, 160

nodules
  aluminium, 262
  aluminium adsorbent, 370
dasatinib, 524
minocycline, 291

non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION)
  inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232

numbness
  donepezil, 9

nystagmus
  acetazolamide, 255
carbamazepine + oxybutynin, 178
cocaine, 34
fenfluramine contamination, 7
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
spinal manipulation, 558

numbness
  donepezil, 9

obsessive-compulsive symptoms
  azathioprine, 459
topiramate, 91

obstructive cardiomyopathy
  systemic glucocorticoids, 463

obstructive ileus
  montelukast, 203

ocular pigmentation
  tetracycline, 291

ocular pruritus
  tobramycin, 297

oculogyric crisis
  cannabinoids, 32
Piper methysticum, 554

OHSS
  see ovarian hyperstimulation

 oily discharge
  olistat, 429
 oligohydramnios
  angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 240
enalapril, 236

 oligospermia
  male hormonal contraception, 474

 oliguria
  rifampicin, 361
  silver salts and derivatives, 269

onycholysis
  roxithromycin, 303

onychopathy
  sirolimus (rapamycin), 457

open-angle glaucoma
  diuretics, 252

ophthalmoplegia
  spinal manipulation, 558

optic neuropathy
  amiodarone, 215
  ethambutol, 358–359
  linezolid, 304

oral candidiasis
  budesonide, 195
  ciclesonide, 196
  dalbavancin, 301
  fluticasone propionate, 196
  fluticasone propionate + salmeterol, 202
H. pylori eradication regimens, 340
inhaled glucocorticoids, 193
mometasone furoate, 197

oral dyskinesia
  Piper methysticum, 554

oral epithelial dysplasia
  adalimumab, 439

oral lesions
  rofecoxib, 131

oral mucositis
  H. pylori eradication regimens, 426

oral sores
  esomeprazole, 424

oral swelling
  oculomotor paralysis, 156

osteoporosis
  antipsychotic drugs, 58
  lopinavir + ritonavir, 351
  magnesium salts, 266–267

systemic glucocorticoids, 464
otalgia
  tacrolimus, 458

out-of-body experience
  ketamine, 141

ovarian hyperstimulation
  gonadotropins, 468–469

pain
  efalizumab, 445
  interleukin-11, 439

palpitation
  adenosine receptor agonists, 213
  cannabinoids, 31
  diamorphine, 110
  ecstasy, 40
  formoterol, 200
  indapamide, 258
  infliximab, 440
  ivermectin, 365
  nifedipine, 227, 228

pancreatitis
  enalapril, 236
  hydrochlorothiazide, 257
  ibresartan, 241
  lisinopril, 237
  methoxynol, 565
  metronidazole, 339
  perindopril, 237
  propofol, 143
  trimethoprim, 308
  water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534

pancytopenia
  adalimumab, 439
  albendazole, 364
  clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
  linezolid, 304
  ticlopidine, 417

panic attack
  azathioprine, 459

paraneoplastic syndromes
  dasatinib, 524
  minocycline, 291

papilledema
  interleukin-11, 439

parakeratosis
  interferon + ribavirin, 346
  penicillamine, 275

paralytic ileus
  clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
  methoxynol, 565

paranoia
  bupropion, 20
  ketamine, 141
  khat, 44

paraplegia
  somatropin, 509
Index of adverse effects

parasympathetic dysfunction of the visual system
botulinum toxins, 166

parathyroid hormone increase
lithium, 26

paresthesia
adalimumab, 439
colistin, 306
epidural analgesia, 108
linezolid, 304
metronidazole, 339
topiramate, 89, 90, 91
valproate, 96

parkinsonism
antipsychotic drugs, 57
levetiracetam, 83
manganese, 267–268
valproate, 93

paronychia
tyrosine kinase inhibitors, 520
paronychial inflammation
gefitinib, 525
parotitis
nitrofurantoin, 303
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria
chloramphenicol, 298
pedal edema
rifampicin, 361
pemphigus foliaceus
imidapril, 236
penicillamine, 275
quinapril, 237
pemphigus vulgaris
quinapril, 237
pericardial effusion
nickel, 269
nilotinib, 524
ramipril, 238
pericarditis
nickel, 268–269
tramadol, 117–118
pericardial effusion
nickel, 269
nilotinib, 524
ramipril, 238
periorbital bone change
interleukin-11, 439
peripheral edema
dexamethasone, 86
peripheral neuropathy
leflunomide, 454
linezolid, 304
melarsoprol, 341
voriconazole, 328
peritonitis
erythropoietins, 389
peripheral infections
sirolimus (rapamycin), 457
peripheral irritation
calcipotriol, 186
periungual pigmentation
amlodipine, 225
persistent pulmonary hypertension
statins, 16
personality change
levamisole, 366
petechiae
arsenic, 263
ceftroxone, 285
heparins, 405
interferon alfa, 437
valproate, 93
Peyschine’s disease
beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 224
pharyngitis
interferon + ribavirin, 345
mometasone furoate, 197, 198
oxcarbazepine, 83
tiagabine, 89
vancomycin, 301
zonisamide, 99
phosphate nephropathy, acute phosphates, 427
photorageing
voriconazole, 328
photophobia
vancomycin, 301
photosensitivity
entacavir, 344
verteporfin, 546, 547
voriconazole, 329
photosensitization
voriconazole, 328
phototoxicity
amiodarone, 216
pigmentation
minocycline, 290
platelet activation
cardiac glycosides, 209
pleural effusion
arsenic, 263
dasatinib, 523
nilotinib, 524
nitrofurantoin, 303
ramipril, 238
pleurocarditis
bevacizumab, 444
everolimus, 454
sirolimus (rapamycin), 458
verteporfin, 547
pruritus
see itching
pseudo-pseudoxanthoma elasticum
calcipotriol, 186
psoriasis
calcipotriol, 186
psychiatric symptom worsening
lamotrigine, 81
poliomyelitis
poliomyelitis vaccine, 376
polyarteritis nodosa
minocycline, 290
polyarthritis nodosa
immunoglobulins, 387
polydactyly
leuprolide, 508
polyps
loroxinam, 132
polyserositis
ramipril, 238
poor attention
diamorphine, 110
porphyria cutanea tarda
interferon + ribavirin, 346
port wine stain
isotretinoin, 185–186
postural sway
zolpidem, 53
posturing
venlafaxine, 19
potassium channel syndrome
ciclosporin, 452
priapism
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
lithium + oxcarbazepine, 26
oxcarbazepine, 84
progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy
interferon + ribavirin, 346
natalizumab, 447
prolonged QT interval
see QT interval prolongation
propofol infusion syndrome
propofol, 142
proptosis
rosiglitazone, 502
prostate cancer
testerosterone, 478–479
proteinuria
bevacizumab, 444
everolimus, 454
sirolimus (rapamycin), 458
verteporfin, 547
pruritus
see itching
pseudomembranous colitis
ceftroxone, 285
lithium + minocycline, 26
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psychomotor slowing
topiramate, 90

psychosis
cannabinoids, 33
finasteride + sibutramine, 484
isotretinoin, 185
ketamine, 141
khat, 44
thyroid hormones, 490
topiramate, 91

ptosis
botulinum toxins, 166
flucanazol, 325
imatinib mesylate, 522
spinal manipulation, 558

pulmonary capillaritis
antithyroid drugs, 491

pulmonary congestion
ecstasy, 41
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435

pulmonary edema
ecstasy, 42
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
magnesium salts, 266
nicardipine, 227
nilotinib, 524
phenylpropanolamine, 173
silver salts and derivatives, 269

pulmonary embolism
botulinum toxins, 165
fresh frozen plasma, 384
heparins, 405
tamoxifen, 476

pulmonary eosinophilia
perindopril, 237

pulmonary hemorrhage
antithyroid drugs, 491
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 435

pulmonary hypertension
Piper methysticum, 554
statins, 16

pulmonary hypoplasia
angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 240

pulmonary infiltrates
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
valsartan, 242

pupillary dilatation
fenfluramine, 7

pure red cell aplasia
dapsone, 357
eythropoietins, 389
procainamide, 219

pure white cell aplasia
imipenem, 284

pupura
blood transfusion, 382
EMLA cream, 157
montelukast, 203
tecloflamin, 301
trimethoprim, 308

valdecoxib, 132

pustular eruption
imatinib + voriconazole, 323
terbinafine, 316

pustular psoriasis
calcipotriol, 186

pulmonary embolism
botulinum toxins, 165
fresh frozen plasma, 384
heparins, 405
tamoxifen, 476

pulmonary eosinophilia
perindopril, 237

pulmonary hemorrhage
antithyroid drugs, 491
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 435

pulmonary hypertension
Piper methysticum, 554
statins, 16

pulmonary hypoplasia
angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 240

pulmonary infiltrates
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
valsartan, 242

pupillary dilatation
fenfluramine, 7

pure red cell aplasia
dapsone, 357
eythropoietins, 389
procainamide, 219

pure white cell aplasia
imipenem, 284

pupura
blood transfusion, 382
EMLA cream, 157
montelukast, 203
tecloflamin, 301
trimethoprim, 308

valdecoxib, 132

pustular eruption
imatinib + voriconazole, 323
terbinafine, 316

pustular psoriasis
calcipotriol, 186

pulmonary embolism
botulinum toxins, 165
fresh frozen plasma, 384
heparins, 405
tamoxifen, 476

pulmonary eosinophilia
perindopril, 237

pulmonary hemorrhage
antithyroid drugs, 491
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 435

pulmonary hypertension
Piper methysticum, 554
statins, 16

pulmonary hypoplasia
angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 240

pulmonary infiltrates
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
valsartan, 242

pupillary dilatation
fenfluramine, 7

pure red cell aplasia
dapsone, 357
eythropoietins, 389
procainamide, 219

pure white cell aplasia
imipenem, 284

pupura
blood transfusion, 382
EMLA cream, 157
montelukast, 203
tecloflamin, 301
trimethoprim, 308

valdecoxib, 132

pustular eruption
imatinib + voriconazole, 323
terbinafine, 316

pustular psoriasis
calcipotriol, 186

pulmonary embolism
botulinum toxins, 165
fresh frozen plasma, 384
heparins, 405
tamoxifen, 476

pulmonary eosinophilia
perindopril, 237

pulmonary hemorrhage
antithyroid drugs, 491
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 435

pulmonary hypertension
Piper methysticum, 554
statins, 16

pulmonary hypoplasia
angiotensin II receptor antagonists, 240

pulmonary infiltrates
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor, 435
valsartan, 242

pupillary dilatation
fenfluramine, 7

pure red cell aplasia
dapsone, 357
eythropoietins, 389
procainamide, 219

pure white cell aplasia
imipenem, 284

pupura
blood transfusion, 382
EMLA cream, 157
montelukast, 203
tecloflamin, 301
trimethoprim, 308

valdecoxib, 132

pustular eruption
imatinib + voriconazole, 323
terbinafine, 316

pustular psoriasis
calcipotriol, 186

pulmonary embolism
botulinum toxins, 165
fresh frozen plasma, 384
heparins, 405
tamoxifen, 476

pulmonary eosinophilia
perindopril, 237

pulmonary hemorrhage
antithyroid drugs, 491
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 435

pulmonary hypertension
Piper methysticum, 554
statins, 16
renal
see entries at kidney-, neph-
renal disease, end-stage
acetylsalicylic acid, 128–129
renal dysfunction
etherified starches, 384
liposomal amphotericin
(L-amB), 320
renal impairment
cilazapril, 235
granulocyte colony-stimulating
factor, 435
renal insufficiency
ACE inhibitors + aprotinin, 235
angiotensin II receptor
antagonists, 240
antithyroid drugs, 491
bismuth, 264
ciprofloxacin, 298
diethylene glycol, 567
enalapril, 236
immunoglobulins, 385, 386
rifampicin, 360–361
silver salts and derivatives, 269
tenofovir, 349
thiopental sodium, 147
tobramycin, 297
valdecoxib, 132
renal pain
topiramate, 90
renal tubular damage
anagrelide, 413
respiratory arrest
botulinum toxins, 165
bupivacaine, 159
respiratory depression
buprenorphine, 118
dexpropoxyphene, 110
epidural analgesia, 108
ketamine, 142
morphine, 107
risperidone, 71
respiratory difficulty
streptokinase, 413
respiratory distress
anticoagulants + epoprostenol,
465
cyclophosphamide, 453
water-soluble intravascular
iodinated contrast agents, 537
verapamil, 546
respiratory distress syndrome,
acute (ARDS)
cocaine, 35
immunoglobulins, 385
lamotrigine, 81
respiratory failure
colistin, 306
infiltration anesthesia, 155
methomyl, 565
trichloroethylene, 140
respiratory infection
proton pump inhibitors, 424
restless legs
interferon alfa, 436
restlessness
methylthioninium chloride +
statins, 570
scleroderma-like skin changes
methysergide, 176–177
scotoma
ethambutol, 358
linezolid, 304
sedation
chloral hydrate, 52
methadone, 112
olanzapine, 64, 65
quetiapine, 67
risperidone, 69
ziprasidone, 72
seizure
amitriptyline, 15
baclofen, 165
baclofen + propofol, 143
botulinum toxins, 165
bupropion, 20
cannabinoids, 32
ciprofloxacin, 298
desmopressin, 512
ecstasy, 43
ertapenem, 284
ketamine, 142
levofloxacin, 299
olanzapine, 65
oseltamivir, 353
topical anesthetic, 157
valproate, 96
water-soluble intravascular
iodinated contrast agents, 534
zanamivir, 352
seizure aggravation
topiramate, 90
seizure increase
zonisamide, 99
self-aggressive behavior
diazepam, 50
semen volume reduction
khat, 45
sensorimotor polyneuropathy
interferon alfa, 436
leflunomide, 455
sensorineural hearing loss
acitretin, 185
clarithromycin, 302
loop diuretics, 258
sensory neuropathy
interleukin-2, 438
sepsis
propofol, 143
septic arthritis
balsalazide, 444
septic shock
beta-lactam antibiotics, 280
serotonin syndrome
linezolid + statins, 305
triptans, 232
venlafaxine, 19
sexual dysfunction
risperidone, 71
statins, 18
scleritis
interferon alfa, 436
Index of adverse effects

shivering
methylthioninium chloride +
statins, 570

shock
beta-blockers + verapamil, 228
nifedipine, 228

shortness of breath
cannabinoids, 31
diamorphine, 110
immunoglobulins, 385
ivermectin, 365
Piper methysticum, 554

SIADH
see syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion (SIADH)

sialadenitis
levamisole, 366
ramipril, 238

sialadenosis
valproate, 94

sick sinus syndrome
beta-adrenoceptor antagonists, 223

SILENT
see syndrome of irreversible lithium-induced neurotoxicity (SILENT)

singing
methylthioninium chloride +
statins, 569

sinus arrest
adenosine, 213

sinus brachycardia
cannabinoids, 31
methadone, 112
phosphates, 427

sinus node dysfunction
donepezil, 9

sinus tachycardia
beta-adrenoceptor agonists, 200
cannabinoids, 31
diphenhydramine, 189–190
ecstasy, 43

sister chromatid exchange
desflurane, 138

skeletal anomaly
fluconazole, 325

skin cancer
pimecrolimus, 457
PUVA, 184
UVB, 184

skin eruption
carbamazepine, 79

skin necrosis
coumarin anticoagulants, 399
heparins, 405, 406

slate-grey discoloration
amiodarone, 216

sleep disorder
H. pylori eradication regimens, 425

sleep disturbance
lamotrigine, 80, 90
levetiracetam, 82
mefloquine, 337

sleepiness
Zingiber officinale (ginger), 556

small bowel obstruction
nifedipine, 227
warfarin, 399

somnolence
bacolet, 165
citalopram, 17
dextromethorphan, 109
efavirenz, 349
fentanyl, 111
gabapentin, 80
levetiracetam, 82, 83
lidocaine, 160
methylphenidate, 5
oxcarbazepine, 83, 85
oxybutynin, 177
pregabalin, 86, 87, 88
tamsulosin, 459
tiagabine, 89
topiramate, 89
ziprasidone, 72
zonisamide, 99

sore throat
mirtazapine, 20

soreness
vancomycin, 301

speech difficulty
topiramate, 90

sperm count, reduced
khat, 45

sperm motility reduction
khat, 45

spinal cord infarction
infiltration anesthesia, 155

spinal epidural lipomatosis
systemic glucocorticoids, 463

splenic rupture
glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 414

spongiose
interferon + ribavirin, 346

ST segment depression
cannabinoids, 31
 ecstasy, 40

ST segment elevation
cannabinoids, 31

startle reaction
quetiapine, 67

status epilepticus
measles-mumps-rubella vaccine, 375
olanzapine, 66

steatohepatitis
valproate, 94

steatosis
cocaine, 35
ecstasy, 41

Stevens–Johnson syndrome
acetazolamide, 256
azithromycin, 302
clarithromycin, 302
nitrofurantoin, 303
phenytoin, 85
rofecoxib, 131
terbinafine, 316

stinging
aminolevulinic acid, 184

stools, discolored
chloroquine + proguaunil, 336

stridor
caspofungin, 330
Eucreasya caryophyllus, 553

stroke
adrenaline (epinephrine), 170
antipsychotic drugs, 59–60
bevacizumab, 544
botulinum toxins, 165
cannabinoids, 32
immunoglobulins, 386
pseudoephedrine, 172
ranibizumab, 545
risperidone, 71
streptokinase, 413

stuttering
theophylline, 5

subarachnoid hemorrhage
cocaine, 34

subcutaneous calcinosis
heparins, 408

subfoveal hemorrhage
verteporfin, 547

subileus
anti-human CD40 Mab chimeric 5D12, 443

submacular hemorrhage
verteporfin, 547
verteporfin + warfarin, 547

subretinal hemorrhage
bevacizumab, 544

sudden cardiac death
antipsychotic drugs, 56

sudden infant death
hexavalent vaccines, 370

suicidal ideation
khat, 44
lithium, 25

suicide
HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors, 516

supraventricular tachycardia
cannabinoids, 31

hormone replacement therapy, 470
levobupivacaine, 160
swallowing difficulty
  botulinum toxins, 166
  diuretic sulfonamides, 254
  mirtazapine, 20
  quetiapine, 67
  suxamethonium, 164
  tramadol, 118
  venlafaxine, 19

sweating
  acupuncture, 557
  infliximab, 440
  latanoprost, 466
  methadone, 112
  methomyl, 565
  methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
  nefopam, 113
  pseudoephedrine, 172
  tramadol, 118

Sweet’s syndrome
  minocycline, 290
  ofloxacin, 300

Swelling
  combination vaccines, 369

Syncope
  see fainting

Syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion (SIADH)
  enalapril, 235

syndrome of irreversible lithium-induced neurotoxicity (SILENT)
  lithium, 24

Synostosis
  fluconazole, 325

Systolic murmur
  systemic glucocorticoids, 463

T wave inversion
  ecstasy, 40

TA-GVHD
  see transfusion associated graft-versus-host disease

tachycardia
  acetazolamide, 255
  amiodarone, 214
  benzocaine, 158
  beta-adrenoceptor agonists, 200
  cannabinoids, 32
  clopidogrel, 416
  doxazosin, 246
  fluvoxamine + quetiapine, 68
  immunoglobulins, 386
  interleukin-11, 439
  ketamine, 141
  methylphenidate, 5
  methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
  modafinil, 6
  nefopam, 113
  nifedipine, 227
  Piper methysticum, 554
  systemic glucocorticoids, 463
  trichloroethylene, 140
  ultrasound contrast agents, 540
  valproate, 96
  venlafaxine, 19

Tachydyssrhythmia
  Citrus aurantium, 552
  tachyphylaxis
    histamine H2 receptor antagonists, 423–424
  tachypnea
    cocaine, 36
  
  Eugenia caryophyllus, 553

Tardive dyskinesia
  antipsychotic drugs, 57
  metoclopramide, 423
  risperidone, 70
  taste disturbance
    H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
    omeprazole, 425
    topiramate, 90
  temperature change
    immunoglobulins, 386
  teratogenicity
    bosentan, 245
  tetany
    polystyrene sulfonates, 276
  tetraplegia
    in infiltration anesthesia, 155
  thoughts, abnormal
    pregabalin, 87, 88
  thoughts, racing
    modafinil, 6
  throat irritation
    colistin, 305
    fluticasone propionate + salmeterol, 202
  thrombocytopenia
    alectuzumab, 442
    blood transfusion, 382
    clarithromycin + colchicine, 133
    clopidogrel, 415
    dasatinib, 523
    deferiprone, 274
    drotrecogin alfa, 381
    efalizumab, 445
    gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 446
    glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors, 414
    H. pylori eradication regimens, 426
    interferon + ribavirin, 345, 346
    interferon alfa, 437
    interleukin-11, 439
    linezolid, 304, 305
    nilotinib, 524
    rifampicin, 360
    sunitinib, 527
    suramin, 367

Index of adverse effects

  temsirolimus, 459
  ticlopidine, 417
  trimethoprim, 308

thrombocytopenic purpura
  measles vaccines, 373

thromboembolism
  oral contraceptives, 473
  tamoxifen, 476

thrombus
  erythropoietins, 389
  hormone replacement therapy, 470
  infliximab, 440
  octreotide, 510
  tamoxifen, 476

thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura
  ticlopidine, 417

thyroid dysfunction
  interferon beta, 437

Tinnitus
  cocaine, 34
  lidocaine (lignocaine), 218
  tacrolimus, 458

Tiredness
  see also fatigue, hyposthenia, malaise, weakness
  carbamazepine, 78
  valproate, 92

Tongue edema
  ACE inhibitors, 235

Tongue swelling
  tramadol, 118

Tonic-clonic movements
  acupuncture, 557
  sevoflurane, 139

Tonic-clonic seizures
  ciprofloxacin, 298
  cocaine, 35
  ecstasy, 41
  methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570
  ropivacaine, 161
  verteporfin, 546

Tonic convulsions
  sevoflurane, 139

Tooth discoloration
  chlorhexidine, 278
  doxycycline, 289
  tetracycline, 291

Torsade de pointes
  amiodarone, 214
  antipsychotic drugs, 56
  indapamide, 258
  ketoconazole, 326
  methadone, 112
  sevoflurane, 138

Torticollis
  Piper methysticum, 554

Toxic epidermal necrolysis
  dorzolamide + timolol, 224
  inhibitors of phosphodiesterase type V, 232
  lamotrigine, 81
Index of adverse effects

levofloxacin, 299
nitrofurantoin, 303
norfloxacin, 300
oseltamivir, 353
phenytoin, 85
pristinamycin, 307
pseudoephedrine, 172
terbinafine, 316
trimethoprim, 308
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 534
toxic leukoencephalopathy
diamorphine, 110
toxic optic neuropathy
linezolid, 304
toxic shock syndrome
misoprostol, 466
transfusion associated graft-versus-host disease (TA-GVHD)
blood transfusion, 381–382, 382
transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI)
blood transfusion, 381, 382
immunoglobulins, 385
temporary ischemic attack
bevacizumab, 544
cannabinoids, 32
interleukin-11, 439
temporary neurological symptoms
spinal anesthesia, 153–154
tremor
cotrimoxazole, 338
formoterol, 200
levetiracetam, 83
manganese, 267–268
mefloquine, 337
melarsoprol, 341
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 569
naltrexone, 120
olanzapine, 65
pregabalin, 88
tiagabine, 89
topiramate, 90
valproate, 92, 93, 96
venlafaxine, 19

tuberculous reactivation
adalimumab, 439

tubular necrosis, acute
colistin, 306
gentamicin, 297

tumor growth
erthropoietins, 389

Type 2 diabetes mellitus
antipsychotic drugs, 58

U
ulcer, gastroduodenal
acetylsalicylic acid, 128

upper quadrant pain
fluvanoxime, 16

upper respiratory symptoms
modafinil, 6

upper respiratory tract infection
dextromethorphan, 109
naltrexone, 120
topiramate, 90

upper respiratory tract inflammation
proton pump inhibitors, 424

uremia
cilazapril, 235

urinary incontinence
hormone replacement therapy, 471

urinary retention
morphine, 107
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 128
spinal anesthesia, 154

urinary tract infection
modafinil, 6

urticaria
antithyroid drugs, 491

urticarial vasculitis
antithyroid drugs, 491

urticarial vasculitis
antithyroid drugs, 491

urticaria
beta-lactam antibiotics, 281
cefadroxil, 284
ciprofloxacin, 299
colin, 306
etanercept, 440

glucosamine, 567
isosulfan blue, 566
itraconazole, 326
diclofenac, 160
pentoxifylline, 231
Piper methysticum, 555
trimethoprim, 308
water-soluble intravascular iodinated contrast agents, 537

zanamivir, 352

varicella zoster reactivation
ecstasy, 41

vasculitis
antithyroid drugs, 491
leukotriene modifiers, 203
levamisole, 366
linezolid, 305
montelukast, 203
ticloplatin, 301
trimethoprim, 308

vasoconstriction
glyceryl trinitrate, 225
triptans, 231–232

vasodilatation
acacetazolamide, 255

vasospasm
cocaine, 34
Ephedra and ephedrine, 171

vasovagal syncope
acupuncture, 556–557

venous access device complications
amphotericin, 317

venous thromboembolism
antipsychotic drugs, 60
immunoglobulins, 386

ventricular asystole
pregabalin, 88

ventricular bigeminy
nifedipine, 227

ventricular dysfunction
imatinib mesylate, 521

ventricular dysrythmia
antipsychotic drugs, 60
bees sting venom, 572
nifedipine, 227

ventricular extra beats
amphotericin, 317
nifedipine, 227

ventricular fibrillation
amitriptyline, 15

ventricular hypertrophy
systemic glucocorticoids, 463

ventricular outflow tract obstruction
noradrenaline (norepinephrine), 171
systemic glucocorticoids, 463

ventricular tachycardia
amitriptyline, 15
antimony, 263
azithromycin, 302
cardiac glycosides, 209
dobutamine, 173
fish oils, 515
flecainide, 217
indapamide, 258  
inhibitors of phosphodiesterase  
type V, 232  
methadone, 112  
olanzapine, 67  
thiopental sodium, 146  
**vertigo**  
colistin, 306  
*H. pylori* eradication regimens, 425  
interferon alfa, 436  
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 570, 571  
olanzapine, 67  
thiopental sodium, 146  
**vestibular damage**  
tobramycin, 306  
**visual obstruction**  
imatinib mesylate, 522  
**vitamin B6 concentration**  
acarbose, 496  
**vitamin B12 concentration**  
valproate, 93  
**vitamin C plasma concentration**  
omeprazole, 425  
**vitreous hemorrhage**  
inflimiximab, 440  
**vocal cord edema**  
acetretin, 185  
**voice changes**  
suxamethonium, 164  
**vomiting**  
adrenaline (epinephrine), 170  
baclofen, 165  
bimatropine, 497  
bismuth, 264  
camphor, 564  
cafeïne, 284  
ceftroxone, 285  
chloroquine + proguanil, 336  
clopidogrel, 416  
cocaine, 35  
deferiprone, 274  
desloratadine, 189  
diabetic retinopathy, 252  
droperidol + morphine, 113  
edural analgesia, 108  
fentanyl, 110, 111  
flumoxamine, 16  
gabapentin, 80  
gatifloxacin, 299  
**H. pylori** eradication regimens, 340, 425  
immunoglobulins, 386  
ivermectin, 365  
liraglutide, 500  
mesalazine, 428  
metformin + orlistat, 431  
methomyl, 565  
methylthioninium chloride + statins, 569  
naltrexone, 120  
pregabalin, 86, 87  
suxamethonium, 164  
**vision disturbance**  
bimatropine, 497  
butulinum toxins, 165  
cocaine, 35  
colistin, 306  
articaine, 158  
botulinum toxins, 165, 166  
bismuth, 264  
metformin + orlistat, 431  
methomyl, 565  
olanzapine, 64  
polystyrene sulfonates, 276  
pregabalin, 87, 88  
progesterone antagonists, 477  
suxamethonium, 164  
tiagabine, 89  
topiramate, 546, 547  
**weight gain**  
clozapine, 62–63  
escitalopram + quetiapine, 68  
levetiracetam, 82  
olanzapine, 64, 65, 66  
oxcarbazepine, 84  
paroxetine, 18  
polystyrene sulfonates, 276  
pregabalin, 87, 88  
quetiapine, 67  
risperidone, 69, 71  
rizosiglutine, 502  
sibutramine, 7  
valproate, 92  
**weight loss**  
arlenic, 263  
clozapine + modafinil, 6  
exenatide, 499  
leflunomide, 454, 455  
levozolamid, 337  
reboxetine, 21  
rofecoxib, 131  
topiramate, 89, 90, 91  
**wheat**  
mesalazine, 428  
unglucosidase, 85  
phosphates, 427  
physostigmine, 114  
rivastigmine, 361  
**wheeze**  
cocaine, 35  
influenza vaccine, 374  
streptokinase, 413  
**wind**  
see flutonence  
**working memory performance**  
amphetamines, 1  
**wound healing complications**  
baclofen, 165  
bevacizumab, 444  
index of adverse effects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xerosis</td>
<td><em>Yersinia enterocolitica</em> infection</td>
<td>zinc deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interferon + ribavirin, 346</td>
<td>blood transfusion, 383</td>
<td>losartan, 242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>